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A. MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW 
 

1. Purpose & Scope 
 
The Sikes Act (16 United States Code [U.S.C.] 670a) requires the Secretary of Defense 
to provide for the conservation and rehabilitation of natural resources on military 
installations. These efforts are facilitated through the preparation and implementation of 
an Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan (INRMP) and specific for every U.S. 
installation containing significant natural resources. The Department of Defense (DoD) 
policy recognizes the primary purpose of installation lands, waters, airspace, and 
coastal resources is to support mission-related activities and natural resources 
conservation programs shall work to guarantee continued access for realistic military 
training and testing and sustainment of the long-term ecological integrity per the 
Department of Defense Manual (DoDM) 4715.03. 
 
In accordance with the aforementioned regulations, this Integrated Natural Resources 
Management Plan (INRMP), or hereinafter referred to as the Plan, guides natural 
resource management programs and conservation actions on Fort Benning and Camp 
Merrill, Georgia. The INRMP serves as the Garrison Commander’s comprehensive plan 
and guiding document for managing and maintaining natural resources. Its 
implementation ensures that conservation measures and military activities are 
integrated with Federal stewardship requirements whereas optimizing mission essential 
activities on training land and conducting other/secondary activities (e.g. recreation, 
etc.) as compatible.  
 
As a sub-installation of Fort Benning, Camp Merrill, Dahlonega, Georgia, has been 
included in Fort Benning’s INRMP. Nevertheless, the Army’s administrative authority 
and natural resource management responsibilities occur only within the developed 282 
acre cantonment area. Therefore, sections of this INRMP incorporate Camp Merrill as 
applicable to its management of natural resources by Fort Benning.   
 

2. Management Philosophy 
 
To ensure that Fort Benning can meet its mission needs now and in the future, the 
natural resources must be managed so that they are ecologically sustainable. Fort 
Benning’s natural resources management philosophy is an ecosystem based approach. 
Ecosystem management principles and guidelines as articulated in the 1994 DoD 
memorandum, "Implementation of Ecosystem Management in the Department of 
Defense”, represented a major shift in DoD’s focus from the protection of individual 
species to a more holistic management of ecosystems. This philosophy is furthermore 
embodied in the Installation’s Natural Resources Management Vision and Mission 
Statements.  
 
Fort Benning’s Natural Resources Management Vision: Support the Maneuver Center 
of Excellence (MCoE) mission while promoting the ecological integrity of the Fort Benning 
landscape. 
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Fort Benning’s Natural Resources Management Mission: Through a collaborative 
effort between natural resource professionals and military personnel, Fort Benning will 
strive to promote the long-term ecological sustainability of its lands for multiple-use 
opportunities. Fort Benning will apply sound land management practices and adaptive 
management strategies that conserve ecological integrity through the restoration, 
maintenance, and preservation of natural biotic communities and otherwise promote the 
health of Installation ecosystems through rehabilitation and maintenance. This 
ecosystem management approach will encompass stakeholder interests, regulatory 
requirements, and fiscal constraints. 
 

3. Mission & Natural Resource Management History  
Fort Benning 
Early twentieth-century agricultural practices of converting forests to agriculture, then 
degrading the land and often abandoning it, portrayed significant ecological “gaps” 
common throughout the Southeast. Loss of native groundcover, fire-adapted flora and 
fauna, and late-successional habitat conditions created land that nobody wanted and 
represented critical shortfalls to the sustainment of the region’s native ecology. The 
establishment of Camp Benning in 1918 and Fort Benning in 1922 as the Army’s 
Infantry School, removed many of these land-development pressures across the 
sparsely populated landscape and reintroduced a new source of fire incidental to 
military training. It also provided an unintended but critical refuge for flora and fauna that 
otherwise may have been lost.   
 
Regional forest management practices for much of the twentieth-century favored loblolly 
pine over longleaf, removed fire from the landscape, and created high stand densities 
and/or pine-hardwood mixtures that collectively limited recovery of native habitat 
conditions. Establishment of loblolly pine plantations was standard practice following 
clearcut harvests. Non-native species were sometimes established for reforestation, soil 
stabilization, or wildlife food plots. Fire prevention was emphasized more than broader 
fire management practices in the late twentieth century. Flora and fauna associated with 
frequent fire, open mid-stories and undisturbed ground cover often survived by chance 
rather than through intentional management programs. 
 
From the late 1990s to present day, Fort Benning’s forest management approach has 
continued to shift from a timber production and fish-and-game management focus to a 
more holistic ecosystem management perspective, which also promotes and enhances 
the land’s ability to support and sustain Fort Benning’s respective “missionscape.” 
Missionscapes are the Army practice of balancing natural resources, vegetation 
management, and training requirements. Their effectiveness are essential for quality 
training areas and management of natural resources. The presence of natural 
vegetation enables authentic training scenarios involving cover, concealment, or line-of-
sight firing constraints while promoting hallmarks of Fort Benning’s natural resources 
management efforts (i.e. recovery of the Federally endangered red-cockaded 
woodpecker [RCW], restoration of longleaf pine habitat, and forest ecosystem 
management through an aggressive prescribed burn program). The INRMP builds on 
those important remnants of natural diversity that are present at Fort Benning and 
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provides an ecosystem-based management strategy for restoring or rehabilitating the 
native biota and ecological processes characteristic of the geographic area. The Goals 
and Objectives for Fort Benning Natural Resource Management are included in Table 
A.1. 
 
Camp Merrill 
In 1911, the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) purchased 31,000 acres in North Georgia 
which later became known as the Chattahoochee National Forest. Similar to Fort 
Benning’s early origins, acquisition consisted primarily of abandoned farm land and old 
homesteads. Forest managers began immediate restoration of the land by planting 
trees, controlling erosion and wildfires, and reintroducing wildlife. Land management 
efforts of the USFS, in the early days, focused primarily on timber production and 
protecting water supplies. With the passing of the 1960 Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield 
Act, the USFS broadened its management objectives to include outdoor recreation, 
grazing, timber, watersheds, fish, and wildlife. To achieve these objectives, 
management efforts by the USFS diversified to include ecological restoration and 
protection, research and product development, fire hazard reduction, and the general 
maintenance of healthy forests (U.S. Department of Agriculture [USDA] 2021)  
 
In 1951, the Army began utilizing portions of the Chattahoochee National Forest for 
training purposes under a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and a Special Use 
Permit. The developed 282 acre cantonment area, named Camp Frank D. Merrill, was 
managed under both the Army and USFS until acquired by the Army in a 2015 land 
exchange agreement. Camp Merrill is under the purview of Fort Benning; however, its 
Commander is by and large responsible for daily operations and management, including 
management of natural resources. Since Camp Merrill abuts USFS property and 
Soldiers utilize the Chattahoochee National Forest for training, coordination with USFS 
routinely occurs between Fort Benning, Camp Merrill, and USFS representatives.  
 

4. Goals, Objectives, & Targets 
 
Table A.1: Goals, Objectives, & Targets  

Goal Objectives INRMP 
Section Targets 

Indicators of 
Target 

Effectiveness 

No net loss in the capability of military 
installation lands to support the military 

of the Installation. 

No reduction of 
training lands 

Sections 
A-F 

Maximize 
training 
flexibility 

All military 
units meeting 

training 
objectives 

Establishment of specific natural 
resource management goals and 

objectives and time frames for 
proposed action. 

Proactive 
Natural 

Resources 
Management 

Sections 
A, D, F 

Promote and 
maintain 

native flora 
and fauna 

Progression 
toward desired 

future 
conditions 

Integration of, and consistency among, 
the various activities conducted under 

the plan. 

Effective 
implementation 

of INRMP 

Section 
C 

Internal and 
external 

stakeholders 

Successful 
coordination 

and 
transparency 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/forestry-production
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/outdoor-recreation
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detailfull/conf/landmanagement/resourcemanagement/?cid=fseprd582279&width=full#restoring
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detailfull/conf/landmanagement/resourcemanagement/?cid=fseprd582279&width=full#restoring
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Goal Objectives INRMP 
Section Targets 

Indicators of 
Target 

Effectiveness 

Provide for short- and long-term land 
and forest management. 

Sustainable 
training 

environment 

Section 
D10 

Ranges, 
training, and 
cantonment 

areas 

Maintaining 
ecosystem 

integrity 

Provide for fish and wildlife habitat 
enhancement or modification. 

Maximize 
habitat 

diversity 

Section 
D9 

Undeveloped 
lands 

Diverse and 
healthy 

populations 

Prevent, reduce, and mitigate erosion 
and sedimentation. 

Compliance 
with Federal 

and state 
regulations 

and Biological 
Opinions 

containing 
erosion control 

measures 

Section 
D4 

Ranges, 
training, and 
cantonment 

areas 

Reduction of 
soil migration 

and 
preservation of 
water quality 

standards 

Wetland protection, enhancement, and 
restoration where necessary. 

Maintain 
wetland and 

riparian areas 

Section 
D6 

Wetland and 
riparian 
areas 

No net loss 
(including 

using wetland 
credit banks) 

Public access to the military Installation 
that is necessary or appropriate subject 

to requirements necessary to ensure 
safety and military security. 

Uphold 
security and 

safety 
standards 

Section 
D9 

Installation 
users 

Minimization of 
threats 

Enforcement of applicable 
conservation laws and regulations. 

Meet all 
Federal, state, 
and Installation 

Regulations 

Section 
D2 

Installation 
users 

Ensure 
effective 

compliance 

Review of the INRMP’s operation and 
effectiveness on an annual basis. 

Perform 
Environmental 
Performance 
Assessment 

System 
(EPAS) update 

annually 

Section 
A5 

INRMP and 
associated 
operational 

plans 
(Appendices) 

Applicability to 
current 

management 
strategies 

Manage Federal and state listed 
species and habitat for preservation 

and recovery. 

Provide 
sustainable 

habitat within 
Installation 

Section 
D7 & 

Appendix 
B 

State and 
Federally 

listed 
species  

No net loss of 
listed species 

Provide a benefit to the species for 
which critical habitat is proposed. 

Provide 
sustainable 

habitat within 
Installation 

Section 
D7 & 

Appendix 
B 

List species 
with critical 

habitat 
designation 

No net loss of 
critical habitat 

for listed 
species 

Avoid and minimize physical and 
regulatory encroachment through 

coordination with community and use 
of ACUB (Army Compatible Use 
Buffer) and similar opportunities. 

Proactive 
Natural 

Resources 
Management 

Section 
D14 

State and 
Federally 

listed 
species 

No net loss of 
listed species 
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5. Review, Revision, & Reporting 
 
In keeping with an adaptive management approach and iterative management method 
(i.e. Plan-Do-Check) of managing natural resources, this INRMP is intended to be 
updated on a frequent basis to incorporate changes in environmental resources, 
management practices, regulatory requirements, or scientific research and 
advancements (Table A.2). Based on Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 
4715.03, the INRMP is required to be reviewed for operation and effect no less than 
every five years (DoD 2011). The review process determines as to whether the plan 
needs minor changes or revisions in order to continue to address adequately the 
purposes and requirements of the Sikes Act. Fort Benning utilizes cross-functional 
teams for review, updates, and revisions. Each revised version of the INRMP must be 
approved by Headquarters, Installation Management Command (IMCOM) before 
implementation. The appendices (B and C) furthermore contain species specific 
management components detailing the management of those species, hereafter 
referred to as Species Management Components (SMC), for all Federally protected 
species (or proposed for listing), and/or critical habitat occurring on-Post. Fort Benning 
has consulted with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and coordinated with 
state agencies as appropriate and will consult with the USFWS for substantive changes 
to those SMCs before implementation. 
  
The Environmental Performance Assessment System (EPAS) is an Army program 
executed by Army Environmental Command (USAEC) by to assess both the 
Environmental Management System (EMS) and compliance aspects of a garrison’s 
Directorate of Public Works (DPW) Environmental Management Division (EMD). In 
accordance with DoDI 4715.03, EPAS provides internal (installation personnel) self-
assessments of conservation programs annually and external (designated DoD 
representative from outside the Installation) assessments at least once every three 
years.  
 
Table A.2: Self-Assessment  

Plan Do Check Act 

INRMP Annual review Internal/external 
revisions and updates Revisions as necessary 

Forest Inventory Annual review Internal revisions and 
updates Revisions as necessary 

Wetland Delineation Compliance Internal/external 
revisions and updates Revisions as necessary 

Range Inspections Per Training Iteration Inspection after use Corrective actions 
EPAS, RCW Annual 

Report, Gopher 
Tortoise Annual Report 

Compliance Annual inspections Corrective actions 
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B. INSTALLATION OVERVIEW 
 

1. Maps 
 
The Fort Benning military Installation is divided into northern, central and southern 
training areas. Although a majority of the Installation is located in Georgia, the southern 
training area extends across the Chattahoochee River into Alabama. Cantonment areas 
are within the central and southern training areas (Figure 1). There are no leased areas 
or state and Federal lands near Fort Benning that are used for training. 
 
Constraints 
In general, land constraints occur with the potential for conflicting land uses. Identified 
constraints on Fort Benning, as illustrated in Figure 2, include those that pertain to the 
natural environment and others that are elements of the range/training landscape. 
 
Related to the natural environment, all of Uchee Creek within the Installation has been 
designated critical habitat for the Federally endangered shiny-rayed pocketbook mussel 
(Lampsilis subangulata) (Section D7a). Similarly, wetlands on Fort Benning that are 
considered “Waters of the United States” (WOUS) entail the Chattahoochee River and 
associated streams/tributaries; including Upatoi Creek. Pertinent Clean Water Act 
(CWA) laws/regulations apply and are enforced through the Alabama Department of 
Environmental Management (ADEM) Georgia Environmental Protection Division (EPD) 
of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources (DNR) in addition to the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE). 
 
As part of the range/training landscape, impact areas are designated areas or 
boundaries within which ordnances impact and contain the effects of the weapons. 
Impact areas containing ordnances that produce duds (e.g. unexploded ordnances 
[UXO], munitions and explosives of concern [MEC], etc.) are known as dudded impact 
areas. Fort Benning’s dudded impact areas are located in the northern, central, and 
southern training areas and generally off-limits to all personnel. Conversely, non-
dudded impact areas contain ordnances that do not produce dud areas (e.g. surface 
danger zone [SDZ] fans often associated with small arms ranges). Non-dudded impact 
areas are used by both military and civilian personnel but may be temporarily off-limits, 
a constraint, depending on the training being conducted. 
 
The Explosive Ordnance Disposal range is located in the central training area and off-
limits to unauthorized personnel. Radiological Contaminated Areas (RCA) and UXO 
areas located in the northern and southern training areas are also generally off-limits to 
all personnel. Training ranges located in all three training areas are used for military 
training but may be accessed by military and civilian personnel as needed upon Range 
Division approval. 
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Camp Merrill 
Camp Frank D. Merrill (Headquarters, 5th Ranger Training Battalion) is located in the 
foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains in Lumpkin County near Dahlonega, Georgia 
(Figure 4). The Etowah River, running north to south through the cantonment area, 
divides development from open and predominantly undeveloped space. The Army 
conducts the Mountain Phase of Ranger School within Camp Merrill in addition to the 
neighboring Chattahoochee National Forest. Training in the national forest is made 
possible through a service agreement with the USFS. 
 
Constraints within Camp Merrill involve the Federally endangered Etowah darter and its 
critical habitat; the Etowah River (Figure 4). These areas are protected from 
disturbances (e.g. training or construction) that may adversely affect the associated 
species. CWA laws/regulations apply and are enforced through the Georgia EPD of the 
Georgia DNR in addition to the USACE. 
 
Region 
The U.S. Census Bureau defines the Columbus, Georgia Metropolitan Area as six 
Georgia counties (i.e. Chattahoochee, Harris, Marion, Muscogee, Stewart, and Talbot), 
one county in Alabama (i.e. Russell), and the city of Columbus; the region’s central 
anchor (see Figure 3). The region is locally known as the Chattahoochee Valley and 
predominantly defined geographically by Chattahoochee River. The largest population 
center is the City of Columbus, which has more than 195,700 residents with 321,000 in 
the Chattahoochee Valley according to the 2019 estimates from the U.S. Census 
Bureau. This makes Columbus the third largest city in terms of population and the 
fourth-largest metropolitan area in Georgia. Columbus has maximized most of the 
development potential along the Installation’s western boundary; therefore, further 
growth and potential for encroachment tends to be concentrated on the north and 
northeast sides of the city towards the suburban communities of Fortson, Midland, and 
Upatoi, Georgia.  
 
Phenix City, Alabama, the next largest incorporated city in the region, is located nine 
miles northwest and across the Chattahoochee River from the Main Post area of Fort 
Benning. The town of Cusseta, Georgia, the county seat of Chattahoochee County, is a 
small, incorporated city located south of Fort Benning (Figure 3). The remainder of the 
region is characterized by a few small, unincorporated communities and rural 
residences and predominantly agricultural and undeveloped vacant land used for 
farming and forestry. Other major urban areas within a 100 mile radius of Fort Benning 
include Albany and Macon, Georgia, and Auburn, Opelika, Montgomery, and Dothan, 
Alabama. Unlike the threats of encroachment from adjacent Columbus, the 
encroachment potential by communities south of Fort Benning remains relatively minor 
at present. 
 
Another aspect of the region and tool utilized in management of natural resources 
includes the Army Compatible Use Buffer (ACUB). As discussed in further detail in 
Section D14 and Appendix C2, the ACUB program allows Fort Benning to work with 
partners to protect habitat and buffer training without acquiring any new land for Army 
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ownership. ACUB lands buffer areas around Fort Benning to limit the effects of 
encroachment and maximize training land inside the Installation. Areas targeted for 
ACUB, known as Priority Areas (PA), are hierarchized based on the potential for 
incompatible development. As illustrated in Figure 3, parcels identified within PA1 serve 
to buffer the east/northeastern portion of the Installation from municipal encroachment 
and may provide future sites for Federally listed and/or candidate species found on Fort 
Benning. Approximately 34,000 acres are currently protected in PA1. Fort Benning’s 
PA2 does not presently have any parcels identified to serve as an encroachment buffer 
or as sites for translocating Federally listed and/or candidate species due to anticipated 
encroachment issues remaining relatively minor. 
 
Camp Merrill 
Camp Frank D. Merrill is located in the northern end of Lumpkin County, Georgia within 
the Blue Ridge Wildlife Management Area of the Chattahoochee National Forest. The 
county seat is the city of Dahlonega, which had an estimated population of 6,884 
residents according to 2018 estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau. Surrounded by the 
Chattahoochee National Forest, the encroachment potential on Camp Merrill is 
negligible. 
 

2. General Installation Information  
 
Fort Benning is an Army Installation of approximately 182,000 acres Fort Benning 
covers portions of Muscogee, Chattahoochee, and Marion counties in Georgia and 
Russell County, Alabama. Approximately 169,260 acres of Fort Benning are located in 
Muscogee and Chattahoochee Counties, Georgia, and approximately 12,740 acres are 
located in Russell County, Alabama (Fort Benning 2020). Approximately 80 percent of 
Chattahoochee County is within the boundaries of Fort Benning.  
 
More than 120,000 active-duty military, family members, reserve component Soldiers, 
retirees and civilian employees support the Installation on a daily basis (Fort Benning 
2020). Fort Benning plays a significant role in supporting the Army’s mission and is an 
invaluable military readiness training platform by developing the capabilities of the 
maneuver force and individual Soldier. Approximately 131,000 acres are primarily 
designated for training and maneuver areas (Van Allen, A. 2020). Fort Benning’s range 
infrastructure is heavily utilized with several unique ranges supporting Special 
Operations Command units. Fort Benning has a total of 77 live-fire and 14 non-live-fire 
ranges in service with the SDZ acreage of over 72,000 acres. Overall, units training on 
Fort Benning conduct an average of 125 daily training missions (Van Allen, A 2020). 
 
Lands that are not used for operational training at Fort Benning are used to support 
cantonment functions. The cantonment areas at Fort Benning have been developed into 
a wide variety of land uses that comprise the elements necessary for a complete urban-
style community. There are four cantonment areas within the Installation boundaries: 
Main Post, Sand Hill, Kelley Hill and Harmony Church. 
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Camp Merrill 
Camp Merrill is the home of the 5th Ranger Training Battalion and the Mountain Phase 
of the U.S. Army Ranger School which is designed to enhance the Soldiers' ability to 
plan and execute small unit combat missions in mountainous terrain. This phase covers 
mountaineering, small unit tactics, patrol infiltration, raids, ambushes, and other skills 
required for close combat and direct fire missions. The Army trains within the camp’s 
282 acre cantonment area in addition to the neighboring Chattahoochee National 
Forest. Cantonment facilities and infrastructure includes barracks, motor pool, 
gymnasium, company offices, dining facility, commissary, Post Exchange and Class VI 
Store, Mosby Landing Strip and surrounding running track. Within the camp's footprint, 
two privately held parcels of land include the Mount Zion Church and a small family 
cemetery. 
 

3. Regional Land Use & Setting 
 
The land use adjacent to Fort Benning includes low-density residential, public, industrial 
and open space; primarily used for agriculture and timber production. The closest urban 
center to Fort Benning is Columbus, Georgia, northwest of the Main Post and Phenix 
City; located within Russell County Alabama west of Columbus across the 
Chattahoochee River. Talbot, Harris, and Muscogee counties (to the north), Marion 
County (to the east), Russell County, Alabama (to the west) and Webster and Stewart 
counties (to the south) have primarily agricultural, forested (timbered), or vacant land, 
with low density residential, commercial, and public use spread through several small 
communities.  
 
Camp Merrill 
The land adjacent to Camp Merrill includes the Chattahoochee National Forest. Due to 
its predominantly rural setting, agriculture and agri-tourism (e.g. farmer’s markets, 
garden visits, vineyard tours, etc.) are the dominant industries of the county. Dahlonega, 
Georgia is the closest urban center 20 miles southwest of Camp Merrill. 
 

4. Natural Environment  
 
Most of Fort Benning is located south of the Fall Line, which is defined by the overlap of 
Coastal Plain strata on top of Piedmont rocks. This is also the area where the Piedmont 
basement rocks are first exposed in streams flowing to the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf 
of Mexico (Gulf South Research Corporation 1999). Along the Fall Line Sandhills, 
crystalline rocks of the Piedmont are overlaid by marine or fluvial sediments. The 
crystalline and sedimentary deposits may be exposed in relatively close proximity. For 
this reason, Fort Benning contains a varied topography. Upland slopes range from 
steep to gently sloping and comprise most of the land on the Installation. 
 
The area’s climate is characterized by hot long summers and short winters. Precipitation 
is evenly distributed throughout the year, the wettest month being March with 
approximately six inches of precipitation, and the driest month being October with 
approximately three inches of precipitation. January, historically the coldest month, has 
an average regional low temperature of 32 degrees Fahrenheit (°F). In July, historically 
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the warmest month, temperatures often reach above 90 °F and can fluctuate by cooling 
20 °F from day to evening (U.S. Climate Data 2020).  
 
Camp Merrill 
Camp Merrill is located in the North Georgia Mountains, north of the Fall Line within the 
Piedmont plateau. The Piedmont is the remnant of mountain chains that long ago 
eroded and characterized the region with rolling hills and drainage basins formed from 
sediments of the surrounding higher ground. Camp Merrill is located within the Upper 
Etowah River basin which provides a relatively broad basin unique to the surrounding 
steep topography and narrow basins that characterize the area.  
 
The area’s climate is characterized by warm summers and cold winters. Precipitation is 
evenly distributed throughout the year, the wettest month being January with 
approximately seven inches of precipitation, and the driest months being June and 
October with approximately four inches of precipitation. January, historically the coldest 
month, has an average regional low temperature of 26 degrees °F. In July, historically 
the warmest month, temperatures reach above 85 °F (U.S. Climate Data 2020). 
 

5. Installation History 
 

 Pre-Military Land Use  
 
Before its use as a military installation, the lands that constitute Fort Benning today 
were used in several capacities. At different times in history, American Indian villages 
and European settler farms, mills, and cotton plantations once occupied the current site. 
As a result, the landscape has been influenced by previous inhabitants through such 
activities as agriculture, timber harvest, use of fire (or lack thereof), and impoundment of 
water for mill operations. As historical land use has affected the ecological condition of 
Fort Benning's natural resources today, a review of the historical record also provides 
an indication of the cultural and historical importance of Fort Benning lands. Detailed 
discussion of the cultural and land use history of the area can be found in Fort 
Benning’s Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan (ICRMP). 
 
Camp Merrill  
Before the Chattahoochee National Forests was acquired by the USFS, the land and 
region was greatly shaped and influenced by Native American villages, European settler 
farms, mills, and plantations. Much of the land consisted of degraded and/or abandoned 
land, old villages and homesteads (U.S. Department of Agriculture [USDA] 2021). It was 
not until 1936 that the USFS reorganized national forest land and re-named the 1911 
purchase the Chattahoochee National Forest. 
 

 Installation Military History  
On 18 September 1918, the Adjutant General of the Infantry School directed that the 
Infantry School of Arms with all its personnel, property, and equipment move from Fort 
Sill, Oklahoma, to Columbus, Georgia, beginning 1 October 1918. The first troops 
arrived on 6 October 1918 and occupied a temporary camp three miles east of town on 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mountain_range
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Macon Road. The next day the camp was officially opened. At the request of the 
Columbus Rotary Club, the camp was named in honor of a Civil War General, Henry 
Lewis Benning, a Columbus native and the area's most prominent military officer.  
 
The search for a permanent location for the camp led to a plantation site south of 
Columbus owned by Mr. Arthur Bussey. The Bussey land featured terrain considered 
ideal for training Infantrymen. Once purchased by the government, the plantation would 
serve as the core of the camp, and the large frame house, known as Riverside, would 
serve as quarters for a long line of commanders. In February of 1920, the War 
Department officially assigned the title of “Infantry School” to Camp Benning. Two years 
later, Camp Benning was designated a permanent military Installation and named Fort 
Benning. From the 1920’s through 1940’s, the Installation increased in size through a 
number of land purchases throughout the surrounding areas in Georgia and Alabama, 
with a final land exchange with the City of Columbus occurring in 2001.  
 
After years of struggling for appropriations and attention from Army policy makers, Fort 
Benning enjoyed a construction boom in the mid-1930s as a result of Federal work 
projects during the Great Depression, and continued into the 1940s with the eruption of 
World War II in Europe. Troop strength swelled with the arrival of the 1st Infantry 
Division and the establishment of the Officer Candidate School and Airborne training. 
Ranger training began at Fort Benning in the 1950s, and the 1960’s saw the formation 
of the 11th Air Assault Division to test air assault concepts. By 1978, all U.S. Infantry 
Soldiers were trained at Fort Benning as part of One Station Unit Training.  
 
In November 2005, the Army announced its intent to implement the Base Realignment 
and Closure (BRAC) 2005 recommendation at Fort Benning, Georgia. Under this 
recommendation, the Armor Center and School would relocate from Fort Knox, 
Kentucky to Fort Benning and eventually consolidate with the Infantry Center and 
School to form the MCoE for maneuver forces training. This BRAC recommendation 
also resulted in the construction and operation of numerous new ranges, training 
facilities, and infrastructure upgrades to support the relocation of the Armor School and 
associated training requirements. In September of 2011, the relocation of the Armor 
School to Fort Benning was complete. 
 
Known as the Army’s Maneuver Center of Excellence, Fort Benning is the home of the 
Armor School, the Infantry School, the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security 
Cooperation (formerly known as the School of the Americas), 1st Security Force 
Assistance Brigade, elements of the 75th Ranger Regiment (United States), Army 
Marksmanship Unit, and a variety of other tenant units. Fort Benning’s currently military 
mission is summarized in Table B.1.  
 
Camp Merrill 
During World War II and Korea, the concept of Ranger training evolved in an effort to 
develop leaders and enhance the performance of all Army infantry units. In 1950, the 
Army began sending individual companies with a full complement of officers and NCOs 
through the new six-week Ranger Course at Fort Benning, Georgia. By 1951, a study 
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was initiated to propose a new and improved Ranger Course. This course would be 
offered to all combat units of the Army to establish sufficient numbers so each infantry 
unit the size of a platoon will have at least one Ranger qualified Soldier. In January of 
1953, Ranger training took place in the North Georgia Mountains following coordination 
between the USFS and Army officers familiar with the rugged and sparsely populated 
Blue Ridge Wildlife Management Area. The first Mountain Phase consisted of combat 
patrol operations and mobility training near Woody Gap, Georgia; approximately 13 
miles northeast of present day Camp Merrill. 
 
In 1952, the Mountain Phase moved to a new permanent site at Camp Wahsega; four 
miles south of present day Camp Merrill. Additionally, Mosby Army Airfield was built at 
this time for Army aircraft support of Camp Wahsega. This construction and need for 
other support facilities eventually lead to the present day establishment of Camp Merrill 
near the Etowah River. In 1971, the Ranger Camp was officially designated in honor of 
Brigadier General Frank D. Merrill as home of the 5th Ranger Training Battalion and the 
Mountain Phase of Ranger School. 
 

6. Current Military Missions 
 
Table B.1: Fort Benning Mission 
 

Major Installation 
Users Mission Description Garrison Resources Utilized 

Army Armor School 

Train Armor and Cavalry leaders 
and Soldiers in the operation, 
tactics, and maintenance of armor 
forces and equipment. 

Cantonment, maneuver lands, heavy 
ordinance/large and small arms ranges  

 Army Infantry School 

Develop disciplined infantrymen in 
the operation and tactics involving 
small arms, anti-armor or indirect 
fire weapons, land 
reconnaissance, field navigation, 
communications, and other 
equipment for combat. 

Cantonment, maneuver lands, small 
arms ranges 

Western Hemisphere 
Institute for Security 
Cooperation 

Provide professional education 
and training for civilian, military 
and law enforcement students 
from nations throughout the 
Western Hemisphere.  

Cantonment, maneuver lands, small 
arms ranges 

75th Ranger Regiment  
Plan and conduct special missions 
in support of U.S. policy and 
objectives. 

Cantonment, maneuver lands, heavy 
ordinance/large and small arms ranges 

1st Security Force 
Assistance Brigade 

Deploy in support of a Combatant 
Commander, integrates with 
foreign partner forces, assists and 
advises local security operations to 
build partner security capacity and 
capability and achieve regional 
security in support of U.S. National 
Interests. 

Cantonment, maneuver lands, heavy 
ordinance/large and small arms ranges 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Army_Infantry_School
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Hemisphere_Institute_for_Security_Cooperation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Hemisphere_Institute_for_Security_Cooperation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Hemisphere_Institute_for_Security_Cooperation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/75th_Ranger_Regiment_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1st_Security_Force_Assistance_Brigade
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1st_Security_Force_Assistance_Brigade
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Major Installation 
Users Mission Description Garrison Resources Utilized 

Task Force 1-28 
Support Infantry Brigade Combat 
Teams when additional combat 
power is required.  

Cantonment, maneuver lands, heavy 
ordinance/large and small arms ranges 

Army Marksmanship 
Unit 

Compete to win national and 
international shooting 
competitions, supports Army 
accessions, and advances small 
arms lethality to demonstrate Army 
marksmanship capability, enhance 
recruiting and increase 
marksmanship effectiveness in 
combat. 

Cantonment and small arms ranges 

5th Ranger Training 
Battalion (Camp Merrill)  

Conduct the Mountain Phase of 
Ranger School. Cantonment  

 
7. Public & Affiliates Access 

 
Fort Benning and Camp Merrill are closed military installations. Anyone attempting entry 
without a Federal government-issued identification card (Military ID, Military Dependent 
ID, Common Access Card or Automated Installation Entry Card) or visitor's pass will be 
subject to a background check before unescorted entry. Access for recreational 
activities (e.g. hunting, fishing, etc.) and other land uses (e.g. collecting firewood, bird 
watching, etc.) are discussed in Section D9.  
 
Fort Benning and Camp Merrill provides the public access to cultural resources that are 
not sensitive in nature provided that they meet the security requirements for access to 
the installations and there are no conflicts with mission, personal safety, tribal concerns, 
or the stated goals of the Cultural Resources Program. Cantonment area historic 
buildings can be seen on scheduled tours or by coordinating a visit. Historic cemeteries 
are accessible to family members for visits and genealogical research when there is not 
a conflict with the training mission.  
 
Fort Benning and Camp Merrill also authorizes access to Federally-recognized Tribes, 
in compliance with the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (AIRFA), which 
affirms the right of Native Americans to have access to their sacred places, and EO 
13007 (Indian Sacred Sites), which requires agencies accommodate access to and 
ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites and avoid adversely affecting the physical 
integrity of sacred sites. In addition to access to sacred sites, burial sites, and other 
archaeological sites, Fort Benning’s consultations with the Tribes have revealed that 
certain plant types at Fort Benning are centrally important to the Tribes, and it is Fort 
Benning’s policy to provide them with access and support to obtain these. Access to 
historic properties, the collection of natural resources, and other similar activities by 
Federally-recognized Tribes and/or other group visits requires coordination through 
Environmental Management and Range Divisions. 
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C. INTEGRATION OVERVIEW 
 

1.  Authorities & Responsibilities 
 
Table C.1 lists laws, regulations, and executive orders which guide natural resource 
management on Fort Benning and Camp Merrill. This is not an all-inclusive list but rather 
represents the documents that drive and direct natural resource management on the 
Installations. 
 
Table C.1: Natural Resource Management Requirements & Guidance  
Law, Regulation, or 

MOU # Law / Regulation Responsible / Administering 
Agency(s) 

DoD Financial 
Management 

Regulation 7000.14-
R, Vol. 11A, Ch.16 

Accounting for Production and Sale of 
Forest Products, August 2002. DoD 

7 U.S.C.§ 426-426b Animal Damage Control Act USDA 

16 U.S.C. 4701-4751 Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and 
Control 

Department of Defense, state DNR, & 
international partners (as applicable) 

16 U.S.C. §§668-
668d Bald & Golden Eagle Protection Act U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 

42 U.S.C. § 7401-
7642 Clean Air Act Environmental Protection Agency, 

States 
33 U.S.C. §1251 et. 

seq. Clean Water Act Environmental Protection Agency, 
States, USACE-Regulatory 

40 C.F.R. Parts 1500-
1508 

 

Council on Environmental Quality 
(CEQ) Regulations-CEQ Regulations 

for Implementing the Procedural 
Provisions of the National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 

All Federal Agencies (As Applicable) 

42 U.S.C. §9601-
9675 

Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation and 

Liability Act (CERCLA) 
Environmental Protection Agency 

DoDI 4715.03 Conservation Program for Natural 
Resources, March 18, 2011 

DoD 

DoDI 5525.17 Conservation Law Enforcement 
Program (CLEP), October 17, 2013 

DoD 

DoDI 6055.06 DoD Fire and Emergency Services 
Program, December 21, 2006 

DoD 

DoD 5400.7-R DoD Freedom of Information Act 
Program, September 4, 1998 

DoD 

16 U.S.C. §1531-
1543 

Endangered Species Act of 1973, as 
amended U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 

32 C.F.R. § 989 Environmental Impact Analysis DoD 
16 U.S.C § 3901-

3932 
Emergency Wetlands Resources Act 

of 1986 Secretary of the Interior 

7 U.S.C. §136 et. seq. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and 
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), as amended Environmental Protection Agency 
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Law, Regulation, or 
MOU # Law / Regulation Responsible / Administering 

Agency(s) 

43 U.S.C. §1701 Federal Land Policy and Management 
Act of 1976 DoD 

7 U.S.C. § 2801 Federal Noxious Weed Act of 1974 Secretary of Agriculture 
33 U.S.C. § 1251-

1376 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 
1977 (Clean Water Act), as amended 

Environmental Protection Agency, 
States 

16 U.S.C. §2901- 
2911 

Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act of 
1980 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 

Executive Order 
11988 

Floodplain Management, May 24, 
1977 DoD 

10 U.S.C. §2671 Hunting, Fishing and Trapping on 
Military Lands DoD 

Executive Order 
13112 Invasive Species, February 3, 1999 DoD, state DNR, & other Federal 

agencies (as applicable) 
16 U.S.C. §703 et. 

seq. 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, as 

amended U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 

P.L. 107-314, Sec. 
315 

National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 2003: Incidental Taking of 

Migratory Birds during Military 
Readiness Activities 

DoD 

P.L. 108-136, Sec. 
318 

National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 2004: Military Readiness 
& Conservation of Protected Species 

DoD 

Public Law 91-190, 
42 U.S.C. §4321-

4347 
NEPA of 1969, as amended DoD 

32 C.F.R. 190 Natural Resource Management 
Program for the DoD DoD 

16 U.S.C. §460l Outdoor Recreation on Federal Lands DoD 

Public Law 106-224, 
7 U.S.C. §7702 Plant Protection Act U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Executive Order 
11990 Protection of Wetlands, May 24, 1977 DoD ,U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, & 

USACE 
Executive Order 

12962 Recreational Fisheries, June 7, 1995 DoD & state DNR 

16 U.S.C. §670a-f Sikes Act U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, state 
DNR 

Sikes Act Tripartite 
MOU 

Cooperative Integrated Natural 
Resource Management Program on 

Military Lands 

DoD, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, & 
Association of Fish & Wildlife 

Agencies 

16 U.S.C. §2001 Soil and Water Conservation Act Secretary of Agriculture 

10 U.S.C. §2665 Timber Sales on Military Lands DoD 
Army Regulation 200-

1 
Environmental Protection and 

Enhancement Department of Army 

 
2. External Stakeholders   

Fort Benning has a long-standing program of outreach to stakeholders with interest in or 
affected by the Installation’s activities, as well as governmental regulatory agencies that 
have jurisdiction to issue approvals, authorizations, or permits for Installation projects. 
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Outlined in Table C.2, stakeholders include Federal, state, and local governmental 
agencies with regulatory authority over Fort Benning (e.g. USFWS and Georgia EPD); 
Federally recognized Native American Tribes (Tribes) associated with the Fort Benning 
area; intergovernmental partnerships; and special interest groups with a charter 
involving environmental or military matters. 
 
Faced with lean budgets and increasing operating costs, the National Defense 
Authorization Act of 2013 and 2015 authorized and encouraged installations to 
maximize resources through partnerships with local, state, and Federal communities 
and agencies. Partnerships include a variety of agreements from formal 
Intergovernmental Support Agreements (IGSA) to Memorandum of 
Agreements/Understanding (MOA/MOU). Partnerships may formalize an agreement 
with no funds or resources of value being exchanged or share an installation-support 
service with a state or local government, where the State or local government already 
provides the service for its own residents. Money saved and efficiencies gained allow 
the installation to focus on other priority requirements. As listed in Table C.2, Fort 
Benning currently has three IGSAs and Camp Merrill has one MOU. 
 
Table C.2: Stakeholders  

External Stakeholder Type 
Alabama Department of 

Conservation and Natural 
Resources 

Governmental Regulatory Agency 

Auburn University IGSA Partnership (Ecological Forest Monitoring) 
Fort Benning Native American 

Tribes Federally-recognized Native American Tribes 

Georgia Department of Natural 
Resources Governmental Regulatory Agency 

Georgia Ecological Service 
USFWS Governmental Regulatory Agency 

Georgia Forestry Commission IGSA Partnership (Wildfire Detection) 
The Nature Conservancy Cooperative Agreement Partner (ACUB) 

Public Stakeholders Public Citizens 
USDA, Animal and Plant Health 

Inspection Service (APHIS) IGSA Partnership (Feral Swine Control) 

*USFS, Blue Ridge Ranger District IGSA Partnership (Training Land Coordination) 
*Camp Merrill 

 
3. Internal Integration 

 
Internal integration of the INRMP across Fort Benning and Camp Merrill begins with 
Fort Benning’s 144R Process (FB-144R). The purpose of the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) Program at Fort Benning is to assist the Installation, Camp Merrill, 
and other facilities under the support responsibility of Fort Benning to comply with the 
NEPA. Accordingly, the DPW EMD staff screen and provide applicable comments (i.e. 
guidance, mitigation, restrictions, etc.) on all potential Installation level actions prior to 
implementation through the FB-144R to insure NEPA analysis is conducted. The FB-
144R form for submission of proposed actions can be accessed and submitted online at 
https://applications/nepa/. Permission to proceed or denial of a proposed action is 

https://applications/nepa/
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returned to the proponent with applicable guidance as a Record of Environmental 
Consideration (REC) or notification that a higher level of NEPA analysis (i.e. 
Environmental Assessment [EA] or Environmental Impact Statement [EIS]) is required. 
 
Table C.3 summarizes the Installation’s major plans and offices responsible for their 
integration. Similarly, Table C.4 provides an overview of Fort Benning Directorates and 
coordinating positions responsible for frequent coordination to ensure mission success.  
 
Table C.3: Installation Plans & Responsibilities 
 

Responsible 
Directorate Installation Plan (Date of Approval) Location/Link 

Directorate of 
Plans, Training, 
Mobilization & 

Security 
(DPTMS) 

Conservation Law Enforcement Plan (2017) Appendix C4 

DPW EAs/EISs 
Online Library: 

https://www.benning.army.mil/Gar
rison/DPW/EMD/Legal.html 

DPW SMCs (2019) Appendix B 

DPW Erosion and Sediment Control Component 
(2019) Fort Benning DPW, Building 6 

DPW Installation Master Plan/Area Development 
Plans (2017-2019) Fort Benning DPW, Building 6 

DPW Cultural Resources Management (2020) Fort Benning DPW, Building 6 

DPW Integrated Pest Management Plan (2018) 
Appendix C1, Online Library: 

https://www.benning.army.mil/Gar
rison/DPW/EMD/Legal.html 

DPTMS Integrated Training Area Management Work 
Plan (2020) 

Fort Benning DPTMS, Building 
5512 

DPW Integrated Wildland Fire Management Plan 
(2021) Appendix C6 

DPTMS Range Complex Master Plan (2020) Fort Benning DPTMS, Building 
5512 

DPW Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard (WASH) Plan 
(2016) Appendix C4 
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Table C.4: Coordinating Offices  
Responsible 
Directorate 

Personnel Position 
Title(s) 

Communication 
Methods Contact Frequency 

DPTMS Range Officer Email/Phone Daily 
DPTMS Scheduler Email/Phone Daily 
DPTMS Range Planner Email/Phone Daily 

DPW Master Planning Email/Phone Weekly 
DPW EMD Chief Email/Phone Daily 

Directorate of 
Emergency 

Services (DES) 
Fire Chief Email/Phone Daily 

DES 
Conservation Law 

Enforcement Officer 
(CLEO) 

Email/Phone Daily 

Directorate of 
Family and 

Morale, Welfare & 
Recreation 
(DFMWR) 

Recreation Officer Email/Phone Weekly 

Staff Judge 
Advocate (SJA) 

Environmental 
Attorney Email/Phone Monthly 
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D. PROGRAM ELEMENTS  
 

1. Geospatial Information Systems 
 
Natural resources related geospatial data (i.e. natural resources geospatial data) is 
managed by the NRMB. Geospatial data is used in numerous planning and compliance 
matters, including project planning, NEPA studies, and regulator consultation (e.g., 
Endangered Species Act [ESA] Section 7 consultation with the USFWS). The Fort 
Benning DPW Installation Geospatial Information & Services (IGI&S) Program can 
access the natural resources geospatial data (e.g. forest stand, flora and fauna) stored 
on a common network drive and migrate it to the target geodatabase that meets Spatial 
Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment (SDSFIE) V-4.0. This 
data migration is conducted using a SDSFIE specific ArcGIS Toolbox. In general, 
geospatial data may be updated as needed or quarterly. The IGI&S Program Manager 
must submit quarterly reports to Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQDA) which 
may include updated natural resources geospatial data. The reported/updated 
geospatial data is aggregated into the HQDA geospatial data repository. Data contained 
within the HQDA geospatial data repository may be visualized in the Army Installation 
Atlas (formerly known as Army Mapper).  
 

2. Conservation Law Enforcement 
 
Fort Benning’s Conservation Law Enforcement Program is responsible for Security and 
Game and Fish compliance in all training areas on Fort Benning. The Conservation Law 
Enforcement Officers (CLEO) will work with the NRMB personnel on a regular basis to 
ensure that all Federal, state, and installation laws and regulations which pertain to 
natural resources are being upheld. The primary regulations that guide Conservation 
Law Enforcement on the Installation include; Fort Benning (FB) Regulations 190-11, 
200-1, 210-4, 210-5, and 190-5. For a better understanding of the Conservation Law 
Enforcement duties and responsibilities as it pertains to enforcement of the Installation’s 
conservation programs and Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), see Appendix C3 
(Directorate of Emergency Services Standing Operating Procedures, Section I, Patrol 
Operations). 
 

3. Climate Change 
 
The effects of the change in climate on DoD installations may have the potential to 
impact the military mission. Therefore, natural resources management objectives and 
activities described in this INRMP are designed with consideration for the 
interrelationships between the individual components of the ecosystem, the 
requirements of the military mission, and other land use activities. The focus is on 
maintaining the structure, diversity, and integrity of the biological communities and 
recognizing that the Soldiers and military mission are a vital component of the 
ecosystem.  
 
Strengthening climate resilience of Army installations is important to maintaining 
mission readiness in the face of climate-related disruptions. In compliance with 
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Installation Energy Management Instruction (DoDI 4170.11), Fort Benning coordinates 
with its private management partners, Flint Energies and Columbus Water Works, to 
manage electrical and water/wastewater systems for security, safe, reliability, and 
efficiency. Ongoing efforts to strengthen grid resilience, maximize energy, and water 
conservation efforts include the replacement of aging infrastructure, installation of 
additional system monitoring and automation devices, on-site generation (existing solar 
array) and plans for future grid tie-ins and battery storage. Additionally, during drought 
or extreme temperature conditions; Fort Benning’s Public Affairs Office (PAO) utilizes a 
combination of public-service messaging (i.e. website notices and articles, social media, 
etc.) to announce and encourage simple water and energy conservation measures. 
Water and energy conservation measures commonly include, but are not limited to, 
Post-wide restrictions on washing privately owned vehicles and irrigating lawns or 
reminders to turn off lights and minimize other electrical use.  
 
To address climate change and risks involved, the DoD implemented a policy for 
installations to address climate considerations not only within NEPA studies, but also 
within the INRMP. As described in Table D.1, potential climate change threats identified 
under the Army Climate Assessment Tool pertaining to Fort Benning and Camp Merrill 
include wildfire, drought, riverine flooding, heat, energy demand, historical extreme 
conditions, and land degradation. Natural resources management components monitor, 
evaluate, develop program adaptations, and mitigations as necessary to offset potential 
effects of climate change through natural resource management actions. This approach 
provides a planned versus reactive approach to climate change. 
 
The Fort Benning natural resources management goal is to maintain or restore the 
native, open longleaf pine forest ecosystem on upland sites. The open nature of the fire 
maintained longleaf pine ecosystem mitigates many of the expected challenges that 
climate change presents to this region. Serving as a keystone of the ecosystem, the 
pine’s robust tap-root characteristics enable its wind and drought resistance and 
resilience in the warm southeastern forested landscape. The leaf litter of the pine also 
easily supports low intensity, high return interval fires that produce open, overstory 
canopies with limited to no mid-story and richly diverse herbaceous layers. This 
species-diverse forest promotes habitats of threatened species while improving natural 
water movement to ground water aquifers, further offsetting the threats of climate 
change to the region.  
 
Table D.1: Fort Benning Climate Change Threats 
 

Threat Mitigatable Management 
Actions 

INRMP Management 
Reference 

Wildfire Prescribed Fire, Training/Range 
Incendiary Restrictions Section D 

Drought Longleaf Pine Management, 
Water Conservation Measures Section D 

Riverine Flooding Use of USACE Lock System NA 
Heat Forest Canopy Management Section D 

Energy Demand Forest Canopy Management, 
Energy Conservation Measures Section D 
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Threat Mitigatable Management 
Actions 

INRMP Management 
Reference 

Historical Extreme Conditions Longleaf Pine Management Section D 
Land Degradation Longleaf Pine Management Section D 

 
4. Soils, Erosion, & Sedimentation 

 
There are two basic soil provinces on Fort Benning: the Georgia Sand Hills Major Land 
Resource Area and the Southern Coastal Plains Major Land Resource Area. The 
Georgia Sand Hills is a narrow belt of deep sandy soils with rolling to hilly topography. 
These soils are primarily derived from marine sands, loams, and clays. South of the 
Sand Hills are the Southern Coastal Plain soils, which are divided into nearly level to 
rolling valleys and gently sloping to steep uplands. Southern Coastal Plain soils in this 
area have a loamy or sandy surface layer and loamy or clay subsoil. Narrow to 
moderately wide nearly level flood plains are common throughout the area. Nearly level 
soils on alluvial plains are along the Chattahoochee River, Upatoi Creek and other 
tributaries. 
 
Based on the available soil survey data, most of Fort Benning's soils are identified as 
highly erodible. The degree of erodibility is determined by drainage, texture, 
permeability, structure and percent slope. Soils having a high silt content are the most 
erodible of all soils. They are easily detached and they tend to crust and produce large 
amounts and rates of sedimentation. 
 
Fort Benning’s goal is to maintain compliance with all applicable state and Federal laws 
and Biological Opinions that have erosion control requirements and water quality 
standards such as maintaining compliance with the Georgia Erosion and Sedimentation 
Act of 1975. The overall objective is to reduce and mitigate erosion and sedimentation 
on Fort Benning. This is accomplished by rehabilitating eroded areas constructed by the 
base operations contractor. Every effort will be made to use native plant species when 
establishing permanent vegetation on the sites. Annuals are used for initial stabilization. 
The Soil Conservation Program (SCP) has influenced hundreds of soil erosion projects 
over thousands of acres within Fort Benning, with a goal of preventing, controlling, and 
rehabilitating eroded areas. Fort Benning’s highly erodible soils are prone to gully and 
ravine formation, some approaching up to 40 feet in depth. Severe erosion can prevent 
or impede vehicles maneuvering across the Installation and present safety hazards to 
personnel if left unchecked. Accordingly, the NRMB conducts emergency soil erosion 
repairs or stabilization as required. 
 
All soil conservation practices are constructed in accordance with the Manual for 
Erosion and Sediment Control in Georgia. Prepared by the Georgia Soil and Water 
Conservation Commission (GSWCC), the purpose of this manual is to improve and 
protect Georgia's soil and water. The SCP also adheres to the following policy and 
guidance documents: the Georgia Erosion and Sedimentation Act of 1975, Georgia 
Water Quality Control Act, Alabama Water Pollution Control Act, and the National 
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). 
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The Georgia Erosion and Sedimentation Act of 1975 regulates land-disturbing activity, 
which is defined as "any activity which may result in soil erosion from water or wind and 
the movement of sediments into state water or onto lands within the state, including, but 
not limited to, clearing, dredging, grading, excavating, transporting, and filling of land”. 
Applicants for land disturbing permits must demonstrate that they have Erosion and 
Sedimentation Control Plans (ESPCP) that meet NPDES best management practices 
(BMPs) for the particular application. 
 
In Georgia, construction projects that disturb one acre of land or greater require a State-
approved ESPCP, fee submittal for disturbed acreage, and an NOI to meet the 
requirements of the Federal NPDES construction permit program and Georgia Erosion 
and Sedimentation Control Act. The ESPCP prescribes activities to limit erosion and 
sedimentation from the site during construction (including construction during 
maintenance activities). The ESPCP includes a site description list of NPDES BMPs to 
be used, BMP inspection procedures to be performed by qualified personnel procedures 
for timely BMP maintenance, requirements for sampling of discharges or receiving 
streams for turbidity, and reporting requirements to the Georgia Department of Natural 
Resources. 
 
Typically, erosion from military training is a result of maneuver training. The Integrated 
Training Area Management (ITAM) Program has primary responsibility for monitoring, 
reporting, and rehabilitating erosion resulting from military training. The NRMB works 
collaboratively with ITAM to address erosion issues in RCW habitat. In addition to 
training, construction activities have the potential to cause soil erosion and 
sedimentation. Fort Benning and its contractors must comply with the CWA and NPDES 
regulations for construction activities involving land disturbances. Land disturbances 
and soil erosion will be monitored to ensure compliance with applicable regulations.     
 
The methods of soil conservation include land smoothing, mulching and constructing 
rock dams, rock channels, sediment basins, berms, diversions and terraces. Also 
included are the installation of silt fence and erosion control blankets. Temporary and 
permanent grasses are planted on all disturbed areas.  
 
Camp Merrill 
Camp Merrill lies in the Tallapoosa-Muscella Soil Association. The soils are 
moderately deep, well-drained to excessively drained, gently sloping to steep, 
cobblestone soils on irregular ridgetops, foothills, and low mountains. This association 
is on irregular narrow ridge tops that are dissected by numerous drainage ways in a 
dendritic pattern. The slopes generally range from 6 to 12 percent, but some hillsides 
are as steep as 70 percent. The dominant soils in this association are the cobblestone 
Tallapoosa soils, which make up about 60 percent of the total acreage, and Muse11a 
soils, which make up about 22 percent. On most of the soils in this association, there 
has been little or no erosion. The soils are difficult to work because they contain 
cobblestones and are shallow or steep. Only small pockets of the area are in 
cultivated crops or pasture. The rest of the association is wooded or idle. Most of the 
previously cropped and pastured areas have been reforested mainly to Virginia and 
shortleaf pines. The major soils on the ridgetops are moderately well suited to use for 
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dwellings, highways, and recreation areas, such as campsites. The steeper areas 
obviously have severe limitations for construction of military facilities or roadways. 
 

5. Geology 
 
The sedimentary sequences of the Coastal Plain that overlie the crystalline basement 
rocks at Fort Benning consist of materials deposited during the Cretaceous, Tertiary, 
and Quaternary Periods. The Cretaceous Period sediments form the uplands and 
consist of the Ripley, Cusseta Sand, Blufftown, Eutaw, and Tuscaloosa geologic 
formations.  
 
Geological formations of the Fort Benning date to the Upper Cretaceous and recent 
epochs. The recent alluvium and undifferentiated terrace deposits occur along the 
Chattahoochee River and Upatoi and Oswichee Creeks. These alluvia are immature 
soils comprised of lenses of sand, silt, and clay. The Sand Hills area is just below the 
“fall line,” which marks the boundary between the older crystalline rocks in the Piedmont 
and the younger, unconsolidated sediments of the Coastal Plain. Deep Cretaceous 
sands deposited in this ancient shoreline area were reworked during periods of 
submergence of the Coastal Plain in Quarternary Period. The uplands (sand hills) are 
made up of Cretaceous deposits. 
 
In general, the Cretaceous materials decrease in age as one moves seaward from the 
Fall Line. From youngest to oldest, the Cretaceous deposits are the Cusseta, Blufftown, 
Eutaw, and Tuscaloosa. The Cusseta sand deposits occur only in the extreme southern 
and southeastern portions of the Installation. These deposits consist of relatively fine, 
loose yellowish sand with some clay underlain by coarse, cross-bedded, loose yellowish 
sand with pebbles (Cooke 1943). Blufftown deposits occur throughout much of the 
southwestern portion of the Installation. They include gray calcareous sand, micaceous 
black and gray clay, and calcareous rock layers, with coarse sand and sandstone at the 
lowest levels of the formation. These deposits are the parent material for the fine 
micaceous sand soils, which support relatively dense deciduous forests. The Eutaw 
formation is found across the southern and eastern one-third of Fort Benning. It consists 
of some 30 meters of clary sand and platy sandy clay overlying a gray or iron stained 
coarse sand. Soils derived from these deposits are well drained and support relatively 
open vegetation. The Tuscaloosa formation occurs across the northern two-thirds of the 
Installation and consists of firm, buff colored sand and clay. It is primarily cross-bedded 
and contains lenses of sandy clay. Near the margins of the Piedmont are found 
significant amounts of angular quartz pebbles, with grain size decreasing as one moves 
away from the Piedmont (Cooke 1943). Many of the well-drained to excessively well-
drained soils are derived from the Tuscaloosa formation. 
 
Camp Merrill 
The Camp Merrill cantonment area lies within a geologically complex region. The rocks 
of the Blue Ridge province to the immediate north are complexly folded and 
metamorphosed Precambrian and Cambrian schists, gneisses, and amphibolites. The 
rocks of the Upper Piedmont are typically slates, schists, gneisses and igneous 
plutonics from intrusion. The Dahlonega Gold Belt lies approximately 10 miles to the 
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south. Rocks to the northwest of the Gold Belt include the Great Smoky Group and the 
Richard Russell Formation. Both of these units are composed of combinations of 
amphibolite, biotite-quartz schist, biotite-muscovite schist, and various metasediments. 
Borings and outcrops near the landfill site indicate a thick saprolitic overburden of silty 
to sandy clay, silty sand, and silt. The saprolite varies from 20 to 50 feet thick and is 
derived from parent rocks of biotite gneiss, amphibolite gneiss, and schist. Soil density 
becomes extremely high at depth. Outcrops of foliated biotite gneiss are present along 
Wahsega Road and the access road for the site. Outcrops of coarse-grained, garnet-
muscovite schist are located slightly south near the Wards Creek crossing of Wahsega 
Road. The rocks of the area are generally massive and show limited jointing. A change 
from saprolite to weathered rock to fresh rock occurs over the entire area. Fracture 
frequency decreases with depth. (Camp Merrill 1996)  
 

6. Water Resources  
Water resources include surface waters, wetlands, floodplains, and groundwater. 
Stormwater that replenishes and sustains these resources is also an important 
component, as it has the potential to introduce contaminants and sediments to these 
systems. The use and conversion of water resources, such as filling of wetlands and 
construction in floodplains, affects their quantity and quality.  
 
A watershed includes the land area where all surface water drains to a specific point. 
Fort Benning’s Watershed Program implements Federal policies and Army regulations 
by managing water resources on or associated with the Installation. The program 
employs a watershed management approach to address the interrelated components of 
hydrologic systems, and to ensure Army’s compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations (see Table D.2). The Army continually monitors, documents, and shares 
information with respect to water resources on Fort Benning. 
 

 Water Resource Guidance & Watershed Protection 
 
Table D.2 identifies laws, regulations, and guidance applicable to water resources at 
Fort Benning, including notably the CWA. 
 
Table D.2: Major Water Resources Guidance  

Guidance Description/Applicability to Proposed Acton 

CWA of 1972 (33 
U.S.C. §1251 et 

seq.) 

Establishes the basic structure for regulating discharges of 
pollutants into WOUS and surface water quality standards. Key 
provisions of the Act include: 
Section 404 authorizes the USACE to regulate impacts to 
jurisdictional wetlands and streams. 
404 (f)(1) authorizes permit exemptions for normal farming and 
silviculture activities. 

• Section 401 requires that applicants for a Federal permit or 
license for any activity that may result in discharge to a 
waterbody obtain State Water Quality Certification to 
ensure compliance with state water quality standards. 

Section 303(d) establishes water quality standards and requires 
states to maintain a list of “impaired waters” subject to total maximum 
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Guidance Description/Applicability to Proposed Acton 
daily loads (TMDLs) (regulatory authority delegated to Georgia DNR-
EPD). 

• Sections 402 and 319 mandates the NPDES program to 
regulate the discharge of point (end-of-pipe) and nonpoint 
(stormwater) sources of water pollution (regulatory authority 
delegated to Georgia DNR-EPD). 

Army Regulation (AR) 200-1, 
Environmental 
Protection and 
Enhancement 

Army environmental regulation that includes requirements related to 
the management of water resources. 

Energy 
Independence and 

Security Act 
(EISA) of 2007 

(42 U.S.C. §17094 
et seq.) 

EISA Section 438 requires Federal agencies to incorporate, to the 
maximum extent technically feasible, low-impact development (LID) 
measures to maintain the predevelopment hydrology of a site for 
projects involving 5,000 square feet or more of land disturbance. 
 
Additional guidance is provided in U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (USEPA) Technical Guidance on Implementing the Storm 
Water Runoff Requirements for Federal Projects under Section 438 
of the Energy Independence and Security Act (USEPA, 2009). 
Applicable DoD technical criteria are provided in UFC 3-210-10, 
Change 1, Low Impact Development. 

Executive Order 11988, 
Floodplain 

Management 
(May 24, 1977) 

Directs Federal agencies to determine whether a proposed action 
would occur within a floodplain and to avoid floodplains, to the 
maximum extent possible, when there is a practicable alternative. 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) issued 
guidelines for implementing this Executive Order, which includes an 
8-step planning process (FEMA 2015). 

Executive Order 11990, 
Protection of 

Wetlands (May 24, 
1977) 

Directs Federal agencies to minimize or avoid the destruction, loss, 
or degradation of wetlands, and to preserve and enhance the 
natural and beneficial values of wetlands. This Executive Order 
adopts the FEMA-issued guidelines for Executive Order 11988. 

Georgia Erosion 
and Sedimentation 

Act of 1975 
(Official Code of 

Georgia Annotated 
12-7-1) 

State law requiring riparian buffers of 25 feet to be maintained 
during construction for all streams, and a buffer of 50 feet to be 
maintained during construction for primary and secondary trout 
streams. Land-disturbing activities therein require a stream buffer 
variance issued by the Georgia DNR-EPD. No trout streams are 
present on Fort Benning. 

Alabama Department of 
Environmental Management 
Regulations 335-6-10 and  

335-6-11 

Designated uses For Uchee Creek and the Chattahoochee River 
are Public Water Supply, Fish and Wildlife and Swimming. 

 
The major issue of concern for watershed protection is erosion and sedimentation, and 
in particular, management of sediment loads in streams. It is important to note that 
sedimentation has the ability to affect more than a water resource but entire 
hydrological areas. These often larger hydrological areas are described in the 
management of natural resources as Watershed Management Units (WMU). Some 
WMUs may be adversely impacted due to erosion and sedimentation from construction 
and military training activities. The NPDES requires implementation of effective erosion 
control BMPs to minimize the transport of sediment from a construction site to curtail 
potential adverse effects to water resources and watersheds.  
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 Wetlands  
 
Fort Benning has approximately 16,900 acres of potentially jurisdictional wetlands 
(Figure 5). Fort Benning wetlands include impounded water, flowing water, river 
floodplains, stream floodplains, small stream swamps, wooded seepage bogs, 
herbaceous and shrub seepage bogs and gum/oak ponds. 
   
The purpose of the Wetlands Program is to adhere to Section 404 of the CWA by 
securing a Department of Army permit and provide compensatory wetland and stream 
mitigation for areas that are impacted by construction. The wetlands are primarily 
managed through the NEPA process and initiated on Fort Benning via a FB-144R 
submission. The Regulatory Division of the USACE Savannah District issues 
Department of the Army wetland permits. Generally speaking, coverage under a 
Nationwide Permit is possible if impacts are less than 0.5 acre of impact and less than 
300 feet of stream impacts. A Regional Permit can cover up to three acres of impacts. 
Once the delineation and the Pre-Construction Notification have been submitted the 
USACE has 45 days to issue a Nationwide or Regional Permit. For larger impacts, an 
Individual Permit is required and the process can take six months or longer. The 
Georgia EPD issues Section 401 Water Quality Certifications. The 401 permit is 
included with Nationwide and Regional Permits but a separate 401 permit is required 
with an Individual Permit. 
 
Project proponents are encouraged during the planning process to avoid wetland and 
stream impacts to the extent possible. Fort Benning works with USACE and wetland 
consultants to delineate wetlands and streams, assess impacts, and determine 
mitigation; usually by obtaining wetland bank credits. Jurisdictional wetlands are 
delineated based on characteristics of the hydric soil, wetland plants and hydrology. The 
delineation is valid for up to five years. Fort Benning commonly utilizes ArcGIS National 
Wetlands Inventory (NWI) data and other shapefiles from projects requiring delineated 
wetlands. Wetland impacts are assessed in acres and stream impacts are in linear feet. 
For planning and military training purposes, Fort Benning may use a 100 foot buffer for 
wetlands and 25 feet buffer for streams. Fort Benning typically mitigates the loss of 
wetlands and streams through the purchase of credits from local mitigation banks. Fort 
Benning uses a functional assessment procedure to calculate the number of wetland 
and stream credits required for compensatory mitigation. All data sheets and forms are 
sent to the USACE Regulatory Division for approval. Once the delineation and pre-
construction notification are completed, they are forwarded to USACE office in Albany. 
The District has 45 days to respond with a Letter of Notification stating coverage under 
a Nationwide or Regional Permit for the project. 
 
There are two off-Post mitigation banks that Fort Benning has used to mitigate losses. 
The Upatoi Creek Mitigation Bank is located to the north of the Installation and the 
Kolomoki Mitigation Bank is located to the south. Mitigation credits can be purchased 
through the Mission Installation Contracting Command or by an existing USACE 
contract. It is Army policy to purchase mitigation credits in areas that are of “like kind 
and quality” as those wetlands and streams being disturbed. Therefore, impacts to 
wetland and streams in the northern part of the Installation have been mitigated by 
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purchasing credits at the Upatoi Creek Mitigation Bank and for southern impacts, the 
Kolomoki Mitigation Bank was used. In the future, wetland and stream credits may be 
available on ACUB properties east of Fort Benning. 
 
The Clear Creek Mitigation Site has 52 acres of wetland and 6,550 linear feet of stream, 
that was severely impacted by sedimentation from McKenna Drop Zone. After 
restoration of the site in 2008, Ft. Benning was awarded 206.6 wetland credits and 
60,587.5 stream credits by the USACE. Half of these credits were used to offset 
wetland and stream impacts at the Digital Multi-Purpose Range Complex (DMPRC). 
Remaining credits have been used when a small number of credits are required for 
mitigation. Today 131.1 wetland credits and 53,020.2 stream credits are available 
(Hollon, G. 2020). As a condition of the DMPRC wetland permit, the site is “off limits” for 
tactical training. The Site was monitored for seven years after construction and is 
considered successful because it meets the success criteria set forth in the June 2004 
Mitigation Plan. It is managed through the FB-144R process and is expected to retain its 
ecological function into perpetuity.   
 
Camp Merrill  
Although there are perennial streams within the area, no wetlands exist within Camp 
Merrill according to the NWI data. The most notable stream is the Etowah River. The 
Etowah is designated by Georgia DNR as a primary trout stream supporting self-
sustaining populations of trout. These streams would be subject to Section 404 
requirements under the Clean Water Act (Figure 4).
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 Floodplains 
 
Floodplains are areas of low, level ground present along rivers, stream channels, or 
coastal waters that are subject to periodic or infrequent inundation due to rain. 
Floodplain ecosystem functions include natural moderation of floods, flood storage and 
conveyance, groundwater recharge, nutrient cycling, water quality maintenance, and 
provision of habitat for a diversity of plants and animals (Wright 2007). As illustrated in 
Figure 6, there are approximately 18,800 acres within the 100 year floodplain on Fort 
Benning (FEMA 2010). According to FEMA data, Camp Merrill does not contain any 
floodplains.  
 
Floodplains provide numerous beneficial environmental functions such as flood 
abatement, stream flow mediation, filtering, and water quality transformation. They also 
create a variety of unique habitats for wildlife. Threats to the area and its wildlife include 
water pollution, water level manipulation, sedimentation, and disturbance of nesting 
migratory bird species. Degradation of wetland habitat would result in the loss of 
foraging areas for many species. Additionally, the floodplain areas provide abundant 
recreational opportunities to Installation personnel and the general public.  
 
In Georgia, Streams on Fort Benning and Camp Merrill are protected under the Georgia 
Erosion and Sedimentation Act (Official Code of Georgia Annotated 12-7-1). Any 
proposed land disturbing activity within the 25 foot buffer area of any stream or within 
the 50 foot buffer of any trout stream would require a Georgia EPD stream buffer 
variance. Although Fort Benning does not contain any trout streams, Camp Merrill 
contains approximately 6,000 feet of the Etowah River; a primary trout stream. The 
Georgia provides variances to this requirement only under permits granted by the 
Georgia NPDES program. The variances are required for activities that disturb the 
riparian areas along the streams. Alabama has no requirements for stream buffers 
relating to construction activities; however, water quality is regulated through Alabama’s 
NPDES program and certain areas have amended their local zoning ordinances to 
include stream buffers to further protect waterways.   
 
A body of water is described as “impaired” if it fails to meet one or more water quality 
standards and not suitable for its designated use. Table D.3 summarizes the streams on 
Fort Benning that are considered impaired. 
 
Table D.3: Impaired Streams of Fort Benning  

Impaired Stream Reason for Listing 
Alabama 

Uchee Creek  Fecal Coliform, Mercury 
Georgia 

Little Pine Knot Biota Impacted - Fisheries 
Pine Knot Biota Impacted - Fisheries 

Tiger Creek Biota Impacted - Fisheries, Fecal Coliform 
Upatoi Creek Fecal Coliform 
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Executive Order 11988 requires all Federal agencies to provide leadership and take 
action to reduce the risk of flood loss; minimize the impacts of floods on human safety, 
health, and welfare; and restore and preserve the natural and beneficial values of 
floodplains when acquiring, managing, or disposing of Federal lands. 
 
Through Fort Benning’s NEPA Process, potential impacts to floodplains resulting from 
proposed training or other projects are analyzed via the FB-144R. This analysis often 
extends to conducting site specific floodplain delineations. For actions involving one 
acre of more of soil disturbance; a NPDES permit is required. To obtain the permit, an 
erosion control plan is required illustrating the erosion control BMPs to be employed to 
reduce sediment in floodplains. For both potential wetland and/or floodplain impacts that 
cannot be avoided, a Finding of No Practicable Alternative (FONPA) is required to 
determine if all means to avoid or minimize impacts to wetlands/floodplains have been 
considered. FONPA approval is prepared in conjunction with NEPA if applicable, and 
approved only at higher HQDA level.
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7. Sensitive Species  
 
Table D.4: Federally Protected and Army Species at Risk Known to Occur near 
Fort Benning & Camp Merrill 
 
Scientific 

Name 
Common 

Name 
*Federal 
Status 

Installation 
Presence 

Existing USFWS 
Consultation 

INRMP Section 
Discussion/SMC 

(Appendix) 
Plants 

Amphianthus 
pusillus 

Gratiola 
amphiantha T No No Section D7a 

Arabis 
georgiana 

Georgia 
rockcress T Yes Yes Section D7a, 

Appendix B2 
Rhus 

michauxii 
Michaux’s 

sumac E No No Section D7a 

Ptilimnium 
nodosum Harperella E No No Section D7a 

Silene 
polypetala 

Fringed 
campion E No No Section D7a 

Trillium 
reliquum Relict trillium E Yes Yes Section D7a, 

Appendix B5 
Stylisma 

pickeringii 
Pickering’s 

morning-glory SAR Yes N/A Section D7b 

Birds 
Dryobates 

(**Picoides) 
borealis 

RCW E Yes Yes Section D7a, 
Appendix B4 

Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus Bald eagle BAGEPA 

protected Yes Yes Section D7a, 
Appendix B1 

Mycteria 
americana Wood stork T Transient 

Species Yes Section D7a, 
Appendix B8 

Reptiles 
Gopherus 

polyphemus 
Gopher 
tortoise C Yes N/A Section D7a, 

Appendix B3 
Heterodon 

simus 
Southern 
hognose SAR Yes N/A Section D7a 

Freshwater Mussels 
Alasmidonta 
triangulata 

Southern 
elktoe TBD No No Section D7b, 

Appendix B7 
Lampsilis 

subangulata 
Shinyrayed 
pocketbook E No Yes Section D7a, 

Appendix B6 
Pleurobema 

pyriforme Oval pigtoe E No No Section D7a 

Fish (Camp Merrill) 
Etheostoma 
etowahae 

Etowah 
darter E No No Section D7a 

*BAGEPA = Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, C = Candidate, E = Endangered, SAR = Species at 
Risk, T = Threatened, TBD = To be decided 
 
**Picoides is the former scientifically accepted genus name for this species and references to Picoides 
borealis still remains in Fort Benning’s documentation. 
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 Federally Protected & Army Species at Risk 
  

i. Gratiola amphiantha (Amphianthus pusillus)  
Gratiola amphiantha is Federally listed as threatened and is a very small, aquatic 
herb belonging to the Figwort family. Other common names for this species include 
little amphianthus, pool sprite, and snorklewort. The USFWS first listed it as a 
threatened species in 1988.  
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Its typical habitat includes rock-rimmed 
temporary pools on weathered granite or gneissic outcrops. The outcrops can be large, 
isolated domes or gently rolling flat rocks. The pools are often referred to as vernal pools 
and are typically shallow, flat-bottomed, and have intact rims. The intact rims are an 
important feature in that they restrict drainage and allow the pools to hold water required 
by the species. Ideal conditions within the vernal pools include shallow mineral soils that 
are sandy-silty and very low in organic material and nutrients such as nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and potassium. Pools retaining 1 to 4 inches of rain water for several weeks 
may provide sufficient habitat for the species. 
 
Farm animals have contributed to the demise of the species through trampling of its 
habitat and depositing excessive amounts of fecal waste (i.e. nutrients) in the vernal pools. 
Extra nutrients in the pools result in eutrophication that causes algal growth and 
competition for carbon dioxide and light. Excessive soil accumulation in the pools causes 
invasion of more aggressive species that may shade out little amphianthus. The species is 
a poor competitor and requires high light intensity. 
 
Many sites have been impacted by recreational abuse such as excessive foot traffic, 
motorcycles, bicycles, four-wheelers, and automobiles. Dumping of waste materials and 
fire-building in the pools also contribute to habitat destruction. 
 
Management Objectives: Currently, there are no known populations of this species 
within the Installation. The species will be considered during the development process 
for any proposed construction activities. Planning Level surveys for all future projects 
that may affect habitat suitable for gratiola amphianthus will be surveyed for the 
presence of the species. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: None 
 

ii. Georgia Rockcress (Arabis georgiana)  
The Georgia rockcress is Federally listed as threatened (Appendix B2). It is a short-lived 
perennial herb known extant from less than 25 total populations/sites in Georgia and 
Alabama. The species is known to occur along the banks of the Chattahoochee River 
within the boundaries of the Installation. These areas are dominated by relatively 
undisturbed hardwood corridors. All known populations of Georgia rockcress on the 
Installation occur where the forests give way to the steep banks of the river. The areas 
where Georgia rockcress occurs on the Installation have little training potential for the 
military and conflicts with training have not been an issue in the past. On the 
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Installation, the species is potentially vulnerable to construction, feral swine, invasive 
plants, high-intensity fires, and timber harvesting.  
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: It is known to occur on rocky (limestone, 
shale, granite-gneiss) bluffs and slopes along watercourses, and also along sandy, 
eroding riverbanks hardwood stands. The major limiting factor is the availability of suitable 
habitat.  
 
Management Objectives: Management will be to protect and maintain existing populations 
on the Installation. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: The SMC 2016-2021 for this species can be found 
as Appendix B2 in this INRMP. The current SMC was consulted on and initially approved 
by the USFWS on 13 August 2014. Annual reviews of this SMC are part of the annual 
review process for this document. 
 

iii. Michaux’s Sumac (Rhus michauxii)  
Michaux’s sumac is Federally listed as Endangered. It’s a rhizomatous, densely hairy 
shrub, with erect stems from 1-3 feet in height. The compound leaves contain evenly 
serrated, oblong to lanceolate, acuminate leaflets. The flowers are small, borne in a 
terminal, erect, dense cluster, and colored greenish yellow to white. Flowering usually 
occurs from June to July; while the fruit, a red drupe, is produced through the months of 
August to October. 
 
Habitat requirements and limiting factors: Michaux's sumac grows in sandy or rocky 
open woods in association with basic soils. This plant survives best in areas where 
some form of disturbance has provided an open area. Perhaps the most crucial factor 
endangering this species is its low reproductive capacity. A low percentage of the 
plant's remaining populations have both male and female plants. The plant is also 
threatened by fire suppression and habitat destruction due to residential and industrial 
development.  
 
Management Objectives: Currently, there are no known populations of this species 
within the Installation. The species will be considered during the development process 
for any proposed construction activities. Planning Level surveys for all future projects 
that may have an impact on habitat suitable for Michaux’s sumac will be surveyed for 
the presence of the species.  
 
USFWS consultation and conference: None 
 

iv. Harperella (Ptilimnium nodosum)  
Harperella is Federally listed as endangered and is a perennial herb that grows to a 
height of 6-36 inches. The leaves are reduced to hollow, quill-like structures. The small, 
white flowers occur in heads, or umbels, reminiscent of a small Queen Anne's lace 
flower head. Flowers have five regular parts and are bisexual or unisexual, each umbel 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhizome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taproot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caudex
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inflorescence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sepal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloning
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containing both perfect and male florets. Seeds are elliptical and laterally compressed, 
measuring 0.06-0.08 inches in length. Flowering begins in May.  
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Occurs on rocky, gravel shoals and sandbars 
along the margins of clear, swift-flowing streams. Harperella may also be found on 
granite outcrops in Georgia. 
 
Management Objectives: Currently, there are no known populations of this species 
within the Installation. The species will be considered during the development process 
for any proposed construction activities. Planning Level surveys for all future projects 
that may have an impact on habitat suitable for harperella will be surveyed for the 
presence of the species. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: None 
 

v. Fringed Campion (Silene polypetala)  
The fringed campion is Federally listed as endangered and is a rhizomatous perennial 
herb growing from a thick taproot topped with a woody, branching caudex. There are 
several stems and shoots measuring up to 40 centimeters in length. The lance-shaped 
leaves are each up to 9 centimeters long by 25 centimeters wide and grow in pairs 
along the stem. The inflorescence usually has three flowers. Each flower has five pink 
or white fan-shaped petals with fringed tips, each measuring 1.5 to 2.5 centimeters long. 
The base of the flower is encased in a papery 10-veined calyx of sepals. The plant can 
reproduce by re-sprouting from its rhizome and what appears to be several plants may 
be one plant with genetically identical clones. 
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: This species inhabits hardwood bottoms and 
ravines in a very limited geographic range. As a result, it was probably comparatively rare 
even before the time of European contact. The greatest threat to this forest species is the 
progressive alteration or degradation of habitat due to logging. The resultant increased 
sunlight, lack of replenishment of the humus layer, and growth of aggressive exotic plants 
act in concert to displace this species. Additionally, sexual reproduction is impacted by 
browsing of flowering stems by deer. 
 
Management Objectives: Currently, there are no known populations of this species 
within the Installation. The species will be considered during the development process 
for any proposed construction activities. Planning Level surveys for all future projects 
that may have an impact on habitat suitable for fringed campion will be surveyed for the 
presence of the species. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: None 
 

vi. Relict Trillium (Trillium reliquum)  
Relict trillium is listed as endangered by the USFWS (Appendix B5). Five relict trillium sites 
are known to occur on Fort Benning. The species occurs primarily in undisturbed moist 
hardwood forests in limited portions of Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina. The 2015 
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USFWS Enhanced Training BO states the Fort Benning populations may comprise a 
significant portion of the protected populations and are essential for the recovery of the 
species. On the Installation, the species is potentially vulnerable to construction, feral 
swine, invasive plants, high-intensity fires, and timber harvesting.  
 
Habitat requirements and limiting factors: The species is typically found in mature, 
undisturbed hardwood stands. The major limiting factor is the availability of suitable 
habitat. 
 
Management Objectives: Management will be for the protection of existing populations on 
the Installation. 
 
USFWS consultation and conference: The SMC 2016-2021 for this species can be found 
as Appendix B5 within this INMRP. The current SMC was consulted on and approved by 
the USFWS on 15 October 2015. 
 

vii. Red-Cockaded Woodpecker (Dryobates borealis) 
The RCW is listed as Federally endangered by the USFWS (Appendix B4). The RCW is 
about the size of the northern cardinal, the red-cockaded woodpecker is approximately 
7 inches long (18 to 20 centimeters), with a wingspan of about 15 inches (35 to 38 
centimeters). Its back is barred with black and white horizontal stripes. The red-
cockaded woodpecker's most distinguishing feature is a black cap and nape that 
encircle large white cheek patches. 
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: The red-cockaded woodpecker makes its 
home in mature pine forests. Longleaf pines are most commonly preferred, but other 
species of southern pine are also acceptable. The lack of suitable open mature pine 
forests is the number one limiting factor for this species. While other woodpeckers bore 
out cavities in dead trees where the wood is rotten and soft, the red-cockaded 
woodpecker is the only one which excavates cavities exclusively in living pine trees. 
Cavities are excavated in mature pines, generally over 80 years old. The older pines 
favored by the red-cockaded woodpecker often suffer from a condition called red heart 
disease, which attacks the center of the trunk, causing the inner wood, the heartwood, 
to become soft. Cavity excavation takes one to six years. 
 
The aggregate of cavity trees is called a cluster and may include one to 20 or more 
cavity trees on three to 60 acres. The average cluster is about 10 acres. Cavity trees 
that are being actively used have numerous, small resin wells which exude sap. The 
birds keep the sap flowing apparently as a cavity defense mechanism against rat 
snakes and possibly other predators. The typical territory for a group ranges from about 
125 to 200 acres, but observers have reported territories running from a low of around 
60 acres, to an upper extreme of more than 600 acres. The size of a particular territory 
is related to both habitat suitability and population density. 
 
Management Objectives: RCW management objectives on Fort Benning includes: 1) 
maintaining a recovered population by monitoring habitat quality and reproduction; 2) 
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surveying for new cavity trees and clusters; 3) artificial cavity provisioning in clusters as 
needed; 4) timber stand management to promote longleaf regeneration; 5) thinning, 
overstocked pine and hardwoods in timber stands; 6) applying fire to pine stands 
(typically a three year fire return interval) to manage mid-story growth; 6) reducing 
adverse impacts to the RCW via the NEPA process.  
 
USFWS consultation or conference: The USFWS has an Ecological Services field office 
on Fort Benning which allows for communication that is more effective during 
informal/formal consultations and meetings for RCWs, as well as for all other listed 
species. Consultation with USFWS regarding the RCW crediting program has recently 
occurred and is underway, which is detailed in Section D.14. 
 

viii. Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)  
The bald eagle is Federally protected under The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
and the MBTA. The USFWS’s National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines, as 
amended in 2007, provides general information and recommendations in regards to 
minimizing potential impacts and avoiding the disturbance of bald eagles. Two nesting 
pairs are known to occur on Fort Benning (Appendix B1). The current known nest 
locations are in Training Compartment S11 (Chattahoochee River) and C31 (King’s 
Pond). The southern populations of the bald eagle nest primarily in the estuarine areas 
of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts from New Jersey to Texas and the lower Mississippi 
Valley. In Georgia bald eagles also nest on reservoirs and along major rivers, a 
substantial number of these birds winter along the lower Chattahoochee River, and the 
number of nest territories in the state has grown from 100 in 2007 to over 200 at 
present. The southern population of the bald eagle can be found throughout the lower 
48 states as migrating or over-wintering birds. 
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Bald eagles prefer forested areas adjacent to 
large bodies of water, such as lakes, rivers, and reservoirs. Limiting factors include habitat 
destruction and degradation, environmental contaminants, and illegal shooting 
 
Management Objectives: Management will be for the conservation of existing populations 
on the Installation. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: Short-Term Incidental Take, Permit Number 
MB55244D-0, Effective 01/23/2020, Expires 09/30/2024. Due to natural resource 
management requirements involving prescribed fire activities and potential wildfire(s) 
resulting from military training and/or wildfire suppression activities, Fort Benning 
anticipates the re-application and renewal of this permit in 2024.   
 

ix. Wood Stork (Mycteria americana)  
The wood stork is listed as threatened by the USFWS (B8 Wood Stork). Wood storks 
are a transient species on Fort Benning occurring during their post-breeding dispersal. 
Wood storks breed in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and South Carolina. 
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Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Wood storks use a variety of freshwater and 
estuarine wetlands for nesting, feeding, and roosting. Limiting factors include loss of 
feeding habitat, water level manipulations affecting drainage, predation and nest tree 
regeneration, and human disturbance. 
 
Management Objectives: Management will be for the protection and enhancement of 
existing habitat on the Installation. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: The SMC 2016-2021 for this species can be found 
as Appendix B8 within this INMRP. The current SMC was consulted on and approved by 
the USFWS on 15 October 2015. 
 

x. Gopher Tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus)  
The gopher tortoise is Federally listed as threatened in Louisiana, Mississippi, and west 
of the Tombigbee and Mobile Rivers in Alabama (Appendix B3). It is listed as a 
candidate species by the USFWS in the remainder of its range, including Fort Benning. 
It is also listed as threatened by Georgia. Gopher tortoises are a resident species of 
Fort Benning. 
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: The gopher tortoise most often lives on well-
drained, sandy soils in transitional (forest and grassy) areas (Ernst and Barbour 1972). It is 
commonly associated with a pine overstory and an open understory with a grass and forb 
groundcover and sunny areas for nesting (Landers 1980). There are many factors, which 
are limiting the gopher tortoise, but the most significant threat is the loss of habitat due to 
intensive land use. On private lands, it is land development that most often competes for 
prime tortoise habitat that occurs on the high dry ground. On military properties such as 
Fort Benning, training is the major competitor for gopher tortoise habitat. Many types of 
training can be successfully accomplished without harming the habitat. 
 
Management Objectives: Management will focus on the protection of existing suitable and 
potential habitat while maintaining the current population on the Installation. Management 
will be compatible with the 2008 “Management Guidelines For The Gopher Tortoise On 
Army Installations”. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: None 
 

xi. Southern Hognose (Heterodon simus)  
Southern hognose snake is listed as a SAR on DOD installations. The southern 
hognose snake is fairly small, heavy-bodied snakes that reach about 24 inches (61 cm) 
in length. These snakes are easily distinguished from most snakes in our region by their 
pointed, upturned snouts. Unlike eastern hognose snakes (Heterodon platirhinos), 
which occur in several color patterns, southern hognose snakes are always gray, tan, or 
reddish in color with a series of dark brown blotches down the center of the back and 
alternating smaller blotches along the sides. 
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Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Although both species of the hognose snake 
in the Southeast prefer sandy areas for burrowing, the southern hognose snake is found 
almost exclusively in sandhill, pine flatwood, and coastal dune habitats of North Carolina, 
South Carolina, and Georgia, The sand ridges of central Florida also contain this species. 
Although introduced fire ants have been implicated in the decline of southern hognose 
snakes, loss of longleaf pine forest, urban sprawl, and conversion of upland habitats to 
agriculture are major limiting factors. The secretive habits of this species have hampered 
study of their ecology and population dynamics.  
 
Management Objectives: Management will be for the protection and enhancement of 
existing populations on the Installation. Species and habitat will be considered during 
review of training events and projects occurring in likely habitat through Fort Benning’s 
NEPA process. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: None 
 

xii. Shinyrayed Pocketbook (Lampsilis subangulata)  
In 1998, the shinyrayed pocketbook was officially listed as an endangered species 
(USFWS 1994, 1998). Historical records show that it was once common in the main 
channel of the Flint and Chipola rivers; however, it has not been collected from the main 
channel of the Apalachicola River. Brim-Box and Williams reported that the species 
were found not only in tributaries of the Flint River but in tributaries of the 
Chattahoochee River in Georgia and Alabama. There are currently no known 
populations on Fort Benning. The USFWS has however determined that all of Uchee 
Creek is considered to be critical habitat for the species (Appendix B6). 
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Lampsilis subangulata was reported from 
medium-sized creeks and rivers in clean and silty sand substrates in slow-to-moderate 
current (Williams and Butler 1994). Similarly, Heard (1979) found that in Florida 
populations of L. subangulata were found in muddy sand and sand in slight-to-moderate 
current. Clench and Turner (1956) reported that L. subangulata preferred small creeks and 
spring fed rivers. Lampsilis subangulata is unique because it is one of 4 mussels that 
produce a superconglutinate (a packet of larvae encased in a mucous tube) which is used 
to attract fish hosts (O'Brien et al. 1995, O'Brien 1997). Hosts fish include largemouth 
bass, Micropterus salmoides, and the spotted bass, M. punctatus (O'Brien 1995). 
 
Management Objectives: Although no known populations exist on the Installation, 
Management will be for the protection and enhancement of the designated Uchee Creek 
critical habitat. Fort Benning will evaluate proposed actions that may impact the quality and 
integrity of the creek prior to implementation. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: None 
 

xiii. Pickering’s Morning Glory (Stylisma pickeringii)  
Pickering’s morning glory is listed as a species at risk (SAR) on DOD installations. It 
grows on the open and sunny sand dunes found in the Pine Barrens. It has low, trailing 
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vines and a delicate star-shaped white flower that blooms in early summer. It was rare 
even when it was first discovered in the late 1800’s. Pickering’s morning glory is 
primarily a southern species that reaches its northern limits in New Jersey.   
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Open sandy areas with little vegetative 
competition. Found locally almost exclusively on Lakeland sands. Limiting factors include 
shading from forest growth, competition from non-native vegetative species, and a variety 
of ground disturbing activities (e.g. feral hog damage, off-road vehicles, etc.). 
 
Management Objectives: Management will be for the protection and enhancement of 
existing populations on the Installation. Species and habitat will be considered during 
review of training events and projects occurring in likely habitat through Fort Benning’s 
NEPA process. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: None 
 

xiv. Southern Elktoe (Alasmdonta triangulate)  
The southern elktoe freshwater mussel has no current Federal species status (Appendix 
B7) but currently proposed for listing by the USFWS. The southern elktoe has a 
moderately thin, inflated shell, often with distinct concentric sculpturing originating at the 
umbo and rarely exceeding 70 mm (2 inches) in length. Umbos are elevated above the 
hingeline and positioned to the anterior portion of the sub-triangular shell. The anterior 
margin of shell is rounded while the posterior margin is bluntly pointed. The mussel’s 
posterior ridge is sharply angled and prominent. Adults typically have a dark brown to 
black periostracum with faint rays while young individuals have yellow to green rays 
present.  
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Typically occupies backwater and pools of 
large creeks to rivers with silt, mud, sand, or gravel substrates. The southern elktoe is 
restricted to the Apalachicola River system while historically found in the Chattahoochee 
and Flint rivers of Alabama and Georgia and the Apalachicola and Chipoal rivers of 
Florida. In Alabama, it was last reported from (and still extant in) Uchee and Little Uchee 
creeks in Russell and Lee counties (Wisniewski 2007). Primary limiting factors include 
river dredging and impoundment of waterways. 
 
Management Objectives: Although no known populations exist on the Installation, 
Management will be for the protection and enhancement of the designated Uchee Creek 
critical habitat. Fort Benning will evaluate proposed actions that may impact the quality and 
integrity of the creek prior to implementation. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: None 
 

xv. Oval Pigtoe (Pleurobema pyriforme)  
The oval pigtoe is protected as an endangered species by the Endangered Species Act. 
It is a small freshwater mussel that can reach a length of 2.4 inches (six centimeters). 
This species has a flattened oval-shaped shell that is a yellowish-brown on the outer 
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section with a white or salmon hued inner section. It also has two large teeth in the left 
and right valve (Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 2020). 
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: The oval pigtoe inhabits mid-sized rivers and 
small creeks with a slow to moderate current and a sandy silt to gravel floor. The primary 
limiting factors of the oval pigtoe is river dredging and the impoundment of waterways. In 
Florida, this species can be found in the Chipola, Ochlockonee, and Suwannee river 
systems and Ecofina Creek; while found in the Ochlockonee, Flint, and Chattahoochee 
river systems in Georgia (Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 2020). 
 
Management Objectives: Currently, there are no known populations of this species within 
the Installation. The species will be considered during the development process for any 
proposed construction activities. Planning Level surveys for all future projects that may 
impact habitat suitable for the oval pigtoe will be surveyed for the presence of the species. 
 
USFWS consultation or conference: None 
 

xvi. Etowah Darter (Etheostoma etowahae)  
The etowah darter is listed as endangered by the USFWS. The Etowah darter is a 
small, percid fish (1.6-2.2 inch, adult size) that is moderately compressed laterally and 
has a moderately pointed snout with a terminal, obliquely angled mouth. The body 
ground shade is medium brown or grayish olive. The lower opercle and branchiostegal 
rays have a pale bluish-green wash which is intensified in nuptial males. The side is 
usually pigmented with 13 or 14 small dark blotches just below the lateral line. The 
breast in nuptial males is dark greenish blue. The spinous dorsal fin is suffused dusky 
black olive with a red margin. The soft dorsal and caudal fin have four bands. The pelvic 
fins are clear to dusky black with a pale green blue wash; pectoral fins are dusky black. 
The Etowah darter differs from the greenbreast darter (E. jordani), a species with which 
it has previously been confused, by the absence of red marks on the sides and anal fins 
of male specimens (Wood and Mayden 1993). 
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: The etowah darter lives in cool, medium and 
large creeks or small rivers approximately 50-100 feet wide, with moderate or high 
gradient. The species generally is found in relatively shallow riffles (6-18 inches), with 
large gravel, cobble, and small boulder substrates. The fish typically is associated with 
the swiftest portions of shallow riffles, but occasionally adults are taken at the tails of 
riffles. Sites with the greatest abundance of Etowah darters tend to have clear water 
and relatively little silt in the riffles. The darter is intolerant of impoundments and is not 
found in pool habitats (USFWS 1994). 
 
Management Objectives: Although no known occurrence of the etowah darter has been 
discovered within the boundaries of Camp Merrill, the Etowah River is critical habitat for 
the species. Management for the protection and enhancement of existing populations 
downstream occur through avoiding disturbances potentially impacting the Etowah River.  
 
USFWS consultation or conference: None 
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 State Protected Species   
Table D.5 lists species that are state protected but do not have any Federal protection 
or appear on the Army SAR list for protection. These species are considered by NRMB 
when analyzing the effects of proposed actions and formulating natural resource 
management activities. In accordance with DoDI 4715.03, Enclosure 3(3)(d) and AR 
200-1, 4-3(5)(w), Fort Benning to the best of its ability, implements conservation and 
management efforts to further the conservation of State-listed species when the action 
is practicable and does not conflict with legal authority, military mission, or operational 
capabilities. 
 
Table D.5: State Protected Species  

Scientific 
Name 

Common 
Name Georgia Listing Alabama 

Listing Installation Priority 
Plants 

Croomia 
pauciflora Croomia T SP Low 

Myriophyllum 
laxum 

Lax water-
milfoil T SP Low 

Nestronia 
umbellula Indian olive T SP Moderate 

Sarracenia 
rubra 

Sweet pitcher 
plant T SP Moderate 

Brickellia 
cordifolia Flyr’s nemesis T SP Low 

Sarracenia 
psittacina 

Parrot 
pitcherplant T SP Moderate 

Mammals 
Geomys 
pinetis 

Southeastern 
pocket gopher SP SP Moderate 

Myotis 
austroriparius 

Southeastern 
myotis SP SP Moderate 

Reptiles 
Graptymys 

barbouri 
Barbour’s map 

turtle T SP Low 

Macroclemys 
temminckii 

Alligator 
snapping turtle T SP Low 

Pituophis 
melanoleucus 

mugitus 

Florida pine 
snake SP SP Moderate 

Amphibians 
Lithobates 

capito Gopher frog SP SP Low 

Fish 
Cyprinella 
callitaenia 

Bluestripe 
shiner T SP Low 

T = Threatened, SP = State Protected 
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8. Migratory Birds  
 
Natural resource management activities, will incorporate management practices 
consistent with the MBTA that benefit the health and well-being of birds and their 
habitats, when consistent with the military mission, military readiness, and the safety of 
Installation personnel. Nonetheless, Section 315 of the MBTA provides that the 
prohibitions of the MBTA do not apply to the incidental taking of migratory birds by a 
member of the Armed Forces during military readiness activities, but the Secretary of 
Defense, in consultation with the Secretary of the Interior, is to minimize and mitigate, to 
the extent practicable, adverse impacts of the readiness activities on affected migratory 
birds. 
 

 Migratory Bird Conservation Programs 
 
Migratory birds are important components of biological diversity. Their conservation 
helps sustain ecological systems and meets the public demand for education and 
outdoor recreation. Conservation measures should generally focus on reducing 
stressors on populations and restoring/enhancing habitat where actions can benefit 
specific ecosystems. It is also important to recognize that actions taken to benefit some 
migratory bird populations may adversely affect other migratory bird populations.  
 
The management of natural resources on the Installation benefits migratory birds 
through efforts such as invasive-species control, habitat enhancement/restoration, 
water-quality improvement, and wetland conservation. In addition, the Installation 
implements and sponsors programs and research such as, bird inventories and 
monitoring programs to track bird movements and numbers. Fort Benning's USAEC-
approved Integrated Pest Management (IPM) program reduces the un-necessary use of 
pesticides (insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, etc.) which helps to lessen any potential 
impacts to migratory birds and their habitats. 
 

 Bird Monitoring & Nesting Programs  
The Installation works collaboratively with other Federal and state agencies, educational 
organizations, non-governmental organizations, and volunteer programs to benefit 
migratory birds. These programs help provide enhanced breeding opportunities for 
many species through the placement and maintenance of nesting structures. In addition 
to nest structure programs, the Installation has sponsored multiple monitoring, survey, 
and research projects related to migratory birds. Such programs help contribute to the 
body of data that is used to formulate local and regional conservation management 
plans and ensure the future of many species of concern within the region. 
 

 Migratory Bird Protection  
In 2006, the USFWS and DoD initially signed a MOU to outline a collaborative approach 
to promote migratory bird populations. The MOU identified specific activities where 
cooperation between the parties will contribute substantially to the conservation of 
migratory birds and their habitats. 
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In the event a proposed action is anticipated to harm migratory birds, Army natural 
resources managers will confer with USFWS to develop measures to reduce or 
eliminate negative impacts. In rare cases when impacts are unavoidable, a permit 
request allows USFWS to track and monitor the affected bird populations. Additionally, 
the permit specifies certain conditions and terms that must be followed to minimize 
potential impacts. 
 

 Bald & Golden Eagle Protection Act  
 
Fort Benning will ensure that monitoring and protection of its bald eagle nests will 
comply with the USFWS’s National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines as amended in 
2007. Excerpt included in Appendix B1. Two nesting pairs are known to occur on Fort 
Benning. The current known nest locations are in Training Compartment S11 
(Chattahoochee River) and King’s Pond Recreation Area. The species is vulnerable to 
several activities on the Installation: low flying aircraft, timber harvest, human 
disturbance, and military training. On the Installation, it is believed that the nesting 
season begins the beginning of November and continues until the middle of May each 
year. Egg laying has historically occurred during the last week of December through the 
1st week of January. If successful, juvenile eagles usually gain the ability of flight by the 
middle of April. On most years, the adult eagles will migrate out of the nesting area by 
the end of May.   
 
The two known nests will be checked starting in November for any nesting activity. If 
there is activity, the nest will be monitored once a month and continuing until fledging or 
until nest inactivity. Monitoring will be 60-90 minutes beginning ½ hour before sunrise or 
before sunset to check for productivity and disturbance. Personnel will look for 
disturbance, low flying aircraft, predominant flight altitudes and directions, 
nesting/fledging success, feeding behavior, and dietary preferences. Aircraft overflights 
within the “No Fly Zone” will be reported immediately to Lawson Army Airfield (LAAF) 
Flight Operations Center and corrective actions will be taken to prevent future 
occurrences. 
 
On 23 January 2020, Fort Benning was issued a short-term eagle incidental take permit 
(Permit Number: MB55244D-0) for both of the existing nests. The permit will expire on 
30 September 2024. The permit was issued to cover all activities associated with the 
repair of King’s Pond Dam and all prescribed burn activities and any wildfire(s) that 
result from military training and/or wildfire suppression activities associated with the 
Kings’ Pond Recreation Area. 
 

9. Fish & Wildlife  
Two Directorates on Fort Benning manage outdoor recreation activities, the Directorate 
of Family, Morale, Welfare and Recreation (DFMWR) and the DPW’s NRMB. The 
DFMWR manages such facilities and activities as Uchee Creek Recreation Area, the 
River Walk, Russ Pond Children’s Fishing Rodeo, and the rental of outdoor equipment 
(i.e. boats, canoes, tents, etc.). The NRMB manages the fishponds, wildlife openings, 
and publishes the hunting and fishing regulations.   
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 Recreation  
 
Although ecosystem management is a method for maintaining or restoring natural 
systems, it must also support sustainable economies and communities. It must consider 
functional biological systems, but also include human considerations. In this regard, 
outdoor recreation is a critical element in providing for the needs of Fort Benning and 
enhancing the community’s quality-of-life. One of Fort Benning’s goals is to provide 
Soldiers, civilians, Families, and retirees the best facilities, services, and programs in 
the Army. Quality-of-life is one of the five key processes that have been developed as 
part of the Army’s Performance Improvement Criteria. A Soldier has a hectic, fast-paced 
life. Time spent with Family and friends may be infrequent and short. Outdoor 
recreational opportunities are often the activity of choice as Soldiers are outdoor-
oriented and outdoor recreation is often close and inexpensive. Time spent outdoors 
hiking, camping, hunting, and participating in other activities promotes an understanding 
and appreciation for wildlife, plants, and nature in general. For Soldiers, an additional 
benefit of outdoor recreation activities, particularly hunting, is that they enhance infantry 
skills. Skills such as land navigation, terrain analysis, camouflage, movement 
techniques, and tracking are used when hunting deer and turkey.   
 
Quality outdoor recreational activities depend on proper stewardship of natural 
resources. Proper management such as timber thinning, prescribed fire, tree planting, 
soil erosion control, protection of species of conservation concern and Unique 
Ecological Areas, and pond maintenance will increase outdoor recreational 
opportunities by providing the appropriate settings. A clean, well-stocked lake or pond is 
inviting to the community and provide camping, fishing, picnicking, boating, and other 
activities. Large trees with open vistas provide hiking, wildlife viewing, and aesthetic 
qualities. A variety of habitats such as wetlands and hardwood bottomlands will provide 
excellent hunting opportunities. A well-managed dove field will facilitate family dove 
hunts.  
 
Game and Sport Fish Program 
The goal of the Game and Sport Fish Program is to facilitate quality management of 
game and sport fish populations through effective management of habitat and resources 
consistent with mission requirements and sound biological principles to provide high 
quality recreational opportunities for Soldiers, civilians, Family Members, and their 
guests, and the public when feasible. As outlined in Appendix B9, the program provides 
guidance and direction to ensure management goals and objectives are met. It 
addresses the biological aspects of game and sport fish management and other NRMB 
administrative responsibilities associated with the use of 21X funds. These funds are 
derived from the sale of Installation hunting and fishing permits. 
 
Some aspects of outdoor recreation, particularly hunting and fishing are the 
responsibility of the Program. The Program works collaboratively with The DFMWR and 
Directorate of Plans, Training, Mobilization & Security (DPTMS) to facilitate those 
opportunities.  
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The Game and Sport Fish Program manages game species in a manner consistent with 
Fort Benning’s ecosystem approach. The associated objectives are listed below.  

• Develop and implement a game and sport fish program of appropriate scope and 
scale such that recreational opportunities are provided consistent with training 
mission requirements, Federally listed species recovery, and the ecological 
integrity of the landscape.  

• Utilize scientifically based, modern game management practices, to the extent 
practicable, to be compatible with an ecosystem-based approach. 

• Identify habitat requirements for selected game species. Develop an ecosystem-
based strategy to maintain, protect, and enhance these habitats. 

• Develop and implement management plans to achieve population objectives for 
selected game.  

• Monitor the population status of game species by selecting those species that 
are sensitive to management actions and that can act as indicators of ecological 
change. 

• Coordinate inventory, monitoring, management and research efforts. Share data 
results from such efforts with appropriate Federal and state natural resources 
agencies.  
 

Table D.6: Game Species Data Collected  
Data Description Frequency of Collection *Last Update 

Game Species 
Deer Harvest 

Daily Live Turkey Harvest 
Feral Swine Harvest 

Dove Harvest 
Fish 

Bass Harvest 

Daily Live Bream Harvest 
Catfish Harvest 
Crappie Harvest 

*Updates collected in real-time via iSportsman. 
 
Fort Benning possesses a wide diversity of wildlife habitat and abundant populations of 
many game and sport fish species. These species provide significant outdoor 
recreational value in the form of hunting, fishing, and wildlife viewing. Management of 
these species is important to meet user demands and includes setting regulations and 
ensuring adequate enforcement of those regulations, providing reasonable opportunities 
for recreation activities, maintaining habitat, conducting censuses and surveys of game 
and sport fish populations, and controlling populations of selected species when 
needed. A list of game species occurring on Fort Benning is contained in Table B.9.1 of 
Appendix B9. 
 
Policy and Guidance 
The Sikes Act of 1960 authorizes the Secretary of Defense to carry out a program for 
the development, maintenance, and coordination of wildlife, fish, and game 
conservation and restoration. AR 200-1 (Environmental Protection and Enhancement, 
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13 December 2007) states that management of flora and fauna be consistent with 
accepted scientific principles for conservation of indigenous species and provide access 
for hunting, fishing and trapping consistent with security requirements and safety 
concerns. It goes on to add that nongame as well as game species will be considered 
when planning land management activities.   
 
Game and sport fish species provide outdoor recreation opportunities and are also 
components of the native biodiversity of the area. Therefore, laws and regulations are 
important in directing the management of game and sport fish species. Feral swine (Sus 
scrofa) are not considered a game species on Fort Benning, but are included in this 
Plan and FB Regulation 200-1 (Hunting Regulation) to legalize their hunting on Fort 
Benning. Feral swine are not a protected species under state or Federal law. 
 
Public Access 
Fort Benning is an area of exclusive Federal jurisdiction and public access and activities 
are regulated and limited. While the safety of all hunters is of primary concern, 
nonaffiliated civilian hunters are relatively un-initiated with respect to military 
training/operations and military specific safety concerns that pose heightened levels of 
risk. The Fort Benning landscape has numerous safety hazards including heavy track 
and wheeled vehicle movement, extensive night maneuvers, remote and unmarked 
training compartments, munition marked dud areas, deep erosion gullies, abandoned 
wells, concertina wire from training, wildfires and prescribed fires, and a training area 
road network that often washes out and at times becomes impassible.  
 
Fort Benning has four different live fire range complexes. With multiple Training and 
Doctrine Command, Forces Command, and Special Operations Command (SOCOM) 
elements stationed at Benning, live fire training far surpasses other installations. In 
FY20, over 40 million rounds were discharged at Fort Benning; more than double the 
amount of ammunition expended on any other Installation. Other constraints include 
increased training requirements and operational tempo, diminished resources to support 
and enforce an expansion of the hunting and fishing program, discipline limitations 
when dealing with nonaffiliated civilians, and liability. There are also eight dud areas 
ranging in size from five acres to 10,000 acres. The Explosive Ordnance Detachment 
detonates duds if they land outside ranges, or if dudded munitions from historic uses 
are found. 
 
Due to safety and security concerns, Fort Benning limits access for hunting and fishing 
inside the boundaries of the Installation, except on navigable waters of the 
Chattahoochee River. While unrestricted use by the general public is prohibited, Fort 
Benning does allow non-affiliated civilians of the general public to purchase temporary 
permits to hunt and fish on the Installation as guests. Guest must be sponsored and 
supervised by an authorized participant as required in FB Regulation 200-1 (FB200-1). 
The list of authorized participants includes:   

• United States Armed Forces active duty personnel 
• United States Armed Forces retired personnel 
• Veterans having a service connected disability of not less than 30 percent 
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• Medal of Honor recipients 
• DoD Civilian Employees working full-time or equivalent status, 
• Retired DoD Civilian Employees 
• Federal Civilian Employees working full-time or equivalent status on Fort Benning 
• Retired Federal Civilian Employees who were employed at Fort Benning 

immediately prior to retirement 
• National Guardsmen and Reservists who are on active status regardless of 

where they are assigned 
• Surviving spouses of military personnel who possess a valid dependent ID card 
• Foreign military personnel assigned to Fort Benning 
• Primary dependents of all listed above (i.e. a primary dependent is defined as a 

lawful spouse or an unmarried child (including step children) who is less than 21 
years old or those individuals less than 23 years old who are enrolled in a full-
time course of education above high school level which receive over half of their 
support from the sponsor, and any child, regardless of age, living as a dependent 
due to disability) 

    
The River Walk (i.e. bike/hike greenway) is open for public use. For a nominal fee, the 
public can utilize the boat ramp at Uchee Creek to obtain access to the Chattahoochee 
River. Other forms of outdoor recreation that Fort Benning offers includes hiking/biking 
on the Follow Me mountain bike trails, boating at Uchee Creek Recreation Area, and 
hiking/biking along roadsides. 
 
Program Activities 
The Game and Sport Fish Program has been in existence for over 50 years and has 
undergone many changes. It peaked in the late 1960s and 1970s when there were 
hundreds of planted wildlife openings totaling thousands of acres, 14 managed fish 
ponds (with eight receiving intensive management), an active Rod and Gun Club with 
skeet ranges, restaurant, and tackle shop, and gun dog field trails. Today, the scope 
remains relatively large with the program serving over 4000 hunters and fishermen 
annually.  
 
Integration with an Ecosystem-Based Approach to Management 
Under an ecosystem approach, game populations are managed consistent with and to 
the benefit of listed and nongame species and native plant communities. In this regard, 
the Game and Sport Fish Program has been scaled down from an enormous logistical 
effort that managed thousands of acres directly for increased game populations to a 
relatively small program that no longer has a primary focus of managing game 
populations to maximize carrying capacity. Although increased game populations are 
not the goal of ecosystem management, populations of game species may expand with 
continued thinning, prescribed fire, and longleaf establishment. Nevertheless, those 
potential expansions will be directly tied to management unit size and distribution as it 
pertains to prescribed burning. Ecosystem-based management activities which have 
been incorporated into the Game and Sport Fish Program are discussed below. 
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 Fisheries Management 
 
Fish Pond Management 
There are 13 named ponds available for fishing that range in size from one acre to 72 
acres, for a total manageable acreage of 243 acres. Four of the 13 ponds receive active 
management. Management of the fish ponds includes a variety of activities that fall into 
four categories. These activities are listed below.  

• Pond management: The Game and Fish program of Fort Benning’s NRMB has 
responsibility for stocking fish, liming, fertilizing, and pond balance checks by 
shocking and seine hauls, and aquatic weed control. 

• Support facilities: The DFMWR has responsibility for outdoor recreational support 
facilities and structures such as picnic tables, grills, fishing piers, boat landings, 
and docks at Kings, Weems, Twilight and Russ Pool.  

• Grounds maintenance: Mowing the outdoor recreation areas and other open 
grassy areas around ponds occurs as needed and improves accessibility. Fort 
Benning’s NRMB personnel coordinates the burning the open areas for 
vegetation control as necessary.    

• Dam and water control structure: Repair and maintenance activities required on 
dam and water control structures are reported to DPW, and are performed by 
contract personnel. Periodically, water control structures are obstructed by 
beaver activity, which is reported to the Chief of NRMB. Beaver dams will be 
removed utilizing USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) 
personnel when there is a potential for damage to personnel or property.   

 
A list of ponds, their location, size, and other information is contained in Table B.9.4 
Appendix B9. 
 

 Game Management  
 
Wildlife Opening Planting 
While wildlife openings are managed with a primary emphasis on game species, they 
also provide valuable habitat for Neotropical bird migrants, small mammals and insects. 
Wildlife opening plantings consist primarily of fall plantings of wheat, crimson clover, 
and oats and summer plantings of browntop millet. The major focus of the fall plantings 
is to attract deer and wild turkey to these openings. The summer plantings in dove fields 
focus on attracting mourning doves from September through December. Additionally, 
current management focuses on ensuring dove fields provide attraction for multiple 
species year round by establishing strips of winter grains as well. Currently, 27 wildlife 
openings are available for planting that range in sizes for a total of approximately 92 
acres of plantable land. A total of three dove fields are available for planting that range 
in size from approximately 8 to 16 acres for a total of approximately 36.5 acres. A list of 
wildlife openings, their location, size, and other information is contained in Table B.9.2 
of Appendix B9. 
 
Several management techniques have been incorporated to further integrate game 
management with an ecosystem approach; including leaving field buffers of native 
vegetation, using no-till planting methods whenever feasible to minimize ground 
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disturbance, and incorporating wildlife plantings into areas that are designated for 
specific purposes such as a power line rights-of-way, landing zones, or artillery firing 
points (multi-purpose areas). A list of plant species approved for planting in wildlife 
openings is provided in Table B.9.3 in Appendix B9. Adherence to this list will help to 
prevent the introduction of invasive species. Considerations for the development of 
future wildlife opening include, but are not limited to:  

• Hunters’ request  
• Current land use/land cover (i.e. disturbed/cleared areas preferred over 

undisturbed forested areas)  
• Topography (i.e. lower elevated sites preferred over higher elevated sites) 
• Avoidance of Unique Ecological Areas  
• Evaluating threatened and endangered species requirements 
• Evaluating ecological integrity requirements  
• Logistics of maintaining the site, soil type, slope, and whether the site is a strategic 

location for the desired species 
   
Quality Deer Management and Deer Check Stations 
Quality Deer Management (QDM) is a wildlife management practice that seeks to 
produce healthy deer populations by improving the herd’s age structure, establishing an 
appropriate sex ratio, and keeping populations in balance. The primary tool for these 
goals involves the selective harvest of individual animals. Under Installation’s QDM 
practice and FB200-1, all harvested antlered deer are required to have at least four 
points (one inch or longer) on one side of antlers. Based on Fort Benning’s 2019-2020 
Deer Season Report, multiple data sets suggests QDM continues to facilitate the 
primary objective of ensuring a healthy and sustainable population.    
 
Hunters are required to bring all harvested deer to the deer check station on dates of 
mandatory deer checks as prescribed in FB200-1. Generally, the opening weekend of 
the season is a required weekend in both Georgia and Alabama. Typically, four to ten 
check station days are managed where deer are weighed, sexed, aged, does checked 
for lactation, and antler measurements recorded. This information is compared to 
previous years to determine trends in physical condition and ultimately drive 
management strategies. 
 
Hunting and Fishing Regulation Development 
Annual revision of the FB200-1 (Hunting, Fishing and Recreation) is the responsibility 
primary of the NRMB. FB200-1 is a Fort Benning-specific document that covers 
responsibilities, access, permits, fees, hunter check-in/check-out procedures, season 
dates and bag limits and penalties for various violations. While some policies found in 
FB200-1 may be more restrictive than state law, all are based on and in accordance 
with the wildlife action plans of Georgia and Alabama respectively. The goal is to 
publish FB200-1 by 15 August each year.  
     
Garrison Commander’s Hunting and Fishing Advisory Council 
The objective of the Garrison Commander’s Hunting and Fishing Advisory Council 
(Council) is to keep the Garrison Commander advised on the scope and character of 
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hunting, fishing, and other recreation issues on Fort Benning. The Council also provides 
input to DPW pertaining to the updating and rewriting of the Hunting and Fishing 
Regulations. Fort Benning’s NRMB is responsible for setting the date, time, and place of 
the meetings after obtaining approval from the Council President, and provides 
technical expertise on wildlife management and on interpretation of hunting and fishing 
regulations.  
 
Administration & Funding 
The Game and Sport Fish Program is funded from the sale of hunting and fishing permit 
fees. Army Policy Guidance for Fish and Wildlife Conservation Fund, 21X5095 (8 
January 2002) and DFAS-IN Regulation 37-1 (June 2004) define how fees are collected 
and accounted. The Sikes Act stipulates that such fees can be used only at the 
Installation from which collected for the protection, conservation, and management of 
fish and wildlife, including habitat restoration and improvement, biologist staff and 
support costs and related activities. The funds cannot be used for construction of 
outdoor recreational structures such as fishing piers. No more than 10 percent of the 
annual 21X collections can be used for administration of the hunting and fishing permit 
sales. 21X5095 funds roll over at the end of each fiscal year if not spent.  
  
Hunting and fishing permit fees generate approximately $70K annually. This annual 
revenue is not sufficient to support current management efforts. 
 
Personnel 
Hunting and fishing permit verifications are conducted by DFMWR. Fort Benning’s 
NRMB manages iSportsman, which is the mechanism for selling hunting and fishing 
licenses, the fish ponds, wildlife openings, operates the deer check station,  develops 
the hunting and fishing regulations, and provides support to the Garrison Commander’s 
Hunting and Fishing Advisory Council. 
 
Enforcement of the Installation hunting and fishing regulations as well as enforcement of 
state and Federal natural resources laws is the responsibility of the Directorate of 
Emergency Services (DES), Conservation Law Enforcement Division. The game 
wardens are DoD civilians, although active duty military police personnel are often 
detailed to provide support.  
  
The manpower situation of the Game and Sport Fish Program is less than optimal and 
remains in a state of uncertainty as contract support is required to facilitate adequate 
management of the program. One full-time Wildlife Biologist with responsibilities beyond 
Game and Sport Fish management is the only current staffed position. Ideally, a Wildlife 
Biologist and two permanent Wildlife Technicians would operate the program. It is 
unlikely that such staffing levels could occur in the near future given funding constraints 
and manpower structure.  
 
Equipment 
Fort Benning has sufficient equipment available for management at this time including 
tractors, farming implements, boats, boat trailers, boat motors, GSA fleet trucks and 
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other miscellaneous equipment to support the Game and Sport Fish Program. Several 
farm implements are being considered for turn-in and replacement in the coming years. 
  
 
Initiatives 
A five-year summary of game and sport fish management and administrative activities is 
provided in Appendix B9. Activities that typically occur at least once every year such as 
fertilizing fish ponds, working the deer check station, and planting fall openings are 
identified in Table B.9.5. 
 

 Non-Game Management  
 
Under an ecosystem approach, game populations are managed consistent with and to 
the benefit of nongame species and native plant communities. Non-game species 
benefit from management activities related to the endangered species management 
programs as well as game management activities on the installation. RCW 
management is one of many examples of how non-game species benefit from current 
management practices. RCWs require mature open pine forest in which to forage and 
nest. Many non-game species, both plants and animals, also thrive under these same 
conditions. Management activities for RCWs such as thinning existing pine forests, 
planting of longleaf pine trees, and invasive species control are beneficial to a host of 
upland non-game species that depend on these same habitat conditions. 
 

10.  Vegetation   
The vegetation of Fort Benning reflects its location astride the “Fall Line,” which extends 
from western Georgia to the Carolinas. Vegetated acreage on Fort Benning consists of 
maintained lawn and grassed areas, open land and old fields (shrubs and herbaceous 
plants), and forested woodlands. Table D.7 provides a more specific landscape profile 
of land utilization at Fort Benning. The plant communities found on Fort Benning are a 
mosaic of varying seral stages held in check by the occurrence of fire disturbances and 
systems that are free from the other anthropogenic development pressures that have 
eroded their existence in other places across the Southeast. 
 
Camp Merrill 
The vegetation of Camp Merrill lies within the Piedmont region of Georgia. Vegetated 
acreage on Camp Merrill consists of maintained lawn and grassed areas and small 
pockets of hardwood dominant woodland areas. The plant communities found on Camp 
Merrill are typical of neighboring farms and cantonment areas with maintained lawns 
and other wooded spots that not been subject to regular fire disturbances.   
   
Table D.7: Landscape Composition of Fort Benning  

Landscape Use *Acres *Percent cover 
Upland Forests  79,000 43% 

Bottomland Forests 43,000 23% 
Water/Wetlands 19,000 10% 

Impact Area 16,000 9% 
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Landscape Use *Acres *Percent cover 
Cantonment 15,000 8% 

Ranges 11,000 6% 
*Approximate acres & percent coverage. 

  
 Flora & Habitat 

 
At Fort Benning, the management of the longleaf pine ecosystem and other rare and 
unique plant communities are monitored, managed, and/or protected by Army staff from 
training activities. Conversely, Camp Merrill is a cantonment area and passively 
managed similar to Fort Benning’s cantonment areas where land uses influence the 
flora to resemble an urban community setting.  
 

 Forest Management 
 
The Chattahoochee River and its tributaries are a prominent geographic and hydrologic 
feature of Fort Benning’s landscape that broadly divided the forest into either upland or 
bottomland types. The bottomland forests have soil and hydrologic conditions that 
generally inhibit activities with heavy mechanized equipment. Therefore, bottomland 
disturbances are mostly limited to unmounted personnel training and forest 
management activities. These physiographic characteristics combined with the 
presence of riverine hydrology and a lack of disturbance promotes an ecosystem with 
unique plant communities. Some of these bottomland forests on Fort Benning have 
occurrences of endangered species such as the relict trillium and Georgia rockcress. 
The Fort Benning management philosophy for the bottomland hardwoods is passive 
management with limited monitoring and preservation. Table D.7 summarizes Fort 
Benning’s forest type.  
 
Most of the upland forests occur on the coastal plain physiographic region. A significant 
portion of this area is composed of deep sands, of which the Sand Hills are the deepest. 
The uplands vary tremendously from mesic, fine textured soils of clay and loams, to 
xeric deep coarse sands on the ridges. It is documented from historical accounts and 
records that the vast majority of the uplands were covered by some level of the longleaf 
pine forests prior to European settlement. The longleaf pine forest, with periodic fire 
exposure is considered to be climax condition with minimal change over time in the 
absence of disturbance. The component species makeup of longleaf pine forests will 
vary across the gradient of soil and hydrologic conditions from mesic longleaf pine 
flatwoods to xeric longleaf pine-scrub oak woodlands. The majority of the longleaf pine 
forests host their own unique plant communities complete with Federally protected 
species such as RCWs. The open forests conditions of mature longleaf pine forests 
benefits RCWs and other native upland species in addition to providing an excellent 
training environment. Therefore, Fort Benning’s desired future condition of the upland 
forest is a longleaf pine dominated forest with canopy trees 80 years or older, averaging 
some 14 to 19 inches in diameter in a sparsely stocked (basal area 35 square feet/acre) 
to medium stocked (basal area 80 square feet/acre) condition. The mid-story should be 
sparse (i.e.<10% cover) and the ground layer should be relatively continuous and rich 
(i.e. >50% cover in herbaceous species, 10-50% cover in bunch grasses, 5-10% cover 
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in legumes, 5-25% cover in composites, 0-25% cover in woody shrubs, and 50-100 
species present on any 400 square meters).  
 
Currently, the Fort Benning forest monitoring and forest inventory programs recognize 
seven different upland forest types: mixed pine, loblolly pine, mixed pine-longleaf, pine 
hardwood, hardwood pine, longleaf pine plantation, and longleaf pine. It is desirable for 
all of the upland pine stands, no matter the species makeup, to be managed and 
maintained in an open forest condition similar to the aforementioned desired future 
condition. The current mature longleaf pine stands on Fort Benning are in an open 
forest condition and make up approximately 4% of the upland forest habitat. These 
forest stands are considered stable and only need   prescribed fire every two to three 
years to maintain their forest condition. In very limited and currently unforeseen 
circumstances, chemical treatment may be required to control invasive species or 
silvicultural problem. Under rare circumstances (e.g. storm events, insect infestation, or 
hardwood development issues, etc.), would mechanical silvicultural treatment be used 
in these areas to realign or correct the stand to the desired future conditions. 
 
Mixed pine-longleaf stands have a significant component of hardwood biomass <29.5% 
and longleaf pine biomass 29.5-49.5% in the pine overstory. It is thought that open 
mixed pine stands with a significant longleaf pine component are similar enough to 
mature longleaf pine stands to be considered stable and only need periodic fire every 
two to three years to maintain forest conditions. Additionally, chemical and/or 
mechanical treatment may be required occasionally to control pests or correct potential 
silvicultural issues. If forest monitoring indicates that any of these stands are trending 
towards a loss of longleaf pine influence, these stands may be considered for 
mechanical silvicultural actions to correct the stand to be more in line with the above 
stated desired future condition of upland forests. In general, thinnings that occur in this 
situation will be applied according to the uneven-aged approach favoring the removal of 
offsite species and leaving longleaf pines to foster the ecosystem. 
 
The current longleaf pine plantation stands are the result of approximately 30 years of 
offsite pine and hardwood species removal. Most of these stands are younger than 30 
years of age and are comprised of relatively dense longleaf trees with limited 
encroachment from loblolly pines, sweetgum, and oak species. These stands are 
primarily maintained by periodic burning; however, some of the older stands will require 
thinning within the next five years. Most of these stands are well established and will be 
managed through sound thinning practices for even-aged management. Nevertheless, 
the end result will not culminate with a terminal harvest, but will progressively convert to 
uneven-age management over time to establish a mature, longleaf pine ecosystem. 
 
For management purposes, the current pine-hardwood and hardwood-pine stands can 
be lumped together and still only make up a small percentage of the manageable 
upland forestlands. The presence of these stands indicates some type of issue with past 
management, such as an absence of prescribed fire. Some of these stands could be 
considered in the advanced seral stage from previous open pine management and may 
be converted to longleaf pine plantations during the next five years. Nevertheless, the 
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increased presence of hardwoods can be an indicator of hydrologic challenges for 
prescribed fire use to control hardwood encroachment. Under this scenario, these areas 
may be allowed to succeed into hardwoods and reclassified for management that is 
more passive. This will be determined on a stand-by-stand basis. 
 
Loblolly pine stands are mostly plantations established in the prior (pre-1990s) forest 
management regime that focused more on fiber production than ecosystem 
management. These stands will eventually need to be converted to longleaf dominated 
stands to obtain the above stated desired future condition. It is expected that Fort 
Benning will execute many different silvicultural treatments in these stands in the near 
future to aid in this process. In general, these stands will be treated as even-aged 
stands; however, management strategies will vary according to the presence of RCWs. 
 
Mixed pine stands are stands that mostly composed of species of southern yellow pine 
with a statistical absence of longleaf pine. Research has indicated that these open pine 
stands, maintained only with periodic fire, will eventually succeed to a hardwood forest. 
These stands are primarily made up of loblolly and shortleaf pine mixed with varying 
degrees of hardwoods (but hardwoods are <29.5% of the stand). These stands will also 
need to be converted to realize any potential of obtaining the above stated desired 
future condition. It is expected that Fort Benning will execute many different silvicultural 
treatments in these stands, in the near future, to obtain the desired future condition. The 
silvicultural management strategies will vary according to the presence of RCWs. The 
eventual goal is to convert these stands to a longleaf pine ecosystem that is maintained 
through uneven-aged management. 
 
As of 3 April 2019, Fort Benning exceeded the recovery population goal for the RCW as 
outlined in the 2003 RCW Recovery Plan. The USFWS also has recently proposed 
downlisting the RCW from endangered to threatened. Suitable habitat for the RCW 
occurs in the open pine stands described above. The goal will be to maintain the current 
population while also shifting the upland pine stands to obtain the desired future 
condition of open, longleaf pine stands with sparse mid-story and relatively continuous 
and rich ground layer. With the majority of these stands requiring mechanical 
silvicultural treatments, it will be difficult to do the necessary work while maintaining 
current RCW habitat requirement standards in those stands. Fort Benning is working 
closely with the USFWS to develop a process to convert stands with the presence of 
RCWs and result in no adverse impacts on the training mission. The current ecosystem 
management approach will utilize adaptive management which will allow Fort Benning 
to convert these stands while minimizing impacts to RCWs and the training mission. 
Appendix B4 details all management requirements for RCW. 
 
The NRMB manages timber sales with in-house personnel and support from the Real 
Estate Division USACE, Savannah District. Once the Installation makes the timber 
available, the USACE is responsible for soliciting bids for each timber sale, conducting 
an appraisal of timber under advertisement to establish the minimum acceptable bid, 
and executing the contract administration. Contract administration includes timber 
harvest coordination with Range Operations, field inspection of harvesting operations, 
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collection of timber receipts, and transfers of monies to the DoD forestry account. Since 
the closest Real Estate Division personnel is over 220 miles away, Fort Benning and 
USACE plan to enter an agreement, established by a MOU, for Fort Benning staff to 
perform some of the above stated Contracting Officer's Representative duties as well as 
the traditional duties provided by the Installation for timber disposal (i.e. marking the 
timber, timber harvest inspections, etc.). A portion of the funds generated from timber 
sales are returned to the Installation, in part, to continuously fund the timber portion of 
the Installation’s active management of longleaf pine ecosystem. 
 
Table D.8: Fort Benning Forest Type  

Forest Type Dominant Species Sub-dominant 
Species Percent cover 

Mixed Pine 
Pinus taeda, Pinus 

echinata, Liquidambar 
styraciflua 

Quercus nigra, Carya 
spp., Liriodendron 
tulipifera, Quercus 

falcate, Pinus 
virginiana, Pinus elliotti 

21.4% upland 
 

Loblolly Pine 

Pinus taeda, 
Liquidambar 
styraciflua, 

Liriodendron tulipifera, 

Pinus echinata, Nyssa 
sylvatica, Quercus 

nigra, Quercus 
hemisphaerica, Cornus 

florida 

9.1% upland 
 

Pine Hardwood 

Pinus taeda, 
Liriodendron tulipifera, 

Quercus nigra, 
Quercus falcata, Carya 

spp. 

Liquidambar 
styraciflua, Pinus 
echinata, Pinus 

palustris, Quercus alba 

8.9% upland 
 

Hardwood Pine 

Liriodendron tulipifera, 
Quercus nigra, 

Quercus falcata, 
Quercus alba, Pinus 

taeda 

Liquidambar 
styraciflua, Pinus 
echinata, Pinus 

palustris, Carya spp., 
Nyssa sylvatica 

1.3% upland 
 

Longleaf Pine 
Plantation Pinus palustris 

Liquidambar 
styraciflua, Pinus 
taeda, Quercus 
hemisphaerica 

31.2% upland 
 

Mixed Pine - Longleaf 
Pinus taeda, Pinus 

echinata, Pinus 
palustris, Carya spp. 

Liquidambar 
styraciflua,  

Liriodendron tulipifera, 
Quercus falcata, Pinus 

elliotti 

22.9% upland 
 

Longleaf Pine 

Pinus palustris, Pinus 
echinata, Quercus 
laevis, Carya spp. 
Quercus stellata, 

Pinus taeda, Quercus 
falcata, Quercus 

margaretta, Quercus 
marilandica 

4.4% upland 
 

  
Camp Merrill 
The ecological province unit is the Southeastern Mixed Forest where both pine and 
hardwood may occur on all landscapes. Pine species are loblolly and shortleaf. 
Hardwood species are predominantly the dry and dry-mesic oak and hickory species. 
Relative amounts of each are primarily dependent on disturbance regime (fire, 
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development, etc.) more than site characteristics. Nevertheless, Camp Merrill has been 
managed to varying degrees between and encampment and more urban/developed 
setting over past 50 years lending its forest to being more heavily hardwood dominant.  
 
Management of forest on Camp Merrill consists almost exclusively of maintaining the 
riparian forests and its shading attributes for the Etowah River. Through the FB-144-R 
process, proposed actions with disturbances resulting in adverse effects to the Etowah 
River are identified and potential adverse impacts precluded prior to implementation. 
 

 Wildland Fire Management   
The goal of the Fort Benning Wildland Fire Management program is to provide guidance 
and direction in the prevention, detection and suppression of wildfires occurring on the 
woodlands and ranges of the Fort Benning Military Installation while managing for the 
sustainability and ecological integrity of the Installation’s natural resources. Wildfires are 
fires that occur which are not planned or intentionally set to achieve a desired 
goal/objective. The Wildfire Management Program also has a goal to protect lives, 
property, and natural resources from wildfires that occur on Fort Benning lands and 
contain wildfires within Fort Benning’s boundaries, protecting adjacent lands and assets.   
 
Prescribed fires are fires that are planned and intentionally ignited in a knowledgeable 
manner to manage forests and grasslands in a specific land area under predetermined 
weather/atmospheric conditions. The NRMB annually completes individual burn plans to 
accomplish a set of predetermined, well-defined management objectives within burn 
units of the training areas.  
 
Prior to the enhancement of the Prescribed Burn Program in the mid-1980s, Fort 
Benning experienced more than 500 wildfire events each year. The goal of the 
prescribed burn program is to burn all pine dominant habitat every three years to meet 
established habitat management objectives and regulatory requirements of USFWS 
Biological Opinions. The prescribed burn program has a target to burn approximately 
50,000 acres per year while minimizing any impacts to the training mission and air 
quality. Since the mid-1990’s when the prescribed burning program was implemented, 
Fort Benning has reduced the average annual wildfire events from 600 to approximately 
100 wildfire events per year. Prescribed fire is the primary tool used to manage the 
vegetation inside RCW clusters and to reduce fuel loading in the upland pine stands 
which contain virtually all the RCW habitat. 
 
The current workforce of the Fort Benning’s NRMB consists of 24 personnel, with 15 
assigned in a primary wildfire suppression role and serving in an “on call” status. Each 
member of the “on call” team is the primary responder to a fire, with duties including 
initial size-up, assessment, method of attack, and suppression technique. Wildfire 
detection is the responsibility of the dispatcher. In the absence of the dispatcher, 
members of an “on call” team rotate in performing dispatcher duties. Other NRMB 
personnel may also provide assistance as needed. 
 

https://www.benning.army.mil/Garrison/Smoke-and-Sound/
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In an effort to reduce the potential for smoke conflicts and complaints resulting from 
prescribed fires and training activities, Fort Benning keeps the public informed through 
the “Smoke and Sound” website. This site is available online at 
https://www.benning.army.mil/Garrison/Smoke-and-Sound/ and maintained by the Fort 
Benning Public Affairs Office. Current information is provided and updated almost daily 
by NRMB and/or Range Control. 
 
The major causes of wildfires at Fort Benning are incendiary training aids (i.e. flares, 
blanks, simulators, pyrotechnics, smoke grenades, and firecrackers), incendiary 
ammunition, careless use of cigarettes and matches, improper control of campfires, and 
incendiary and smoke devices dropped from aircraft. In accordance with MCoE 
Regulation No. 350-19 (Training Range and Terrain Regulation) Fort Benning’s DPW is 
responsible for notifying Range Division of the fire danger class when drought 
conditions become very high or extreme. Range Division has the authority to suspend 
the use of incendiary training aids and ammunition in any training areas/ranges. 
Although exceptions may be granted to training critical to unit mission, DPW/NRMB will 
be consulted and notified prior to exceptions for the prevention and suppression of 
potential wildfires from training events using incendiary training aids and ammunition 
under such conditions.  
 
The Fort Benning Fire Department has additional resources that can be called upon. 
The fire department provides support in suppressing fires that occur on roads and 
highways. Support is also provided on woodland fires located in the cantonment areas 
and grass or woodland fires located on ranges.  
 

 Grounds Maintenance    
Grounds maintenance is performed by a few different organizations depending on the 
area of responsibility, but all are ultimately under the leadership of the Garrison 
Commander. On Fort Benning, the DFMWR conducts the most extensive grounds 
maintenance program on areas such as the Fort Benning Golf Course. On Fort Benning 
and Camp Merrill, DPW has the largest grounds maintenance program by maintaining 
the ranges, landing zones, drop zones, road and trail ROWs, and cantonment grounds. 
The golf course maintenance, the largest ground maintenance program actively 
managing insect and disease issues, do not have any non-point source pollution issues. 
The rest of the organizations provide limited invasive species management and limited 
insect and disease treatments. All treatments are made to reduce the impacts to non-
target organisms; such as pollinators. 
  

 Agricultural Leases   
The NRMB is responsible for all agricultural outleases on Fort Benning; however, there 
are no plans at the present time to initiate any outleases on the Installation. 
Notwithstanding, if the agricultural outlease program is reinitiated in the future, the 
grantee will be required to adhere to all Federal, state, and ARs, as well as all 
provisions and requirements of this INRMP.  
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11.  Integrated Pest Management  
Fort Benning uses IPM to prevent or control pests and disease vectors that have the 
potential to affect the health of personnel or cause damage to structures, material, or 
property. Pest control operations are conducted in accordance with an IPM Plan that 
has been reviewed and approved by U.S. Army Environmental Command (USAEC) 
pest management consultants and signed by the Garrison Commander. The IPM Plan 
stipulates the use of sustainable IPM strategies and techniques in all aspects of pest 
management in order to reduce pest impacts while also minimizing the risk of pesticide 
exposure to people and the environment. The Installation’s IPM Plan is updated 
annually by an IPM Coordinator and approved by USAEC in accordance with 
requirements of the DoD Pest Management Program (DoDI 4150.07). 
 
In accord with IPM philosophy, preventive pesticide application is not to be performed. 
Pest presence must be confirmed by surveillance before a control operation is 
considered. Notwithstanding, when necessary, pesticides are judicially applied by 
certified professionals, to control pests in a manner that will minimize pesticide 
exposure to people and the environment, reduce impacts to non-target organisms 
(pollinators), and control program expenditures. Proper, prudent, and limited use of 
pesticides are a part of the comprehensive Fort Benning IPM strategy for ecosystem 
management across the missionscape. When herbicides are used in close proximity to 
threatened or endangered species or in habitat utilized by any threatened or 
endangered species, professional applicators coordinate and work closely with NRMB 
staff and the USFWS to minimize any risk to any threatened or endangered species.   
 
An abundance of wildlife on the Installation occasionally leads to negative interactions 
with personnel or property, both within and outside of cantonment areas. The Integrated 
Pest Management Coordinator maintains and updates as necessary a Vertebrate Pest 
Control Responsibility Matrix that helps to delineate responsibility for wildlife issues and 
lists alternative responders in order to provide efficacious resolution to wildlife 
complaints. NRMB supports the IPM program by providing control of nuisance or 
diseased wildlife and is typically the first to investigate a wildlife complaint to make a 
determination as its proper resolution.  
 
The NRMB is tasked with the management of the Installation’s forest resources in a 
manner that sustains both the training mission and the habitat for wildlife. Prescribed 
fire is the primary IPM method used to manage forests, with mechanical control being 
the secondary method. Fire serves to reduce fuel load, limit understory competition with 
preferred species, reduce insect-damage to trees, and facilitate the cycling of nutrients 
within the system. Forest management requires occasional, professional herbicide 
application, synergistically combined with prescribed fire, for the typical harvest site 
preparation to regenerate the forest or to control vegetation that is not effectively 
controlled with prescribed fire alone. Prior to conducting an herbicide operation, the 
project is reviewed by the IPM Coordinator to ensure compliance with the IPM Plan and 
the DoD Pest Management Program. 
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There are some unique situations that occur on the Installation that require special 
consideration for herbicide application. Herbicides are not used to enhance the 
appearance of turf with few exceptions, current examples being the Fort Benning Golf 
Course; the parade ground (York Field) in front of the MCoE Headquarters; the Soldiers 
Memorial Park; and the Fort Benning Cemetery. The Installation has several wellfields; 
used for groundwater extraction and others for groundwater sampling associated with 
closed landfills or environmental remediation. Although wellfield vegetation is primarily 
maintained through mowing, limited herbicide application may be permitted as directed 
and in accordance with the product’s label. 
 

12.  Noxious Weeds & Invasive Species  
Executive Order 13112 of February 3, 1999 amended existing statutes to prevent the 
introduction of invasive plant and animal species and provide for their control and to 
minimize the economic, ecological, and human health impacts that invasive species 
cause. Fully addressed in the IPM Plan and in accord with DoDI 4150.07, Fort Benning 
and Camp Merrill implement a pest management program to control non-native, 
invasive plant, and animal species. Note that not all non-natives are considered 
invasive. Since they do not meet the criteria of being classified as “pests” (i.e. having 
the potential to affect health or cause damage to structures, material, or property), they 
are not addressed in the IPM Plan. 
 
Although both Fort Benning and Camp Merrill contain a number of invasive plant 
species, the program’s focus is on high priority invasives. As with most invasive plant 
species throughout the region, recently disturbed and open habitats are highly 
susceptible for their establishment and rapid growth. Non-native species within training 
areas are subject to some degree of routine control measures through prescribed fire. 
Species of invasive plants within cantonment areas are commonly found and without 
proper control measures may dominate their locations. As a result, the removal of 
invasive vegetation is typically limited to incidental occurrences (non-chemical) 
associated with projects or infrastructure improvements. Although the Installations have 
no cooperative initiatives with outside agencies or organizations to eradicate invasive 
vegetation, failure to control invasive vegetation within the cantonments is unlikely to 
have any measurable ecological effect. Nevertheless, if adequate funding and staffing 
were to be made available, removal of invasive vegetation would provide opportunities 
to re-establish native vegetation in the cantonment areas.   
 
Of the non-native, invasive animal species that are known to exist on Fort Benning, only 
feral swine currently requires monitoring and control. Invasive feral swine are a 
nuisance at Fort Benning, as they damage soil and native vegetation through their 
rooting behavior and consequently diminish native plant populations. Through an IGSA 
Partnership with the USDA APHIS, Fort Benning has two full time nuisance wildlife 
technicians hired to reduce and/or eliminate the feral swine population. Additionally, 
liberal hunting regulations for the species remain in effect. 
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13.  Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard  
USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service Interagency Agreement 
Under the USDA APHIS IGSA mentioned above, Fort Benning assists in reacting to all 
Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard (WASH) incidents. The USDA is authorized to protect 
American agriculture and other natural resources from damage associated with wildlife. 
Wildlife service activities are conducted in cooperation with Federal, state and local 
agencies; private organizations and individuals. 
 
The Wildlife Service program uses an Integrated Wildlife Damage Management 
approach or IPM in which a series of methods may be used or recommended to reduce 
wildlife damage. These methods include the alteration of cultural practices as well as 
habitat and behavioral modification to prevent damage. Nonetheless, controlling wildlife 
damage may require that the offending animal(s) are lethally removed or that the 
populations of the offending species be reduced. Wildlife species, such as white-tailed 
deer and coyotes, can pose a safety hazard to aircraft on LAAF and must be excluded 
or removed.  
 
The Fort Benning WASH Plan is a comprehensive procedure for LAAF Wildlife Hazard 
Management. It incorporates provisions of AR 95-2, Air Traffic Control, Airfield/Heliport, 
and Airspace Operations and IMCOM Pamphlet 385-90-1, WASH Template, dated 19 
August 2013. Parties responsible for execution of the plan are the Chief, Airfield 
Division, and DPTMS.  
 
The objective of this plan is to manage wildlife populations within Fort Benning to 
reduce associated damages to priority areas. Additionally, working with Fort Benning’s 
NRMB is a key ingredient for successful Wildlife Damage Management Program. This 
management and financial plan includes two dedicated full-time Wildlife Specialist 
positions. USDA Wildlife Services will absorb some of the associated equipment and 
salary costs related to the Program. 
 
Fort Benning’s NRMB assists the Chief, Airfield Division by providing the following.  

• Advises airfield manager and Wildlife Hazard Working Group on wildlife biology 
and behavior, habitat requirements, modifications, or management schemes to 
make informed decisions and minimize aircraft-wildlife strikes. 

• Conducts wildlife hazard assessment identifying local wildlife species, numbers, 
locations, movement, for daily and seasonal occurrences. Develop wildlife 
hazard reduction recommendations. 

• Acquires all necessary state/Federal nuisance wildlife harassment permits and 
have available upon airfield manager request. (Current permits include Georgia 
Nuisance Wildlife Control, Georgia Scientific Collection, and Federal Wildlife 
Control permit as required). Assists with the removal of wildlife from LAAF as 
needed to lower the risk of hazards to aircraft due to wildlife strike potential. 
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14.  Compatible Use Buffering & Conservation Easements  
 
Fort Benning's ACUB Strategic Plan (ACUB Plan) was approved by Deputy Chief of 
Staff (Installations), G9 (formerly Office of Assistance Chief of Staff for Installation 
Management) 18 January 2019. The Plan’s changes are substantive in comparison to 
the original 2006 ACUB Plan and eliminate two of the originally approved Priority Areas 
(PAs) while expanding the two retained PAs to increase flexibility for Mission 
requirements. The total PA acreage is 225,000 acres. The total acreage protection goal 
in PA1, Fort Benning’s highest ranked PA, is 60,000 acres while PA2’s protection goal 
is 15,000 acres. There are over 34,000 acres currently protected in PA1 (Figure 3). 

 
 ACUB Plan Goal 

 
The ACUB Strategic Plan's Goal is Mission Support. The Plan outlines the rationale and 
approaches to establish an ACUB around portions of Fort Benning, using a combination 
of no-development easements, conservation easements, and conservation-focused 
land acquisitions. The buffer lands are intended to facilitate training activities by (1) 
channeling incompatible growth and development away from critical portions of the 
Installation boundary, and (2) reducing conflict between Fort Benning's training mission 
and its environmental stewardship responsibilities, especially for endangered species.  
Fort Benning’s ACUB Proposal was developed with support from The Nature 
Conservancy (TNC) and other ACUB Partners (see Table D.8) in close partnership with 
Fort Benning’s EMD, DPTMS, Range Division, and SJA. Fort Benning has made a 
substantial commitment to its ACUB program emphasizing multiple conservation 
benefits from buffering encroachment to protection and restoration of protected/listed 
species habitat. In 2009, the Army’s Biological Assessment for the MCoE proposed to 
accelerate the ACUB program at Fort Benning. Similar to ACUB programs established 
at Fort Bragg and Eglin Air Force Base, Fort Benning began development an initial 
implementation of a “Red-cockaded Woodpecker off-Post Conservation Plan” as well as 
a conservation partnership (Chattahoochee Fall Line Conservation Partnership 
[CFLCP]). This Partnership was established in 2011, and it continues to leverage 
resources and help develop the science necessary to protect and ecologically connect 
the buffer lands to Fort Benning.  
 
Table D.9: ACUB Partnerships  

Partners Roles Responsibilities Reporting/Contribution 
Primary Partners 

The Nature 
Conservancy 

Eligible Entity, 
Cooperative 

Agreement Partner, 
ACUB Landowner, 
ACUB Easement 

Holder 

ACUB Advisory Board 
Member 

Annual Work Plan 
Annual Management 

Report 
Annual Planning Meeting 

Georgia Forestry 
Commission 

Eligible Entity, ACUB 
Land Owner, ACUB 

Advisory Board 
Member 

ACUB Advisory Board 
Member 

Annual Work Plan 
Annual Management 

Report 
Annual Planning Meeting 

USFWS Advisory ACUB Advisory Board 
Member Annual Planning Meeting 
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Partners Roles Responsibilities Reporting/Contribution 
Natural Resources 

Conservation Service Advisory ACUB Advisory Board 
Member Annual Planning Meeting 

Supporting Partners 

Georgia Department 
of Natural Resources Supporting Advisory NA 

Chattahoochee Fall 
Line Conservation 

Partnership 
Supporting Advisory NA 

Georgia Alabama 
Land Trust 

ACUB Easement 
Holder ACUB Board Member 

Annual Work Plan 
Annual Management 

Report 
River Valley Regional 

Commission Supporting Advisory NA 

University of Georgia, 
Carl Vinson Institute of 

Government 
Eligible Entity Advisory NA 

The Longleaf Alliance Supporting Advisory NA 
 
Fort Benning’s ACUB program is focused on implementing land protection strategies as 
presented in the ACUB Plan. Fort Benning ACUB has protected over 34,000 acres 
around Fort Benning via fee purchase and permanent conservation easement 
acquisitions by TNC, or other eligible entities, and has a goal of protecting about 75,000 
acres (Figure 3). TNC along with partners have ecologically enhanced over 29,000 
acres by applying appropriate restoration and management techniques, such as 
prescribed fire and ecological timber harvest. While TNC is granted considerable 
latitude in reconnaissance and preliminary landowner contacts for potential ACUB 
projects, the responsibility to recommend projects for ACUB funding lies with an ACUB 
Implementation Review Team consisting of representatives from Fort Benning’s 
DPTMS, EMD, DPW, Plans Analysis and Integration Office (PAIO) and SJA. 
Recommendations will be made to the Garrison Commander, and will be informed by 
TNC’s best available information on opportunity, leveraged funding, training benefit, 
conservation value, and the priority guidelines described below. Review of overall 
ACUB implementation success by the DA’s ACUB Program management staff will be 
conducted annually, with a periodic in-depth In-Progress-Review (IPR) on-site. 
 

 Prioritization  
The two priority areas (PA) provide opportunities to prevent or divert encroaching 
incompatible land use, and/or to protect, secure, or restore habitat that will ultimately 
benefit Fort Benning’s training mission. As illustrated in Figure 3, PA1 is highest priority 
and represents the intersection of the No Development Zone with the northeast Fall-
Line corridor. Proximity to Hastings Range, likelihood of development associated with 
the Fall Line Freeway, and Fall Line habitat potential for endangered species combine 
to make it high priority. This zone also offers opportunities to secure Gopher Tortoise 
viability, watershed protection, RCW viability, and other Fall Line conservation targets. It 
ranks highly also because of significant funding leverage available from conservation 
partners interested in protecting rare plant and animal communities in this area. PA2 is 
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also the second priority and represents a primary focus on deferring incompatible 
development. Other site-level prioritization efforts are developed and being utilized to 
guide the ACUB program. 
 

 Progress & Future of the ACUB Program  
 
The following summarizes the progress of the ACUB program from FY 2001-2020, and 
the plan for FY21-26. Fort Benning, the Army and the DoD Readiness and 
Environmental Protection Integration Office have obligated nearly $80M to implement 
ACUB strategies. Majority of the funds were from Army sources. TNC, Georgia DNR 
and the CFLCP Partners have contributed over $25M in partner-share via grants and 
donations, and continue to increase contributions. Over the past 5 years, partner 
funding has accounted for over 50% of the total investment in the ACUB Program. 
 
Fort Benning’s ACUB program has protected over 34,000 acres, with 85% in fee 
ownership by TNC and the State of Georgia, and the remaining with permanent 
conservation easements. TNC, Georgia DNR and the CFLCP have scaled up 
restoration and management of ACUB lands. Over 3,000 acres of longleaf has been 
planted, 1,000 acres of sand pine removed, significant mid-story work and timber 
thinning is ongoing, approximately 5,000 to 8,000 acres are being burned annually, and 
various understory restoration projects are underway. The timeline provided here begins 
with the identification of encroachment threats. Going forward, annual reviews and 
evaluation of current implementation priorities coupled with annual planning drive 
stewardship activities in the landscape. 
 
Fort Benning is working with TNC to protect and additional 12,000 acres by 2026. All 
targeted parcels would further mitigate incompatible development encroachment and 
strengthen connected corridors with existing protected ACUB lands; and, some 
properties would provide additional species mitigation credits. The highest priority parcel 
is the Timberlands II tract in Marion County. This 4,700 tract is immediately adjacent to 
Fort Benning and would buffer Camp Darby and essential training lands for 4th RTB, as 
well as the southern extent of the MOA off-Post. Fort Benning and the ACUB Partners 
are working to secure approximately $11M in funding in FY21 & FY22 for protection of 
this property.  
  
Fort Benning has secured all funding needed to fund the endowment for stewardship, in 
the Army's interest, on all fee-owned lands currently held and managed by TNC and 
DNR. Fort Benning is pulling together final requirements and will complete Tier 2A 
consultation with USFWS in FY21. This consultation will explicitly define the RCW and 
gopher tortoise credits available on ACUB properties owned by TNC and DNR. Initial 
calculations indicate 59 RCW Potential Breeding Group Credits being available. Gopher 
tortoise credits are still being calculated. Once consultation is complete and credits are 
formally defined, Fort Benning will be able to use those credits as mitigations to off-set 
impacts from Mission requirements on-Post by debiting from that available credit base. 
Future consultations on debiting from the available credits should be completed in less 
than three months and afford opportunities to increase Mission flexibility through a more 
streamlined and timely process.
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E.  THE SUSTAINABLE RANGE PROGRAM 
The Sustainable Range Program (SRP) is the Army's overall approach for improving the 
way in which it designs, manages, and uses its ranges to ensure long-term 
sustainability. The SRP goal is to maximize the capability, availability, and accessibility 
of ranges and training lands to support doctrinal training requirements, mobilization, and 
deployments under normal and surge conditions. The SRP is defined by its core 
programs, the Range and Training Land Program and the ITAM Program, which focus 
on the doctrinal capability of the Army's ranges and training land. 

1. Range & Training Land Program  
The Range and Training Land Program planning process integrates mission support, 
environmental stewardship, and economic feasibility and defines procedures for 
determining range projects and training land requirements to support live-fire and 
maneuver training. The planning process occurs through the Range Complex Master 
Plan (RCMP) on an annual basis to ensure that any changes in mission or management 
conditions are identified and incorporated into the goals and objectives of the ITAM 
annual workplan.  
 

2. Integrated Training Area Management Program 
 
ITAM is a core component of the SRP and is responsible for maintaining training land to 
help the Army meet its training requirements. The foundation to the success of the 
Installation ITAM program lies in successfully identifying mission-based goals, the 
analysis of land conditions that need improvement or management to achieve the 
mission goal, and the development of management prescriptions, or “objectives” 
needed to address the landscape condition. The ITAM Workplan provides a complete 
overview of training assets under the responsibilities of the ITAM program and the 
activities required to maintain a sustainable training environment. 
 
ITAM’s mission is to meet the Senior Commander’s training needs for accessibility and 
sustained use of training lands utilized for military maneuver exercises in preparation of 
real world missions. ITAM’s goal is to ensure training lands have availability, 
accessibility, and capability to safely support the training and maneuver needs at Fort 
Benning. ITAM maintains the live maneuver training environment and sustains the 
Army’s live training capability by repairing maneuver damage and creating a resilient 
and resistant training land base. ITAM fundamentally supports Installation compliance 
with the Sikes Act and is a critical component of Installation natural resource 
management. The ITAM program essentially acts as an ongoing mitigation program for 
maneuver training activities that minimizes the conflicts between force readiness and 
environmental stewardship. 
 
To accomplish this mission, ITAM relies on its five components and management by 
HQDA, ITAM Lead Agent, Army Execution and Supported Commands, and 
installations. The five components of ITAM include:  
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• Training Requirements Integration (TRI) 
• Range and Training Land Assessment (RTLA) 
• Land Rehabilitation and Maintenance (LRAM) 
• SRP GIS 
• Sustainable Range Awareness (SRA) 

 
The purposes of the ITAM program components are to integrate mission requirements 
with environmental management practices and establish the policies and procedures to 
achieve sustainable use of training and testing lands to support mounted and 
dismounted live training events. These components provide an understanding of how 
the Army’s training requirements impact land management practices, what the impact of 
training is on the land, how to mitigate and repair impacts, and communicate training 
land stewardship to Soldiers. 
 
Training Requirements Integration 
TRI provides trainers and range managers with technical information to balance training 
needs with land constraints. The integration of training and environmental requirements 
occurs through continual coordination among the DPTMS, Natural and Cultural 
Resources managers, and other environmental programs such as the NEPA. TRI 
facilitates achieving mission goals through decision support and coordinating training 
needs with other installation plans to provide information and analysis that assist with 
range and training land planning, scheduling, maintenance and modernization.  
 
TRI is most effective when training and environmental requirements are balanced in the 
decision-making process. Information is obtained from LRAM, Range and Training Land 
Assessment (RTLA), SRP GIS, and other Installation offices that support training land 
management decisions through the analysis of range facility requirements and 
landscape condition requirements in accordance with environmental compliance 
requirements. This necessitates the integration of the RCMP mission goals and 
objectives into the INRMP and its subordinate management plans to include:  

• SMCs 
• Integrated Wildland Fire Management Plan (IWFMP) 
• Forest Management Plan 
• Wildlife Management Plans 

 
Other important Installation Plans include the Installation Real Property Master Plan 
(RPMP), the ICRMP), the IPM Plan, and the ACUB Program. TRI is a continual 
collaboration with the Installation’s Range Operations, NRMB, EMD, and state and 
Federal agencies. 
 
Range and Training Land Assessment 
The focus of RTLA is to provide information that supports land management decisions 
for sustained mission use. RTLA collects data to monitor and assess maneuver and 
training load impacts under normal and surge conditions, and supports range operations 
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and modernization planning based on mission needs. RTLA information is used to make 
recommendations that enhance training land capacity, capability, and condition and to 
help prioritize land rehabilitation, maintenance, and reconfiguration activities. 
 
RTLA is the component of the ITAM program that collects, inventories, monitors, 
manages, and analyzes tabular and spatial data concerning land conditions on Fort 
Benning. The RTLA component may include a mix of inventory and monitoring 
techniques customized to the Installation’s natural setting and training mission. RTLA 
annually conducts surveys to document disturbances to soils and vegetation in areas 
impacted by military training. Through a regular program of monitoring and maintaining 
awareness of training land conditions, ITAM personnel can repair maneuver damage 
when and where it is most needed before conditions become safety issues, or require 
costly engineering solutions.  
 
The RTLA component incorporates relational databases and GIS to support the land 
use planning decision process, including the location and timing of training events, 
natural resource management, and prioritization of land rehabilitation and restoration. 
RTLA data is used to identify LRAM projects, ensure that biological considerations are 
part of the LRAM project prioritization process. RTLA data will also determine the 
effectiveness of LRAM projects, and facilitate recommendations for training load 
distribution so that the sustainability of the training land can be maintained. 
  
Land Rehabilitation and Maintenance  
LRAM is the primary program for repair and rehabilitation of training lands within ITAM. 
LRAM consists of strategies and resource allocations for resting and repairing the soils 
on training lands on a rotational basis as well as repairing other problem erosion areas 
as the need arises. LRAM includes programming, planning, designing, and executing 
land rehabilitation and maintenance projects based on requirements and priorities 
identified by the TRI and RTLA components of the ITAM program. 
 
LRAM uses land management practices and support from RTLA to enhance safety and 
training value of the land by minimizing adverse impacts while meeting maneuver 
training requirements. LRAM is a preventative and corrective land rehabilitation and 
maintenance procedure that reduces long-term installation training and testing impacts. 
It mitigates training and testing effects by combining preventive and corrective land 
rehabilitation, repair, and/or maintenance practices. ITAM also includes training area 
redesign and/or reconfiguration to meet training requirements. LRAM projects stabilize 
soils and manage vegetation to maintain, repair, and reconfigure areas that support 
Army training and testing missions. Reconfiguration projects include development of 
artillery firing points, mortar firing points, helicopter landing zones, tactical use 
movement and maneuver trails, off-road heavy maneuver training areas, bivouac sites, 
observation points, and land navigation courses. The LRAM component is the primary 
ITAM effort in achieving and sustaining a realistic live training environment. LRAM is all 
the planning and projects necessary to keep land usable for live training. LRAM projects 
are designed to:  

• Address safety hazards and repair training damage on maneuver land 
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• Maintain training lands that receive regular use, and require maintenance to 
maintain operational conditions 

• Reconfigure existing lands to optimize their availability for a variety of live training 
uses 

 
LRAM mitigation practices include the installation of regulatory approved BMPs to 
comply with the Clean Water Act. LRAM BMPs are commonly modified to meet the 
Installation site conditions such as training loads and weather events. LRAM BMPs are 
implemented primarily in accordance with the GSWCC’s Manual for Erosion and 
Sediment Control. BMPs implemented include vegetative measures and structural 
practices to stabilize soil, control erosion, and minimize sedimentation. The overall soil 
conservation strategy is to repair and improve training lands by planning and applying 
preventative and corrective land management practices that address erosion and 
damage caused by military training. 
 
BMPs related to soil stabilization, erosion control, and repairs include the 
grading/leveling of ruts, rills, and uneven terrain to maintain smooth, stable surfaces, as 
well as overlaying the areas with grass mats, wheat straw, and grass seed along with 
silt fencing or other additional BMPs when needed. In instances where gullies may have 
formed, soil stabilization efforts will include the placement and compaction of rock. To 
minimize sediment run-off, rip rap rock filter dams (i.e. “check dams”) will be installed 
where needed and monitored for repairs and maintenance on a monthly basis. LRAM 
vegetation management and control techniques include the use of rotary mowers, bush 
hogs, tree cutters, forestry mulching machines, site preparation equipment, roller 
choppers, chainsaws, miscellaneous hand tools, tree stump grinders, and the use of 
herbicide when deemed absolutely necessary. The types of machinery used and 
desired end-state will be dependent upon the size of the area to be maintained and land 
use designation, as landing zones require more stringent vegetation height controls for 
safety reasons than maneuver areas. 
 
SRP GIS 
The SRP GIS is a foundational support element to the entire SRP. The SRP GIS 
mission is to create, analyze, manage, and distribute authoritative standardized 
geospatial information, products, and services for the execution of training strategies 
and missions on Fort Benning ranges and training lands. Through information 
excellence, one of the three tenets upon which the SRP was founded, the SRP GIS 
Program strives to provide the SRP community, trainers, and Soldiers with the ability to 
leverage the most accurate and complete datasets through easily accessible and user-
friendly products and applications. 
  
SRP GIS incorporates geography, cartography, imagery processing, spatial analysis, 
database administration, and database development to provide geospatial mapping and 
analysis to support range operations and scheduling, range development and 
modernization, and ITAM land management decisions while concurrently considering 
environmental compliance requirements. Coordination between ITAM, EMD, and NRMB 
is essential in developing and maintaining GIS databases to integrate the Army Mission 
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and natural resource management. The SRP utilizes GIS mapping capabilities for daily 
decisions and long-term planning for ITAM maintenance activities and natural resource 
management activities that promote the conservation and sustainability of Fort 
Benning’s natural resources.  
 
Sustainable Range Awareness 
Fort Benning’s mission requires thousands of individual Soldiers and civilian employees 
to train and/or travel over most of the Installation’s 182,000 acres. The SRA program 
provides a proactive means to develop and distribute educational materials that provide 
information and reporting procedures to Soldiers and civilians. Individuals on the 
Installation need to understand the safety and environmental considerations associated 
with their training and/or work activities within the locations where these activities are 
performed. As part of the SRA program, Fort Benning has developed a “Soldier Field 
Card” which includes information related to Range Operations administrative support 
and reporting, as well as health, safety, and medical/emergency evacuation procedures. 
In addition, the Soldier Field Card includes information regarding the presence and 
identification of Threatened and Endangered Species (TES), and Species-at-Risk or of 
Conservation Concern; training restrictions associated with RCWs and GTs; recognizing 
marked “Off-Limits” areas where training activities are limited; and reporting procedures 
for POL/HAZMAT Spills, and other environmental incidents. The purpose of the Soldier 
Field Card is to promote environmental awareness in avoiding sensitive natural 
resources, and to reduce the potential for impacts on ranges and training lands during 
military exercises. The Soldier Field Card is reviewed annually by Range Operations, 
NRMB, and EMD to ensure the information is accurate, and is updated accordingly.  
 
Other efforts for environmental awareness include monthly Range Safety Officer 
Courses offered by Range Operations personnel, and the monthly Land Integration 
Meeting conducted by DPTMS that assembles representatives from Fort Benning’s 
tenant units, EMD, NRMB, Master Planning, and Range Operations to coordinate and 
inform personnel of all activities and projects that affect training. These two monthly 
events provide an opportunity to communicate current and developing environmental 
considerations and training requirements.  
 

3. Project Approval, Environmental Coordination, & Compliance Procedures 
 
This INRMP offers a coordinated approach for incorporating wildlife and habitat 
conservation efforts into Installation management. As such, natural resources activities 
must be properly planned, coordinated, and documented using NEPA. Implementation 
of DoD INRMPs require preparation of NEPA documentation per the Code of Federal 
Regulations (32 C.F.R. 651), “Environmental Analysis of Army Actions”, herein referred 
to as “The Army NEPA Regulation”. Incorporation of ITAM’s goals and objectives from 
the annual workplan into the INRMP provides NEPA coverage for the potential impacts 
from ITAM activities.  
 
All natural resources management activities are considered and implemented according 
to the requirements of NEPA. The NEPA Program Manager will compile the results of 
all environmental impact analysis for the management activities identified in this INRMP 
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and have the responsibility for determining the appropriate level of NEPA 
documentation. In accordance with the Army NEPA Regulation, development and 
implementation of an INRMP requires an EA, at a minimum. As the primary intent of the 
INRMP and the ITAM program is to promote conservation efforts and sustainability, it is 
not anticipated that the actions associated with the INRMP or ITAM program will have 
an adverse effect on the environment. Therefore, an EA would be the appropriate level 
of NEPA documentation for the INRMP. Inclusion of the ITAM work within the INRMP 
will allow that EA to cover the associated ITAM work as well. 
 
Fort Benning’s ITAM program actively incorporates environmental considerations in a 
manner consistent with the Army NEPA Regulation. Because the activities of the ITAM 
program are repetitive (e.g. monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly), they require frequent 
coordination with Range Operations, NRMB, and EMD. This includes an annual 
submittal of the ITAM Workplan to EMD through the NEPA review process with a 
“Request for Environmental Analysis”, FB-144-R. This ensures that all ITAM projects 
and maintenance activities are coordinated with Fort Benning’s EMD for compliance 
with NEPA, Clean Water Act, TES Regulations, and Cultural Resources Regulations, 
and identifies the need for any supplemental regulatory documentation (e.g. wetlands 
permitting, Stormwater Prevention Plan, etc.) If no significant impacts are identified 
through the FB 144-R review, then a REC is prepared documenting the appropriate 
Categorical Exclusion thus completing the NEPA review and ITAM activities can be 
implemented. 
  
Due to the evolving needs of the Army to accomplish its training mission and potential 
changes in environmental regulations, instances may arise where natural resource 
management activities could be identified that are not part of this INRMP or ITAM 
annual workplan. Any significant change in mission or regulatory requirements that 
influence natural resource management will be analyzed under Fort Benning’s NEPA 
review process, and will be incorporated into the INRMP through its annual internal 
review as required by DoD policy (DoDI 4715.03). Additionally, pursuant to the Sikes 
Act, the INRMP is required to undergo external stakeholder review (i.e. USFWS and 
appropriate State fish and wildlife management agencies), every five years, and be 
updated or revised as necessary based on the results of these reviews. These 
measures will ensure that Fort Benning is in compliance with applicable Federal 
regulatory requirements.  
 

4. Summation of ITAM Workplan Activities & Objectives  
The ITAM Workplan is updated annually and submitted to IMCOM for validation, and 
then to the Army Training and Doctrine Command Capability Manager (TCM) for 
approval and funding. As a component of Fort Benning’s RCMP, the Workplan develops 
and documents land management objectives that address specific landscape conditions 
and mission requirements by identifying maintenance, repair, and reconfiguration 
projects in support of military training. Training assets included in the ITAM Workplan 
consists of maneuver trails, artillery firing points and observation positions, helicopters 
landing/pick-up zones (LZs), bivouac sites, and off-road maneuver areas to support 
light, wheeled vehicles and heavy, tracked vehicles. Maintenance and repair activities 
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for firing ranges and Airborne drop zones are under the responsibility of the DPW and 
Real Property. 
  
ITAM maintenance and repair activities for most training assets are conducted on a 
prescribed schedule throughout the year. Nevertheless, depending on the operational 
training tempo, weather events, and site conditions, ITAM’s maintenance, repair, and 
reconfiguration efforts may need to be implemented on a more frequent basis. Soil 
stabilization and erosion control, and vegetation control and removal are the primary 
focus of ITAM activities to support the sustainability of training lands. Heavy maneuver 
areas and trails require a more intensive application of soil stabilization and erosion 
control, and at times also require large scale reconfiguration efforts to support tracked 
vehicle training. All ITAM maintenance, repair, and reconfiguration activities are done in 
accordance with the specifications detailed in the Field Manual for Erosion and 
Sediment Control in Georgia as published by the GSWCC, and are monitored regularly 
for effectiveness and scheduling of maintenance and repairs. 
 
Heavy, off-road maneuver training areas consist of the Good Hope Maneuver Training 
Area (GHMTA) and the Northern Mounted Maneuver Training Area (NMMTA) with 
2,729 acres and 198 acres (respectively) of open, free off-road maneuver capabilities. 
There are also two smaller heavy maneuver corridors at Bush Hill (42 acres) and 
Cactus Range (55 acres). These open, heavy maneuver areas regularly require 
reconfiguration in addition to maintenance and repairs due to the intensity of training, 
and the natural erodibility of soils on Fort Benning. Landscape reconfiguration efforts 
are executed through the application of rip rap and surge stone to fill ruts, rills, and 
gullies, and grading to maintain smooth and stable surfaces. Additional efforts to 
minimize sediment run-off and soil stabilization include the installation of rip rap rock 
filter dams, grass mats, wheat straw, grass seed, and silt fences or other appropriate 
erosion prevention BMPs in areas where the need is identified.  
 
To support the sustainability of heavy, off-road maneuver training, the GHMTA and 
NMMTA have other constructed design features such as low water crossings (LWC) 
that have associated sediment control features that require regular maintenance and 
repairs. To prevent sedimentation of surface waters and wetlands, LWC approaches 
include sediment control structures that consist of water bars, rock filter dams, and 
turnouts. These areas may also require the application of rip rap, surge stone, and road 
construction material such as graded aggregate base for soil stabilization, and 
vegetative controls such as grass mats, wheat straw, and/or seeding to minimize 
erosion. 
 
In addition to vegetative measures to control erosion, other activities are implemented to 
prepare and maintain the usability of the training landscape. Recent improvements, 
expansions, and enhancements to off-road maneuver areas, construction of additional 
LWCs, artillery firing points, and LZs have required timber harvest operations and 
controls for vegetation encroachment. For initial development of training assets, newly 
harvested timber locations include stump grinding, harvest debris piling and removal, 
and grinding debris from timber harvest operations through the use of logging 
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equipment for site preparation such as fellers, skidders, loaders, and roller choppers. 
Stump grinding may also be needed in established training areas if there are areas that 
may pose safety hazards to personnel and equipment if not removed. Vegetation 
control measures for encroachment and maintenance for training safety include the use 
of rotary mowers, bush hogs, mulching machines, chain saws, and various other hand 
tools. In very limited instances, pesticides may be used for vegetation encroachment 
issues.  
      
Maneuver trails not within the established heavy maneuver areas are utilized primarily 
by light and wheeled tactical vehicles, and consists of approximately 255 acres. 
Maintenance of maneuver trails consists of the application of stone and/or rock as 
needed to maintain level tactical training surfaces through compaction and minor 
grading. Also associated with maneuver trails are various sediment control features that 
require regular repairs and maintenance. Sediment control features include check 
dams, rock filters, and silt fencing, and some areas adjacent to maneuver trails may 
require vegetative cover applications to control erosion. 
   
Maintenance activities at LZs (480 acres), artillery firing points (350 acres), observation 
positions (16 acres), and bivouac sites (330 acres) primarily consist of vegetation 
controls. Nonetheless, when instances of erosion may occur due to training activities or 
weather events, soil stabilization and erosion control measures will be implemented as 
needed. Vegetation and erosion control, and soil stabilization measures will be 
consistent with those previously discussed in the maintenance and repair activities 
conducted in heavy maneuver areas and on maneuver trails, as well as the activities 
associated with the enhancement and development of supplemental training assets. 
 
The ITAM Workplan is submitted annually to Fort Benning’s EMD through the NEPA 
review process for coordination with environmental staff, NRMB, and DPW. Any 
projects and/or maintenance activities needed, and not identified within the current 
Workplan for that fiscal year, are submitted separately to EMD for NEPA review, 
coordination, and compliance with applicable environmental regulations. Annual 
updates to the ITAM Workplan and submission for IMCOM, TCM, and EMD/DPW 
review ensure that all new projects and on-going mission activities that may impact 
natural resources and training needs are coordinated with the appropriate external and 
internal agencies, and support training needs to the fullest extent.
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F.  IMPLEMENTATION 
 

1. Environmental Awareness  
 
Fort Benning’s environmental awareness training provides Soldiers, civilian workers, 
recreationists, and the general public with insights into the Installation’s natural resource 
management, environmental successes, and challenges. Many environmental and 
compliance efforts at Fort Benning are implemented directly by trained representatives 
within military units, Garrison directorates, and contractor organizations through a 
system of additional duties and roles. These additional duties and corresponding 
training are defined within AR 200-1, by the Installation’s Hazardous Waste 
Management Plan, Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan, and by its 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Industrial and Municipal Separate 
Storm Sewer System Permits. Duties and applicable training are outlined in Table F.1.  
  
Table F.1: Environmental Representatives & Responsibilities    

Role Duties 

Senior Environmental Compliance Officer (SECO) 
 

• Responsible for overall environmental 
compliance, as representative of 
commander; sets policy; generates 
appointment orders; supports program 

• Represents:  Regiment, Brigade, Battalion, 
Squadron or similar-sized military unit; 
Garrison Directorate, Division or large 
contractor organization 

• Rank Required: Field Grade Officer; 
General Service (GS) or contractor 
equivalent 

Environmental Compliance Officer (ECO) 
 

• Responsible for overall environmental 
compliance, as representative of 
commander; generates appointment 
orders; ensures required manpower and 
supplies 

• Represents: Company, Troop, Battery or 
similar-sized military unit; Garrison 
Branch or similar contractor organization 

• Rank Required: Officer, Warrant Officer, or 
Non-commissioned Officer (NCO); GS or 
contractor equivalent 

Environmental Compliance Officer (ECO) 
 

• Supervises day-to-day environmental 
compliance work; trains; implements; 
manages; inspects; coordinates 

• Rank Required: NCO; GS or contractor 
equivalent 

Storm Water Activity Coordinator (SWAC) 
 

• Manages regulated facility; inspects; 
maintains supplies; keeps records 

Hazardous Waste Manager (HWM) 
 

• Manages hazardous waste accumulation 
areas; inspects; maintains supplies; 
keeps records 
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Annual outreach activities include the Hunting, Fishing, and Recreation Open House 
and Help The Hooch-Rivers Alive Trash Clean-Up Event. The Open House is held 
annually each August and provides the Fort Benning Community an informative 
introduction to the regulations for on-Post hunting and fishing opportunities. Help the 
Hooch is held each October as a partnership between Fort Benning’s EMD, Columbus 
Water Works, and Keep Columbus Beautiful. With more than 20 cleanup locations, the 
Help The Hooch takes place both on and off-Post to remove tons of trash from the 
Chattahoochee River and adjacent tributaries.  
 

2. Natural Resource Staff & Training  
The NRMB is staffed with 24 GS natural resources professionals, including one Branch 
Chief, two Section Chiefs, four wildlife biologists, five wildlife technicians, four foresters, 
a GIS Forester, four forestry technicians, an operations specialist, and a soil 
conservationist, which is sufficient for compliance with the Sikes Act and performance of 
tasks outlined within this INRMP. Additionally, two professionally trained GS natural 
resources law enforcement officers operate under the authority of the Directorate of 
Emergency Services. This NRMB may also receive outside support through agreements 
with Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education, USDA APHIS, TNC, and Auburn 
University (i.e. IGSA).   
 

3. Funding  
Projects or purchases of equipment that require the use of QMUN (i.e. an Army fiscal 
code) DPW funds are entered by line item in the DPW spend plan each year. The 
requirements are reviewed and validated by IMCOM G4. All wildland fire equipment 
under the $250K threshold are purchased with QMUN funds. 
 
Large equipment purchases and centrally managed vehicles are purchased with Other 
Procurement Army (OPA) funds for Table of Distribution and Allowances (TDA) 
authorized equipment. Equipment purchases requiring OPA funds are submitted each 
year on data calls for Base Commercial Equipment (BCE) and centrally managed 
vehicles. IMCOM G4 Logistics reviews each submitted requirement and ranks all 
equipment for OPA funding. OPA funding for BCE is sent to the Installation for 
execution of the purchase and Tank-automotive and Armaments Command or TACOM 
procures all centrally managed vehicles with OPA funds for the Installation. Forestry 
reimbursable funds can also be used for all equipment purchases to include centrally 
managed equipment when funds are available and the equipment is for a forestry 
program use. Similar to forestry equipment purchases, fish and wildlife funds can be 
used where the equipment is required for game animal conservation and management. 
 
All of Fort Benning Natural Resources pay is funded by VENQ (i.e. Army environmental 
fiscal code) and QMUN Management Decision Evaluation Packages (MDEP). VENQ is 
the primary source of payroll funding for most natural resource activities. QMUN is used 
for firebreak maintenance and prescribed burning where the objective is primary fuel 
reduction for range wildfires or to control range wildfires fires by maintaining firebreaks. 
VENQ funding is provided by modeled TDA authorizations and QMUN funding is 
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provided by yearly request based upon estimations for cost under QMUN. Funding is 
broken down in the Automated Time Attendance and Production System so that Natural 
Resources personnel can report their time to the proper cost center. 
 
Under the provisions of the Anti-Deficiency Act, all requirements set forth in this 
Agreement requiring the expenditure of Army funds are expressly subject to the 
availability of appropriations and the requirements of the Anti-Deficiency Act (31 U.S.C. 
Section 1341). No obligation undertaken by Fort Benning under the terms of the 
Agreement shall require or be interpreted to require a commitment to expend funds not 
appropriated for a particular purpose. If Fort Benning cannot perform any obligations set 
forth in this Agreement due to the unavailability of funds, Fort Benning and the other 
signatory agencies intend for the remainder of the Agreement to be executed. Any 
obligation under the Agreement which cannot be performed due to the unavailability of 
funds must be renegotiated between Fort Benning and the signatory agencies. 
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G.  ANNUAL MANAGEMENT PLAN   
 

Table F.1: Annual Management Plan   
Management 

Activity 
OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP Driver (e.g. law, regulation, or 

agreement)  
1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
8 

 
9 

 
10 

 
11 

 
12 

 
13 

 
14 

 
15 

 
16 

 
17 

 
18 

 
19 

 
20 

 
21 

 
22 

 
23 

 
24 

 
25 

 
26 

 
27 

 
28 

 
29 

 
30 

 
31 

 
32 

 
33 

 
34 

 
35 

 
36 

 
37 

 
38 

 
39 

 
40 

 
41 

 
42 

 
43 

 
44 

 
45 

 
46 

 
47 

 
48 

 
49 

 
50 

 
51 

 
52 

Georgia 
Rockcress Survey                                                     Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 

ESA Amendment) 
Georgia 

Rockcress 
Monitoring 

(triennially, FY22) 
                                                    

 
Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 

ESA Amendment) 

Relict Trillium 
Annual Survey                                                     Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 

ESA Amendment) 

Gopher Tortoise 
Distance Survey                                                     

Candidate Conservation Agreement for 
the Gopher Tortoise 2008, Management 
Guidelines for The Gopher Tortoise on 

Army Installations 2008 
Nuisance Wildlife 

Response                                                     SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Spring Cluster 
Cavity 

Inspections & 
Monitoring 

                                                    Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 
ESA Amendment) 

A20 Cavity 
Maintenance                                                     Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 

ESA Amendment) 
Cluster Cavity 
Maintenance                                                     Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 

ESA Amendment) 
A20 Nest 

Monitoring                                                     Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 
ESA Amendment) 

RCW Nest 
Monitoring                                                     Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 

ESA Amendment) 

Burn Plans                                                     Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 
ESA Amendment) 

Forest Health 
Monitoring                                                     

Executive Order 13751 Safeguarding 
the Nation From the Impacts of Invasive 

Species 

Fire Break 
Maintenance                                                     

Executive Order 13751 Safeguarding 
the Nation From the Impacts of Invasive 

Species 
Bald Eagle 
Monitoring                                                     The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection 

Act of 1940 (2008 Amendment) 
Eagle Mid-Winter 

Survey                                                     The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection 
Act of 1940 (2008 Amendment) 

Cogon Grass 
Survey                                                     

Executive Order 13751 Safeguarding 
the Nation From the Impacts of Invasive 

Species 

Kudzu 
Survey/Control                                                     

Executive Order 13751 Safeguarding 
the Nation From the Impacts of Invasive 

Species 

Forest Inventory                                                     Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 
ESA Amendment) 
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Timber 
Prescription                                                     Endangered Species Act of 1973 (2004 

ESA Amendment) 
Timber Sale 

Administration                                                     SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Longleaf Growth 
and Yield Data 

Collection 
                                                    SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Cantonment 
Archery Briefs & 

Qualifications 
                                                    SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Hunting, Fishing, 
Recreation Open 

House 
                                                    SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Deer Check 
Station                                                     SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Dove Field 
Plow/Mow Prep                                                     SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Dove Field 
Planting & 
Spraying 

                                                    SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Wildlife Opening 
Prep Plowing                                                     SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Wildlife Opening 
Planting                                                     SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Fish Pond 
Fertilizing                                                     SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Kids Fish Pond 
Feedings                                                     SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Feral Swine 
Trapping                                                     SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Horse Pasture 
Herbicide                                                     Integrated Pest Management Plan 

(Garrison Request) 

Erosion Control 
Projects                                                     

The Clean Water Act of 1972, Georgia 
Erosion and Sedimentation Act of 

1975 
Fish Pond 
Sampling                                                     SIKES Act of 1960 (As Amended) 

Management 
Activity 

 
1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
8 

 
9 

 
10 

 
11 

 
12 

 
13 

 
14 

 
15 

 
16 

 
17 

 
18 

 
19 

 
20 

 
21 

 
22 

 
23 

 
24 

 
25 

 
26 

 
27 

 
28 

 
29 

 
30 

 
31 

 
32 

 
33 

 
34 

 
35 

 
36 

 
37 

 
38 

 
39 

 
40 

 
41 

 
42 

 
43 

 
44 

 
45 

 
46 

 
47 

 
48 

 
49 

 
50 

 
51 

 
52 Driver (e.g. law, regulation, or 

agreement) OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
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APPENDIX A: ACRONYMS & REFERENCES 
 

A.1: Acronyms 
  
ACUB  Army Compatible Use Buffer 
ACSIM Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management 
ADCNR Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 
ADEM  Alabama Department of Environmental Management 
AEC  Army Environmental Command 
AR  Army Regulation 
BCE  Base Commercial Equipment 
BMP  Best Management Practices 
BO  Biological Opinion 
BRAC  Base Realignment and Closure 
CEQ  Council on Environmental Quality 
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, & Liability Act 
CFLCP Chattahoochee Fall Line Conservation Partnership 
C.F.R.  Code of Federal Regulations 
CLEP  Conservation Law Enforcement Program 
CLEO  Conservation Law Enforcement Officer  
CRD  Community Recreation Division 
CWA  Clean Water Act 
DES  Directorate of Emergency Services 
DFC  Desired Future Conditions 
DFMWR Directorate of Family, Morale, Welfare and Recreation 
DMPRC Digital Multi-Purpose Range Complex 
DoD  Department of Defense 
DoDI  Department of Defense Instruction 
DoDM  Department of Defense Manual 
DPTMS Directorate of Plans, Training, Mobilization, and Security 
DPW  Directorate of Public Works  
DNR  Department of Natural Resources  
EA  Environmental Assessment 
EIS  Environmental Impact Statement 
EMD  Environmental Management Division 
EMS  Environmental Management System 
EO  Executive Order 
EOD  Explosive Ordnance Detachment 
EPAS  Environmental Performance Assessment System 
USEPA Environmental Protection Agency 
EPD  Environmental Protection Division 
ESA  Endangered Species Act (1973) 
SMC  Species Management Component 
ESPCP Erosion, Sedimentation and Pollution control Plan 
°F  Degrees Fahrenheit 
FB  Fort Benning 
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144R  (Fort Benning’s) NEPA Process Form 
FEMA  Federal Emergency Management Agency 
FONPA Finding of No Practicable Alternative 
FORSCOM Army Forces Command 
GHMTA Good Hope Maneuver Training Area 
GIS  Geographic Information Systems 
GS  General Service (Employee) 
GSWCC Georgia Soil and Water Conservation commission 
HQDA  Headquarters, Department of the Army 
ICRMP Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan 
IGI&S  Installation Geospatial Information & Services 
IGSA  Intergovernmental Service Agreement 
IMCOM Installation Management Command 
INRMP Integrated Natural Resource Management Plan 
IPM  Integrated Pest Management 
IT  Incidental Take 
ITAM  Integrated Training Area Management 
LAAF  Lawson Army Airfield 
LRAM  Land Rehabilitation and Maintenance 
LWC  Low Water Crossing 
LZ  Helicopters Landing/Pick-Up Zone 
MBTA  Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
MCoE  Maneuver Center of Excellence 
MICC  Mission and Installation Contracting Command 
MOA  Memorandum of Agreement 
MOU  Memorandum of Understanding 
NCO  Non-commissioned Officer 
NEPA  National Environmental Policy Act 
NMMTA Northern Mounted Maneuver Training Area 
NOI  Notice of Intent 
NPDES National Pollution Discharge Elimination System 
NRCS  Natural Resources Conservation Service 
NRMB  Natural Resources Management Branch 
NWI  National Wetlands Inventory 
OPA  Other Procurement Army 
PA  Priority Area 
PAIO  Plans Analysis and Integration Office 
PBG  Potential Breeding Group 
RCMP  Range Complex Master Plan 
RCA  Radiological Contaminated Area 
RCW  Red-Cockaded Woodpecker 
REC  Record of Environmental Consideration 
RPMP  Real Property Master Plan 
RTLA  Range and Training Land Assessment 
SCP  Soil Conservation Program 
SDSFIE  Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment  
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SJA  Staff Judge Advocate 
SOCOM Special Operations Command 
SAR  Species at Risk 
SRA   Sustainable Range Awareness 
SRP  Sustainable Range Program 
TCM  Training and Doctrine Command Capability Manager 
TDA  Table of Distribution and Allowances 
TES  Threatened and Endangered Species 
TMDL  Total Maximum Daily Loads 
TNC  The Nature Conservancy 
TRI  Training Requirements Integration 
UEA  Unique Ecological Area 
USACE United States Army Corps of Engineers 
USAIC United States Army Infantry Center and School 
U.S.C.  United States Code 
USDA  United States Department of Agriculture 
USFS   United States Forest Service 
USFWS United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
UXO  Unexploded Ordnance 
VENQ VENQ: Army fiscal code for designating environmental program resources  
WASH Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard 
WHINSEC Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation 
WOUS Waters of the United States 
WMU  Watershed Management Unit 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
PURPOSE 
The primary purpose of Fort Benning’s Integrated Wildland Fire Management Plan (IWFMP) is to ensure 
that wildland fire management program area and military activities on Fort Benning mission land and 
cantonment areas are integrated and consistent with federal stewardship requirements.  As a result, the 
IWFMP serves as the Garrison Commander’s comprehensive plan for deliberately managing fire-related 
activities to attain and sustain stewardship requirements while optimizing primary activities on mission 
land and, where compatible, conducting secondary activities. 
 
MISSION 
The mission of the IWFMP is to prevent, detect, manage, and suppress wildfires occurring on woodlands 
and ranges while managing sustainability and ecological integrity of the natural resources; and, to use 
prescribed burns as part of an adaptive management approach that focuses on the ecological integrity 
of the landscape as its primary end state while maintaining a realistic training environment.  Wildfires 
will be suppressed when necessary to protect mission lands and resources whether they are man-made 
or natural.   Prescribed fire will be used to maintain open understories by top killing hardwoods and 
promoting herbaceous vegetation.  Prescribed burning will reduce fuel loads and fire intensity thus 
providing a safer environment for military training.  Lower fuel loads will also make wildfire suppression 
more manageable for troops and Natural Resources Management Branch (NRMB) personnel. Therefore, 
prescribed burning is compatible with maintaining the ecological integrity of the landscape as well as 
maintaining a realistic training environment. 
 
MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY 
Fort Benning’s approach to natural resources management is embodied in its vision of the relationship 
between the military mission and natural resources upon which that mission depends.   
 
FORT BENNING’S NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT VISION 
Support the military mission while promoting the ecological integrity of the Fort Benning landscape. 
 
FORT BENNING’S NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT MISSION 
Through a collaborative effort between natural resource professionals and military personnel, Fort 
Benning will strive to promote the long-term ecological sustainability of its lands for multiple-use 
opportunities.  Fort Benning will apply sound fire management practices and adaptive management 
strategies that conserve ecological integrity through the restoration, maintenance, and conservation of 
natural biotic communities and otherwise promote the health of installation ecosystems through 
rehabilitation and maintenance.  This ecosystem management approach will encompass stakeholder 
interests, regulatory requirements, and fiscal constraints. 
 
The underlying theme of this vision and mission statement is an ecosystem-based approach to 
management.  Ecosystem management represents a proactive approach for federal agencies such as the 
Department of Defense (DoD) to make important contributions to sustaining healthy ecosystems and 
conserving ecological integrity (INRMP, 2021). 
 
SCOPE 
Wildland fire affects the landscape in a positive way by promoting ecological integrity and biodiversity.  
The wildland fire management program consists of five major functions: wildfire detection, wildfire 
suppression, wildfire management, trail/firebreak maintenance, and prescribed burning.  The wildfire 
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detection function includes locating wildfires, coordinating wildfire suppression activities, and 
dispatching personnel and equipment to the wildfire scene.  The wildfire suppression function is 
synonymous with firefighting and includes containing, controlling, and mopping up wildfires.  The 
wildfire management function is when a wildfire is treated as a prescribed burn and is allowed to burn.  
This occurs when the wildfire is not a threat to any resource and it is producing a beneficial effect.  The 
trail/firebreak maintenance function includes maintaining unimproved roads, trails, and firebreaks to 
ensure access for natural resource management activities, military training, recreation, and research.  
The fifth function is prescribed burning includes planning, coordinating, executing, evaluating, and 
monitoring the effects of prescribed burns. 
 
The purposes for prescribed burning are numerous and include the following:  (1) reduce levels of 
hazardous fuels; (2) provide a safe military training environment; (3) improve and maintain state and 
federally listed species (threatened, endangered, and candidate), their habitats, and federally identified 
critical habitat; (4) improve other native species habitat, to include forage for game species; (5) manage 
understory hardwoods; (6) improve access; (7) control disease; (8) enhance appearance; and (9) prepare 
sites identified for reforestation for seeding and/or planting. 
 
FIRE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 
Prescribed fire will be used at the frequencies and intensities appropriate to maintain the longleaf pine 
communities and overall plant community diversity at Fort Benning.  Prescribed burns will be planned 
and will account for potential impacts to the floral and faunal resources present.  In striving to meet the 
goal of the Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan (INRMP), ecological integrity and 
biodiversity across the landscape, the application of prescribed fire will also continue to contribute to 
the sustainability of Fort Benning’s training lands by controlling understory vegetation; thereby, 
improving training visibility, training accessibility, and promoting a safe training environment. 
 
MONITORING 
Monitoring is key to achieving adaptive management and an ecosystem management approach.  
Monitoring activities must be appropriate to the management objectives they are designed to support, 
repeatable, statistically analyzable, and scientifically rigorous.  The results of monitoring must translate 
into information that resource managers can use to craft appropriate management responses to 
changing resource conditions.  Monitoring activities are conducted in support of specific programs, e.g., 
monitoring of listed species and post-burn effects of a prescribed fire. 
 
BENEFITS OF IMPLEMENTATION OR DESIRED OUTCOMES 
Over the course of its implementation, the IWFMP, like the INRMP, will (1) enable Fort Benning to make 
progress toward achieving a sustainable natural resource landscape and a safe, realistic training 
environment in support of the military mission; (2) establish appropriate stewardship policies that serve 
to protect both natural and cultural resources; (3) facilitate compliance with environmental laws; (4) 
provide a continuity of direction and effort that can accommodate changes in personnel and leadership; 
(5) promote cost-effectiveness through improved planning and coordination, and by adapting 
management actions to changes in resource condition; (6) improve the quality of installation life by 
enhancing recreational opportunities consistent with the military mission and natural resource 
management goals; (7) promote good public relations by demonstrating the installation’s commitment 
to air quality and smoke management; (8) accommodate multiple uses; and (9) make use of innovative 
strategies to accomplish specific management objectives (INRMP, 2021). 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 


1.1.  INTRODUCTION, NEED AND PURPOSE:    
The purpose of this IWFMP is to provide the reader with comprehensive information regarding the 
different components, processes, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), risk management strategies, 
and Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR) for the installation’s wildland fire management program. 
 
A wildland fire is defined as any non-structure fire that occurs in vegetation or natural fuels including: 
 


• Wildfires - Unplanned or unwanted natural or human-caused fire.  Generally speaking, wildfires 
occur outside of favorable weather parameters for prescribed burning; are significantly more 
intense and destructive to natural resources and other assets; are difficult to control and 
contain; and increase smoke impact distances, intensity, and longevity. Wildfires do not allow 
for control of smoke direction, and smoke sensitive areas may be severely impacted.  


  
• Prescribed fires - The knowledgeable application of fire to a specific unit of land to meet 


predetermined resource management objectives while also meeting smoke management 
objectives that prevents or minimizes the amount of smoke that reaches smoke sensitive areas. 


 
The importance of wildland fire management to DOD is evidenced by DODI 6055.06, which mandates 
that any installation with burnable vegetation have an IWFMP. In order to facilitate interagency 
cooperation and standardization, this plan is written following the general guidance of the Interagency 
Wildland Fire Management Plan template, with modifications to streamline and to address mission- 
specific aspects of wildland fire management not encountered by other wildland agencies. The IWFMP is 
written as a supporting document for implementation of the INRMP. It also supports a coordinated 
approach to wildfire response and risk mitigation that includes Fire and Emergency Services (FES), 
installation Natural Resources personnel and the Army. This plan addresses the specific wildland fire 
related supporting goals and objectives identified in the INRMP, as well as, existing SOPs for wildfire 
response and prescribed burning. Implementation of this IWFMP will support achievement of wildland 
fire related resource management and support objectives.  The areas covered within the IWFMP 
wildland fire management complex is shown in Table 1. 
 
1.2.  ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
 
1.2.1.  Garrison Commander:  The Garrison Commander defines the roles and responsibilities for 
wildland fire management on the installation, plans and programs resources, and will designate an 
installation Wildland Fire Program Manager (WFMP), in the Natural Resources organization, based on 
program qualifications and expertise and respective program capabilities and staffing.  The Garrison 
Commander also approves the IWFMP, assures the maintenance of training records through the 
Wildland Fire Program Manager and approves the deployment of Army civilian firefighters to any off 
installation wildfire incident. 
 
1.2.2.  Wildland Fire Installation Agency Administrator (AA):  The Installation AA, (NRMB Chief) has 
decision authority for the Installation as for prescribed burn plan approval, concurring personnel 
qualifications, and for leadership decision/advising during wildfire incidents. 
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1.2.3.  Wildland Fire Program Manager (WFPM):  The Installation WFPM, (NRMB, Operations Section 
Chief) develops the IWFMP, ensures the IWFMP is updated, reviews and approves burn plans for 
prescribed fires to insure consistency with the IWFMP, the INRMP, and other operating instructions that 
may be applicable such as state and local regulations.  The WFPM provides program management and 
budgetary oversight, coordinates with stakeholders, and serves as the POC for installation and IMCOM 
leadership as appropriate for wildland fire activities and reporting. 
 
1.2.4.  DES Fire Chief:  The installation Directorate of Emergency Services (DES) Fire Department 
responds to structural fires on ranges and in cantonment areas.  Generally, the Fire Department is the 
first responder to wildfire incidents occurring in cantonment area woodlands where a structure is 
threatened. If a wildfire is inaccessible, the fire department will contact the NRMB.  The NRMB will assist 
the fire department in suppressing any wildfire they cannot access that requires a crawler tractor. 
 
1.2.5.  DPW Environmental Management Division Chief:  The Directorate of Public Works (DPW), 
Environmental Management Division (EMD), Natural Resources programs provide: wildland fire 
management planning; IWFMP development, programming, and implementation oversight; National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirement planning and oversight; air quality permitting and 
reporting requirements; and prescribed fire implementation and oversight on installation wildlands. 
Environmental Divisions are responsible for the safety, training, and equipping of environmental 
personnel and programs with wildland fire duties on the installation. Environmental Divisions provide 
proactive coordination and integration with all wildland fire stakeholders at the installation. These 
activities are conducted IAW appropriate funding source and where currently staffed to perform the 
functions. 


 
1.2.5.1.  DPW, EMD, NRMB Operations Section personnel are the only Fort Benning personnel 
dedicated primarily to prescribed burning, wildfire detection and suppression, and firebreak 
maintenance (that is not part of grounds maintenance and ITAM). NRMB personnel suppress 
wildfires occurring in training areas, cantonment area woodlands, and ranges. All prescribed 
burning activities are completed by NRMB personnel.  All prescribed burners and crew leaders 
(burn bosses) receive professional training in prescribed burning. NRMB wildland fire 
personnel have the class A or B commercial driver’s license required to operate equipment 
transport trucks.  The transport truck and tractor unit is the single most important piece of 
firefighting equipment in the suppression of wildland fires.  The pumper/brush trucks serve as 
back up units due to their limited access capabilities.  Pumper/brush trucks are used primarily 
to suppress fires occurring in the cantonment areas, near roads and trails, or on ranges. 


 
All NRMB Operations Section personnel serve in an "On Call" status on the fire roster 
(Appendix A).  The purpose of this roster is to ensure a fire crew is available for fire 
suppression after regular duty hours, on weekends, and holidays.  The fire roster changes 
weekly on Monday.  Individuals who are on call may be contacted at any time during this 
period by telephone or cell phone.  Government cell phones are provided to allow mobility.  
However, "On Call" personnel must respond to Fort Benning within 60 minutes.  Fire rosters 
are updated approximately every six months and distributed to those organizations needing to 
communicate and coordinate wildfire information such as NRMB personnel, Range Division, 
Military Police, Fire Department, and the Georgia Forestry Commission. 
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1.2.6.  DPW Grounds Maintenance Division:  DPW Grounds Maintenance Division, through the 
Management Decision Package (MDEP), Enterprise Municipal Services to include Unimproved Grounds 
Maintenance (QMUN), funds equipment, two base operations support contract positions, and 
Department of Army Civilians (DAC) labor for NRMB assistance with firebreak maintenance for wildfire 
control and fuel reduction prescribed burns each year. 
 
1.2.7.  DPTMS Range Division:  The Installation Directorate of Plans, Training, Mobilization, and Security 
(DPTMS) Range Division addresses wildfire prevention in training areas and on ranges (MCoE Regulation 
350-19) at the monthly Range Division safety briefings.  Wildfire prevention is elevated at these 
meetings when the fire danger rating reaches a class 4 (Table 2).  Units are informed that the use of 
incendiary devices and tracers must cease until further notice, although exceptions may be granted by 
Range Division.  The fire danger class is also announced regularly over Range Division’s radio frequency. 
 


1.2.7.1.  DPTMS Range Division, Range Management Authority evaluates wildland fire risk using 
data provided the by the installation fire proponent, assesses unexploded ordinance hazards, 
and is responsible for ensuring safe implementation of fire operations within the training area. 
 
1.2.7.2.  DPTMS Range Division Operations Fire Desk (Alpha Base) is responsible for coordinating 
wildland fire activities with units training in proximity to fire operations.  


 
1.2.8.  DPTMS Integrated Training Area Management (ITAM):  The Integrated Training Area 
Management (ITAM) program is responsible for reviewing the IWFMP, and integrating military training 
support activities into prescribed fire priorities. DPTMS wildland fire responsibilities are implemented by 
the Installation Sustainable Range Program (AR 350-19). 
 
1.2.9.  DPTMS Emergency Operations Center (EOC):  Similar to DES 911 operations, the DPTMS EOC will 
dispatch and track NRMB personnel in emergency and/or catastrophic events. 
 
1.2.10.  Public Affairs:  The MCOE and Garrison Public Affairs Office (PAO) is responsible for facilitating 
communication and outreach with local community for general information regarding wildland fire at 
the installation.  Additionally, the PAO provides notification of planned prescribed fire activities 
(Appendix G), occurrence of wildfires that may impact the local communities, and/or related smoke 
events. Community notices are posted on the Garrison Commander’s Smoke and Sound website and the 
Fort Benning Garrison Facebook page. 
 
1.2.11.  Georgia Forestry Commission:  The Wildfire Detection Intergovernmental Support Agreement 
(IGSA) (Appendix M) with the Georgia Forestry Commission (GFC) assists the NRMB with wildfire 
detection on Fort Benning property.  Since 2003, Fort Benning has partnered with the GFC to 
compensate them for staffing of the fire tower located in Cusseta, GA and monitoring and coordinating 
with the fire tower located on the Installation for wildfire detection. Additionally, wildfires occurring off 
the installation but adjacent to the boundary are suppressed by GFC. 
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1.3.  GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: 
 
1.3.1.  Wildland Fire Management: 


 
1.3.1.1.  Wildland Fire Management Goal:  Prevent, detect, and manage wildfires occurring on 
woodlands and ranges while managing sustainability and ecological integrity of the natural 
resources while protecting lives, property, and natural resources from wildfires that occur on 
Fort Benning lands and contain wildfires within Fort Benning’s boundaries, protecting adjacent 
lands and assets. 
 


1.3.1.1.1. Wildfire Management Objectives: 
• Objective 1: Maintain a trained staff that is equipped with latest technology in 


personal protective equipment (PPE), vehicles, and equipment. 
• Objective 2: Utilize the National Fire Danger Rating System in fire management 


planning. 
• Objective 3: Man fire towers IAW the fire tower SOP (Appendix H). 
• Objective 4: Reevaluate and monitor areas of special consideration periodically. 
• Objective 5: Maintain firebreaks and wooded trails on an annual basis (~300 


miles)  
• Objective 6: Evaluate the effectiveness of AL and GA Best Management 


Practices (BMPs) on forest roads, trails, and firebreaks and take corrective 
action as needed. 


• Objective 7: Detect and suppress fires near the installation boundary promptly 
to prevent fire trespass on adjoining land owners property. 


• Objective 8: Use AL and GA BMPs for Forestry when installing firebreaks. 
• Objective 9: Allow wildfires to burn whenever feasible, but suppression of some 


wildfires will be necessary to protect personnel and facilities, to avoid 
unacceptable smoke management risks, and to protect red-cockaded 
woodpecker (RCW) cavity trees or other sensitive habitats [U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) Biological Opinion, September 2002]. 


• Objective 10: Do not plow firebreaks in wetlands or within 200 feet of an RCW 
cavity tree except in emergency situations (USFWS Biological Opinion, 
September 2002). 


• Objective 11: Develop a strategy and culture for the management of wildfires 
that defines what fires are suppressed and what fires are allowed to burn. 


• Objective 12: Monitor the impacts of wildfires on upland ecosystems. 
• Objective 13: “Let Burn” Policy:  In accordance with the USFWS Biological 


Opinion for habitat management, wildfires will be allowed to burn whenever 
feasible and safe. This “let burn” policy will apply to wildfires that meet specific 
criteria.  A good rule of thumb to use for letting fires burn is to use the same fire 
weather parameters and conditions that would apply to a prescribed burn in the 
same area.  Generally, wildfires will be allowed to burn if none of the following 
are in jeopardy: sensitive areas (state and federally listed plants), RCW cavity 
trees, buildings and structures, equipment, railroads, training sites, research 
sites, recreation sites, troops, or recreational users, installation boundary, or 
smoke sensitive areas.  Usually, wildfires will not be allowed to burn if there are 
air quality concerns or burn bans.  Smoke sensitive areas include highways, 
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roads, cantonment areas, populated areas, creek or railroad crossings on roads, 
hospitals, schools, airports, housing areas, barracks, etc. (In addition, delayed 
tree mortality must be considered before letting a fire burn during late August 
through October.  Delayed mortality can be directly correlated to the KBDI.  
Therefore, caution must be exercised when the KBDI reaches 500.)  The “let 
burn” policy will allow wildfires to naturally determine the characteristics of the 
historical pine-hardwood ecotones.   


 


1.3.1.2.  Prescribed Burning Goal:  Use prescribed burns as part of an adaptive management 
approach that focuses on the ecological integrity of the landscape as its primary end state. 


 
1.3.1.2.1.  Prescribed Burning Objectives:  The IWFMP prescribed burning objectives 
support and supplement the INRMP fire management goals and objectives.  It is 
essential that the following IWFMP prescribed burning objectives are met in order to 
achieve the INRMP prescribed burning goal. 


• Objective 1: Use prescribed burns to maintain a realistic training environment 
and to support the habitat needs of state and federally listed species 
(threatened, endangered, and candidate).  


• Objective 2: Use prescribed fire at the frequencies, timing, and intensities 
appropriate to restore and maintain longleaf pine communities, to enhance 
overall plant community diversity, and to support habitat management needs of 
the red-cockaded woodpecker. 


• Objective 3: Monitor the effects of prescribed burning on hardwood control, 
longleaf pine regeneration, rare plants, and native herbaceous species recovery. 


• Objective 4: Monitor the effects of prescribed burn frequency, timing, and 
intensity. 


• Objective 5: Consistently and frequently assist PAO to increase the public's 
awareness of the benefits of prescribed fire within the framework of sound 
ecosystem management. 


• Objective 6: Apply prescribed fire to top kill small hardwoods that consistently 
encroach into pine dominant stands, to reduce fuel loads and fire intensity (thus 
providing a safer environment for military training), to prepare sites for tree 
planting and timber marking, to enhance wildlife habitat by improving the 
quality and quantity of food, and to promote a longleaf pine ecosystem with 
biological diversity (Landers, Van Lear, and Boyer. 1995). 


• Objective 7: Apply prescribed fire to maintain open understories and to improve 
accessibility for troop training and recreational opportunities. 


• Objective 8: Restore, by the use of prescribed fire, pyrophytic grasses and other 
native plants characteristic of the understory of the longleaf ecosystem. 


• Objective 9: Use fire to restore and/or maintain natural ecotones between 
wetlands and uplands. 


• Objective 10: Conserve ecotones between pine and hardwood communities in 
upland, slope, and bottomland sites by using fire and other silvicultural activities 
as the primary management tools. 


• Objective 11: Use existing natural and previously constructed, human-made 
firebreaks as much as possible; if new firebreaks are needed, avoid placing them 
in ecotones (a transitional area of vegetation between two different plant 
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communities).  Allow fire to determine the characteristics of ecotones, except 
when detrimental to state and federally listed plant species. 


• Objective 12: Use AL and GA BMPs for Forestry when maintaining wooded trails, 
firebreaks, and roads. 


• Objective 13: Ensure that fuel loads in RCW clusters do not pose a threat to 
cavity trees during prescribed burning or wildfires (Reasonable and Prudent 
Measure 3, USFWS Biological Opinion, September 2002). 


• Objective 14: Burn 90,000 acres of current and potential RCW habitat on an 
interval of three years (a minimum of 90,000 acres in any three consecutive 
years), primarily during the mid-growing season (Reasonable and Prudent 
Measure 5, USFWS Biological Opinion, September 2002, and ESMP). 


• Objective 15: In compliance with the USFWS’s Biological Opinion, September 
2002, Terms and Conditions reinitiate consultation with the USFWS if less than 
24,000 acres of habitat is burned, in each of two consecutive years. 


• Objective 16: Evaluate additional prescribed burning methods that can increase 
prescribed burning efficiency, to include aerial ignition, larger burn units, and 
burning on weekends; implement as appropriate (Conservation 
Recommendation 4, USFWS Biological Opinion, September 2002). 


• Objective 17: Burn current and potential RCW habitat at intervals of less than 
three years when necessary to suppress hardwood midstory, loblolly and 
shortleaf reproduction, or minimize fuel accumulation, thereby facilitating 
smoke management (Conservation Recommendation 5, USFWS Biological 
Opinion, September 2002). 


• Objective 18: Protect RCW cavity trees during prescribed burns by pre-burning, 
raking, wetting, or other effective means (USFWS Biological Opinion, September 
2002 and 2007 Army Guidelines). 


• Objective 19: In order to promote public acceptance and in cooperation with 
the USFWS, develop and implement a public relations campaign to inform the 
public of the benefits and necessity of prescribed burning (Conservation 
Recommendation 6, USFWS Biological Opinion, September 2002). 
 


1.3.1.2.2.  Military Training Objectives: 
• Objective 1: Burn training compartments to improve access and training 


activities.  For example, training sites over grown with dense undergrowth 
can be burned to improve visibility and movement. 


• Objective 2: Burn to improve and maintain safe training conditions by 
reducing potentially hazardous fuels loads in training sites, and exposing 
unexploded ordnance at live-fire training ranges. 


• Objective 3: Burn to decrease training downtime on ranges caused by 
wildfires by reducing available fuel prior to training missions. 


 
1.3.1.2.3.  Fuel Reduction Objectives: 


• Objective 1: Reduce hazardous fuel loads in training compartments and 
cantonment areas by burning every 2 to 3 years or as needed (“as needed” 
means burning prior to a problematic fuel load buildup). 
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• Objective 2: Burn during winter months (dormant season) to reduce high 
fuel loads before conducting growing season burns to avoid mortality of 
pine and pine/hardwood stands. 


• Objective 3: Burn during winter/dormant season months in stands that are 
in the maintenance stage with respect to hardwood control and 
preponderance of herbaceous ground cover. 


• Objective 4: Burn during winter/dormant season months in stands that were 
recently harvested and where a considerable amount of logging slash is 
present to avoid unnecessary mortality. 


 
1.3.1.2.4.  Forest Management Objectives: 


 
• Objective 1: Conduct growing season burns (March through August) as 


frequently as weather conditions/logistics (fuel load, drought index, 
humidity, wind direction, smoke dispersion, air quality, and site 
access/military training) allow to maximize the control of hardwoods that 
hinder pine (especially longleaf) regeneration. 


• Objective 2: Burn pine stands in need of extensive hardwood control after 
hardwood leaves have fully emerged. 


• Objective 3: Obtain updated information on locations of marked timber, 
timber harvest operations, and longleaf pine restoration projects (e.g. 
planted longleaf pine seedling sites, longleaf pine plantations, and uneven-
age stand management sites) before the beginning of the burn season. 


• Objective 4: Coordinate burn activities to identify high pine cone 
productivity sites, marked timber stands, pine plantations, and harvested 
sites so that proper burn time frame is prescribed. 


• Objective 5: Use timber management data concerning cone crop and pine 
regeneration to determine proper burn time frame. 


• Objective 6: Conduct site preparation burns for longleaf pine restoration 
during the growing season. 


• Objective 7: Burn planted pines during cooler/winter months to minimize 
stress. 


• Objective 8: Burn to control brown spot needle blight so longleaf pine 
seedling survival is maintained. 


• Objective 9: Burn to improve accessibility to and visibility within timber 
stands for timber marking efficiency and facilitating harvests. 


 
1.3.1.2.5.  Fire Ecology Objectives: 


• Objective 1: Whenever possible, vary the season, frequency, and intensity of 
burns in training compartments to maximize overall floristic diversity. 


• Objective 2: Restore and/or maintain native pyrophytic grasses (such as 
Andropogon spp., Sorghastrum spp., etc.) and other native plants 
characteristic of the understory of the longleaf pine ecosystem by burning 
during strategic months.  Strategic burning (e.g. burning during a specific 
season/window such as during the growing season) can induce or increase 
flowering of many grass species, resulting in increased regeneration. 
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• Objective 3: Allow burns to create, maintain, and restore natural ecotones 
between hardwood bottoms and pine uplands.  For example, burn so that a 
fire will back into a drain.  (Per Dr. Van Lear there may be cases when you 
want a head fire to go into a drain to change the ecotone vegetative 
composition while favoring fire tolerant hardwoods.) 


 
1.3.1.2.6.  State and federally listed species (threatened, endangered, and candidate) 
and federally identified critical habitat: 


• Objective 1: Conduct prescribed burning to enhance and maintain red-
cockaded woodpecker habitat as required by the 2007 "Guidelines for 
Managing Red-cockaded Woodpeckers on Army Installations," 2002 
Biological Opinion for the Fort Benning RCW Endangered Species 
Management Plan (RCW ESMP) and 2003 USFWS Red-cockaded 
Woodpecker Recovery Plan Second Revision. 


• Objective 2: Burn to control hardwood midstory and to reduce problematic 
ground fuel buildup so that an open pine/park-like landscape can be 
maintained in all RCW clusters, recruitment sites, and foraging habitat. 


• Objective 3: Evaluate hardwood encroachment, fuel load, and pine 
regeneration within all RCW clusters to prioritize cluster 
maintenance/enhancement burns. 


• Objective 4: Monitor the effects of prescribed burning on rare plants such as 
relict trillium, sweet pitcher plant, and woody golden rod. 


 
1.3.1.2.7.  Game Management Objectives: 


• Objective 1: Burn to increase the yield and quality of herbaceous cover and 
to produce new sprouts and browse for game species. 


 
1.3.1.2.8.  Monitoring Objectives: 


• Objective 1: Evaluate proposed burn sites to develop strategic and 
prioritized burn prescriptions (e.g. prioritize hardwood control and fuel 
reduction needs).  Such evaluations can take place on an annual basis. 


• Objective 2: Continue ecological monitoring of upland ecosystems to 
provide the necessary information feedbacks to refine management actions, 
ensure efficient ecosystem restoration, and maintain mission sustainability 
over the long-term. The results of monitoring must translate into 
information that resource managers can use to craft appropriate 
management responses to changing resource conditions.  Monitoring 
activities are conducted in support of specific programs, e.g., monitoring of 
listed species and post-burn effects of a prescribed fire. The Ecological 
Monitoring IGSA (Appendix N) with Auburn University provides a forest 
ecologist to collect and analyze monitoring data, and work with NRMB 
personnel to identify trends and forest management needs. 


 
1.3.1.2.9 Smoke Management and Air Quality Objectives: Burning is conducted in 
accordance with applicable federal, state, and local air quality laws and regulations.  
Successful prescribed burns are conducted when appropriate weather parameters are 
used to meet desired burn objectives.  Burn parameters include smoke dispersion index, 
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wind direction, humidity, surface wind speed, mixing height, and transport wind speed.  
In addition, drought indices are tracked and assessed daily with an onsite remote 
automatic weather station (RAWS) and used as an additional tool for predicting 
beneficial fires or destructive fires. 


 
Smoke sensitive areas (SSAs) that occur on and near Fort Benning include but are not 
limited to the following:  Main Post cantonment area, Kelly Hill cantonment area, Sand 
Hill cantonment area, Harmony Church cantonment area, Martin Army Community 
Hospital, Lawson Army Air Field, Uchee Creek Recreation Area, Canine Unit, Ammunition 
Supply Point, Weapons Pool, Highway 27/280, Highway 80, Highway 26, Highway 165, 
City of Cusseta, and City of Columbus. 


 
GIS computer software is used in preparing smoke screening maps (Appendix F1, F2, 
and F3) which identify smoke impact distances and zones, SSAs, creeks and drainages, 
creek and drainage crossings, railroad crossings, and the location for smoke sign 
placement.  GIS is also used to show the primary SSAs on the installation (Appendix G).  
The goal is to eliminate or minimize smoke that may impact the SSAs.  In order to 
mitigate smoke on roads and highways smoke signs with lights are posted to warn 
motorists of the impending danger from low visibility.  In addition, SSAs such as schools, 
hospitals, administrative buildings, Lawson Army Air Field, etc. are notified prior to 
executing the burn so they can take the necessary precautions.  When burning adjacent 
to the City of Columbus, 911 is notified to inform them of the location of the burn area 
and that smoke may be a problem.  In addition, the Public Affairs Office and Military 
Police are notified concerning the location of burn areas (Appendix G). 


 
The Environmental Protection Division (EPD) of the Georgia Department of Natural 
Resources allows the prescribed burning of forestland under Rule 391-3-1.02(5) Open 
Burning.  Although permits to burn are not required to prescribe burn on Fort Benning, 
the GFC is notified concerning the locations and acreages of burn areas prior to burning.  
In the event of high ozone and particulate matter (PM 2.5) levels, local and/or state 
burn bans may be imposed.  Burning is suspended until further notice should an air 
quality episode occur. 
 
Georgia’s Smoke Management Plan (SMP) is the State’s basic framework of procedures 
and requirements for managing smoke from prescribed fires. Georgia’s SMP was 
developed in accordance with the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) “Interim Air 
Quality Policy on Wildland and Prescribed Fires” and the draft EPA guidance document, 
“Elements of a Smoke Management Program”. The purpose of the SMP is to allow fire 
to function in its natural role in maintaining healthy wildland ecosystems while 
protecting public health and welfare by mitigating the impacts of air pollutants from 
prescribed fires on air quality and visibility. 
 
The SMP is also a necessary component in determining exceptional events related to 
prescribed burning. In order for emissions from a prescribed fire to qualify as an 
exceptional event, the EPA has stated that a state must demonstrate that a certified 
SMP was in place at the time of the event, or the state must ensure that the burner 
employs basic smoke management practices. The SMP is also an element of Georgia’s 
Regional Haze State Implementation Plan. 
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Alabama’s Smoke Management Program utilizes a basic framework of requirements and 
procedures for managing smoke from fires managed for resource benefits developed by 
the State of Alabama with the cooperation and participation of land owners and 
managers. Historically, prescribed fires have had no significant impact on air quality or 
visibility in Alabama, but this program will list actions to be taken if they do in the 
future. This program also serves as a coordinating document between the Alabama 
Department of Environmental Management and the Alabama Forestry Commission, the 
two State of Alabama agencies involved with the program.  
 
The purposes of the program are to mitigate the nuisance and public safety hazards 
posed by smoke intrusions into populated areas; to prevent deterioration of air quality 
and NAAQS violations; and to address visibility impacts in mandatory Class I Federal 
areas. 
 
The components of Alabama’s Smoke Management Program are 1) authorization to 
burn, 2) minimizing air pollutant emissions, 3) smoke management components of burn 
plans, 4) public education and awareness, 5) surveillance and enforcement, 6) program 
evaluation, and 7) optional air quality protection. 
 


 
1.3.1.2.10 Prescribed Fire Plans:  Prescribed burn plans are prepared for each burn unit 
prior to executing the burn (Appendix B and Appendix C1, C2, and C3).  These plans 
include preferred fire weather parameters (Appendix D), as well as, a smoke screening 
form (Appendix E) and smoke screening map (Appendix F1, F2, and F3).  The smoke 
screening form and map identifies smoke impact distances, zones, and SSAs within the 
zone. The smoke screening process (Mobley, 1990) is based on the Smoke Dispersion 
Index (SDI), the size of the burn area (< 300 or > 300 acres), and the firing technique 
used (backing or heading).  The screening process consists of the following: 1) plotting 
the direction and distance of the smoke plume/impact based on the SDI and wind 
direction; 2)  identifying SSAs within 5-10 chains (330-660 feet) of the burn area 
perimeter, identifying SSAs within the downwind impact area, and identifying SSAs 
within the down-drainage impact area; 3)  determining the fuel type and age of the fuel 
rough (depending on the fuel type, smoke impact distances could be increased or 
decreased); and 4) minimizing risk (e.g., choosing a different wind direction that will 
cause the smoke to miss SSAs occurring in the smoke impact area or postponing the 
burn until a better SDI is forecasted that will decrease the smoke impact distance and 
miss the SSA). 


 
2.  POLICY, LAND MANAGEMENT PLANNING, AND PARTNERSHIPS 
 
2.1.  APPLICABLE LAWS, REGULATIONS, AND GUIDANCE:   
The governing policy for wildland fire management can be found in DODI 6055.06 and the Federal 
Wildland Fire Management Policy. The policies, directives, standards, and guidelines in the following 
paragraphs identify federal wildland fire management policy and accepted professional standards for 
wildland fire management on Fort Benning. 
 
The 1995 Federal Wildland Fire Management Policy (United States Departments of the Interior and 
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Agriculture) affirmed the positive benefits of fire and discussed the need for landscape-level resource 
management, integration of fire into land management planning and implementation, and involvement 
of all affected landowners and stakeholders. The Review and Update of the 1995 Federal Wildland Fire 
Policy and Program (Interagency Federal Wildland Fire Policy Review Working Group, 2001) contains a 
number of recommendations to assist implementation of wildland fire policy established under the 1995 
Federal Wildland Fire Management Policy and Program (United States Department of Agriculture, 1995). 
The review working group included the five original federal agencies with additional representatives 
from the DOD, Department of Energy, Bureau of Reclamation, United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (U.S. EPA), Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Department of Commerce. 
 


• DODD 3025.18 Defense Support to Civil Authorities (DSCA): Provides overarching guidance of 
how the United States military can be requested by a federal agency and the procedures that 
govern the actions of the military during employment. 


• AR 58-1 Management, Acquisition, and Use of Motor Vehicles 
• AR 200-1 Environmental Protection and Enhancement 
• AR 420-1 Army Facilities Management (Ch. 25 Fire and Emergency Services) 
• AR 385-10 Army Safety Program 
• AR 525-57 Army Emergency Management Program 
• AR 600-55 Army Driver Program 
• 2002 Army Wildland Fire Policy Guidance 
• 2021 Army Wildland Fire Policy Guidance 
• 2017 Army Fire and Emergency Services Scope of Services Policy Memorandum 
• 2018 Policy Clarification Memorandum - Fire and Emergency Services Staffing 


 
Federal legal requirements that affect DOD wildland fire management include: 


• Sikes Act (16 USC Chapter 5c, Subsection 670) – Mandates cooperation with other Federal and 
State agencies for natural resource management 


• Gonzolas Amendment (10 USC 2465) – Allows no contract firefighting functions for DOD with 
exceptions 


• Reciprocal Fire Protection Agreements (42 USC 1856, Chapter 15A) – sets the authority to enter 
into reciprocal agreements for fire protection, to include authorization to enter into contracts 
with State and local governmental entities, to include local fire districts for procurement of 
services in the pre-suppression, detection, and suppression of fires on any units within their 
jurisdiction. 


• Endangered Species Act of 1973 (16 USC, Chapter 35) – Requires protection and management of 
listed species habitat 


• National Environmental Policy Act of 1970 – Ensures planned federal actions comply with 
federal environmental law 


• Clean Air Act of 1970, Revised 1990 – Requires management of emissions 
• Fire Control and Prevention Act of 1974 – Requires Federal agencies to protect life, safety, 


property 
• 2009 FLAME Act (CR-2014-2) – Requires interagency “Cohesive Strategy” for wildland fire 


management. 
 
The IWFMP incorporates and adheres to DOD and Army policy by giving full consideration to the use of 
wildland fire as a natural process and as a tool in the land management planning process and by 
providing for the following: 
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• Wildfires, whether on or adjacent to lands administered by the Army, which threaten life, or are 
determined to be a threat to installation mission/assets, natural and cultural resources or 
improvements under the Army’s jurisdiction, will be considered emergencies and their 
suppression given priority over other installation activities. 


• Installations shall cooperate in the development of interagency preparedness plans to ensure 
timely recognition of approaching critical wildfire situations, to establish processes for analyzing 
situations and establishing priorities, and for implementing management responses to these 
situations. 


• Installations will enforce rules and regulations concerning the unauthorized ignition of wildfires, 
and aggressively pursue violations.  


 
This IWFMP affirms these key elements of Army policy: 


• Fire personnel and public safety is the first priority of the wildland fire management program 
and all associated activities. 


• Trained and qualified personnel will be responsible for, and conduct, wildland fire management 
duties and operations.  


• Fire, as an ecological process, has been integrated into the INRMP and related resource 
management plans and activities on a landscape scale, across agency boundaries, based upon 
the best available science. 


• Wildfire is used to meet identified resource management objectives and benefits when 
appropriate. 


• Prescribed fire and other treatment types will be employed whenever they are the appropriate 
tool to reduce hazardous fuels and the associated risk of wildfire to human life, property, and 
cultural and natural resources and to manage our lands for habitats as mandated by statute, 
treaty, and other authorities. 


• Management response to wildfire will consider fire personnel and public safety, cost 
effectiveness, values to protect, and natural and cultural resource objectives.   


• Staff members will work with mission planners, local cooperators and the public to prevent 
unauthorized ignition of wildfires on Army lands.   


• The military mission is supported by managing wildland fire fuels.   
• INRMP and pertinent resource management plans set the objectives for the use and desired 


future condition of Army lands.   
• Wildland fire management plans, programs, and activities support INRMP implementation and 


emergency wildfire response.   
• Sound risk management is a foundation for all wildland fire management activities. Risks and 


uncertainties relating to wildland fire management activities must be understood, analyzed, 
communicated, and managed as they relate to the cost of either doing or not doing an activity. 


• Standardization of policies and procedures for wildland fire management and resourcing among 
Army installations is an ongoing objective. 


• Maximizing cost effectiveness of any fire operation is the responsibility of all involved, including 
those who authorize, direct, or implement operations. 


o Cost effectiveness is the most economical use of resources necessary to accomplish 
project/incident objectives. 


o Accomplishing the objectives safely and efficiently will not be sacrificed for the sole 
purpose of “cost-saving.”   


o Appropriate oversight will ensure that expenditures are commensurate with values to 
be protected. 
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2.2.  LAND MANAGEMENT PLANNING: 
 
2.2.1.  Integration with Military Mission:  Wildland fire activities are coordinated in close coordination 
with DPTMS Range Operations for access and scheduling. 
 


2.2.1.1.  Prescribed Burning - Standard Procedure: Seventy-two (72) hours in advance; after all 
training has been secured in RFMSS, Range Operations will release and post training areas open 
for recreational use (on a daily basis) to the Fort Benning iSportsman website and allow NRMB 
to close training areas open for recreational use (non-concurrent with training) in iSportsman for 
prescribed burning.  With limited exceptions, late training requests will not be approved inside 
the seventy-two (72) hour window.  Upon receipt of an email from NRMB, which includes the 
Prescribed Burn Training Area Closure Form, Range Operations will distribute the email and form 
to others as necessary and appropriate.  Training areas open for recreational use (non-
concurrent with training) in iSportsman will be closed no later than twenty-four (24) hours in 
advance of prescribed burns to ensure recreational users are not able to sign into those areas on 
the actual day of the burn.  In the event Range Operations identifies any last minute training 
requirements or other conflicts within areas closed for prescribed burning, Range Operations 
will contact NRMB in order to coordinate resolution of the conflicting events.  On the day of the 
burn(s), Range Division Operations Fire Desk (Alpha Base) will provide final prescribed burn 
approval or denial upon NRMB request for access. 


  
2.2.1.2.  Prescribed Burning – Exceptional Procedure: In training areas where prescribed burning 
legal requirements (less than 24,000 acres of pine habitat is burned, in each of two consecutive 
years per USFWS Biological Opinion, September 2002) cannot be accomplished due to 
inaccessibility, scheduling priority in RFMSS will be given to NRMB thirteen weeks in advance of 
the prescribed burns. Exceptions to this scheduling priority will only be granted to deploying 
units.  
  
2.2.1.3.  Emergency Request for Access for Wildfire Suppression:  In the event NRMB personnel 
require emergency access to a training area affected by a surface danger zone (SDZ), the NRMB 
Command Protocol for Requesting Emergency Check-Fire will be followed (Figure 2).  If a 
supervisor is not present in the Range Operations Center, a supervisor will always be available 
by cell phone in the event the NRMB Command Protocol for Requesting Emergency Check-Fire is 
implemented. 
 
NRMB personnel will receive check- fire/access SOP training during Safety Stand Down week. 
The Chief, NRMB will document the training in a Memorandum for Record (MFR). The MFR will 
include a list of personnel that attended the training. 


 
2.2.1.3.1.  Emergency Request Process: The standard operating procedure to request 
emergency downrange access or access to a training area affected by an SDZ is as 
follows: 
a. Caller identifies him/herself via radio (or cell phone in an emergency). 
b. Caller requests a check-fire (must use the phrase “check-fire”). 
c. Caller briefly states why a check fire is needed. 
d. Caller states which training area(s) need to be accessed. 
e. Caller states the location of the individual(s) requesting a check-fire. 
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f. Caller proceeds in accessing training area(s) after Alpha Base authorizes/grants access. 
 
2.2.2.  Integration with installation INRMP:  The INRMP is the fundamental document or interagency 
strategy for all natural resource management programs, including wildland fire management, with the 
goal of achieving ecosystem sustainability.  The IWFMP wildfire management goal is equivalent to the 
INRMP wildfire management goal which is to prevent, detect, and manage wildfires occurring on 
woodlands and ranges while managing the sustainability and ecological integrity of the natural 
resources. 
 
2.2.3.  Integration with installation ICRMP:  There are numerous historic properties, including structures, 
objects, districts, archeological sites, and some cemeteries across the installation. These historic 
properties will be protected from wildland fire.  If historic structures area damaged from wildfires, the 
Fort Benning Cultural Resources Manager will be notified.   
 
Archeological sites are the material remains of past human activity, regardless of ethnic, race, or 
otherwise culturally defined origin.  Currently, there are 833 protected archeological sites located 
throughout the Installation.  Protected archeology sites have been identified with “Sensitive Area” signs 
to prevent digging and other adverse impacts.  Federal Laws such as the National Historic Protection Act 
(NHPA), the Native American Grave Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), and the Archeological 
Resources Protection Act (ARPA) impose civil and or criminal penalties for disturbance of historic 
properties.  There will be no soil disturbing activities such as off-road driving, installing firebreaks, 
constructing trails, or installing AL and GA BMPs for Forestry in archeology sites. 


A number of cemeteries and individual burial sites have been found on Fort Benning. All cemeteries and 
burial sites are considered Sensitive Areas.  There will be no soil disturbing activities in cemeteries.  
Wood fence posts around cemeteries will be protected from prescribed fire. 


2.3.  NEPA COMPLIANCE: 
Environmental compliance for planned wildland fire-related actions on Army lands, including fire break 
establishment for prescribed fire, firebreak maintenance and rehabilitation, use of water resources as 
for suppression, prescribed burning and non-fire fuel reduction, should be included in the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) environmental review process associated with the INRMP. The NEPA 
process assures that all environmental impacts are being considered and addressed. A well-executed 
NEPA process assures compliance with the following environmental laws, such as: 


• Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) 
• National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA) 
• Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA) 
• Clean Water Act of 1963 
• Clean Air Act of 1972 
• Golden and Bald Eagle Protection Act 
• Migratory Bird Treaty Act 1912 


 
Regarding wildfires, NEPA analysis is not required because wildfires are unplanned events.  Suppression 
activities are Categorically Excluded from NEPA. However, emergency Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
consultation will be conducted during or immediately following a wildfire if the wildfire or suppression 
actions could potentially impact federally listed species or critical habitat. All planned prescribed burns 
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and firebreak maintenance activities are submitted yearly in the NEPA Environmental Management 
System for the Record for Environmental Consideration.  
 
2.4.  INTEGRATION WITH FEDERAL WILDLAND FIRE MANAGEMENT POLICY: 
This IWFMP meets Federal Wildland Fire Management Policy by implementing and following these 
guiding principles: 


• Wildland fire personnel and public safety is the first priority in every fire management activity. 
• The role of wildland fire as an essential ecological process and natural change agent has been 


incorporated into the planning process. 
• Wildland fire management plans and activities are based upon the best available science. 
• Federal, state, tribal, local and interagency coordination and cooperation are essential. 


 
The Federal Land Assistance, Management, and Enhancement (“FLAME”) Act of 2009 directs that an 
interagency cohesive wildland fire strategy be developed. This IWFMP meets the direction in The 
National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy, by emphasizing the following primary goals: 


• Restore and maintain landscapes: Landscapes across all jurisdictions are resilient to fire-
related disturbances in accordance with management objectives. 


• Fire-adapted communities:  Human populations and infrastructure can withstand a wildfire 
without the loss of life and property. 


• Wildfire response:  All jurisdictions participate in making and implementing safe, effective, 
efficient risk-based wildfire management decisions. 


 
2.5.  INTERAGENCY AND/OR MUTUAL AID AGREEMENTS: 
Wildfires that occur on the installation are suppressed by in-house fire personnel from the NRMB or the 
installation fire department.  Due to the 1 – 3 year fire return interval and low fuel loads, wildfires are 
manageable by installation personnel and resources.   Therefore, it has not been necessary to request 
outside assistance or support from other agencies to suppress wildfires.  Fort Benning maintains a 
relationship with the Alabama Forestry Commission (AFC), Georgia Forestry Commission (GFC), and the 
Columbus Fire Department when wildfires occur adjacent to the installation boundary. 
 
Fort Benning is not a participating member of the National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG).  
Therefore, there are no mutual aid agreements planned and there is no plan to request wildfire 
assistance from other agencies in the NWCG.  In addition, there is no plan to deploy civilian personnel 
from NRMB to off-installation wildfires through the Geographic Area Coordinating Center. 
 
3.  WILDLAND FIRE AREA CHARACTERISTICS AND PRE-FIRE PLANNING 


3.1.  MILITARY LAND USE:  
The Installation military mission is described in the 2021 INRMP under Section B: Installation Overview 
part 6 - Current Military Mission. 
 
3.2.  PHYSIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION: 
Refer to the 2021 INRMP, Section D. 
 
3.3.  CLIMATE:  
Refer to the 2021 INRMP, Section D. Program Elements, 3. Climate Change.  
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3.4.  AIR QUALITY: 
Refer to the 2021 INRMP, Section D. Program Elements 10 Vegetation C. Wildland Fire Management. 
 
3.5.  WILDLAND FIRE HISTORY: 
 
3.5.1.  Wildfire History:  Wildfires may occur daily due to military training.  On average, most wildfires 
occur from February through May and September through November.  The average number of wildfires 
from FY1994 to FY2020 is 87 (Table 3). 
 
The cause of most wildfires is mission related military training.  On average, training wildfires account 
for 83% of the wildfires that occur annually.  The causes of these fires are incendiary devices (simulators 
and artificial smoke), flares, tracers, and blanks.  The majority of the training wildfires occur when the 
fire danger rating is a category 3 or higher.  The average size of wildfires from FY1994 to FY2020 is 46 
acres (Table 4). 
 
Wildfires of unknown origin occur infrequently in both the cantonment and training areas (Table 5).  
Generally, most wildfires of unknown origin are caused by arson, downed power lines, or are 
unreported by the ignition source.  With the exception of 2004 (42% of the total 48) the number of 
wildfires of unknown origin was 7-32% of the total number of wildfires. Although lightning caused 
wildfires occur, they are rare.  NRMB personnel have responded to 6 known lightning caused wildfires 
since FY1999. 
 
3.5.2.  Prescribed Burn History:  Prescribed burning is conducted post-wide on approximately 50,000 
acres each year.  Each training compartment is burned on a one to three year burn cycle with 
approximately a third of the Installation receiving a burn each year in accordance with the 2007 
Management Guidelines for the Red-cockaded Woodpecker on Army Installations, and for the benefit of 
fire-dependent species, plant communities and ecosystems.  Where feasible, burn locations and fire 
return intervals are utilized in a manner to create a mosaic pattern of burned and unburned areas across 
the landscape that not only benefit and support seasonal and life history requirements of non-game and 
game species, but also the Fort Benning training mission. 


Prescribed burning addresses the management needs of state and federally listed species.  Many 
species, such as gopher tortoises, pitcher plants, and RCWs, are typically associated with the fire-
dependent longleaf pine (Pinus palustris)/wiregrass (Aristida stricta) ecosystem or the pine/bluestem 
(Andropogon spp.) ecosystem.  Prescribed burning on a regular basis enhances and maintains the 
habitat preferred by these species. 
 
A landscape level approach is used accomplish burn management goals and mimic natural ecosystem 
processes.  Natural features such as rivers, creeks, and drains and existing man-made boundaries such 
as roads, trails, and firebreaks are utilized for training area and prescribed burn unit boundary 
designations and dictate the size of burn units. 
 
Prescribed fire has resulted not only in ecosystem improvements, but also in a decrease in the 
occurrence of wildfires, which are typically caused by incendiary devices used for military training.  As 
annual prescribed fire acres have increased from approximately 7,600 acres in 1983 to 50,000 acres 
today, the number of wildfires has decreased from over 500 to less than 100 annually (Table 6 and 
Figure 2).  This relationship is presumably a result of fuel load reduction brought about by prescribed 
fire. Wildfire frequency has also been reduced considerably and has contributed to a decrease in 
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training interruptions. The potential and realized benefits to military training and cost savings from 
claims have already been identified.  Other benefits have resulted in the form of a health and safety 
standpoint to soldiers.  Prescribed fires have reduced the number of nuisance insects, opened areas for 
maneuverability, and improved visibility of potential hazards. 
 
3.5.3.  Wildfire and Prescribed Burn Evaluation (1982 – 2012):  In a 2015 study published by the 
International Journal of Wildland Fire (IJWF) (Addington et al. 2015), a 30-year record of wildfire, 
prescribed fire and drought at Fort Benning was evaluated. Annual wildfire incidence declined sharply 
from 1982 to 2012 as prescribed fire acres increased. Multiple regression models including both 
prescribed fire and drought (assessed using the Keetch–Byram Drought Index; KBDI) explained, 80% and 
54% of the variation in annual wildfire incidence and areal extent, respectively. Current- and previous-
year prescribed fire were strongly inversely related to current-year wildfire, suggesting that the 
cumulative area burned by prescription is important in explaining current-year wildfire incidence. 
Wildfire activity overall (both incidence and areal extent) was highest during drought years when 
cumulative prescribed fire acres were low. The results of this study suggest some inevitability of wildfire 
during drought, but also provide evidence for the positive effects of sustained landscape-scale 
prescribed fire in reducing wildfire activity over time (Addington et al. 2015). 
 
From 1982 to 2012, there was an overall increase in acres burned by prescribed fire corresponding with 
Fort Benning’s increased use of fire for meeting fuels reduction, ecosystem management objectives, 
Army guidelines, and federal law (Addington et al. 2015). For example, in 1994, the USFWS issued a 
Jeopardy Biological Opinion (JBO) for red-cockaded woodpecker management on Fort Benning. In 1996, 
and subsequently in 2007, the Department of the Army developed Management Guidelines for Red-
Cockaded Woodpeckers on Army Installations (Department of the Army, 1996 and 2007).  The JBO and 
Army guidelines recommended the implementation of a 3 year fire return interval which resulted in 
lower fuel loads and less intense fires with a slower rate of spread.  With the lower fuel loads fires 
became more manageable with respect to suppression activities.  Presently, the fire return interval on 
Fort Benning is 2 to 4 years (with 4 years being the exception) depending on the forest type and the 
location of the burn unit.  The goal is to burn longleaf pine stands on a 1-2 year interval and loblolly pine 
and loblolly pine-hardwood stands on a 3 year interval in accordance with the INRMP and the USFWS 
2002 Biological Opinion for the management of RCWs on Fort Benning. 
 
Over this same time period, wildfire incidence declined. Currently, annual wildfire incidence appears to 
be stabilizing at or below 100 wildfires per year, in contrast to the 300–500 annual wildfires observed 
earlier in the wildfire record. Annual areal extent of wildfires was more variable over time relative to 
wildfire incidence, and increased in the final 3 years of our record, possibly due to Fort Benning’s “let 
burn” policy. Annual wildfire incidence was most strongly related to the sum of current and previous-
year prescribed fire area, previous wildfire incidence and drought (Addington et al. 2015). 
 
Previous-year prescribed fire, drought and their interaction were most important and accounted for 
54% of the variation in annual wildfire areal extent. KBDI performed better than Palmer Drought 
Severity Index (PDSI) as a drought index. Neither the Energy Release Component (ERC) nor Canadian 
Forest Fire Weather Index (FWI) accounted significantly for variation in annual wildfire incidence or areal 
extent. Surprisingly, past wildfire area burned was not significant in either the wildfire incidence or areal 
extent, perhaps because the actual area burned by wildfire is much lower in comparison to that 
currently burned by prescribed fire and therefore may have less of an influence (Addington et al. 2015). 
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The 2015 IJWF study provides evidence of the cumulative effect of landscape-scale prescribed fire in 
reducing wildfire activity over time. Results are consistent with other studies in the SE United States 
demonstrating the influence of previous fire (both prescribed fire and wildfire) on current wildfire 
ignitions and areal extent (Prestemon et al. 2002; Mercer and Prestemon 2005; Mercer et al. 2007), as 
well as studies from Australia (Fernandes and Botelho 2003; Boer et al. 2009) and Europe (Fernandes 
and Botelho 2003). Like Koehler (1992, 1993), the results highlight the importance of a sustained 
prescribed fire program in reducing and then maintaining low wildfire incidence across the landscape. 
This finding is particularly relevant in the SE United States, where recovery of fuels occurs relatively 
quickly, often within 3–5 years of prescribed fire (Davis and Cooper 1963; Brose and Wade 2002). 
 
Drought is known to strongly influence wildfire activity and was a significant predictor of both wildfire 
incidence and areal extent in the study. Drought directly affects coarse woody fuel moisture, making 
fuels more available for ignition and combustion (Prestemon et al. 2013). Although prescribed fire may 
influence the relationship between drought and wildfire through fuels reduction, results of the 2015 
IJWF study suggest some inevitability of wildfire during years of drought. Additionally, prolonged 
drought may decrease opportunities for prescribed fire, with cascading effects on wildfire occurrence in 
subsequent years (Mitchell et al. 2014). 
 
Although prescribed fire was a strong predictor of annual wildfire incidence, it did not explain as much 
of the variation in annual area burned by wildfire. Reduced fuel loads across the Fort Benning landscape 
have enabled land managers to adopt a “let burn” policy for wildfires within the last few years. 
Relationships between wildfire areal extent and prescribed fire are thus likely confounded by this 
wildfire management tactic as wildfires are allowed to spread when conditions are favorable to meet 
resource management objectives. This increased flexibility in managing wildfires, however, is one of the 
primary benefits of prescribed fire use at Fort Benning, and may explain the increase in wildfire area 
observed in the last 3 years of the wildfire record (Addington et al. 2015). 
 
Fire-adapted forests such as those at Fort Benning will likely burn by wildfire if not by prescribed fire. 
Prescribed fire offers a means of controlling the distribution of fire on the landscape both spatially and 
temporally, with benefits extending to smoke and emissions management as well (Hessburg and Agee 
2003; North et al. 2012). Low-intensity surface fire also allows for carbon to be retained on the 
landscape in trees and other carbon stores, rather than emitted to the atmosphere in higher intensity 
wildfires (Addington et al. 2015). 
 
3.6.  WILDLAND FIRE BEHAVIOR: 
Wildfire season refers to the time of year when most wildfires occur in a particular state or region.  In 
Georgia the main wildfire season is during the dry and windy months of February through May.  On Fort 
Benning the most wildfires occur February through May and September through November. Changes in 
annual weather conditions can make the season earlier, later, or longer.  Wildfires can occur anytime 
after the first killing frost in late fall because more fine fuels are added to the dead fuel load making 
these fuels available to the combustion process. 
 
Cold front systems dominate the weather patterns in the southeast during the winter months.  These 
systems move from west to east or northwest to southeast.  Burn bosses and wildland fire personnel 
must be aware of these frontal systems due to the abrupt change in wind direction that accompanies 
these fronts.  Cold fronts move faster than warm fronts and have higher wind speeds after they pass.  
Wind speed movement is always clockwise with the passage of a cold front.  Generally winds are 
southwesterly prior to the passage of a cold front shifting to the northwest as the front passes.  During 
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the summer months Bermuda highs dominate the weather patterns unless there is tropical 
development.  Bermuda highs are warm dry air masses that are generally not displaced by frontal 
systems during the summer.  Due to moisture out of the Gulf afternoon thunderstorms are common 
with the day time heating of the land mass. 
 
3.6.1.  Wildland Fuel Factors:  The forest cover type contributes to the type of dead fuels that exist on 
the forest floor.  Although the dead fuels consist of cured grasses and herbaceous vegetation, it also 
consists of pine needles, hardwood leaves, dead twigs, branches, and logs from the forest canopy and 
logging slash from timber harvest operations.  The fuel loading on the installation can fall into one of 
two categories:  1) Fire behavior fuel model 7 consisting of a southern rough with palmetto-gallbery and 
other species under a pine overstory (The total fuel load for this model which includes the dead fuel 
load (1.1 tons / acre), the live fuel load foliage (0.4 tons / acre), and fuel bed depth (2.5 tons / acre) 
equals 4.9 tons per acre); or  2)  Fire behavior fuel model 9 consisting of long needle conifer stands, 
southern pine plantations, and the oak-hickory forest type (The total fuel load for this model which 
includes the dead fuel load (2.9 tons / acre), the live fuel load foliage (0.4 tons / acre), and the fuel bed 
depth (0.2 tons / acre) equals 3.5 tons / acre).  Fuel model 9 is also a good second choice for fuel model 
C which is typical of Georgia (Anderson 1982).  The dead fuels on the installation may be classified 
according to the following generic forest types: 1)  Hardwood,  2)  Hardwood / Pine,  3)  Longleaf Pine,  
4)  Longleaf Pine Plantations,  5)  Mixed Pine / Longleaf Pine,  6)  Pine / Hardwood,  and 7)  Pine. 
 


3.6.1.1.  Hardwood Forest Type — consists of upland hardwood, bottomland hardwood, and scrub 
oak.  These hardwood types contribute hardwood leaves, twigs, branches, and logs to the dead fuel 
component.  The scrub oak type is found on sandy soils and the dead fuels consist of patchy areas of 
cured grass, twigs, and scrub oak leaves.  This type will not carry fire well due to lack of horizontal 
continuity and light fuel loads making suppression efforts less difficult and hazardous.  The 
bottomland hardwood forest type can be found on the wetter soils along streams and creeks.  Dead 
fuels consist of hardwood leaves, twigs, branches, and logs.  The grass and herbaceous component 
are minimal in this forest type. This forest type will not carry fire well due to the high fuel moisture 
content of the dead fuels.  Fires rarely occur in these types unless there is a drought.  Bottomland 
hardwood forest types serve as good natural firebreaks.  Fires occurring in these types usually burn 
themselves out.  Suppression efforts in these types are minimal.  The biggest hazard in suppressing 
these fires is getting equipment stuck.  The upland hardwood forest type can be found in hardwood 
drains on the upper slopes.  The main upland hardwood type consists of the oak-hickory type.  Dead 
fuels consist of hardwood leaves, twigs, branches, and logs, as well as, cured grasses and 
herbaceous vegetation to a lesser extent.  This type is generally open and located on upland soils on 
steeper slopes.  This forest type will carry fire well due to the size and shape of the leaves (mainly 
oaks), horizontal continuity, lower moisture content, and terrain.  Fires occurring on this forest type 
can be difficult to suppress due to the steeper slopes.  Dozer operators must exercise extra caution 
when suppressing fires on this terrain.  Fires occurring on these types can become intense when 
burning uphill.  Spotting across firebreaks and trails can be a problem. 
 
3.6.1.2.  Hardwood / Pine Forest Type — generally consists of mixed hardwoods or scrub oak with a 
mixed yellow pine component.  This type occurs on uplands, bottomlands, and drains.  This type 
contributes hardwood leaves, pine needles, twigs, branches, and logs to the dead fuel component.  
The bottomland hardwood / pine forest type can be found on the wetter soils along streams and 
creeks.  The grass and herbaceous component are minimal in this forest type.  This forest type will 
not carry fire well due to the high fuel moisture content of the dead fuels.  Fires rarely occur on this 
type unless there is a drought.  The hardwood / pine bottomland type serves as a good natural 
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firebreak.  Fires occurring on this type usually burn themselves out.  Suppression efforts on this type 
are minimal.  The biggest hazard in suppressing these fires is getting equipment stuck.   The upland 
hardwood / pine forest type can be found in hardwood / pine drains on the upper slopes.  Dead 
fuels consist of hardwood leaves, pine needles, twigs, branches, and logs, as well as, cured grasses 
and herbaceous vegetation to a lesser extent.  This type is generally open and located on upland 
soils on steeper slopes.  This upland hardwood / pine forest type will carry fire well due to the size 
and shape of the hardwood leaves and pine needles, horizontal continuity, lower moisture content, 
and terrain.  Fires occurring on this forest type can be difficult to suppress due to the steeper slopes.  
Dozer operators must exercise extra caution when suppressing fires on this terrain.  Fires occurring 
on these types can become intense when burning uphill.  Spotting across firebreaks and trails can be 
a problem.  The scrub oak / pine (mainly longleaf) forest type is found on sandy soils and the dead 
fuels consist of patchy areas of cured grass, pine needles, and scrub oak leaves.  This scrub oak / 
pine forest type will not carry fire well due to lack of horizontal continuity and light fuel loads 
making suppression efforts less difficult and hazardous. 
 
3.6.1.3.  Longleaf Pine Forest Type — occurs on loamy soils and sandy soils.  This type is found on 
moderately well-drained and well-drained soils on flat terrain and hilly terrain (sandhills).  This type 
is found mainly on the Georgia side of the installation.  This type contributes long pine needles, pine 
cones, twigs, branches, and logs to the dead fuel component.  The grass and herbaceous component 
is more prevalent in this forest type.  The fuels under this forest type burn readily.  Fuel loads are 
higher under this forest type due primarily to the long needles.  Shedding of needles occurs 
throughout the year with heaviest shedding occurring between September and October.  This forest 
type is found in association with grasses, bracken fern, and other herbaceous vegetation.  Because 
of the abundance of pine straw, grasses, and herbaceous vegetation (fine fuels) fires can occur 
throughout the year in this forest type.  Fires occurring in this forest type can be intense and difficult 
to control due to the conditions that contribute to the fire’s fast rate of spread (ROS) such as the 
abundance of fine fuels, horizontal continuity of fuels, and open park-like conditions exposing the 
fuels to the wind which promotes fast drying conditions.  Fires occurring in this forest type move 
quickly making fire suppression by direct attack difficult and hazardous.  This is especially true on 
hilly terrain.  Dozer operators must exercise extreme caution when suppressing fires on the steeper 
slopes.  Fires occurring on this forest type can become intense when burning uphill.  Spotting across 
firebreaks and trails can be a problem.  Because this type burns readily with a fast ROS making 
suppression efforts difficult and hazardous the goal is to maintain this forest type on a two year fire 
return interval. 
 
3.6.1.4.  Longleaf Pine Plantation Forest Type — occurs on loamy and sandy soils on both flat and 
hilly terrain.  The longleaf plantations on the installation are < 15 years old.  This type contributes 
mainly pine needles to the dead fuel component.  The grass component is more prevalent in the 
older plantations.  The primary carrier of fire in this type is the long pine needles and grass when it is 
cured.  Fires occurring in this type may be intense and hazardous to control.  Fires in this type move 
quickly due to the abundance of pine straw from the density / stocking of the saplings.  Depending 
on the wind speed and time of year these fires can become dangerous crown fires.  Firefighters 
must look for torching and crowning out in longleaf pine plantations and take the necessary 
precautions if this fire behavior is observed.  This forest type should be burned biennially in the 
dormant season. 
 
3.6.1.5  Mixed Pine / Longleaf Pine Forest Type — consists primarily of loblolly pine and short leaf 
pine with scattered longleaf pine or patches of longleaf pine throughout.  This type is found mainly 
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on the Georgia side of the installation.  It occurs on flat to sloping terrain on sandy and loamy soils.  
This type contributes pine needles, pine cones, twigs, branches, and logs to the dead fuel 
component.  Although grasses and herbaceous vegetation is prevalent, where burning has 
controlled the woody vegetation, there may be a woody component in the form of shrubs and weed 
trees mainly sweetgum.  The primary carrier of fire is pine straw, cured grasses, and herbaceous 
vegetation.  This forest type is prescribed burned on a 3 year fire return interval.  Generally, fires 
occurring in this forest type can be suppressed directly with crawler tractors.  The ROS is usually 
moderate (2-3 chains per hour (cph)) under normal weather conditions.  Dozer operators need to 
exercise caution on steeper terrain. 
 
3.6.1.6.  Pine / Hardwood Forest Type — consists predominantly of mixed yellow pine with a 
hardwood component.  This type can be found across the installation on flat to sloping terrain on a 
variety of soils.  This type contributes pine needles, hardwood leaves, pine cones, twigs, branches, 
and logs to the dead fuel component.  The primary carrier of fire is pine straw, cured grasses, and 
herbaceous vegetation. This type is prescribed burned on a 3 year fire return interval.  For this 
reason, fires occurring in this forest type are not as intense and can be suppressed directly with 
crawler tractors.  The ROS is usually moderate (2-3 cph) under normal weather conditions.  Dozer 
operators need to exercise caution on steeper terrain. 
 
3.6.1.7.  Pine Forest Type — includes loblolly pine, shortleaf pine, slash pine or a mixture of loblolly 
pine and shortleaf pine.  This forest type can be found across the installation on flat to rolling terrain 
on a variety of soil types.  This is the most prevalent forest type on the installation.  This type 
contributes pine needles, pine cones, twigs, branches, and logs to the dead fuel component.  The 
primary carrier of fire is pine straw, cured grasses, and herbaceous vegetation.  This type is 
prescribed burned on a 3 year fire return interval.  For this reason, fires occurring in this forest type 
are not as intense and can be suppressed directly with crawler tractors.  The ROS is usually 
moderate (2-3 cph) under normal weather conditions.  Dozer operators need to exercise caution on 
steeper terrain. 
 


Because the fire return interval is 2 to 3 years for the training areas across the installation, fuel surveys 
are not collected.  Prescribed burners and wildland fire personnel are working with a 2 to 3 year rough 
or fuel load.  This fuel load will be consistent for each of the above forest types from one burn rotation 
to the next.  And as discussed above, the fuel load will vary from one forest type to the other. 
 
3.7.  WILDLAND FUEL MODELS AND DISTRIBUTION: 
The fuel models that best characterize Fort Benning are fuel models 7 and 9 (Anderson 1982).  Fuel 
model 7 includes southern rough under a southern yellow pine overstory.  The rough is dense and 
averages 2-3 feet in height.  This rough carries the fire very well.  Expected rate of spread and intensity 
are both moderate.  Total fuel loading for this model is 4.9 tons per acre.  Fuel model 9 includes both 
long-needled conifers and hardwood stands, especially the oak-hickory type with loosely compacted 
litter.  This model also includes southern pine plantations.  Fire spread is primarily in surface litter such 
as concentrations of dead, dry, leaves or needles in the fall or spring.  Stands can be long needle 
conifers, hardwoods, or mixed hardwoods-conifers.  One hour time lag fuels strongly predominate.  
Surface fuels are mostly loosely compacted long needle pine or hardwood foliage litter.  Total fuel 
loading for this model is 3.5 tons per acre.  With respect to the Fort Benning Title V Air permit and the 
Air Emissions Inventory, wildland fire is an area air pollutant source; 65% of the area burned annually is 
considered long needle pine and 35% is short needle pine. 
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There are seven principal fuel characteristics that influence fire behavior, and each is described below 
(Anderson 1982).  
 
3.7.1.  Fuel Loading:  Fuel loading is the oven dry weight of fuels in a given area.  Natural fuel loadings 
vary greatly by fuel model or vegetative type.  Fires will move quickly and burn less intensely through 
the light fuel loads found in grasslands.  These fuels are exposed to the wind and sunlight and dry out 
faster than fuels under a forest canopy.  On the other hand, fires will burn with moderate rates of 
spread but more intensely through the heavy fuel loads found in slash and dense brush.  These fuels are 
less exposed to the wind and sunlight and dry out more slowly.  Fuel loads will dictate the type of 
suppression methods used.  A small grass fire may be fought directly while a slash fire will be fought 
indirectly due to the intense radiant heat.  Since Fort Benning is on a 2 to 3 year fire return interval fuel 
loads consist of 2 to 3 year roughs.  Therefore, wildfires can be suppressed from one training area to 
another utilizing the same fire suppression techniques or methods.  Generally, under normal weather 
conditions wildfires across the installation may be suppressed using the direct attack method due to the 
low fuel loads.  Pumper trucks and crawler tractors are capable of suppressing all wildfires on the 
installation as long as the fire return interval remains at 2 to 3 years. 
 
3.7.2.  Size and Shape of Fuels:  The size and shape of fuel affects the surface area to volume ratio of 
fuels.  There are five fuel size classes: 1) 1-hour timelag fuels are < ¼ inch in diameter (grass, pine 
needles, hardwood leaves, and small twigs); 2)  10-hour timelag fuels are ¼ to 1 inch in diameter (twigs 
and small stems); 3) 100-hour timelag fue1s are 1 to 3 inches in diameter (branches, pine cones); 4)  
1000-hour timelag fuels are 3 to 6 inches in diameter (large stems and branches); and 5)  10000-hour 
timelag fuels are > 6 inches  diameter (logs and snags) (Anderson 1982).  Timelag is the time needed 
under specified conditions for a fuel particle to lose about 63 percent of the difference between its 
initial moisture content and its equilibrium moisture content.  Small fuels (1-hour and 10-hour timelag 
fuels) and flat fuels have a greater surface area to volume ratio than large fuels.  Less heat is required to 
ignite small fuels.  The burnout time required for small fuels is less than large fuels.  Fuel moisture 
content changes more rapidly in small fuels than in large fuels.  Small fuels dry out faster and ignite 
sooner than large fuels.  Small fuels produce short range spotting because they can only sustain 
combustion for a short time.  Large fuels, on the other hand, like tree branches can produce long range 
spotting because they sustain combustion much longer than small fuels.  Burning tree branches when 
lifted into a fire’s convection column may be deposited miles downwind form the fire.  Spotting distance 
is critical to a wildland fire personnel’s safety because embers and firebrands can set fires on the 
opposite side of wildland fire personnel trapping them between two fires. 
 
In addition to size, fuel shape is significant factor in spotting.  For example, flat fuels (hardwood leaves 
and bark plates) have a greater aerodynamic quality.  Therefore, they are more easily lifted in fire 
convection columns to greater altitudes.  In addition, round shaped fuels (pine cones and logs) have a 
tendency to spot downhill as a rolling firebrand. 
 
Spotting is short range on the installation and usually occurs close to the firebreak within view of 
wildland fire personnel.  It may be aerial spotting or surface spotting (rolling firebrand).  For this reason, 
wildland fire personnel patrol their firebreaks with a backpack pump or fire rake looking for a spot over 
to suppress. 
 
3.7.3.  Fuel Compaction:  Fuel compaction is the space that occurs between fuel particles.  Fuel 
compaction affects the rate of combustion, which can greatly influence overall fire behavior (Anderson 
1982).  Loosely compacted fuels have more surface area exposed to air circulation.  They usually have 
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lower fuel moisture contents.  For this reason they require less time for ignition and combustion 
resulting in a faster rate of spread.  Therefore, loosely compacted fuels contribute to more hazardous 
fire suppression conditions.  Generally, the longer needle pine stands have more loosely compacted 
fuels.  Therefore, these stands require additional caution during fire suppression activities. 
 
3.7.4.  Fuel Horizontal Continuity:  Fuel horizontal continuity is the extent of horizontal distribution of 
fuels and can greatly influence fire behavior (Anderson 1982).  Fuels may be continuous or patchy.  For 
example, open areas may have patches of fuel making it difficult for the fire to spread from one patch to 
another unless there is sufficient wind to cause spotting.  Horizontal continuity influences where a fire 
will spread, how fast it will spread, and whether the fire travels through surface fuels, aerial fuels, or 
both.  Fuels on the installation can be classified as continuous except on firing ranges (patchy grass), 
recent clearcuts (scattered slash) and herbicided and planted stands (sparse and patchy fuel). Generally, 
wildfires occurring in patchy fuels are safer to suppress than wildfires occurring in continuous fuels.  The 
bare patches occurring between islands of patches of fuel act as firebreaks slowing the fire down.  It is 
difficult for wildfires burning in patchy fuels to gain momentum under normal weather conditions. 
 
3.7.5.  Vertical Arrangement of Fuels:  The vertical arrangement of fuel is another important fuel 
condition influencing fire behavior (Anderson 1982).  Vertical arrangement is the relative heights of fuels 
above the ground as well as vertical continuity.  This influences whether or not the fire reaches the 
various fuel levels within the stand.  When a fuel is vertically continuous it is a ladder fuel.  A ladder fuel 
can transport the fire from the surface level to the canopy level.  When fuels are both horizontally and 
vertically continuous it poses a dangerous situation for wildland fire personnel.  Wildfires will torch out 
and crown out in these conditions.  Depending on the wind speed and terrain these wildfires may 
become dangerous crown fires with downwind spotting. Young pine plantations with drape or ladder 
fuels present such a situation.  Wildland fire personnel must exercise additional caution when 
suppressing fires under windy conditions in young pine plantations on the installation. 
 
3.7.6.  Fuel Moisture Content:  Fuel moisture content is an important fuel condition that influences fire 
behavior (Anderson 1982).  Fuel moisture is the amount of water in fuels, especially dead fuels, 
expressed as a percent of the oven–dry weight of that fuel.  Larger fuels retain their moisture longer 
than small fuels which dry out sooner and become more available to the combustion process.  The 
moisture content in fine, dead fuels can change very rapidly.  For this reason, smaller fuels will be 
available for burning sooner than large fuels after a precipitation event.  This is the reason wildfires 
occur on ranges sooner than they occur in the woodlands.  The range grasses (1-hour timelag fuels) are 
exposed to the wind and sunlight which lowers the moisture content faster.  Due to the 2 to 3 year fire 
return interval, the majority of the stands on the installation consist of small fuels < 1 inch in diameter 
(cured grasses, pine needles, small twigs, and herbaceous vegetation).  These fuels are 1 hour and 10 
hour timelag fuels.  For this reason, most fires on the installation have a moderate to fast rate of spread 
(3-5 cph). 
 
3.7.7.  Chemical Properties of Fuels:  The chemical properties of fuels are the last fuel condition that 
influences fire behavior (Anderson 1982).  Chemical properties include such volatile substances as oils, 
resins, wax, and pitch.  Certain fuels have high amounts of these substances that contribute to rapid 
rates of spread and high fire intensities.  Shrubs such as gallberry, wax myrtle, deerberry, and 
huckleberry are good examples in the southeast.  On the other hand, certain fuels may have a high 
mineral content such as phosphorous or calcium which can reduce fire spread and intensity.  Dogwood 
leaves have a high calcium content and burn poorly. 
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3.8.  WILDFIRE RISK SUMMARY: 
The training ranges and impact areas are key areas for the installation training mission and pose the 
greatest risk for wildfires (Appendix L).  Improper planning and execution of wildfire prevention actions 
for these areas could potentially be detrimental to the military training mission and result in significant 
down time (months – years) due to wildfires, while also causing smoke issues in smoke sensitive areas.   
 
Areas that pose the most monetary risk for structure damage is live fire ranges.  The live fire ranges 
contain complex target systems that can be easily damaged by a grass fire.  It is of utmost importance 
that range maintenance, to include vegetation control around these target systems, is conducted.  If 
vegetation is allowed to grow around these targets, they will be damaged by a wildfire started by tracers 
and other munitions.  Damage to target systems from wildfires could easily exceed $100,000 per event.  
Additionally, wildfires ignited in the Malone Complex (C06) and Northern Small Arms Complex (N20) can 
send smoke into the neighboring City of Columbus.   
 
Wildfires are also frequently ignited in the southern (SD1) and northern (ND1) impact areas (Appendix 
L).  ND1 is located in close proximity to the installation boundary and poses an increased risk of a 
wildfire leaving the installation.  Wildfires from this impact area have escaped the installation in the 
past.  It is important that leaders remain vigilant of this escape risk and allow for timely prescribed 
burning along this boundary in order to mitigate the wildfire containment risk.  SD1 is located in close 
proximity to main post cantonment and Lawson Army Airfield, and poses and increased risk of wildfire 
smoke related issues. 
 
3.9.  IDENTIFIED WILDLAND FIRE MANAGEMENT CONSTRAINTS: 
 
3.9.1.  Mission Assumptions and Constraints: As discussed above the implementation of the IWFMP 
affects the military mission in a positive way. Prescribed burning improves visibility and accessibility for 
military training and promotes a realistic training environment.  Prescribed burning reduces fuel loads 
and fire intensity thus providing a safer environment for military training.  Lower fuel loads make 
wildfire suppression more manageable for troops and NRMB personnel.  Wildfire suppression protects 
troops, supplies, and equipment from fire. 
 
Constraints may be overcome through proper communication, coordination, and planning.  For 
example, the training and range firing constraint can be minimized through coordination/co-location 
with user units and advanced scheduling of training compartments with Range Division.  Another 
available option to overcome the burning/training conflict is to utilize suitable burning days on 
weekends and holidays when training occurs at reduced levels. 
   


3.9.1.1.  Mission-related Access Constraints:  Military missions can and do restrict the 
opportunity to conduct wildland fire operations and wildfire suppression activities when mission 
critical or essential training is being conducted.  Normally range wildfires occur during the peak 
fire weather from 1100 to 1400 hours or later.   
 
NRMB personnel can enter restricted areas, except munition dudded (DUD) areas and UXO 
contaminated areas, to suppress wildfires and protect assets, to include RCW cavity trees, only 
after coordination with Range Division.  Range Division will place the ranges on check fire to 
enable NRMB personnel to go down range. 
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Generally, military training and prescribed burning cannot be accomplished in the same place at 
the same time due to the fixed nature of the training activities such as encampments, fixed 
fighting positions, command posts, staging areas, etc.  In some cases, co-location can be 
accomplished if the user unit cooperates and restricts its training to a specific area making other 
areas accessible for prescribed burning.   Additionally, range firing and range safety fans restrict 
the ability to conduct prescribed burns by making training compartments down range 
inaccessible.  These areas may be accessible between 1200-1300 hours when the ranges are on 
check fire.  However, it is difficult to burn a large area in this timeframe, although RCW clusters 
have been burned during that interval to enhance habitat.  In some instances, large training 
exercises such as Marne Focus can last up to 3-4 weeks.  During these training exercises, the 
same compartments are scheduled for each day of the exercise.  Movement from one training 
area to another is common, making coordination and co-location difficult.  These conditions 
present significant scheduling difficulties to the adaptive use of prescribed fire at Fort Benning. 


 
Scheduling conflicts are the single most important factor that effects the accomplishment of the 
wildland fire management mission.  The military mission affects the implementation of the 
IWFMP mission by limiting the opportunities to prescribe burn due to scheduling conflicts.  
Military units can schedule 13 weeks out.  Depending on the unit or the FTX, numerous training 
areas may be scheduled for days at a time.  This makes these training areas unavailable for 
prescribed burning even if all the fire-related weather parameters are ideal for prescribed 
burning.  This scheduling conflict (variable) becomes more critical when considering all of the 
other weather variables the prescribed burn manager must consider prior to executing a 
prescribed burn such as, precipitation, relative humidity, fuel moisture, surface wind speed, 
wind direction, Smoke Dispersion Index (SDI), transport winds, mixing height, KBDI, fog 
potential, ozone forecast, and PM 2.5 levels.  For example, all of the weather variables may 
signal a “Go” for prescribed burning, but the TA planned for burning may be unavailable due to 
training. 


 
3.9.1.2  DES Perimeter Gate Access Constraints: There are 19 DES controlled perimeter access 
gates (Appendix K) that pose a unique constraint to wildland fire operations and wildfire 
suppression activities. The DES, Physical Security, maintains responsibility for the Fort Benning 
perimeter security, therefore, the perimeter gate keys are not issued to NRMB wildland fire 
personnel.  When perimeter gate access is required for wildland fire management activities, 
contact the Access Control Branch several days prior to the activity for coordination.  When 
responding to wildfires in close proximity to the DES controlled gates, always respond with a 
transport and crawler tractor.  If perimeter access is required to contain the wildfire within the 
installation boundary, use the crawler tractor to breach the perimeter gate.  After the wildfire 
management activities are over and the wildfire is contained, use dirt to block off/berm the 
perimeter access breach.  Note this action on the wildfire incident card (FB Form 58) during 
normal reporting procedures, so that the NRMB Operations Section Chief can notify Physical 
Security and DPW of the cause and necessary repairs. 


 
3.9.1.3.  UXO Contaminated Areas:  There are numerous DUD areas and UXO contaminated  
areas located on Fort Benning (Appendix L).  Also, refer to the 2021 INRMP Appendix B4 RCW 
ESMC Appendix 6 and Appendix 8 for specific wildland fire management requirements in these 
areas. 
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UXO does not present a problem in the implementation of the IWFMP.  Areas with UXO are 
designated as DUD areas or UXO contaminated areas and are off limits to wildfire suppression 
activities.  These areas are treated as no plow, indirect attack zones.  Wildfires occurring in these 
areas may be back set along the perimeter firebreak, trail, or road and allowed to burn out.  
Occasionally UXO is found in an area that is not a designated DUD area or UXO contaminated 
area.  Should this occur, NRMB personnel contact Range Division.  EOD is notified, and the UXO 
is removed or detonated in place. 


 
3.9.1.4.  Ammunition Storage Point:  No prescribed burning is conducted inside the Ammunition 
Storage Point (ASP) perimeter fence located in the Harmony Church cantonment area.  Training 
areas surrounding the ASP are prescribed burned on a two to three year fire return interval. 


 
3.9.2. Firefighting Constraints:  Current staffing in the NRMB is appropriate to meet the objectives in the 
IWFMP.  There are no short falls in staffing.  It is the responsibility of the fire department to suppress 
wildfires in the cantonment areas.  The fire department contacts the NRMB if they are unable to 
suppress a wildfire because of its location, size, and intensity.  The NRMB will respond and suppress the 
wildfire with a 4 x 4 300-gallon brush/pumper truck and transport truck-crawler unit. 
 
3.9.3.  Natural Resources Constraints:  Protected species and natural resources occur across the 
installation.  The following species and resources are given consideration prior to conducting any 
wildland fire management activity: red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW), gopher tortoises, relict trillium, 
sweet pitcherplant, bald eagle, and streams and creeks. 
 
The season of year wildland fires occur can be significant to overall floral/fauna diversity or detrimental 
to species of concern that are sensitive to fire.  The prescribed burn season or “let burn” wildfire 
window may be adjusted and varied to achieve maximum overall floral diversity within a particular area 
over time.  The goal is not to prescribe burn a particular area during the same season under the same 
weather conditions each fire return interval.  Another reason to adjust burn seasons or “let burn” 
windows is that not all plants respond to the same season of burn in order to remain a viable part of the 
stand's flora.  Additionally, threatened and endangered species or species of concern that are not 
compatible with growing season fires may be addressed at a different time of year or season.  For 
example, relict trillium is not compatible with red-cockaded woodpecker wildland fire management 
strategies because it is sensitive to disturbance by fire during the growing season.  For this reason, 
prescribed burns and wildfires in their vicinity are conducted or allowed to burn during the dormant 
season prior to the emergence of these plants.  Although relict trillium is only one species of concern, 
the same principle can be applied to any other species of concern that is sensitive to fire.   
 


3.9.3.1.  RCW:  The RCW is a federally endangered species.  Fort Benning is designated as a 
primary core RCW recovery population (USFWS 2003) with a population recovery goal of 351 
potential breeding groups (PBGs).  The Fort Benning RCW population exceeded its recovery goal 
of 351 PBGs in 2015 when the population achieved 375 active clusters and 357 PBGs.  Currently, 
there are 416 manageable clusters on the installation (412 active clusters and 412 PBGs). 
 


3.9.3.1.1.  Protected and Unprotected RCW Clusters:  All RCW cavity trees located in 
protected and unprotected clusters must be protected from fire. 


• For protected clusters, a 200 foot radius buffer zone is set up surrounding the 
entire group of cavity trees and cavity tree are marked with double white 
painted bands.  The buffer zone boundary is marked with white, metal, 
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diamond-shaped signs (See 2021 INRMP Appendix B4 RCW ESMC, Section 4-7.1, 
Figure 5). Foot transit is permitted within the buffer zone, but no personnel may 
stay inside the buffer zone for more than two hours. Vehicle traffic is also 
permitted, but vehicles may not drive or park within 50 feet of any cavity tree 
(marked with two horizontal white paint bands) unless they are on an 
established road or trail.  No permanent access trails or firebreaks may be 
constructed within the 200 foot buffer zone (2007 Army Guidelines). 
 


• For unprotected clusters, the 200 foot radius buffer zone boundary is not 
marked with signs and the cavity trees are marked with single orange painted 
bands (See 2021 INRMP Appendix B4 RCW ESMC, Section 4-7.1, Figure 6). Foot 
transit is permitted within the cluster, and personnel may stay inside the cluster 
without time restrictions. Vehicle traffic is also permitted, and vehicles may 
drive or park within 50 feet of cavity trees. No permanent access trails or 
firebreaks may be constructed within the 50 foot of a cavity tree. 
 


3.9.3.1.2.  Wildfires and Prescribed Burning:  Wildfires will be allowed to burn whenever 
feasible, but suppression of some fires will be necessary to protect personnel and 
facilities, to avoid unacceptable smoke management risks, and to protect RCW cavity 
trees.  Firebreaks will not be plowed within 200 feet of a protected RCW cavity tree 
except in emergency situations (USFWS Biological Opinion, September 2002). 
 
Prescribed burning will be the primary method to control midstory in RCW habitat with 
mechanical control or herbicides being used where fire is not effective or possible.  Fort 
Benning has a goal of prescribed burning 120,000 acres of current or potential habitat 
on an interval of two to three years with an average of 50,000 acres annually.  Most of 
the burns will be conducted during the growing season (March-September). Per the 
2007 Army Guidelines, active RCW cavity trees will be protected during prescribed burns 
by pre-burning, raking, foaming, wetting, or other effective means.  If less than 24,000 
acres of pine habitat is burned, in each of two consecutive years, Fort Benning shall 
reinitiate consultation with the Service (USFWS Biological Opinion, September 2002). 
 
Wildfires or prescribed burns that result in incidental take will be reported to the Fort 
Benning OSJA (preferably the Environmental Attorney or Administrative Law Division 
Chief) as soon as possible after the event.  Wildfires or prescribed burns that result in 
incidental take also will be reported to the USFWS Ecological Service’s office at Fort 
Benning by telephone or email within 24 hours of the incident.  A letter with details of 
the incident will be provided to the USFWS within five working days (USFWS Biological 
Opinion, September 2002). 


 
3.9.3.2.  Gopher Tortoise:  The gopher tortoise is a species of concern throughout the 
Southeastern United States.  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has listed it as threatened under 
the Endangered Species Act in the western portion of its range (Louisiana, Mississippi, and far-
western Alabama), and it is a candidate for federal listing in the eastern portion of the range 
(the majority of Alabama, Florida, South Carolina and Georgia).  Georgia lists the gopher 
tortoise’s state legal status as threatened, making it a state-protected species. It is also the 
official state reptile.  The United States Army has devised Management Guidelines for the 
Gopher Tortoise on Army Installations (2008) in order to facilitate protection of this species.  
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Most gopher tortoises reside on the northern half of the installation in the Fall Line Sandhills 
areas.  Gopher tortoise management strategies and actions use a systematic, step-by-step 
approach in identifying potential mission conflicts and developing possible gopher tortoise 
avoidance, minimization or mitigation measures.  Based on mission and potential conflict, 
gopher tortoise burrows may be permanently marked for burrow protection. For example, 
burrows located in areas with high probability of off-road maneuvering may be marked with a 
12” yellow sign that states "No digging or vehicles within 50ft." and a 10” yellow reflector for 
nighttime visibility.  Heavy equipment operation and firebreak installation will avoid gopher 
tortoises and burrows. 
 
3.9.3.3.  Relict Trillium:  The USFWS listed relict trillium as federally endangered in 1988.  Five 
relict trillium monitoring populations exist on the installation (See 2021 INRMP Appendix B5 
Relict Trillium ESMC, Figure 1).  These sites are periodically monitored by NRMB personnel.  
Prescribed burning will not occur within these sites during the emergent period (spring and 
summer).  Prescribed burning may be conducted within these sites from January to mid-
February prior to emerging.  Heavy equipment operation and firebreak installation will not occur 
within these sites. 
 
3.9.3.4.  Sweet Pitcherplant:  The sweet pitcherplant is listed as endangered in the State of 
Georgia; however, it is not federally protected.  There are two sweet pitcherplant sites on the 
installation.  These sites are monitored by NRMB and prescribed burned periodically to 
eliminate competition.   These sites will not be disturbed.  Heavy equipment operation and 
firebreak installation will not occur within these sites 
 
3.9.3.5.  Bald Eagle:  The bald eagle is protected by the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
(Eagle Act) and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA).  Two pairs of bald eagles are located on 
the installation.  Bald Eagle nesting season occurs from October 1-May 15; or when the nest is 
in-use before October 1 or after May 15.  Fort Benning received a USFWS short-term eagle 
incidental take (permit number MB55244D-0) that is effective from 01/23/2020 to 09/30/2024. 
As a result, all Fort Benning prescribed burn activities and any wildfire(s) that result from 
military training and/or wildfire suppression activities are authorized to Take by means of 
disturbance incidental to wildland fire activities two pairs of nesting Bald Eagles, including the 
loss of productivity of eggs or young due to potential abandonment.  
 
The following activities must occur to be in compliance with the USFWS Bald Eagle permit: 


1. The closest activity can occur up to the base of the eagle nest trees during a prescribed 
burn only.   


2. Fire breaks or fire lines will not be established within 330 feet of an eagle nest tree at 
any time, unless under emergency wildfire conditions. 


3. Existing fire breaks or fire lines within 330 feet may be maintained outside of eagle 
nesting season, or when eagles are not present at the nest site. 


4. No use or placement of heavy equipment within 50 feet of an eagle nest tree at any 
time of year to prevent nest tree root impacts or damage (does not apply to existing 
roads, trails, or other linear facilities near an eagle nest tree). 


5. Utilize prescribed fire, selective thinning and the removal of exotic vegetation species to 
ensure proper management of the timber stands containing any eagle nest. 


6. Utilize prescribed fire smoke management and fire ignition techniques that minimize 
any flame and smoke impacts to eagles and any eagle nest tree. 
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7. Prior to prescribed burn activities, rake around an eagle nest tree before nesting season 
or when eagles are not present at the nest site in order to best ensure that crown fires 
do not occur. 


8. Monitor day of- and post- prescribed fire or wildfire. All eagle nests within the 
prescribed fire units or within wildfire areas that are safely accessible will be monitored 
for 30-60 minutes immediately before and after the prescribed fire or wildfire to assess 
the condition of the nest, nest tree, and any eagles that are present during prescribed 
burning or wildfire operations. 


 
3.9.3.6.  Streams and Creeks:  There are numerous streams and creeks across the installation.  
Water quality protection begins with recognizing watercourses and water bodies.  According to 
the federal Clean Water Act, “waters of the U.S.” include lakes, rivers, perennial and 
intermittent streams, wetlands, sloughs or natural ponds.  Identifying stream types (perennial, 
intermittent, or ephemeral) is important in prescribing the level of protection through the 
implementation of AL and GA BMPs for Forestry.  Buffer strips, also known as streamside 
management zones (SMZs), are located adjacent to streams and creeks and should be managed 
with special considerations to protect water quality.  The width of SMZs will vary depending on 
the slope of the land and the erosive potential of the soil.  The steeper the slope and more 
erosive the soil the wider the SMZ should be. NRMB personnel will comply with AL and GA BMPs 
for Forestry to protect and preserve water quality when suppressing fires or prescribed burning 
near streams and creeks.  NRMB personnel will comply with the following BMPs in the 
performance of fire management activities: 


1. Where used, firebreaks should be installed parallel to streams and outside SMZs. 
2. Minimize the intensity of prescribed fires in SMZs to maintain forest floor cover and 


protect the soil surface. 
3. Exclude high intensity site preparation fires from the SMZ.  Cool, low intensity hazard 


reduction fires that do not consume the duff layer are allowed. 
4. Repair wildfire suppression firebreaks as soon as practical after the fire is under control 


to meet AL and GA BMPs for Forestry for pre-suppression firebreaks. 
5. When possible use existing man-made and natural barriers such as roads, trails, 


streams, creeks, and fields as firebreaks. 
6. Install firebreaks on the contour if possible.  If not, use a gradual grade. 
7. Use bladed or harrowed firebreaks NOT plowed firebreaks when possible. 
8. On slopes exceeding 3%, install water bars with water turnouts in firebreaks according 


to AL and GA BMPs for Forestry for skid trail retirement (Table 7). 
9. Use hand tools or back blade firebreaks away from the edge of streams, creeks, roads, 


and gullies. 
10. Install water bars and water turnouts at approaches to streams, roads, and gullies, to 


prevent channeling water from firebreaks into these areas. 
11. Treat active gullies the same as streams, using appropriate buffers and plowing 


practices. 
12. Avoid installing firebreaks that channel surface runoff into streams, roads, or gullies. 


 
3.9.4.  Cultural Constraints:  There are numerous historic properties, including structures, objects, 
districts, archeological sites, and some cemeteries  across the installation.  These historic properties will 
be protected from wildland fire.  If historic properties area damaged from wildfires, the Fort Benning 
Cultural Resources Manager will be notified.  
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Archeological sites are the material remains of past human activity, regardless of ethnic, race, or 
otherwise culturally defined origin.  Currently there are 833 protected archeological sites located 
throughout the installation.  Protected archeology sites have been identified with “Sensitive Area” signs 
to prevent digging and other adverse impacts.  Federal Laws such as the National Historic Preservation 
Act (NHPA), the Native American Grave Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), and the 
Archeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) impose civil and/or criminal penalties for disturbance of 
historic properties.  There will be no soil disturbing activities such as off-road driving, installing 
firebreaks, constructing trails, or installing AL and GA BMPs for Forestry in archeology sites. 
 
A number of cemeteries and individual burial sites have been found on Fort Benning.  All cemeteries and 
burial sites are considered sensitive areas.  There will be no soil disturbing activities in cemeteries.  
Wood fence posts around cemeteries will be protected from prescribed fire and wildfires. 
 
3.9.5.  Fire Weather Considerations:  Cold fronts, droughts, and tropical developments affect wildland 
fire behavior on the installation. Cold fronts affect fire behavior because they are accompanied with 
increased wind speeds and gusts which increase a fire’s rate of spread.  Cold fronts can also cause 
sudden wind shifts from southerly wind directions to northerly wind directions turning backing fires into 
heading fires.  Wildland fire conditions can be hazardous with the passage of a cold front and wildland 
fire personnel must stay alert for approaching cold fronts.  Droughts reduce fuel moisture increasing fuel 
loads and making more fuel available to the fires.  Wildfires occurring during drought conditions will 
burn more intensely making suppression activities more difficult and hazardous. 
 
3.9.6.  Wildland Fire Operational Constraints:  Constraints on wildland fire operations arise as a result of 
smoke management concerns, special events, air quality, and proximity to Lawson Army Air Field, Uchee 
Creek Recreational Area, HWY 27/280, HWY 165, and the cantonment areas which include housing 
areas, administrative buildings, schools, hospital, recreational buildings, barracks, warehouses, motor 
pools, and other structures and assets. 
 
Smoke complaints and the threat of litigation or claims from smoke-related incidents/accidents are 
smoke management concerns.  Both Georgia and Alabama have adopted Smoke Management Plans.  
Fort Benning complies with all applicable state and federal air quality requirements.  Smoke 
management guidelines are followed out of concern for the health and safety of the general public who 
may be in a smoke sensitive area (cantonment area, city, highway, hospital, airport, and some farms).  
Fort Benning makes every effort to minimize the adverse impacts from smoke by following smoke 
management guidelines 
Wildland fire personnel also have to keep up-to-date on special events and take the necessary smoke 
management precautions.  This may include but is not limited to the following:  Best Ranger 
Competition, ranger training and graduation at Victory Pond, festivals, fairs, and other venues at the 
main post cantonment area, bicycle races, and other events where the general public will be exposed to 
the adverse effects of smoke. 
 
An additional smoke-related concern is the effect of wildland fire operations on ozone levels during the 
ozone season from 1 May through 30 September. It is during this season that particulate matter and 
carbon monoxide from prescribed burning operations could adversely impact ozone levels in the region.  
The Ambient Monitoring Program (AMP) is part of The Partnership for a Smog-Free Georgia (PSG).  The 
ultimate goal of the partnership is to reduce or eliminate the number of ground-level ozone 
exceedances above 0.069 ppm or above a Pollutant Standards Index (PSI) of 50. The monitoring 
program's purpose is to inform the public of current ozone levels and predict the ozone forecast for the 
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following day.  The ozone forecast may range from good to unhealthy.  Actions to improve air quality by 
the general public are still voluntary in the Columbus region and will rely on education of the public to 
change behaviors and activities that contribute to ozone pollution.  There are currently two ambient 
monitoring stations in Columbus used to predict and monitor the ozone and particulate matter levels.  
Columbus started forecasting ozone levels on 1 May 2000.  The AMP started in 1997 when Governor Zell 
Miller issued an Executive Order aimed at reducing Ozone Action Days or Smog Alert Days.  The 
Columbus monitoring stations are capable of measuring ozone, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and 
particulate matter (2.5 and 10 microns). 
 
The cantonment areas (Main Post, Kelly Hill, Harmony Church, and Sand Hill) are susceptible to wildfires 
because they have wooded areas with heavy fuel loads scattered throughout them.  Most of the 
cantonment area woodlands have been devoid of fire, although some of the woodlands have been 
prescribed burned in recent years to enhance or maintain RCW habitat.  Although wildfires occur in 
cantonment areas, they are infrequent.  Due to the quick response time of the fire department and 
NRMB personnel, these wildfires were suppressed while they were still small in size and before they 
could spread into the living quarters or other facilities.  Also, through good fire detection by manning 
the fire towers IAW the fire tower SOP (Appendix H), the capability to respond to and suppress wildfires 
in a timely manner can minimize potential smoke problems. 
 
3.9.7.  Firebreak Constraints:  Firebreaks are appropriate and will be used in all emergency situations 
when the following are threatened or at risk: life and property, endangered species (red-cockaded 
woodpecker cavity trees and relict trillium), smoke sensitive areas (hospitals, subdivisions, cantonment 
areas, highways, air fields, and private property), or a mission essential/critical training exercise.  
Firebreaks are appropriate if the following are present: marked timber, timber harvest operations, 
reforestation areas, or the reservation boundary.  Firebreaks are also appropriate when fire weather 
conditions are unfavorable causing fires to burn too intensely with a high rate of spread that produces 
considerable crown scorch and damage to woodlands.  Low intensity fires that are accomplishing the 
objectives of hardwood control or fuel reduction may be allowed to burn to avoid the construction of 
new firebreaks. 
 
Firebreak maintenance disturbs the soil and can cause erosion and sedimentation as well as damage to 
historic property locations (especially archeological sites), threatened and endangered plant habitat 
(woody goldenrod, Pickering's morning glory, and relict trillium), and other sensitive areas (gopher 
tortoise burrows and sweet pitcher plant locations).  For this reason, the use of firebreaks will be 
minimized.  For example, firebreaks will not be utilized within an RCW cluster except in emergency 
situations (such as protecting a nest tree from imminent ignition), while maintaining a 50-foot distance 
from cavity trees if possible. They will be installed in compliance with AL and GA BMPs for Forestry.  Due 
to the potential for erosion, fire plows are utilized on a limited basis.  The current practice is to install 
firebreaks with a 6-way blade mounted on a 450 crawler tractor.  The blade is more versatile than the 
fire-plow since it can be tilted and angled.  This allows the operator to minimize the depth of soil 
disturbance and install check dams during fire suppression activities.  Other agencies have started to rely 
on the 6-way blade in lieu of the fire-plow as well. 
 
3.9.8.  Constraint Solutions:  Both internal and external constraints may be overcome through proper 
communication, coordination, and planning.  For example, the training and range firing constraint can 
be minimized through coordination/co-location with user units and advanced scheduling of training 
compartments with Range Division.  Another available option to overcome the burning/training conflict 
is to utilize suitable burning days on weekends and holidays when training occurs at reduced levels.  
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External constraints can be minimized through proper planning of prescribed burns, burning within 
preferred weather parameters, notifying and educating the public, and monitoring the air quality 
forecast to avoid a potential smoke impact. 
 
It will also be critical in the years ahead to stay on an adaptive, frequent fire return-interval (average of 
2-3 years) to keep fuel loads down, not only to maintain red-cockaded woodpecker habitat but to 
maintain air quality.  Less fuel equals less smoke.  Less smoke equals fewer complaints, equals better 
public relations.  This should be a short and long-term goal of the prescribed burning program. Recent 
post-burn monitoring of the ground cover is revealing a tendency for forest stands to be reaching a 
maintenance stage (understory dominated by grasses and legumes and lack of a hardwood midstory) in 
many areas.  More data needs to be gathered to confirm this pattern or trend to the maintenance stage.   
In any event, these fine fuels produce less smoke than woody vegetation.  These fuels will also burn 
under a wider range of weather conditions increasing the burn window and smoke management 
opportunities. 
 
A more defined strategy will become even more critical if air quality monitoring data in Columbus shows 
a trend toward non-attainment and more days with unhealthy ozone forecasts during the ozone 
monitoring season.  If there is a trend toward unhealthy ozone forecasts more emphasis may have to be 
placed on accomplishing most, if not all of prescribed burning, prior to the start of the ozone forecast 
season (May 1). 
 
3.10.  WILDLAND PERSONNEL: 
 
3.10.1.  Organizational Structure:  The Garrison Commander has delegated the responsibility of wildland 
fire management to DPW, EMD, NRMB (Figure 9).  The NRMB Chief, serving as the Installation’s Agency 
Administrator with decision authority for the Installation as for prescribed burn plan approval, 
concurring personnel qualifications, and for the leadership decision/advising during wildfire incidents 
(Figure 10).  The NRMB Chief serves in an administrative capacity with respect to fire management 
activities performing fire planning (Planning Section Chief) and implementation functions (Operations 
Section Chief).  The NRMB Operations Section Chief serving as the wildland fire program manager, sets 
policy with respect to the fire management program.   The Operations Section Chief also provides 
guidance and oversight of the wildland fire management program. 
 
NRMB personnel perform collateral duties in all wildland fire management program areas: wildfire 
suppression, wildfire detection, prescribed burning of training areas and ranges, burning around cavity 
trees, protecting cavity trees from fire, pre-treating cavity trees, burning dove fields, burning around 
ponds and recreation areas, burning around sensitive plant sites, and trail/firebreak maintenance.  
NRMB Operations Section personnel serve on the fire roster in an “On Call” status and respond to 
wildfires and emergencies during and after regular duty hours.  In addition to performing wildland fire 
management collateral duties, NRMB personnel perform all natural resources management 
responsibilities including: forest inventory, timber marking, reforestation, timber sale preparation, 
threatened and endangered species monitoring and management, game and non-game monitoring and 
management. 
 
3.10.2.  Personnel Training:  Fort Benning Natural Resource Management Branch (NRMB) Operations 
Section personnel are the primary wildland fire management entity on the installation.  However, NRMB 
personnel are not classified as primary or secondary firefighters, but perform wildland fire management 
activities as a collateral duty, commensurate with acquired qualifications and experience (to include 
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State prescribed burn manager certifications).  All NRMB personnel involved in wildland fire 
management possess certifications appropriate for their expected level of involvement in the wildland 
fire organization at Fort Benning.  IAW Chapter 46 of the Office of Personnel Management Civil Service 
Retirement System (CSRS) and Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS) Handbook for Personnel 
and Payroll Offices (CSRS/FERS Handbook), NRMB personnel are not classified as primary or secondary 
firefighters.  As a result, all NRMB personnel will continue to perform wildland fire management 
activities as a collateral duty. 
 


3.10.2.1.  Position Qualification Standards:  NRMB personnel are not classified as primary or 
secondary firefighters, but perform wildland fire management activities as a collateral duty. 
Natural Resources Management Branch (NRMB) personnel that perform prescribed burns must 
successfully complete an inter-agency prescribed burning course prior to conducting prescribed 
burning.  NRMB personnel that conduct wildfire suppression activities must successfully 
complete S130/S190 "Basic Wildland Firefighting Courses" (S-130: Firefighter Training and S-190: 
Introduction to Wildland Fire Behavior).  Additionally, personnel who direct prescribed burns 
(burn boss/crew leaders) must successfully complete the Georgia and/or Alabama Forestry 
Commission Prescribed Burn Manager Certification Program.  It is recommended that personnel 
who direct fires attend Rx 300 “Rx Burn Boss” and Rx 410 “Smoke Management”.  NRMB 
personnel involved in prescribed burning and/or wildfire suppression activities must successfully 
complete and maintain S212 “Chainsaw Certification” and ATV Certification in order to operate 
chainsaws and/or ATV’s. Personnel involved in tractor/dozer operations must possess a valid 
commercial driver’s license.  Personnel are required to have a standard Army driver’s license for 
any equipment operated other than a ¾ or ½ ton pickup/passenger vehicle.  Additionally, NRMB 
personnel will be certified in Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation and Standard First Aid. 


 
All NRMB positions expected to participate in wildland fire operations include wording within 
the position descriptions clarifying expectations, related hazards, and associated requirements 
IAW Army Installation Wildland Fire Program Implementation Guidance for collateral duty 
positions. 
 


3.10.2.1.1.  Training Requirements:  All prescribed burners and burn bosses/crew 
leaders receive formal training and/or certification in prescribed burning and wildland 
fire suppression.  The following training, certification, and licenses may be required: 


• Wildland Firefighters Course S-130 / S-190 - (mandatory for NRMB Operations 
Section personnel) 


• Georgia and/or Alabama Forestry Commission Prescribed Burn Manager 
Certification Program - (mandatory for burn bosses and crew leaders) 


• S212 Chainsaw Certification - (mandatory for NRMB Operations Section 
personnel) 


• ATV Certification – (mandatory for all prescribed burners that operate ATVs) 
• Georgia and Alabama Best Management Practices for Forestry - (mandatory for 


supervisors and NRMB personnel that perform soil disturbing activities with 
engineering equipment) 


• RX410 Smoke Management Techniques – (voluntary) 
• Class B Commercial Driver’s License – (mandatory for NRMB Operations Section 


personnel) 
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• Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation – (mandatory for NRMB Operations Section 
personnel) 


• Standard First Aid – (mandatory for NRMB Operations Section personnel) 
 
NRMB personnel who may be candidates for the Prescribed Burn Manager Certification 
Programs must have been in charge of five prescribed burns and have two years’ work 
experience in a forestry related field, or have completed a university sponsored 
prescribed burning course prior to taking the course. 
 
Supervisors, burn bosses, and crew leaders will ensure that personnel involved in 
wildland fire management activities are properly equipped with personal protective 
equipment and clothing in accordance with the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) 1977 – Standard on Protective Clothing and Equipment for Wildland Fire 
Fighting. 


 
3.10.2.1.2.  Physical Fitness / Medical Standards:  All NRMB positions expected to 
participate in wildland fire operations include wording within the PD clarifying 
expectations, related hazards, and associated requirements IAW Army Installation 
Wildland Fire Program Implementation Guidance for collateral duty positions.  NRMB 
personnel are not classified as primary or secondary firefighters, but perform wildland 
fire management activities as a collateral duty. 
 
NRMB position descriptions generally state, “Works on a fire team in a Branch effort to 
complete fire suppression and prescribed burning requirements”; “Coordinates 
prescribed burns with state agencies, other directorates, and local military units”; 
“Directs or assists in conducting prescribed burns”; “Prepares burn plans and insures 
burning is completed within required guidelines”; “Rotates with other NRMB personnel 
on an on-call status for emergency fire suppression”; “Responds to wildfires when 
reported, evaluates fire behavior when on the scene”; “Determines and implements a 
plan of action to control or suppress the fire”; and/or “Participates in fire management 
activities including controlled burning, prescribed burning for endangered species, fire 
suppression and periodic on-call status for firefighting and fire tower operation after 
normal duty hours and 24 hours a day on weekends and holiday”. 
 
NRMB position descriptions also state that “work requires some physical exertion such 
as regular and recurring work in a forest area where there is considerable walking, 
bending, and/or climbing, often over rough terrain, plowed fields and uneven surfaces”; 
“some actions may require long periods of standing or crouching in uncomfortable 
positions.”; “regular and recurring exposure to moderate risks and discomforts such as 
hot or cold temperatures, adverse weather conditions, falling limbs or trees, possible 
injury from falls, and bites from insects and snakes”; and that “safety precautions are 
required, and employee must wear protective equipment in the forest area.” Therefore, 
candidate employees are required to pass a physical exam, conducted by a medical 
professional, prior to being accepted to a position. 
 
NRMB personnel are not required or mandated to perform to the national physical 
fitness standard for wildland fire positions established by the National Wildland Fire 
Coordination Group (NWCG).  IAW AR 600-63, Chapter 5, 5-2.c.(2), “employees in 
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occupations that require physical strength and stamina for satisfactory performance 
(such as a firefighter), a physical exercise program may be part of their jobs and may be 
conducted during duty hours”.  NRMB personnel are not classified as primary or 
secondary firefighters and as a result, a physical exercise program may not be part of 
their jobs and may not be conducted during duty hours.   
 
However, NRMB personnel receive annual fitness testing administered by Occupational 
Health, Preventive Medicine, MEDDAC.  This fitness testing consists of an eye, breathing 
and hearing exam to include a general health check. 
   
NRMB personnel also maintain a high degree of physical fitness due to the physical 
demands of the work that is performed on a daily basis such timber marking, forest 
inventory, prescribed burning, firefighting, mopping up, RCW nest checks (walking and 
climbing), RCW cluster maintenance, and installing artificial cavities.  All of these tasks 
require extensive walking, climbing, or hand labor. 
 
Additionally, fires occurring on the installation are low complexity fires compared to the 
fires in the western United States.  Installation fires are small in size and occur in light 
fuels on flat to rolling terrain making them more controllable, thus firefighting is less 
arduous than in the west.  Also, due to the installation’s 1 to 3 year fire return interval 
and gently sloping terrain, fires do not spread as rapidly or burn as aggressively or 
intensely as western fires.  In the west, fires occur in mountainous and rugged terrain 
and fuel loads are much higher requiring firefighters to be in top physical condition.  On 
the installation, unlike the west, most fires are suppressed with pumper trucks and 
crawler tractors, not hand crews.  In summary, the nature of the work that NRMB 
personnel perform on a daily basis keeps them physically fit to perform the less arduous 
firefighting duties in suppressing the low complexity fires that occur on the installation. 


 
3.10.2.2.  Training Records Administration:  Training records will be maintained by the Natural 
Resources Management Branch Operations Section Chief/Wildland Fire Program 
Manager/Supervisor.  Training records will be located in the supervisor’s office in Building 5891.  
The supervisor and team leaders will ensure that training records are current and up-to-date.  
Reoccurring training requirements such as S212 and/or any new training will be scheduled by 
the supervisor.  The NRMB Chief and Operations Section Chief will ensure that new fire 
management technology is integrated into the work force and that personnel are properly 
trained in wildland fire management activities. 


 
 
3.11.  SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS: 
 
3.11.1.  UXO Safety:  UXO does not present a problem in the implementation of the IWFMP.  Areas with 
UXO are designated as DUD areas or UXO contaminated areas and are off limits to wildfire suppression 
activities (See 2021 INRMP Appendix B4 RCW ESMC, Appendix 6 and Appendix 8).  These areas are 
treated as no plow, indirect attack zones.  Wildfires occurring in these areas may be back set along the 
perimeter firebreak, trail, or road and allowed to burn out.  Occasionally UXO is found in an area that is 
not a designated DUD area or UXO contaminated area.  Should this occur, NRMB personnel contact 
Range Division.  EOD is notified, and the UXO is removed or detonated in place. 
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3.11.2.  Public Safety:  When prescribed burning, every effort is made to control smoke; however, 
weather conditions can change, resulting in changes to smoke intensity and direction.  The 
Environmental Protection Agency and the Southern Group of State Foresters agree, although some air 
pollution is generated by prescribed burning, the net amount is a relatively smaller quantity than 
produced by wildfires. In general, if a person is healthy, they are not usually at risk from short-term 
exposures to smoke.  If a person has asthma, heart or lung disease, is an older adult or a child, they 
should consider taking precautions to reduce health effects from smoke.  Individuals can also add their 
name to the Fort Benning SMOKE notification email list to receive advance notice of planned fires on the 
Installation and wildfire alerts.  Individuals should use common sense: If it looks smoky outside, do not 
engage in strenuous, outdoor activity. Remain indoors with doors and windows closed. Keep HVAC 
filters clean and close fresh air intakes. If individuals must travel, use the re-circulate feature on the 
vehicle’s HVAC. 
 
When firefighting or prescribed burning in cantonment areas and along highways or main roads, smoke 
signs are utilized to warn motorists of the smoke ahead and to exercise caution.  The military police are 
also notified when smoke reduces visibility on roads or highways.  When necessary, they can direct 
traffic and utilize their warning lights and signals to alert motorists. 
 
3.11.3.  Military Safety:  As discussed above, the implementation of the IWFMP affects the military 
mission in a positive way. Prescribed burning improves visibility and accessibility for military training and 
promotes a realistic training environment.  Prescribed burning reduces fuel loads and fire intensity thus 
providing a safer environment for military training.  Lower fuel loads make fire suppression more 
manageable for troops and NRMB personnel.  Fire suppression protects troops, supplies, and equipment 
from fire. 
 
Range Division addresses military safety and fire prevention in training areas and on ranges (USAIC Reg. 
210-4) at the monthly Range Division safety briefings.  Military safety and fire prevention is elevated at 
these meetings when the fire danger rating reaches a class 4.  Units are informed that the use of 
incendiary devices and tracers must cease until further notice, although exceptions may be granted by 
Range Division.  The fire danger class is also announced regularly over Range Division’s radio frequency 
Table 2). 
 
3.11.4.  NRMB Personnel Safety:  In addition to DUD areas and UXO contaminated areas, there are other 
dangerous areas and conditions to consider when managing wildland fires.  Steep slopes, gullies, 
wetlands, and darkness magnify the hazards of controlling wildfires.  For this reason, all wildfires are 
suppressed with a two-person crew. All wildfires are thoroughly reconned before any attack is initiated.  
Steep slopes, ravines, and gullies are encountered in the “Camp Darby” area and neighboring training 
areas in the southeastern portion of the Installation.  Extra caution is critical to prevent the roll-over of a 
crawler tractor.  Scouting the terrain and proper equipment speed reduces the threat of this hazard.  In 
addition, steep terrain increases the fire's rate of spread uphill.  For this reason, personnel must exercise 
caution when working uphill from a fire.  Wetlands and bogs are also found throughout Fort Benning.  
Scouting and sound judgment reduce the possibility of equipment becoming bogged down or stuck.  
Due to darkness, controlling wildfires at night is hazardous.  The limited visibility from darkness 
compounds wildfire management efforts making steep slopes, gullies, wetlands, and obstacles, such as 
concertina wire and foxholes, difficult to see.  Extreme caution must be exercised when controlling 
wildfires in the dark.  Proper lighting, communications, scouting, and judgment are required to manage 
wildfires safely at night.  Lights on equipment, especially crawler tractors, must be checked for 
operability before leaving the motor pool at night. 
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When managing wildfires in cantonment areas and along highways or main roads personnel must 
ensure that warning lights on vehicles are operational and turned on to warn motorists.  Smoke signs 
are also utilized to warn motorists of the smoke ahead and to exercise caution.  The military police are 
also notified when smoke reduces visibility on roads or highways.  If necessary, they can direct traffic 
and utilize their warning lights and signals to alert motorists. 
 


3.11.4.1.  Personal Protective Equipment (PPE):  Supervisors, burn bosses, and crew leaders will 
ensure that personnel involved in wildfire management and prescribed burning activities are 
properly equipped with personal protective equipment and clothing in accordance with the 
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1977 – Standard on Protective Clothing and 
Equipment for Wildland Fire Fighting. 


 
3.11.4.2.  LCES:  LCES stands for “Lookouts, Communications, Escape routes and Safety Zones.  
The LCES system is taught to all wildland firefighters as a way to increase fireline safety. LCES 
represents a re-focusing on the essential elements of the FIRE ORDERS and was developed as a 
result of analyzing fatalities and near misses for over 20 years of active fireline suppression 
duties. The LCES system provides firefighters the most important focus areas to ensure safety 
during wildland fire incidents. LCES must be established and known to all firefighters before it is 
needed. 


• Lookout(s) 
o Experienced, competent, trusted  
o Enough lookouts at good vantage points 
o Knowledge of crew locations 
o Knowledge of escape and safety locations 
o Knowledge of trigger points 
o Map, weather kit, watch, IAP 


• Communication(s) 
o Radio frequencies confirmed 
o Backup procedures and check-in times established 
o Provide updates on any situation change 
o Sound alarm early, not late 


• Escape Route(s) 
o More than one escape route 
o Avoid steep uphill escape routes 
o Scouted for loose soils, rocks, vegetation 
o Timed considering slowest person, fatigue, and temperature factors 
o Marked for day or night 
o Evaluate escape time vs. rate of spread 
o Vehicles parked for escape 


• Safety Zone(s) 
o Survivable without a fire shelter 
o Back into clean burn 
o Natural features (rock areas, water, meadows) 
o Constructed sites (clear-cuts, roads, helispots) 
o Scouted for size and hazards 
o Upslope? Downwind? Heavy Fuels?  
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 Each means more heat impact meaning larger safety zone.  Time 
available to use escape routes will decrease and safety zone size will 
increase (possibly by more than double) as wind exceeds 10 mph and/or 
slope exceeds 20%! 


 
3.11.4.2.1.  Safety Zones:  A safety zone is an area where a firefighter can survive 
without a fire shelter. Considerations for effective safety zones: 


• Take advantage of heat barriers such as lee side of ridges, large rocks, or solid 
structures. 


• When possible, burn out safety zones prior to arrival of the fire front. 
• Avoid locations that are upslope or downwind from the fire; chimneys, saddles, 


or narrow canyons; and steep uphill escape routes. 
• Not intended for structure protection. 


 
Separation distance between the firefighter and the flames should be at least four times 
the maximum continuous flame height. Distance separation for flat terrain and no wind 
is the radius from the center of the safety zone to the nearest fuels (Table 8). 


 
3.11.4.3.  Standard Fire Orders (10 & 18):   These basic ten guidelines have been successfully 
taught and used by thousands of firefighters and leaders for more than forty years and 
represent foundational safety principles for all wildland firefighters.  


3.11.4.3.1.  10 Standard Firefighting Orders:   
1. Keep informed on fire weather conditions and forecasts. 
2. Know what your fire is doing at all times. 
3. Base all actions on current and expected behavior of the fire. 
4. Identify escape routes and safety zones and make them known. 
5. Post a lookout where there is possible danger 
6. Be alert. Keep calm. Think clearly. Act decisively. 
7. Maintain prompt communication with your forces, your supervisor, and 


adjoining forces. 
8. Give clear instructions and insure they are understood 
9. Maintain control of your forces at all times. 
10. Fight fire aggressively, having provided for safety first. 


 
3.11.4.3.2.  18 Watch Out Situations:   


1. Fire not scouted and sized up 
2. In country, not seen in daylight 
3. Safety zones and escape routes not identified 
4. Unfamiliar with weather and local factors influencing fire behavior 
5. Uninformed regarding strategy, tactics, and hazards 
6. Instructions and assignments are not clear 
7. No communication with your company or supervisor 
8. Constructing line without a safe anchor point 
9. Building fireline downhill with fire below 
10. Attempting a frontal assault on the fire 
11. Unburned fuel between you and the fire 
12. Cannot see the main fire and not in communication with someone who can 
13. On a hillside where rolling material can ignite material below 
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14. Weather is getting hotter and drier 
15. Wind increasing or changing direction 
16. Getting frequent spot fires across the fireline 
17. Terrain and fuels make escape to safety zone difficult 
18. Taking a nap near the fireline 


 
3.11.4.4.  Medical Treatment / Medevac:   


3.11.4.4.1.  Emergency Response Process:  For any specific incident of concern, 
notification of Alpha Base is a priority. All communications conducted with the Fire 
Desk/Alpha Base or E911 is recorded for future investigations and assistance. E911 will 
be called first for all medical emergencies involving life, limb, or eyesight. If E911 cannot 
be contacted then Alpha Base will be the alternate point of contact for all emergencies 
on the installation. 
 
3.11.4.4.2.  Emergency Medical Support Information:  Once an injury has occurred and it 
is determined personnel needs medical attention, call E911. EMS will come to the 
location of patient for pickup, and at that point the burn boss then gives operational 
control to EMS for guidance. Example: EMS may require personnel on site to transport 
the injured patient to the ambulance exchange points or to stabilize the injured patient 
at current location. 
 
Burn boss and crew leader’s responsibilities are to maintain contact with EMS and 
Range Division, giving a clear picture of situation on ground. (After patient is treated, 
report incident to Range Operations and Chief NRMB) 
 
3.11.4.4.3.  Emergency Medical Service Ambulance Exchange Points:  The Ambulance 
Exchange Points (AXP) by number with corresponding grid coordinates are listed in 
Table 9. When directed by EMS to meet at an AXP, utilize the AXP Number.  All 
communications will be of an “in the clear” nature (i.e., Echo Nine-One-One, this is 
Charlie Two-Five-Eight, request MEDEVAC, over). 
 
3.11.4.4.4.  Air Evacuation:  Air ambulance will only be called after identification of life, 
limb or eyesight emergency. EMS will also proceed to location. Have a plan of where to 
bring in MEDEVAC Bird prior to training (9 Line MEDEVAC, red smoke, markings for LZ). 
 
The primary method to obtain helicopter air ambulance evacuation on the Fort Benning 
installation is by contacting E-911 on the issued hand-held land mobile radio (LMR). The 
alternate method of contacting Alpha Base is by telephone, 544-6291/6371. Range 
Division will respond to MEDEVAC requests regardless of format. 
 
All responders will be prepared to react to the 9-line medical evacuation format or 
obtain necessary information by questioning the caller. The objective is to initiate and 
coordinate the MEDEVAC in the most expeditious manner. Range Division also has a 
requirement to obtain and report the names of injured, but this will be done after 
necessary actions are completed. The format for requesting MEDEVAC is the nine-line 
request as listed below: 


• Line 1. LOCATION (Physical and Grid) 
• Line 2. CALL SIGN 
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• Line 3. NUMBER OF PATIENTS 
• Line 4. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (state whether requesting ground or air) 
• Line 5. TYPE OF PATIENTS 
• Line 6. DESCRIPTION OF INJURIES 
• Line 7. LANDING ZONE MARKING 
• Line 8. NATIONALITY/STATUS 
• Line 9. TERRAIN DESCRIPTION/WEATHER 


 
3.11.5.  Hazardous Duty Pay:  Hazardous duty pay for wildland fire activities is only authorized for 
wildfire suppression and work conducted in DUD areas and UXO contaminated areas. 
 
3.12.  WILDLAND VEHICLES, EQUIPMENT, AND SUPPLIES: 
Wildland fire personal protective equipment (PPE) is located in Building 5883 storage and is accessible to 
all NRMB personnel at all times.  NRMB personnel can replace damaged PPE at any time to include 
nomex pants, nomex shirts, and leather gloves.  Leather wildland fire boots are ordered specifically for 
each employee once proper approval authority has been attained from the Installation Property Book 
Office.  NRMB personnel are allowed two pairs of leather wildland fire boots and are promptly replaced 
when damaged or severely worn. 
 
Brush/pumper trucks are equipped with chainsaws, smoke signs, leaf blowers, chainsaw chaps, helmets 
with face shield and hearing protection, water hydrant wrenches and hoses, and a ruggedized laptop for 
asset identification and location.  A list of all NRMB mechanized wildland fire equipment is located in 
Table 10. 
 
3.13.  COMMUNICATIONS: 
Units/activities using live fire ranges and training areas will establish and maintain continuous radio 
communications with Range Division and Emergency MEDEVAC (E911) at all times using the LMR when 
operating live fire ranges. In the event of a reported emergency, Range Division will initiate a net call on 
the primary operational net to all affected stations with necessary instructions. Units will not respond to 
emergency calls unless specifically called by Alpha Base; in these cases, ranges are required to 
acknowledge information/instructions issued. 
 
Wildfires may be reported by LMR on the NRMB, Range Division, Fire Department, or Military Police 
frequencies.  The majority of wildfires are reported on the NRMB and Range Division frequencies.  When 
a wildfire is reported on the Range Division frequency, wildland fire personnel switch from the NRMB 
frequency to the Range Division frequency in order to coordinate wildfire activities, obtain range 
clearance, and put ranges on check fire.  When a range wildfire occurs, NRMB personnel coordinate 
range access with Range Division.  Both ingress and egress from a range are coordinated when 
responding to a range wildfire.  Cell phones are another means of communication used to coordinate 
wildfire activities. 
 
3.13.1.  Range Division Radio Control Center: 
 


3.13.1.1.  Operational Net:  The primary Range Division operational net control call sign is 
“ALPHA BASE”. This radio net employs the LMR radio and is in operation 24 hours a day. 
Sufficient quantities of LMR radios have been issued to major units/activities assigned to the 
installation. Limited backup stock of LMR radios are maintained by Range Division Supply for 
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issue to other users to include contractors, non-tenant units. Phone number for Alpha Base is 
706-544-6291. 
 
3.13.1.2.  Air Operations Frequency:  All airfield operations use call sign “Benning Advisory” for 
all air operations on the installation.  The primary air operations frequency is VHF, 126.2 MHz.  
The alternate UHF frequency is 227.4 MHz.   


 
3.13.2.  Public Relations:  Prescribed burning is by far the most useful forest management tool, so the 
development and implementation of a good public relations strategy to address smoke management 
will play an important role in preserving the ability to burn. Smoke management is most likely be the 
installation’s biggest wildland fire management concern throughout the next several decades. 


 
3.13.2.1.  Public Relations Strategy:  The Fort Benning Public Affairs Office is the point of contact 
for the local television and newspaper media concerning prescribed burning or wildfire-related 
information, articles, and interviews.  The Public Affairs Office developed a Smoke and Sound 
information page located at https://www.benning.army.mil/Garrison/Smoke-and-Sound/.  The 
intent is to keep the public informed on why and when prescribed burning will be conducted on 
post, so the public not only has a better understanding of its necessity, but they can plan for it 
and adjust their activities, as needed. Additionally, individuals can add their name to the Fort 
Benning SMOKE notification email list to receive advance notice of planned fires on the 
installation and wildfire alerts. 


 
Prior to the start of the prescribed burning season, a prescribed burning article may be 
published electronically at us.army.mil news site.  The article may address who will conduct the 
burning, why the burning is being done, when the burning will begin, where the burning will 
occur, how the burning will be done, and smoke concerns.  Additionally, NRMB personnel may 
conduct interviews with the local television or newspaper media at the prescribed burn site 
while the burn is in progress. 


 
3.13.2.2.  Public Education:  There are many methods and opportunities to educate the public as 
to the safety benefits as well as ecological benefits that are gained by prescribed burning:  (1) 
media news outreach such as local television and newspaper coverage concerning the benefits 
of prescribed burning such as burning on a regular basis (1-3 year fire return interval) reduces 
fuel loads, which in turn minimizes the potential smoke problems and safety problems when 
wildfires do occur (Less fuel equals less smoke. Less smoke equals fewer complaints, equals 
better public relations); (2) local school presentations can provide information that can be 
carried home with each child to share the lessons learned with their families; (3) presentations 
at installation and local group gatherings, such as the Environmental Quality Control Council 
(EQCC), the Commanding General’s Fish and Wildlife Advisory meetings, Columbus Air Quality 
Task Force, Community Mayor Meetings, housing area town hall meetings, and other interested 
groups can be affective; (4) developing outdoor classrooms for the institution of environmental 
programs such as Project WILD, Project Learning Tree, and Project WET; and (5) even one-on-
one informal sessions with interested groups or inviting persons to witness a prescribed burn 
could be very helpful. 


 
3.13.2.3.  Smoke Management Communication:  Addressing wildfire smoke should also be a 
major public relation concern.  Continually communicating the difference between wildfire 
smoke and prescribed fire smoke should be a public relations priority.  Most smoke complaints 
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are due to wildfires and the resultant indiscriminant smoke, unlike smoke from prescribed 
burning which can be predicted and managed appropriately.  Unless notified otherwise, the 
public may mistake wildfire smoke for prescribed fire smoke which may lead to public 
perception that prescribed burners are complacent about the impacts of prescribed burn smoke 
and smoke management.  NRMB personnel and PAO practice due diligence and continuously 
communicate with the public in order to reduce this public misconception and reassure the 
public that Fort Benning makes every effort to minimize the adverse impacts from prescribed 
burn smoke by following smoke management guidelines. 


 
4.  WILDLAND FIRE OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE 
 
4.1.  WILDFIRE PREVENTION AND RISK MITIGATION:  
Prevention Program Goals: 
• Reduce the likelihood and severity of wildfires. 
• Reduce emergency suppression costs. 
• Reduce fire size and intensity by rigorous prescribed burning. 
• Minimize damage from wildfires. 
 
Prevention Priorities: 
• Prevent catastrophic fires and human-caused wildfires (highest priority) 
• Minimize losses from wildfire while considering resource management objectives 
• Encourage installation personnel to implement mitigation measures around at-risk assets in 
accordance with MCoE Regulation 350-19. 
 
4.2.  FIRE DANGER RATING SYSTEM (FDRS) AND NOTIFICATIONS: 
The major causes of wildfires on the installation are incendiary training aids such as flares, blanks, 
simulators, pyrotechnics, and smoke grenades.  The use of tracers on live fire ranges is another major 
cause of fires. 
 
Wildfires occur in direct correlation with the fire danger rating and the intensity and type of military 
training. The fire danger rating is computed from weather conditions, such as humidity, wind speed, and 
rainfall. The fire danger rating consists of five classes with class 5 being extreme fire weather (Table 2). 
 
In accordance with MCOE Reg 350-19, Range Division notifies units of the fire danger rating.  Units will 
report all wildfires or range fires to Range Division.  Range Division will notify the NRMB.  Units will 
appoint a non-commissioned officer daily as the unit fire marshal daily while in the field or on the range 
to ensure all personnel have been indoctrinated concerning the safe use of incendiary devices and to 
supervise the immediate suppression of wildfires. Units will attempt to suppress wildfires until NRMB 
personnel arrive at the scene.  Units will assist NRMB personnel as needed. 


When a fire danger rating Class 4 (very high fire danger) is reached (Table 2), the use of tracers and 
incendiary training aids such as flares, simulators, pyrotechnics, smoke grenades, firecrackers, and open 
fires will cease effective the following day.  Blanks may be used.  Exceptions to policy must be requested 
through Range Division.  Exceptions may be granted to training which is most critical to unit mission.  
Range Division will notify NRMB of exceptions to policy. 
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When a fire danger rating Class 5 (extreme fire danger) is reached (Table 2), the use of all incendiary 
type ammunition will cease effective the following day.  Blanks may be used.   Exceptions to policy must 
be requested through Range Division.  Exceptions may be granted to enhance the most critical training.  
Range Division will consult with NRMB prior to granting an exception to policy (MCoE Regulation 350-
19). 


4.3.  FIRE WEATHER DATA AND FORECASTING: 
The US Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Weather 
Service (NWS) Fire Weather Dashboard located at www.weather.gov/dlh/firepoker is the primary source 
of spot weather forecast information used in forecasting for and implementation of successful and 
beneficial prescribed burns or “let burn” wildfires, but also in forecasting and strategically preparing for 
high fire danger class days (Table 2) and no “let burn” wildfire timeframes because it takes into account 
the fire weather parameters that will effect smoke direction and dispersion, fire intensity, rate of 
spread, and visibility restriction in fog or smoke.  This forecast is used in conjunction with the Air Quality 
Index (AQI) for ozone and pm 2.5, and Keetch-Byram Drought Index (KBDI).  The AQI, KBDI, Smoke 
Dispersion Index (SDI), mixing height, transport wind speed, surface wind speed, canopy wind speed, 
relative humidity, and Low Visibility Occurrence Risk Index (LVORI) must be considered before a 
prescribed burn is considered a “Go” or “No Go”.  These parameters must fall within a predetermined 
range prior to ignition/execution of a prescribed burn.  A Prescribed Burn Checklist has been developed 
to aid burn bosses in making prescribed burn decisions (See Appendix D). 
 
4.3.1.  Weather Stations:  A Remote Automated Weather Station (RAWS) located on Fort Benning 
(https://raws.dri.edu/cgi-bin/rawMAIN.pl?laGFTB) is used to supplement the NWS fire weather 
information and to provide up to date local fire weather conditions, such as wind speed and direction, 
air and fuel temperature, percent fuel moisture, relative humidity, and rainfall accumulation (used to 
calculate local KBDI).  The RAWS is a necessary instrument not only in local forecast verification for 
implementation of successful and beneficial prescribed burns or “let burn” wildfires, but also for 
strategically preparing for high fire danger class days (Table 2) and no “let burn” wildfire timeframes. 
 
4.4.  MILITARY TRAINING / MUNITION LIMITATIONS: 
See Section 4.2 FIRE DANGER RATING SYSTEM (FDRS) AND NOTIFICATIONS 
 
4.5.  FIRE PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAMS: 
See Section 3.13.2.2 Public Education 
 
4.5.1.  Train/Educate and Equip Units on Immediate Fire Suppression:  Fire flaps are available for training 
units to check out at Range Division for immediately suppressing grass fires.  Range Division personnel at 
big gun ranges are equipped with foam fire extinguishers for quickly addressing burning target systems 
or other training assets. 
 
4.5.2.  Family/Resident Education/Awareness:  Mass multi-media and social media announcements are 
communicated via the Public Affairs Office for all prescribed burns and significant wildfire events.  News 
articles and videos are produced each year in coordination with public affairs and local media outlets for 
public awareness and education. 
 
4.6.  WILDFIRE INCIDENT MANAGEMENT: 
 
4.6.1.  Detection and Reporting: 
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4.6.1.1.  Detection Procedures: Wildfires are detected with fire towers, aerial surveillance (from 
off-post), and vehicle patrolling.  There are two fires towers located on the installation and one 
GFC fire tower located in Chattahoochee County.  The main fire tower will be manned in 
accordance with fire tower SOP (Appendix H).  The GFC uses fixed wing aircraft (off-post) to 
detect wildfires on high fire danger days.  NRMB personnel also patrol impact areas and other 
high fire risk areas when the fire danger is very high (class 4 and 5) (Table 2).  
 
The following wildfire detection procedures will be followed, evaluated, and monitored in order 
to achieve the IWFMP wildfire suppression objectives:   


• Obtain fire weather from the National Weather Service (NWS) Fire Weather Dashboard 
located at www.weather.gov/dlh/firepoker and the RAWS located at 
https://raws.dri.edu/cgi-bin/rawMAIN.pl?laGFTB.  The fire danger rating will determine 
the level of wildfire detection and suppression readiness needed. 


• Conduct periodic “spot checks” from the main fire tower during regular work hours on 
Class 1 and 2 days. 


• Man the main fire tower from 1200-1600 hours during the regular workweek and, if 
needed, on weekends and holidays during Class 3 days. 


• Man the main fire tower from 1200-1600 hours during all Class 4 and 5 days (including 
weekends and holidays, dependent on training throughput). 


• Man the Buena Vista Road fire tower (if available) during the regular workweek to 
maximize wildfire detection coverage of the installation during Class 4 and 5 days. 


• Maintain communication with Range Control and Georgia Forestry Commission 
Chattahoochee County fire tower during wildfire detection activities. 


• Complete the wildfire detection log in the main fire tower (Appendix H). 
 


4.6.1.2.  Reporting Procedures:  Wildfires are reported according to section 3.15 
Communications and 4.8.3 Dispatch Procedures 
 
4.6.1.3. Recording Procedures:  NRMB personnel prepare a wildfire incident card (FB Form 58) 
for each wildfire response.  Wildfires are digitized in GIS, using the master fire map and wildfire 
summary database/shapefile by fiscal year.  Some of these wildfires require no action because 
the unit has suppressed them, the fire department has suppressed them, or they are located in 
DUD areas or UXO contaminated areas (See 2021 INRMP Appendix B4 RCW ESMC, Appendix 6 
and Appendix 8), down range on a live fire range, or off the installation.  NRMB personnel record 
the following on FB Form 58: who reported the fire, location, date, time reported, arrival time, 
departure time, fire crew, equipment used, size of fire, forest type, DBH, origin, stocking, cause 
of fire, action taken, and remarks.  This information is entered in a new data base file each fiscal 
year. 
 
If the wildfire is caused by the use of incendiary devices on a fire danger class 4 or 5 day, Range 
Division is notified. A range technician is dispatched to the wildfire scene to investigate the 
situation and remind the unit of their responsibilities on fire class 4 and 5 days.  Normally 
exceptions are not granted for field training on fire class 4 and 5 days. 
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When a wildfire damages or destroys a structure on a range or training area NRMB personnel 
will contact the military police so they can complete an Information Report FB Form 121.  The 
military police are also notified when a wildfire burns off the installation on to private land. 
 
In the event a training wildfire occurs in an RCW cluster, NRMB personnel notify Range Division.  
A range technician is dispatched to the wildfire scene to investigate the situation and complete 
the “other concerns section” on FB Form 210-4-4R Environmental Checklist (Appendix J).  The 
range technician may prepare a Range Division memorandum, ATSH-OTR (210), concerning the 
details of the wildfire incident.  NRMB personnel will prepare a memorandum for record of the 
incident.  Recoding this information is essential in the event an RCW cavity tree is destroyed or 
dies as a result of the wildfire.  If damage occurs in and RCW cluster, the Fort Benning OSJA and 
USFWS will be notified.  The USFWS may request that the wildfire incident be investigated 
further with the assistance of USFWS special agents. 


 
4.6.2.  Dispatch Procedures:  Wildfires are reported to NRMB Operations Section personnel, during and 
after regular duty hours, by the GFC fire tower operator, AFC, Range Division Operations Fire Desk/Alpha 
Base, military police, fire department, or E911 via telephone or LMR. During regular duty hours (0745 to 
1615), NRMB personnel receive reports of the discovery and status of a wildfire, confirm the wildfire’s 
location using the fire tower alidade and the triangulation method for locating wildfires with the GFC fire 
tower operator when needed, and take prompt action to send available personnel and equipment 
necessary for wildfire management in the initial response.  Depending on the complexity and size of the 
fire, the wildfire response crew may request additional resources from other NRMB Operations Section 
personnel.  After regular duty hours (1615 to 0745), on weekends, and holidays, NRMB Operations 
Section personnel serve in an "On Call" status.  “On Call” personnel are contacted by telephone or cell 
phone.  "On Call" personnel must respond to Fort Benning within 60 minutes.  The primary “On Call” 
crew leader is the wildfire management boss. Depending on the complexity and size of the fire, the “On 
Call” wildfire response crew may request additional resources from other NRMB Operations Section 
personnel.   
 
4.6.3.  Initial Attack Strategies and Capabilities: 
 


4.6.3.1.  Suppression and Prevention:  The IWFMP wildfire management goal is equivalent to the 
INRMP wildfire management goal which is to prevent, detect, and manage wildfires occurring on 
woodlands and ranges while managing the sustainability and ecological integrity of the natural 
resources.   
 
The following wildland fire management procedures will be followed, evaluated, and monitored 
in order to achieve the IWFMP wildfire suppression objectives: 
 


4.6.3.1.1.  NRMB Routine Procedures: 
• Inspect wildfire suppression equipment on a daily basis and address defects as 


soon as possible. 
• Operation of heavy wildfire suppression equipment may be conducted only by 


certified/licensed technicians or operators. 
• The wildfire response crew is the primary wildfire crew listed on the fire roster 


for any given week.  Wildfire crews are rotated weekly. 
• All NRMB personnel must be on alert for wildfire suppression activities on all 


fire class days, especially on Class 4 and 5 days. 
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• Contact Range Division when the fire danger rating is Class 4 or 5, so they can 
notify training units to suspend the use of incendiary devices. 


• Keep toughbooks updated in all trucks so that current RCW cavity tree locations 
are available to assist with wildfire suppression and cavity tree protection within 
and in close proximity to a cluster. 


 
4.6.3.2.  NRMB Fire Response Procedures:   


• If possible and manpower is available, respond to a wildfire with no less than two 
persons outfitted with appropriate suppression equipment. 


• Response to a wildfire by personnel “on call” must be within 60 minutes of notification 
after work hours (including weekends and holidays). 


• Contact the fire department for assistance with wildfire suppression in cantonment 
areas or when structures are on fire. 


• Alert motorists of possible smoke presence in cantonment areas by posting warning 
signs with flashing lights along roads. 


• The NRMB primary “On Call” crew leader is the wildfire incident boss. 
• Identify hazardous conditions and sites (gullies, steep slopes, wet and boggy areas) by 


conducting thorough reconnaissance of wildfires before suppression. 
• Do not enter training range areas to suppress wildfires until Range Division Operations 


Fire Desk/Alpha Base places the training unit on check fire first. 
• Follow procedures as outlined in the “10 Standard Firefighting Orders” (see 3.11.4.3.1).  
• Let wildfires burn (i.e., no suppression but treat as a prescribed burn) if fire weather 


conditions are within the required parameters, wildfires are contained by appropriate 
boundaries (scraped roads, creeks, wet drains, already established fire breaks), civilian 
or military assets on and off post (equipment, buildings, and structures) and military and 
civilian personnel (hunters and contractors) are not threatened, and smoke-sensitive 
areas (roads, highways, housing areas, hospitals, Lawson Army Airfield, etc.) are not 
impacted. 


• “Let Burn” decisions are to be made only by NRMB personnel with knowledge of fire 
weather conditions, fire behavior,  boundaries suitable for containment, location of 
environmentally sensitive areas, civilian/military assets, civilian/military personnel, 
smoke-sensitive areas, and stands with marked timber. 


• Let wildfires in DUD areas and UXO contaminated areas burn, while monitoring 
perimeter for a potential spot over. 


• Contain wildfires in DUD areas and UXO contaminated areas by scraping existing roads 
or re-plowing firebreaks that surround them. 


• Contact EOD if unexploded ordnance is found on or off training ranges and outside DUD 
areas and UXO contaminated areas while suppressing a fire. 


• Burn fuels surrounding RCW cavity trees as a protective measure, if the decision is made 
to allow a wildfire to burn through a cluster. 


• Do not place firebreaks within an RCW cluster except in emergency situations (such as 
protecting a nest tree from imminent ignition), while maintaining a 50-foot distance 
from cavity trees if possible. 


• Extinguish fuels that may potentially spot over control lines and minimize smoke 
hazards along the fire perimeter by extinguishing smoldering fuels such as snags, stumps 
and cat-faces. 
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• Contact the Columbus Fire Department and/or Georgia Forestry Commission if a wildfire 
burns across the installation boundary onto private land.   


• Document all wildfires on fire cards, GIS master fire map, and wildfire summary 
database. 


• Notify military police, NRMB Chief, and EMD Chief of property damaged by wildfires. 
• Notify Range Division of incendiary device use during Class 4 and 5 days. 
• Notify Range Division and/or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service when training wildfires 


occur in or damage cavity trees in RCW clusters. 
 


4.6.3.3.  Military Routine Procedures:  The role of the military units in wildfire suppression is 
initial attack on small training wildfires.  The unit responsible for the training wildfire will 
promptly report the wildfire to Range Division, DPTMS, and be responsible for suppression of 
the wildfire until NRMB personnel arrive at the wildfire scene.  In many cases, immediate action 
by units in the field will result in complete suppression of small wildfires that would otherwise 
cause a monetary loss to land and timber products as well as expensive suppression costs, loss 
in training time, and damage to the training site including training aids, structures, and 
equipment.  Units may use the following two methods in suppressing a wildfire: 
 


1. Direct Method:  This method is used on small slow burning, low intensity wildfires and is 
accomplished by pulling the burning debris back into the burned area with a rake, 
shovel, or other hand tools.  Swatters, pine tops, or wet sand bags can also be used to 
suppress the fire. 
 


2. Indirect Method:  This method is used on larger wildfires that are more intense and 
difficult to suppress.  It is accomplished by removing flammable debris and exposing soil 
along a line well in front of the wildfire, and allowing the wildfire to burn to the 
constructed firebreak.  The firebreak can be constructed with rakes, entrenching tools, 
or shovels.  Suppression action should be taken first on the downwind side of the fire, 
then the flanks, and rear.  Smoldering debris along the fire perimeter should be 
extinguished to prevent the wildfire from spotting over the line. (MCoE Regulation 350-
19, section 5-20, Control of Forest Fires). 


 
Commanders of troops using training areas will order their personnel to extinguish wildfires in 
their locality regardless of origin except in DUD areas or UXO contaminated areas.  Wildfires in 
the locations will be reported only. 
 
Wildfire suppression and prescribed burning are discussed in the Environmental Awareness 
Training Course.  The target audience for this course is military leadership.  The required training 
can be accomplished by the military unit’s trained Environmental Compliance Officer or by Fort 
Benning’s Environmental Awareness Trainer, Environmental Management Division, Directorate 
of Public Works. 


 
4.6.3.4.  Fire Department Routine Procedures:  The installation fire department suppresses 
structural fires on ranges and in cantonment areas, and accessible wildfires in cantonment area 
woodlands.  If a wildfire is inaccessible, the fire department will contact the NRMB.  The NRMB 
will assist the fire department in suppressing any wildfire they cannot access that requires a 
crawler tractor. 
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4.6.3.5.  Other Routine Procedures:  Wildfires occurring off the installation but adjacent to the 
boundary are suppressed by the Columbus Fire Department, AFC, or GFC based upon 
jurisdiction. 
 


4.6.4.  Extended Attack Strategies and Capabilities:  Unless wildfires are located in a DUD or UXO 
contaminated area, or the “let burn” policy is in effect, installation wildfires do not burn beyond one 
burning period.  This is the result of the one to three year fire return interval which has been in place 
since the September 1994 JBO was received.  Due to the low fuel loads, wildfires are more manageable 
and suppressed in a timely manner while they are still small in size.  Early fire detection, timely dispatch, 
and the rapid response of fire suppression personnel are the keys to keeping fires small without 
extended suppression times beyond one burning period.  DUD area and UXO contaminated areas are 
restricted and off limits to wildfire suppression activities, unless NRMB personnel are escorted by EOD 
personnel (See 2021 INRMP Appendix B4 RCW ESMC, Appendix 6 and Appendix 8). 
 
4.6.5.  Aviation Use and Aerial Assets:  Military aircraft such as helicopters are not used to accomplish 
wildland fire management activities including prescribed burning and wildfire suppression. Aviation 
equipment is not utilized due to the rigorous training mission and restricted air space. 
 
5.  MONITORING AND EVALUATION 
 
5.1. IWFMP REVIEW AND UPDATE: 
The IWFMP is reviewed/updated annually in conjunction with the INRMP requirements and certified as 
current by the Garrison Commander. 
 
5.2.  REPORTING REQUIREMENTS: 
 
5.2.1.  Annual Environmental Quality Reporting (EQR):  Annual reporting requirement sourced from 
Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQDA) that includes wildland fire metrics and will be answered 
by the NRMB Operations Section Chief/Wildland Fire Program Manager and submitted by the NRMB 
Branch Chief.   
 
6.  WILDLAND FIRE PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION AND RESOURCING 
 
6.1.  FUNDING REQUIREMENTS: 
Wildland fire funding requirements are located in Table 11. 
 
6.2.  FUNDING SOURCES:  
Funding for Installation Wildland Fire planning and execution is primarily broken down between two 
MDEPs: Environmental Programs functional area 506 – Conservation Programs (VENQ) and QMUN.  
VENQ pays for all wildland fire expenses associated with threatened and endangered species and 
ecosystem management.  QMUN pays for all fuel reduction (contracts and DAC labor), wildfire 
prevention, non-centrally managed wildland fire equipment, and equipment operators for firebreak 
maintenance.  Other Procurement Army (OPA) funds are required for cyclic replacement of all centrally 
managed equipment and base commercial equipment (BCE) with a total unit cost of $250,000 or 
greater.  
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Appendix A:  NRMB Operations Section “On Call” Fire Roster 
 



Fire Roster 
Directorate of Public Works, NRMB 



Effective 26 Apr 2021 
      



WEEK OF    FIRE CREW   



26 APR - 02 MAY   Kerlin S, Odom D 
 



    
   



03 MAY - 09 MAY   Camp C, Pudner B 
 



    
 



  
 



10 MAY - 16 MAY   Key T, Linden D, 
 



    
 



  
 



17 MAY - 23 MAY   Young M, Poe J 
 



    
 



  
 



24 MAY -30 MAY   Bias J, Miley B 
 



     



31 MAY - 06 JUN 
 



Hutcherson T, Williamson K, Hutcherson J      



07 JUN - 13 JUN 
 



Kent J, Kizzire S 
 



     



14 JUN -20 JUN 
 



Kerlin S, Odom D 
 



     



21 JUN - 27 JUN 
 



Camp C, Pudner B 
 



   
  



 



28 JUN - 04 JUL 
 



Key T, Linden D, 
 



   
  



 



05 JUL - 11 JUL 
 



Young M, Poe J 
 



   
  



 



12 JUL - 18 JUL 
 



Bias J, Miley B 
 



    
 



  
 



19 JUL - 25 JUL   Hutcherson T, Williamson K, Hutcherson J 
    



 
  



 



26 JUL -  01 AUG  Kent J,  Kizzire S  
     



Note:   Use Fire Roster after normal duty hours (1615 - 0745), and on weekends and holidays.  
When attempting to contact personnel from the Fire Roster, try cell number first. Then try home 
phone number. 



 
During normal duty hours report fire to the Natural Resources Management Branch at 544-7075. 
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      CELL NUMBER              



Home NUMBER 
HOME NUMBER CALL SIGN 



Bias, Jon Wayne 
  



770-366-4767 770-366-4767 21       



Camp, Chad 
  



251-593-6701 251-593-6701 22       



Hutcherson, Tommy 
  



706-325-3629 706-325-3629 36       



Hutcherson, Jeff 
  



706-457-9956 706-457-9956 47       



Kent, James 
  



706-570-1564 912-218-4548 27       



Kerlin, Steve 
  



706-325-0832 706-325-0832 28       



Key, Troy 
  



229-942-2840 229-942-2840 29       



Kizzire, Skip 
  



706-392-1581  256-366-1186 31       



Linden, Doug 
  



407-414-1785  407-414-1785 32       



Miley, Ben 
  



334-332-3246 334-332-3246 34       



Odom, Darrell 
  



706-577-5162 706-577-5162 26       



Poe, Jonathan 
  



706-366-4742 706-366-4742 37       



Pudner Becky 
  



732-570-3685 732-570-3685 38       



Williamson, Keith 
  



706-325-0781 706-358-8354 46    
     



 



Young, Matt 
  



706-325-0594 828-371-0014 44  



IMPORTANT NUMBERS  
NRMB TOWER 



  
706-544-6304 



 



Range Control 
  



706-544-6291 
 



GFC Tower 
  



706-989-3662 
 



Military Police 
  



706-545-5222 
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Appendix B. Prescribed Burn Plan Form 
 



BURN PLAN FORM 
 



Area:_______ Dates:____________________ Prescribed Fire:___ Wildfire:___  Site prep: Ovrstory___  ClrCut___ 



Burn Unit Acres:_____________ Burn Area Acres:_____________ Previous Burn Date:______________________  



 



Prepared by:______________________________  Date:__________________ 



 
     Approval:______________________________  Date:__________________  



 
BURN PLAN: FOR PRESCRIPTIONS, EVALUATION, AND RECORDS 



 
Location (Roads, Creeks, Training Sites):____________________________________________________________ 



RCW Clusters:_________________________________________________________________________________ 



Pre-Burn Reconnaissance Completed (Soldiers, Hunters, Assets, Etc.)?  Yes:_____  No:_____ 



Ignition Time:________________________  Burn Out Time:____________________________ 



Burn Boss (BB)/Burn Crew:______________________________________________________________________ 



_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Burn Objective:________________________________________________________________________________ 



Firebreaks Plowed?  Yes:_____  No:_____  



ASSETS PRESENT (Power Poles, Utility Boxes, Buildings, Railroads, Latrines, Etc.)?  Yes:_____  No:_____  



If Yes, Description:______________________________________________________________________ 



______________________________________________________________________________________



______________________________________________________________________________________ 



PERSONNEL Assigned to Protect Assets:___________________________________________________ 



Date Protected:_______________________ 



HAZARDS (Near Roads, Utility Lines, Railroads, Buildings, Reservation Boundary)?  Yes:_____  No:_____  



If Yes, Description (Snags, Green Trees, Number of Each and Location in Burn Unit):_________________ 



______________________________________________________________________________________ 



______________________________________________________________________________________ 



PERSONNEL Assigned to Hazards:________________________________________________________ 



Action Taken to Eliminate Hazards (felled w/saw or dozer, raked around, suppressed with water or dozer): 



______________________________________________________________________________________ 



______________________________________________________________________________________



______________________________________________________________________________________ 



PROBLEMS:__________________________________________________________________________________



_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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STAND CONDITION: 



 Longleaf Pine Plantations Yes:_____  No:_____  If Yes, number of acres_________ 



 Clearcut  Yes:_____  No:_____ 



Fuels (Rough:  1yr___ 2yr___ 3yr___ >3yr___;   Herbicide___) 



 



FIRE WEATHER:  Preferred  Forecasted / Actual       .    



SFC Wind / Direction  6-18 MPH  _________/__________ 



Air Temperature: 



 (40◦-70◦ Winter, 60◦-85◦ Spring, 75◦-95◦ Summer) _________/__________ 



Relative Humidity     20-60%  .  _________/__________ 



Mixing Height   > 1650 ft.  .   _________ 



Transport Wind   > 9 MPH   .   _________ 



Fuel Moisture              1 hr. (6.5-15%)        __________ 



Days Since Rain   1 – 10 Days        __________ 



Amount of Rain            __________ 



 



Smoke Dispersion Index (SDI): ______________ Drought Index (KBDI):______________ 



Ozone Forecast:______________ 



 



EVALUATION (During, Post-Burn, and Day After Burn): 



Date:________________ 



1) Time Burn Perimeter, Assets, and Hazards Checked? 



     During Burn:_______________  PATROLLED BY:______________________________________________ 



     Action Taken:______________________________________________________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



     Post Burn:_________________  PATROLLED BY:________________________________________________ 



     Burn Perimeter, Assets, and Pre-Burn / Post-Burn Hazards Protected and Secured? 



     Yes:_____  No:_____  If No, Additional Action Taken:______________________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



2)  Time of final Inspection (Next A.M.):_________  INSPECTED BY:__________________________________ 



     Burn Perimeter, Assets, and Pre-Burn / Post-Burn Hazards Still Protected and Secured? 



     Yes:_____  No:_____  If No, Additional Action Taken:______________________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



 3)  Signs Retrieved?  Yes:_____  No:_____  N/A_____  If No, Why:_____________________________________ 



4)  Stand Condition: 



     Crown Scorch:  0-25%_____  25-50%_____  50-75%_____  75-100%_____ 



     Hardwood Topkill:  0-25%_____  25-50%_____  50-75%_____  75-100%_____ 
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5)  Smoke Problems / Impacts?  Yes:_____  No:_____  Location:_______________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



     If Yes, Action Taken:_________________________________________________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



6)  Fire Behavior (ROS, Torching Out, Controlled, Intense, Subdued, Plume Trajectory): 



     Test Fire:      



       Rate of Spread:  1-2ch/hr_____  2-4ch/hr_____  4-6ch/hr_____ 6-8ch/hr_____  8-10ch/hr_____  >10ch/hr_____ 



       Torching Out_____  Controlled_____  Intense_____  Subdued_____ 



       Plume Trajectory N__  S__  E__  W__  NE__  NW__  SE__  SW__ 



     Actual Burn: 



       Rate of Spread:  1-2ch/hr_____  2-4ch/hr_____  4-6ch/hr_____ 6-8ch/hr_____  8-10ch/hr_____  >10ch/hr_____ 



       Torching Out_____  Controlled_____  Intense_____  Subdued_____ 



       Plume Trajectory N__  S__  E__  W__  NE__  NW__  SE__  SW__ 



7)  Were Objectives Met? 



       Fuel Reduction    Yes:_____  No:_____ 



       Hardwood Control    Yes:_____  No:_____ 



       Site Preparation    Yes:_____  No:_____ 



       Other     Yes:_____  No:_____ 



     If Yes, Explain:______________________________________________________________________________ 



     If No, Explain:_______________________________________________________________________________ 



8)  Remarks, Problems, Adverse Impacts of Public Relations:_________________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



     ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 



9)  FORM COMPLETED BY:___________________________________      DATE:________________________ 
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Appendix E. Smoke Management Screening Form 



SMOKE MANAGEMENT SCREENING FORM 
Step I: Direction and Distance of Possible Smoke Impact 
A. Smoke Dispersion Index (SDI):  ___________    Category:  3___  4___  5___  6___ 



B. (1) Burn Type:  prescribed burn___  site preparation: overstory___  clearcut___ 



(2) Fuel Type: rough 1yr__  2yr__  3yr__  >3yr__;  herbicide__ 



(3) If Prescribed burn, size of burn area >300 acres?  Yes___  No___ 



If Site preparation, size of burn area >200 acres?  Yes___  No___ 



(4) Firing Technique: backing__  strip-heading__  spotting__  flanking__ 



(5) Possible Smoke Impact Distance (Miles): 



0.25__  0.5__  1__  2__  3__  4__  6__ 8__  12__ 



C. Any smoke sensitive areas (SSA's) within 5 or 10 chains of burn?  Yes*___  No___ 



D. Any downwind smoke sensitive areas (SSA's)?  Yes*___  No___   



E. Any down-drainage smoke sensitive areas (SSA's)?  Yes*___  No___    



* If Yes to Step I: C, D, or E identify areas on smoke screen map and go to Step II.  



 



Step II: Identify and List SSA's (Smoke Sensitive Areas) 
A. List SSA's* within 5 or 10 chains. 



(1) _________________________________________________________________ 



(2) _________________________________________________________________ 



(3) _________________________________________________________________ 



(4) _________________________________________________________________ 



B. List SSA's* in downwind impact area. 



(1) _________________________________________________________________ 



(2) _________________________________________________________________ 



(3) _________________________________________________________________ 



(4) _________________________________________________________________ 



C. List SSA's* in down-drainage impact area. 



(1) _________________________________________________________________ 



(2) _________________________________________________________________ 



(3) _________________________________________________________________ 



(4) _________________________________________________________________ 



*If any SSA's listed in Step II: A, B, or C above, continue screening system. 
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Step III:  Actions Taken or Changes Made to Eliminate, Minimize, and Mitigate 



Smoke Problems: 
   A. SSA's adjacent to or within 5 or 10 chains?  Yes___  No___ 



 If yes, what action was taken or changes made to eliminate, minimize, and  



mitigate a smoke problem? _________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________  



    B. SSA's in downwind impact area?  Yes___  No___ 



 If yes, what action was taken or changes made to eliminate, minimize, and  



mitigate a smoke problem? _________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________  



    C. SSA's in down-drainage impact area?  Yes___  No___ 



 If yes, what action was taken or changes made to eliminate, minimize, and  



mitigate a smoke problem? _________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________  



  



Step V: Interpreting Results 
Were there any other actions taken or changes made in the prescription to eliminate,  



minimize, and mitigate a smoke problem? _____________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________ 



________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix H. Fire Tower Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 



1 Objective: 



     The purpose of this SOP is to ensure that wildfires and/or training fires are detected properly so that 
suppression crews and equipment are dispatched promptly to the scene. Early detection of fires is 
critical to the protection of property and life. It allows for rapid response to the fire scene so fire 
assessment and suppression activities can begin. This SOP provides guidance and direction in the 
operation and manning of fire towers. 



2 Towers and Location: 



     The primary fire tower is located in the Natural Resources Management Branch (NRMB) motor pool 
at First Division Road and Highway 27. There is also a cooperative fire tower (Fort Benning, Georgia 
Forestry Commission (GFC), and Chattahoochee County) located on Highway 26 East of Cusseta. 



3 Manning of Fire Towers: 



     The Operations Section is responsible for ensuring the NRMB fire tower is manned. The 
Dispatcher/detection duties will rotate weekly according to the Fire Tower Roster.  



4 Manning Times: 



     Manning of the fire tower will be based on the Fire Danger Rating. The Operations Section Lead will 
calculate the Fire Danger Rating daily, except on weekends, at 1200 hrs. On class 1 and 2 days, spot 
checks (the periodic climbing of the tower as needed for smoke detection and location) will be 
performed for the detection of wildfires. On class 3 days the fire tower will be manned from 1215 to 
1545 hours during normal duty hours, and as needed on weekends. On class 4 and 5 days the tower will 
be manned daily from 1200 to 1545 hours, or longer if necessary. In addition, Range Control will be 
notified when the fire danger becomes a Class 4. The cooperative fire tower in Chattahoochee County 
will be manned as directed by the Georgia Forestry Commission. 



5 Fire Tower Procedures: 



     Upon entering the primary fire tower, the dispatcher will ensure all equipment is accounted for 
(appendix 1) and manning times recorded in the fire tower logbook (appendix 3). Detected smokes will 
be located by triangulation with the Osborne Fire Finder or alidade. Azimuths will be recorded in the 
logbook, for the primary tower and the Chattahoochee County fire tower. After locating the smoke by 
triangulation the dispatcher will dispatch a unit to check smoke. Date, time of detection, azimuth, 
location, crew, action taken, etc. will be recorded for each fire in the fire logbook.  



     The dispatcher’s primary responsibility is to locate wildfires and dispatch crews accordingly; thus 
communications must be maintained with Operations Section personnel, other NRMB personnel, Range 
Division (Alpha Base), GFC, and other emergency personnel. The dispatcher will be aware of the current 
fire weather and coordinate any changes in the fire weather, range control activities, road closures, 
emergency conditions and other related concerns with fire suppression crews. Fire suppression activities 
will be coordinated with the Chattahoochee County fire tower at 706-989-3662 and Range Control at 
706-544-6371 or 706-544-6291 (appendix 2) as needed.  
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     Prior to exiting the tower, the dispatcher will ensure all equipment is accounted for and operational. 
Upon leaving the tower the departure time will be entered in the logbook. The maintenance of fire 
towers and cleanliness of the primary tower is the responsibility of the dispatcher.  



        The dispatcher will replace the 1:50,000 Map in the tower as needed. The map is exposed to hot 
and cold temperatures, moisture, and sunlight which will cause it to deteriorate over time.                                                                                                                                         



 



Fire Tower Equipment List 



The primary fire tower located in the NRMB Moor Pool will contain the following: 



ITEM 



1. Alidade 



2. Reservation Map/ 1:50,000 



3. Binoculars 



4. Telephone 



5. NRMB Radio 



6. Fire Detection Log Book 



7. Phone Listing / Book 



8. Glass Cleaner 



9. Paper Towels 



10.Trash Bags 
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PHONE NUMBERS 



Georgia Forestry Commission (Chattahoochee Tower)      706-989-3662 



Range Control       706-544-6371 or 6291 



Fort Benning 911       706-687-3583 



Military Police        706-545-5222 



NRMB Tower        706-544-6304 



Alabama Forestry Commission      334-664-0549 



Columbus Fire Dept.       706-653-3231 



Georgia Forestry Commission (Columbus)     706-568-2158 



Georgia DOT              706-989-3940 



Lawson Army Air Field        706-545-3524 



Public Affairs        706-545-2238 or 3512 or 2211 



**NRMB Fire Call Personnel** 



    Cell Number  Home Number   Call Sign 



Bias, Jon Wayne  770-366-4767  770-366-4767     21 



Camp, Chad   251-593-6701  251-593-6701     22 



Hutcherson, Tommy  706-325-3629  706-325-3629     36 



Hutcherson, Jeff  706-457-9956  706-457-9956     47 



Kent, James   706-570-1564  912-218-4548     27 



Kerlin, Steve   706-325-0832  706-325-0832     28 



Key, Troy   229-942-2840  229-942-2840     29 



Kizzire, Skip   706-392-1581  256-366-1186     31 



Linden, Doug   407-414-1785  407-414-1785     32 



Miley, Ben   334-332-3246  334-332-3246     34 



Odom, Darrell   706-577-5162  706-577-5162     26 



Poe, Jonathan   706-366-4742  706-366-4742     37 



Pudner, Becky   732-570-2685  732-570-2685     38 



Williamson, Keith  706-325-0781  706-358-8354     46 



Young, Matt   706-325-0594  828-371-0014     44 
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Fire Tower Logbook 



 



                                                                                                                                                                     
FIRE



CLASS TIME IN REPORTED NRMB GFC FIRE FIRE TIME TOWER
DATE DAY TOWER BY READING READING LOCATION CREW REMARKS OUT OPERATOR



TOTAL NO. OF FIRES FOR MONTH _______



FIRE TOWER LOG FY___________            MONTH__________
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Appendix I. Prescribed Burning Process on Day of the Burn 
 



1. The lead burn boss gets the spot weather forecast from 
the National Weather Service (NWS) Fire Weather 
Dashboard.  Then, get the hourly forecast for wind 
direction and humidity to confirm the NWS forecast and 
look for any changes in wind direction in the next 24 
hour period that could cause smoke problems.  Get this 
hourly forecast from AccuWeather and/or Weather.com. 



2. The lead burn boss compares the NWS forecast to the 
preferred burn parameters on burn plan.   



3. If everything checks out and burning looks favorable 
the lead burn boss completes the Control Burn “Go” or 
“No Go” check list. If “Go”, the lead burn boss 
approves and signs the burn checklist.  If “No Go”, 
then must have Natural Resources Management Branch 
Chief’s approval and signature on the checklist to 
proceed with the burn. 



4. The Operations Section Chief considers recommendations 
from the lead burn bosses and decides on which areas to 
burn based on weather parameters (wind direction, SDI, 
transport winds, mixing height, LVORI, ozone, etc.). 



5. The Operations Section Chief designates burn bosses and 
burn crews for the day. 



6. The burn bosses complete the “burn coordination call 
list” and the Operations Section Chief initials the 
completed form. 



7. The burn bosses complete page 1 of the burn plan form 
and then complete the smoke screening form.  SSA’s are 
identified on the form and the smoke maps based on the 
SDI and the size of the burn area.  Smoke maps are in 
the burn folders for each suitable wind direction. 



8. The Operations Section Chief notifies by email all 
individuals on the “prescribed burn contact list”.  
Email communicates location(s) of the burn and includes 
an installation map depicting the burn area. 



9. Burn bosses meet with crews to discuss each crew 
member’s duties before, during, and after the burn.  
This should include, but is not limited to, the 
following: 
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Pre-burn Meeting:  
 



a. The lead burn boss designates the approximate 
time of ignition based on the hourly forecast 
for humidity.  RH should be <55% and >20%.  
Ignition time will be earlier when clusters, 
herbicide areas and/or young longleaf 
plantations are involved.  



b. Burn bosses identify and assign firing lines. 
c. Burn bosses identify man-made objects (RR 



trestles, buildings, utility poles, etc.) and 
assign crew members to protect them.  
Document this on page 1 of the burn plan 
form.  When you have been assigned a task YOU 
are responsible.  Use a fire rake, backpack 
pump, or pumper truck to protect the 
asset(s). 



d. Burn bosses identify hazards (snags and green 
trees next to roads, power lines, and 
buildings) and assign crew members to take 
appropriate action and document this on page 
1 of the burn plan form.  When you have been 
assigned a task, YOU are responsible.  Use a 
fire rake, backpack pump, chain saw, or 
pumper truck to eliminate the hazard(s). 



e. Burn bosses assign trucks and equipment 
(ATV’s) to crew members.  Ensure trucks are 
properly fueled, equipped, and ready in 
accordance with the prescribed burn SOP check 
list.  Crew members assigned to vehicles 
complete the following:  fuel trucks, check 
fuel in pumper engine, check oil in pumper 
engine, start pumper engine and open water 
hose nozzle to ensure working properly, top 
off water tank on pumper truck, check hose 
reel and hose, check fire rakes, check 
backpack pumps, check signs, check lights, 
check chainsaw, and check leaf blower. (see 
equipment checklist attachment) 



f. Burn bosses identify the location of smoke 
signs/lights as shown on the smoke screening 
maps and assign crew members to post signs at 
designated locations in SSA’s.  Use sand bags 
on signs placed on roads, especially 
highways.  Use lights on main roads and 
highways. 
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g. Burn bosses check crews to ensure personnel 
are properly equipped with required PPE IAW 
with burn SOP and risk assessments.  Make 
sure you have your PPE on hand daily. (see 
equipment checklist attachment) 



h. Burn bosses assign personnel to perform pre-
burn reconnaissance of the burn area prior to 
ignition.  Look for hunter’s vehicles, 
troops, researchers, contractors, etc. 



i. Ask questions if you are confused or don’t 
understand what the burn boss has assigned 
you to do (such as where to go, what to do, 
when to do it, how to do it, etc.).  In any 
event, don’t override or disregard the burn 
bosses instructions.  These instructions have 
been given to you based on many years of on-
the-job EXPERIENCE (not reading books or 
watching television).  Ask questions if you 
disagree, or have what you think may be a 
better idea based on your burning EXPERIENCE. 



 
 
During the Burn:  
 
a. Set lines according to the burn boss’s 



instructions.  Ignition lines may be set at 
the same time on some burns, but most burns 
will utilize a firing sequence. 



b. Make sure man-made objects such as, 
buildings, utility poles and boxes, railroad 
trestles and ties, latrines, etc. have been 
secured per the burn boss’s instructions. 



c. If a snag and/or green tree on the perimeter 
ignites you are responsible for suppressing 
it.  Notify the burn boss of the problem and 
the location, so he can check it out and/or 
give you help.  It is unlikely that you will 
be able to put out a snag or green tree that 
has been burning for an hour or more with a 
backpack pump or brush truck.  You will need 
to fell it with a chain saw.  The best method 
is to prevent it from igniting in the first 
place by raking around it, sawing it down, or 
wetting it down and then lighting your fire.  
It is a lot easier to prevent it from 
catching fire than dealing with it after it 
catches fire. 
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d. Should a spot over occur suppress it and 
notify the burn boss so he can check it and 
make sure it is out. 



e. Wear your PPE while burning and/or operating 
the ATV’s. 



f. Park trucks, equipment, trailers, and ATV’s 
on mineral soil, opposite the firebreak, or 
in a blackened area.  If it is necessary, 
blacken an area and then drive your truck 
into the black after you cool it down with 
water. (see vehicle safety attachment) 



 
 



After the Burn: 
 
a. Mop up the burn perimeter per the burn boss’s 



instructions.  Don’t assume somebody else is 
going to do it for you or it won’t get done. 



b. Check snags and/or green trees you suppressed 
during the burn and check for new ones that 
may have ignited and suppress them. 



c. Whatever you do don’t leave a burning snag 
and/or green tree burning on the perimeter 
assuming it will be alright, i.e., don’t 
assume it will go out at night, fall the 
other way, or won’t reach the road or power 
line.  Notify your burn boss and let him make 
the final decision on what to do.  Ask for 
help if you must leave your burn early and 
you know there is still mop-up work to be 
done.     



d. The burn boss will make the final inspection 
of the burn perimeter to ensure the fire is 
contained and there are no snags and/or green 
trees burning near the perimeter, although 
you may also be assigned these duties during 
the burn.  Don’t be surprised if you are 
called back for additional mop-up action, 
especially on stumps and snags emitting large 
quantities of smoke in SSA’s.  If necessary, 
make arrangements with your family to inform 
them you will be late for dinner. 



e. After burning put drip torches in the truck 
racks or torch holders.  Close the breather 
valves.  
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f. CHECK WITH THE BURN BOSS BEFORE YOU LEAVE 
YOUR BURN AND ASK IF ANYTHING ELSE NEEDS TO 
BE DONE TO SECURE THE PERIMETER AND ADDRESS 
POTENTIAL SMOKE PROBLEMS. 



g. When you return, top off the pumper truck 
water tank in case the fire crew needs it 
that night for additional mop-up or gets 
called on a wildfire. 



h. Retrieve smoke signs per the burn boss’s 
instructions on day of the burn if there is 
no residual smoke, or, the following a.m. if 
residual smoke is present from snags, stumps, 
and log decks. 



i. The following a.m., per the burn boss, check 
the burn perimeter including snags and green 
trees that caught fire during the burn.  Make 
sure the fire is still contained and snags 
and green trees are completely out.  Contact 
the burn boss if you have a problem.  Contact 
the burn boss if everything is okay.  Attempt 
to handle problems on your own, because burn 
bosses will be pre-occupied with setting up 
and coordinating the burning for that day, as 
well as, completing burn plan forms and smoke 
screening forms. 



j. Burn bosses complete page 2 of the burn plan 
form in a timely fashion after the burn is 
completed. 
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 Prescribed Burning Equipment Checklist 
 



Item               Quantity 
 
First aid kit                                             1 
 



Fire extinguisher                                         1 
 



Belt weather kit                                          1 
 



Drip torches                                              2 
 



Back pack pump or bladder bag                             1 
 



Pulaski                                                   1 
 



Fire rakes                                                2 
 



Toughbook                                                 1 
 



Chainsaw             1 
 



Leaf blower            1 
 



Smoke caution signs                                       4 
 



Lights for smoke signs, if necessary                      4 
 



Water cooler             1 
 
 
 
CREW MEMBERS WILL TRAVEL TWO TO A VEHICLE.  Each burner will ensure that 
they have the following equipment: 
 



Ignition source                   1    
 



Hand-held land mobile radio (LMR)         1 
 



Wildland fire boots           1 
 



NFPA 1977-compliant long-sleeved flame resistant shirt    1 
 
NFPA 1977-compliant flame resistant trousers      1 
 



Leather gloves                            1 
 



Ear plugs/hearing protection                 1   
 



Helmet with chinstrap                  1 
 



Fire shelter (M-2002 or current)        1 
 
Safety goggles/glasses                                    1                                  
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Vehicle Safety 
 
1.      Leave ignition key in the ignition so that other crew   
        members can move or use vehicle when necessary. 
 
2.      Park your vehicle only within areas that are noncombustible  



     (bare soil, pavement, burned out area). 
  
3.      Roll up windows.  
   
4.      Do not spill burning fuel in the truck bed. 
 
5.      Do not fill drip torches in truck bed.  
 
6.      Keep truck bed free of trash and litter. 
                 
7.      Do not park vehicles near burning snags.  
           
8.      Do not park vehicles near ladder fuels, such as vines.  
                 
9.      Extinguish torch wick prior to placing in truck. 
 
10. Close torch breather valve. 
  
11. Put torch in rack or torch bracket. 
 
12. Ensure fire extinguisher is accessible and operable. 



 
13. Fire shelters will be placed in each vehicle/equipment   



 



     assigned for prescribed burning. 
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Burn Crew Personnel Requirements 
 
1. Natural Resources Management Branch (NRMB) personnel that perform 



prescribed burns must successfully complete an inter-agency 
prescribed burning course prior to conducting prescribed burning. 



 
2. NRMB personnel that conduct fire suppression activities must 



successfully complete S130/S190  "Basic Wild land Firefighting 
Courses"  (S-130: Firefighter Training and  



 S-190: Introduction to Wildland Fire Behavior). 
 
3. Additionally, personnel who direct prescribed burns (burn 



boss/crew leaders) must successfully complete the Georgia and/or 
Alabama Forestry Commission Prescribed Burn Manager Certification 
Program.  It is recommended that personnel who direct fires 
attend Rx 300 “Rx Burn Boss” and Rx 410 “Smoke Management”.  



 
4. NRMB personnel involved in prescribed burning and/or wildfire 



suppression activities must successfully complete and maintain 
S212 “Chainsaw Certification” and ATV Certification in order to 
operate chainsaws and/or ATV’s. 
 



5. NRMB personnel involved in tractor/dozer operations must possess 
a valid commercial driver’s license. 
 



6. NRMB personnel are required to have a standard Army driver’s 
license for any equipment operated other than a ¾ or ½ ton 
pickup/passenger vehicle. 
 



7. NRMB personnel will be certified in Cardio Pulmonary 
Resuscitation and Standard First Aid. 
 



8. NRMB personnel expected to participate in wildland fire 
operations must have position descriptions clarifying 
expectations, related hazards, and associated requirements IAW 
Army Installation Wildland Fire Program Implementation Guidance 
for collateral duty positions. 



 
9. NRMB Operations Section Chief will assign each prescribed burn 



boss and crews for each prescribed burn. 
 
 













Appendix J. Environmental Checklist 



ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST, 
For use of this form, see MCoE Regulation 350-19; the proponent agency is Range Division, DPTMS 



COMPARTMENT: UNIT: DATE: 



OFFICER IN CHARGE: 



RED-COCKADED WOODPECKER YES NO 



WITHIN 200 FOOT BUFFER ZONE:   



-Troops within buffer for more than 2 hours   



-Digging within buffer, other than hasty fighting positions   



-Off-road traffic within 50 feet of a cavity tree   



-Cutting pines for camouflage   



-Vehicle maintenance for more than 2 hours   



-Establishment of defensive positions/Assembly area operations   



-Establishment of CS/CSS sites   



-Artillery or MLRS firing position set up   



-Use of noise generators   



-Use of Smoke, Haze operations, generators or pots (source must be outside boundary)   



-Use of CS/Riot gas or HC smoke of any type   



-RCW trees scarred/felled   



WITHIN 200 FOOT BUFFER ZONE:   



-Troops within buffer for more than 2 hours 
  



-Digging within buffer, other than hasty fighting positions   



-Off road traffic within 50 feet of a cavity tree   



WITHIN 1/2-MILE OF CLUSTER:   



-Mechanical digging within 20 feet of a mature pine tree (8 in. diameter or greater)   



OTHER CONCERNS:   



-Pine straw raking   



-Digging or vehicle movements in Sensitive Area   



-POL spill   



ACTION TAKEN:   



 













Appendix K. Directorate of Emergency Services Perimeter Gates 
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Tank
196
(73) Tank



192
(51)



Tank
182
(60)



Towe r
273
(97)



Towe r
149
(50)



Towe r
242
(64)



Towe r
174
(47)



Towe r
174
(53)



P ylon
126
(54)



Towe r
153
(60)



Towe r
130
(56)



Towe r
169
(70)



Towe r
203
(85)



Towe r
135
(51)



Towe r
167
(51)



Towe r
156
(59)



Towe r
192
(57)



Towe r
177
(60)



Towe r
154
(60)



Towe r
202
(53)



Towe r
193
(49)



Towe r
164
(60)



Towe r
232
(60)



Towe r
193
(53) Towe r



197
(60)



Towe r
165
(60)



Towe r
145
(62)



Towe r
143
(60)



Towe r
172
(46)



Towe r
248
(77)



Towe r
230
(74)



Towe r
228
(59)



Towe r
162
(52)



Towe r
217
(91)



Towe r
232
(80)



Towe r
247
(94)



Towe r
149
(65)



Towe r
283
(53)



Towe r
175
(45)



Towe r
171
(45)



Towe r
243
(91)



Towe r
194
(54)



Towe r
177
(59)



Towe r
185
(64)



Towe r
157
(60)



Towe r
213
(84)



Towe r
172
(51)



Towe r
203
(51)



Towe r
269
(45)



Towe r
216
(51)



Towe r
138
(45)



Towe r
274
(91)



Towe r
196
(88)



Towe r
258
(91)



Towe r
124
(47)



Towe r
200
(79)



Towe r
150
(72)



Towe r
133
(45)



Towe r
136
(60)



Towe r
145
(60)



Towe r
153
(64)



Towe r
148
(50)



Towe r
168
(45)



Towe r
288
(148)



Towe r
192
(123)



Towe r
249
(135)



Towe r
300
(144)



Towe r
313
(128)



Towe r
460
(348)



Towe rs
182
(56)
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(88)



S moke s tack
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(60)
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171
(76)
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154
(55)
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(51)



Towe r
201
(49)



Towe r
163
(48)



Towe r
142
(59)



Towe r
155
(50)



Towe r
133
(60)



Towe r
208
(48)



Towe r
148
(52)



Towe r
275
(94)



Towe r
254
(94)



Towe r
251
(77)



Towe r
269
(81)



Towe r
235
(80)



Towe r
173
(59)



Towe r
138
(57)



Towe r
203
(57)



Towe r
179
(60)



Towe r
205
(58)



Towe r
135
(59)



Towe r
243
(91)



Towe r
192
(60)



Towe r
272
(50)



Towe r
237
(80)



Towe r
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(76)



Towe r
171
(45)



Towe r
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(52)



Towe r
163
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(49)
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(53)
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144
(21)
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194
(76)
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(92)
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(45)
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142
(45)
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(64)
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264
(95)



Towe r
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(94)



Towe r
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(45)
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206
(60)
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286
(106)



Towe r
233
(110)



Towe r
326
(146)



Towe r
685
(538)



Towe rs
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(76)



Towe r 
163
(76)
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Od om
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K ing Ce m
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M oore
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R e e s e  Ce m
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Ce m
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Ce m



S hack
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D anie l
Ce m



G od win
Ce m



S chle y
Ce m



F arme r
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P arke r Ce m



W illis
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He we ll
Ce m
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M oore  R d .
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M cNaughton
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Orr-Os te e n
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Ce m
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S outh
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W ild cat
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Ee lbe ck S outh Ce m
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P ars ons
S outh Ce m
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M cCook
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P e t
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74.5



86.9



97.6
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79.6
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125.9
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U S ER S  S HOUL D  R EFER  COR R ECTIONS , AD D ITIONS , AND  COM M ENTS  TO THE INS TAL LATION D P TM  OF F ICE
(706) 545-3446; D S N 835-3446.
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NOTES
THIS  M AP  M AY NOT M EET NGA TOP OG R AP HIC LINE M AP  P R OD UCTION S P ECIF ICATIONS .
THE M IL ITAR Y R ES ER VATION BOUND AR Y S HOU L D  NOT BE CONS ID ER ED  AUTHOR ITATIVE.
THER E M AY BE P R IVATE INHOL D ING S  W ITHIN THE BOUND AR IES  OF  THE NATIONAL OR
S TATE R ES ER VATIONS  S HOW N ON THIS  M AP.
A LANE ON THIS  M AP  IS  CONS ID ER ED  TO BE AT LEAS T 2.5 M ETER S  (8.2 FEET) W ID E.
R OAD  CLAS S IF ICATION S HOU L D  BE R EFER R ED  TO W ITH CAUTION.
CAUTION: NOT AL L COM M UNICATION AND  P OW ER  D IS TR IBUTION LINES  AR E S HOW N.
THE NOR M AL R AILW AY GAUGE IS  1.44 M ETER S  (4' 8.5").



© COP YR IGHT 2019 BY THE UNITED  S TATES  GOVER NM ENT
NO COP YR IGHT CLAIM ED  UND ER  TITLE 17 U.S .C.
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R e ad  large  numbe rs labe ling the  VER TICAL grid line  le ft of
point and  e s timate  te nths (100 me te rs) from grid  line  to



R e ad  large  numbe rs labe ling the  HOR IZONTAL grid  line  be low
point and  e s timate  te nths (100 me te rs) from grid  line  to
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W HEN R EP OR TING OUTS ID E THE G R ID  ZONE D ES IGNATION



                                    Example : 043866



P OINT L IES .
                                    Example : FA043866



AR EA. P R EF IX THE G R ID  ZONE D ES IGNATION.
                                    Example : 16S FA043866
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SLOPE  GUIDE
P ER CENTAGE D EG R EE
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CU L TU R AL FEATU R ES
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MAP INFORMATION AS OF 2018
LEGEND



R OAD S



BOUND AR IES



P OP U LATED  P LACES



R AIL W AYS



R oute  marke rs:
   Inte rs tate ; National; L ocal



All we athe r, loos e  s urface
F air we athe r, loos e  s urface



Normal gauge  1.067m           S ingle  track   M ultiple  track
(3'6")



All we athe r, hard  s urface



Trail



Firs t-ord e r: S tate



M ilitary ins tallation



!(62¡¢72



Build ing: point, s urface %



Built-up are as: D e ns e



S pars e  or mod e rate



Inte rnational



Towe r / L ocate d  Obje ct
CD



i



D ivid e d  highway with me d ian



BR ID GES
R oad ; R ailway



P ipe line : S urface ; Und e rground



VER TICAL OBS TR UCTIONS  (VO) (≥46m)



%
S ingle       GroupEle vation of obs truction top



above  s e a le ve l
Ele vation of obs truction top
above  ground  le ve l



204
(51) k



¦¥581



VEGETATION
F ore s t: D e cid uous;
  Eve rgre e n; M ixe d
Unknown; S catte re d  tre e s
Brus h / Thicke t;
Orchard ; Vine yard



HYD R OG R AP HY FEATU R ES



L and  s ubje ct to
inund ation; Bog / M ars h



S pot e le vation:
  Highe s t; Normal; W ate r



Ele vation contour:
  Ind e x; Non-ind e x



HYP S OG R AP HIC FEATU R ES
D 86



S urve y point:
  G e od e tic; Be nchmark



56D236Church, chris tian; S chool; Hos pital 0 .



M ine : active ; aband one d ! !G



CABLES  (<46m)
P owe r trans mis sion line #



AER ONAUTICAL FEATU R ES
Airfie ld , R unway
He lipad : Non-hos pital; Hos pital h



P e re nnial  Inte rmitte nt/
                        D ry



L e s s  than 25m wid e



L ake s  and  Inland
  wate rbod ie s: Natural s hore line



S e cond -ord e r: County



25m wid e  or more



6 LANES



S tre ams and  rive rs:



M IL R ES
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ELEVATION GUIDE



700 710 720690



EL LIP S OID W OR L D  GEOD ETIC S Y S TEM  1984
G R ID 1000 M ETER  UTM  ZONE 16N
P R OJECTION TR ANS VER S E M ER CATOR
VER TICAL D ATU M M EAN S EA LEVEL
HOR IZONTAL D ATU M W OR L D  GEOD ETIC S Y S TEM  1984
P UBLIS HED  BY U.S . AR M Y S U S TAINABLE R ANGE P R OG R AM



1000 0 1 2 3 4 5500M e te rs K ilome te rs
1 0 1 2 30.5 S tatute  M ile s



1 0 1 2 30.5 Nautical M ile s



SCALE  1:50,000



ELEVATIONS  IN  METERS
CONTOUR  INTERVAL  10  METERS



LIMITED DISTRIBUTION
Distribution authorized to DOD, IAW 10 U.S.C. §§ 130 & 455. Release
authorized to U.S.DoD contractors, IAW 48 C.F.R. § 252.245-7000.
Destroy IAW DODD 5030.59.  Removal of this caveat is prohibited.



Bound ary re pre s e ntation is not ne ce s s arily authoritative .



Talbot
County



M arion
County



S te wart County



L e e
County



R us s e ll
County



M us coge e
County



Chattahooche e
County



GEOR G IA



ALABAM A



BOUNDARIES



HELICOPTER LANDING ZONES / DROP ZONES



OPERATIONAL AIRSPACE



**NO AIRBORNE MUNITIONS IN G AIRSPACE



AREA FEET METERS
0 - 4,000



4,000 - 8,000
8,000 - 14,000



0 - 8,000
8,000 - 14,000
14,000 - 25,000



0 - 14,000



A
B
C
D
E
F
G



0 - 1,219
1,219 - 2,438
2,438 - 4,267
0 - 2,438



2,438 - 4,267
4,267 - 7,620
0 - 4,267



Anzio I
Anzio II
Arkman D Z
Babbitt
Baughman
BB5
Be nning Conf Cntr
Bone yard
Britte n R ange
Bryant
Cactus R ange
Ce me te ry
Combs
Concord  S trip
Cyclone
D e kkar
D ickman Fie ld
D M P R C
Ee lbe ck
Eubanks Fie ld
F ie ld  of 4 Chaplains
F ronius
F ryar D Z
G re e n
Hamme r Fie ld



Has tings
Hollis
L ae
L auffe r
L e d o I S outh
L e d o II North
L e e  D Z
L e yte
Libe rty
L ozad a
M ACH
M alone  2
M cK e nna D Z
M cK e nna M OUT I
M cK e nna M OUT II
M organ
M os by
Orion
P urd y
R ockwe ll Fie ld
S e lby CACTF
S old ie r Fie ld
S te wart W ats on
Tod d
York Fie ld



GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
FA
FA
FA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
FA
FA
GA
GA
FA
FA
GA
GA
GA
FA



14098227
15128261
07427366
03388227
09658525
96778539
91868231
89957901
06469370
06399198
19038883
10349190
08899129
15028911
17077931
93347331
99888374
08878906
11479184
90818175
91828274
03719370
92317243
05597157
97468451



GA
GA
FA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
FA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
FA
FA
GA
FA



20639768
16797970
94527343
01479366
15047892
14897960
07728974
05648336
07567231
03678911
94898395
02018944
06158382
06608382
06258370
15928160
16788017
19437859
20217872
07108728
05908560
92408515
90998085
03688041
91128111 Ó



RANGES TRAINING SITES



P os t HQ : (706) 545-6820/2218   (S taff D uty Office r)
R ange  Control: (706) 544-6291   (R ad io R oom)



S OUTH R ANGE COM P LEX CENTR AL "M ALONE" R ANGE COM P LEX
GA 02459504
 FA 98748956
GA 02329480
 FA 87707879
GA 02587548
GA 06459360
GA 16148301
GA 19507870
 FA 96667320
GA 03327747
 FA 90677823
 FA 88038053
 FA 91217308
GA 04479387
GA 05818557
GA 05248644
GA 06778463
GA 03808280
GA 04058361
GA 04478334
GA 01968614
GA 03828108
GA 04908840
GA 01418863
 FA 99228950
 FA 98709112
GA 16789034
GA 12928063
GA 11128752
GA 01968514
GA 01477238
GA 06858740
GA 15378183
GA 03217275
GA 09109284
GA 11478403
 FA 88557736
GA 04577900



GA 05268671
GA 13088745
GA 10379274
GA 02678889
GA 06578350
GA 05538580
 FA 95517263
GA 03617041
GA 04998631
GA 05968553
GA 07078416
GA 06447510
GA 01017239
 FA 97618907



Afghan Village
Apache  M OUT
G e ronimo M OUT - M ilitary Ope rations on Urban Te rrain
M alone  M OUT
M cK e nna M OUT
M ilitary Compound
M olnar M OUT - M ilitary Ope rations on Urban Te rrain
P atriot M OUT
R e sid e ntial
S e lby CACTF
S hanty Town
S hie ld  M OUT
TAA L e ad e r M OUT
W ils on Village  - M atch F acility



MOUT / CACTF SITES



G alloway - Infantry S quad  Battle  Cours e  (IS BC)
G arns e y - Infantry P latoon Battle  Cours e  (IP BC)
Griswold  - R e s e arch, D e ve lopme nt, Te s ting & Evaluation
Hibbs - Compe titive  M arks mans hip
Hook - S ke e t F ie ld
K rilling - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms
M ae rte ns - K nown D is tance  (K D )
M artin - Non-automate d  R e cord  Fire  (Inactive )
M cAnd re ws - K nown D is tance  (K D )
M olnar - Anti-Armor Tracking & Firing (Inactive )
P arks - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms
P atton - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms
P hillips - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms
P ie rce  - Fire  & M ove me nt
P ool - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms
P orte r - Combat P is tol (CP Q C / M P F Q C)
R e d  Cloud  - Tank / Fighting Ve hicle  S tationary G unne ry
R oos e ve lt - 25 M e te r Ze ro / P is tol
S he lton - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms (R ifle  and  P is tol Club)
S imps on - Automate d  R e cord  Fire  (AR F)
W agne r - M achine  G un Transition
W arne r - Gre nad e  L aunche r



GA 01207761
GA 01937308
 FA 97417331
 FA 92488099
 FA 93198092
GA 01528112
GA 00168284
GA 00738184
 FA 91978115
 FA 94257346
 FA 92848106
 FA 97348223
 FA 92608100
 FA 96558237
 FA 93428097
 FA 99608284
 FA 94868185
 FA 91128040
 FA 91918113
 FA 91598088
 FA 93738136
GA 03067716



Apparri - Anit-Armor Tracking (Inactive )
Booke r Bre ach - Live  Fire  Exe rcis e  Bre ach F acility
Booke r K D  - K nown D is tance  R ange
Booke r S H - Live  Fire  Exe rcis e  S hoothous e
Booke r UAC - Urban As s ault Cours e  / Ze ro
Brann Bre ach - Bre ach F acility
Brann S H - Live  Fire  Exe rcis e  S hoothous e
Brann Ze ro - Ze ro R ange
Buchanan S H - Live  Fire  Exe rcis e  S hoothous e
Buchanan UAC - Urban As s ault Cours e  / Ze ro
Buckne r - R e s e arch, D e v., Te s ting & Evaluation (Inactive )
Burroughs - S nipe r
Coolid ge  LAAR  - Anti-Armor Tracking & Firing (Non-Auto)
Coolid ge  L e ft - Anti-Armor Tracking & Firing (Non-Auto)
Cours e n - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms
Cours e n S ke e t Fie ld  - S ke e t F ie ld  (M W R )
D iand a - Live  Hand  G re nad e  R ange
D uke  - LAW  Anti-Armor
Eas le y - K nown D is tance  (K D )
Englis h - M od ifie d  R e cord  Fire  (M R F )
F arns worth - K nown D is tance  (K D )
F arns worth S H - Live  Fire  Exe rcis e  S hoothous e  
Fis ke  - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms
F is ke  S H (2) - Live  Fire  Exe rcis e  S hoothous e s



GA 01248248
 FA 98638283
 FA 98098294
 FA 98098294
 FA 98098294
GA 02657599
GA 02657599
GA 02657599
GA 01407993
GA 01407993
 FA 95388231
GA 00857794
GA 01607881
GA 01067828
 FA 94468150
 FA 94628166
 FA 97418269
 FA 99238277
 FA 92188129
 FA 91268054
 FA 90687992
 FA 90687992
 FA 90877937
 FA 90877937



AS AT - Ad vance d  S ituational Aware ne s s Training
Be navid e z - Automate d  R e cord  Fire  (AR F)
Brown D e mo - D e molition
Bryant - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms
Carte r - Fire  & M ove me nt 
Cutinha - 25m Ze ro / P is tol
D e vore  - M ortar R ange
EOD  R ange  - D is pos al S ite  for Ammunition Ite ms
F ronius - S quad  D e fe ns e
G ord on - Automate d  R e cord  F ire  (AR F)
Holcomb - M achine  G un Transition
Hoope r - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms / Ze ro
L ambe rs - Gre nad e  L aunche r
L auffe r - Fire  & M ove me nt
L e e  Fie ld  - Anti-Armor Tracking (Inactive )
L ozad a - Automate d  M ultipurpos e  M achine  G un
M alone  2 - Automate d  Fie ld  Fire  (AR F)
M alone  8 - Nons tand ard  S mall Arms
M alone  17 - 25m Ze ro / P is tol
M alone  27 - Fire  & M ove me nt
P e nry - M ultipurpos e  R ange  Comple x Light (M P R C-L)
R obins on - 25m Ze ro / P is tol
S hughart - 25m Ze ro / P is tol
S kid ge l - M ortar
S tory - Hand  G re nad e  F amiliarization
Young - InfiltrationD ay / Night Combat Cours e



GA 08179005
GA 04468918
GA 03138655
GA 06259228
GA 02918909
GA 03488915
GA 01069023
GA 08498518
GA 03639362
GA 06459083
GA 05908981
GA 06309032
GA 02179382
GA 01229365
GA 07218992
GA 03528914
GA 01948910
GA 04628917
GA 06459095
GA 04549365
GA 06159006
GA 04798945
GA 05698954
GA 00949248
GA 01058955
GA 02979371



AO Gre e n - M ane uve r Training Are a
AO L aw - M ane uve r Training Are a (Light)
AO Ye llow - Fie ld  Training Are a
Brad le y L and ing - F loating Brid ge  S ite
Brann S TX - S ituational Training Exe rcis e  (S TX) S ite
Britte n R ange  - Combat Trail / G as Chambe r
Bus h Hill - Fie ld  Training Are a
Camp D arby - Fie ld  Training Are a
Cod y L and ing - F loating Brid ge  S ite
Cole  TA - M ane uve r Training Are a (Light)
D ixie Village  - L e ad e rs hip R e action Cours e
Engine e r L and ing - F loating Brid ge  S ite
F OB Voyage r - M ane uve r Training Are a (Light)
G ood blood  R ange  - M ane uve r Training Are a (Light)
HS TL CENTER  - Home  S tation Training L ane s (IED )
HS TL NOR TH - Home  S tation Training L ane s (IED )
HS TL S OUTH - Home  S tation Training L ane s (IED )
Hurle y Hill - R ange r D e mons tration Are a
K all R ive r Cours e  Ad v. - Tracke d  Ve h. D rive rs Cours e
K all R ive r Cours e  Basic - Tracke d  Ve h. D rive rs Cours e
K ilbourne  - M ane uve r Training Are a (Light)
M alve s ti Fie ld  - Obs tacle  Cours e
M cBrid e s Brid ge  - Fie ld  Training Are a
M ine  TA - L and  M ine  W arfare  Training Are a
M ortar TA - M ortar Training Are a
P atrolling Are as - M ane uve r Training Are a (Light)
R ange r Obje ctive  - M ane uve r Training Are a (Light)
R e d  D iamond  L and  Nav - L and  Navigation Cours e
R owan Hill - Fie ld  Training Are a
S and y Hook - Ve hicle  R e cove ry Cours e
TAA L e ad e r - M ane uve r Training Are a (Light)
TAA M aile d  F oot - M ane uve r Training Are a (Light)
TTB Cond or - Tactical Training Bas e
TTB D e s troye r - Tactical Training Bas e
TTB F alcon - Tactical Training Bas e
W e nd y Fie ld  - NCOA Training S ite
W his ke y 2 - W HINS EC Training S ite
Yanke e  North L and  Nav - L and  Navigation Cours e
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S te ind am - M od ifie d  R e cord  Fire  (M R F )
S te von Booke r - Fire  & M ove me nt
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GB 06840295
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W are  - Tank / Fighting Ve hicle  S tationary G unne ry
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Appendix M.  Intergovernmental Service Agreement Wildfire Detection























































Appendix N. Intergovernmental Service Agreement Ecological Forest Monitoring











































FIGURES 



Figure 1.  NRMB Command Protocol for Requesting Emergency Check-Fire 
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Figure 2.  Summary of Prescribed Burn Acres and the Frequency of Fires from FY85 - FY20











Figure 3:  Chain of Command for Fire Response from the Garrison Commander, Fort Benning 
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Figure 4:  Chain of Command from the Wildland Fire Agency Administrator, Fort Benning 
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TABLES 
 



 
Table 1:  Areas Covered within the Wildland Fire Management Complex 
 



Areas Covered within the IWFMP Total Acres (Burnable Acres) 



Fort  Benning 182,395 (147,298 – not including 
impact areas) Caleb check numbers 



Camp Merrill 282 acres of cantonment area – 0 
acres considered for wildland fire. 



 



 



 
 
Table 2.  Fire Danger Rating System by Spread Index and Class with Common Fire Behavior Description 
 



Spread Index Class Behavior Pattern
0-5 -- Low 1 Fire will spread slowly and tend to die.
6-9 -- Moderate 2 Fire will spread in grass and leaves until extinguished.



10-19 -- High 3
Fire burns briskly and spreads rapidly.  Short distance spotting may occur.  
Young conifer stands are at risk to fire damage.



20-39 -- Very High 4



Fire speads rapidly and tends to corwn in  young conifer stands.  Long 
distance spotting is common.  Intense convection activity may develop.  
Torching occurs in older timber.



40 -- Extreme 5



Fire burns very briskly and above spreads very rapidly.  Where heavy 
vegetation occurs, fires may be unmanageable.  Long distance spotting is 
common.  Fire behavior is unpredictable and crown fires in older timber are 
common.



Fire Danger Rating System



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 











Table 3.  Wildfire Occurrence on Fort Benning from FY1994 - FY2020 



Fiscal Year OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP Total
1994 38 8 12 17 15 42 22 24 3 1 1 1 184



1995 (JBO) 0 5 7 3 15 23 23 29 2 15 6 20 148
1996 7 4 3 7 10 24 15 3 6 11 2 0 92
1997 2 3 6 4 4 23 11 11 0 0 0 10 74
1998 9 2 3 0 2 16 5 10 16 11 15 10 99
1999 3 2 1 14 7 30 26 8 8 3 1 14 117
2000 1 8 6 2 14 6 6 25 9 9 10 1 97
2001 5 4 1 4 3 4 5 12 0 1 5 1 45
2002 28 42 1 1 14 4 6 8 2 3 3 1 113



2003 (BO) 1 0 2 3 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 3 14
2004 3 2 3 0 0 32 5 0 0 0 2 1 48
2005 0 3 5 0 0 8 3 4 0 0 0 4 27
2006 2 7 3 1 7 12 6 2 15 6 0 1 62
2007 2 3 7 2 5 4 1 7 0 2 4 3 40
2008 8 11 0 3 16 12 5 8 6 2 3 7 81
2009 5 2 2 3 5 2 3 0 2 7 2 5 38
2010 0 1 0 3 2 2 17 2 3 5 1 24 60
2011 7 9 1 2 5 14 5 24 20 1 7 8 103
2012 20 15 2 3 7 8 13 10 10 8 6 15 117
2013 14 21 6 11 9 7 5 6 2 0 1 1 83
2014 19 13 5 15 7 13 5 7 6 4 8 1 103
2015 12 11 8 9 13 2 3 7 4 4 5 5 83
2016 9 5 8 5 12 9 2 5 13 8 8 25 109
2017 54 40 4 9 11 19 13 4 0 1 1 5 161
2018 4 3 0 10 3 7 8 14 0 1 0 10 60
2019 4 1 3 4 6 29 11 10 3 0 10 23 104
2020 8 14 4 8 6 11 3 16 8 1 0 10 89



Average 10 9 4 5 7 14 8 9 5 4 4 8 87   



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 











Table 4.  Average Wildfire Size by Fiscal Year for Fort Benning 
 



Fiscal Year Avg. Size (Ac.)
1994 26



1995 (JBO) 71
1996 41
1997 63
1998 36
1999 43
2000 56
2001 22
2002 44



2003 (BO) 16
2004 62
2005 8
2006 67
2007 97
2008 24
2009 14
2010 93
2011 74
2012 59
2013 42
2014 35
2015 45
2016 28
2017 82
2018 20
2019 49
2020 30



Average 46  
 
 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 











Table 5.  Number of Wildfires with Unknown Origin Occurring on Fort Benning 



Fiscal Year



# of Fires with 
Unknown 



Origin
2000 19
2001 7
2002 18



2003 (BO) 2
2004 20
2005 5
2006 No Data
2007 No Data
2008 11
2009 12
2010 15
2011 25
2012 15
2013 6
2014 12
2015 12
2016 11
2017 27
2018 10
2019 13
2020 5



Average 13  



 



  











Table 6.  Summary of Prescribed Burn Acres and Wildfire Acres FY81 - FY20 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fiscal Year



Number of 
Prescribed 



Burns
Prescribed 
Burn Acres



Number 
of 



Wildfires
Wildfire 



Acres
Total 
Acres



1981 54 8,897 217 2,272 11,169
1982 42 7,290 242 1,535 8,825
1983 37 5,193 331 2,461 7,654
1984 44 6,072 309 3,813 9,885
1985 54 7,591 587 16,090 23,681
1986 57 12,901 370 2,433 15,334
1987 32 9,540 240 3,062 12,602
1988 38 12,813 368 8,315 21,128
1989 51 11,999 129 1,604 13,603
1990 49 16,632 283 3,903 20,535
1991 50 18,896 145 1,617 20,513
1992 44 54,388 237 5,880 30,268
1993 48 21,594 119 2,324 23,918
1994 90 22,559 184 3,592 26,151
1995 (JBO) 88 33,750 148 3,236 36,986
1996 80 35,064 92 1,687 36,751
1997 97 49,719 74 2,385 52,104
1998 100 37,284 99 1,778 39,062
1999 116 47,375 117 2,472 49,847
2000 108 38,618 97 5,444 44,062
2001 115 44,006 45 919 44,925
2002 136 46,524 113 4,952 51,476
2003 (BO) 107 44,648 14 222 44,870
2004 144 52,086 48 3,004 55,090
2005 119 33,213 27 213 33,426
2006 60 31,480 62 4,130 35,610
2007 138 59,963 40 3,895 63,858
2008 109 47,002 81 524 47,526
2009 99 42,537 38 1,955 44,492
2010 202 81,941 60 5,557 87,498
2011 80 34,626 103 7,570 42,196
2012 147 55,731 117 3,937 59,668
2013 146 65,723 83 3,507 69,230
2014 122 52,530 103 3,567 56,097
2015 136 61,303 83 3,741 65,044
2016 137 59,862 109 3,065 62,927
2017 111 51,866 161 13,174 65,040
2018 117 52,184 60 1,223 53,407
2019 118 54,507 104 4,994 59,501
2020 (COVID-19) 31 18,132 89 2,630 20,762











Table 7:  Distance between Water Bars for Skid Trails or Firebreaks by Slope Percentage 
 



Grade of Skid Trail or 
Firebreak (%)



Distance between Water 
Bars (feet)



2 250
5 135



10 80
15 60
20 45
30 35
40* 30



*Use grades of 40% and steeper only for short stretches  
 
 
 
 
Table 8:  Suggested Size of Safety Zone by Flame Height and Separation Distance of Firefighters 
 



Flame Height
Separation Distance 



(firefighters to flames) Area in Acres*
10 feet 40 feet 0.1 Acres
20 feet 80 feet 0.5 Acres
50 feet 200 feet 3 acres
100 feet 400 feet 12 acres
200 feet 800 feet 46 acres



*Area in acres is calculated to allow for distance separation on all sides 
for a 3-person engine crew (1 acre is approximately the size of a 
football field, or 208 feet by 208 feet). Calculations are based on 
radiant heat only and do not account for convective heat from wind 
and/or terrain influences. Since calculations assume no wind and no 
slope, safety zones downwind or upslope from the fire will require 
larger separation distances.  



 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 











Table 9:  List of Ambulance Exchange Points (AXP) by Number with Corresponding Grid Coordinates 
 



Number Name Grid Coordinate
1 Midwest Rd. / 10th Armored DIV Rd. INT GA 038 997
2 Ware Range / Lorraine Rd. INT GA 095 972
3 Buena Vista Rd. / 10th Armored DIV Rd. INT GA 026 938
4 Buena Vista Rd. / Lorraine Rd. INT GA 090 925
5 Malone 4A (2nd Armored DIV Rd.) GA 036 887
6 Buena Vista / Cactus Rd. INT GA 181 853
7 Lafayette Rd. / Red Diamond Rd. INT GA 127 824
8 McKenna MOUT Site (Helipad) GA 063 835
9 Jamestown Rd. / Yankee Rd. INT GA 037 776
10 Fryar DZ Entrance FA 933 726
11 4 Winds Restaurant (Camp Darby) GA 133 775  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 











Table 10:  NRMB Mechanized Wildland Fire Equipment 
Hand Receipt Holder ADMIN Serial Number Nomenclature Manufacturer Make and Model NIIN



NATURAL  
RESOURCES AV1N 1M0825GSCHM130614



VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: 825I JOHN DEERE
JOHN DEERE GATOR



01C163564
NATURAL  AV24 34084 VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: RTV-X900 KUBOTA KUBOTA 01C933331
NATURAL  



RESOURCES AV25 38425
VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: RTV-X900 KUBOTA



KUBOTA
01C933331



NATURAL  
RESOURCES AV2N 1M0825GSVHM130615



VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: 825I JOHN DEERE
JOHN DEERE GATOR



01C163564
NATURAL  



RESOURCES AV3N 1M0825GSAHM130616
VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: 825I JOHN DEERE



JOHN DEERE GATOR
01C163564



NATURAL  
RESOURCES AV4N 1HFTE4462J4400100



VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: TRX450ES HONDA
HONDA TRX450ES 



01C163564
NATURAL  



RESOURCES AV5N 1HFTE5134K4500006
VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: TRX450ES HONDA



HONDA TRX450ES 
01C163564



NATURAL  
RESOURCES AV6N 1HFTE5130K4500018



VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: TRX450ES HONDA
HONDA TRX450ES 



01C163564
NATURAL  



RESOURCES AV7N 1HFTE4464J4400020
VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: TRX450ES HONDA



HONDA TRX450ES 
01C163564



NATURAL  
RESOURCES AV8N 1M0825GSKHM130612



VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: 825I JOHN DEERE
JOHN DEERE GATOR



01C163564
NATURAL  



RESOURCES AV9N 1HFTE5132K4504297
VEHICLE ALL TERRAIN: TRX500FEC HONDA



HONDA TRX500FE2E
01C088787



NATURAL  
RESOURCES BT05 1FDUF4HT5DEA13725



TRUCK CARGO PICKUP: F450-B FORD
FORD 450 BRUSH TRUCK



01C110400
NATURAL  



RESOURCES BT06 1FDUF4HT1FEC38744
TRUCK CARGO PICKUP: F450-B FORD



FORD 450 BRUSH TRUCK
01C110400



NATURAL  
RESOURCES BT07 1FDUF5HT6JEB44048



TRUCK CARGO PICKUP: CUSTOM PUMPER F550 R
FORD 550 BRUSH TRUCK



01C139544
NATURAL  



RESOURCES BT08 1FDUF5HT4JEB44047
TRUCK CARGO PICKUP: CUSTOM PUMPER F550 R



FORD 550 BRUSH TRUCK
01C139544



NATURAL  
RESOURCES BT09 1FDUF5HT0KDA23037



TRUCK CARGO PICKUP: CUSTOM PUMPER F550 R
FORD 550 BRUSH TRUCK



01C139544
NATURAL  



RESOURCES DT51L C4E01674
BULLDOZER: D5K-XL CATERPILLAR



CAT D-5-K
01C083200



NATURAL  
RESOURCES DT52L C4E01811



BULLDOZER: D5K-XL CATERPILLAR
CAT D-5-K



01C083331
NATURAL  



RESOURCES DT55L C4E20364
BULLDOZER: D5K-XL CATERPILLAR



CAT D-5-K
01C110400



NATURAL  
RESOURCES DT56L C4E20368



BULLDOZER: D5K-XL CATERPILLAR
CAT D-5-K



01C106461
NATURAL  



RESOURCES DT57 CAT00D5KCWT307169
BULLDOZER: D5K-XL CATERPILLAR



CAT D-5-K
01C106461



NATURAL  
RESOURCES DT58 CAT00D5KHWT307170



BULLDOZER: D5K-XL CATERPILLAR
CAT D-5-K



01C106461
NATURAL  



RESOURCES DT59 CAT000D6VKTW00358
DOZER; P/N: D6LGP



CAT D6-LGP
01T003918



NATURAL  
RESOURCES DT60 CAT00D5KEWT307218



BULLDOZER: D5K-XL CATERPILLAR
CAT D-5-K



01C106461
NATURAL  



RESOURCES DT61 CAT00D5KCWT307219
BULLDOZER: D5K-XL CATERPILLAR



CAT D-5-K
01C106461



NATURAL  
RESOURCES GM2N CAT0012MCN9R00370



GRADER: 12M3
CAT 12M



01C936086
NATURAL  



RESOURCES GM08L 1DW670GPTA0629126
GRADER, ROAD MOTORIZED: 670GP JOHN DEERE



JOHN DEERE 670-GP
01C142359



NATURAL  
RESOURCES GM1N N9R00330



GRADER: 12M3
CAT 12M



01C936086
NATURAL  



RESOURCES LS25 1DW544KZLEE662361
LOADER, FRONT END: 4WD ROUGH TERRAIN JOH



JOHN DEERE 544K
01C160967



NATURAL  
RESOURCES ME08



CAT0311FPKCW10237 EXCAVATOR, CATERPILAR, 313 FLGC
CAT 311F



01C958710
NATURAL  



RESOURCES ST10 3AKJGND14MDMU2897
TRUCK TRACTOR



Freightliner SD122
01T004364



NATURAL  
RESOURCES TB04 1FVHC5CYXDHFG3298



TRUCK WRECKER: 615TRB JERR-DAN CORP
FREIGHTLINER M2-112



01C105522
NATURAL  



RESOURCES TB05 1FVHC5CY8DHFG3297
TRUCK WRECKER: 615TRB JERR-DAN CORP



FREIGHTLINER M2-112
01C105522



NATURAL  
RESOURCES TB06 1FVHG3DV5EHFX5748



TRUCK WRECKER: 615TRB JERR-DAN CORP
FREIGHTLINER 144SD



01C105522
NATURAL  



RESOURCES TB07 1HTGRSNT9JH470777
TRUCK, WRECKER 25 TON



INTERNATIONAL 7600
01C914808



NATURAL  
RESOURCES TL25 D00031



SEMITRAILER LOW BED
55 TON KAUFMAN



01C942779
NATURAL  



RESOURCES UH30 1FTBF2B61EEA227741
TRUCK CARGO PICKUP: F-250 FORD



FORD 250 4X4
01C066936



NATURAL  
RESOURCES UH36 3C6MR5AJ6GG359619



TRUCK, UTILITY: RAM 2500 ST DODGE
RAM 2500 4X4



01K000347
NATURAL  



RESOURCES UH03 3C6UR5CLXJG377255
TRUCK CARGO PICKUP: RAM 2500 QUAD CAB 4X



RAM 2500 4X4
01C022568



NATURAL  
RESOURCES UH04  1FT7W2BT9KEF41148



TRUCK, 2018 F250 XL, FORD, 4X4, SUPERCAB
FORD 4x4 CC



01D184799











Table 11:  Wildland Fire Funding Requirements 
 



 
 
 
 



DAC Labor Supplies Equipment DAC Labor Supplies Equipment Equipment Operators
2021 487,292$  125,000$ -$         80,000$    -$      85,000$   123,000$                    
2022 501,911$  125,000$ -$         83,000$    -$      270,000$ 124,500$                    
2023 511,949$  127,500$ -$         85,000$    -$      320,000$ 126,200$                    
2024 527,307$  127,500$ -$         87,500$    -$      215,000$ 127,900$                    
2025 537,854$  130,000$ -$         90,000$    -$      290,000$ 130,000$                    



Equipment
2021 -$           
2022 35,000$    
2023 40,000$    
2024 -$           
2025 -$           



MDEP VENQ MDEP QMUN



Wildland Fire Funding Rquirements
Operations Maintenance Army (OMA)



Other Procurement Army (OPA)
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BALD EAGLE (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) 
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Natural Resources Management Branch 


Fort Benning, Georgia 
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Background: In 1963, there were only 400 nesting pairs of bald eagles in the lower 48 states. By 
2007, that number had increased to 10,000 nesting pairs. This increase is due largely to the 
protection that the species received through Federal regulation. Due to the eagles great increase 
in breeding pairs in the lower 48 states it was removed from the Federal endangered species list in 
June of 2007. The species however is still Federally protected. The major Federal regulations that 
currently guide management for the protection of eagles in the United States are the Bald and 
Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), and the Lacey Act. 
BGEPA prohibits anyone from taking, possessing, or transporting a bald eagle (Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus) or golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), or the parts, nests, or eggs of such birds 
without prior authorization. This includes inactive nests as well as active nests. “Take” means to 
pursue, shoot, shoot at, poison, wound, kill, capture, trap, collect, destroy, molest, or disturb. 
Activities that directly or indirectly lead to take are prohibited without a permit. MBTA prohibits the 
taking, killing, possession, transportation, and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and 
nests except as authorized under a valid permit (50 CFR 21.11). Additionally, the MBTA 
authorizes and directs the Secretary of the Interior to determine if, and by what means, the take of 
migratory birds should be allowed and to adopt suitable regulations permitting and governing take 
(e.g. hunting seasons for ducks and geese). The Lacy Act passed in 1900 protects bald eagles by 
making it a Federal offense to “take”, possess, transport, sell, import, or export their nests, eggs 
and parts that are taken in violation of any state, tribal or U.S. law. It also prohibits false records, 
labels, or identification of wildlife shipped, prohibits importation of injurious species and prohibits 
shipment of fish or wildlife in an inhumane manner. Violations of the BGEPA can result in a criminal 
fine of $100,000 ($200,000 for organizations), imprisonment for one year, or both, for a first 
offense. Penalties increase substantially for additional offenses, and a second violation of this Act 
is a felony. Due to this protection, the management for bald eagles on Fort Benning will follow the 
2007 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Management Guidelines. This level of protection will 
help to ensure the continuation of the bald eagles recovery in the lower 48 states. 
 
Current Species Status: Two nesting pairs are known to occur on Fort Benning. The current 
known nest locations are in Training Compartment S11 (Chattahoochee River) and C31 (King’s 
Pond). On the Installation, the nesting season begins near 1 December and continues until 31 
May. Egg laying has historically occurred during the last week of December through the 1st week 
of January. If successful, juvenile eagles usually gain the ability of flight by mid-April. On most 
years, the adult eagles will migrate out of the nesting area by the end of May. Juveniles will usually 
be seen in the area until late June although they increasingly spend less time at the nest site from 
mid-April until they also migrate. 
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Bald eagles prefer forested areas adjacent to large 
bodies of water, such as lakes, rivers, and reservoirs. Limiting factors include habitat destruction 
and degradation, environmental contaminants, and illegal shooting. The species is vulnerable to 
several activities on the Installation: low flying aircraft, timber harvest, human disturbance, and 
military training. 
 
Management Objective: Management will be for the conservation of existing populations on the 
Installation. 
 
Conservation Goal: The conservation goal is to maintain existing populations at heathy and 
stable levels and conserve habitat in which they occur. Suitable nesting habitat for the bald eagle 
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can be found along both sides of the Chattahoochee River. The River Bend area has extensive 
backwaters that can provide necessary foraging habitat. By looking at available habitat and 
foraging base, it is estimated that Fort Benning can support two, possibly three nesting territories. 
The goal will be to maintain at least the current level of nesting and foraging habitat through 
passive management and habitat conservation. 
 
Actions Needed: 
  


1. Restrict/monitor activities within 660 feet or direct line of site from the nest during 1 
December to 31 May. 


2. Restrict low level aircraft from around nests to at least 1000 feet above highest object or 
1000 feet horizontal distance during nesting season. 


3. Monitor nesting activities for information on productivity, human disturbance, and nesting 
season timing. 


4. Renew permit 180 days prior to expiration (30 September 2024). 
 
Conservation Measures: The National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines were adopted in May 
2007 following the removal of the species from protection under the Endangered Species Act. The 
State of Georgia monitors productivity on all known eagle nests in the State. It is our belief that the 
following conservation measures are sufficient to ensure that Fort Benning’s activities do not 
adversely affect bald eagles and their habitat. To protect the current nests on Fort Benning, 
protection zones have been established in accordance with the 2007 USFWS Management 
Guidelines.  
 
The primary zone is the most critical area immediately around the nest and extends 660 feet 
radially from the nest. The following human activities are likely to cause disturbance to bald eagles 
and will not occur within the primary nesting zone at any time except as specified below. 
 


1. Land use changes: Timber harvesting operations, including road construction and chain 
saw and yarding operations, commercial and industrial development, construction, and 
mining during the nesting season within 660 feet of the nest. The distance may be 
decreased to 330 feet around inactive nests within a particular territory, including nests that 
were attended during the current nesting season but not used to raise young, after eggs laid 
in another nest within the territory have hatched. 


2. Use of any chemicals toxic to wildlife (i.e., persistent organochlorine pesticides, PCB, 
mercury, lead, etc.). 


3. Human entry during the nesting period: Except authorized research and management 
activities, Training is also excluded from the 660 foot protection area during the nesting 
period. 


4. Prescribed Burning/Thinning within the 660 feet protection area: Selective thinning and 
other silvicultural management practices designed to conserve or enhance habitat should 
be undertaken outside the nesting season. If prescribed burning is conducted during the 
breeding/nesting season (1 December-31 May), leaves and woody debris will be raked from 
around the nest tree to prevent crown fire or fire climbing the nest tree. 


5. Low level aircraft operation: The current guideline agreed upon with Flight Operations at 
Lawson Army Airfield is 1000 feet above highest object or 1000 feet horizontal from either 
of the nest sites. 
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The USFWS Management Guidelines for the Bald Eagle in the Southeast Region also provides 
guidance on foraging areas in the vicinity of both wintering and nesting habitats. These guidelines 
will enhance such feeding areas and eliminate or minimize human disturbance. These guidelines 
include: 
 


1. Eliminating the use of toxic chemicals (i.e., persistent organochlorine pesticides, PCB, 
mercury, lead, etc.) in the watersheds of lakes and rivers where bald eagles feed. 


2. Discouraging the construction of buildings along shorelines where bald eagles feed. 
3. Managing fish populations or other primary food supplies to sustain bald eagles. 
4. Limiting fishing, boating, and other human disturbances adversely affecting bald eagles. 
5. Prohibiting the use of clear-cut and high-grade logging along the shoreline of feeding 


waters. This will prevent the removal of large trees preferred by bald eagles for hunting, 
roosting, and loafing perches. 


6. As possible, preventing or reducing shoreline erosion to protect roost or perch trees. The 
preservation of such trees mutually helps to prevent erosion issues. 
 


In addition to the above guidelines, Fort Benning will also follow the below listed courses of action. 
 


1. Prescribed Burning Operations: All precautions will be made so that the fire is prevented 
from damaging the nest trees. Prior to prescribed burning activities, all flammable materials 
will be raked away from the eagle nest tree before nesting season or when eagles are not 
present at the nest site. Smoke management will also be considered during nesting season 
to minimize, as much as possible, any potential adverse impacts of smoke around the bald 
eagle nests. All eagle nests within a prescribed burn unit will be monitored for 30-60 
minutes immediately before and after the prescribed burn to assess the condition of the 
nest, nest tree, and any eagles that are present.  


2. Military Training, Construction, etc.: Any new activities planned to occur within the proximity 
(one half mile) of an eagle nest will be reviewed and any potential disturbance will be 
monitored/mitigated through the Fort Benning 144R NEPA process. Although, 
current/recent military training has proven not to disrupt the eagles, all proposed activities 
require NEPA analysis prior to implementation. 
 


Management Prescriptions and Actions:  Management efforts will be geared toward 
conservation of the existing bald eagle nests. For protection, the nests will have a primary zone 
(660 feet radius around the nest) as outlined under Conservation Measures and can be seen in 
Figure 1 and 2 for the current nests.   
                                                                                                                                                                                
To prevent disruption of the nest in Training Compartment S11 and C31, access trails will be 
closed during the nesting season (1 December-31 May). A permanent exclusion area has been 
designated around the nest extending 660 feet from the nest tree. Signs will be placed on the 
perimeter of the closed section. For both nests, (S11 and C31) a low flying aircraft restriction will 
be implemented during the entire nesting season of 1000 feet above highest object and 1000 feet 
horizontal from the eagle nests (Figure 1 and 2). 
 
During the first week in November, a memo will be sent to Chief, Range Division and Chief, 
Aviation Division to inform them of the upcoming bald eagle nesting season and the restrictions to 
be put in place. 
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Habitat Management: Potential bald eagle nesting habitat can be found within one quarter mile of 
either side of the Chattahoochee River south of Uchee Creek. Selected areas will be managed to 
produce long lived and tall pine trees with clear paths to the river. Generally, a wide undisturbed 
buffer of trees will be left along the river corridor. 
  
Presently, there are sufficient natural trees for nesting. In these potential nesting areas, large, tall 
pine trees will not be removed during timber harvesting, construction, or military training.   
As part of the Environmental Education program, information on the bald eagle will be 
disseminated to the military as well as to the general public to raise the awareness of this species 
and what can be done to help protect it. Any unit that conducts a training exercise or construction 
activity on Fort Benning must complete a Record of Environmental Consideration (FB-144-R) 
detailing their proposed activity and location. Those activities that might affect the bald eagle or its 
habitat will be carefully coordinated to minimize adverse impacts. 
 
Surveys Inspections and Monitoring: Known nest locations will be checked, beginning in early 
November, for nesting activity. If activity is observed, the nest will be monitored to check for 
productivity and disturbance. Periodically, active nest will be observed for longer intervals to 
monitor for disturbances, low flying aircraft, nesting/fledging success, feeding behavior, and dietary 
preferences. Aircraft overflights within the ‘‘No Fly Zone’’ will be reported immediately to Lawson 
Army Airfield Flight Operations Center and corrective actions will be taken to prevent future 
occurrences. Gated access trails within the 660 feet protected area will be checked to make sure 
they are locked and that there has been no trespassing. If a new nest is located, coordination will 
occur between the Natural Resources Management Branch, the Chief of Range Division, and the 
Chief of Aviation Division to notify them of the nest location and make any modifications to the 
flight path of aircraft or to training activities as deemed necessary. Also, the USFWS and Georgia 
Department of Natural Resources will be notified of the nest location. 
 
In wildfire situations where a wildfire has burned through the eagle nest site, monitoring will be 
conducted for 30-60 minutes immediately post wildfire to assess the condition of the nest, nest 
tree, and any eagles that were present during wildfire suppression activities. In circumstances 
where monitoring cannot be performed immediately after the wildfire, monitoring will be conducted 
as soon as a wildfire has been identified to have burn through the nest tree area.  
 
Monitoring requirements for prescribed burning and wildfire incidents that will be submitted in the 
annual report will include the following data: 
  


1. Prescribed burn or wildfire date. 
2. Temperature (minimum and maximum), minimum relative humidity, wind speed, and 


direction. 
3. Tree condition pre and post fire activity. 
4. Nest Condition pre and post fire. 
5. Adult eagle presence pre and post fire. 
6. Date, time of day, and length of time Bald Eagles observed. 
7. Number and age of Bald Eagles observed (i.e. juvenile, immature, subadult, adult), if age is 


not known, a description must be provided. 
8. Observed behavior (perching, feeding, sitting on or attending nest, in flight). 
9. If any eagle nesting attempt was successful, failed or the eagles are observed during the 


monitoring period. 
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10. Any descriptions of any human activity at the time eagles are observed during the 
monitoring period. 


 
If nesting activity is observed, monitoring must continue until successful fledging or nest 
failure/abandonment is documented. 
 


 
Figure 1: Bald Eagle Nest Location Kings Pond 
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Figure 2: Bald Eagle Nest Location Chattahoochee River  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Management Checklist: 
 


Schedule Activity 


November 
1) Begin monitoring eagle nests for activity and 2) provide Range and Aviation Division 
notification memo of nesting season.  


December Close access gates. 


May Open access gates. 
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Background: Army Regulation (200-1) “Environmental Protection and Enhancement” requires the 
preparation of Endangered Species Management Component for listed and proposed threatened 
and endangered species and critical habitat present on installations. All Army land uses are subject 
to these regulations. Failure to implement this management plan can lead to violation of the 
Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) and result in the costly disruption of military operations. 
 
Current Species Status: The Georgia Rockcress is a perennial found few locations along rocky 
slopes that discourage many other native plants. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) listed 
the Georgia rockcress as threatened under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), with a critical 
habitat designation. In total, the USFWS propose to designate 17 critical habitat units with 
approximately 297 hectares (732 acres) of riparian, river bluff habitat for the species. Five critical 
habitat units are located in Georgia, including parts of Gordon, Floyd, Harris, Muscogee, and Clay 
Counties, and 12 critical habitat units in Alabama, including parts of Bibb, Dallas, Elmore, Monroe, 
Sumter, and Wilcox Counties (USFWS 2013). There are two populations located within 61 acres of 
protected habitat on Fort Benning (Figure 1).  
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Georgia rockcress generally occurs at sites with a 
substantial, mixed-level canopy with spatial heterogeneity, which provides for mixed sunlight and 
shade throughout the day and impedes invasive species. The habitat supports a relatively closed 
to open canopy of Juniperus virginiana (eastern red cedar), Ostrya virginiana (American 
hophornbeam), Quercus muehlenbergii (chinquapin oak), Fraxinus Americana (white ash), Acer 
barbatum (southern sugar maple), and Cercis Canadensis (eastern redbud) with a rich diversity of 
grasses and forbs characterizing the herb layer (Schotz 2010). Georgia rockcress generally occurs 
on steep river bluffs often with shallow soils overlaying rock or with exposed rock outcroppings. 
“These edaphic conditions result in micro-disturbances, such as sloughing soils with limited 
accumulation of leaf litter or canopy gap dynamics, possibly with wind-thrown trees, which provide 
small patches of exposed mineral soil in a patchy distribution across the river bluff” (Schotz 2010). 
The major limiting factor is the threat of clearing and quarrying of rocky bluffs, hardwood slopes, 
and riverbanks and invasion by exotic pest plants such as Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera 
japonica) (USFWS 2013).  
 
Management Objectives: Management will be for the protection and enhancement of existing 
populations on the Installation and habitat areas.  
 
Conservation Goals: The conservation goal is to maintain the existing populations found on Fort 
Benning and to continue surveying for new populations and habitat areas. 
  
Actions Needed: 
 


1.  Install diversion fencing as needed and where feasible in areas subject to damage from feral 
swine. 


2.  Monitor the encroachment of invasive species and initiate control efforts if needed. 
3.  Continue to monitor the present populations. 
4.  Protect populations from man-made disturbances such as timber harvesting, construction, and 


military training.  
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Conservation Measures: Current management efforts on the Installation for Georgia rockcress 
consists of habitat protection and periodic monitoring of the known populations. The species is 
vulnerable to several activities on the Installation such as fire and timber harvesting and is threatened 
by feral swine and invasive plants (Lonicera japonica) Japanese honeysuckle, (Pueraria lobata) 
kudzu, and (Elaeagnus sp.) silverberry. 
 
On the Installation, the species is vulnerable to construction, feral swine, invasive plants, high-
intensity fires, and timber harvesting. Known locations have been designated as Sensitive Areas, in 
which digging and vehicles are not allowed. Timber harvesting is not allowed within 200 feet of the 
boundary of the populations. Prescribed burning will be limited within the site to low intensity burns 
under controlled conditions. 
   
Management Prescriptions and Actions: The most important management action is to protect the 
Georgia rockcress sites from disturbance. This will be accomplished by: 
 


1. Installing diversion fencing for feral swine around portions of the population as feasible and 
necessary. 


2. Prohibiting timber harvest within 200 feet of known populations. 
3. Prohibiting digging and vehicles within the sensitive area signs around each population. 
4. Limiting prescribed burning within the boundaries of the population to low intensity burns that 


may aid in maintaining suitable habitat for Georgia rockcress.   
5. Controlling populations of feral swine, if necessary, by trapping or shooting. 
6. Monitor the encroachment of invasive species and initiate control efforts if needed. 


 
Any management activities will be coordinated with the USFWS and the Georgia Department of 
Natural Resources, Nongame Endangered Wildlife Program.  
 
Installation activities with the potential to impact the Georgia rockcress or its habitat are 
coordinated through Fort Benning’s NEPA process. Accordingly, the Department of Public 
Works/Environmental Management Division staff screen and provide applicable comments (i.e. 
guidance, mitigation, restrictions, etc.) on all potential Installation level actions prior to 
implementation through the Fort Benning 144R process. The 144R form for submission of 
proposed actions can be accessed and submitted online at https://applications/nepa/. Permission to 


proceed or denial of a proposed action is returned to the proponent with applicable guidance as a 
Record of Environmental Consideration (REC) or notification that a higher level of NEPA analysis 
(i.e. Environmental Assessment [EA] or Environmental Impact Statement [EIS]) is required. 
 
These management actions will have no anticipated effect on military training. All known populations 
of the Georgia rockcress and its protected habitat are located in an area that seldom receives training 
pressure. Therefore, management actions are not expected to have any adverse impacts on military 
training.  
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Figure 1: Fort Benning’s Georgia Rockcress Protected Areas 


 
Surveys, Inspections and Monitoring: Population sites and protected habitat will be inspected 
twice annually to check for signs of disturbance or encroachment by invasive species. We will 
survey the sites triennially (once every 3 years) for the presence and abundance of Georgia 
rockcress. Plants will be tallied as vegetative or fertile individuals. Data will be maintained over 
time to attempt to detect trends in the population size and reproductive status. All monitoring and 
survey data for Georgia rockcress will be made available to the USFWS and perspective state 
natural resource agencies upon request. 
 
 
 
Management Checklist: 
 


Schedule Activity 


January-December 
Site inspections for disturbance or invasive species. Corrective actions to be 
taken as needed. 


March-June 
(triennially) 


Conduct survey of all populations. 
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Background: The gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus) is a long-lived terrestrial 
turtle species only found in the Southeastern United States.  Gopher tortoises dig 
extensive burrows in open habitats with sandy soils.  Because these burrows provide 
refuge for over 360 other species, gopher tortoises are considered both ecosystem 
engineers and a keystone species.  Fort Benning provides approximately 6,808 
hectares (16,822 acres) of suitable habitat for gopher tortoises and another 2,388 
hectares (5,900 acres) of potentially suitable habitat.  An initiative is underway to further 
refine the delineation of suitable and potential gopher tortoise habitat within each of the 
four gopher tortoise habitat management units (HMUs).   
 
Current Species Status: The gopher tortoise is a species of concern throughout the 
Southeastern United States.  An estimated 80% of the total population across the range 
has been lost since the 1780s (Auffenberg and Franz 1982).  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service has listed it as threatened under the Endangered Species Act in the western 
portion of its range (Louisiana, Mississippi, and far-western Alabama), and it is a 
candidate for federal listing in the eastern portion of the range (the majority of Alabama, 
Florida, South Carolina and Georgia).  Georgia lists the gopher tortoise’s state legal 
status as threatened, making it a state-protected species. It is also the official state 
reptile.   
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors:  The gopher tortoise typically inhabits 
relatively well-drained, sandy soils suitable for burrow excavation. The gopher tortoise is 
generally associated with longleaf pine and xeric oak sandhills but also occurs in scrub, 
xeric hammock, pine flatwoods, dry prairie, coastal grasslands and dunes, mixed 
hardwood-pine communities, and a variety of disturbed habitats. The primary threats to 
gopher tortoises in the Southeastern U.S. are habitat destruction, fragmentation, and 
degradation to include fire suppression. 
 
 
Conservation Goals: Stakeholders, including the Department of Defense, have signed 
a Gopher Tortoise Candidate Conservation Agreement (GTCCA) with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2008).  The GTCCA is an attempt to 
preclude federal listing in the eastern portion of the range by voluntarily managing for 
and monitoring populations. In compliance with the GTCCA, the United States Army has 
devised Management Guidelines for the Gopher Tortoise on Army Installations (2008) in 
order to facilitate protection of this species. These strategies support the Army's 
commitment and responsibility to adopt a long-term approach to gopher tortoise 
conservation and habitat management consistent with the military mission.  
 
Management Objectives: Installation-specific gopher tortoise management strategies 
should promote ecosystem integrity. Maintenance of ecosystem integrity and health 
also benefit the Army by preserving and restoring training lands for long-term use. Fort 
Benning will strive to establish no-net loss in the number of gopher tortoises identified 
as the baseline population of the Installation. Efforts will be made to increase population 
numbers and available habitat, but at least maintaining baseline conditions will help to 
stabilize the species and prevent further decline. If current population levels cannot be 
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maintained due to mission activities, Fort Benning will ensure that adequate habitat is 
available to replenish or enhance gopher tortoise numbers. 
 


 
Figure 1. Fort Benning Gopher Tortoise Habitat Management Units 
 
Management Strategies and Actions: Gopher tortoise management strategies and 
actions use a systematic, step-by-step approach in identifying potential mission conflicts 
and developing possible gopher tortoise avoidance, minimization or mitigation 
measures. Continued analysis of these factors and their interrelated impacts are 
necessary in the development of a management strategy.   
 
Installation Mission and Gopher Tortoise Conflict 
 


a.  Identify Installation and tenant unit mission requirements (present and future) and 
identify areas of potential agency mission and gopher tortoise habitat (current 
and potential) conflict.  
 


b.  Develop and continually update a Global Information System (GIS) for the gopher 
tortoise population and its habitat on the Installation. Based on current use, soils, 
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and vegetation, designate non-fragmented areas of occupied as well as 
potentially suitable habitat as gopher tortoise HMUs (Figure 1). 
 


c.  Installation activities with the potential to impact the gopher tortoise or its habitat 
are coordinated through Fort Benning’s NEPA process. Accordingly, the 
Department of Public Works/Environmental Management Division staff screen 
and provide applicable comments (i.e. guidance, mitigation, restrictions, etc.) on 
all potential Installation level actions prior to implementation through the Fort 
Benning 144R process. The 144R form for submission of proposed actions can 
be accessed and submitted online at https://applications/nepa/. Permission to 
proceed or denial of a proposed action is returned to the proponent with 
applicable guidance as a Record of Environmental Consideration (REC) or 
notification that a higher level of NEPA analysis (i.e. Environmental Assessment 
[EA] or Environmental Impact Statement [EIS]) is required. 


 
Gopher Tortoise Population Monitoring: 
 


a.  Line Transect Distance Sampling: Current gopher tortoise population levels and 
demographics are determined by conducting line transect distance surveys using 
GIS land cover data and DISTANCE 7.1 software as described in the Gopher 
Tortoise Line Transect Distance Sampling Workbook developed by the Jones 
Ecological Research Center (2016). After an initial baseline survey is conducted 
in each HMU, surveys using consistent and systematic re-sampling should be 
repeated every 5 years to monitor long term population trends.  
 


b.  Project Surveys: To identify gopher tortoises that may need to be avoided or 
possibly relocated prior to certain NEPA actions.  For example, the Installation 
will conduct burrow surveys prior to timber harvesting operations, construction, or 
other significant land-disturbing activities. These surveys will be conducted within 
a year prior to project initiation by natural resources personnel or contractors 
trained and experienced in gopher tortoise biology. Avoidance, minimization, 
and/or mitigation measures will be implemented in areas where such activities 
will impact gopher tortoises, as necessary or as needed. 


 
Habitat Management: 
 


a.  Silviculture: Current silvicultural standards for Red-cockaded Woodpecker (RCW) 
management on Installations are consistent with requirements for gopher tortoise 
habitat. Where RCW management is not an issue, forest management and 
timber harvest will be evaluated for compatibility with gopher tortoise habitat 
needs. Installations will use pine and hardwood timber harvest and various forms 
of mechanical and chemical vegetation control, to include invasive plants, to 
achieve specific habitat and vegetation objectives or to enhance degraded 
habitat. 
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b.  Prescribed Burning: Current prescribed burning standards for RCW management 
on Installations is consistent with gopher tortoise habitat management. Frequent 
burning reduces shrub and hardwood encroachment, and stimulates growth of 
gopher tortoise forage plants such as grasses, forbs, and legumes. 


 
Mitigation and Avoidance: 
 


a.  Burrow Marking: Based on mission and potential conflict, gopher tortoise burrows 
may be permanently marked for burrow protection. For example, burrows located 
in areas with high probability of off-road maneuvering may be marked with a 12” 
yellow sign that states "No digging or vehicles within 50ft." and a 10” yellow 
reflector for nighttime visibility. 


 
b. Translocation: In locations with gopher tortoise conflict with present and 


projected mission activities that will adversely or permanently degrade/ fragment/ 
destroy occupied gopher tortoise habitat, translocation may occur to recipient 
sites with no or limited foreseeable conflict. 
 
 


 
Management Checklist: 
  


Schedule Activity 


Winter Conduct Population Survey for HMUs using Line Transect Distance Sampling. 


Spring Analyze Population Survey Data and Generate HMU Population Report. 


January-December Survey HMUs for potential habitat improvements and habitat disturbance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  



This Candidate Conservation Agreement (CCA or Agreement) for the gopher tortoise, Gopherus 



polyphemus, has been developed as a cooperative effort among state, federal, non-governmental, and 



private organizations. The purpose of this Agreement is to collectively implement proactive gopher 



tortoise conservation measures across its eastern range.  With this Agreement, the Parties (see 



Section 4) hope to organize a cooperative, range-wide approach to gopher tortoise management and 



conservation.  This Agreement will allow the Parties to leverage knowledge and funding within a 



common conservation approach and framework.  The Agreement is voluntary and flexible in nature, 



and has been developed so different conservation and management actions can be agreed to and 



implemented at different levels.   



Under Executive Order 13352, Facilitation of Cooperative Conservation, the Departments of the 



Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and Defense and the Environmental Protection Agency are to carry 



out their environmental and natural resource programs in a manner that facilitates cooperative 



conservation. This Agreement is an example of a cooperative conservation approach. The terms of 



this Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with applicable federal and state 



law.  Nothing in this Agreement is intended to limit the authority of the US Fish & Wildlife Service 



(USFWS) to fulfill its responsibilities under federal laws.  Additionally, nothing in this Agreement is 



intended to supersede applicable state authorities.  All activities undertaken pursuant to this 



Agreement must be in compliance with all applicable state and federal laws and regulations. 



Consistent with the specific commitments by, and the available resources of, the Parties, 



conservation actions set forth in this Agreement will be implemented and will remain in effect for the 



duration of the Agreement.  



2. BACKGROUND  



Initial efforts to create a gopher tortoise conservation agreement between multiple parties began in 



June 2005. Out of these efforts, the Gopher Tortoise Team (GTT) was established, currently 



consisting of the organizations listed in Section 4.  This group came together to address suspected 



decline in the tortoise population and explore conservation measures that could create an 



environment throughout the eastern range of the gopher tortoise for its population to thrive.  One of 



the team’s first initiatives included the development of a Memorandum of Intent (MOI), 



Conservation of the Gopher Tortoise in its Eastern Distribution, signed in 2006. The aim of the 



MOI was to foster an increased level of communication, collaboration, and conservation among the 



signatories to actively manage and conserve gopher tortoise populations and habitat.  In the MOI the 



signatories agreed that:  



• Gopher tortoise populations and habitat are in need of assistance   



• Action is needed to improve gopher tortoise status throughout its range   



• Each party could benefit from reversing the declining trend in gopher tortoise 



populations  



 



Organizations involved in the MOI development were the Department of Defense (DoD), Southern 



Regional Environmental Office (SREO), USFWS, and US Forest Service (USFS), state Departments 



of Natural Resources (DNRs) or equivalent, The Nature Conservancy, Partners in Amphibian and 



Reptile Conservation, the Gopher Tortoise Council, and The Conservation Fund. The MOI allows 



any public or private entity or landowner within the range of the gopher tortoise to become a 
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cooperating Party to the agreement.    



In January of 2006, the USFWS received a petition to list the eastern population of the gopher 



tortoise as a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). A listing decision can 



create considerable regulatory constraints for both public and private landowners, a situation which 



prompted the Southeast Regional Partnership for Planning and Sustainability (SERPPAS) to adopt 



the efforts of the GTT to better resource and enhance gopher tortoise conservation efforts. 



Established in 2005, SERPPAS is a partnership of state and federal environmental and natural 



resource officials from across the southeast that was formed to promote better collaboration in 



making resource-use decisions.  The SERPPAS mission is to coordinate and leverage partner 



resources to promote sustainable use of natural resources balanced with the health and safety of the 



environment and surrounding communities, while promoting economic development and military 



readiness.   



The states of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina signed the original MOI.  While the 



MOI was developed to increase the level of communication, collaboration, and conservation among 



the signatories to actively manage and conserve gopher tortoise populations and habitat, those 



commitments are general in nature.  This CCA is focused on outlining more specific conservation 



commitments.  With this Agreement, the Parties hope to implement an organized, range-wide 



approach with conservation actions that all can adhere to.    



3. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES  



The goals and objectives of this Agreement fall into two main categories.   



1. Range-wide Conservation and Management: By addressing gopher tortoise conservation 



holistically across its eastern range, the Parties hope to more effectively identify and conserve 



gopher tortoise habitat and populations; develop and implement management strategies that 



maintain or enhance gopher tortoise habitat; and monitor the response of the species to 



conservation and management.  



2. Cooperation and Collaboration: By managing gopher tortoise conservation actions in a 



proactive and collaborative manner, the Parties plan to highlight existing individual gopher 



tortoise conservation actions and efforts and to share knowledge and information across a 



wide range and diverse collection of organizations.  This also allows for an organized 



conservation approach that encourages uniform actions and reporting, integrates monitoring 



and research efforts with management, and supports partnership formation.  



 



By striving for and achieving these goals and objectives, the Parties believe that the gopher tortoise 



and its habitat can be conserved in its non-federally listed distribution in the states of Alabama, 



Georgia, Florida, and South Carolina such that any current or potential threats are significantly 



reduced. These actions would be considered in any future determination to list the gopher tortoise 



and may make it unnecessary to list the gopher tortoise in the foreseeable future.  The Parties also 



believe that numerous listed and at-risk animal and plant species associated with the gopher tortoise 



will benefit from this Agreement and that implementation of this Agreement may significantly 



reduce or eliminate threats to species such as the gopher frog and federally listed indigo snake.  
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4. PARTIES  



4.1. FEDERAL AGENCIES  



• Department of Defense (DoD)  



• United States Army  



• United States Navy  



• United States Air Force (USAF)  



• United States Marine Corps (USMC)  



• United States Forest Service (USFS)  



• United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)  



4.2. STATE AND TRIBAL AGENCIES  



• Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (ADCNR)  



• Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC)  



• Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GaDNR)  



• South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR)  



• Georgia Department of Transportation (GADOT) 
• Poarch Band of Creek Indians  



4.3. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS  



• American Forest Foundation (AFF) 



• Longleaf Alliance (LLA) 



• Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center 



 
The Parties listed above share a common interest in gopher tortoise conservation.  Each state 



comprising the geographic area of the gopher tortoise’s eastern range is represented, as are non-



governmental organizations (NGOs), tribal agencies, and federal agencies such as the Military 



Services. The Parties share a desire to conserve gopher tortoise populations and habitat in order to 



prevent regulatory constraints and carry out their missions to the best of their ability, be it training 



missions on military installations or forest management on USFS lands.  Additional Parties that fit 



into the above categories are welcome to sign on at any time, at which point they shall provide legal 



authority and specific conservation commitment input to the GTT.  This input will be incorporated 



into Appendix E.  Upon execution of this Agreement by the Parties, the management actions outlined 



in this document will be implemented where appropriate and as funding allows.  



5. THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE LANDOWNER  



To meet the goals and objectives of this Agreement, the Parties acknowledge and recognize the value 



and role of private landowner(s) within the geographic scope of this Agreement.  It is generally 



agreed that significant conservation opportunities on private lands exist and that the overall status 



and trend of the gopher tortoise and its habitat will depend upon the individual and collective actions 



of private landowners.  Thus, the Parties expect that this Agreement will provide guidance and a 



framework within which interested private landowners can participate in gopher tortoise conservation 



in a voluntary and proactive manner.  Other tools and programs will emerge as a result of 



implementation of this Agreement whose sole purpose will be to assist landowners conserve gopher 



tortoise habitat.  The tools include, but are not limited to, the development of CCAs with Assurances 



(CCAAs) – either at the local or landscape levels.    
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The CCAA program is an aspect of the USFWS’s implementation of the ESA that is intended to 



facilitate the conservation of proposed and candidate species, and species that may become 



candidates, by giving non-federal property owners incentives to implement conservation measures 



for declining or at-risk species.  The incentives available through CCAAs include providing 



property owners certainty that no further land, water, or resource use restrictions beyond those 



agreed to in the CCAA will be imposed if the species later becomes listed under the ESA. Further, a 



level of incidental take is provided to landowners within the CCAA.  Implementation of the stated 



conservation measures within the CCAA should produce a level of benefit, assuming that 



conservation measures are also implemented on other necessary properties that would preclude or 



remove any need to list the covered species. “Other necessary properties” are other properties on 



which conservation measures would have to be implemented in order to preclude or remove any 



need to list the covered species.   



By precluding or removing any need to list a species through early conservation efforts, property 



owners can maintain land use and development flexibility.  In addition, initiating or expanding 



conservation efforts before a species and its habitat are critically imperiled increases the likelihood 



that simpler, more cost-effective conservation options will still be available and that conservation 



will ultimately be successful.  The CCAA has been an effective mechanism for conserving declining 



species, particularly candidate species, and have, in some instances, precluded or removed any need 



to list some species.     



A CCAA will involve the USFWS, one or more non-federal property owners, and possibly other 



cooperators. State fish and wildlife agencies, which have primary jurisdiction over species that are 



not federally listed, may be a cooperator in any program and some of the states participating in this 



Agreement are contemplating the implementation of programmatic CCAAs.  Other potential 



cooperators include neighboring property owners, state or local agencies, tribal governments, federal 



property owners, or NGOs.  However, it is important to note that only non-federal property owners 



may receive regulatory assurances offered in the CCAA programs.   



6. AUTHORITY  



The Parties enter into this Agreement under authority provided by federal and state law.  Nothing in 



this Agreement is intended to limit the authority of the USFWS to fulfill its responsibilities under 



federal laws. Nothing in this Agreement is to imply that any Party is in any way abrogating or ceding 



any responsibility or authority inherent in its sovereign ownership of, jurisdiction over, and control of 



its property interests or wildlife.  All activities undertaken pursuant to this Agreement must be in 



compliance with all applicable state and federal laws and regulations.  



 



6.1. FEDERAL AGENCY AUTHORITIES 



6.1.1. Department of Defense  



The Sikes Act, 16 United States Code (U.S.C.) §§ 670a-670o, requires the Secretary of Defense to 



prepare and implement integrated natural resource management plans (INRMPs) for the 



conservation and rehabilitation of natural resources on military installations.  These plans reflect 



mutual agreement between the USFWS and the head of each appropriate state fish and wildlife 



agency concerning conservation, protection, and management of fish and wildlife resources.  DoD 



may enter into cooperative agreements with states, local governments, nongovernmental 
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organizations and individuals to provide for the maintenance and improvement of natural resources 



on, or to benefit natural and historic research on, DoD installations.  



An INRMP is a comprehensive plan used to manage installation natural resources by providing and 



ensuring the sustained use of a landscape necessary to support the military mission in accordance 



with accepted stewardship principles.  It replaces the need for separate management plans for 



particular natural resources (for example, endangered species management, forest management, 



wetlands management, and fish and wildlife management).  The INRMP describes how natural 



resources will be managed for military mission needs and in compliance with applicable laws and 



regulations.  It ensures that management of natural resources does not result in a “net loss” of 



mission training land and describes how ecosystems will be managed to create and maintain certain 



landscape characteristics needed to enhance military training opportunities.  



Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 4715.3, Environmental Conservation Program, provides 



guidance to the Services for the integrated management of natural resources on property under DoD 



control. It also states that natural resources under the stewardship and control of the DoD shall be 



managed to support and be consistent with the military mission, while protecting and enhancing 



those resources for multiple use, sustainable yield, and biological integrity.   



Additionally, Section 2684(a) of Title 10 U.S.C., known as the buffering authority, authorizes the 



Services to enter into partnerships with private conservation organizations or state and local 



governments to preserve land and prevent incompatible development around military installations.  



6.1.2. Army  



Sections of Department of the Army Regulation (AR) 200-1 set forth policy, procedures, and 



responsibilities for the conservation, management, and restoration of land and natural resources 



consistent with the military mission and in consonance with national policies.  In fulfilling their 



conservation responsibilities, paragraph 4-3d(5)(v) authorizes installations to participate in 



regional/habitat-wide efforts to conserve candidate species and Army-designated species at risk 



(SAR). Paragraph 4-3d(6) provides authority for managing SAR and their habitats.  Specific SAR 



guidance is found in Army Species at Risk Policy and Implementing Guidance, dated 15 September 



2006.  This Army SAR policy memorandum specifically identifies the gopher tortoise as a priority 



Army species at risk.  The SAR policy encourages proactive management efforts for SAR and their 



habitats, before federal protection under the ESA is necessitated, and further encourages 



installations to capitalize on partnerships and agreements when managing for such species.    



The DoD buffering authority mentioned above is implemented by the Department of the Army with 



the Army Compatible Use Buffer (ACUB) Program.  Installations with approved ACUB plans have 



authority to work with partners to protect and restore habitat outside the installation if those 



activities are deemed beneficial to sustaining the installation's military mission.  Installations with 



pending or approved ACUB plans within the geographic extent of this CCA include Fort Stewart, 



Camp Blanding, Fort Gordon, Fort Benning, and Fort Rucker.  



6.1.3. Navy  



Operational Navy Instruction OPNAV 5090.1C, Environmental and Natural Resources Program 



Manual, provides installation requirements for the implementation of The Sikes Act regarding the 



management of natural resources on Navy lands.  Additionally, the Integrated Natural Resources 
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Management Plan Guidance for Navy Installations, April 2006 provides Navy natural resource 



managers with information necessary to prepare, update, and implement Integrated Natural 



Resources Management Plans (INRMPs). Natural resources at Navy installations are managed in 



accordance with installation INRMPs which are developed cooperatively with USFWS and state fish 



and wildlife agencies as stakeholders and are reviewed annually by the stakeholders for content, 



project implementation, and updates.  



6.1.4. Air Force  



Air Force Instruction (AFI) 32-7064, Integrated Natural Resources Management, provides guidance 



to manage natural resources on USAF installations and ranges. In addition, AFI 13212, Range 



Planning and Operations, provides specific guidance for range management.  These resources are 



managed in accordance with the relevant federal laws, including the Sikes Act, using an INRMP as 



the principal tool under AFI 32-7064 and the sole tool under AFI 13-212.  The INRMP is developed 



in cooperation with the USFWS, NOAA Fisheries (for installations that include or border marine 



environments), and the appropriate state fish and wildlife agency for the state in which the Air Force 



installation is located.  Changes in an INRMP affecting its goals and objectives (including addition 



and/or deletion of projects) must be coordinated within and among appropriate USAF personnel, 



and should be coordinated with USFWS and the appropriate state fish and wildlife agency before 



they are implemented.  



6.1.5. Marine Corps  



Marine Corps Order (MCO) P5090.2A Change 1 (22 Jan 08), Environmental Compliance and 



Protection Manual, establishes Marine Corps policy and responsibilities for compliance with both 



statutory/regulatory requirements and the management of Marine Corps programs, to include the 



preservation of natural resources.  As with the other Military Services, all Natural Resource 



management activities at Marine Corps installations are conducted under that installation’s INRMP.  



In accordance with Chapter 11 of MCO 5090.2A, Natural Resource Management, Marine Corps 



installations will survey and take other appropriate actions to document the presence of state rare 



and endangered species.  Marine Corps installations should also inventory and monitor state-listed 



species as NEPA may require the consideration of a proposed action’s impact on these species, and 



because state laws and regulation may govern their possession, propagation, sale, or taking on an 



installation.  Additionally, Marine Corps installations will inventory and monitor candidate species 



to evaluate and document any effects that military activities may have upon them.  MCO 5090.2A 



also allows the Marine Corps to execute cooperative agreements to exchange information, conduct 



research, or study projects that contribute to an installation’s INRMP.  



6.1.6. Forest Service  



The USDA Forest Service has recognized the need to implement special management direction for 



rare species on the lands it administers.  The Regional Forester may designate these species as 



Sensitive as described in the Forest Service Manual 2670.22.  The objectives of management for 



such species are to ensure their continued viability throughout their range on National Forest lands, 



and to ensure that they do not become threatened or endangered because of Forest Service actions. 



The gopher tortoise is designated Sensitive on the Regional Forester's Sensitive list.   



6.1.7. Fish and Wildlife Service  



Sections 2, 6, and 7 of the ESA, 16 U.S.C §§ 1531-1544, authorize the USFWS and other federal 



parties to enter into this Agreement.  Section 2 of the ESA states that encouraging parties to develop 
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and maintain conservation programs is a key to safeguarding the nation’s heritage in fish, wildlife, 



and plants. Section 2(c)(1) of the ESA, (16 U.S.C. 1531(c)(1)), states “the policy of Congress is that 



all federal departments and agencies shall seek to conserve endangered and threatened species and 



shall utilize their authorities in furtherance of the purposes.”  Under Section 6 of the ESA, the 



“Secretary shall cooperate to the maximum extent with the States...”, 16 U.S.C. §1535(a). Further, 



under Section 6, the Secretary may authorize under cooperative agreement with a state program, a 



state agency to establish conservation initiatives; and may provide financial assistance to the state to 



monitor the status of a species within a state to prevent significant risk to the well-being of any such 



species, 16 U.S.C. §1535(c).  Section 7 of the ESA requires federal agencies to review programs that 



they administer and to utilize such programs in furtherance of the purposes of the ESA. Entering into 



this Agreement is an important and proactive initiative that follows the intent of Section 7 to provide 



for the conservation of the nation’s fish, wildlife, and plants.  



In addition to the ESA, the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956 provides that the Secretary shall "...take 



such steps as may be required for the development, advancement, management, conservation, and 



protection of fish and wildlife resources...".  The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act states that the 



Secretary is authorized "to provide assistance to, and cooperate with, Federal, State, and public or 



private agencies and organizations in the development, protection, rearing, and stocking of all 



species of wildlife, resources thereof, and their habitat...".  Lastly, the Sikes Act requires DoD 



installations to develop INRMPs to support the military mission in cooperation with USFWS and 



state fish and wildlife agencies.    



Perhaps the largest driving force behind the USFWS’s authority to conserve wildlife and habitat is 



the National Wildlife Refuge System and the laws and regulations that established and manage this 



system.  Refuges are special places where the USFWS and its partners restore, protect, and manage 



habitat for America’s wildlife.     



 



A history of laws directs the USFWS’s administration of the National Wildlife Refuge System.  



Early legislative acts laid the groundwork for President Roosevelt’s 1903 Executive Order 



establishing the first refuge, and acts of Congress as recent as 1997 continue to shape the 



administration of our Nation’s refuges.  The National Wildlife Refuge Improvement Act of 1997 



requires that each National Wildlife Refuge create a Comprehensive Conservation Plan (CCP).    



This Refuge planning process is consistent with the provisions of various Acts, including but not 



limited to: the National Wildlife Refuge Improvement Act of 1997 (16 U.S.C. 668dd et seq.); the 



Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. 703-712); the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as 



amended (42 U.S.C. 94321 et seq.); the Administrative Procedures Act (5 U.S.C. 5706); the Estuary 



Protection Act (16 U.S.C. 1221-1226); the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (16  



U.S.C. 1451-1464); the Acts listed in the paragraphs above; and various Executive Orders and 



internal Federal Policy and Procedure Memoranda.    



In addition, The National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act of 1997 requires the 



USFWS to maintain the ecological health, diversity, and integrity of refuges. In this context, the 



gopher tortoise is frequently a focus species for managing and restoring open woodlands and 



savannas, as well as xeric scrub habitats represented on National Wildlife Refuges.  
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6.2. STATE AND TRIBAL AUTHORITIES 



6.2.1. Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 



In Alabama, the gopher tortoise is a protected non-game species.  Populations west of the 



Tombigbee and Mobile Rivers are federally listed as Threatened.  Additionally, under the Nongame 



Species Regulation 220-2-92, the gopher tortoise is on the list of species in Alabama that legally 



prohibits the take, capture, kill, or attempt to take, capture or kill; possess, sell, trade for anything of 



monetary value, or offer to sell or trade for anything of monetary value, the nongame wildlife 



species on that list (or any parts or reproductive products of such species) without a scientific 



collection permit or written permit from the Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural 



Resources, which shall specifically state what the permittee may do.   



6.2.2. Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 



In 2012, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (Commission) released its revised 



Gopher Tortoise Management Plan in accordance with the Threatened and Endangered Species 



regulation, Florida Administrative Code, Rule 68A-27.  The gopher tortoise is designated as a 



threatened species within the state of Florida effective November 2007.  Rule 68A-27.004 states that 



“No person shall take, attempt to take, pursue, hunt, harass, capture, possess, sell or transport any 



gopher tortoise or parts thereof or their eggs, or molest, damage, or destroy gopher tortoise burrows, 



except as authorized by Commission permit or when complying with Commission approved 



guidelines for specific actions which may impact gopher tortoises and their burrows. A gopher 



tortoise burrow is a tunnel with a cross-section that closely approximates the shape of a gopher 



tortoise.  Permits will be issued based upon whether issuance would further management plan goals 



and objectives.”  



6.2.3. Georgia Department of Natural Resources 



The state of Georgia has regulations (GaDNR Rules Chapter 391-4-10) for the protection of plant 



and animal species, including the gopher tortoise, which is listed as threatened within the state. 



GaDNR may issue permits for the collection, transportation, and/or possession of gopher tortoise for 



scientific or educational use only. Such permits do not alleviate the responsibility to acquire specific 



federal permits, if required.  Georgia law specifically states that rules and regulations related to the 



protection of state protected species shall not affect rights on private property. Prohibitions are 



limited to the capture, killing, or selling of protected species and the protection of the habitat of these 



species on public lands.  GaDNR has statutory and regulatory authority to enter into cooperative 



agreements with federal agencies and other states' agencies in carrying out its objectives, including 



management programs for the purpose of conserving any endangered or threatened species 



(O.C.G.A. §§ 12-2-6 & 27-1-6; Board Rule 391-4-10-.05).  



6.2.4. South Carolina Department of Natural Resources 



The gopher tortoise is listed by the state of South Carolina as a critically endangered species within 



the state of South Carolina.  This state designation requires that the federal ESA is observed in 



reference to gopher tortoise, meaning it is unlawful for any person to take, possess, transport, 



export, process, sell or offer for sale or shipment, and for any common or contract carrier 



knowingly to transport or receive for shipment any species or subspecies of wildlife that is 



endangered within the state.  Very few tortoises reside in South Carolina, but known populations 



are protected on wildlife management areas, where it is illegal to take tortoises without written 



permission from the Department of Natural Resources (Wildlife Management Area Regulation 
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11.1).  



6.2.5. Georgia Department of Transportation 



The Georgia Department of Transportation was created in 1972 by former Governor Jimmy Carter. 



The Department plans, constructs, maintains and improves the state's roads and bridges; provides 



planning and financial support for other modes of transportation such as mass transit and airports; 



provides airport and air safety planning; and provides air travel to state departments. The Department 



owns and maintains thousands of acres of right-of-way and mitigation properties throughout Georgia. 



South of the Fall Line, many of these lands contain suitable habitat for the Gopher Tortoise. In 



accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act, the Endangered Species Act and the 



Georgia Endangered Wildlife Act, the Department identifies suitable habitat, conducts surveys, 



assesses impacts, and coordinates mitigation efforts for the Gopher Tortoise on these lands. 



6.2.6. Poarch Band of Creek Indians  



The gopher tortoise is a culturally significant species for the Poarch Band of Creek Indians.  



Tortoises have historically been part of cultural and religious practices as well as a food and 



utilitarian use source for thousands of years.  The Tribe protects gopher tortoise populations 



according to federal laws and regulations on the Tribal Reservation and Trust lands.  Additionally, 



the Tribe protects gopher tortoises on "fee lands" according to federal and appropriate state laws 



and regulations.  Tribal members also have certain protections for collecting native flora and fauna 



for cultural and religious practices covered under federal laws and regulations. Tribal Code, 



Chapter 26, Environmental Protection, covers the regulations for protecting wildlife habitat and 



improving it to benefit wildlife.  



6.3. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS  



6.3.1. American Forest Foundation  



AFF is a private, not for profit organization organized under 26 U.S.C. 501.c.3 that works with forest 



owners across the nation to promote sustainable forest management on family forest lands. AFF’s 



Center for Conservation Solutions works with partners and family forest owners to conserve and 



create habitat for imperiled species.  Through the promotion of conservation incentives and 



regulatory assurances, AFF engages family forest owners and encourages their active habitat 



management for the gopher tortoise and associated species.  The organization is uniquely qualified to 



develop educational materials for and outreach to family forest owners and other interested 



stakeholders regarding the gopher tortoise.  



6.3.2. The Longleaf Alliance, Inc. 



The Longleaf Alliance, Inc. is a 26 U.S.C. 501.c.3 non-profit conservation organization dedicated to 



the conservation, restoration, and management of longleaf pine ecosystems across their range.  



Working across broad partnerships, the Alliance has a 15 year history of outreach, education, and 



research in “all things longleaf”.  Serving as a source of technical assistance for landowners and land 



managers, in-service training for natural resource professionals, and education for a broad array of 



audiences, the Alliance has served as the region’s clearinghouse for longleaf ecosystem conservation.  



The Alliance has established a reputation as an honest broker of information with private and public 



landowners that fosters trust and allows access denied many public agencies and conservation 



NGO’s.  With interest and experience in managing sandhills and sandhill communities, including 



both gopher tortoises and indigo snake studies, across the region, the Alliance brings both technical 



knowledge and valuable relationships to the task of conserving those communities. 
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6.3.3. Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center  



The Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center is a 26 U.S.C. 501.c.3 non-profit organization that 



seeks to understand, to demonstrate, and to promote excellence in natural resource management and 



conservation on the landscape of the southeastern coastal plain of the United States. The Jones 



Center is privately funded and has a 20 year history of outreach, education, and research in coastal 



plain ecosystems that are key to the conservation of the gopher tortoise.  There are currently 100 staff 



and 30 graduate students associated with programs, management, and maintenance of the 12,000 ha 



Ichauway site. 



7. CCA MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION  



In order to meet the objectives of this Agreement, the GTT will manage, administer, and periodically 



review this Agreement.  The responsibility of this team is to coordinate the implementation and 



administration of the Agreement without superseding the jurisdictional authorities of any party. The 



GTT will develop and make recommendations for the conservation and research needs of the gopher 



tortoise and identify new threats in its eastern distribution.    



7.1. GOPHER TORTOISE TEAM LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT  



The GTT will consist of one or more designated representatives from each Party to this Agreement 



and may include technical and legal advisors and other members as deemed necessary. Parties may 



have multiple sub-organizations involved; e.g., Wildlife, Forestry, and Endangered Species 



divisions of a state.  The GTT will be chaired by participating state representatives only.  On 1 July 



of each year the Chair with be succeeded by the Vice Chair.  Alabama will hold the first 



chairmanship followed by Florida; the states will follow in alphabetical order.  The GTT’s 



organizational structure is outlined below in Figure 7.1 and will be updated as needed.  



Figure 7.1: Gopher Tortoise Team’s Organizational Structure  
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7.2. ASSESSING AND MANAGING THE AGREEMENT  



The GTT is responsible for the coordination of the conservation activities and monitoring of the 



conservation actions being conducted by the Parties to encourage all actions to be in accordance with 



the Agreement.  The GTT will develop an annual assessment of the Parties’ progress towards 



implementing the conservation actions described in this Agreement.  This assessment will be 



comprised of an annual report and recommendations for CCA revisions and actions.  The annual 



report will be based on input provided to the GTT by the Parties.  The GTT will devise a 



standardized reporting format for the Parties to use when providing input.  Following the annual 



assessment, the GTT will publish an announcement that details the progress made to date on 



implementation of conservation actions described in the Agreement.   



7.3. EDUCATION AND OUTREACH  



The GTT will assess the need to develop and/or distribute outreach materials to promote gopher 



tortoise conservation. Parties that develop new outreach materials related to the gopher tortoise 



and/or its habitat will share the materials with other GTT members.  Outreach materials include, but 



are not limited to, pamphlets, newsletter articles and announcements, fact sheets, and other 



educational materials.  In addition, the GTT will reach out to and utilize partnering organizations 



such as SERPPAS or the Partnership for Amphibian and Reptile Conservation for support.   



The GTT created a SharePoint website for gopher tortoise conservation research, information, GTT 



meetings, and reports that is accessible to the CCA parties.  This repository includes items such as 



gopher tortoise research, habitat management strategies, population densities, resources, and 



outreach materials.  Each Party to this Agreement will post gopher tortoise information and/or links 



to other appropriate sites on the information repository as well as their own internal websites if 



applicable.   



8. STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE GOPHER TORTOISE  



8.1. DESCRIPTION 



The gopher tortoise is a member of the Class Reptilia, Order Testudines, and Family Testudinidae. 



Of five North American tortoise species (genus Gopherus), the gopher tortoise is the only one that 



occurs east of the Mississippi River.  The gopher tortoise is a moderately-sized terrestrial turtle, 



averaging 23–28 centimeters in length.  The species is identified by its stumpy, elephantine hind feet 



and flattened, shovel-like forelimbs adapted for digging.  The shell is oblong and generally tan, 



brown, or gray in coloration.    



8.2. LIFE HISTORY  



The gopher tortoise is slow to reach sexual maturity, has low fecundity, and has a long life span.  



Females reach sexual maturity at 9–21 years of age, depending on local resource abundance and 



latitude; males mature at a slightly younger age.  The breeding season is generally April– November.  



Nests are constructed (often in burrow mounds) from mid-May to mid-June, and only one clutch is 



produced annually. Clutch size is usually five to nine eggs, with an average of six. Predation on nests 



and hatchlings is heavy.   



Gopher tortoises feed primarily on broadleaf grasses, wiregrass, grass-like asters, legumes, and fruits, 



but they are known to eat more than 300 species of plants.  Tortoise densities and movements are 





http://share3.myfwc.com/GTCCA/default.aspx
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affected by the amount of herbaceous ground cover.  Generally, feeding activity is confined to within 



50 meters of the burrow, but a tortoise may travel up to 100 meters from its burrow for specific 



forage requirements.  Home range size varies with habitat type, season, and sex of the tortoise; 



moreover, considerable individual variation has been found.  Reported annual average home ranges 



for males have varied from 0.5 to 1.9 hectares.  Females generally have smaller home ranges, with 



reported averages ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 hectares.  Multiple burrows are typically used, which 



complicates estimates of population density.    



8.3. HABITAT  



The gopher tortoise typically inhabits relatively well-drained, sandy soils.  The gopher tortoise is 



generally associated with longleaf pine, xeric oak sandhills but also occurs in scrub, xeric hammock, 



pine flatwoods, dry prairie, coastal grasslands and dunes, mixed hardwood-pine communities, and a 



variety of disturbed habitats.  Gopher tortoises excavate burrows that average 4.5 m in length and 2 



m in depth.  These burrows, which provide protection from temperature extremes, desiccation, and 



predators, serve as refuges for approximately 360 other species, including federally listed species 



such as the Mississippi gopher frog (Lithobates sevosa) and Eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon 



couperi).  



8.4. DISTRIBUTION  



 



The gopher tortoise occurs in the southeastern Coastal Plain from southeastern South Carolina to 



extreme southeastern Louisiana.  The gopher tortoise is endemic to the United States, and Florida 



represents the largest portion of the total range of the species.    



Figure 8.4: Gopher Tortoise Distribution 



(Source: Gopher Tortoise Management Plan, Florida, September 2012) 
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9. PROBLEMS FACING THE GOPHER TORTOISE  



The success of any conservation or recovery effort depends on reducing or eliminating threats to the 



continued existence of the species. The following summarizes the five listing factors identified in 



section 4(a)(1) of the ESA which must be considered by the USFWS in evaluating current threats to 



the gopher tortoise.    



 



9.1. THE PRESENT OR THREATENED DESTRUCTION, MODIFICATION, OR CURTAILMENT OF 



THE SPECIES’ HABITAT OR RANGE  



 



The primary threats to gopher tortoises in the Southeastern U.S. are habitat destruction, 



fragmentation, and degradation.  Causes of these threats include, but are not limited to; urbanization 



and development, intensive forestry practices, agriculture, dam construction, invasive exotic plant 



establishment, sand extraction, mining, land-use requiring vegetation clearance, fire suppression, 



agriculture, and human predation.  Most gopher tortoise habitat exists on privately owned lands, 



rendering threats to habitat quality an important issue for private landowners. Additionally, federal 



and state lands that contain considerable gopher tortoise habitat are included as a focus of this 



Agreement.   



9.2. OVERUTILIZATION FOR COMMERCIAL, RECREATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, OR EDUCATION 



PURPOSES  



Human collection and consumption is the primary way in which gopher tortoise populations are 



over utilized. Human predation on gopher tortoises has occurred throughout the Southeastern  



U.S.  Harvesting of gopher tortoises is now prohibited by all states throughout its range; 



however, hunters continue to illegally collect gopher tortoise for their meat.  For example, the 



effects of human predation on tortoise populations in longleaf pine-turkey oak habitat in the 



Florida Panhandle has resulted in a low density of tortoise populations, as compared to higher 



densities of tortoises found in similar habitat in Peninsular Florida.  Although tortoise 



protection and decreased tortoise populations have reduced human consumption rates, some 



tortoise populations may still be depleted by sustained human predation.  



9.3. PREDATION OR DISEASE  



In the wild, gopher tortoise eggs and hatchlings are preyed upon by mammals, birds, and snakes. 



Approximately 80–90% of nests are typically depredated, primarily by mammalian predators.  It is 



believed that more than 90% of hatchlings may not survive their first year.  Adults are not usually 



subject to predation, but there is evidence that they can succumb to dogs and coyotes.  Gopher 



tortoise populations can typically withstand natural predation pressure, with only one to three of 



every 100 eggs probably producing a breeding adult.  However, predator populations, such as 



raccoons and crows, can be artificially high in some habitats because of anthropogenic factors. Also, 



potential new tortoise predators have invaded the Southeast (nine-banded armadillo, coyote, monitor 



lizards, feral hogs, and red imported fire ant) via human transport or habitat alteration.  



Beginning in the 1990s, upper respiratory tract disease (URTD) was identified as a potential threat 



to the gopher tortoise, and relatively large die-offs (100–300+ shells) that might be linked to URTD 



were documented on several public lands in Florida.  In addition to at least two Mycoplasma 



species responsible for URTD, gopher tortoises also may have herpesvirus and iridovirus. 



Pathogens may be partially responsible for recent declines in some gopher tortoise populations, but 
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URTD may have a long evolutionary history as a gopher tortoise disease.  It is possible that 



Mycoplasma agassizii may be detected in virtually every population, if enough tortoises are 



sampled.  There are several possibilities why URTD has only been discovered recently: 1) 



increased research on the species, 2) increased stress on gopher tortoise populations from habitat 



fragmentation and degradation has lowered their resistance to pathogens, 3) a more virulent form of 



the pathogen has evolved, or (4) URTD was introduced by humans via exposure to infected captive 



tortoises. On Sanibel Island, 87% of tortoises tested were seropositive for exposure to the pathogen, 



and at least one population there appears to have experienced a 25– 50% reduction in breeding age 



adults. However, it has been found that many observed declines in the demographic well-being of 



gopher tortoise populations did not appear to be related to the presence of Mycoplasma agassizii.  



9.4. EXISTING REGULATORY MECHANISMS  



The species is federally listed as threatened west of the Tombigbee/Mobile Rivers with no federal 



and varied levels of state protection east of these rivers.  While the gopher tortoise is currently state 



protected in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina, state protection varies greatly, and 



there is no coordinated or comprehensive framework for conservation or protection currently in 



place.  For more state-specific regulatory information, see Section 6.2.  



9.5. OTHER MANMADE OR NATURAL FACTORS AFFECTING THE SPECIES’ CONTINUED 



EXISTENCE  



There are no other known manmade or natural factors affecting the species continued existence.  



However, increased conversion to agricultural lands could cause increased use of and tortoise 



exposure to agricultural chemicals.   



10. CONSERVATION STRATEGY AND COMMITMENTS  



The strategy for organizing a cooperative, range-wide approach to gopher tortoise management and 



conservation is focused on establishing a baseline of conservation commitments that all Parties 



agree to, and then collectively accounting for specific agency conservation actions across the region. 



It also establishes a starting-point for private landowner involvement in gopher tortoise conservation 



and management activities.  Key components of this strategy are based on the premise that this 



Agreement, in the near term, is focused on reducing the deteriorating status of the species by 



improving, organizing, and implementing specific management actions, and in the long term, will 



facilitate the development of a network of managed gopher tortoise populations across its range.  



The commitment and actions outlined in this Section focus on conservation, improvement, and 



ongoing management of gopher tortoise habitat.  The landscape and local level conservation actions 



are designed to be adaptable and implementable by all Parties in a collaborative environment, and 



the agency-specific actions describe the specific actions that each Party will conduct to effectively 



manage the species and reduce habitat and population loss.  The results of these actions will be 



observed through monitoring the response of tortoise populations.  Information obtained from 



surveys and monitoring will increase the understanding of the gopher tortoise and its management 



needs.  This knowledge will be applied using the concepts of Adaptive Management that 



periodically assess and modify conservation actions.   



 



10.1. HABITAT CONSERVATION COMMITMENTS  



Each of the Parties is bound by certain guiding agency requirements which establish their mission, 
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goals, and responsibilities while also managing and conserving the habitat of various species (e.g., 



the gopher tortoise) in the Southeastern U.S.  This section addresses general measures that will be 



taken by the Parties to conserve gopher tortoise and its habitat at the landscape and local level. Best 



practices for habitat management, monitoring, and translocation of tortoises are contained in 



Appendix B.  



10.1.1. Landscape Level Conservation   



This section describes general conservation efforts that all Parties agree to implement at the 



regional or landscape level, in accordance with their respective authorities and their individual 



missions.  These common and comprehensive efforts and actions include:   



• Identifying suitable or potentially suitable gopher tortoise habitat/sites/areas, and 



documenting those that are exceptional ecosystems known to support high 



biodiversity and/or numerous federal-and-state listed threatened and endangered plant 



and animal species.  



• Identifying areas occupied by gopher tortoises (for estimating tortoise population 



sizes, follow recommended protocols outlined in Appendix F).  



• Identifying areas of potential agency mission – gopher tortoise habitat conflict.  



• Identifying and reducing dispersal barriers between gopher tortoise populations.   



• Developing and implementing best management practices for 



avoiding/minimizing/mitigating impacts to suitable and occupied habitats.  



• Identifying and collaborating with landowners (private and public) on 



conservation/management efforts needed to minimize impacts to or sustain gopher 



tortoise habitat.  



• Making gopher tortoise information available to promote appropriate data sharing, 



conservation, and partnering.  



• Assessing and evaluating gopher tortoise habitat or population trends related to 



actions associated with development/agriculture or conservation/restoration (for 



population trend assessment, follow recommended protocols outlined in Appendix F).  



• Avoiding/minimizing impacts to suitable, unoccupied gopher tortoise habitat to allow 



for occupation of gopher tortoises in such areas, and managing these areas 



appropriately (e.g., prescribed fire).  



 



10.1.2. Local Level Conservation  



This section describes general conservation efforts that all Parties agree to implement at the local, 



installation or property level, consistent with their respective authorities and in accordance with 



their individual missions.  These common and site-specific efforts and actions include:   



• Considering the effects of actions on gopher tortoise during the planning process, and 



avoiding or minimizing impacts on habitat where practical.    



• Identifying presence/absence of gopher tortoises in proposed action areas where the 



action will disturb soils in suitable habitat.  



• Avoiding when practical or otherwise minimizing adverse effects on gopher tortoise 



habitat during land management activities.  



• Considering translocation of gopher tortoises for projects that will adversely and 



permanently degrade/fragment/destroy occupied habitat and where all other 



management options have been exhausted. If translocation is selected as an action, 



developing a translocation plan that includes 9-12 months of temporarily enclosing 
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tortoises to acclimate and increase their fidelity to the recipient site (soft release).  



• Avoiding where practical or otherwise minimizing adverse effects of actions that 



isolate existing gopher tortoise populations.   
 



10.2. AGENCY-SPECIFIC HABITAT CONSERVATION ACTIONS  



The following section details specific gopher tortoise conservation and management actions that have 



been or are being implemented, or are being considered for implementation by:  



• United States Army   



• United States Navy  



• United States Air Force (USAF)  



• United States Marine Corps (USMC)  



• United States Forest Service (USFS)  



• United States Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS)    



• Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (ADCNR)  



• Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC)  



• Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GaDNR)  



• South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR)  



• Georgia Department of Transportation 



• Poarch Band of Creek Indians  



• American Forest Foundation (AFF)  



• Longleaf Alliance (LLA) 



• Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center  



 



10.2.1. Army  



The gopher tortoise occurs on Camp Blanding, FL; Fort Benning, GA; Fort Gordon, GA; Fort 



Rucker, AL; and Fort Stewart, GA. Specific management objectives and activities for gopher tortoise 



management are included in the INRMP for each installation.  Conservation of the gopher tortoise 



and other species is part of a broader goal to conserve biological diversity on Army lands consistent 



with the Army’s mission.  Biological diversity and the long-term survival of species such as the 



gopher tortoise ultimately depend upon the health and sustainability of the ecosystem in which they 



reside.  Therefore, installation-specific gopher tortoise management strategies will promote 



ecosystem integrity.  Maintenance of ecosystem integrity and health also benefit the Army by 



preserving and restoring training lands for long-term use.   



In accordance with Army Regulation 200-1, Environmental Protection and Enhancement, INRMPs 



support the Army mission through stewardship of Army lands and are the primary tool for managing 



species and their habitats at Army installations.  Garrison commanders utilize INRMPs for the 



conservation, rehabilitation, and enhancement of natural resources to ensure readiness.  The Army 



Species At Risk Policy and Implementing Guidance Memorandum, dated 15 September 2006, 



identifies the gopher tortoise as a high priority species at risk.  The Army has programmed funds for 



the management of key species at risk.  Camp Blanding, FL has additional state-mandated 



requirements to conserve gopher tortoise. 



 



The following is a list of some of the gopher tortoise habitat conservation and management activities 



included within the installation INRMPs which have been utilized by some installations in the 



southeastern U.S. to conserve and enhance species such as the gopher tortoise.  
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1. Installations conduct monitoring programs to scientifically determine demographic trends 



and to measure success. Monitoring activities include:  



• Surveying for burrows to assess and minimize impacts to the GT population and 



habitat prior to significant ground disturbing activities  



• Monitoring gopher tortoise population demography  



• Monitoring gopher tortoise activity and movement patterns  



• Maintaining site specific distribution and demographic information on tortoises  



within the installation GIS system  



 



2. Upon establishment of installation gopher tortoise goals, the Army may apply the Army 



Compatible Use Buffer (ACUB) program to protect gopher tortoise habitat on private lands. 



The ACUB Program authorizes installations with approved ACUB plans to work with 



partners to protect and restore habitat outside installation boundaries.  The principal design of 



these plans and partnerships is to prevent incompatible development and pursue conservation 



activities that sustain the installation's military mission.  



3. Soldiers and other personnel (including contractors) involved in field activities at the 



installation will receive training or literature on how to minimize impacts whenever practical 



while still accomplishing mission goals.  Outreach and education materials will include 



gopher tortoise and gopher tortoise burrow identification, the relevance of gopher tortoise 



conservation to the Army mission, and information on how certain activities (e.g., heavy 



wheeled and tracked vehicle operation and mechanical digging) may directly harm 



individuals, damage burrows and nests, affect foraging and have potential for significant 



habitat damage.  



4. Current silvicultural standards for Red-cockaded Woodpecker (RCW) management on 



installations are consistent with requirements for gopher tortoise habitat.  Where RCW 



management is not an issue, forest management and timber harvest will be evaluated for 



compatibility with gopher tortoise habitat needs.  Installations will use pine and hardwood 



timber harvest and various forms of mechanical and chemical vegetation control, as 



necessary, to achieve specific habitat and vegetation objectives or to enhance degraded 



habitat. The five Army installations in the southeast with gopher tortoise populations have 



aggressive prescribed burning programs.  Current prescribed burning standards for wildfire 



hazard reduction and RCW management on installations is consistent with gopher tortoise 



habitat management.  Frequent burning reduces shrub and hardwood encroachment, and 



stimulates growth of gopher tortoise forage plants such as grasses, forbs, and legumes.  The 



physical result of fire on tree and shrub species is to reduce canopy cover. Heat stress caused 



by prescribed burning will eradicate undesirable hardwood mid-story and induce mortality 



among young, stressed, and diseased trees.  This allows greater sunlight penetration to reach 



ground level which promotes establishment of understory species used by the gopher tortoise 



as forage and is also important for proper egg incubation.  



5. Headquarters, Department of the Army will designate a representative to the GTT.   



6. Identify gopher tortoise management research and development projects currently conducted 



under the DoD's Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program to the GTT. 



Continue to conduct gopher tortoise research as appropriate through the W.S. Army Corp of 



Engineers Engineer Research and Development Center.  
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10.2.2. Navy  



Naval Air Station (NAS) Jacksonville, FL:  



Gopher tortoises are located in mission sensitive areas on Naval Air Station  (NAS) Jacksonville, and 



gopher tortoise habitat is abundant at Outlying Landing Field (OLF) Whitehouse.  The installation 



has prepared and is implementing a Gopher Tortoise Management and Relocation Plan covering all 



three NAS Jacksonville properties, revised in fiscal year (FY) 2005 along with updated surveys. NAS 



Jacksonville has a population at the weapons compound, where fencing has been modified to extend 



two feet below ground in some areas to discourage movement into the compound.  Gopher tortoises 



also occur in habitat located on OLF Whitehouse along the mowed apron and in the dry sandy areas 



of Rodman Range.  The goal of the gopher tortoise management plan project is to enable NAS 



Jacksonville to continue to relocate gopher tortoises from unsuitable, highly developed areas at NAS 



Jacksonville to improved habitat at OLF Whitehouse. Translocation efforts are coordinated with the 



Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FFWCC) and USFWS as appropriate.  In 



addition to Navy owned lands, gopher tortoise populations occur at the Navy’s Pinecastle Range on 



land owned by the U.S. Forest Service. At Pinecastle, the Navy and the U.S. Forest Service jointly 



monitor the rare, threatened, and endangered species onsite, including the gopher tortoise.  



Management efforts also include two habitat restoration projects at OLF Whitehouse.  The projects, 



which involve the conversion of unsuitable habitat to a longleaf pine/wiregrass ecosystem, are 



funded with Navy forestry funds.  One 55-acre site has been planted with longleaf pine and the other 



is to be completed in FY07. Improving gopher tortoise habitat is also one of the goals of the 



prescribed burn plan for the Rodman Range.    



Naval Submarine Base (SUBASE) Kings Bay, GA:  



Gopher tortoise surveys have been conducted for all suitable habitat on the base (a resurvey of 



previously-identified habitats was conducted in October of 2003 involving 315 burrows at 21 



locations). Intensive surveys were also conducted for the area involving the security fence enclave. 



While a formal management plan for the gopher tortoise has not been developed, the primary 



management practice on SUBASE Kings Bay involves the use of prescribed fire in pine stands, 



which opens tree canopies and allows suitable understory development.  



 



Gopher tortoises affected by infrastructure improvements or mission activities have been relocated 



to suitable habitat on site in coordination with the Georgia DNR and USFWS as appropriate. Land 



disturbance activities within a known gopher tortoise habitat continue to prescribe mitigation or 



translocation in accordance with the recommendations outlined in the 1997 gopher tortoise survey 
conducted for the Base.  



NAS Pensacola and NAS Whiting Field, FL:  



NAS Pensacola and NAS Whiting Field have significant gopher tortoise populations.  A gopher 



tortoise survey is currently being conducted by The Nature Conservancy, Gulf Coastal Plain 



Ecosystem Partnership for NAS Whiting Field as an update to prior efforts.  Surveys at NAS 



Pensacola have been part of other biological survey efforts over the years with two specific surveys 



conducted in FY04 and FY08.  It is estimated that approximately 400 burrows exist on Navy lands 



under the control of both NAS Pensacola and NAS Whiting Field.  Based on preliminary current 
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results and on prior survey efforts, it is estimated that approximately 200 burrows are currently 



active on Navy lands under the control of both NAS Pensacola and NAS Whiting Field.  



Both NAS Pensacola and NAS Whiting Field have performed tortoise translocations in years past on 



a case by case basis due to mission and facility requirements, but no translocation has been required 



since 1999. Translocation, when conducted, is coordinated as an INRMP effort involving both the 



FWC and the USFWS as appropriate.  As part of management, gopher tortoise signs are being 



installed adjacent to active burrows at both Pensacola and Whiting Field as a means of protecting the 



burrows from mowing equipment and other heavy machinery.  In flight clear zones at NAS Whiting 



Field and its OLF's, a mission-approved orange cone marking system is used. The orange cones have 



been stenciled with "gopher tortoise" and are placed adjacent to the burrows. Outside of clear zones 



on NAS Whiting Field lands and on all lands at NAS Pensacola, flexible markers with "gopher 



tortoise" decals are driven into the ground adjacent to the burrows.  In addition to surveys and 



protection practices, management for gopher tortoise populations include the use of prescribed fire to 



maintain gopher tortoise habitat, forest timber thinning to increase available sunlight to the forest 



floor in tortoise habitat areas, invasive species control, and coyote predator control to the extent 



achievable within staffing and budget availability.  



10.2.3. Air Force  



Initial GIS estimates that the Air Force currently owns roughly 19% of the DoD-owned lands in the 



four states that are Parties to this Agreement.  Unofficial estimates indicate that the Air Force has 



roughly 5-7% of the gopher tortoises on DoD-owned lands, but this does not account for potential 



habitat. In conjunction with DoD, the Air Force will obtain more accurate data to include actual and 



potential habitat acreage.   



In accordance with USAF Instruction 32-7064, Integrated Natural Resources Management, the 



Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan (INRMP) supports the military mission by 



combining a series of component plans into an ecosystem management approach and is the primary 



tool for managing species and their habitat at USAF installations.  An approved installation INRMP 



assists the installation commander with the conservation and rehabilitation of natural resources 



consistent with the use of the installation to ensure the readiness of the Armed Forces.  The 



following is a list of habitat conservation and management activities included within the installation 



INRMPs which have been utilized by some installations in the southeastern U.S. to conserve and 



enhance species such as the gopher tortoise. This listing is not meant to be all-inclusive, but merely 



examples of the various actions that have been historically taken by USAF installations as detailed 



in their individually approved installation INRMPs:  



• Conserving known burrows and surveying for new ones in areas of potential habitat if 



any construction or significant ground disturbing activities are planned.  



• Managing the natural communities to improve habitat.  



• Providing predator control programs capable of removing specific individual 



predators predating burrows, nests, or young hatchlings.  



• Limiting public access to selected areas of the installation, which helps protect 



against poaching.  



• Minimizing habitat conversion to incompatible land uses such as residential or 



commercial property on the installation.  



• Monitoring gopher tortoise population demography.  



• Monitoring incidence of upper respiratory tract disease (URTD).  
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• Monitoring gopher tortoise activity and movement patterns to determine home range 



for individual tortoises.  



• Thinning forests and removal of hardwood midstory encroachment within known 



gopher tortoise/indigo snake habitat.  



• Conducting prescribed burning of forests and fields within known gopher 



tortoise/indigo snake habitat.  



• Maintaining locational and demographic information on tortoises within the 



installation GIS system, known as GeoBase (if applicable).  



• Implementing inter- or intra-installation "on-site" permit translocation plans (with 



prior approval by the applicable states).  



 



10.2.4. Marine Corps  



Marine Corps Logistics Base (MCLB) - Albany, GA:  



In accordance with MCLB Albany’s INRMP, the following summarizes gopher tortoise 



conservation actions being conducted at the base:  



• Timber management – use random spacing when planting longleaf pine seedlings to 



more closely mimic naturally occurring stands.  This may encourage gopher tortoises 



to re-colonize the area or provide habitat for the species.  



• Gopher tortoises have been identified on MCLB Albany; however, their burrows 



were not found after an intensive search by the MCLB Environmental Division 



during March 2007. Potential gopher tortoise habitats will continue to be monitored.  



• If there are planned disturbances in potential gopher tortoise habitats, then a survey 



will be conducted prior to construction to determine their presence.  Should tortoises 



be present, GDNR would be notified of the occurrence of tortoises.  



• Prescribed burning and thinning encourages the growth of grasses and other 



herbaceous cover needed by the tortoise.  These practices should be continued at 



MCLB Albany.   



• In areas considered to be high habitat potential for the tortoise, disturbances should be 



scheduled to avoid potential tortoise nesting periods.  Establishment of sand pine, slash pine, 



or loblolly pine plantations with closed canopies limit tortoise habitat.  Establishment of 



longleaf pine stands are better for tortoise habitat due to the more open canopy associated 



with this pine species and will therefore be encouraged.    



Blount Island Command (MCSF-BI) - Jacksonville, FL 



Several active gopher tortoise burrows have been identified in the southeastern corner of the site, 



near the former test track area.  The approximate area of suitable habitat for gopher tortoise is 15 



acres at MCSF-BI.  Gopher tortoises are found in an undeveloped area with deep sandy soils, which 



appears to be one of the small islands adjacent to the original channel of the St. Johns River before 



Blount Island was created. The area was part of a vehicle test track route before the tortoises were 



documented in that location.  Since then, the area has been posted to prohibit vehicle traffic and the 



test track has been relocated.  In addition, MCSF-BI environmental staff have restricted military 



operations in the areas where gopher tortoise burrows are known to exist.  



In accordance with Blount Island Command’s INRMP, the following is a summary of planned 



conservation actions:  
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• Develop and maintain a GIS-based tracking system for protected species occurrences 



and their habitat areas.  



• Identify and clearly indicate with signage a 25-foot buffer around gopher tortoise 



burrows.  



• Restrict gopher tortoise buffer areas from vehicle traffic and ground-disturbing 



activities.  



• Conduct yearly gopher tortoise burrow counts.  



• Conduct yearly survey of forage quality and quantity around gopher tortoise burrows.  



• Implement vegetation management measures, as warranted, to maintain gopher 



tortoise foraging habitat proximate to burrows.  



 



10.2.5. Forest Service  



Land and Resource Management Plans (LRMP) have been developed and approved for the National 



Forests in Alabama and the National Forests in Florida, the two U.S. Forest Service administrative 



units covered by this Agreement. These LRMPs were developed and are being implemented using an 



ecosystem management approach and adaptive management.  The LRMPs can be accessed at 



http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fsbdev3_002528.pdf  and 



http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/florida/landmanagement/?cid=STELPRDB5269793 . The following is 



a list of habitat management activities and objectives included within the LRMPs.  While this list is 



not all-inclusive, it provides examples of actions that will conserve the gopher tortoise, associated 



species, and the ecosystems upon which they depend:  



 
• Protect from harm or move out of harm's way gopher tortoises encountered by 



personnel, cooperators, or contractors engaged in activities that may endanger 



individual specimens (note that the Forest Service or contractors are not going to 



search project areas for presence of gopher tortoises, but if, for example, a tortoise is 



encountered on a timber haul road, the logger will either move it out of harm’s way 



or wait for it to cross the road).  



• Protect known burrows and survey for new ones in areas of potential habitat if any 



significant ground disturbing activities are planned.  Significant ground disturbing 



activities include road construction (temporary, permanent, haul roads, and skid 



trails), land clearing for rights-of-way, mining operations, oil and gas development, 



building construction, and intensive site preparation including sheering, root raking, 



drum chopping, and disking unless low PSI tracked equipment is used.   



• Maintain information on known burrow locations in a database with GPS coordinates 



so these locations can be incorporated into habitat management plans and contracts.  



• Maintain a 15-foot radius buffer zone around all known burrows, active or inactive, 



where heavy equipment use will be minimized (note that not all known burrows will 



be marked; GPS locations of known burrows will be provided to contractors and it 



will be their responsibility to maintain the buffer).   



• When developing maintenance management plans for new or renewed special-use 



permits involving rights-of-way, the permittee must conduct gopher tortoise burrow 



surveys in suitable habitat of the right-of-way prior to performing vegetation 



maintenance with heavy equipment. Surveys shall be performed by personnel 



familiar with gopher tortoise ecology.  



• Restore and maintain between 27,000 acres and 32,000 acres of longleaf pine per 



decade of this Agreement until all offsite pine species have been restored to the 



appropriate native pine species.  





http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fsbdev3_002528.pdf


http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/florida/landmanagement/?cid=STELPRDB5269793
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• Thin between 69,000 and 79,000 acres of overstocked pine stands per decade of this 



Agreement with a target basal area of between 30 and 60 square feet per acre.  



• Prescribe burn on average every 3 years with varied intervals on any given site to 



restore natural processes in all sites where the natural-fire-return interval was less 



than 10 years. Strive to burn 50 percent of those acres between March 15 and 



September 30 with 20 percent of the acreage between May 1 and July 31.  



• Maintain ground cover that generally consists of more than 40% herbaceous, 



pyrophytic plants, with no mid-story hardwoods over 7 feet tall.  



• Hardwood mid-story may be controlled with chemical or mechanical means or 



prescribed fire.  



• Invasive non-native species are controlled, with priority given to areas where they are 



causing adverse effects to federally listed species or Regional Forester’s sensitive 



species, such as the gopher tortoise.  



• Seek opportunities to use authority under the Wyden amendment to manage habitat 



on adjacent private lands where landowners are willing to enter into a conservation 



agreement.  



• The national forests involved in this Agreement will serve as recipient sites for 



gopher tortoises being displaced by development, contingent upon funds being 



provided by the developer to manage habitat for the tortoises being relocated and to 



monitor their recruitment into the population.     



 



10.2.6. United States Fish and Wildlife Service  



National Wildlife Refuges in Florida, southern Georgia, and southeastern Alabama (east of the 



Mobile delta) support or have the potential to support gopher tortoises within the range covered 



under this CCA. The following National Wildlife Refuges are among those placing priority emphasis 



on applying management practices resulting in restoration and maintenance of habitats that support 



gopher tortoises:  



• Bon Secour NWR, AL  



• Okefenokee NWR, GA  



• St. Marks NWR, FL  



• Lower Suwannee NWR, FL  



• Egmont Key NWR, FL  



• Lake Woodruff NWR, FL  



• Merritt Island NWR, FL  



• Lake Wales Ridge NWR, FL  



• Harris Neck NWR, GA 
• Chassahowitzka NWR Complex , FL  



 



Management practices on National Wildlife Refuges are usually targeting objectives for a number of 



associated species.  Within the distribution of the gopher tortoise, habitat is managed to support and 



increase red-cockaded woodpecker, Florida scrub-jay, indigo snake, Florida sand skink, and a large 



number of xeric scrub plants, among federally listed species.  In addition, a larger number of non-



listed species otherwise of conservation concern in these same habitats include migratory birds (e.g., 



Bachman’s and Henslow’s sparrows), reptiles and amphibians (e.g., eastern diamondback snake, 



gopher frog), and small mammals (e.g., Florida mouse).  All of these species are associated with 



grassy-herbaceous dominated ground cover and many are specifically associated with gopher 



tortoise burrows.    
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The USFWS has concerns with leaving gopher tortoises in harm's way, on refuges or anywhere else. 



Historically, concerns have been raised on the translocation of gopher tortoises both on and off 



refuges. The extent of the impacts from translocation on this species, both positive and negative, is 



currently unknown.  The USFWS will continue to follow the long-term monitoring of gopher tortoise 



translocation to determine its success.    



Examples of ongoing and planned management actions focused on gopher tortoises follows.    



Bon Secour National Wildlife Refuge  



Gopher tortoises are locally occurring at Bon Secour and present habitat management for the 



species is through prescribed burning.  Strategies in the Bon Secour NWR CCP include:   



• Once habitat is established through use of growing season burns, perform ground 



searches for gopher tortoise burrows twice yearly (summer and winter).  



• By 2014, scope gopher tortoise burrows twice yearly (summer and winter) to estimate 



gopher tortoise and eastern indigo snake populations. Reduce basal area on 400 acres 



of ridge top forest to regionally acceptable levels which will provide optimum habitat 



for gopher tortoises and eastern indigo snakes.  



Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge  



Gopher tortoises are present within Upland Management Compartment 3 of Okefenokee National 



Wildlife Refuge.  About half of this compartment has suitable habitat (550 acres) for gopher 



tortoises.  The refuge recently acquired 6,800 acres along the eastern edge of Okefenokee Swamp.  



This land rises onto Trail Ridge, a sand ridge that defines the eastern boundary of the swamp, and it 



is estimated that approximately 2,500 acres would be suitable for gopher tortoises once restored to 



native vegetation. This land has been in slash pine production with soil disturbances. Although the 



refuge owns the land, management of the timber remains with a private landholder, Forest 



Investment Associates, until 2081.  However, the refuge aims to acquire the timber rights as soon as 



possible so restoration can begin.  



Management within the refuge’s upland compartments relies on prescribed fire and periodic 



selective thinning of the timber.  Prescribed fires are used every 2-3 years during the growing 



season in areas where gopher tortoises exist. Management prescriptions are evaluated every ten 



years. Conservation objectives and strategies outlined in the refuge’s CCP that relate to the gopher 



tortoise are as follows:  



•  Protect and maintain the threatened and endangered species populations, expanding 



their populations where possible, and enhancing the habitat on the refuge by working 



with adjacent landowners.  Encourage other land managers in the area to promote 



appropriate habitat for threatened and endangered species to create a larger gene pool, 



increase opportunities for survival within the ecosystem, and restore a piece of the 



area’s natural heritage.  



• Develop and implement surveys for “focal” species of mammals, birds, fish, 



amphibians and reptiles, particularly those species that are threatened, endangered, or 



species of special concern (e.g., Rafinesque’s big-eared bat, round-tailed muskrat, 



pocket gopher, Sherman’s fox squirrel, gopher tortoise, etc).  
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•  Determine the status, specific habitat requirements, and limiting factors of reptile 



species, including those associated with the upland pine community.  Evaluate 



feasibility of restoration.  



• Develop and employ survey methods to determine status and distribution of reptiles 



within the upland pine community.  Identify specific habitat requirements for reptile 



species and use GIS analysis to locate additional suitable sampling sites.  



• Monitor the status of gopher tortoises on the refuge and compare with other 



populations. 



• Map the location of gopher tortoise burrows; establish the level of activity and use by 



commensal species.  



 



St. Marks National Wildlife Refuge  



 



At St. Marks NWR, 5,973 acres have been identified as priority suitable habitats, with about 95% of 



the known gopher tortoise burrows found within this habitat grouping.  Continual management 



activities include prescribed fire in 2-4 year intervals, hand-cutting of hardwood species to increase 



herbaceous vegetation, removing exotic species, and planting native grasses.  The St. Marks NWR 



CCP outlines several specific goals, objectives, and strategies that address the needs of gopher 



tortoises, including the following:  



 
• Continue to restore and maintain open multi-aged, historic pine communities with 



low, diverse understories. Annually conduct habitat inventories on 7 percent of the 



forested compartments and prescribe treatments to maintain average pine basal areas 



of 50 to 80 square feet per acre and retain greater than or equal to 65 pines (>5 inches 



DBH) per acre.  Evaluate revising the target pine basal areas upward for stands with 



larger diameter pines.  Manage pine understories to average less than 4 feet in height.  



• The gopher tortoise is a keystone species that provides habitat for a host of other rare 



species including the federally listed eastern indigo snake.  Maintain healthy 



grassy/herbaceous groundcover in longleaf pine sandhills and conduct a survey of the 



population.  



• By 2010, determine population size and distribution of eastern indigo snakes on the 



refuge. Assess the impacts of habitat management.  Initiate the monitoring of refuge 



eastern indigo snakes by examining gopher tortoise burrows, area searches, or some 



other technique.  



• Continue habitat restoration of the old agricultural fields (e.g., Panacea, Abe Trull, 



Wakulla, Mounds, and Stoney Bayou).  



• By 2009, as part of the Habitat Management Plan, develop a restoration plan for the 



fields identifying (to the extent possible) the historic habitat(s), the current plant 



communities, the restoration needs, the methods to achieve the restoration, and the 



projected restoration schedule.  



• Continue to use commercial harvest to conduct thinning as identified in forest or 



habitat management prescriptions, while maintaining strict oversight to minimize 



rutting or other habitat damage.  Thinning operations will also be managed to limit 



possible disturbance to critical wildlife habitat.  Regulations to avoid take of 



flatwoods salamanders would be followed in accordance with 50 CFR 6(a)-(e) during 



timber harvests within the 1,476-foot radius buffer zone surrounding salamander 



breeding ponds.   



• By 2012, inventory refuge lands for rare and listed plants and animals through 



contracts, partnerships, or use of existing or additional staff.  
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• Since research has indicated that RCW populations are more productive where 



growing season prescribed fires are conducted in their foraging habitat, shift 



prescribed fires in current and future foraging habitat to the growing season as much 



as feasible.  



• In 2008, determine if human and domestic or feral animal predation is impacting the 



gopher tortoise population. Take appropriate actions.  



• By 2011, evaluate the potential to translocate tortoises to areas of unoccupied (or 



underutilized) suitable habitat.  Any tortoises introduced from off-refuge sites  



must be disease free. The State of Florida requires permits to translocate 



tortoises.  



Lower Suwannee National Wildlife Refuge  



Lower Suwannee NWR has approximately 7,500-8,000 acres of suitable gopher tortoise habitat.  



This includes high pine, pine flatwoods, and areas such as roadsides and clearings.  Much of this 



habitat is marginal, but is improving with ongoing management actions, predominantly prescribed 



burning and forest thinning. Approximately 5% of available habitat on the Refuge has been 



surveyed thoroughly, and from that survey the Refuge may have had 2,000 - 4,000 active burrows in 



2004. Significant population changes probably have not occurred since that time, although 



significant strides have been made since then in habitat improvement on several areas of the Refuge.  



The Lower Suwannee NWR plans to conduct the following habitat management actions:  



• Expand scientifically based monitoring and research to support management 



decisions regarding wildlife habitat and populations.  



• Conduct gopher tortoise surveys every 5 years and investigate for presence of Upper 



Respiratory Tract Disease.  



• Conduct prescribed burns using a combination of dormant and growing season burns. 



Prepare pine plantations for a shift to controlled burning during the growing season 



by opening the forest canopy through wider tree-to-tree spacing.  This widely spaced 



canopy will allow the damaging heat from controlled fires to quickly dissipate and 



reduce the heat and fire damage to the trees.   



• Continue forestry practices including thinning and restoring pine uplands through 



planting of longleaf and wiregrass on sites that have historically supported the 



longleaf pine/wiregrass complex on between 30 to 50 acres per year.  



• Create a mosaic of forest structure through the use of appropriate silvicultural 



methods of thinning, shelterwood, and/or group selection harvesting.  Create small 



openings, ½ - 1 acre in size, within plantations and plant seedlings or rely upon 



natural regeneration to fill these gaps.  This will promote the development of a 



landscape with trees of multiple species, ages, structure and edge effect.  



 



Egmont Key National Wildlife Refuge  



Egmont Key National Wildlife Refuge is an island in Tampa Bay.  Although it is relatively small and 



isolated compared to mainland National Wildlife Refuges, Egmont Key may support the highest 



density of gopher tortoises found within the NWR system in the existing habitat present on the 



refuge. Ongoing and future management work involves preparing the island for prescribed burning 



and to eradicate exotic species (Brazilian pepper and Australian pine), removing thick ground 
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vegetation existing on the island, and facilitating the movement of tortoises throughout the island by 



developing movement corridors along fire breaks.  The total treatment area covered by the fire breaks 



is approximately 20 acres, and the total area treated to eradicate exotic species to date is 



approximately 100 acres.    



Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge  



 



Presently, the most important management undertaken at Merritt Island is through prescribed burning 



of existing short scrub conditions and restoring additional habitat by transforming, through 



mechanical means, tall scrub largely unoccupied by gopher tortoises into short scrub that can serve as 



future gopher tortoise habitat.  Approximately 12,000 to 20,000 acres of gopher tortoise habitat are 



burned annually, supporting on average of 5 tortoises per every 10 acres.    



In addition to actively managing existing habitat and restoring additional habitat, other work on 



Merritt Island involves removing berms to restore wetland functions, as well as occasional land 



clearing projects conducted by NASA, which owns the land on which Merritt Island National 



Wildlife Refuge exists.  With anywhere from 7 to 14 burrows per acre, the Refuge staff places a high 



priority on surveying and evaluating activities for impact on tortoises.  When gopher tortoises are 



located, they are removed (excavated) and locally relocated when operations require burrow impact.  



10.2.7. Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 



Until recently, the Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (ADCNR) has not 



taken specific measures for the protection and enhancement of gopher tortoises on state-owned 



lands other than the nongame regulation described below.  



Current efforts:  



• Gopher tortoises were reintroduced to the Wehle Nature Preserve in Bullock County 



in 2006.  Efforts will continue to expand the population on this property and the 



adjoining Barbour Wildlife Management Area, in association with reestablishment of 



longleaf pine.  



• Forest management practices on the Stimpson and Upper State Sanctuaries are 



designed in part to aid gopher tortoise restoration.  



• Longleaf pine restoration is underway at the Gulf State Park, which will set the stage 



for expansion of the tortoise population.  



 



In addition to these measures on state lands, ADCNR has funded projects to benefit gopher 



tortoises on properties of other agencies and organizations:  



• Gopher tortoise research on Conecuh National Forest, site of Alabama’s largest 



tortoise population.  This will be expanded to include reintroduction beginning in 



2008.  



• Longleaf pine restoration at Splinter Hill Bog, a gopher tortoise-occupied property in 



Baldwin County owned by The Nature Conservancy.  



 



Future efforts:  



• Over the next four years, ADCNR will work to identify burrows and institute gopher 



tortoise management plans on all ADCNR properties in the gopher tortoise’s historic 
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range. As of 2007, these properties consist of about 50,000 acres.  



 



10.2.8. Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission  



The state of Florida completed the first revision of the Gopher Tortoise Management Plan (Plan) in 



September 2012.  For the 10-year plan, the overarching objective of no net loss of gopher 



tortoises will be accomplished by meeting all of the following objectives:  



(1) Minimize the loss of gopher tortoises by 2022 by ensuring humane and responsible 



translocation of all gopher tortoises from lands proposed for development, minimizing illegal 



harvest of tortoises, creating best management practices (BMPs) for agricultural and 



silvicultural lands, implementing methods to reduce juvenile mortality, reducing loss of 



tortoises to disease, and reducing vehicle-related mortality through education and exclusion 



measures.  



 



(2) Increase and improve gopher tortoise habitat by 2022. This will require ongoing 



coordination with public agencies on the management of gopher tortoise habitat on protected 



lands in addition to restoring degraded lands with potential gopher tortoise habitat. Both 



public and private land acquisition averaging 57,000 acres per year will help to conserve the 



species distribution and maintain wildlife corridors between undeveloped lands. Identifying 



addition incentives to encourage habitat management and conservation easements on private 



lands is instrumental to increasing the acres of managed and protected habitat.  



 



3) Enhance and restore gopher tortoise populations where the species no longer occurs or has 



been severely depleted on protected, suitable lands by 2022. This will require an evaluation 



of protected lands to determine where gopher tortoise populations are depleted and the 



condition of the habitat. Implementation of a range-wide population monitoring protocol to 



help evaluate the status of the species throughout Florida will help to determine where gopher 



tortoise populations need to be restored.  



 



(4) Maintain the gopher tortoise’s function as a keystone species by 2022 by addressing 



specific management needs and creating guidelines for translocation of priority commensal 



species from development sites as appropriate. Best management practices for priority 



commensal species on agricultural and silvicultural lands will also be created, and land 



managers and the general public will be targeted with information about the broader role of 



the gopher tortoise as a keystone species.  



 



The Plan contains proposes suite of conservation strategies and  actions to achieve the goal and 



objectives. The following includes highlights of the conservation strategies from the revised Plan:  



 Ensure responsible translocation of all gopher tortoises from development sites 



through the implemented permitting guidelines. 



 Improve permitting compliance and enforcement effectiveness through partnerships 



with local governments in all counties by 2017.  



 Develop best management practices (BMPs) to avoid and minimize incidental take of 



gopher tortoises on agricultural and silvicultural lands.  



 Reduce hatchling predation on sites, as appropriate, where population viability and 



persistence have been compromised.  



 Increase knowledge of disease impacts on tortoise populations.  
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 Reduce the decline of gopher tortoises through targeted education and outreach to 



specific audiences.  



 Increase the amount of protected, potential habitat from recent estimates (2003 data; 



Enge et al. 2006a) of 1,340,000 acres to 1,955,000 acres.  This will include an 



additional 615,000 acres by both acquisition of new public lands and permanently 



protecting private lands with conservation easements.  



 Increase protection of potential habitat on private lands (e.g., through conservation 



easements) to an average of 16,000 acres per year through 2022.  This is 



approximately 12% of the 1.98 million acres of potential tortoise habitat currently in 



private ownership.  



 Manage vegetation to optimize gopher tortoise forage and shelter needs on public and 



private lands.  



 Develop cooperative agreements, outreach capacity, technical assistance, and 



cooperation with other local, state, and federal land management agencies to 



encourage them to manage available tortoise habitat.  



 Provide incentives and assistance for appropriate habitat management on private lands.  



 Promote the use of Habitat Conservation Plans (HCPs), conservation banking, and 



Candidate Conservation Agreements with Assurances (CCAA) to interested public 



and private landowners.  



 Work with private partners and other agencies to seek funding to restore habitat and 



increase gopher tortoise carrying capacity and review the application of FWC land 



acquisition funds for this purpose.  



 Enhance gopher tortoise populations in degraded habitats and restore gopher tortoises 



on suitable public conservation lands where populations have been severely depleted 



or eliminated.  



 Monitor population status of gopher tortoises using the range-wide monitoring 



protocol. 



 Create guidelines for translocation of priority commensal species from development 



sites as appropriate.  



 Develop BMPs for select priority commensal species on agricultural and silvicultural 



lands.  



 Continue to educate land managers and the general public about the broader role of 



gopher tortoises in maintaining biodiversity of upland ecosystems.  



10.2.9. Georgia Department of Natural Resources 



Current efforts:  



• Using Landsat imagery and soil maps, identified locations of adequate gopher 



tortoise habitat throughout the Georgia range.  



• Assessing the quality of sandhill habitats identified above by vegetation sampling and 



coarse-scale tortoise surveys.  



• Using distance sampling to estimate gopher tortoise populations on a sub-sample of 



publicly-owned lands identified as having suitable tortoise habitat.  



• Evaluate same sub-sample of sites based on their value as potential recipient sites for 



tortoises translocated from Florida due to development conflicts.  



• Developing a CCAA with Plant Vogtle to establish a tortoise population on suitable 



sites using tortoises translocated from Florida.  



• Participation in the Interagency Burn Team to prescribe burn tortoise habitats on 
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state, federal, and The Nature Conservancy lands at intervals consistent with 



frequency of natural fires.  



• Have acquired and will continue to acquire lands supporting gopher tortoise habitat.  



• Pursue the use of conservation easements and other landowner incentive programs to 



protect tortoise habitat on private lands.  



 



Future efforts:  



• Use distance sampling to estimate gopher tortoise populations on all of publicly-



owned lands identified as having suitable tortoise habitat.  



• Estimate gopher tortoise populations on private lands where permission has been 



granted to conduct inventories.  



• Evaluate all publicly-owned sites (and privately-owned sites we’re given access to) 



based on their value as potential recipient sites for tortoises translocated from Florida 



due to development conflicts.  



• Pursue the development of a standard CCAA for private landowners willing to 



establish or enhance tortoise populations on suitable sites using tortoises translocated 



from Florida or displaced from construction sites in Georgia.  



• Continue and expand participation in the Interagency Burn Team to prescribe burn 



tortoise habitats on state, federal, and The Nature Conservancy lands at intervals 



consistent with frequency of natural fires.   



• Continue acquisition of lands supporting gopher tortoise habitat.  



• Continue pursuit of conservation easements and other landowner incentive programs 



to protect tortoise habitat on private lands.  



 



10.2.10. South Carolina Department of Natural Resources  



South Carolina has designated the gopher tortoise as an endangered species within the state.  Few 



tortoises remain in South Carolina, but the state continues to conduct habitat protection efforts in 



wildlife management areas, focusing particularly on areas that are believed to be part of the tortoise’s 



historic range, and is currently conducting mark-recapture studies.  Specific conservation actions 



include:  



• Inventory known gopher tortoise populations and relict individual localities to 



determine the extent of the population.  



• Facilitate appropriate habitat conservation initiatives to protect gopher tortoise sites 



identified in the inventory.  Monitor these sites to determine stability of known 



populations.  



• Conduct landowner workshops to educate landowners about the importance of 



gopher tortoises and methods for protecting this species.  



• Conduct fire management operations at known gopher tortoise locations on SCDNR 



properties.  



• Encourage other property owners, especially owners/operators of public lands such as 



the Savannah River Site (SRS), Public Service Authority (PSA) and others to conduct 



fire management operations to further enhance gopher tortoise populations.  



• Continue gopher tortoise life history research.  



• Continue gopher tortoise repatriation/translocation technology research.  



• Monitor impacts to gopher tortoise burrows from armadillos.  
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10.2.11 Georgia Department of Transportation 



The Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) provides a safe, seamless and sustainable 



transportation system that supports Georgia’s economy and is sensitive to its citizens and 



environment. South of the Fall Line, GDOT-owned right-of-way intersects suitable habitat for 



the Gopher Tortoise. The Department has established policies to monitor and protect Gopher 



Tortoise populations along Georgia’s roadways, at construction sites, and on mitigation sites. As 



a signatory to the Gopher Tortoise Candidate Conservation Agreement, the Department will: 



 Conduct annual presence/absence surveys along proposed project alignments prior to 



certifying any GDOT Project that would impact suitable habitat; 



 Provide burrow location data to the US Fish and Wildlife Service and the Georgia 



Department of Natural Resources (GDNR); 



 Develop a standard protocol for relocating any Gopher Tortoise that may be impacted by 



a GDOT Project; 



 Partner with GDNR in order to assess habitat suitability on all GDOT-owned mitigation 



banks; 



 Partner with GDNR in order to monitor known populations on GDOT-owned mitigation 



banks; 



 Partner with GDNR in order to implement land management practices conducive to the 



creation or maintenance of suitable habitat on GDOT-owned mitigation banks, where 



feasible; 



 Promote awareness of the conservation status of the Gopher Tortoise;  



 Facilitate research on the effects of GDOT activities; and 



 Investigate the potential for conservation banking within the State of Georgia. 



 



10.2.12. Poarch Band of Creek Indians  



As stated previously, the gopher tortoise is a culturally significant species for the Tribe. This 



relationship has existed for thousands of years and the Tribe hopes to continue this relationship for 



the generations to come.  The Tribe has several ongoing efforts in place to protect and enhance the 



population of gopher tortoises living on Tribal lands:  



• Continue planting of Longleaf Pine habitat on the Magnolia Branch Wildlife Reserve, 



which is owned by the Tribe. Several hundred acres have been planted to date.  



• Continue controlled burning, which has been conducted for the last two years on 



targeted sites on the Wildlife Reserve.   



• Conduct gopher tortoise burrow surveys periodically.  Surveys were conducted in 



May 2007 and January 2008.  



• Maintain funding for gopher tortoise and habitat related projects on Tribal lands 



through the USFWS and the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).  



• Continue participation in partnerships that have been developed with the Alabama 



Natural Heritage Program at Auburn University, the USFWS, NRCS, and the 



Conecuh National Forest.  



  



10.2.12. American Forest Foundation  



As part of AFF’s “Pine Ecosystem Management for the Gopher Tortoise” initiative, the organization 



developed a landowner-friendly management handbook for landowners in the listed portion of the 
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gopher tortoises’ range, organized several demonstration field days, conducted workshops on 



landowner assurance agreements, and developed educational trails.  These efforts highlight the 



benefits of active forest management for the gopher tortoise and other wildlife to family forest 



owners, who own a majority of the non-federally listed gopher tortoise range lands.  



Building on this experience, AFF commits to the following conservation actions:  



 
• Update the Pine Ecosystem Management for the Gopher Tortoise Handbook  



• Distribute the handbook to landowners in Florida and Georgia  



• Work with USFWS, state agencies, and other cooperators to develop Candidate 



Conservation Agreements with Assurances (CCAAs)  



• Educate targeted private landowner about how their actions can play a significant role 



in gopher tortoise conservation and the management flexibility provided through 



CCAAs and the associated regulatory assurances.  



 



10.2.13. The Longleaf Alliance, Inc. 



The Alliance assists landowners in accessing federal and state support programs to manage forest lands in 



a manner conducive to gopher tortoise conservation.  Educational programs and materials encouraging 



retention, restoration, and management of sandhill habitats are in place and available to public and private 



school systems.  Teacher workshops are conducted across the range of the gopher tortoise and classroom 



programs featuring both the Alliance classroom kit and “Longleaf”, Roger Reid’s award winning fiction 



book for middle school and younger children, have been and will continue to be a major teaching effort.  



Working with state and federal agencies and cost-share programs, the Alliance will continue to present 



sound science to landowners and land managers, encouraging conservation all facets of the longleaf 



ecosystem.  With over 700 workshops and 7 major regional conferences conducted over the past 14 years, 



the Alliance has a long history of bringing together diverse audiences for conservation purposes.    



 



10.2.14. Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center 



The Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center at Ichauway seeks to understand, to demonstrate, and to 



promote excellence in natural resource management and conservation on the landscape of the 



southeastern coastal plain of the United States. The Jones Center was founded on a long-standing ethic of 



conserving land and water resources and Ichauway is maintained as the tangible expression of this natural 



resource management philosophy. Ichauway has a large, regionally significant, population of gopher 



tortoises and more than 7000 ha of high quality habitat.  The Center has several ongoing efforts in place 



to protect and enhance the population of gopher tortoises on Ichauway: 



 Management of upland habitats with frequent prescribed fire and ecological forestry practices. 



 Hardwood removal and restoration of longleaf pine and native ground cover. 



 Gopher tortoise monitoring program initiated in 2006 that includes surveys at 5-year intervals to 



estimate population size and monitor trends. 



 Long term predator ecology study that includes monitoring survival of nests and juvenile 



tortoises. 



 Numerous education and outreach activities include the gopher tortoise and its role as a keystone 



species.  These activities are targeted toward private landowners, NGOs, state and federal 



agencies, and University students. 
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 Related educational wildlife and ecological events involve approximately 500-800 participants 



annually. 



 



 



10.3. FUNDING COMMITMENTS  



Each of the Parties commits to seek funding for implementation of the conservation measures set 



forth in this Agreement.  As appropriate, Parties will support the GTT and all management activities 



undertaken in accordance with the responsibilities of the GTT.  No provision herein shall be 



interpreted to require obligation or payment of funds in violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 



U.S.C. § 1341, or any applicable state law.  



11. DURATION AND AMENDMENT OF THE AGREEMENT  



Long-term protection and management, as outlined in this Agreement, are necessary for the 



continued conservation of the gopher tortoise.  The initial term of this Agreement shall be ten  



(10) years. This Agreement shall be extended for additional five (5) year increments until long-term 



habitat management and conservation of the gopher tortoise is assured.  Any Party may withdraw 



from this Agreement upon sixty (60) days written notice to the other Parties.    



Any Party may propose modifications to this Agreement by providing written notice to the other 



Parties. Such notice shall include a statement of the proposed modification and the reason for the 



modification.  The Parties will use their best efforts to respond to proposed modifications within 60 



days of receipt of such notice.  Proposed modifications will become effective upon the other Parties' 



written approval and completion of any necessary environmental analysis.   



12. EFFECT OF THE AGREEMENT IN EVENT OF LISTING DECISION  



It is the intent and expectation of the Parties that the execution and implementation of this Agreement 



will lead to the conservation of the gopher tortoise in its natural eastern range.  If, subsequent to the 



effective date of this Agreement, the Secretary of the Interior should determine pursuant to section 



4(a) of the ESA (16 U.S.C. §1533(a)), that the gopher tortoise is threatened or endangered, the 



Parties will participate in recovery planning for the gopher tortoise.  It is also the expectation of the 



Parties that the conservation and management commitments made in this document will be 



considered in the event of a listing under the ESA.    



13. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS  



13.1. REMEDIES  



No Party shall be liable in damages for any relief under this Agreement (including, but not limited 



to, damages, injunctive relief, personal injury, and attorney fees) for any performance or failure to 



perform under this Agreement.  Furthermore, no Party has any right of action under this 



Agreement.  



13.2. DISPUTE RESOLUTION  



The Parties agree to work together in good faith.  The GTT should coordinate and help resolve 



any disputes.  
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13.3. NO THIRD-PARTY BENEFICIARIES   



This Agreement does not create any new right or interest in any member of the public as a third-party 



beneficiary, nor shall it authorize anyone not a Party to this Agreement to maintain a suit for personal 



injuries or damages pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement.  The duties, obligations, and 



responsibilities of the Parties to this Agreement with respect to third parties shall remain as imposed 



under existing law.  
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APPENDIX A:  SIGNATURE PAGES  



GOPHER TORTOISE CANDIDATE CONSERVATION AGREEMENT  



The following page will be reproduced as necessary to facilitate the signature of the Agreement by 



the appropriate Party representatives.  It is anticipated there will be one Signature per page.   
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APPENDIX B:  RECOMMENDED CONSERVATION ACTIVITIES – HABITAT 



MANAGEMENT, MONITORING, AND TRANSLOCATION  



HABITAT MANAGEMENT  



The long-term survival of the gopher tortoise requires effective natural resources programs to meet 



and enhance stewardship requirements set forth in federal laws and agency policy.  This should 



include habitat management to maintain an open park-like canopy with a diverse herbaceous 



groundcover and minimal shrub encroachment.  Proactive habitat management requires the 



application of aggressive land management activities to optimize conditions for tortoise foraging 



(diverse herbaceous groundcover) and reproduction (open, sunlit sites for nesting).  Prescribed fire, 



mechanical and chemical treatments, and timber management are an example of tools available to 



land managers.  



The successful application of prescribed fire to enhance and maintain optimal gopher tortoise habitat 



is dependent on burn frequency and season of the burn.  Fire frequency will vary depending on the 



habitat type and associated fuel loads, but most gopher tortoise habitats will benefit from a fire-



frequency of 1-5 years (see Table 1).  Frequent fires will reduce shrub encroachment and competition 



and stimulate a rich, herbaceous groundcover.  



Table 1: Recommended structural characteristics and fire frequency for plant communities 



commonly used by the gopher tortoise.  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Season of burn can have an effect on top-kill and establishment of shrubs.  Shrubs are more 



vulnerable to growing season burns (spring and summer) than to dormant season burns (winter).  



When feasible, prescribed fire should mimic the natural fire cycle of occurrence.  Summer burns 



produce optimal forage for gopher tortoises and reduce encroachment of shrubs.  In old-field areas 



that have lost their one hour fine fuels (grasses/forbs), summer burns may not be an option.  These 



areas respond well to winter burns, where the dormant biomass provides adequate fuels.       



One consequence of fire suppression of forested lands in the Southeast has been severe habitat 



degradation of formerly fire maintained communities.  Active land management practices can often 



restore these sub-optimal habitats.  Removal of off-site hardwoods, thinning of pine trees, and the 



introduction of prescribed fire can foster a return to an open, grassy forest structure preferred by 



gopher tortoises. The following management actions will promote optimal conditions for gopher 



tortoise habitat:  



Plant 



Community  



Fire Regime  Max. % 



Canopy Cover  



Max. % Shrub 



Cover  



Min.% Ground 



Cover  



Dry Prairie  1-3 yrs  <10  <10  50  



Sandhill/ 



Upland Pine 



Forest/Oldfield 



Pinelands  



2-5 yrs  50  30  40  



Flatwoods  2-5 yrs  60  50  50  



Scrubby 



Flatwoods  



3-7 yrs  40  60  30  



Scrub  7-12 yrs  40  60  15  
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• Maintenance of upland forested pine and hardwood canopy cover below 60% in order to 



stimulate production of forbs, grasses, and other tortoise forage plants.  



• Maintenance of herbaceous groundcover, including grasses, legumes, and forbs, at 50% or 



greater.  



• Application of prescribed fire at least every 5 years or less to stimulate growth and diversity 



of tortoise forage.  



 



Proactive management practices, in addition to prescribed fire, are effective for improving gopher 



tortoise habitat. Timber harvest and/or mechanical and chemical vegetation control can be used to 



achieve the desired forest structure and to restore degraded sites.  During timber and restoration 



efforts, where possible, avoid the use of heavy equipment when constructing logging decks, roads, or 



other site-converting activities in areas with high burrow concentrations, unless there is no other 



alternative to reduce shrub cover.  Harvesting of off-site timber species followed by reforestation 



with appropriate site-suited species and the reintroduction of fire can stimulate recovery of 



suppressed ground cover species. Locate logging decks in areas that will minimize skid traffic near 



gopher tortoise burrows. On heavily disturbed sites, natural recovery of native ground cover may not 



be possible.  These sites may require intensive restoration efforts such as sowing of a suitable native 



seed mix to facilitate restoration.  Site preparation should employ fire and/or herbicides where 



possible rather than mechanical methods such as chopping.  Apply the latter if necessary for 



inhibiting vigorous sprouting of woody vegetation.  Chemical and mechanical methods of hardwood 



control should employ best management practices to avoid soil disturbance, destruction of ground-



layer vegetation, and non-target effects of herbicides.  There should be no bedding for establishment 



of new forest stands on gopher tortoise habitat.  To the greatest extent possible, damage to gopher 



tortoise burrows should be avoided.   



Remedial Actions for Habitat Loss or Destruction  



 Where construction will occur within 25 feet of the mouth of a gopher tortoise burrow, and 



permanently destroy suitable habitat, the tortoise should be removed and translocated to 



another location onsite or offsite. If the onsite option is used, gopher tortoises should be 



temporarily penned (to avoid tortoises from reentering the construction area) and released 



after the construction activity is completed.  If the construction activity will take more than 



12 months to complete, offsite translocations should be pursued.   



 Where construction and/or excavation activities occur beyond 25 feet from an active gopher 



tortoise burrow, the area around the construction site should be enclosed by a fence or other 



barrier to exclude tortoises.    



 Corridor(s) should be maintained to allow for movement of the tortoises outside of the 



construction/project area. An “island” (burrows encircled by development) population of 



gopher tortoises will not be biologically sustainable.  Translocation will be necessary for 



“island” populations.  



 For construction of roads that will have heavy use, some type of wildlife passage designed to 



allow for safe movement of gopher tortoises and other wildlife is encouraged.  



 To ensure the amount of available habitat is not significantly diminished, consider mitigating 



loss of habitat by restoring/enhancing existing habitat or establishing easements on private land 



for management of gopher tortoise habitat (can benefit other species, especially commensals, as 



well).  
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Invasive Species and Predation 



The spread of invasive, exotic species can have detrimental effects on gopher tortoise habitat.  



Invasive exotic plant species can greatly reduce the quality of gopher tortoise habitat.  These 



invasive species can be spread via contaminated equipment.  It is important to clean all 



machinery to prevent the spread of these invasive species.  



Predator populations, such as raccoons and crows, can be artificially high in some habitats because of 



anthropogenic factors.  Additionally, several other non-native predators, coyote, nine banded 



armadillo, dogs (feral and domestic), fire ants, and several exotic reptile species have been shown to 



eat gopher tortoises and/or their eggs.  When gopher tortoise survival and recruitment are adversely 



affected by anthropogenic induced predation pressure and/or invasive species, it may be necessary to 



consider a hatchling head start program, predator control measures to minimize predator populations, 



and chemical/mechanical controls for invasive plant species.  



MONITORING  



Monitoring is an essential component of any conservation strategy and plan.  Monitoring allows 



habitat quantity and quality to be assessed and ensures that gopher tortoise populations are 



adequately supported. Monitoring plans should include both habitat and tortoise population 



parameters and, as appropriate, be part of the agency’s management plan and/or regular planning 



process.  



When an agency decides to pursue a gopher tortoise monitoring plan, it should be incorporated into 



the agency’s existing management plan within the prescribed cycle of revision.  If a monitoring plan 



is developed and implemented, periodic monitoring reports should be submitted to the GTT and 



incorporated into agency management plans.  The results should be made available to the Parties as 



appropriate.  As information is developed, census/monitoring techniques should be modified in order 



to stay effective and relevant.     



Goals of Monitoring  



• Establish baseline habitat and population data   



• Assess effectiveness of management for adaptive management purposes  



• Assess effectiveness of translocations  



• Track changes in habitat acreage and suitability  



• Track changes in population  



 



Steps to Successful Monitoring  



The following four stages comprise an effective approach to monitoring gopher tortoise  
populations and habitat:  



 



Identification  



• Develop an understanding of where gopher tortoise populations are, or could be, 



located.  



• Utilizing base maps or GIS data sets, determine if land is suitable for the gopher 



tortoise and, if suitable habitat is occupied, whether there are actual tortoises on the 
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property. Categorize parcels as:   



• No potential to become gopher tortoise habitat  



 Potential gopher tortoise habitat  



 Occupied gopher tortoise habitat  



 



Quantification  



Once one determines that there are gopher tortoise populations at the site, a survey to estimate the 



local population size should be conducted by following the protocols outlined in Appendix F.  



 



Prioritization  



• Develop a scheme identifying which populations will be looked at more intensively 



and followed more rigorously. 



• Determine the responsible party for actual monitoring of each population. 



• Make decisions about which tortoise populations within each agency are most 



important and require funding.   
Note: There are several tools being developed in order to help organizations determine where 



to place their funds.  These include different maps of gopher tortoise regions/populations in 



each state and the beginnings of a region wide network for all who gather information on 



specific populations, similar to the RCW networking site.  With information from all parties, 



agencies can make decisions on where to place their funding based on knowing where their 



help could have the biggest impact.  



 



Conservation  
• Set up a follow-up scheme at which a re-examination of the extent and numbers of 



tortoises is conducted every five to ten years.    



• Determine whether management plans are reversing the decline of the species.  



• Conduct repeated sampling to discover trends:  



• Situation 1: Many individuals in quality habitat (viable)  



o Situation 2: Very few individuals in quality habitat (not viable)  



o Situation 3: Many individuals in poor quality environment (viable, if animals are 



moved or habitat is improved)  



 



Tools for Monitoring  



A region-wide GIS database and a web-based interactive tool for management of site 



information are being developed to support the partners in this agreement.    



TRANSLOCATION  



Translocation is conducted for a number of reasons.  It is a suitable option when efforts to maintain 



tortoises at their original sites are not possible or where leaving them in place will put them in 



imminent danger.  Additionally, it can be used to maintain and restore other populations and habitat.  



Off-Site Translocations  



Recipient sites  



Sites where tortoises in need of translocation are to be placed must be identified early so that 
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biologists do not have to search for appropriate sites as impending needs to move animals arise.  



Therefore, signatory agencies should identify sites throughout their property, or in the case of state 



agencies, their jurisdiction’s tortoise range, that meet the criteria essential for the acceptance of 



translocated tortoises.  These essentials are:  



 Site must have suitable habitat requirements (i.e. relatively open canopy, well-drained 



sandy soil, and abundant herbaceous vegetation)  



 Site must be within the historic range of the species  



 Site preferably devoid of a natural tortoise population, or the population is assumed or 



known to be below carrying capacity  



 Dedicated, long-term and proper management of the site is secured, which includes the 



development of a site-specific management plan.  



 Restraint of tortoises inside a temporary enclosure at the recipient site is essential to 



increase the site fidelity of relocated tortoises (Tuberville et al., 2005).  Tortoises should 



be temporarily enclosed for a minimum of 9 months and no more than 12 months.  



Minimally, juveniles and sub-adults should be provided with starter burrows to reduce 



chances of predation.  The enclosure fencing should be buried at least 8 inches into the 



ground to prevent tortoises from pushing beneath the enclosure, and must be at least 2 



feet high and strong enough to prevent tortoises from pushing or climbing over.  The size 



of the enclosure should depend on the number of tortoises within and the amount of 



native forage and tortoises should be enclosed with other tortoises. A general guideline is 



to allow at least one acre of high quality habitat for every 6 tortoises.  Supplemental 



feeding may be required in some instances.  Enclosed areas must also afford the tortoises 



some areas of shade.  



 



Signatory agencies should maintain a database of available recipient sites and their important 



characteristics (e.g. location, acreage, native tortoise population demographics) within their 



jurisdiction. Signatory agencies will pursue and promote established state and federal private land 



incentive programs that can be tapped by landowners interested in receiving and managing 



translocated tortoise populations.  Where possible, incentive programs unique to this effort will be 



developed and employed.  



 



Donor sites  
Two main scenarios exist as to when a tortoise population may be deemed a donor:  



• The population is either not viable at its current population size or makeup or the habitat 



quality and/or management is not sufficient (if the first part of this scenario is the issue, such 



a site may also be considered a recipient site to enhance a low or sexually skewed population, 



provided dedicated management exists).  



• Impending harm to the site (and therefore the tortoises) renders a need to rescue the tortoises.  



 



Other Considerations  



• When feasible, donor tortoises should be moved to the closest recipient site.  



• Tortoises that display clinical signs of disease should be segregated from the others and 



relocated to a site that has been established specifically for diseased tortoises, for the purpose 



of avoiding potential disease transmission.  Efforts should be made to test tortoises for URTD 



prior to arrival if requested by the managers of the recipient site.  
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• Translocations should only be conducted when the forecasted overnight low temperatures for 



the day of translocation and the two following days are 50°F or greater.  



• Although a recipient site may consist of tortoises from more than one donor site, every effort 



should be made to avoid splitting up tortoises from a particular donor site into multiple 



recipient sites.  



• Ideally, capture and removal of tortoises from donor sites should be accomplished by live-



trapping (i.e., bucket trapping, box trapping, and hand capture). Mechanical excavation, 



although acceptable, is less preferred because of the increased stress on the tortoises and the 



greater potential for injury or mortality.  



• Efforts should be made to remove and translocate commensals to the recipient site or an 



appropriate alternative. If commensal species of special concern are found, consult with state 



or federal agencies for guidance.  If translocations are conducted during the nesting season, 



burrow aprons should be searched for eggs.  Eggs should be relocated, or eggs should be 



incubated and hatchlings released at the recipient site.  



• Translocated populations should be monitored one active season after removal of fences to 



document if site-fidelity has been achieved.  Long-term monitoring for population viability is 



discussed in the Monitoring section above.  



• All translocations should be under the guidance of a biologist (or biologists) or other 



qualified federal or state government wildlife professional and be coordinated with the 



appropriate federal, state, and resource agencies.  All necessary state and federal permits 



must be secured prior to operations if applicable.  



 
On-Site Translocation  



This section only applies to on-site translocations, which occur when recipient and donor sites are 



near enough to potentially allow free movement between them.  



Temporary  



Temporary on-site translocations occur when tortoises are in harm’s way of a particular, temporary 



activity or disturbance, but can be allowed to safely return to the site following such an activity or 



disturbance. Temporary captivity preferably lasts no more than a few weeks but can be longer. Two 



primary methods are:  



• Capture and temporary captivity of tortoises, followed by hard releasing (no temporary 



enclosing necessary) at site of capture following cessation of the activity or disturbance that 



required their rescue.  Proper care of captive tortoises depends on the duration of their 



captivity and the number of tortoises housed together. Any tortoises that display clinical signs 



of disease should be segregated from others during captivity.  



• Capture and immediate release of tortoises outside of an impassable fence surrounding the 



impacted area.  This should not be done if the immediately adjacent habitat is unsuitable for 



tortoises.  Once the activity or disturbance has ceased, the fences should be removed to allow 



tortoises to return to the original site if suitable habitat remains at least partially intact.  



 



Permanent  



Permanent on-site translocations occur when tortoises are in harm’s way of a particular activity or 



disturbance that will permanently prevent re-establishment of the tortoises at that site, and a suitable 



site devoid of a natural tortoise population, or containing a population assumed or known to be 



below carrying capacity, is available nearby.  Guidelines for permanent on-site translocations are 
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similar to those for off-site translocations and tortoises must be temporarily enclosed (soft release) 



rather than hard-released. Care should be taken to ensure tortoises are not attempting to return to 



original areas.  
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APPENDIX C:  DEFINITIONS  



Adaptive Management: The integration of design, management, and monitoring through a 



scientific approach to systematically test assumptions in order to adapt and learn.    



Bedding:  A site preparation method which mounds the topsoil to raise the roots of seedlings 



above any temporary standing water.  



Burrow apron:  Fanned-out sandy area immediately in front of a tortoise burrow.  



Carrying capacity:  The maximum number of individuals that a site and its resources can 



support during the most unfavorable time of year.  



Chemical Treatment:  The use of herbicides to control undesired plant species.  



Chopping:  A site preparation method and land management tool to reduce the height and 



density of understory vegetation using a weighted drum with cutting blades to cut and chop 



vegetation.  



Commensals: A biological relationship in which one species derives food, refuge, or other 



benefits from another animal species hurting or helping it; in the gopher tortoise’s case, it is a 



species that shares the burrow with the tortoise.   



Donor site:  A site which tortoises are moved from during translocations.  



Enclosure:  A temporary, specified area of a recipient site that is surrounded by approved fencing 



or hay/pine straw bales to initially contain relocated tortoises and to help them acclimate to their 



new surroundings, and prevent them from attempting to return to their previous habitat .  See “soft 



release.” 



Fuel loads:  The amount of flammable materials (fuels) present in a habitat (e.g., trees, shrubs, 



grasses, etc.).  



Hard release:  A release without the benefit of temporary enclosures, creating starter burrows, or 



any other technique designed to improve site-fidelity.  



Hatchling Head Start Program:  Protects hatchlings until they are of sufficient size to be beyond 



normal hatchling mortality to increase their chances of survival upon release into the wild.  



Logging Deck:  Site where logs are prepared and loaded for transport.  



Mechanical Treatment: The use of mechanical means such as chainsaws, roller chopping, or 



mowing to reduce competition from undesired vegetation when regenerating forest stands.    



Off-Site Timber Species:  A species growing in a habitat it normally would not occur in due to 



disruption of natural processes, such as fire suppression.    



Off-site translocation: Translocation in which the recipient and donor sites do not allow free 
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movement between them.  



 
On-site translocation: Translocation in which the recipient and donor sites are near enough to potentially 



allow free movement between them.  



One Hour Fine Fuels:  Fuels consisting of dead herbaceous plants, stems and branches less than ¼ -



inch in diameter and the upper most layer of litter.  



Predator Control:  Removing predators, usually through trapping, to maintain their population 
well below natural levels for the benefit of some target species.  



Recipient site:  Site which tortoises are moved to during translocations.  



Seropositive:  A positive blood test indicating an immune response (exposure) to the bacteria that 
cause upper respiratory tract disease in gopher tortoises.  



Site Preparation: Measures employed on a site to dispose of debris, reduce competitive  



vegetation, and prepare the soil for artificial or natural regeneration.  



Skid:  Moving of logs by means of heavy equipment from the point of harvest to a loading area.  



Soft release:  Those releases where relocated animals are contained in a temporary enclosure at the 



recipient site for some period of time before being allowed to roam freely; this differs from hard 



releases where animals are turned loose without any period to acclimate to their new surroundings. 



 
Starter burrow: A shallow hole dug with a shovel or auger that approximates the angle of a gopher 



tortoise burrow entrance.  



Take:  Taking, attempting to take, pursuing, hunting, molesting, capturing, injuring, or killing any 



wildlife or freshwater fish, or their nests or eggs by any means, whether or not such actions result 
in obtaining possession of such wildlife or freshwater fish or their nests or eggs.   



Top-kill:  To kill the above-ground portion of a tree or shrub.  



Waif tortoise - a gopher tortoise that has been removed from the wild but is not associated with 



a permitted translocation effort and is generally from an unknown location. 
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APPENDIX E:  ADDITIONAL PARTIES TO THE GOPHER TORTOISE CANDIDATE  
CONSERVATION AGREEMENT  



Additional federal agencies, state and tribal agencies, NGOs, and private parties that share a desire to 



conserve gopher tortoise populations and habitat in order to prevent regulatory constraints and carry 



out their missions to the best of their ability are welcome to sign onto this Agreement at any time. In 



order to do so, the agency or organization interested in becoming a Party to the CCA must provide 



the GTT with the following information:  



• A detailed description of the agency’s or organization’s authority to enter into such 



agreement (see Section 6 for examples), and   



• Specific conservation commitments the agency or organization will implement and execute 



(see Section 10.2 for examples).  



 



Upon receipt of this information and review and agreement among GTT members, the organization 



will be asked to submit a signed signature page, after which the GTT will amend this Appendix as 



appropriate.  
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APPENDIX F:  POPULATION ESTIMATION AND MONITORING PROTOCOL 
 



The gopher tortoise is currently listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) as 



Threatened in accordance with the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) for populations 



occurring west of the Mobile and Tombigbee Rivers in Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana (50 



CFR §17.11). The status of the gopher tortoise in its eastern range was evaluated by the USFWS 



in 2010-2011. The 12-month status review was published in the Federal Register 



(76(144):45130-45162) in July 2011 and included the finding that the species is warranted for 



federal listing under the ESA as Threatened, but precluded from listing due to higher priority 



listing activities (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2011).  Because the gopher tortoise is currently 



a “Candidate” species in the eastern portion of its range, scientists and policy makers throughout 



the species’ range have focused attention on proactively implementing beneficial conservation 



measures now to prevent it from becoming federally-listed in the future. As such, the 12-month 



finding notes a deficiency of a range-wide survey of gopher tortoises, and comprehensive 



surveys over large geographic areas. Survey data available at the time of the review were 



collected using a variety of methodologies ranging from one-time censuses to repeated surveys 



over several decades. Most surveys were based on counting burrows rather than observations of 



tortoises.  The diversity of data poses a challenge when trying to evaluate the status of a species 



from a landscape perspective. Because of disparities in the type of data collected, methodologies 



in collecting data, and differences in the scope of studies, it is not possible to evaluate the status 



of the gopher tortoise throughout its range. 



 



Working together to implement proactive and coordinated conservation activities that can, in 



turn, help preclude the need to list the gopher tortoise under the ESA, the Department of 



Defense, U.S. Forest Service, USFWS, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, 



Georgia Department of Natural Resources, South Carolina Department of Natural Resources, 



Alabama Division of Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries, tribal organizations, and several non-



governmental organizations (NGOs) entered into a Candidate Conservation Agreement (CCA) 



for the gopher tortoise in 2008 (as revised). At the 4
th



 annual meeting (June 19-21, 2012) of the 



GT CCA Gopher Tortoise Team (GTT), the GTT participants agreed that a standardized 



population monitoring protocol was needed to provide consistency in monitoring the status of the 



gopher tortoise throughout its range.  Based on results of a gopher tortoise monitoring workshop 



held at the Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center (April 9-11, 2012), the GTT participants 



agreed that Line Transect Distance Sampling (LTDS; Buckland et al. 2001), coupled with 



burrow camera searches of all gopher tortoise burrows found, regardless of status, will be the 



standard method for estimating tortoise population size and monitoring trends over time and 



throughout its range.  Details of this methodology are outlined in the Gopher Tortoise Survey 



Handbook
i
 (Smith, L., and J.M. Stober. 2009) included in Appendix F.   



 



Current research suggests that a minimum of 250 acres of suitable habitat is required to support a 



viable population of gopher tortoises (McCoy and Mushinsky 2007; Styrsky et al. 2010).  



Therefore, land managers should prioritize determining baseline population levels and 



monitoring efforts using LTDS on protected and managed tortoise habitat 250 acres or greater in 



size.  We recognize that population monitoring is also important on some tracts of gopher 



tortoise habitat <250 acres.  Although LTDS is also recommended for  small tracts of habitat, 



total counts can be conducted on smaller tracts (<250 ac), if done with a double observer 



approach (Nomani et al. 2008, Williams et al. 2002) and coupled with burrow camera searches 





http://www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA522655


http://www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA522655
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of all gopher tortoise burrows found, regardless of status.  All sites should be monitored at 



intervals of at least 5 years, but no more than 10 years, though the intervals should be at least 5 



years apart to allow for detectable change.  Managers of public and private lands not under the 



jurisdiction of CCA parties are encouraged to follow one of the two survey approaches described 



above to allow evaluation of the status of the gopher tortoise across its range.  The CCA parties 



will share data obtained from surveys and monitoring by way of Section IV of the annual CCA 



report submitted by each of the parties.    



 
                                                           
i
 http://www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA522655  





http://www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA522655
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Background 
 
This Endangered Species Management Component (ESMC) fulfills aspects of Fort Benning’s 
requirements under the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (ESA). The Red-
cockaded woodpecker (RCW) (Dryobates borealis, formerly Picoides borealis) ESMC was 
prepared in accordance with Chapter 4 of Army Regulation (AR) 200-1, the 2007 Management 
Guidelines for the Red-cockaded Woodpecker on Army Installations (DA 2007) and the Sikes 
Act (16 U.S.C.670a). The RCW was Federally listed as endangered by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) on 13 October 1970 and is protected under the ESA. On 8 October 
2020, the USFWS published a Section 4(d) Rule in the Federal Register proposing to reclassify 
the RCW from endangered status to threatened. To date this proposed ruling has not been 
finalized; however, reclassification from endangered to threatened status would have minimal 
effect on this ESMC.  
 
Management Goals 
 
The management goal is to protect and enhance the existing recovered RCW population on 
Fort Benning (and off-post as appropriate via, Army Compatible Use Buffer (ACUB) and 
Demographic Conservation Area programs while simultaneously expanding the population into 
unoccupied suitable and potentially suitable habitat. Management for RCWs will be consistent 
with MCoE mission requirements and requirements of the ESA.  
 
Fort Benning's ACUB program, which is implemented by The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and its 
partners via Army-funded acquisition of both conservation easements and fee title purchases, 
emphasizes RCW conservation. The Fort Benning Off Post RCW Conservation Plan is being 
implemented and aims to secure property interests, assure long-term management, and restore 
and conserve habitat for the RCW in the region around Fort Benning (Fort Benning 2015). This 
plan is intended to comply with USFWS guidelines for including off-Post properties as part of 
Fort Benning's recovery baseline landscape. Analysis of landscape conditions suggests there 
are over 29,500 acres of land east and north of Fort Benning already protected under ACUB 
and over 10,000 acres potentially available for future protection. Restored RCW habitat on 
suitable ACUB acreage would add to the stability of Fort Benning's Primary Core Recovery 
Population. To date, 8,884 acres from the Chattahoochee Fall Line Wildlife Management Area 
have been added to the Installation’s RCW baseline acreage through its ACUB program 
(USFWS 2016). 
 
Fort Benning officially reached its RCW population recovery goal of 351 Potential Breeding 
Groups (PBG) on 3 April 2019 (USFWS 2019). Currently there are up to 416 manageable RCW 
clusters on Fort Benning; 412 are active with a PBG and four clusters that are inactive. These 
numbers include 11 active clusters currently covered under Incidental Take Authorizations (ITA) 
and 68 active clusters in the SD1 (formerly referred to as A20) dudded impact area. Actively 
managed RCW clusters covered under ITA cannot be counted towards the Installation’s 
population recovery goal. When you subtract these 11 active RCW clusters covered by an ITA, 
the total number of manageable clusters that can be counted towards Fort Benning’s RCW 
population recovery goal is 405 manageable clusters, of which 401 are active with a PBG and 
four that are considered inactive. 
 
In addition to manageable RCW clusters on Fort Benning, there are 12 unmanageable clusters 
that are inaccessible due to potentially unsafe conditions. Since these RCW clusters are 
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unmanageable, they do not count towards the Installation’s recovery goal. Eight of these RCW 
clusters are in isolated areas of the SD1 dudded impact area that are currently off limits to 
personnel. Access restrictions to some of these clusters may change if the areas are deemed 
safe at some point in the future. There are also four known RCW clusters located in the ND1 
(formerly referred to as K15) dudded impact area that are not accessible from the ground due to 
the hazardous conditions associated with this impact area.  
 
To date, no RCW populations are known to occur outside of the immediate Installation 
boundary. At one time there was a single cluster located on City of Columbus property adjacent 
to Fort Benning; however, the last known RCW activity on a single cavity tree was reported in 
2016. This cluster was previously on Fort Benning property. Due to a land exchange between 
Fort Benning and Columbus, it is now on Columbus city property (USFWS 1998). The nearest 
active RCW population on public lands is the Piedmont National Wildlife Refuge/Oconee 
National Forest population located approximately 90 miles ENE of Columbus and is considered 
a secondary core population according to the Recovery Plan. The closest known RCW 
population on private lands is Enon-Sehoy Plantation which is located approximately 30 miles 
west of Fort Benning. This population is considered disjunct from the Installation’s population 
and does not contribute to recovery of the species on Fort Benning; however, there has been 
one documented natural dispersal from Fort Benning to Enon-Sehoy. 
 
Conservation Goals 
 
The overall RCW conservation goal is to maintain and enhance the Installation’s RCW 
population, thereby reducing the need for most training restrictions and reducing conflicts with 
the Fort Benning mission. The Installation’s mandated RCW population recovery goal is 351 
PBGs. This is the required minimum number of groups specified in the U.S. Fish & Wildlife 
Service’s RCW Recovery Plan and Fort Benning Biological Opinions (BO) to be considered a 
recovered RCW population (USFWS 2003). Through aggressive habitat and artificial cavity 
management, historical artificial recruitment, and natural budding and pioneering, Fort Benning 
exceeded its mandated RCW population recovery goal with 412 active clusters in 2019. 
Maintaining a higher number of RCW clusters than the required minimum provides a buffer 
against naturally occurring stochastic events, normal fluctuations in RCW population trends, or 
unanticipated military mission needs, which otherwise could cause the Installation to fall below 
the 351 PBG minimum.  
 
Actions Needed  
 
The primary actions needed to accomplish recovery goals on Fort Benning are: (1) application 
of frequent prescribed fire to both clusters and foraging habitat, (2) conservation and 
development of large, mature longleaf pines throughout the landscape over the long term, (3) 
protection and maintenance of existing cavities and judicious provisioning of artificial cavities to 
ensure all clusters maintain a minimum of 4 suitable cavities, (4) restoration and maintenance of 
sufficient habitat quality and quantity to sustain recovery on Fort Benning, and (5) continued 
monitoring of the RCW population to include those accessible clusters covered by ITAs to 
validate persistence and reproductive health so they may again count towards the Installation’s 
RCW population recovery goal.  
 
Management efforts will focus on prescribed fire in conjunction with sustainable forest 
management and improvement of RCW habitat by incorporating uneven aged management 
strategies that diversify the age and size class structure of the forest and will promote the 
perpetual replacement of large, mature longleaf pines with a continual supply of younger 
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longleaf pines. This sustainable forest management strategy should provide and promote 
perpetual RCW habitat in the event of unforeseen natural disasters (e.g., tornadoes, hurricanes, 
ice storms, etc.) or Army mission needs that could arise in the future.  Emphasis will be placed 
on allowing the RCW population to naturally excavate cavities in forested habitat they find 
suitable. Restoration and increased sustainable maintenance of sufficient habitat quality and 
quantity to support and maintain a recovered RCW population on Fort Benning will continue. 
 


  To achieve these goals, Fort Benning will: (1) conduct prescribed burns on all suitable, 
potentially suitable, and future recovery habitat every one to three years, with burns preferably 
conducted during the growing season; (2) manage forest ecosystems to improve RCW habitat 
using commercial timber harvest (i.e. thinning), hardwood control, conservation and 
regeneration of longleaf pine, and other ecosystem management practices that will benefit the 
RCW; (3) enhance existing RCW clusters by provisioning artificial cavities in cavity-limited sites 
to ensure a minimum of four suitable cavities are available; (4) use management techniques 
such as translocation and augmentation to increase the RCW populations on- and off-post when 
required; (5) ensure Protected Clusters (PC) and Unprotected Clusters (UC) are not damaged 
or disturbed through education and proactive planning via Fort Benning’s National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process, PC boundary marking, and periodic cluster 
inspections; (6) maintain and improve environmental awareness of all personnel at Fort Benning 
with respect to protection of the RCW; (7) monitor RCW population status/trends for both PCs 
and UCs and make necessary adjustments as required; (8) achieve an average RCW 
population density of approximately one cluster per 150 acres of suitable habitat. The foraging 
habitat for each cluster should contain at least 3000 ft2 Basal Area (BA2) of pines > 10 inches 
diameter at breast height (DBH) and meet the Fort Benning Standard for Managed Stability 
(FBSMS) with the goal of managing for the Recovery Standard (RS); and, (9) conduct habitat 
improvements that facilitates natural recruitment of new clusters. 


 
1.0 INTRODUCTION  
 
The purposes of this ESMC are to: (1) implement and update status of existing BO 
requirements; (2) present updated information on the RCW; (3) define conservation goals; (4) 
outline a management plan that will enable achievement of conservation goals; (5) discuss 
challenges the species faces on the Installation; and, (6) summarize and update incidental take 
authorizations. These purposes are consistent with the following laws, regulations, and policy 
guidance. 
 
1-1 Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Guidelines 
 


1. The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as Amended 
 


2. Army Regulation 200-1, Environmental Protection and Enhancement (28 August 2007) 
 


3. Management Guidelines for the Red-cockaded Woodpecker on Army Installations  
(1 May 2007) (Army Guidelines)  


 
4. Maneuver Center of Excellence (MCoE) Regulation 350-19 (30 September 2020) 


 
5. The Red-cockaded Woodpecker (Picoides borealis) Recovery Plan: Second Revision 


(2003) (Recovery Plan)  
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1-2 CHRONOLOGY OF BIOLOGICAL OPINIONS 
 
Fort Benning prepared a Biological Assessment (BA) for each BO that contains important 
information for each action. Of the BOs listed below, several include ITAs. In this ESMC, 
clusters with incidental take authorization are not counted towards Fort Benning’s RCW 
recovery goal. Many of the clusters categorized as taken actually persist on the landscape and 
are managed. After 5 years, Fort Benning re-evaluates the cluster to determine if the taken 
designation is still required. If a change in take status is proposed by Fort Benning, consultation 
with USFWS will be conducted. Refer to Appendix 2 for a status summary of incidental take 
authorizations and consultations with the USFWS regarding when RCW clusters were taken, 
deleted from management, or added back towards the population recovery goal (ITA removed). 
 
1-2.1 Previous Biological Opinions  
 


1. Biological Opinion on the Effects of Military Training and Associated Activities at Fort 
Benning on Federally Listed Endangered and Threatened Species (USFWS 1994) 


 
2. Biological Opinion Land Exchange between the US Army Ft. Benning GA and 


Consolidated Gov’t/Muscogee County, GA, (USFWS 1998) 
 
3. Biological Opinion on the Review of the Endangered Species Management Plan for Fort 


Benning, Georgia (USFWS 2002) 
 


4. Biological Opinion on the Digital Multi-purpose Range Complex (DMPRC) at Fort 
Benning, Georgia (USFWS 2004) 


 
5. Biological Opinion on the Proposed Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 2005 and 


Transformation Actions at Fort Benning, Georgia (USFWS 2007) 
 


6. Biological Opinion on the U.S. Army Maneuver Center of Excellence (MCoE) at Fort 
Benning, Georgia (USFWS 2009) 


 
7. Supplemental Biological Opinion Update on the U.S. Army Maneuver Center of 


Excellence (MCoE) at Fort Benning, Georgia (USFWS 2011) 
 


8. Biological Opinion for Red-cockaded Woodpecker Ordnance Impacts from the Malone 
Small Arms Range Complex at Fort Benning, Georgia (USFWS 2013) 


 
9. Biological Opinion for Potential Red-cockaded Woodpecker Impacts From Several Dixie 


Road Small Arms Ranges at Fort Benning, Georgia (USFWS 2014) 
 


10. Biological Opinion for the Fort Benning RCW Endangered Species Management 
Component (USFWS 2014a). 


 
11. Biological Opinion for Enhanced Training at Fort Benning, Georgia (USFWS 2015) 


 
1-2.2 Previous Biological Evaluations 
 
Biological Evaluations (BE) are prepared to analyze proposals for informal consultation with 
USFWS in instances where more information is needed than can be contained in a letter but 
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does not rise to the level of requiring a BA. The USFWS then issues a written opinion on that 
BE. 


 
1. Biological Evaluation of Potential Impacts from the Proposed Multi-Purpose Training 


Range (MPTR) at Hastings Range (FB 2010) 
 


2. Biological Evaluation of Potential Effects from the proposed Changes to the Program of 
Instruction (POI) for the Army Reconnaissance Course (ARC) Training (FB 2011)  


 
1-2.3 Current Biological Opinions 
 


1. Biological Opinion for Heavy Off-Road Mounted Maneuver Training Area at Fort 
Benning, Georgia (USFWS 2020) 


 
In February 2020, Fort Benning submitted a BA to the USFWS analyzing potential effects for 
construction, operation, and maintenance of a Heavy Off-Road Mounted Maneuver Training 
Area (HOMMTA) on approximately 3,200 contiguous acres on Fort Benning. This proposed 
action would remove all upland pine stands currently identified as suitable RCW foraging habitat 
within foraging partitions for up to 10 RCW clusters including all RCW cavity trees, as well as 
removing contiguous foraging habitat from one additional cluster that would drop the total 
foraging habitat below the Fort Benning Standard for Managed Stability. Since the Installation 
would still be well above its RCW population recovery goal of 351 PBGs with the incidental take 
of 11 RCW clusters, the analysis concluded that the proposed action may affect, and is likely to 
adversely affect, 11 RCW PBG groups in the Fort Benning RCW population. The USFWS 
further concluded that the proposed aciton is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of 
the RCW. Fort Benning completed formal consultation with this BA, and USFWS issued the BO 
27 July 2020 that concurred with the analysis and included ITA for 11 RCW clusters.  
 


Key minimization measures proposed by Fort Benning included: 
a. Advanced coordination with the USFWS for cavity tree and habitat removals. 
b. Designate RCW clusters adjacent to the HOMMTA as PCs. 
c. RCW demographic monitoring to include colored-leg banding, is conducted in 


clusters adjacent to the HOMMTA. 
 


2. Programmatic BO for Fort Benning’s Conservation and Crediting Program for the RCW 
Through Off-Post Conservation and Management of the Longleaf Pine Ecosystem 
(USFWS 2019a) 
 


In August 2018, Fort Benning completed a Programmatic BA (PBA) to establish a vehicle that 
would seek to: (1) identify, perform or support conservation activities in Fort Benning’s approved 
Army Compatible Use Buffer Priority Areas off-Post to generate “Conservation Credits”; and (b) 
use those conservation credits to offset the potential adverse effects to listed species from 
military mission/training, ensuring that such activities can proceed with less or no species-
related restrictions on-Post. This PBA methodology supports regional species management in 
compliance with Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA. 
 
The PBA establishes a two tiered analysis and issuance of a Programmatic Biological Opinion 
(PBO) evaluating the effects to listed species from the proposed action as Tier 1. The 
application of accrued “conservation credits” will be executed through site-specific Tier 2 project 
reviews to the PBO. The Tier 2 reviews will include a non-jeopardy determination mirroring the 
PBO, and include an individual Incidental Take Authorization documenting the “take” on-Post 
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and its beneficial offset from off-Post conservation. The PBA’s relationship to existing Section 7 
Consultations was a follow-on to remove conservation measures and offset incidental take, 
which have resulted in restrictions on training, natural resource management, construction and 
use of otherwise lawful activities. Upon approval of Tier 2 actions by USFWS, tracking and 
reporting of incidental take pursuant to all other consultations for those individual areas and 
potential breeding groups would be superseded and no longer warranted since in perpetuity 
offsets are the keystone metric described. 
 
The Conservation and Crediting Program allows a conservation offset enhancing the status of 
the RCW, while providing regulatory certainty to Fort Benning regarding RCW off-Post 
conservation actions. This promotes the expansion of the Fort Benning Primary Core Recovery 
Population of RCW through increased habitat connectivity and suitability off-Post in perpetuity. 
Any adverse effects of the action then become or are completely substituted with beneficial 
effects as a keystone principle. 
 
Fort Benning completed formal consultation with this PBA and the PBO issued 11 June 2019, 
concurring with the analysis.  
 


3. Update of the RCW ESMC at Fort Benning, Georgia (USFWS 2018) 
 
Fort Benning completed a significant update to the 2014 RCW Endangered Species 
Management Component. This update included: (1) updating the status of the RCW population 
on the Installation; (2) current management status of all clusters; (3) status of all special 
monitoring projects; (4) provided minor updates to some of the associated monitoring plans; (5) 
summarized past and present ITAs; (6) proposed to amend the authorized actions to one of the 
four RCW cluster ITAs in the unmanageable K15 (now called ND1) dudded impact area; and, 
(7) requested additional programmatic take of active cavity trees for wildfire or prescribed fire 
activities. The USFWS concurred with this update and issued a BO on 26 September 2018. 
 
2.0 SPECIES INFORMATION  
 
2-1 Species Status on Fort Benning  
 
Currently, there are no active clusters known from private lands immediately adjacent to Fort 
Benning, making recovery dependent on management of the Fort Benning population. Fort 
Benning is working with The Nature Conservancy and the ACUB program to include private 
lands adjacent to the Installation that may harbor RCWs in the future as part of the land base 
that may contribute to RCW recovery (Fort Benning 2015, USFWS 2016, USFWS 2019a). 
 
All RCW cavity trees on Fort Benning are located and mapped using a GPS and data is 
maintained in ArcView and Access databases. These data are updated annually based on 
results of the spring cluster inspections. Data for new trees are added as the trees are 
discovered. 
 
On Fort Benning, Natural Resources Management Branch (NRMB) personnel have surveyed all 
of the Installation for RCWs, including the SD1 (A20) and ND1 (K15) dudded impact areas. The 
ND1 dudded impact area was surveyed aerially in 2009, of which four active clusters were 
identified. Due to the presence of unstable unexploded ordnance (UXO) identified by Explosive 
Ordnance Detachment (EOD) experts, these clusters are not accessible from the ground, 
managed, or counted towards the Installation’s population recovery goal. The current status of 
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these four clusters is unknown. Of the 76 known clusters in SD1 that have been identified, there 
are 68 clusters that are currently manageable. 
 
Upon completion of the 2020 annual nesting season monitoring, a total of 416 manageable 
clusters were estimated on Fort Benning based on a stratified random monitoring sample of the 
manageable clusters on Fort Benning (412 active and four inactive) (Figure 1). This number 
includes all manageable clusters sampled in SD1, as well as 11 clusters still covered under 
incidental take authorizations. Of these 412 active clusters, 412 were estimated to contain 
PBGs (Appendix 1).  
 


 
Figure 1. Fort Benning RCW cluster center locations and their associated Metapopulation 
Monitoring Unit; 416 manageable clusters (412 active + 4 inactive + 12 unmanageable).  
 
2-2 Habitat/Ecosystem 
 
On Fort Benning, RCWs are found predominantly in loblolly pines (Pinus taeda). In 2013, 
approximately 68% of natural cavity trees were loblolly, 27% were longleaf (P. palustris) and 5% 
were shortleaf (P. echinata). In 2017, 63.6% of natural cavity trees were loblolly, 31.6% are 
longleaf, and 4.8% are shortleaf (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Fort Benning RCW cavity tree demographics. 


2-3 Relationships between Listed Species and the MCoE Mission


The type of forest that the RCW requires is well suited for most types of military training on Fort 
Benning. This forest type is open (trees 20-25 feet apart affords room for vehicle maneuver) 
with a low profile midstory (provides visibility for target acquisition). Military training activities 
frequently cause wildfires, which have helped maintain some RCW habitat in an open condition. 
Areas of incompatibility include the military’s requirement for openings for landing zones, drop 
zones, firing ranges, free dig zones, artillery position areas, maneuver lane engagement areas, 
etc., and the RCWs need for some limitation in the amount of disturbance occurring during the 
nesting season (April-July).  


Fort Benning’s expansive acreage makes it possible to accommodate the military’s need for 
openings, and provide enough high quality RCW habitat so that a few nest failures will not have 
a significant effect on population health. Once Fort Benning reached 250 PBGs in clusters that 
were not covered by an ITA, use of unprotected clusters following the Army Guidelines has 
allowed natural resource personnel to proactively manage the ecosystem to encourage RCW 
population expansion across the entire Installation, while further reducing the adverse effects on 
the training mission. To date, 204 RCW clusters have been designated as unprotected clusters, 
with up to 70 additional planned for unprotected status within the next 2 years. 


If mission activities have any adverse effects on the RCW, it is expected that these will be offset 
by the positive effects of proactive management, so that the RCW population will continue to 
increase and recovery will be maintained. Fort Benning data collected over the past 24 years 
indicates that this approach is working. From 1997 to 2020, the number of active clusters 
increased from 174 to 412 and the number of PBGs increased from 139 to 412 (Figure 3). As of 
2020 Fort Benning has 401 PBGs in manageable clusters that can be counted towards 
recovery. Population trends will continue to be monitored to determine the effectiveness of 
management activities. 
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Figure 3. RCW population growth from 1997-2020, Fort Benning, GA. 
 
This ESMC is based on the premise that RCWs on Fort Benning over the short term is 
compatible, but with increasing land/area needs of mission/training requirements, the long-term 
needs may require more reliance on off-Post and regional RCW management efforts such as 
with its ACUB program. Under this ESMC, Fort Benning will maintain recovery of its RCW 
population and fulfill its military missions. The plan will be reviewed annually and revised every 
five years to ensure that both objectives are being met.  
 
2-4 Conservation Measures 
  
The Recovery Plan (USFWS 2003) lists eight techniques for managing RCWs: (1) population 
monitoring, (2) cavity management: artificial cavities and restrictor plates, (3) predator and 
cavity kleptoparasite control, (4) translocation, (5) silviculture, (6) prescribed burning, (7) habitat 
restoration, and (8) ecosystem management (see pp. 71-119 of the Recovery Plan for details on 
each management technique). 
 
These management techniques are the most common techniques used to manage the RCW 
population on Fort Benning. The most effective of these techniques are population monitoring, 
cavity management (maintaining a minimum of four suitable cavities), silviculture activities, and 
prescribed burning. Intra-population translocations are no longer necessary on Fort Benning 
due to natural population growth and dispersals.  
 
Through the ACUB program, Fort Benning is striving to add acres from private lands to its 
baseline of acreage to be managed for RCWs (Fort Benning 2015, USFWS 2016). The Army 
Guidelines specify that clusters on private lands that function demographically with the 
Installation’s population and are secured by an enduring covenant may be counted toward the 
Installation recovery goal. 
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3.0 CONSERVATION GOALS  
 
The conservation goals are to increase suitable habitat, habitat quality, and to maintain the Fort 
Benning RCW population well above its minimum recovered status, consistent with the current 
land area available while meeting all military training and mission requirements. This objective 
will be part of an integrated attempt to restore, maintain and protect native biological diversity on 
Fort Benning that will also provide a sustainable training environment.  
 
Fort Benning's population growth rate through artificial recruitment site development slowed 
incrementally over the previous decade. Historic fire suppression and land use practices 
allowed loblolly and shortleaf pines and hardwoods to encroach and become established in 
many upland sites on the Installation which greatly limited artificial expansion opportunities due 
to limited suitable habitat. These tree species are considered to be “off-site” when established in 
these upland areas. Loblolly and shortleaf pine species are more susceptible to disease and 
insects, tend to be shorter-lived, and are less resistant to damage from frequent prescribed fire, 
which is the primary emphasis now for restoring and maintaining longleaf pine ecosystems 
(good quality RCW habitat).  
 
The Installation has restored, and continues to do so, off-site pine and hardwood species with 
longleaf pine on upland areas. According to the Recovery Plan, it takes 30 years for pine 
seedlings to mature to a point that they are considered suitable foraging habitat for RCWs; 60+ 
years before they are considered suitable nesting habitat. As the Fort Benning RCW population 
approaches the carrying capacity of currently available good quality habitat, natural and artificial 
recruitment is limited by the rate at which existing natural pine stands and newly established 
longleaf pine stands mature to an age of suitable foraging and nesting habitat. Good quality 
habitat will therefore take time to develop and mature to a stage where it will be available for 
RCW population expansion over the long term.  
 
3-1 Manageable Clusters 
 
The Fort Benning RCW population must minimally be maintained at its mandated goal of 351 
PBGs on the landscape. This will continue to satisfy the Recovery Plan which lists Fort Benning 
as a Primary Core Population, requiring at least 350 PBGS in order to count towards down- and 
de-listing of the species (USFWS 2003). One additional cluster was added to the recovery goal 
due to mitigation associated with a land exchange with the City of Columbus (USFWS 2002). 
Any manageable RCW cluster covered under an existing ITA, of which Fort Benning currently 
has 11, cannot be counted towards the population recovery goal (Appendix 2). In order to 
maintain 351 PBGs, biologists have calculated that Fort Benning will require a minimum of 382 
manageable clusters on the landscape since some clusters will be activated by single birds 
attempting to attract a mate and some clusters will be captured and kept active by an adjacent 
RCW group (Table 1).  
 
Manageable clusters are those that are accessible from the ground at least once per year, can 
be inspected for activity and some level of habitat management is possible. As per the SD1 
(formerly A20) RCW Management Plan, aerial overflights may substitute for ground surveys in 
order to count these dudded impact area clusters as manageable (Appendix 3). Based on 
ARCGIS analysis, the available currently suitable and potentially suitable pine habitat was 
determined using NRMB forestry stand data. Any stand that was non-contiguous by 200 feet 
with any other stand was deleted from the baseline; as well as any other stands that were 
determined to be unmanageable (such as the habitat in the Good Hope Maneuver Training Area 
or habitat that was too isolated to reasonably contribute to recovery). This resulted in a baseline 
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of 79,138 acres. ARCGIS was further used to determine the locations of all current-potentially 
manageable RCW clusters and their associated half-mile foraging partitions. Potential 
recruitment clusters were then added to the landscape such that each new cluster would have 
at least 150 acres of habitat while not reducing any existing clusters below the Standard for 
Managed Stability (SMS) (USFWS 2003). Based on this analysis, the Fort Benning landscape 
should support at least 410 clusters, surpassing the needed 382 manageable clusters that was 
calculated as the required number to maintain the minimum recovery. This 382 calculation was 
based on 5 years of breeding season data collected on Fort Benning from 2009 to 2013 (Table 
1). An additional regional analysis covering six large or recovered RCW populations was 
conducted in support of Fort Benning’s proposal to change the number of managed and active 
clusters required to achieve 351 PBGs (Costa 2013) (Appendix 4).  
 
Table 1. Fort Benning Population Statistics FY09 – FY13 (less taken clusters) 


YEAR 
# ACTIVE 


CLUSTERS 


# 
CLUSTERS 
WITH PBGs 


 
# MANAGED 
CLUSTERS 


% OF 
MANAGED 
CLUSTERS 
WITH PBGs 


2009 294 279 306 0.91 


2010 242 234 253 0.92 


2011 246 237 256 0.93 


2012 250 240 261 0.92 


2013 254 241 260 0.92 


SUM 1286 1231 1336  


AVERAGE    0.92 


     


 


MANAGED 
CLUSTERS 


NEEDED ON 
FORT BENNING 


FOR 
RECOVERY 


 


% OF MANAGED 
CLUSTERS WITH 


PBGs 
 (5 YEAR 


AVERAGE) 


 
# PBGs GOAL 


TO MEET 
RECOVERY 


382 x 0.92 = 351 


 
 
3-2 Recruitment Clusters - Natural and Artificial 
 
New cluster formation can occur in several ways. Territories are created naturally via natural 
recruitment, resulting from RCWs budding (splitting of an existing cluster into two adjacent 
clusters) or pioneering (e.g., helper or juvenile male disperses from its natal territory to a new 
area and excavates cavities). Fort Benning can also create new clusters artificially (artificial 
recruitment cluster) through strategic placement and installation of artificial cavities (boxes or 
drilled) in unoccupied suitable habitat. The rate of artificial recruitment cluster establishment on 
Fort Benning has slowed incrementally over the years, with the last one established in 2014. 
This was the result of limited availability of strategically located, suitable habitat based on the 
RCW matrix calculations following the FBSMS and the distances to nearest active clusters. 
More importantly; however, is the incremental increase in natural cluster formation by RCWs 
through budding and pioneering that has been observed in recent years.  
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Newly formed clusters, whether by natural or artificial recruitment, will be designated as either 
Protected Clusters (PC) or Unprotected Clusters (UC). Prior to the 2007 RCW Army Guidelines, 
unprotected clusters were referred to as Supplemental Recruitment Clusters (SRCs). The 2007 
Army Guidelines outlined the establishment of PCs and UCs that will be managed to promote 
RCW population expansion. Fort Benning had 15 RCWs clusters previously designated as 
SRCs under the 2002 RCW ESMP (USFWS 2002) that are now referred to as UCs after the 
USFWS’s approval of the 2014 RCW ESMC revision (USFWS 2014a). If RCWs voluntarily 
move into a stand not previously designated as a recruitment site, i.e. through natural budding 
or pioneering, it typically will be designated as an UC. The decision as to whether budded or 
pioneered clusters (naturally formed clusters) will be designated as PCs or UCs will be made 
jointly between the NRMB and the Directorate of Plans Training Mobility and Security (DPTMS). 
 
The use of artificial cavities to establish new artificial recruitment clusters is not planned in the 
short term. Artificial cavity management; however, will continue to be used to maintain four 
suitable cavities in all manageable clusters or to augment naturally formed clusters with less 
than four cavity trees. Prescribed burning will be maintained on an average three-year return 
interval. Since 1990 there has been a gradual shift at Fort Benning to prescribed burning during 
the growing season (March-June). Burning will be conducted as much as possible (dependent 
on access, staffing, and weather limitations) during the growing season to maintain open park-
like structure in all clusters. Mechanical or chemical hardwood midstory control will be 
conducted in all clusters as needed.  
 
Thirty-one percent of Fort Benning’s total pine stands are dominated by longleaf pine (including 
longleaf plantations), which are relatively disease resistant. This low percentage of longleaf pine 
on the landscape represents a challenge to the long-term management of the RCW on Fort 
Benning. To reverse this trend, forest management and hardwood control practices will favor 
the restoration and regeneration of longleaf pine on appropriate upland sites.  
 
All of these goals should be considered long term, but are subject to change through 
consultation with the USFWS based upon changing circumstances, changing missions, or new 
scientific information. Overall conservation goals will be reexamined in conjunction with the 
annual and five-year review/revision of the RCW ESMC. Managing to sustain a surplus of RCW 
clusters will protect the Fort Benning RCW population from catastrophic events such as 
hurricanes, tornadoes, and wildfires, while enhancing the efficiency of genetic interchange, and 
minimize the risk of isolating clusters. Additionally, "excess" clusters will provide flexibility as 
needed for future proposed projects, military training requirements, or management activities 
that may impact RCWs that could otherwise cause the Installation to fall below its mandated 
351 PBGs. Population trend data will continue to be analyzed during the annual plan review and 
five-year revisions. Adjustments to the goals will be made as appropriate based on a five-year 
average of Fort Benning nesting data. 
 
4.0  HABITAT MANAGEMENT ACTIONS  
 
There are 144 training compartments on Fort Benning. Natural firebreaks (i.e. roads, creeks, 
streams, etc.) serve as the main firebreaks for prescribed burning. During the next five years, 
silvicultural prescriptions will be prepared with areas identified as needing a management action 
from analysis of Ecological Forest Monitoring. Ecological forest monitoring is a scientific process 
for determining the current state of the forest with the ability to identify change in the forest 
structure from natural processes and strategic management actions. Data is collected and 
analyzed from different forest types, ecotones, and soil types to determine the health and 
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structure of the forest at a given point in time. The analysis is used to identify management 
needs and how the forest reacts to management over time.  
 
Management actions incorporated within this ESMC will be applied IAW the applicable RCW 
Guidelines and the Fort Benning INRMP and are considered necessary to achieve all goals for 
the RCW. 
 


 Management actions include but are not limited to the following: 


1. Protect active and potentially active RCW clusters and PCs from damage or disturbance 
(i.e., using signs, painted bands on cavity trees, etc.). 


2. Manage forest habitats to improve RCW habitat. These efforts will include midstory 
control, prescribed burning, commercial harvesting, provisioning with artificial cavities, 
and planting longleaf pine. 


3. Use direct population management techniques to increase the rate of RCW recruitment 
including translocation into unoccupied habitat and cavity augmentation of existing 
clusters when required. 


4. Maintain and improve an educational program about the requirements to protect RCW 
cavity trees and their habitat among those who use Fort Benning, especially military 
personnel. 


5. Monitor RCW population status/trends and adjust habitat management as necessary to 
maintain population growth. 


6. Controlling exotic species that damage and degrade RCW habitat such as feral hogs, 
kudzu, Japanese climbing fern, and Chinese privet. 


 
4-1 Habitat Management Units - Metapopulation Monitoring Units 
 
After Fort Benning exceeded its RCW recovery population goal, the Installation consulted with 
the USFWS and were approved to implement a revised monitoring plan (Appendix 5) (USFWS 
2019a). This monitoring plan established four distinct RCW metapopulation monitoring units 
(MMU) that were developed from the RCW population demographic, home range, and dispersal 
data collection and analysis for the 2004 Digital Multipurpose Range Complex BO (USFWS 
2004) and summarized in the 2004 RCW DMPRC BO Final Report (Fort Benning 2018). The 
MMU delineations are based on cluster occupancy and dispersals (including dispersal patterns) 
between clusters by individual birds and natural/man made boundaries/barriers. Since these four 
MMUs are the basis for the stratified random sampling methodology used in the revised 
population monitoring strategy, habitat management units will now mirror these MMUs (Figure 1). 
 
All four MMUs will be managed using the same habitat manage techniques described in this 
ESMC, but with some minor differences within each based on the frequency and availability of 
access to specific areas. All contain dudded and non-dudded impact areas, live-fire ranges, and 
areas within each MMU that are routinely inaccessible due to surface danger zones (SDZ) from 
those live-fire ranges, which will require close coordination and scheduling of areas with 
DPTMS. The total acreage of RCW habitat identified for upland pine management for all MMUs 
is approximately 79,138 acres; of which 64,720 acres is current or potential habitat and 14,418 
acres is considered future habitat. 
 
The primary habitat objectives for all MMUs are to maintain and manage existing clusters and 
associated habitat to the maximum degree that available access allows and ensuring that all 
RCW clusters are maintained with a minimum of four suitable cavities. RCW management 
objectives will therefore emphasize cavity management and maintaining one to three year burn 
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rotations in all upland pine areas to maintain and perpetuate open, park-like stands, free of a 
dense midstory with an abundance of diverse groundcovers that promote RCW abundance.   
 
The SD1 dudded impact area is within MMU III and will continue to be managed following the 
SD1 (A20) Red-cockaded Woodpecker Management Plan (Appendix 3). The ND1 dudded 
impact area is not included as part of the MMU as this area is off limits for all personnel and not 
manageable due the presence of hazardous UXO. There is; however, suitable habitat in this 
area and RCW clusters have been documented. Although this area may provide some local 
demographic stability, it unfortunately cannot be actively managed for RCWs. As of 2009, four 
active RCW clusters were documented via an aerial survey and all are covered by ITA.  
 
As NRMB personnel continue to manage and restore the forest landscape, additional areas will 
become more suitable for RCW occupation in the future. Portions of Fort Benning will take 30 or 
more years of management before they become available as suitable foraging habitat, and at 
least another 30 years before pines are large enough to be suitable as nesting habitat.  


4-2 Foraging Habitat  


4-2.1 Foraging Habitat Guidelines - Background 
 
As described in the RCW Recovery Plan (USFWS 2003), foraging habitat is assessed using 
both the Standard for Managed Stability (SMS) and the Recovery Standard (RS). The SMS is 
typically the threshold used for Incidental Take; therefore, all projects that may impact RCWs 
must be measured against the SMS criteria (USFWS 2006). Additionally, the USFWS 
determined that any timber harvest action that occurs within an RCW partition, whether for 
silvicultural or construction purposes, now will be classified as a project and must be measured 
against the SMS criteria (W. McDearman, USFWS, pers. comm.). Since Fort Benning is a 
Primary Core Recovery Population, foraging partitions must also be analyzed using the RS in 
order to show that each cluster has the potential to meet the RS in the future.  


 
The SMS requires a minimum of 3,000 square ft. (ft2) of pine BA2 in stems >10 in. dbh on at 
least 75 acres of good quality foraging habitat contiguous to the cluster as defined below 
(USFWS 2003): 
 


1. Pine stands must be at least 30 years of age or older.  
2. Average BA2 of pines ≥ 10 in. dbh must be between 40 and 70 ft2/acre.  
3. Average BA2 of pines < 10 in. dbh must be less than 20 ft2/acre.  
4. If a hardwood midstory is present, it must be sparse and less than 7 ft. in height.  
5. Total stand BA2, including overstory hardwoods, must be less than 80 ft2/acre.  


 
Additionally, USFWS guidance since the 2003 Recovery Plan established the following 
clarification of the total stand BA2 requirement:  
 


1. Overstory hardwood BA2 must be ≤10 ft2/ acre (W. McDearman, USFWS, pers. comm.). 
2. Total stand BA2 can exceed 80 ft2/ acre if the maximum limits for overstory hardwood and 


pines <10 in. dbh are not exceeded, and the BA2 in pines 10-14 in. dbh is 40-70 ft2/acre (in 
other words, the excess in BA2 is comprised of pines ≥14 in. dbh.) (USFWS Tutorial: RCW 
Matrix Tool for ArcGIS 9.3 Document Version: 3.0). 


3. In addition to low and sparse hardwood midstory being suitable (criteria d. above), 
sparse- medium and sparse-tall midstory is also considered to be suitable. This 
modification is acceptable as long as there is data to support stability and breeding 
success of the resident RCW groups (R. Costa, USFWS, pers. comm.). 
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4-2.2 Modification of Minimum BA2/acre Requirement for the SMS 
 
The USFWS recognizes that individual RCW populations can become adapted to local 
environmental conditions that differ substantially from those defined as the SMS. The Recovery 
Plan provides an allowance for individual populations to develop population-specific guidelines 
that better reflect these local adaptations (USFWS 2003). Additionally, further guidance 
recognizes that some sites may not currently, or ever, meet the SMS because of catastrophic 
events, past land use history or ecological reasons. In cases where birds have adapted to 
conditions that do not meet the SMS, making a “take” determination “based solely on the SMS 
may not always reflect the use of the best scientific information available” (USFWS 2005). There 
may be cases where a cluster does not meet the SMS as defined in the Recovery Plan, yet no 
ITA is issued (USFWS 2005). Installations with a “take” that is questionable or who wish to 
develop population-specific guidelines must demonstrate, through sound science, that multiple 
generations of RCWs have been stable under the current site conditions. Demographic data 
must also show that RCW group fitness is not diminished as a result of insufficient habitat, and 
preferably establish a threshold where habitat quantity and/ or quality does begin to affect group 
fitness (R. Costa, USFWS, pers. comm.). 
 
4-2.2.1 Current Conditions and Analyses 
 
Other than age, the only minimum criteria for stand suitability (listed above) in the SMS is the 
BA2 in pines >10 in. DBH; all other criteria are maximum values that could be improved with 
management. Therefore, in most cases, if a stand meets the BA2 in pines >10 in. DBH criteria, it 
should be classified as either “suitable” or “potentially suitable” habitat.  
 
4-2.2.2 Modified Fort Benning SMS (FBSMS) 
 
During consultation with USFWS for BRAC (USFWS 2007) and MCoE actions (USFWS 2009), 
a revised SMS for Fort Benning was authorized. The revised SMS was based on 10 years of 
demographic data provided by the Installation. Fort Benning established this revised standard in 
2014 (USFWS 2014a), to facilitate the transition to a longleaf pine dominated forest. The revised 
SMS will be referred to as the Fort Benning Standard for Managed Stability (FBSMS) throughout 
this document and using the approved modification from 40ft2 BA2/acre to 30ft2 BA2/acre. Using 
this revised standard, all SMS criteria as listed in the Recovery Plan and above must be met, 
except that the acceptable BA2 range for pines ≥10 in. dbh is modified to include stands with an 
average BA2 of ≥ 30 ft2/acre versus 40ft2/acre. The minimum acreage required is directly 
correlated to the average BA2 of stands within the partition. Partitions containing stands with 
BA2 of 40 ft2/ acre would still require a minimum of 75 acres; however, partitions with stands 
averaging 30 ft2/ acre BA2 would require 100 acres to meet the minimum of 3,000 ft2 total BA2. 
 
During informal consultation with the USFWS in 2015, a Fort Benning-specific definition of 
noncontiguous habitat was determined using RCW movement data collected for the home 
range and habitat use monitoring project associated with the 2004 DMPRC BA/BO (Fort 
Benning 2004, USFWS 2004)). The noncontiguous habitat thresholds used herein are defined 
as: 
 


1. Foraging habitat separated by ≥200 ft. of permanently non-forested areas (i.e., bodies of 
water, roads, agricultural fields, drop zones, ranges, right-of-ways). 


2. Foraging habitat separated by ≥300 ft. of forested non-foraging habitat ≥30 years old 
(hardwood, hardwood-pine stands). 
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3. Foraging habitat separated by ≥200 ft. of forested non-foraging habitat <30 years old 
(hardwood; hardwood-pine stands). 


4. Foraging habitat separated by ≥200 ft. of pine plantation/ regeneration <15 years old. 
5. Foraging habitat separated by ≥300 ft. of pine plantation/ regeneration ≥15 years old. 


 
Pine-dominated stands ≥30 years old with a pine BA ≥20 ft2 in stems ≥10 in. dbh are not 
considered to be contiguity barriers regardless of width, as defined in the MCoE Supplemental 
BA Methodology section (USFWS 2011). Pine stands ≥30 years old with a pine BA <20 ft2 in 
stems ≥10 in. dbh are subject to the 300 ft. contiguity threshold.  
 
4-2.2.3 Silvicultural Challenges 


 
In deficient RCW partitions, i.e. those partitions having less than 3,000 square ft. (ft2) of pine 
BA2 in stems >10 in. dbh on at least 75 acres of good quality foraging habitat contiguous to the 
cluster as defined above, forest management is limited within .5 mile of the RCW cluster center 
(up to 502 acres per cluster). Within a deficient RCW partition, pine trees >10 in. dbh cannot be 
harvested regardless of tree health, pine species, or tree density without triggering the need for 
ITA. If a >10 in. dbh pine tree is harvested, the action could result in Incidental Take by 
increasing the deficit of >10 in. dbh pine stems. Forest management actions within deficient 
RCW partitions are thus limited to silvicultural actions that improve foraging habitat by reducing 
pine density for <10 in. dbh pine stems and/or removal of hardwood stems, even if forest stands 
are overstocked with 10 to 14 in. dbh pine trees or overall tree health is diminishing. Historically, 
these silviculture actions have removed younger, healthy trees while leaving older trees with 
declining or poor health. Other forest management actions that are still permissible in deficient 
foraging partitions include hardwood removal, hardwood midstory control, underplanting the 
existing stand with longleaf pine seedlings, and prescribed burning. 
  
If diminishing tree health of >10 in. dbh pine stems is a concern within a deficient RCW partition, 
passive forest management is currently the only alternative for these diameter classes of pine 
trees. Natural senescence of the pine overstory will set the timing and be a determining factor 
for other forest restoration actions such as mechanical vegetation removal, hand felling, and/or 
chemical site preparation and longleaf pine under-planting feasibility that would facilitate 
successful establishment. Passive forest management of the mature pine overstory allows 
natural senescence to reduce the overstory pine BA2 to a feasible under-planting density where 
longleaf pine under-planting efforts can be successful. Fort Benning will modify current 
habitat/forest monitoring requirements to more closely track deficient clusters. Monitoring will 
identify clusters that will need to be underplanted or planting of naturally created gaps with 
longleaf to ensure sustainability of the cluster. Longleaf plantings in deficient partitions will be 
monitored during the vulnerable grass and bolting stages. Management actions will be adjusted 
as necessary to restore these areas within the FBSMS criteria requirements.  


 
A passive approach to forest management of >10 in. dbh pines and longleaf re-introduction 
within loblolly, slash, and shortleaf dominated stands does allow nature, over the course of 
several years, to select the healthiest overstory pine trees to remain in a stand; however, this 
approach is not without potential drawbacks. As pine trees reach the end of their life cycle, they 
put all of their reserves into producing abundant cone crops. As a result, natural pine 
regeneration and an overabundance of loblolly, shortleaf, and slash pine seedlings can occur 
within a stand which could hinder longleaf establishment in the absence of required burn 
intervals.  
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When the overstory pine BA2 decreases, the amount of available fuel (pine straw) decreases 
within a stand. As a result, fire frequency and occurrence could decrease within a stand and 
hardwood competition begins to dominate the understory and midstory. As hardwood species 
begin to dominate the understory and midstory, the herbaceous component diminishes within a 
stand and compounds the inability for fires to carry through a stand.  


 
Furthermore, as natural senescence of the pine overstory occurs, prescribed burning within 
these stands becomes an increasing challenge due to woody material (10,000 hr. fuels). As 
trees die and an overabundance of snags and downed woody debris remain within a stand, an 
increase in residual smoke from prescribed burning can occur and smoke management and air 
quality issues could arise until those fuels are eventually consumed. In order to alleviate smoke 
management and air quality issues, the size of burn areas per day, cumulative acreage burned 
per day, and consecutive burn days in these areas may be reduced. As a result, the available 
days for conducting prescribed burning on these sites are potentially reduced and management 
goals can become compromised. When these stands are located in close proximity to smoke 
sensitive areas, prescribed burning is challenged even further.  
 
Lastly, silviculture actions that can occur within deficient RCW partitions, such as harvesting 
pine stems <10 in. dbh and/or removing hardwood stems, are typically accomplished with non-
conventional methods for specialty markets due to low volume of harvest material, logging 
feasibility, and/or market availability. These silviculture actions are often accomplished with pre-
commercial thinning (hand crews) and/or herbicide application and can become very expensive. 
Depending on the method(s) chosen and the fire weather conditions, fire intensity may increase 
initially and can be stressful or detrimental to the overstory pines.  
  
Conversely, in RCW partitions that meet the FBSMS (partitions having more than 3,000 square 
ft. (ft2) of pine BA2 in stems >10 in. dbh on at least 75 acres of good quality foraging habitat 
contiguous to the cluster) forest management is allowed more flexibility; however, flexibility is 
still contingent upon >10 in. dbh pine BA2 and acres above the FBSMS minimum requirements.   
As Fort Benning continues habitat restoration to transition off-site pine to a longleaf pine-
dominated forest, forest management practices will adhere to the FBSMS unless otherwise 
consulted on with the USFWS for specific silvicultural actions.   
 
4-2.2.4 Temporary Incidental Take Authorization for Silvicultural Actions 
 
Forest management actions will be identified and prioritized in order of greatest need as 
identified by monitoring data (ecological forest monitoring and individual species monitoring) and 
requirements to sustain or improve military training. Forest management actions will be 
coordinated with Range Division, DPTMS in order to minimize short term impacts to military 
training. Proposals from Range Division and Military Units that will improve military training 
capabilities will be taken into consideration and executed if ecologically feasible. The primary 
forest management actions that will be utilized are timber harvesting (thinning and regeneration), 
understory vegetation control (chemical and mechanical), and ground cover restoration/ 
management (prescribed burning). 
 
In areas where habitat within a .5 mile RCW foraging partition is in a deficient state, ITA will be 
requested from the USFWS to meet requirements of Section 7 of the ESA. Strategic timber 
harvesting will improve RCW habitat over the long term and is required to manage for the long 
term sustainment of the RCW. Individual forest management plans will be approved by the 
NRMB Chief once internal reviews and coordination with Range Division, DPTMS is completed. 
The finalized plan will then be sent for the USFWS Review and NEPA analysis. 
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RCW incidental take requirements will require breeding season monitoring of the affected RCW 
clusters to document PBG status before the proposed action is implemented. The RCW clusters 
will be monitored in accordance with the 2019 RCW monitoring plan pre-action, during the action 
(if the action requires multiyear implementation), and one breeding season post-action. Once the 
action is complete and the post-breeding season monitoring documents no change in the RCW 
cluster’s status, then the ITA will be requested to be returned back to the Installation. If there is a 
recorded change in the status of the RCW cluster the ITA will remain, annual breeding season 
monitoring will continue until the cluster is documented as active with a PBG or it is determined 
the cluster will remain inactive for the foreseeable future (Appendix 7). 
 
4-2.2.5 Recovery Standard 
 
While Incidental Take is not issued until habitat is brought below the FBSMS, recovery 
populations have a responsibility to manage toward the RS, and must ultimately meet the RS in 
order to meet one of the recovery criteria. Because Fort Benning is a Primary Core Recovery 
Population, foraging habitat impacts will also be assessed using the RS, both for current 
suitability and the ability of each cluster to reach the RS in the future. The RS is commonly 
referred to as the “desired future condition” of RCW habitat (USFWS 2005). 
 
The RS requires a minimum of either 120 acres or 200-300 acres of good quality foraging 
habitat (as defined below) depending on the site indices of soils and dominant pine species 
within the foraging partition. For systems of high productivity (site index of 60 or more for the 
dominant pine species), the Recovery Plan requires that a minimum of 120 acres of good 
quality foraging habitat be provided for each RCW group. For sites with low productivity (site 
index below 60 for the dominant pine species), 200-300 acres of good quality foraging habitat is 
required for each RCW group. The majority of soils on Fort Benning have a site index >60, 
therefore 120 acres will be used for future RS analyses. 
 
4-3 Fragmentation of Habitat  
 
To minimize the fragmentation of nesting and foraging habitat, RCW foraging habitat will be 
provided adjacent to and contiguous with the cluster to the maximum extent possible.   
 
4-4 Deletion of Inactive Clusters  
 
After annual inspections, each inactive cluster will be evaluated to determine specific 
management needs that may help to reactivate the cluster. If it is determined that the cluster 
has been inactive for five or more years or if a recruitment cluster was established more than 
five years ago and has never been active, the cluster may be deleted from management via 
consultation with USFWS. The habitat will still be managed as habitat designated for recovery, 
but painted tree bands and boundary signs (PCs) will be removed. 
 
4-5 Habitat Management  
 
4-5.1 Management Priorities 
 
The priority for Fort Benning natural resources management is to support the Installation's 
mission and maintain a sustainable training landscape, while meeting the responsibilities of all 
applicable laws, regulations, and guidelines. All other natural resource management, including 
conserving native species and providing commercial forest products and recreational 
opportunities, is secondary. Implementation of this ESMC will be fully incorporated into the Fort 
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Benning INRMP. Timber removal for construction and other projects, or for military training 
purposes will be done in consultation with the USFWS if threatened and endangered species 
habitat is affected. 
 
Priority for habitat management activities will be given to active clusters. Clusters located in 
gaps between metapopulations will also be given priority for cavity augmentation and 
establishment of PCs and UCs to increase contiguity if deemed warranted. 
 
4-5.2 Midstory Control  
 
All RCW clusters will be kept clear of dense midstory. All dense pine, including longleaf pine 
regeneration and hardwood midstory within 50 feet of cavity trees, will be killed or removed. 
Beyond 50 feet, most pine midstory may be retained for regeneration, and a few selected 
hardwoods may also be retained. Overstory hardwood stocking; however, will not exceed 10 ft2 
BA2 per acre, (refer to the FBSMS referenced above). Prescribed burning will be the primary 
method used to control the midstory. Additional control of hardwood midstory utilizing 
mechanical removal (mowing, chain saw, etc.) and chemical (herbicides) control will also be 
used in RCW clusters where needed. Commercial thinning also will be used to thin dense pine 
midstory and merchantable hardwoods; however, it may not always be a viable option due to 
changing markets and increasing economic challenges.  
 
The burn goal for each burn compartment is once every one to three years and no greater than 
once every five years. Burns will be conducted primarily during November – June, with the 
majority of the burns to occur during the growing season. In some areas dormant season burns 
will be used to reduce fuel so that growing season fires can be conducted. Winter burns may 
also be used to “catch up” areas that were scheduled for growing season burning, but could not 
be burned due to training activity, weather, smoke management concerns, etc., and fuel 
accumulation is too heavy to conduct the burn in the next growing season. Winter burns may 
also be used in areas that are in a maintenance state (i.e. little to no midstory) or to introduce 
variation in the burning regime. Flexibility will be a key component of prescribed burning in order 
to achieve ecosystem restoration goals on a complex multiple use landscape.  Prescribed burns 
will be conducted using drip torch ignition with the use of backing, flanking, and head fires. The 
Installation will be burned utilizing a "mosaic" pattern. Burn units are approximately 400 acres 
and the timing of the burns creates a mosaic of areas that are typically burned every one to 
three years. This mosaic will not only serve to enhance biodiversity, but decrease the severity 
and intensity of wildfires as well. In the future, size of burn units may be increased, but this 
mosaic pattern will still remain so that adjacent areas are not burned in the same year.  
 
To reduce stress to residual trees from prescribed burning some areas will be burned on a one 
to two year rotation to avoid heavier fuel loads that create more intense fires and in areas where 
military training activities increase the occurrence of wildfires.   
 
Firebreaks will be used in clusters only in emergency wildfire situations and when other cavity 
tree protection measures cannot be implemented safely or timely. When available, NRMB 
personnel will protect cavity trees against accidental ignition by pre-burning around each cavity 
tree following current standard operating procedures. All personnel will be equipped with a 
backpack pump in case of tree ignition. During the nesting season, all active cavity trees in the 
burn unit will be checked for nests on the day of the burn (climb or peep with video camera) in 
clusters where the nest tree has not yet been identified. Extra precautions will be taken when 
burning around a nest tree. 
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4-5.3 Erosion Control  
 
Fort Benning will maintain an active soil erosion control program to minimize erosion and 
sedimentation impacts to RCW clusters and cavity trees. The overall goal is to continue to 
provide a suitable training environment, focusing on soil stabilization in coordination with the 
Fort Benning Range Division’s Integrated Training Area Management (ITAM) program in order 
to maintain the Installation’s recovered RCW population.  
 
Soil erosion measures will be applied as prioritized. Active clusters will be first priority for soil 
erosion applications as well as sites that will potentially impact RCW habitat. Other erosion 
control projects will be performed subject to availability of funds.  
 
All National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Best Management Practices are 
inspected periodically for required maintenance in accordance with the applicable NPDES 
permit and/or laws and regulations. Informal monitoring of completed projects is done 
immediately after the project is completed and months after to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
projects. Maintenance is performed on an as-needed basis. Replanting of grasses and trees, 
fertilization of grasses, using rock and gravel for soil stabilization, and excavation of sediment 
behind rock check dams are examples of maintenance performed. 
 
4-5.4 Forest Management  
 
Approximately 16 percent (28,642 acres) of the pine and pine-hardwood forests on Fort Benning 
are even-aged. The overall pine forest management objective is to produce and maintain 
uneven-aged pine and pine-hardwood forests on all manageable acres. The target pine BA2 
range for all clusters is 50-80 ft2/acre. In addition BA2 reductions will not exceed an average of 
30 ft2 / acre. Timber harvest prescriptions will be flexible. Timetables for entry into a 
compartment may be altered based on RCW activity or natural recruitment cluster placement. 
The cutting cycle will alternate based upon priority developed from monitoring data analysis and 
the three major pine regeneration methods will be: 
 


1. Single Tree Selection: This is the preferred method for healthy loblolly and shortleaf 
stands, but will also be used in mixed pine stands (loblolly, shortleaf, and longleaf). In 
mixed stands, single tree selection will favor longleaf pine. Once longleaf becomes the 
dominant stand species, the group selection method discussed below will be utilized. 


 
2. Group Selection Method: This is the preferred method for longleaf pine regeneration. 


Less than thirty-one percent of Fort Benning’s pine forests are longleaf dominated 
(47,286 acres), including all longleaf pine plantations. These forest stands will be 
regenerated through group selection by creating 1/4 to two-acre openings. The 
cumulative total area of openings will be determined by dividing the total stand acreage 
by the number of 10-year age classes in the stand. These regeneration patches will be 
protected during timber thinning operations. 


 
3. Clearcut Method: This method will be used to convert stands with off-site pine species 


(mainly loblolly and slash) back to longleaf pine. Any longleaf in these stands will be left. 
These off-site stands are very susceptible to scorching from prescribed fire when 
applications are at the upper limits of acceptable fire weather parameters, littleleaf 
disease, and southern pine beetle infestations which are the leading causes of RCW 
habitat loss on Fort Benning. Clearcuts will generally be limited to 40 acres and will only 
be used to convert off-site pine to longleaf pine. Clearcuts near active or recruitment 
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clusters will be no larger than 25 acres, and use of smaller patches are preferred. 
Clearcuts as large as 80 acres are permissible if they are at least one mile from active or 
recruitment clusters and have been approved in a timber prescription. All sites will be 
artificially regenerated with longleaf pine unless sufficient longleaf seed trees are 
available to provide natural regeneration.  


 
Longleaf pine will be favored for retention, followed by loblolly, and shortleaf in that order. This 
does not mean that a thinning cut should seek to eliminate all species other than longleaf. The 
goal is to have longleaf-dominated stands on all suitable sites. Other pine species will continue 
to be represented in the stand mix to the extent that they are compatible with frequent growing 
season fires. Ultimately, fire management regimes will be more important than harvest practices 
in shaping the species composition of the forest. 
 
Fort Benning is making every effort to decrease impacts of harvesting on the environment.  
Current requirements only allow for mainly chipping operations for habitat management, since 
trees less than 10 inches in diameter can be harvested. Cut-to-length operations are no longer 
available. A fuelwood chipping operation will be for commercial timber harvests. The chipping 
operation has the capability to remove small numbers of sawtimber and pulpwood, but mainly 
pre-commercial vegetation. All timber disposals are managed by U.S. Army Corp of Engineers 
with Installation support. 
 
4-5.5 Pine Straw Harvesting 
 
Pine straw harvesting is not permitted on Fort Benning.  
 
4-5.6 Southern Pine and Ips Beetles Control  
 
In the past ten years, southern pine and Ips beetles have not been a significant problem on Fort 
Benning. They may become more active in the future due to extremities in weather conditions 
and other environmental factors. The following methods/guidelines will apply inside and 
immediately adjacent to active clusters.  
 


1. Cut and Remove Method: This method will be used in all cases when access is 
available. Conventional logging equipment will be used to remove the infested trees and 
possibly a narrow buffer of un-infested green trees to prevent further spread. Log limbing 
and loading will occur outside of the 200-foot buffers of active clusters unless authorized 
by an NRMB biologist. Trees to be cut inside active clusters and recruitment clusters will 
be inspected for unknown RCW cavities, and then marked for removal. No RCW cavity 
trees will be cut without prior consultation with the USFWS. Active clusters and 
recruitment clusters will receive top priority for beetle treatment actions. The active 
heads will be cut first to prevent further spread. Cavity trees that are cut will be replaced 
with an artificial cavity within 12 hours. 


 
2. Cut and Leave Method: This method will be used in spots where access is restricted or 


when tree removal efforts cannot be expedited. Infested trees will be felled toward the 
center of the spot and away from cavity trees. Merchantable trees will be removed as 
soon as possible provided there is access to them. 


 
Such activities will be done in consultation with the USFWS when they may affect the RCW.  
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4-5.7 Storm Damage  
 
All timber salvage operations in response to catastrophic storm events will adhere to Best 
Management Practices for Forestry as well as the following additional guidelines: 


1. All storm damaged areas will be delineated and reviewed under the NEPA process.  
2. Only standing trees will be marked for salvage with timber marking paint. 
3. Salvage operations occurring outside the 200 foot RCW cluster boundary (or 200 feet 


from an active cavity tree in an unprotected cluster) will only be salvaged under the 
guidance/approval of an NRMB forester. 


4. Salvage operations occurring within the 200 foot RCW cluster boundary (or 200 feet 
from an active cavity tree in an unprotected cluster) will only be salvaged under the 
guidance/approval of an NRMB biologist. 


5. Salvage occurring within 200 feet of an active RCW cavity tree during nesting season 
(March – July) will be allowed only with the approval of the USFWS and the oversight of 
an NRMB biologist present on site during the salvage operations. 


 
4-5.8 Wildfires  
 
Wildfires will be allowed to burn whenever feasible, but suppression of wildfires will continue to 
be necessary to protect personnel and facilities, avoid unacceptable smoke management risks, 
and to protect RCW cavity trees or other sensitive habitats. When weather conditions are 
unusually dry or windy, suppression may also be necessary to protect timber resources, 
although silvicultural practices and existing stand conditions (e.g., reestablishment of longleaf, 
reduced stocking density, frequent prescribed burning to reduce fuels) may minimize the need 
for fire suppression. Fires will be suppressed by non-soil disturbing means whenever possible. 
When soil disturbance (i.e. use of a crawler tractor) is necessary, efforts will be made to utilize 
existing firebreaks to control the fire. Firebreaks will not be plowed within 200 feet of an RCW 
cavity tree except in emergency situations. Access to suppress wildfires in areas that are not 
restricted will be done in coordination with DPTMS Range Operations and in accordance to the 
Fort Benning Environmental Access Plan, detailed in the Fort Benning Integrated Wildland Fire 
Management Plan (Appendix C6 of the INRMP). 
 
If a wildfire burns through an RCW cluster, NRMB staff will evaluate the site within 24 hours of 
notification of the event. Further investigation of the wildfire will be in coordination with the Fort 
Benning Directorate of Emergency Services. All evidence will be preserved. The appropriate 
level of notification will be made to Army offices based on severity, when there is damage to the 
cluster which may include the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, Garrison Commander, 
DPTMS, Directorate of Training, USFWS, IMCOM, or even Headquarters Department of the 
Army. Each cavity tree that has been scorched will be peeped to determine if the cavity is still 
usable. If not, an artificial cavity will be installed as replacement. If a cavity tree is killed in the 
fire, a replacement cavity will be installed. If trees are scorched but still usable, the cluster will 
be visited periodically for one year to look for delayed mortality. If a cavity tree dies in this time 
frame, it will be replaced by an artificial cavity. All replacements will occur within 24 hours of 
determination of need. Incidental take is required for birds that may be killed outright during a 
wildfire or due to abandonment of the cluster due to tree scorching or delayed mortality and 
requested per Section 6.0 of this ESMC.  
 
Wildfires that occur in the SD1 impact area will be handled according to the SD1 (A20) Wildfire 
Suppression Plan (Appendix 6).  
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4-5.9 Disturbance of Nesting Habitat during Nesting Season  
 
Timber harvesting and similar activities will not be conducted in clusters during the nesting 
season (March - July). Exceptions may be allowed during March if it is determined that there is 
no nesting activity, or during June - July if it is determined that nestlings have fledged and are 
foraging outside the cluster, or as described above. Management activities can also be done in 
inactive clusters during the nesting season with approval of the RCW Coordinator and USFWS 
concurrence. 
 
4-5.10 Construction of Artificial Cavities  
 
Restoration and construction/installation of artificial cavities is very important to increasing the 
rate of RCW recovery in the short term. As of October 2017, there were 1008 artificial inserts, 
drilled cavities and artificial starts on the Fort Benning landscape using the insert technique 
described by Allen (1991) and Copeyon's (1990) drilling technique, representing 35.6% of all 
managed RCW cavity trees. Lengthening or eliminating rotation ages of managed forest stands 
is expected to reduce the need for artificial cavities over the long term by creating older classes 
of trees that are more desirable natural excavation of cavities by RCWs. 
 
The need for artificial cavities will be evaluated each year during cluster evaluations. A minimum 
of four suitable cavities is required for each cluster. Often, more are needed to accommodate 
fledgling use, helper use, and cavity competitors (e.g., southern flying squirrels Glaucomys 
volans). Additional artificial cavities may be constructed, provided there are suitable trees. 
Construction of artificial cavities in existing clusters will be performed IAW Allen (1991) and 
Copeyon (1990) and will be accomplished by properly trained NRMB personnel.  
 
In addition to providing sufficient useable cavities in all active clusters, artificial cavities may also 
be used to establish recruitment clusters that will either be PCs or UCs. Each PC and UC will be 
provisioned with at least four cavities. Recruitment clusters are a tool to artificially supplement 
the natural expansion of the RCW population; however, no recruitment clusters are planned in 
the short term due to limited suitable habitat on Post. Fort Benning will evaluate the landscape 
to determine if any potential recruitment sites that will meet minimum standards can be installed 
on an as needed basis. 
 
4.6 SPECIAL MONITORING 
 
The following special monitoring is required as a result of prior consultations with the 
USFWS as describe in Section 1.0. 
 
4-6.1 SD1 (A20) Red-cockaded Woodpecker Management Plan (Appendix 3) 
 
Per a MCoE BO’s reasonable and prudent alternatives, 36 - SD1 dudded impact area RCW 
clusters with PBGs were added to management that were not currently counted towards 
management/recovery. This was in addition to the 14 clusters in SD1 that were already being 
managed and counted towards the Installation’s recovery goal. The BO also required that a 
management plan be developed for all SD1 RCW clusters. The plan identified 53 potential 
clusters that could be managed towards this goal (USFWS 2009). Prior to 2019, every 
manageable cluster in SD1 was monitored annually for PBG status. After exceeding the RCW 
population recovery goal and consultation with the USFWS in 2019, all accessible SD1 dudded 
impact area RCW clusters (currently 68 clusters) are now included in the stratified random 
sample taken from the entire population following the 2019 RCW monitoring strategy (Appendix 
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5). Therefore, the clusters in SD1 that are sampled will vary from year to year. All SD1 clusters 
are minimally monitored every other year for activity and for PBG status every four years as 
explained in Appendix 5. Management needs are also identified when they’re monitored 
including cavity maintenance to achieve four suitable cavities per cluster, prescribed burning or 
herbicide requirements, and trail maintenance. The SD1 dudded impact area is accessed during 
the following winter in order to accomplish all management and maintenance needs identified 
during the spring inspections. 
 
4-6.2 New Areas Identified with Unexploded Ordnance Contamination 
 
In 2020, several areas were discovered by the 789th Ordnance Company to be contaminated 
with UXO. These newly discovered UXO contaminated areas are located in the N20, N21, N24, 
N25, N36, S13, S14, and S15 training areas (Appendix 8). Two of the UXO contaminated areas 
identified, S13 and S14, affect the entire training area, which also affects how 16 RCW clusters 
and their cavity trees will be accessed for monitoring and management (Figure 4). Access into 
the UXO contaminated areas will be limited to qualified EOD personnel, range operations, range 
management, and safety personnel designated by the installation Range Management Authority 
(RMA). Access for RCW monitoring and management of each current and future RCW cluster in 
these UXO contaminated areas will be in accordance with the Fort Benning Environmental 
Access Plan, which can be found in the 2021 Integrated Wildland Fire Management Plan 
(Appendix C6 of the Fort Benning INRMP) and the SD1 (A20) Red-cockaded Woodpecker 
Management Plan (Appendix 3). Prescribed burning, wildfire monitoring and suppression, and 
fuel load management will also occur in accordance with the Installation’s SD1 (A-20) Wildfire 
Suppression Plan (Appendix 6) in each UXO contaminated area.  
 


 
Figure 4. RCW Clusters in Training Areas S13 and S14 where Unexploded Ordnance was 
identified. 
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4-6.3 Heavy Off-Road Mounted Maneuver Training Area (HOMMTA) 
 
Per the HOMMTA BO’s reasonable and prudent alternatives, prior to construction activities, Fort 
Benning will coordinate with the USFWS in advance of any habitat or cavity tree removal to 
ensure displaced RCW adults can be translocated. Any UCs adjacent to the HOMMTA will be 
re-designated as PCs and RCW demographic monitoring of adjacent clusters will include 
colored-leg banding (USFWS 2020). 
 
4-7 Restricted Activities  
 
4-7.1 Markings  
 
All cavity trees designated as PCs will be marked with two white-painted bands approximately 
six inches wide and 6 - 12 inches apart. Bands are painted on the bole of the tree approximately 
four feet above the base. All cavity trees will be mapped using a Global Positioning System 
(GPS) and tagged with a uniquely numbered stainless steel tag that is located just above the 
white-painted bands. Artificial cavity tree numbers will also have an "A" designation following the 
unique cavity tree number on the tag. White, diamond-shaped “Endangered Species Site” signs 
will be posted to demark a 200-foot buffer zone (Figure 5). The cavity trees within protected 
clusters that are located in dudded/non-dudded impact areas or in areas that have very 
restricted access due to their proximity to live-fire ranges, may be marked with a single white-
painted band and will have no 200 foot boundary signage. 
 


 
Figure 5. Red-cockaded woodpecker boundary sign marking the 200 ft. buffer around the 
cavity trees at a protected cluster site. Note the double white-banded cavity tree in the 
background. 
 
Unprotected Clusters will not be signed, as they are invisible to training. All cavity trees in UCs 
will be marked with a single orange band so that they can easily be identified by NRMB 
personnel for monitoring and management purposes. Cavity trees in UCs will also be GPSed, 
tagged, and numbered in the same manner as PCs (Figure 6).   
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Figure 6. Red-cockaded woodpecker cavity tree in an unprotected cluster site.  
 
4-7.2 Training Restrictions 
 
Training restrictions will be implemented IAW the Army Guidelines. Training restrictions will 
apply to all RCW clusters that are designated as PCs. New artificial cavities created to augment 
PCs below the minimum of four suitable cavities, or new natural cavity trees found will follow the 
same training restrictions. As new cavity trees (natural or artificial) are added to existing PCs in 
the future, they will also be subject to training restrictions.  
 
4-7.3 Removal of Training Restrictions 
 
The Army Guidelines provide a process for removing training restrictions incrementally from the 
total number of existing PCs, as certain thresholds of population recovery goal are met. The 
process of training restriction reduction in existing PCs was not implemented on Fort Benning 
until 2016, at which time 19 PCs were unprotected, in addition to the 15 SRCs that were re-
designated as UCs (USFWS 2016a). In 2017, 32 more clusters were unprotected bringing the 
total number of UCs to 66 (USFWS 2017). In 2018, an additional 32 clusters were re-designated 
as UCs (USFWS 2018a) and an additional 39 clusters in 2019 (USFWS 2019c). Another 67 
PCs were re-designated to UC status in 2020 bringing the current total to 204 UCs. Clusters 
currently covered under an ITA in an existing BO will be lower priority for consideration of de-
protection until the ITA is removed.  
 
Unprotected Clusters are not subject to the training restrictions outlined in the Army Guidelines 
and therefore should not adversely affect the dismounted training mission since they’re 
considered ‘invisible to training’. Unprotecting clusters will be prioritized and strategically located 
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in areas where the associated reduction in training restrictions best supports the Army mission, 
while maintaining its ability to maintain a recovered RCW population.  
 
4-7.4 Restrictions for Construction and Tree Removal 
 
All RCW clusters regardless of PC or UC designation are subject to restrictions for construction 
or tree removal activities and require submission of a 144R through the Fort Benning NEPA 
program. Most construction activities involving tree removal will require the NRMB survey the 
trees or up to .5 miles from the disturbance and formal or informal consultation with the USFWS. 
All mechanical digging on the Installation, whether it’s within or outside of RCW habitat, also 
requires submission of a 144R through the Fort Benning NEPA program. 
 
4-8 Ordnance Impact Areas  
 
There are two main dudded impact areas (dudded areas) on Fort Benning that are 
contaminated with Unexploded Ordnance (UXO); SD1 (formerly called A20) and ND1 (formerly 
called K15). Historically, access into these areas has been extremely limited; however, ground 
and aerial surveys have been conducted in coordination with EOD experts.  
 
A total of 76 RCW clusters have been documented in the SD1 dudded impact area, of which 
Fort Benning is currently managing a total of 68. IAW the 2002 ESMP BO (USFWS 2002), three 
clusters just inside the SD1 boundary were added for management. IAW the DMPRC BO 
(USFWS 2004), 11 additional SD1 clusters were added to management for minimization of that 
project. IAW the MCoE BO (USFWS 2009), 56 additional clusters were added to management, 
of which from that pool 36 PBGs could be counted towards the Installation’s RCW population 
recovery goal. One other cluster, SD1-47, is known to exist in the SD1 impact area that was 
documented during aerial surveys, but it is in a location that is too dangerous for ground access 
and will not be managed. There are also seven additional clusters in SD1 that are currently 
inaccessible due to a potential safety issue (SD1-02, SD1-36, SD1-58, SD1-59, SD1-65, SD1-
67, and SD1-68). Efforts are ongoing to re-gain access to these areas and therefore Fort 
Benning may be able to manage these clusters at some point in the future. After Fort Benning 
exceeded its mandated RCW population recovery goal in 2019, the Installation consulted with 
the USFWS to implement a new monitoring strategy (USFWS 2019b). This monitoring strategy 
included all accessible SD1 RCW clusters into the stratified random sampling methodology, 
therefore allowing all manageable clusters in SD1 to be counted towards the RCW population 
recovery goal (currently 68 clusters). 
 
At least four RCW clusters were identified in ND1 via aerial surveys that occurred in 2009. Since 
access to this training compartment is not allowed, none of these clusters will be monitored or 
counted towards recovery goals. ND1 will still serve as a dispersal corridor between the 
northeast corner and the rest of the Fort Benning population.  
 
Further information regarding the management of SD1 dudded impact area RCW clusters can 
be found in the SD1 (A20) RCW Management Plan that was initiated to satisfy the RPA 
requirement for the MCoE BO (Appendix 3). Given that the active RCW clusters in SD1 
represents over 20% of Fort Benning’s recovered population, continued monitoring and 
management of this area is crucial for maintaining the Installation’s mandated recovery goal.  
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4-9 Minimization of RCW Management Impacts on the Fort Benning Mission  
 
This ESMC is designed to factor RCW management into the Fort Benning and MCoE missions, 
and to factor the Fort Benning military mission into RCW management. The kind of open forest 
preferred by the RCW is also conducive to military training. Fort Benning’s size will make it 
possible to support military training and still have adequate forest to support a recovered RCW 
population. Potential conflicts arise when training restrictions are imposed, when military training 
standards require large open areas for ranges or maneuver areas, and as RCW groups 
continue to form new clusters on the landscape through natural pioneering and budding. The 
implementation of this ESMC will seek to minimize conflict by re-designating PCs to UCs as 
described in section 4-8.3, as well as continuing Installation’s efforts to improve habitat quality 
across the Fort Benning landscape. 
 
RCWs appear to be tolerant of noise and military activity, as evidenced by the numerous active 
clusters adjacent to roads and ranges (Delaney et al. 2011). Resident RCWs located in these 
areas seem to attenuate to ‘routine’ types of disturbance over time versus those which they’re 
unfamiliar with or unaccustomed to. The main concern is when prolonged activity or 
disturbances occur within 200 ft. of the actual nest tree during breeding season, which may 
cause nests to fail when adults are frequently flushed off the nest while brooding eggs or 
abandon the nest altogether. Artificial cavities can sometimes be installed to “shift” clusters 
away from deleterious training activity. These sites can support RCWs, even if they are near a 
frequently used tank trail or range. UCs are invisible to training and are not subject to training 
restrictions. Habitat management will be the same for all protected and unprotected clusters.  
 
4-10 Environmental Awareness Training 
 
Fort Benning faces the challenge of simultaneously implementing endangered species 
management actions and fulfilling its military training and other land-use missions. If Installation 
personnel make good decisions about land use, both efforts can be successful. While 
thousands of Soldiers train at Fort Benning every year, most of them have no say in what they 
do or where they train. Therefore, with limited time and resources, Fort Benning directs its 
Environmental Awareness Training to individuals that make land-use decisions. These fall into 
three general categories, military unit leaders, military training instructors, and civilians (both 
government employees and contractors).  
 
Typically, the Environmental Management Division (EMD) Instructor goes to the training event 
in person to deliver the training. This face-to-face presence has been valuable in several ways. 
First, it enables the training message to be adjusted quickly as conditions change, and it allows 
opportunity for questions to be answered immediately. Additionally, the instructor meeting the 
students in person, will also obtain valuable feedback from the training audience.  
 
Environmental Awareness Training related to endangered species can logically be combined 
with other environmental awareness topics, such as the protection of archaeological sites, soil 
erosion prevention, and the proper response to hazardous material spills. While these topics 
may be only tangentially related to the endangered species management work, presenting a 
holistic environmental message helps overcome the resistance that some personnel have to 
endangered species issues. The object is to change attitudes as well as to disseminate 
information.  
 
Many military unit leaders can be trained when they arrive at Fort Benning in introductory 
classes such as the Commander/First Sergeant Orientation. Since Army Regulation 200-1 
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requires units to appoint Environmental Officers, Fort Benning offers separate, monthly half-day 
environmental classes for Senior Environmental Officers (representatives of large organizations 
such as Brigades, Regiments, Battalions, Squadrons, Garrison Directorates or large contractor 
shops) and Environmental Officers (representatives of Companies, Troops, or similarly-sized 
organizations).  
 
Environmental Awareness Training to all audiences emphasizes the importance of NEPA 
analysis and documentation via Fort Benning’s 144-R Portal for each specific land-use activity. 
Designed to comply with the requirements of the NEPA, 144-Rs at Fort Benning have been 
adapted to provide a communication channel between the land user and the EMD, including 
specific protective measures that must be implemented. The importance of the analysis cannot 
be overstated; any Fort Benning land-use activity conducted in compliance with the Record of 
Environmental Consideration issued for that activity has very little chance to adversely affect 
endangered species management efforts in that location.  
 
Nearly two decades of experience providing Environmental Awareness Training at Fort Benning 
have demonstrated several things. First, military personnel turn over fairly quickly and rely on 
Standard Operating Procedures, so if a program can be kept in place for two or three years it 
will become part of the organization’s ‘culture.’ Second, while it has not been possible to 
mandate or require Environmental Awareness Training for all personnel, offering this as a 
service to the Installation’s organizations can reach a surprising number of people (over 60,000 
people to date). Third, while trust within the Installation is built by being reliable, over time the 
Environmental Awareness Training Program must adjust to changing circumstances and meet 
new threats to endangered species and their habitat. And finally, the most persuasive argument 
with a military audience is that environmental awareness will help them accomplish their 
mission. 
 
5.0 SURVEYS, INSPECTIONS, MONITORING AND BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENTS  
 
Effectiveness of the implementation of this ESMC will be monitored and future management 
plans will be adapted as necessary, based on the results of the monitoring program. Fort 
Benning will consult with USFWS for all proposed actions (construction or other significant land 
disturbing activity) that NRMB biologists determine may adversely affect RCWs (or other 
Federally listed species) and that are beyond the scope of this ESMC. Surveys for all species 
potentially affected will be conducted as necessary to support consultation. When conducting 
monitoring activities, efforts will be made to minimize disturbance of the species being 
monitored. 
 
Prior to any timber harvest or other significant land disturbing activity requiring removal of large 
pine trees, personnel trained and experienced in RCW survey techniques will conduct a 100% 
survey of the affected area and, depending on the location and scope of the project, the area 
within a .5 mile radius of the project area.  
 
Foraging habitat analyses (FHAs) will be conducted for projects that remove foraging habitat 
from active RCW cluster foraging partitions and will be evaluated IAW the standards determined 
in the Recovery Plan using the modified FBSMS. An ARCGIS software extension (MATRIX) will 
be used to calculate all FHAs for these analyses (USFWS 2006). FHAs will be based on the .5 
mile foraging partition data layer for all active clusters that are updated twice per year, of which 
typically will occur in late spring and fall.  
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Every cluster will be inspected every other year for activity as described in Appendix 5. 
Inspections will be conducted in March - April. Data recorded will include, but are not limited to: 
hardwood midstory density, condition of cavity trees and cavities, activity status of each cavity, 
presence/absence of PBGs, description of any damage from training activity (tree damage, 
digging, CS or smoke canisters, etc.), fire, wind, erosion or kudzu problems, insect or disease 
problems, general stand management recommendations, and the location and status of any 
newly discovered cavity trees. Recommendations for remedial measures will be included 
whenever necessary. 
 
A 100 percent survey for new RCW clusters will be conducted every 10 years in all suitable 
stands. Approximately 10 percent will be surveyed on an annual basis so that all habitat will be 
surveyed every 10 years. These surveys will be conducted by NRMB personnel knowledgeable 
of RCW habitat and will follow the survey techniques outlined in the Recovery Plan. New trees 
that are found will be marked, GPSed, and cluster boundaries adjusted (except for those trees 
found in UCs) in accordance with Section 4-8a of the Recovery Plan. 
 
Status of midstory on Fort Benning is captured via a 10 year forest inventory and when cluster 
evaluations take place. Given this level of habitat evaluation and that the Installation is on a one 
to three year burn rotation, Fort Benning proposed and was approved with the revised 2014 
ESMC that additional 5-year midstory surveys were not necessary.  
 
After Fort Benning exceeded its RCW population recovery goal, the Installation consulted with 
and were approved by the USFWS to implement a new, less intensive RCW population 
monitoring strategy (USFWS 2019b). This strategy discontinued all leg banding of RCWs and is 
based on a stratified random sample within four distinct metapopulation monitoring units 
(Appendix 5). Any RCW clusters current or future cluster covered under an ITA or are required 
to be monitored by other BOs will continue to be monitored per the applicable Terms and 
Conditions. 
 
During the nesting season, all clusters within the stratified random sample designated for PBG 
monitoring will be visited every 7-10 days to check for nesting activity following the protocols 
outlined in the RCW Recovery Plan. Suspected nest trees will be climbed or inspected with a 
remote video camera to confirm presence of an RCW nest.  
 
Active clusters being monitored in the sample for PBG status that do not nest by the end of 
May, will be visited late in the nesting season (June-July) to determine if a PBG is present.  
 
Survey and monitoring results for all clusters will be recorded and retained permanently, 
allowing for trend analysis. Map location data will be entered into the Installation GIS. Tabular 
data for trend analysis will be maintained in a database by NRMB biologists.  
 
Monitoring results will be reviewed and analyzed annually. An annual report will be provided to 
the USFWS. If an annual analysis shows a population decrease of 5% or more, the Installation 
Commander will notify the USFWS and IMCOM and reinitiate consultation with the USFWS 
within 30 days. The Installation will conduct a review of available data in an attempt to 
determine the cause of the decline within 90 days. The Installation, in consultation with the 
USFWS, will then develop and implement a plan to prevent further declines. The remedial plan 
will require approval by the Installation Commander, and will not include the imposition of 
training restrictions on UCs unless expressly approved by the Installation Commander and 
IMCOM.  
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Fort Benning will enter into informal consultation with USFWS in accordance with Section 7 of 
the ESA to resolve potential problems and address issues as necessary. These may include but 
not limited to tree removal, range or building construction, or other actions that may impact 
RCW habitat but are deemed "not likely to adversely affect" and formal consultation is not 
required. 
 
6.0 INCIDENTAL TAKE 
 
The measures described in the incidental take statements that have been issued to Fort 
Benning are non-discretionary and must be undertaken by the Installation so that they become 
binding conditions of any grant or permit issued to Fort Benning, as appropriate for the 
exemption in section 7(o)(2) to apply. Fort Benning has a continuing duty to regulate the 
activities covered by the incidental take authorization. If Fort Benning (1) fails to assume and 
implement the terms and conditions or (2) fails to adhere to the terms and conditions of the 
incidental take statement through enforceable terms that are added to the permits or grant 
documents, the protective coverage of section 7(o)(2) may lapse. In order to monitor the impact 
of incidental take, Fort Benning must report the progress of the action and its impact on the 
species to the USFWS as specified in the incidental take statement. [50 CFR §402.14(1) (3)] 
 
In the event of an unauthorized incidental take, USFWS and IMCOM will be notified 
immediately. Any suspected incidental take that was not previously authorized or other ESA 
violation will be reported IAW the requirements of AR 200-1. 
 
6-1 Incidental Take Authorized for Army Actions (Appendix 2) 
 
Heavy Off-Road Mounted Maneuver Training Area - This action would remove all upland pine 
stands currently identified as suitable RCW foraging habitat within foraging partitions for up to 
10 RCW clusters including all RCW cavity trees, as well as removing contiguous foraging 
habitat from one additional cluster that would drop the total foraging habitat below the Fort 
Benning Standard for Managed Stability. The USFWS approved ITAs for up to 11 active RCW 
clusters and to date, these clusters are the only manageable (accessible) clusters on the 
Installation that are considered taken. There are 12 clusters that are covered under ITA that are 
not counted towards the population recovery goal since they’re inaccessible due to potentially 
unsafe conditions. As of March 2021, the Army has not completed a design for the HOMMTA 
corridors that will be cut, so all 11 clusters are still active and will be monitored per the terms of 
the BO. 
 
6-2 Removal of Incidental Takes Authorizations (Appendix 2) 
 
Fort Benning will continue to monitor and re-evaluate all RCW clusters covered under a current 
ITA issued subject to the terms and conditions of the associated BO, to determine if at some 
point in the future the monitoring data supports that an ITA is no longer needed. To date, the 11 
RCW clusters recently issued ITAs under the terms and conditions of the HOMMTA BO 
(USFWS 2020) are the only managed clusters remaining on Fort Benning that are considered 
taken by an Army action that are not counted towards the population recovery goal. Following 
the same protocol as with all previous ITAs that were rescinded, Fort Benning would propose to 
remove the ITA coverage and again count the cluster(s) towards the population recovery goal 
upon completion of the appropriate level of monitoring, analysis, consultation, and approval by 
the USFWS. 
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6-3 Downrange Programmatic Take (Approved 2014 ESMC for HMU-1)  
 
When a new cluster is discovered in downrange of live-fire ranges and in areas regular covered 
by SDZs, the Installation will continue incorporating that cluster into its regular demographic 
monitoring schedule and count this new cluster towards its population recovery goal. If at some 
point in time it is discovered that a portion of its habitat is found to be receiving impacts from 
munitions, Fort Benning biologists will evaluate the extent of the anticipated impact in 
coordination with the USFWS. If the newly budded or pioneered cluster is deemed to be 
subjected to a higher degree of risk of incidental take as a result of significant projectile damage 
to foraging or nesting habitat, Fort Benning will notify the USFWS. Fort Benning, in coordination 
with the USFWS, will evaluate the extent of the impact if possible and make a determination on 
whether or not the observed impacts from munitions could reasonably be expected to rise to the 
level of harm and harass and would likely adversely affect the cluster. If the determination is that 
there is no immediate threat to the cluster, the cluster will be included into regular RCW 
demographic and habitat monitoring and would therefore be counted toward the Installation’s 
recovery goal. Conversely, if the USFWS and Fort Benning can reasonably conclude that the 
viability of the cluster is threatened by significant damage to the trees, incidental take would 
immediately be requested via informal consultation. Significant damage is defined as a direct 
strike to the bole of the tree from a large caliber round or repeated, or sustained direct fire from 
small caliber munitions. Examples would include: severing of the tree, shearing off all or most of 
the canopy, or any wound that would compromise the structural integrity of the tree that would 
make it susceptible to toppling. Other considerations on evaluating significant damage would be 
the overall extent of the affected area and the overall pine BA reduction following the FBSMS 
(section 4-2.2.3).  
 
Pre-approved incidental take would therefore be available to provide immediate protection to 
existing authorized military training when RCWs bud or pioneer new clusters that are 
determined to be in harm's way. To date, no incidental takes have occurred under this approved 
proposal for those downrange areas that were previously identified as HMU-1 (USFWS 2014a). 
 
6-4 Summary of Proposed Programmatic Incidental Take Authorizations for Fort Benning 
      (Figure 7) 
 
The presence of UXO in designated dudded areas prevents the use of reasonable and prudent 
fire protection measures such as raking or burning around cavity trees. Fire plows and other 
standard fire suppression activities cannot be performed within dudded impact areas due to 
UXO hazards. Wildfires can only be controlled at the perimeter of existing roads or from 
backfiring off existing trails. Therefore, incidental take may occur in these areas as a result of 
wildfire. This take may be in the form of harass, harm, wound or kill, loss of nest, active cavity, 
or adult.  
 
Individual RCWs, nests containing eggs and/or nestlings, cavity trees, and foraging habitat can 
be injured or destroyed as the result of wildfires and/or prescribed burning. Measures currently 
taken to prevent damage or destruction to RCWs and/or cavity trees in non-dudded areas 
include raking or burning around cavity trees prior to the prescribed burn and the use of water 
and fire retardant materials to protect the trees will continue. Foraging habitat is protected 
during prescribed burns by preparing and implementing a burn plan. The burn plan describes 
parameters such as weather and fuel conditions and equipment and personnel required to 
accomplish prescribed burn objectives while not adversely affecting RCW habitat. Even with 
these precautions, local weather changes, higher than estimated fuel loads, and other 
unforeseen factors may cause escaped prescribed burns or out of prescription burns. Measures 
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will be taken to extinguish prescribed burns that are out of prescription. Fire plows will be used 
in clusters only during emergency situations. The Installation will notify the USFWS within 24 
hours of discovery of any take occurrence. Artificial cavity replacement or augmentation (based 
on total group size) will take place in any cavity deficient cluster within 24 hours of discovery as 
well. 
 


1. Although no new impacts to SD1 clusters are anticipated and no known takes have 
occurred historically, Fort Benning requests to continue programmatic ITA for up to two 
clusters or a total of eight active cavity trees for manageable (accessible) clusters in SD1 
for the five-year span of this ESMC due to the potential for errant explosive munitions 
fired into this dudded impact area and/or for wildfires resulting by those munitions, since 
wildfire control is extremely limited due to the presence UXO. 
 


2. Although no takes are anticipated, the Installation requests programmatic ITA for five 
groups, ten nests, and/or up to 20 active RCW cavity trees for the five-year span of this 
RCW ESMC for all manageable clusters outside of the SD1 and KD1 dudded impact 
areas, resulting from prescribed fire management activities, training related wildfires or 
wildfires that are allowed to burn. The incidental take coverage would include both direct 
and indirect effects of military training or fire, including the removal of habitat. The 
severity of drought in 2016 demonstrates the need for this additional coverage to protect 
the Army against extremely active fire seasons. The Installation will report any cavity 
trees burned and replace cavity trees as previously described. 


 
3. Although no takes are anticipated, the Installation proposes to continue programmatic 


ITAs to continue for up to three RCW clusters and a total of 12 active cavity trees 
through the 5-year span of this ESMC for RCWs that may naturally bud or pioneer new 
territories or excavate cavity trees into habitat situated downrange of live-fire areas 
within or adjacent to associated beaten areas. If a new cluster or cavity tree is 
discovered within these areas, the Installation will incorporate that cluster into its regular 
demographic monitoring schedule of its RCW population and count this new cluster 
towards its population recovery goal. If it is discovered that a portion of its habitat is 
found to be receiving impacts from munitions, NRMB biologists will evaluate the extent 
of the anticipated impact in coordination with the USFWS. Fort Benning would abide by 
the Army Guidelines. If the newly budded or pioneered cluster is deemed to be at risk of 
rising to the level of incidental take as a result of significant projectile damage to foraging 
or nesting habitat as previously described above, the Installation will informally consult 
with the USFWS, request use of one of its authorized incidental takes, and subsequently 
no longer count the cluster towards its population recovery goal. Any habitat that cannot 
be protected from significant damage from munitions would be removed from the 
Installations total baseline habitat.  
 


4. Although no takes are anticipated, the Installation requests to continue incidental take 
coverage for the 15 RCW groups that were previously designated SRCs, which were 
converted to UCs (USFWS 2014a). Fort Benning will continue to count these groups 
towards its population recovery goal as provided under the Army Guidelines.  


 
5. Capture and Banding RCWs – Fort Benning will continue to abide by the incidental take 


authorization that is issued by the USFWS for the required Federal banding permit for all 
demographic monitoring and translocation activities for RCWs on the Installation. This 
permit is renewed every three years or as necessary due to personnel changes. 
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6. Fort Benning will continue to abide by the terms and conditions of all previously issued 
ITAs still covered under existing BOs for Army actions (currently 11 clusters), as well as 
continuation of all required RCW monitoring for the population. If any programmatic 
incidental take occurs within a foraging partition in any MMU outside of SD1 that fails the 
FBSMS matrix calculation for Total Pine BA2, that group will be considered “taken”, 
therefore not counted towards the Fort Benning RCW population recovery goal until 
NRMB biologists can verify that a PBG is still occupying the affected territory. Once 
verification of a PBG still occupying the territory is documented, the Installation will notify 
the USFWS of those findings and in coordination with the USFWS, resume counting that 
group towards the population recovery goal. 
 
 


 ITA Groups Birds 
Active Cavity 


Trees Habitat Loss 


Budding/Pioneering into 
downrange live-fire Areas 3 6 12 450 


ND1 Dudded Impact Area (DIA) 3 6 12 450 


ND1 DIA (training support) 1 2 4 150 


SD1 DIA (off limits area) 8 16 32 1200 


SD1 DIA accessible areas 2 4 8 300 


MMU-1, 2, 3, 4 (outside IA) 5 
10, 2 
nests 20 700 


SRC to UC 15 30 * * 


Figure 7. Summary of all programmatic incidental take authorizations requested for the 
five-year duration of this ESMC. 
 
7.0 COORDINATION AND CONSULTATION 
 
Fort Benning will continue proactive coordination and consultation with the USFWS as required 
on all aspects of this ESMC, INRMP, Army Guidelines, Recovery Plan, BOs, or any proposed 
project that could impact RCWs or other Federally listed species, to maintain transparency and 
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. 
 
8.0 GLOSSARY 
 
Augmentation - Relocation of an RCW, normally a juvenile female, from one active cluster to 
another active cluster. 
 
Basal Area - The cross-sectional area (square feet) of trees/acre measured at approximately 4.5 
feet from the ground. 
 
Buffer Zone - The zone extending outward 200 feet from the outermost cavity trees in a cluster. 
 
Cavity - an excavation made in a tree, or artificially created, for roosting or nesting by RCWs. 
 
Cavity restrictor - a metal plate that is placed around an RCW cavity to prevent access by larger 
species. A restrictor also prevents a cavity from being enlarged, or if already enlarged, shrinks 
the cavity entrance diameter to a size that prevents access by larger competing species. 
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Cavity start - an incomplete cavity excavated by, or artificially created for, RCWs. 
 
Cavity tree - A tree containing one or more active or inactive RCW cavities or cavity starts. 
 
Cluster - The aggregate area-encompassing cavity trees occupied or formerly occupied by an 
RCW group plus a 200-foot buffer zone (formerly called "colony"). 
 
Group - A social unit of at least one RCW that inhabits a cluster (formerly called a "clan"). A 
group may consist of a solitary territorial male, a mated pair, or a pair with helpers (offspring 
from previous years). 
 
Habitat Management Unit (HMU) – A designated area managed for threatened and endangered 
species.  
 
Dudded Impact Area - The land within the training complex used to contain fired, air-dropped, or 
launched ammunition or explosives and resulting fragments, debris, unexploded ordnance, and 
components from various weapons systems. Entry into these areas is prohibited at all times 
except with prior approval of Range Division and with EOD escort. 
 
Non-Dudded Impact Area - The land within the training complex used to contain small arms fire 
and the area is composed mostly of the safety fans for small arms ranges. Entry into these 
areas is prohibited except with prior approval of Range Division but do not require EOD escort. 
 
Population - An RCW population is the aggregate of groups that are close enough so that the 
dispersal of individuals maintains genetic diversity and all the groups are capable of genetic 
interchange. Population delineation should be made irrespective of land ownership. 
 
Population goal - A desired RCW population size. 
 
Potential breeding group – An adult female and adult male that occupy the same cluster, 
whether or not they are accompanied by a helper, attempt to nest, or successfully fledge young.  
 
Protected Clusters – Clusters subject to training restrictions identified in the 2007 RCW Army 
Guidelines. 
 
Recovery population – One of a set of populations designated necessary to the recovery of the 
species.  
 
Recruitment – The addition of individuals into a breeding population through reproduction and/or 
immigration and attainment of a breeding position. 
  
Recruitment cluster - A cluster of artificial cavities in suitable nesting habitat, located close to 
existing groups. 


 
Relict tree - A pine tree, usually more than 100 years old, having characteristics making it 
attractive to the RCW for cavity excavation. 
 
Stand - An aggregation of trees occupying a specific area and sufficiently uniform in species 
composition, age, arrangement, and condition so as to be distinguishable from the forest on 
adjoining areas. 
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Translocation - The relocation of 1 or more RCWs from an active cluster to another active 
cluster or a recruitment cluster. 
 
Unprotected Clusters - Clusters that are not subject to training restrictions identified in the 2007 
RCW Army Guidelines. 
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Natural Resource Monitoring Plan for UXO Contaminated Areas  



on Fort Benning, Georgia  



Update 2021 



 



The US Army 789th Ordnance Company, Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) and the US Army 



Engineering and Support Center Huntsville have recently discovered several unexploded 



ordnance (UXO) contaminated areas located throughout Fort Benning.  The UXO contaminated 



areas are located in the N20, N21, N24, N25, N36, S13, S14, and S15 training areas (see Figure 



1 through Figure 5.).  In accordance with the Department of Army (DA) Pamphlet (PAM) 385-



63, unauthorized personnel are prohibited from entering areas known to contain UXO, and 



access to these areas will be strictly controlled. Access into the UXO contaminated areas will be 



limited to qualified EOD personnel, range operations, range management, and safety personnel 



designated by the installation Range Management Authority (RMA).  Before access is granted, 



the installation RMA, in coordination with installation safety and EOD representatives, will 



determine if it is safe to authorize access and establish prerequisite precautions. Personnel 



authorized access to UXO contaminated areas will be fully advised of the potential dangers and 



safeguards to be followed, and escorted by EOD or UXO-qualified personnel. Additionally, 



entry to these contaminated areas to extinguish fires may be an extremely high-risk operation 



that requires a thorough risk assessment and approval at the appropriate level of command. 



 



As a result of the recent discovery of UXO contaminated areas located throughout Fort Benning, 



current natural resource management and monitoring efforts in these area will be modified to 



protect the life, health, and safety of all Fort Benning personnel. Specifically, threatened and 



endangered species monitoring will continue to occur in accordance with the Revision of the Fort 



Benning Red-cockaded Woodpecker Monitoring Plan (RCW), Fort Benning, Georgia (2019). 



However, access to and the monitoring and management of each current and future RCW cluster 



will be in accordance with the MCOE Access Plan (2010) and the A20 Red-cockaded 



Woodpecker Management Plan (2010).  Additionally, prescribed burning, wildfire monitoring 



and suppression, and fuel load management will occur in accordance with the A-20 Impact Area 



Wildfire Plan (2010) in each UXO contaminated area. 



 



On 11, 18, and 19 Jul 2020, EOD Team Leader from 789th OD CO (EOD) conducted a surface 



inspection of firebreaks within and surrounding the S13 and S14 training areas. EOD only 



assessed the safety of the firebreaks within the training areas. Firebreaks were found to be clear 



of UXO's and it is recommended that Natural Resources Management Branch (NRMB) 



personnel will be able to continue maintaining and using the firebreaks unaccompanied. It is 



further recommended that NRMB personnel do not deviate from the firebreaks that are already in 



place, even in the instance of wildfire control and containment (2020). 



 



On 05 April through 16 April 2021, 789th OD CO (EOD) conducted a surface clearance of the 



N36 Training Compartment to the best of their ability.  The site is now safe for use by military 



personnel with the understanding that there is always a possibility for more UXO’s to surface, 



and that anyone using the range will continue to exercise caution and follow all UXO reporting 



procedures and guidelines (2021).  
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001 N03-001 N07-A N03 N01-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 inactive cluster. Reprovisioned 1997. 
Activated 1997 N07-A PBG PBG PBG NP NP PBG NP PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2017 N03-001



002 N03-002 N07-B N03 N02-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Swap w/ N03-A for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area N07-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2017 N03-002



003 N06-003 N04-C N06 M08-02b UC* Bud 2005, N04-B (M08-02b) *SRC prior to 2014, swapped w/ N04-A for 25% sample due to excessive 
banding in area. MCoE Take removed 4/4/2019. N04-C PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act SRC N06-003



004 N06-004 N04-A N06 M08-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster Swap w/ N04-C for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area N04-A NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2017 N06-004



005 N04-005 O28-A N04 O05-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster O28-A PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2017 N04-005



006 N08-006 O25-A N08 O03-05 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1994 O25-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N08-006



007 N07-007 N05-A N07 O02-01 UC Artificial Recruitment 1994. Activated 1996 Swap w/ O25-C for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area N05-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2017 N07-007



008 N10-008 O14-A N10 O01-03 Inactive-Z UC Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1995 Swap w/ O06-A for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area. Went 
inactive 2018. O14-A PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG I Z *** Sept. 2019 N10-008



009 N06-009 N04-B N06 M08-02a, M08-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster N04-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2017 N06-009



010 N06-010 N04-D N06 M08-05 Inactive UC Artificial Recruitment 1996. Deleted 2015. 
Reactivated 2017 DELETED 2015. Naturally reactivated by single male 2017. N04-D I I I I I I *** NS Z I *** Oct. 2017 N06-010



011 N20-011 O27-A N20 O28-B, O05-02a, O05-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster Was O28-B, name changed due to compartment bndry adjustment. Take 
removed 4/4/2019. O27-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N20-011



012 N09-012 O26-A N09 O03-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1996 Swap w/ O26-C for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area O26-A PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 N09-012



013 N09-013 O26-B N09 O03-07 ACTIVE UC* Pioneer 2005 *SRC prior to 2014, dropped from banding O26-B NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** SRC N09-013



014 N09-014 O26-C N09 O03-06, O25-B ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 2002. Activated 2002 Was O25-B, named changed due to compartment adjustment, Swap w/ 
O26-A  for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area. Take removed O26-C Z NP NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 N09-014



015 N08-015 O25-C N08 O03-01, O15-A UC Pre-1996 cluster Was O15-A, named changed due to compartment adjustment, Swap w/ 
N05-A for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area. Take removed O25-C PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N08-015



016 N10-016 O14-B N10 O01-04 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1998 O14-B PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 N10-016



017 N10-017 O05-B N10 O01-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster O05-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 N10-017



018 N05-018 N03-A N05 M08-04 UC Artificial Recruitment 2001 Swap w/ N07-B for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area. Take 
removed 4/4/2019. N03-A NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 N05-018



019 N20-019 O30-A N20 O05-03 PCnb Artificial Recruitment 2000 ORC Monitoring Complete. Dropped from banding 2018. O30-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N20-019



020 N20-020 O24-D N20 O04-03b ACTIVE PCnb Bud 2005, O24-C (O04-03b) Take removed 4/4/2019. O24-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP Z act *** Sept. 2019 N20-020



021 N09-021 O15-D N09 O26-Cb ACTIVE UC Bud 2017, O26-C (O26-Cb) First year cluster split 2017. Second year nest 2018. O15-D *** *** *** *** *** *** *** NS PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N09-021



022 N09-022 O15-C N09 O03-04 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1995 O15-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N09-022



023 N11-023 O06-A N11 O11-02 UC Artificial Recruitment 1998. Activated 2008 Swapped w/ O14-A for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area. 
Take removed 4/4/2019. O06-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N11-023



024 N11-024 O06-D N11 O15-03 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. O06-D PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG NP PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 N11-024



025 N10-025 O05-A N10 O01-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. O05-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N10-025



026 N12-026 O04-B N12 O14-04 UC Pioneer 2009 O04-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 N12-026



027 N12-027 O04-A N12 O14-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. O04-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 N12-027



028 N20-028 O24-C N20 O04-03a, O04-03 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1994 Take removed 4/4/2019. O24-C PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG NP *** act Sept. 2019 N20-028



029 N20-029 O24-A N20 O04-01 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. O24-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N20-029



030 N20-030 O24-B N20 O04-02 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster O24-B PBG PBG PBG NP NP NS NS PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 N20-030



031 N09-031 O15-B N09 O03-03 UC Pre-1996 cluster removed from banding in swap with O12-A due to excessive banding in 
area - DL O15-B PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 N09-031



032 N11-032 O06-E N11 O15-04 UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. O06-E PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP *** PBG Sept. 2019 N11-032



033 N12-033 O06-C N12 O15-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. O06-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act Sept. 2019 N12-033



034 N14-034 O06-B N14 O15-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. O06-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 N14-034



035 N13-035 O03-B N13 O14-03 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1999 Take removed 4/4/2019. O03-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N13-035



036 N20-036 O23-A N20 O06-03 PCnb Artificial Recruitment 1996 Neighborhood Take - No Date Associated. Verify cluster IT that led to 
neighborhood take. Take removed 4/4/2019. O23-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 N20-036



037 N20-037 O16-A N20 O04-05 PCnb Pioneer 2009 O16-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N20-037



038 N14-038 O12-A N14 O11-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Swap w/ O15-B 25% sample due to excessive banding in area. Take 
removed 4/4/2019. O12-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 N14-038



039 N13-039 O03-A N13 O14-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. O03-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 N13-039



040 N20-040 O32-A N20 O06-04 PCnb Artificial Recruitment 2000 Neighborhood Take - No Date Associated. Verify cluster IT that led to 
neighborhood take. Take removed 4/4/2019. O32-A PBG PBG PBG Z PBG NS PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N20-040



041 N20-041 O17-B N20 O08-02 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster Swap w/ O17-A for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area and 
access issues. Take removed 4/4/2019. O17-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N20-041



042 N15-042 O11-A N15 O10-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster *Scheduled to unprotect. O11-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Jan. 2021 N15-042



043 N15-043 O11-B N15 O10-04 PC Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1996. O11-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act N15-043



044 N16-044 O07-B N16 O13-02 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 cluster HOMMTA Y O07-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG N16-044



045 N21-045 O33-A N21 **** ACTIVE PCnb Artificial Recruitment 2014 Added due to <5 yrs of activity RC. Inactive 2014. NS 2015-2017. O33-A *** *** *** *** I NS NS NS PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N21-045



046 N20-046 O17-A N20 O08-01 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster Swap with O17-B for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area and 
access issues O17-A NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 N20-046



047 N23-047 O18-B N23 O09-03 ACTIVE PCnb Artificial Recruitment 1997 Take (Y-MCoE) removed 12/13/2017.  Swap w/ O18-A for 25% sample 
due to excessive banding in area and access issues O18-B PBG PBG NP C NP PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Oct. 2019 N23-047



048 N23-048 O19-B N23 K02-01b ACTIVE PCnb Artificial Recruitment 2009 Added due to O19-A being captured by this cluster. Captured by O19-A 
2018. O19-B PBG C C C C PBG PBG PBG C act *** Dec. 2020 N23-048
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049 N15-049 O10-A N15 O10-01 ACTIVE PC Artificial Recruitment 1994. Activated 1996 HOMMTA Y MCoE Take removed 4/4/2019. O10-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** N15-049



050 N15-050 O10-B N15 O10-03 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1997. HOMMTA Y Captured by O19-B 2015. PBG 2016, 2017. MCoE Take removed 
4/4/2019. O10-B I I I I I C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG N15-050



051 N16-051 O07-A N16 O13-01 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 cluster HOMMTA Y PBG 2015. Captured O10-B 2016, 2017. Nest 2018. MCoE Take 
removed 4/4/2019. O07-A PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG C C PBG PBG PBG N16-051



052 N16-052 O07-C N16 O13-06 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 inactive cluster. Reprovisioned 1995. 
Activated 2003 HOMMTA Y O07-C PBG NS NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG N16-052



053 N21-053 O34-A N21 O07-01 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1995. Activated 
2003 Take (Y-MCoE) removed 12/13/2017 O34-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N21-053



054 N20-054 O21-A N20 O07-03 ACTIVE PCnb Artificial Recruitment 2000 O21-A PBG Z NS PBG PBG PBG NS PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N20-054



055 N20-055 O21-B N20 O08-03 PCnb Artificial Recruitment 1999 O21-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N20-055



056 N23-056 O18-A N23 O09-02 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1995 Swap with O18-B for 25% sample due to excessive banding in area and 
access issues O18-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Dec. 2020 N23-056



057 N23-057 O19-A N23 K02-01a, K02-01 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster PBG 2014. Captured by O19-B 2015-2917. Nest 2018. Take removed 
4/4/2019. O19-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG C C C PBG act *** Dec. 2020 N23-057



058 N19-058 O08-A N19 O12-03 ACTIVE PC Artificial Recruitment 1996. Activated 2000 HOMMTA Y O08-A PBG PBG Z PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG N19-058



059 N18-059 O01-A N18 O12-04 ACTIVE PC Artificial Recruitment 1997 HOMMTA Y O01-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG N18-059



060 N24-060 K04-A N24 O12-02 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 (1st Tree discovered 1982) HOMMTA Y MCoE Take removed 12/13/2017, dropped from banding 2018. K04-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG N24-060



061 N25-061 K07-A N25 K05-01 ACTIVE PCnb Aritficial Recruitment 2000 New ETBO Take.  Monitoring started May 2014 when cluster became 
active.Take removed 4/4/2019. K07-A I I I I NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N25-061



062 N24-062 K03-A N24 K01-01 ACTIVE PCnb Artificial Recruitment 2001 K03-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG *** Sept. 2019 N24-062



065 N34-065 K37-B N34 K22-03 ACTIVE UC Pioneer 1997 Take (Y-DMPRC) removed 12/13/2017, dropped from banding 2018. K37-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 N34-065



066 N29-066 K13-D N29 **** PCnb Pioneer 2011 Dropped from banding 2016. K13-D *** Z I C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N29-066



067 N29-067 K12-B N29 K13-06 PCnb Pioneer 2004 MPTR Monitoring completed, Continue banding as 25% sample K12-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 N29-067



068 N29-068 K12-C N29 K12-Bb ACTIVE PCnb Bud 2015, K12-B (K12-Bb) First year cluster split 2015. Confirm 2nd nest 2016. Drop from banding 
2016. K12-C *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N29-068



069 N34-069 K37-A N34 K22-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster, Reprovisioned 1996 Take (Y-DMPRC) removed 12/13/2017 K37-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 N34-069



070 N34-070 K36-A N34 K22-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster 2 females 2017. Nest 2018. K36-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG NS PBG act *** Nov. 2020 N34-070



071 N30-071 K16-A N30 K08-03 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster, Artificials added 1994. *Scheduled 
to unprotect. Take (Y-MCoE-MPTR) removed 12/13/2017, dropped from banding 2018. K16-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Jan. 2021 N30-071



072 N28-072 K14-B N28 K08-02 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster, Reprovisioned 1994 MPTR Monitoring completed, Continue banding as 25% sample K14-B NP NS PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N28-072



073 N28-073 K14-A N28 K08-01 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster MPTR Monitoring completed, dropped from banding 2018. K14-A PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N28-073



074 N29-074 K13-A N29 K13-01 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster MPTR Monitoring completed, Continue banding as 25% sample K13-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N29-074



075 N29-075 K13-C N29 K13-05 ACTIVE PCnb Artificial Recruitment 1997 MPTR Monitoring completed, dropped from banding 2018. K13-C PBG PBG I Z I I I PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N29-075



076 N29-076 K13-B N29 K13-02 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster MPTR Monitoring completed, dropped from banding 2018. K13-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N29-076



077 N29-077 K12-A N29 K13-04 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster MPTR Monitoring completed, dropped from banding 2018. K12-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 N29-077



078 N35-078 K35-C N35 K21-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster, Reprovisioned 2000, Active 2001 K35-C PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG NP PBG PBG act *** Nov. 2020 N35-078



079 N35-079 K35-D N35 K21-05 ACTIVE UC* Artificial Recruitment 2007 *SRC prior to 2014, dropped from banding K35-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** SRC N35-079



080 N30-080 K16-B N30 K08-04 ACTIVE UC Pioneer 1995. *Scheduled to unprotect. MPTR Monitoring completed, dropped from banding 2018. K16-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Jan. 2021 N30-080



081 N32-081 K20-A N32 K09-01 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster MPTR Monitoring completed, Continue banding as 25% sample K20-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 N32-081



084 N35-084 K35-B N35 K21-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster, Reprovisioned 1995, Active 2004 K35-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 N35-084



085 N35-085 K34-B N35 K21-06* UC Pioneer Aug 2010. *Found right before clusters 
renamed. K34-B *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Nov. 2020 N35-085



086 N35-086 K34-A N35 K21-04 UC Artificial Recruitment 2001 5-yr Recruitment site bandiing complete. Dropped from banding 2018. K34-A I I PBG PBG NP NS PBG PBG PBG *** act Nov. 2020 N35-086



087 N30-087 K19-A N30 K09-03, K20-C UC Artificial Recruitment 2000. *Scheduled to 
unprotect.



Was K20-C, cluster renamed due to compartment boundary change. 
Captured 2015, inactive 2016, PBG 2017. MPTR Monitoring completed, K19-A PBG PBG PBG PBG NS C I PBG PBG *** PBG Jan. 2021 N30-087



088 N30-088 K19-B N30 **** UC Pioneer 2015. *Scheduled to unprotect. Added to banding due to captured by K19-B/MPTR. MPTR Monitoring 
completed, dropped from banding 2018. K19-B *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG NP NP *** act Jan. 2021 N30-088



089 N32-089 K20-B N32 K09-02 ACTIVE PCnb Artificial Recruitment 1996 MPTR Monitoring completed, dropped from banding 2018. K20-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 N32-089



090 N33-090 K27-B N33 K17-03 UC Pre-1996 cluster. *Scheduled to unprotect. K27-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Jan. 2021 N33-090



091 N33-091 K27-C N33 K17-04 UC Pre-1996 cluster. *Scheduled to unprotect. K27-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Jan. 2021 N33-091



092 N36-092 K28-C N36 K18-02 UC Artificial Recruitment 1998 K28-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Dec. 2020 N36-092



093 N36-093 K35-A N36 K18-03 ACTIVE UC* Artificial Recruitment 2006 *SRC prior to 2014, dropped from banding K35-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** SRC N36-093



094 N30-094 K21-A N30 K11-05 ACTIVE UC* Pioneer fall 2008 MPTR Monitoring Cluster. *SRC prior to 2014.  New ETBO Take.  >5yrs 
monitoring completed. Take removed 4/4/2019. K21-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** SRC N30-094



095 N32-095 K20-D N32 K20-SAT PCnb Pioneer 2016 Cluster formed from satellite tree in K-20 in 2016. Never banded. K20-D *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 N32-095



096 N32-096 K25-A N32 K14-01 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 2001. *Scheduled to 
unprotect. MPTR Monitoring completed, dropped from banding 2018. K25-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Jan. 2021 N32-096



097 N32-097 HRC-A N32 K12-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster. *Scheduled to unprotect. MPTR Monitoring completed, dropped from banding 2018. HRC-A NS PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Jan. 2021 N32-097



098 N32-098 HRC-B N32 HRC-Ab UC Bud 2013, HRC-A (HRC-Ab). *Scheduled to 
unprotect.



First year cluster split 2013. Confirm 2nd nest 2014. Dropped from 
banding 2016. HRC-B *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Jan. 2021 N32-098



099 N33-099 K26-B N33 K17-05 UC Artificial Recruitment 1998. *Scheduled to 
unprotect. K26-B NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Jan. 2021 N33-099



100 N33-100 K27-A N33 K17-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Captured by K26-A 2018. K27-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG C act *** Dec. 2020 N33-100



101 N33-101 K26-A N33 K17-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster K26-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Dec. 2020 N33-101



102 N36-102 K28-A N36 K18-01, K18-01a ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster K28-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Dec. 2020 N36-102
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103 N37-103 K28-B N37 K18-01b ACTIVE UC Bud 2010, K28-A (K18-01b) K28-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG act *** Dec. 2020 N37-103



104 N38-104 K31-C N38 **** UC Bud 2010, K31-B? K31-C *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Dec. 2020 N38-104



105 N38-105 K31-D N38 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer 2018. New pioneer discovered 2018. K31-D *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG Dec. 2020 N38-105



106 N38-106 K31-B N38 K20-02 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1999 K31-B NP Z I PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Dec. 2020 N38-106



107 N38-107 K31-A N38 K20-01 UC* Artificial Recruitment 2003 *SRC prior to 2014, dropped from banding K31-A NS PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG SRC N38-107



108 N38-108 K32-A N38 K20-03 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 2001 Added due to <5 yrs active recruitment site. Inactive 2015, NS 2016, NP 
2017. Solitary 2018. K32-A Z I NS Z I I NS NP NS NS *** Nov. 2020 N38-108



109 N31-109 K24-B N31 K11-04 UC Artificial Recruitment 1997. *Scheduled to 
unprotect. MPTR Monitoring completed, Continue banding as 25% sample K24-B PBG NS NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Jan. 2021 N31-109



110 N31-110 K24-A N31 K11-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster. *Scheduled to unprotect. MPTR Monitoring completed, Continue banding as 25% sample K24-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Jan. 2021 N31-110



111 N31-111 K23-A N31 K10-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster. *Scheduled to unprotect. MPTR Monitoring completed, dropped from banding 2018. K23-A PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Jan. 2021 N31-111



112 N31-112 K23-B N31 K11-03 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster. *Scheduled to unprotect. MPTR Monitoring completed, dropped from banding 2018. K23-B NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Jan. 2021 N31-112



113 N37-113 **** N37 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer found Oct. 2019 **** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG Oct. 2019 N37-113



114 N33-114 **** N33 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer found Jan. 2020 **** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG Dec. 2020 N33-114



200 C01-200 U04-A C01 U01-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster U04-A PBG PBG NS PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2017 C01-200



201 C02-201 U08-A C02 U02-01 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1996, Activated 2000 U08-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2017 C02-201



202 C01-202 U03-A C01 U01-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster (Inactive 1997-2005) U03-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Oct. 2017 C01-202



203 SHC-203 SHC-B SHC U04-01 ACTIVE UC Pioneer 1997, Taken 2015, Reactivated 2017. Naturally reactivated by NP 2017. Take (Y-BRAC) realized - inactive 
>5yrs, DELETED 2015. Take coverage went away when cluster went SHC-B Z I I I I I *** NP PBG act *** Oct. 2017 SHC-203



204 C04-204 U09-A C04 U03-02 UC Artificial Recruitment 1998, Activated 2000 U09-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2017 C04-204



205 C04-205 U09-B C04 **** ACTIVE UC* Pioneer 2011 *SRC prior to 2014, Swap w/ deleted cluster SHC-A for 25% sample U09-B *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** SRC C04-205



206 C03-206 U01-A C03 U05-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster U01-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2017 C03-206



207 C03-207 U01-B C03 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer 2015 U01-B *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2017 C03-207



208 C03-208 M06-M C03 U05-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster Swap w/ M06-J for 25% sample due to access issues M06-M PBG NP PBG PBG PBG NS PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2017 C03-208



209 C06-209 M06-K C06 M06-12 PCnb Artificial Recruitment 1996, Activated 2007 M06-K PBG PBG Z I PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 C06-209



210 C06-210 M06-A C06 M06-01 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster M06-A NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C06-210



211 C06-211 M06-L C06 M06-13 ACTIVE PCnb Artificial Recruitment 1997, Activated 1998 M06-L PBG NP PBG Z NP NP PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C06-211



212 C08-212 J02-A C08 J01-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster Neighborhood Take - No Date Associated. Verify cluster IT that led to 
neighborhood take. Take removed 4/4/2019. J02-A PBG NS NP PBG PBG NS NS PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2017 C08-212



213 C06-213 M06-D C06 M06-04 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster M06-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 C06-213



214 C06-214 M06-H C06 M06-07 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster M06-H PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG C PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 C06-214



215 C06-215 M06-I C06 M06-08 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster M06-I PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 C06-215



216 CD1-216 M06-E CD1 M06-05 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster M06-E PBG NP PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 CD1-216



217 C06-217 M06-G C06 M06-06b ACTIVE PCnb Pioneer 1999, Active 2007 Take removed 4/4/2019. M06-G PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C06-217



218 C13-218 T06-A C13 J02-02 UC Artificial Recruitment 1995 Take removed 4/4/2019. T06-A PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2017 C13-218



219 C06-219 M06-B C06 M06-02 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster M06-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C06-219



220 C06-220 M06-N C06 M06-14 PCnb Pioneer 2010 M06-N *** PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG NP *** NP Sept. 2019 C06-220



221 C06-221 M06-F C06 M06-06a, M06-06 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster, Reprovisioned 1996, Active 1998 M06-F PBG NS NP PBG I I I NS PBG *** NP Sept. 2019 C06-221



222 C19-222 J04-B C19 J03-02 UC Artificial Recruitment 1994 (TNC), Activated 2014 Added FY16 banding for UC sample. J04-B I I I I PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Apr. 2016 C19-222



223 C08-223 J03-A C08 J01-02 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1997 Take removed 4/4/2019. J03-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2017 C08-223



224 C13-224 T06-B C13 T02-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster T06-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Apr. 2016 C13-224



225 C13-225 T05-B C13 T02-02 UC Artificial Recruitment 2000 T05-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Apr. 2016 C13-225



226 C13-226 T04-A C13 T01-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster T04-A PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Apr. 2016 C13-226



227 C06-227 M01-A C06 M01-01 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster M01-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 C06-227



228 C06-228 M06-J C06 M06-10 PCnb Pre-1996 inactive cluster, Reprovisioned 1997 Swap w/ M06-M for 25% sample due to access issues M06-J PBG NS Z PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP *** act Sept. 2019 C06-228



229 C19-229 J04-A C19 J03-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Added FY16 banding for UC sample. J04-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Apr. 2016 C19-229



230 C17-230 T07-C C17 T03-04 UC Artificial Recruitment 2004 T07-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Apr. 2016 C17-230



231 C13-231 T05-A C13 T01-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster T05-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Apr. 2016 C13-231



232 C13-232 T03-B C13 T01-06 ACTIVE UC Pioneer 2003 T03-B PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Apr. 2016 C13-232



233 C13-233 T03-A C13 T01-03 UC Pre-1996 cluster T03-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP *** PBG Apr. 2016 C13-233



234 C11-234 M02-B C11 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer 2018. New pioneer discovered 2018. M02-B *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C11-234



235 C11-235 M02-A C11 M02-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster M02-A NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C11-235



236 C06-236 M06-C C06 M06-03 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster 2018 - trees active spring inspection, birds not observed roosting in 
cluster. M06-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG Z NS act Oct. 2017 C06-236



237 C17-237 T07-B C17 T03-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster T07-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG *** act Apr. 2016 C17-237
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238 C17-238 T07-A C17 T03-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster T07-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Apr. 2016 C17-238



239 C16-239 T11-A C16 T05-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster T11-A PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Apr. 2016 C16-239



240 C30-240 E02-A C30 KPR-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster E02-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2017 C30-240



241 KPR-241 E01-F KPR E07-08, E07-08a UC Pre-1996 cluster E01-F PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2017 KPR-241



242 KPR-242 E01-G KPR E07-08b UC* 2009 Bud, E07-08 (E07-08b) *SRC prior to 2014, dropped from banding E01-G PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG SRC KPR-242



243 C23-243 J08-A C23 J05-03 UC Artificial Recruitment 1995 (TNC) - 1 natural tree 
associated found 1993. Added FY16 banding for UC sample. J08-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Apr. 2016 C23-243



244 C21-244 J07-A C21 J04-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster (1st Tree discovered 1990) J07-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Apr. 2016 C21-244



245 C17-245 T08-A C17 T04-03 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1997 T08-A NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Apr. 2016 C17-245



246 C16-246 T11-B C16 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer 2018. Pioneer discovered 2018. T11-B *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG act Oct. 2018 C16-246



247 C30-247 E03-A C30 E02-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster E03-A PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 C30-247



248 C31-248 E01-B C31 E07-01b ACTIVE UC Bud 2007, E07-01 (E07-01b) E01-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act Oct. 2017 C31-248



249 C31-249 E01-A C31 E07-01, E07-01a UC Pre-1996 cluster E01-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2017 C31-249



250 C31-250 E01-E C31 E07-07 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster E01-E PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG act *** Oct. 2017 C31-250



251 C12-251 L05-A C12 **** ACTIVE PC Pioneer 2016 HOMMTA Y New Pioneer Site Discovered 2016 Neufeldt. L05-A *** *** *** *** *** *** NP PBG NP PBG PBG C12-251



252 C21-252 J07-B C21 J05-01 UC 1996 cluster J07-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Apr. 2016 C21-252



253 C18-253 T09-A C18 **** UC Bud 2015, J07-B (J07-Bb) First year cluster split 2015.  Confirm 2nd nest 2017. Note J07-B was 
designated UC in 2016 so J07-Bb was also requested as a UC in 2016. T09-A *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Apr. 2016 C18-253



254 C18-254 T10-B C18 T05-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster T10-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Apr. 2016 C18-254



255 EOD-255 E08-D EOD **** PCnb Pioneer 2017 E08-D *** *** *** *** *** *** *** NP PBG *** act Sept. 2019 EOD-255



256 EOD-256 E08-C EOD E08-05 PCnb Artificial Recruitment 2004 E08-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 EOD-256



257 EOD-257 E08-B EOD E08-03 PCnb Artificial Recruitment 1997 2018 - birds not observed roosting in cluster. E08-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG Z *** Z Sept. 2019 EOD-257



258 EOD-258 E08-A EOD E08-02 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster E08-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 EOD-258



259 C32-259 E05-B C32 E08-04 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1999 E05-B PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG Nov. 2020 C32-259



260 C31-260 E01-C C31 E07-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster E01-C PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG NP NP NP PBG *** Oct. 2017 C31-260



261 C31-261 E01-D C31 E07-03 UC Pre-1996 cluster E01-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2017 C31-261



262 C32-262 E09-B C32 E07-06 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster E09-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act Oct. 2017 C32-262



263 C31-263 E01-H C31 E07-09 UC Pre-1996 deleted 2002, Pioneer 2009 E01-H PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP NP *** act Oct. 2017 C31-263



264 C28-264 L06-A C28 L02-02 ACTIVE PC++ Artificial Recruitment 2004 HOMMTA Y
_++SRC prior to 2014, MCoE Take removed 4/4/2019. Re-protected Dec 
2020 due to HOMMTA Take. 



L06-A NP NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PC (++SRC) C28-264



265 C25-265 DRC-D C25 J06-01b PCnb Bud 2009, J06-01 (J06-01b) DRC-D PBG PBG NS Z NS PBG PBG NP PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 C25-265



266 C25-266 DRC-C C25 J06-01, J06-01a ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. DRC-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 C25-266



267 C24-267 J09-A C24 J06-03 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 (1st Tree discovered 1986) J09-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG Apr. 2016 C24-267



268 C33-268 E06-A C33 E04-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Swap w/ E07-A for 25% sample due to high traffic area E06-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG *** Nov. 2020 C33-268



269 C18-269 T10-A C18 T04-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster T10-A PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act Apr. 2016 C18-269



270 C32-270 E04-A C32 E03-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster E04-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Nov. 2020 C32-270



271 C32-271 E05-A C32 E03-03 ACTIVE UC Bud 2006, E08-03 (E03-03) E05-A PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 C32-271



272 C33-272 E07-A C33 E03-02 ACTIVE UC Pioneer 2002 Swap w/ E06-A for 25% sample due to high traffic area E07-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 C33-272



273 C32-273 E09-A C32 E07-05 UC Pre-1996 cluster E09-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2017 C32-273



274 C34-274 E11-B C34 E05-05 UC Pre-1996 cluster E11-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG *** act Dec. 2020 C34-274



275 C28-275 L07-A C28 L03-01 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 cluster HOMMTA Y MCoE Take removed 4/4/2019. L07-A PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG C28-275



276 C25-276 DRC-B C25 D13-02 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1997 Take removed 4/4/2019. DRC-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 C25-276



277 C25-277 DRC-A C25 D13-01 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. DRC-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 C25-277



278 C39-278 D11-D C39 D12-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster D11-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Nov. 2020 C39-278



279 C39-279 D11-A C39 D11-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster D11-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG *** act Nov. 2020 C39-279



280 C39-280 D11-B C39 D11-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster D11-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Nov. 2020 C39-280



281 C33-281 E06-B C33 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer 2018 New Pioneer Site Discovered 2018. E06-B *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG NP NP Nov. 2020 C33-281



282 C32-282 E05-C C32 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer 2016 E05-C *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 C32-282



283 C33-283 E07-B C33 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer 2012 E07-B *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG *** Nov. 2020 C33-283



284 C34-284 E11-A C34 E05-03 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster E11-A Z PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 C34-284



285 C39-285 D11-C C39 D11-03 UC Artificial Recruitment 2001 (1 historical inact tree) D11-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG NP PBG *** act Nov. 2020 C39-285



286 C41-286 D03-A C41 D15-01 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1997 Cluster was Taken DMPRC BO, 2015 ETBO Removed Take D03-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP act *** Dec. 2020 C41-286



287 C38-287 D09-C C38 D17-04 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1995 Captured 2015, Inactive 2016, 2017 D09-C NP Z NP Z C C I I Z NP *** Nov. 2020 C38-287
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288 C38-288 D09-B C38 D17-03 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster New ETBO Take. No project associated with this.  >5yrs monitoring 
completed. Take removed 4/4/2019. D09-B C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 C38-288



289 C38-289 D09-A C38 D17-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster New ETBO Take. No project associated with this.  >5yrs monitoring 
completed. Take removed 4/4/2019. D09-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG NP Nov. 2020 C38-289



290 C38-290 D12-A C38 D10-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. D12-A PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Nov. 2020 C38-290



291 C37-291 D13-A C37 D17-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster Take (Y-MCoE) removed 12/13/2017 D13-A PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Nov. 2020 C37-291



292 C42-292 D04-B C42 D03-02 UC Artificial Recruitment 1998 Take (Y-DMPRC) removed 12/13/2017. Dropped from banding 2018. D04-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Dec. 2020 C42-292



293 C42-293 D04-A C42 D03-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster D04-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Dec. 2020 C42-293



294 C42-294 D04-C C42 D04-01 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1996 D04-C PBG NP PBG NP PBG PBG NP NP NP act *** Dec. 2020 C42-294



295 C43-295 D07-B C43 D05-03 ACTIVE UC* Artificial Recruitment 2005 *SRC prior to 2014, Dropped from banding D07-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** SRC C43-295



296 C44-296 D14-A C44 D16-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster D14-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Dec. 2020 C44-296



297 C44-297 D14-B C44 D16-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. D14-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Nov. 2020 C44-297



299 C42-299 D05-A C42 **** UC Pioneer 2016 D05-A *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG *** act Dec. 2020 C42-299



300 C43-300 D06-B C43 D05-04 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 2005 D06-B PBG PBG NP Z PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Dec. 2020 C43-300



301 C43-301 D06-A C43 D05-01 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1996 D06-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Dec. 2020 C43-301



302 C43-302 D07-A C43 D05-02 UC Artificial Recruitment 2001 Solitary bird 2018. D07-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NS *** PBG Dec. 2020 C43-302



303 C44-303 D14-C C44 D15-A, D06-01 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1999 Was D15-A, renamed due to compartment boundary changes. Take 
removed 4/4/2019. D14-C PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Dec. 2020 C44-303



304 C46-304 F05-A C46 F02-01 UC Artificial Recruitment 1996 Take removed 4/4/2019. F05-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Dec. 2020 C46-304



305 C52-305 G02-A C52 G07-01 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 2000 Swap w/ G06-A for 25% sample G02-A PBG PBG PBG NS PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C52-305



306 C53-306 G06-C C53 G05-03 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster G06-C PBG PBG PBG PBG NS NS PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C53-306



307 C49-307 F06-B C49 **** UC Pioneer 2017 F06-B *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 C49-307



308 C49-308 F06-A C49 F04-02 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1994, Activated 2007 F06-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C49-308



309 C53-309 G06-A C53 G05-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster Swap w/ G02-A for 25% sample to better spread out banding G06-A NP NP NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 C53-309



310 C53-310 G08-A C53 G06-01 UC Artificial Recruitment 2000 G08-A NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 C53-310



311 C54-311 H05-A C54 H01-02 UC Artificial Recruitment 2000 H05-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 C54-311



312 C54-312 H04-A C54 H03-01 ACTIVE UC* Pioneer 2007 *SRC prior to 2014, dropped from banding H04-A NP NP NP NP NP NP NP PBG PBG NP *** SRC C54-312



313 C50-313 F07-A C50 F04-01 UC Artificial Recruitment 1994, Activated 2003 Swap w/ F09-A for 25% sample due to trail erosion/access issues F07-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 C50-313



314 C50-314 F07-C C50 F04-05 ACTIVE UC* Artificial Recruitment 2007 *SRC prior to 2014, removed from banding. F07-C NP C I NS PBG C NS PBG PBG act *** SRC C50-314



315 C50-315 F09-A C50 F05-01 ACTIVE UC Historical, Artificials Augment 1994, Activate 1996 Swap w/ F07-A for 25% sampel due to trail erosion/access issues F09-A NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 C50-315



316 C53-316 G06-D C53 G05-04 ACTIVE UC* Artificial Recruitment 2007 *SRC prior to 2014, dropped from banding G06-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG act *** SRC C53-316



317 C53-317 G07-A C53 G06-02 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 2000 G07-A PBG PBG PBG PBG NS PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 C53-317



318 C54-318 H05-B C54 **** ACTIVE UC* Pioneer 2011 *SRC prior to 2014, dropped from banding H05-B *** *** PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG *** SRC C54-318



319 C50-319 F07-B C50 F04-04 ACTIVE UC Historical, Artificials Augment 1995, Activate 1996 F07-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NS PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C50-319



320 C50-320 F09-B C50 F05-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster F09-B PBG PBG PBG PBG NS NS PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 C50-320



321 C53-321 G06-B C53 G05-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster G06-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP NP PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 C53-321



322 EOD-322 E05-Bb EOD **** ACTIVE PCnb Bud 2018, E05-B (E05-Bb). 2nd nest confirm 2019 First year cluster split 2018. E05-Bb *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 EOD-322



323 C24-323 J09-Ab C24 J09-Ab ACTIVE UC Bud 2017, J09-A (J09-Ab). 2nd nest confirm 2019 First year cluster split 2017. No nest 2018 - birds not observed roosting in 
cluster. J09-Ab *** *** *** *** *** *** *** NP Z PBG *** Oct. 2017 C24-323



324 C18-324 T10-Ab C18 **** ACTIVE UC Bud 2018, T10-A (T10-Ab), 2nd nest 2019 First year split 2018. T10-Ab *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG Oct. 2018 C18-324



325 C38-325 D09-Ab C38 **** ACTIVE UC Bud 2018, D09-A (D09-Ab). 2nd nest confirm 2019 First year cluster split 2018. D09-Ab *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG *** Nov. 2020 C38-325



326 C50-326 **** C50 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer found December 2019 **** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG Dec. 2019 C50-326



327 C36-327 **** C36 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer found March 2020 **** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG Mar. 2020 C36-327



400 S13-400 A02-A S13 A04-01 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A02-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 S13-400



401 S13-401 A29-B S13 **** ACTIVE PCnb Pioneer 2018 Discovered post-breeding season monitoring. Composition unknown. A29-B *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** U PBG *** Sept. 2019 S13-401



402 S14-402 A03-C S14 A04-02b ACTIVE PCnb Bud 2010, A03-A (A04-02b) First year cluster split 2010. Nest 2nd year in 2011. A03-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG *** Sept. 2019 S14-402



403 S14-403 A03-A S14 A04-02a, A04-02 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A03-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 S14-403



404 S14-404 A30-F S14 A01-06 PCnb 1997 cluster A30-F PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 S14-404



405 S14-405 A30-E S14 A01-05 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A30-E PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 S14-405



406 S14-406 A30-A S14 A01-01 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A30-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 S14-406



407 S14-407 A30-I S14 A30-Db ACTIVE PCnb Bud 2015, A30-D (A30-Db) First year cluster split 2015. Confirm 2nd nest 2016. A30-I *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 S14-407



408 S14-408 A30-C S14 A01-03 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A30-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 S14-408



409 S13-409 A29-A S13 A02-02 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A29-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG *** act-U Sept. 2019 S13-409



410 S14-410 A30-J S14 A30-Gb ACTIVE PCnb Bud 2016, A30-G (A30-Gb) First year cluster split 2016. Confirm 2nd nest 2017. A30-J *** *** PBG *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 S14-410
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411 S14-411 A30-G S14 A01-07 PCnb 2000 cluster A30-G PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act-U Sept. 2019 S14-411



412 S14-412 A30-D S14 A01-04 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster Captured by A30-I 2018. A30-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG C PBG *** Sept. 2019 S14-412



413 S14-413 A30-H S14 A01-08 ACTIVE PCnb 2004 cluster A30-H NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 S14-413



414 SD1-414 A20-30 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-30 NP PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG NP act *** Sept. 2019 SD1-414



415 S14-415 A30-B S14 A01-02 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A30-B NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG *** act-U Sept. 2019 S14-415



416 S13-416 A28-B S13 A18-02 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A28-B NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 S13-416



417 S13-417 A28-A S13 A18-01 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A28-A Z I I PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 S13-417



418 SD1-418 A20-66 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-66 NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 SD1-418



421 SD1-421 A20-82 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Pioneer 2010 Found winter 2010, MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-82 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 SD1-421



422 SD1-422 A20-33 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2009 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-33 PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-422



423 SD1-423 A20-72 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-72 NP U PBG U NP NP PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-423



424 SD1-424 A20-73 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-73 PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-424



425 SD1-425 A20-71 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-71 U PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-425



426 SD1-426 A20-75 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-75 NP U PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-426



427 S25-427 A27-A S25 A17-12 ACTIVE PC Artificial Recruitment 1996 A27-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** S25-427



428 S17-428 A06-B S17 **** ACTIVE PCnb Pioneer 2017 A06-B *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 S17-428



429 SD1-429 A20-04 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate monitoring 2000 ESMP 2000 A20 PC changed to PCnb 2019 A20-04 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-429



431 SD1-431 A20-12 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-12 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG *** act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-431



432 SD1-432 A20-52 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-52 I U NP I U PBG PBG PBG NP *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-432



433 SD1-433 A20-53 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-53 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-433



434 SD1-434 A20-54 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-54 PBG PBG NP NP U PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-434



435 SD1-435 A20-76 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-76 NP NP NP U PBG PBG PBG NP NP *** act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-435



436 SD1-436 A20-83 SD1 A20-16b PCnb Bud 2015, A20-16 (A20-16b) First year cluster split 2015. Nest 2nd year in 2016. A20-83 *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-436



437 SD1-437 A20-16 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-16 PBG PBG U PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-437



438 SD1-438 A20-74 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-74 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-438



439 S25-439 A26-I S25 A27-Ab ACTIVE PC Bud 2015, A27-A (A27-Ab) First year cluster split 2015.  Confirm 2nd nest 2016. A26-I *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** S25-439



440 S25-440 A26-E S25 A17-11 PC Pre-1996 cluster Dropped from sample due to access issues, swap w/ A25-C A26-E PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S25-440



441 S25-441 A26-G S25 A17-16 PC Pioneer 2010 A26-G PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act S25-441



442 S25-442 A26-J S25 A26-Cb PC Bud 2015, A26-C (A26-Cb) First year cluster split 2015. Confirm 2nd nest 2016. A26-J *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act S25-442



443 S25-443 A26-C S25 A17-06 PC Pre-1996 cluster A26-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S25-443



444 SD1-444 A20-88 SD1 A20-04b ACTIVE PCnb New Bud A20-04 2016. No nest 2017. 2nd nest 2018. First year cluster split 2016, no nest 2017 - captured by A20-13? 2nd year 
nest 2018. MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-88 *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG C PBG act *** Sept. 2019 SD1-444



445 SD1-445 A20-13 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-13 PBG PBG U NP NP PBG NP PBG NP PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-445



446 SD1-446 A20-14 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-14 NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-446



447 SD1-447 A20-49 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-49 U U U U PBG PBG NS NP NP act *** Sept. 2019 SD1-447



448 SD1-448 A20-48 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-48 PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP *** act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-448



449 SD1-449 A20-50 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-50 PBG PBG PBG PBG U PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-449



450 SD1-450 A20-51 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-51 U I NP NS U NP NP NS PBG *** act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-450



451 SD1-451 A20-80 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-80 PBG PBG PBG PBG U PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-451



452 SD1-452 A20-24 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-24 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-452



453 SD1-453 A20-57 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-57 U NP C NS U PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-453



454 SD1-454 A20-23 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-23 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP NP act *** Sept. 2019 SD1-454



455 SD1-455 A20-79 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-79 I U PBG U U NP NP NS NP PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-455



456 SD1-456 A20-70 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-70 NP PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-456



457 SD1-457 A20-19 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-19 NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-457



458 SD1-458 A20-20 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-20 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-458



459 SD1-459 A20-17 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-17 NP PBG U PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-459



460 SD1-460 A20-21 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-21 I U NP NP PBG NS PBG PBG PBG act *** Sept. 2019 SD1-460



461 S26-461 A24-B S26 A17-02 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A24-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP NP PBG *** act Sept. 2019 S26-461



462 S26-462 A24-A S26 A17-01 PCnb Pioneer 2007 (1996 - 2006 cluster inactive) A24-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 S26-462



463 S25-463 A26-D S25 A17-08 PC Pre-1996 cluster A26-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S25-463
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464 S25-464 A26-H S25 A26-Ab ACTIVE PC Bud 2014, A26-A (A26-Ab) First year cluster split 2015.  Confirm 2nd nest 2016.Dropped from sample 
due to access issues, swap w/ GRC-B A26-H *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** S25-464



465 S25-465 A26-A S25 A17-03 PC Pre-1996 cluster A26-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act S25-465



466 S25-466 A26-F S25 A17-13 ACTIVE PC Pioneer 1997 Dropped from sample due to access issues, swap w/ AA04-B A26-F PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** S25-466



467 S25-467 AA04-A S25 A14-03 ACTIVE PC 1996 Artificial Recruitment AA04-A PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** S25-467



468 S25-468 A26-B S25 A17-04 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 clusterr A26-B PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** S25-468



469 S11-469 AA04-C S11 **** PC Pioneer 2017 AA04-C *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG *** PBG S11-469



470 S27-470 A25-C S27 A17-15 PC Pioneer 2009 Swap w/ A26-E for 25% sample A25-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act S27-470



471 S11-471 AA04-B S11 **** PC Pioneer 2012 Swap w/ A26-F for 25% sample AA04-B *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act S11-471



472 S31-472 BB01-C S31 **** UC Pioneer 2017 BB01-C *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2018 S31-472



473 S17-473 A06-A S17 A06-02 PCnb Artificial Recruitment 1998 A06-A PBG PBG PBG C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 S17-473



474 SD1-474 A20-10 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-10 NP U PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-474



475 SD1-475 A20-64 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-64 NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-475



478 SD1-478 A20-55 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-55 PBG PBG NP PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-478



479 SD1-479 A20-39 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-39 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-479



480 SD1-480 A20-86 SD1 A20-25b ACTIVE PCnb Bud 2016, A20-25 (A20-25b) First year cluster split 2016. Nest 2nd year in 2017. A20-86 *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-480



481 SD1-481 A20-40 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-40 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-481



482 SD1-482 A20-85 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Pioneer 2017 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-85 *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-482



483 SD1-483 A20-25 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-25 NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP *** I Sept. 2019 SD1-483



484 SD1-484 A20-41 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2009 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-41 PBG NP NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP act *** Sept. 2019 SD1-484



485 SD1-485 A20-45 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2009 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-45 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-485



486 SD1-486 A20-43 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2009 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-43 U NP PBG PBG NP PBG NP NP NP act *** Sept. 2019 SD1-486



487 SD1-487 A20-42 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2009 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-42 NP PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-487



488 SD1-488 A20-46 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2009 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-46 U U NP U PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-488



489 S26-489 A24-D S26 A17-07 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A24-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 S26-489



490 S26-490 A24-C S26 A17-05 Inactive-Z PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A24-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NS NP NS PBG Z *** Sept. 2019 S26-490



491 S27-491 A25-A S27 A17-14, A17-14a PC Pioneer 1999 Captured by A25-B 2017. A25-A NP PBG PBG NP PBG PBG NP C PBG *** PBG S27-491



492 S27-492 A25-B S27 A17-14b PC Bud 2008, A17-14 (A17-14b) A25-B NP NP PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG *** PBG S27-492



493 S28-493 A21-A S28 A15-13 PC Pre-1996 cluster A21-A PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act S28-493



494 S28-494 A21-C S28 A21-Ab PC Bud, A21-A 2011 A21-C *** PBG PBG PBG NS PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act S28-494



495 S31-495 BB01-A S31 BB05-01 UC Artificial Recruitment 2001 BB01-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2018 S31-495



496 S31-496 BB01-B S31 BB01-Ab UC Bud 2012, BB01-A (BB01-Ab) First year cluster split 2012. Confirm 2nd nest 2013. BB01-B *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2018 S31-496



497 S18-497 A08-A S18 A06-01 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A08-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 S18-497



498 SD1-498 A20-26 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-26 NP PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG NP PBG act Sept. 2019 SD1-498



499 SD1-499 A20-84 SD1 A20-26b PCnb Bud 2015, A20-26 (A20-26b) First year cluster split 2015. Nest 2nd year in 2016. MCoE A20 cluster 
changed to PCnb 2019 A20-84 *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-499



500 SD1-500 A20-34 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-34 U PBG NP PBG U PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-500



501 SD1-501 A20-35 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-35 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-501



502 SD1-502 A20-38 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-38 PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-502



503 SD1-503 A20-29 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-29 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-503



504 SD1-504 A20-27 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-27 PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 SD1-504



505 SD1-505 A20-07 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2009 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-07 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-505



506 SD1-506 A20-44 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2009 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-44 PBG PBG PBG PBG U PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-506



507 SD1-507 A20-08 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2009 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-08 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-507



508 SD1-508 A20-09 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2009 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-09 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-508



509 S26-509 A23-A S26 A15-07 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A23-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 S26-509



510 S26-510 A23-C S26 A15-09w PCnb 2004 cluster A23-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 S26-510



511 S26-511 A23-E S26 **** ACTIVE PCnb Pioneer 2017 Captured by A23-B 2018. A23-E *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG C PBG *** Sept. 2019 S26-511



512 S27-512 A22-C S27 A15-04 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 cluster Dropped from sample due to access issues, swap w/ A22-F A22-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** S27-512



513 S27-513 A22-H S27 A22-Cb PC Bud 2014, (A22-Cb) First year cluster split 2014. Nest 2nd year in 2015. A22-H *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S27-513



514 S27-514 A22-I S27 A22-Cc ACTIVE PC Bud 2014, (A22-Cc) First year cluster split 2014. Nest 2nd year in 2015. A22-I *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** S27-514



515 S27-515 A22-B S27 A15-03 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 cluster A22-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act act S27-515
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516 S27-516 A22-F S27 **** PC Pioneer 2011 Swap w/ A22-C for 25% sample A22-F *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act S27-516



517 S27-517 A22-E S27 A15-08 PC Pre-1996 cluster A22-E PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S27-517



518 S27-518 GRC-A S27 A16-01 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 cluster GRC-A NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** S27-518



519 S28-519 GRC-B S28 A16-02 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 cluster Swap w/ A26-H for 25% sample GRC-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** S28-519



520 S34-520 BB08-A S34 BB03-01 UC Artificial Recruitment 2001 Take removed 4/4/2019. BB08-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2018 S34-520



521 S34-521 BB10-A S34 BB04-01 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1997 BB10-A PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP *** Oct. 2018 S34-521



522 S35-522 HCC-D S35 HCC-11 UC  Artificial Recruitment 1999 Take removed 4/4/2019. HCC-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2018 S35-522



523 S19-523 A09-A S19 A07-01 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A09-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 S19-523



524 S19-524 A09-B S19 A07-02 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A09-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 S19-524



525 SD1-525 A20-32 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-32 PBG NP U PBG PBG NP PBG NP NP act *** Sept. 2019 SD1-525



527 SD1-527 A20-37 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DMPRC A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-37 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-527



528 SD1-528 A20-87 SD1 A20-60b PCnb Bud 2017, A20-60 (A20-60b) First year cluster split 2017. Nest 2nd year 2018. A20-87 *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 SD1-528



529 SD1-529 A20-81 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-81 PBG I U NP NP NP NP PBG PBG *** act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-529



530 SD1-530 A20-62 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-62 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG NP *** act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-530



532 SD1-532 A20-61 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-61 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-532



533 S26-533 A23-B S26 A15-09e PCnb 2004 cluster A23-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 S26-533



534 S26-534 A23-D S26 A15-10 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A23-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 S26-534



535 S27-535 A22-G S27 **** ACTIVE PC Pioneer 2014 A22-G *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** S27-535



536 S27-536 A22-D S27 A15-05 PC Pre-1996 cluster A22-D PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S27-536



537 S27-537 A22-A S27 A15-02 ACTIVE PC Pre-1996 cluster A22-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** S27-537



538 S28-538 A19-A S28 A13-01 PC Pre-1996 cluster A19-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S28-538



539 S27-539 A21-B S27 A15-15 PC Pioneer 1998 A21-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S27-539



540 S28-540 A21-D S28 **** ACTIVE PC Pioneer 2013 A21-D *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** S28-540



541 S35-541 HCC-E S35 HCC-Db UC Bud 2015, HCC-D (HCC-Db) First year cluster split 2015. Confirm 2nd nest 2016. Banded 2015-2017 to 
determine cluster status. Dropped from banding 2018. HCC-E *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2018 S35-541



542 S19-542 A09-C S19 A07-03 PCnb Pioneer 2010 A09-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 S19-542



543 S20-543 A10-C S20 A26-06b PCnb Bud 2011, A20-06 (A26-06b) A10-C *** PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 S20-543



544 SD1-544 A20-06 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate monitoring 2000 ESMP 2000 A20 PC changed to PCnb 2019 A20-06 PBG PBG C C C PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Sept. 2019 SD1-544



545 SD1-545 A20-05 SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb Initiate monitoring 2000 ESMP 2000 A20 PC changed to PCnb 2019 A20-05 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 SD1-545



546 S20-546 A10-A S20 A08-02a, A08-02 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster Cluster captured by A10-B cluster 2015. Split back off 2016. A10-A PBG PBG PBG PBG C C NP PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 S20-546



547 SD1-547 A20-60 SD1 **** PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 A20-60 PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-547



548 S21-548 A11-C S21 A08-04 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A11-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 S21-548



550 S29-550 A16-A S29 **** ACTIVE PC Pioneer 2016 A16-A *** *** *** *** *** NS PBG PBG PBG PBG *** S29-550



551 S30-551 A18-A S30 **** PC Pioneer 2015 A18-A *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S30-551



552 S46-552 R01-A S46 R01-01 PC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. R01-A PBG PBG PBG NS PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S46-552



553 HCC-553 HCC-C HCC HCC-10 ACTIVE UC Historical, Artificial Recruitment 2000 Take removed 4/4/2019. HCC-C NP PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG *** Oct. 2018 HCC-553



554 S20-554 A10-D S20 **** PCnb Bud 2011, A10-A/B New ETBO Take. No project associated with this.  Monitoring started May-
2011. Take removed 4/4/2019. A10-D *** PBG NP PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG *** *** Sept. 2019 S20-554



555 S20-555 A10-B S20 A08-02b ACTIVE PCnb Bud 1998, A10-A (A08-02b) A10-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG *** Sept. 2019 S20-555



556 S20-556 A11-A S20 A08-01 ACTIVE PCnb Pre-1996 cluster *Designated UC in Oct. 2018 - Changed to No Buffer PC Sept. 2019 A11-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP act *** *Sept. 2019 S20-556



557 S22-557 A13-B S22 A09-05 ACTIVE UC 2002 cluster A13-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2018 S22-557



558 S21-558 A11-B S21 A08-03 PCnb Pre-1996 cluster A11-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Sept. 2019 S21-558



559 S22-559 A13-A S22 A09-04 UC Artificial Recruitment 2001 A13-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2018 S22-559



560 S46-560 R01-B S46 R01-03 PC Artificial Recruitment 1995 Take removed 4/4/2019. R01-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG S46-560



561 S47-561 R03-A S47 R02-01 ACTIVE PC Artificial Recruitment 2000. Activated 2002 R03-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** S47-561



562 HCC-562 S02-A HCC HCC-03 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1999. Activated 2002 Take (Y-BRAC) removed 12/13/2017 S02-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Oct. 2018 HCC-562



563 HCC-563 HCC-B HCC HCC-08 UC Pre-1996 cluster, activated 2005 Solitary bird 2018.Take removed 4/4/2019. HCC-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NS *** act Oct. 2018 HCC-563



564 HCC-564 HCC-A HCC HCC-04 ACTIVE UC* Deleted 2006, Natural Reactivation 2009 *SRC prior to 2014, dropped from banding HCC-A PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP *** SRC HCC-564



565 S22-565 A14-A S22 A09-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster A14-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2018 S22-565



566 S22-566 A14-C S22 A14-Bb UC Bud 2014, A14-B (A14-Bb) Added due to A14-B cluster split and proximity. Band 2015-2017. Dropped 
from banding 2018. Two males 2018. A14-C *** *** *** *** PBG PBG PBG PBG NS *** act Sept. 2019 S22-566



567 S22-567 A14-B S22 A09-03 ACTIVE UC 1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. A14-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Oct. 2018 S22-567



568 S49-568 S02-B S49 S02-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1995  New ETBO Take.  >5yrs monitoring completed.Take removed 4/4/2019. S02-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Oct. 2018 S49-568
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569 S49-569 S04-A S49 S01-01 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. S04-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2018 S49-569



570 S36-570 Q03-B S36 Q02-03 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster. Reprovisioned 1995 Q03-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2018 S36-570



571 S36-571 Q03-A S36 Q02-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster Q03-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2018 S36-571



572 S36-572 Q03-C S36 Q02-04 ACTIVE UC Artificial Recruitment 1998. Activated 2003 Q03-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Oct. 2018 S36-572



573 S49-573 S04-B S49 S03-01 UC Artificial Recruitment 2005. Activated 2007 Take removed 4/4/2019. S04-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** act Oct. 2018 S49-573



574 S50-574 C02-B S50 C01-06 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster C02-B PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2018 S50-574



575 S50-575 C01-B S50 C01-03 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster Take removed 4/4/2019. C01-B NP PBG PBG C C PBG NS PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2018 S50-575



576 S50-576 C01-A S50 C01-02 UC Pre-1996 cluster Captured by C01-B 2017, 2018. C01-A PBG NS C PBG PBG NP PBG C C *** act Oct. 2018 S50-576



577 HCC-577 HCC-F HCC C01-Ab UC Bud 2015, C01-A (C01-Ab) First year cluster split 2015. Confirm 2nd nest 2016. Solitary 2018. HCC-F *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG PBG NS *** C Oct. 2018 HCC-577



578 S50-578 C02-A S50 C01-05 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster C02-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG act *** Oct. 2018 S50-578



579 S50-579 C01-C S50 C01-04 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster C01-C PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG NP PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2018 S50-579



580 S51-580 C04-A S51 C02-02 ACTIVE UC Pre-1996 cluster C04-A PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** Oct. 2018 S51-580



581 S51-581 C03-A S51 C02-01 UC Pre-1996 cluster inactive, Pioneer 2001 C03-A PBG NP PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG PBG *** PBG Oct. 2018 S51-581



582 S51-582 C03-B S51 **** ACTIVE UC Pioneer 2014 C03-B *** *** *** *** NP Z PBG PBG PBG act *** Oct. 2018 S51-582



583 SD1-583 **** SD1 **** ACTIVE PCnb New cluster found in A20 2019 MCoE A20 cluster changed to PCnb 2019 **** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG act-U Sept. 2019 SD1-583



072b N28-072b K14-B N28 **** ACTIVE PCnb Bud 2020, N28-072 (N28-072b) First year cluster split 2020. Clusters have not been repartitioned 
(Oct2020) *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG 2020 Bud N28-072b



*** A20-26b SD1 **** PCnb New Bud A20-26b 2018. (2nd split of A20-26) First year cluster split 2018. No Nest 2019. COVID-19 July inspection 
2020. A20-26b *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** PBG *** U Sept. 2019



Off Limits and Deleted Clusters - Not Included in Managed Cluster Totals



063 ND1-063 K15-B ND1 **** UNKNOWN NM Access deemed too dangerous. No Data. Dudded Impact Area, Not Managed (Last monitored aerially 2009) K15-B U U U U ND1-063



064 ND1-064 K15-A ND1 **** UNKNOWN NM Access deemed too dangerous. No Data. Dudded Impact Area, Not Managed (Last monitored aerially 2009) K15-A U U U U ND1-064



082 ND1-082 K15-C ND1 **** UNKNOWN NM Access deemed too dangerous. No Data. Dudded Impact Area, Not Managed (Last monitored aerially 2009) K15-C U U U U ND1-082



083 ND1-083 K15-D ND1 **** UNKNOWN NM Access deemed too dangerous. No Data. Dudded Impact Area, Not Managed (Last monitored aerially 2009) K15-D U U U U ND1-083



419 SD1-419 A20-67 SD1 **** UNKNOWN NM Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 DU Area, currently Not Managed (Last monitored 2011) A20-67 PBG PBG U U U U U U U U U SD1-419



420 SD1-420 A20-68 SD1 **** UNKNOWN NM Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 DU Area, currently Not Managed (Last monitored 2011) A20-68 NP PBG U U U U U U U U U SD1-420



430 SD1-430 A20-47 SD1 **** UNKNOWN NM Access deemed too dangerous. No Data. Dudded Impact Area, Not Managed (Last monitored aerially 2009) A20-47 U U U U SD1-430



476 SD1-476 A20-65 SD1 **** UNKNOWN NM Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 DU Area, currently Not Managed (Last monitored 2011) A20-65 PBG PBG U U U U U U U U U SD1-476



477 SD1-477 A20-58 SD1 **** UNKNOWN NM Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 DU Area, currently Not Managed (Last monitored 2011) A20-58 PBG PBG U U U U U U U U U SD1-477



526 SD1-526 A20-36 SD1 **** UNKNOWN NM Initiate DMPRC mitigation monitoring 2005 DU Area, currently Not Managed, Inadvertently checked 2016 - 2018 A20-36 U PBG U U U U PBG PBG PBG U U SD1-526



531 SD1-531 A20-59 SD1 **** UNKNOWN NM Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 DU Area, currently Not Managed, Inadvertently checked 2017, 2018 A20-59 PBG NP U U U U U PBG PBG U U SD1-531



549 SD1-549 A20-02 SD1 **** UNKNOWN NM-
PCnb Initiate BRAC/MCoE mitigation monitoring 2010 DU Area, currently Not Managed (Last monitored 2011) A20-02 U U U U Sept. 2019 SD1-549



298 C37-298 D19-A C37 D08-01 DELETED 1996 cluster, Pioneer 2002. Inactive 5 years - delete 2019. DELETED 2019 - Inactive >5 yrs D19-A I I I I I I I I I I I C37-298



E10-A E05-02 DELETED DELETED 2015 - Inactive >5 yrs E10-A I I I I I I I I I I I



F02-A F01-02 DELETED Artificial Recruitment 2001 DELETED 2015 - Inactive >5 yrs F02-A I I I I I I I I I I I



K06-A K03-01 DELETED Artificial Recruitment 2001 DELETED 2015 - Inactive >5 yrs K06-A I I I I I I I I I I I



SHC-A SHC-02 DELETED DELETED 2015 - Inactive >5 yrs SHC-A I I I I I I I I I I I



U10-SAT **** DELETED Satellite Tree found 2013 DELETED 2018. Satellite Tree - Active 2013, Inactive 2014-2018. U10-SAT I I I I I I I I I I I



ACT = Active
COLOR Key PBG = Potential Breeding Group



TOTAL Monitored for Activity 103 NS = No Nest Single



TOTAL Monitored FOR Potential Breeding Group (PBG) 105 NP = No Nest Pair



TOTAL Extra Clusters Monitored (Buds/Pioneer/Military) 5 C = Captured 



Cluster NOT Monitored (Not in Random Sample) I = Inactive
Potential Budded Cluster Monitored (Not in Random Sample) U = Unknown



Cluster Not Monitored (Unmanageable - within Hazard Area) 12 Z = Tree(s) Active during spring Inspections, active no birds 
roosting or went inactive during or after nesting season



Cluster Taken or Deleted From Management PC = Protected Cluster
PCnb = Protected Cluster-No 200' Buffer w/ single white banded 
trees
UC = Unprotected Cluster
SRC = Supplemental Recruitment Cluster (Pre-2007 Army 
Guidelines)
DU = Depleted Uranium potential
NM = Not Managed
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Sample Area & Type Total
2020 Reportable Totals: Meta Pop #1 Activity: 22
Active 2: 208 Clusters Meta Pop #2 Activity: 8
206 Active (1 captured), 2 Inactive Meta Pop #3 Activity: 44 1 Inactive (483)
(x) 2 = 412 Act, 4 INA, 416 Total Manageable Meta Pop #4 Activity: 29



103
PBG 2: 105 Clusters
85 Nested, 4 No Nest with Pair, 1 Inactive, 1 Captured, 14 Unknown (COVID late insp.) Meta Pop #1 PBG: 23
(x) 4 = 412 PBG Meta Pop #2 PBG: 9



Meta Pop #3 PBG: 44 1 is Captured (577)
Meta Pop #1: 45 Act (x) 2 = 90 Act Meta Pop #4 PBG: 29
Meta Pop #1: 21 Nested (+) 2 NP (x) 4 = 92 PBG 105



Meta Pop #2: 17 Act (x) 2 = 34 Act Meta Pop #1 Extra: 3
Meta Pop #2: 9 Nested (x) 4 = 36 PBG Meta Pop #2 Extra: 0



Meta Pop #3 Extra: 0
Meta Pop #3: 87 Act (x) 2 = 174 Act Meta Pop #4 Extra: 2 1 went Inactive (257)
Meta Pop #3: 29 Nested + 14 Unk (x) 4 = 172 PBG (14 clusters are Unknown due to COVID late insp.) 5



Meta Pop #4: 57 Act (x) 2 = 114 Act Heavy Off-road Mounted Maneuver Area 10
Meta Pop #4: 26 Nested (+) 2 NP (x) 4 = 112 PBG



HOMMTA: 10 Clusters
10 Act, 10 Nested = 10 PBG













Appendix 2.       ALL RCW Clusters - Current & Historical Incidental Take (IT) Authorizations - 12 March 2021
Table 9. Fort Benning Heavy Off-Road Mounted Maneuver Training Area Biological Assessment/Opinion (2020)



BO - Year that 
ITA was 



Originally 
Issued



Current ITA Date ITA 
Issued    Count Cluster ID Historical Cluster ID(s) 2019 



Activity



2019 
Breeding 



Status



2020 
Breeding 



Status



2019 FBSMS 
Suitable 



Habitat Acres   
Pre-Project



2019 FBSMS 
Suitable 



Habitat BA     
Pre-Project



2019 FBSMS 
Suitable Habitat 



Acres             
Post-Project



2019 FBSMS 
Suitable 



Habitat BA     
Post-Project



Date Project 
Implemented That IT 
Authorization Was 



Issued



Current BO where IT 
Authorized



Type or Reason 
for IT



Known or 
Projected 



RCW 
Monitoring 
End Date



Comments



HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 1 C12-251 L05-A Active PBG PBG 70 3,713 0 0 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown
~MCoE - 2009 HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 2 C28-264 L06-A, L02-02 Active PBG PBG 41 1,774 0 0 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown ITA under MCoE, rescinded in 2019, Reauthorized under HOMMTA BO in 2020
~MCoE - 2009 HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 3 C28-275 L07-A, L03-01 Active PBG PBG 13 537 6 240 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown ITA under MCoE, rescinded in 2019, Reauthorized under HOMMTA BO in 2020
~MCoE - 2009 HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 4 N15-49 O10-A, O10-01 Active PBG Unknown 54 2,124 42 1,653 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown ITA under MCoE, rescinded in 2019, Reauthorized under HOMMTA BO in 2020
~MCoE - 2009 HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 5 N15-50 O10-B, O10-03 Active PBG PBG 58 3,026 0 0 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown ITA under MCoE, rescinded in 2019, Reauthorized under HOMMTA BO in 2020



HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 6 N16-44 O07-B, O13-02 Active PBG PBG 103 4,256 0 0 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown
~MCoE - 2009 HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 7 N16-51 O07-A, O13-01 Active PBG PBG 43 1,621 0 0 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown ITA under MCoE, rescinded in 2019, Reauthorized under HOMMTA BO in 2020
~MCoE - 2009 HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 8 N16-52 O07-C, O13-06 Active PBG PBG 64 2,505 0 0 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown ITA under MCoE, rescinded in 2015, Reauthorized under HOMMTA BO in 2020



HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 9 N18-59 O01-A, O12-04 Active PBG PBG 64 2,896 0 0 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown
HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 10 N19-58 O08-A, O12-03 Active PBG PBG 128 5,428 23 846 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown



~MCoE - 2009 HOMMTA BO 27-Jul-20 11 N24-60 K04-A, O12-02 Active PBG PBG 70 3,660 5 285 N/A HOMMTA F Unknown ITA under MCoE, rescinded in 2017, Reauthorized under HOMMTA BO in 2020



Modified Appendix G. Fort Benning Enhanced Training Biological Assessment - post-project info for ALL clusters with additional Incidental Take & summary information (2015)



ET - 2015 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 1 S20-554 A10-D Active PBG PBG 73.38 3,369.74 BA 76.60 3485.12 96.17 FBSMS only - N/A Y-D Y-D 1 ET F-Decline 1-May-11 01-May-16
New Take, New Cluster.  No new project associated with this.  MCoE 



Infrastructure. Monitoring started May-2011.
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 2 S22-567 A14-B, A09-03 Active PBG PBG 54.95 ac _1,817.41 BA   58.58 1934.10 71.34 May Meet RS MCoE Y-IH Y-IH Y-IH x ET IH 16-Aug-11 16-Aug-16 Access Rd GHMA
BRAC - 2007 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 3 S34-520 BB08-A, BB03-01 Active PBG PBG 64.80 2,386.52 BA 37.41 1392.36 192.12 Can Meet RS BRAC Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 18-Apr-13 18-Apr-18 Tank Trail Kelley Hill
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 4 S50-575 C01-B, C01-03 Active CAP PBG 15.10 554.17 BA 15.90 588.13 114.65 FBSMS only MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 16-Feb-11 16-Feb-16 Infrastructure Support 
ET - 2015 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 5 C38-289 D09-A, D17-02 Active PBG PBG 75.22 2,718.95 BA 48.68 1722.18 121.74 Can Meet RS (MCoE) N/A Y-F Y-F 1 ET F 17-Jan-12 17-Jan-17 New Take. >5 yrs banding monitoring completed. Project SMTA.
ET - 2015 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 6 C38-288 D09-B, D17-03 Active PBG PBG 51.22 2,239.00 BA 76.58 3259.00 106.11 FBSMS only MCoE N Y-F Y-F 1 ET F 17-Jan-12 17-Jan-17 New Take. >5 yrs banding monitoring completed. Project SMTA.
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 7 C38-290 D12-A, D10-01 Active PBG PBG 6.56 116.71 BA 9.85 325.63 151.73 FBSMS only MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 17-Jan-12 17-Jan-17 SMTA
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 8 C44-297 D14-B, D16-02 Active PBG PBG 0.00 0 BA 0.00 0.00 181.37 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 17-Jan-12 17-Jan-17 SMTA
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 9 C44-303 D14-C, D15-A, D16-01 Active PBG PBG 66.66 1,951.98 BA 43.86 1556.89 141.35 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 17-Jan-12 17-Jan-17 SMTA
DMPRC - 2004 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 10 C25-277 DRC-A, D13-01 Active PBG PBG 44.33 1,603.27 BA 42.37 1447.82 112.36 FBSMS only DMPRC 1-Jan-11 01-Jan-16 DMPRC
DMPRC - 2004 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 11 C25-276 DRC-B, D16-02 Active PBG PBG 54.69 2042.15 BA 55.76 2062.06 120.01 Can Meet RS DMPRC 1-Jan-11 01-Jan-16 DMPRC
DMPRC - 2004 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 12 C25-266 DRC-C, J06-01a Active PBG PBG 60.90 2493.88 BA 61.10 2501.83 115.95 FBSMS only DMPRC 1-Jan-11 01-Jan-16 DMPRC
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 13 C46-304 F05-A, F02-01 Active PBG PBG 7.66 347.24 BA 84.19 3204.13 204.61 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 17-Jan-12 17-Jan-17 SMTA
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 14 HC-564 HCC-B, HCC-08 Active PBG NS 72.33 2,568.75 BA 50.45 1741.69 176.38 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 16-Feb-11 16-Feb-16 Infrastructure Support 
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 15 HC-553 HCC-C, HCC-10 Active PBG PBG 62.87 2,699.51 BA 55.51 2528.23 148.73 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 12-Dec-12 12-Dec-17 Facilities/Complexes
BRAC - 2007 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 16 S35-522 HCC-D, HCC-11 Active PBG PBG 24.99 920.36 BA 17.56 628.86 69.14 Neither BRAC Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 16-Nov-11 16-Nov-16 Infrastructure Support, Facilities/Complexes
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 17 C08-212 J02-A, J01-01 Active PBG PBG 6.54 0.00 0.00 209.19 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-N Y-N Y-N x ET N 02-Apr-13 02-Apr-18 Neighborhood Take - (Projects T06-A 1Mar2012;  J03-A 12Mar2012;  R01-B 



2Apr13)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 18 C08-223 J03-A, J01-02 Active PBG PBG 75.02 2,784.34 BA 76.71 3199.75 227.16 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 17-Mar-12 17-Mar-17 TA Paved Roads
ET - 2015 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 19 N25-61 K07-A, K05-01 Active PBG PBG 237.15 10,122.35 BA 153.98 8426.12 281.75 Can Meet RS (MCoE) N/A Y-G Y-G 1 ET G 1-May-14 01-May-19 New Take.  Monitoring started in May 2014 when cluster became active
ET - 2015 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 20 N30-94 K21-A, K11-05 Active PBG PBG 83.85 2,906.99 BA 71.53 2468.96 205.85 Can Meet RS MCoE* N/A Y-F Y-F 1 ET, ESMC F, UC 17-Mar-12 17-Mar-17 New Take.   >5 yrs banding monitoring completed
^^MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 21 C28-264 L06-A, L02-02 Active PBG PBG 50.26 2,343.88 BA 33.16 1482.91 137.02 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-G Y-F Y-F n ET, ESMC F, UC 17-Mar-12 17-Mar-17 19D/K
^^MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 22 C28-275 L07-A, L03-01 Active PBG PBG 49.62 2,342.31 BA 39.48 1878.89 101.75 FBSMS only MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 17-Mar-12 17-Mar-17 19D/K
Malone - 2013 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 23 C06-217 M06-G, M06-06b Active PBG PBG 15.90 714.94 BA 94.87 3346.49 210.15 Can Meet RS Malone Y-G G 29-Aug-13 29-Aug-18 BO issued 29 August 2013
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 24 N05-18 N03-A, M08-04 Active PBG PBG 87.91 3,537.67 BA 74.05 2975.65 199.82 Can Meet RS SBA Y-D Y-D Y-D x ET F-Decline 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 25 N06-3 N04-C, M08-02b Active PBG PBG 107.15 4,441.38 BA 85.32 3506.41 113.54 FBSMS only MCoE Y-H Y-IH Y-IH n ET, ESMC IH, UC 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 26 N13-39 O03-A, O14-02 Active PBG PBG 36.32 1,878.66 BA 48.32 2983.30 111.47 May Meet RS SBA Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 27 N13-35 O03-B, O14-03 Active PBG PBG 115.81 4,980.19 BA 101.24 5471.17 171.78 Can Meet RS SBA Y-IH Y-IH Y-IH x ET IH 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 28 N12-27 O04-A, O14-01 Active PBG PBG 61.54 2,201.59 BA 2.93 145.43 113.95 May Meet RS SBA Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 29 N10-25 O05-A, O01-01 Active PBG PBG 129.56 6,054.53 BA 87.84 4306.02 136.35 May Meet RS MCoE Y-IH Y-IH Y-IH x ET IH 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 30 N11-23 O06-A, O11-02 Active PBG PBG 56.58 2,375.13 BA 42.50 1583.94 97.07 FBSMS only MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 31 N14-34 O06-B, O15-01 Active PBG PBG 23.91 850.80 BA 51.07 2348.55 123.92 May Meet RS SBA Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 32 N12-33 O06-C, O15-02 Active PBG PBG 71.09 2,577.95 BA 97.98 4697.26 100.59 FBSMS only SBA Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 33 N11-24 O06-D, O15-03 Active PBG PBG 69.12 2,628.04 BA 58.79 2211.07 78.45 FBSMS only MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 34 N11-32 O06-E, O15-04 Active PBG NP 29.62 1,057.44 BA 34.68 1613.41 66.32 Neither MCoE Y-IH5 Y-F Y-F n ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
^^MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 35 N16-51 O07-A, O13-01 Active PBG PBG 96.38 4,145.67 BA 41.34 1572.42 115.51 FBSMS only MCoE Y-F Y-IH Y-IH n ET IH 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
^^MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 36 N15-49 O10-A, O10-01 Active PBG PBG 78.33 2,671.45 BA 66.98 2525.96 201.07 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 17-Mar-12 17-Mar-17 TA Paved Roads
^^MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 37 N15-50 O10-B, O10-03 Inactive Inactive PBG 111.20 3,773.85 BA 104.78 3575.60 144.54 PBG 2016 May Meet RS MCoE Y-G Y-G Y-G (INA) x ET (INA), MCoE G (INA) 18-Mar-12 18-Mar-17 TA Paved Roads
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 38 N14-38 O12-A, O11-01 Active PBG PBG 86.10 4,391.86 BA 94.73 4850.55 142.21 May Meet RS SBA Y-D Y-D Y-D x ET F-Decline 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 39 N20-41 O17-B, O08-02 Active PBG PBG 73.39 2,572.23 BA 61.61 2214.80 222.66 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 18-Mar-12 18-Mar-17 TA Paved Roads
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 40 N23-57 O19-A, K02-01a Active PBG PBG 0.00 0 BA 0.00 0.00 109.58 Neither MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 16-Oct-11 16-Oct-16 Stationary Gunnery Range
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 41 N20-36 O23-A, O06-03 Active PBG PBG 165.01 166.49 7083.38 319.76 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-N Y-N Y-N x ET N 1-Nov-13 01-Nov-18 Neighborhood Take - (Projects O24-A 1Nov2013;  O24-C  1Nov2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 42 N20-29 O24-A, O04-01 Active PBG PBG 5.38 184.73 BA 2.87 110.25 117.97 FBSMS only MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 43 N20-28 O24-C, O04-03a Active PBG NP 1.45 50.64 BA 4.64 185.99 126.90 May meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 44 N20-20 O24-D, O04-03b Active PBG Z 38.18 1,631.42 BA 37.54 1595.42 119.16 May meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 45 N08-15 O25-C, O15-A, O03-01 Active PBG PBG 59.73 2234.78 BA 46.20 1863.72 146.73 FBSMS only MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 46 N09-14 O26-C, O25-B, O03-06 Active PBG PBG 120.46 4,833.24 BA 86.63 3988.42 185.23 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-D Y-IH Y-IH n ET IH 1-Nov-13 Nov-18 NMTA (Open for light maneuver training on Nov 2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 47 N20-11 O27-A, O28-B, O05-02 Active PBG PBG 81.95 3,393.23 BA 79.92 3181.96 134.84 FBSMS only MCoE Y-IH Y-IH Y-IH x ET IH 5-Mar-12 05-Mar-17 Lee Range. First Firing March 5, 2012
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 48 N20-40 O32-A, O06-04 Active PBG PBG 110.58 80.59 2867.29 213.50 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-N Y-N Y-N x ET N 1-Nov-13 01-Nov-18 Neighborhood Take -O23-A (Neighborhood take from Projects O24-A 



1Nov2013;  O24-C  1Nov2013)
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 49 S46-552 R01-A, R01-01 Active PBG PBG 80.30 3,412.99 BA 63.19 2832.72 160.09 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-G Y-G Y-G x ET G 1-Apr-13 01-Apr-18 Road, Facilities, Complex
BRAC - 2007 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 50 S46-560 R01-B, R01-03 Active PBG PBG 42.75 1,585.92 BA 38.17 1370.38 157.96 Can Meet RS BRAC Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 2-Apr-13 02-Apr-18 Road, Facilities, Complex
ET - 2015 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 51 S49-568 S02-B, S02-01 Active PBG PBG 74.72 3,478.47 BA 89.04 4010.33 128.72 FBSMS only MCoE N Y-F Y-F 1 ET F 1-Jun-11 01-Jun-16 New Take.   >5 yrs banding monitoring completed
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 52 S49-569 S04-A, S01-01 Active PBG PBG 31.98 1,162.34 BA 23.46 850.56 99.03 FBSMS only MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Aug-11 01-Aug-16 Access Rd GHMA
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 53 S49-573 S04-B, S03-01 Active PBG PBG 66.82 2,289.32 BA 71.13 2428.61 143.19 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Feb-11 01-Feb-16 Infrastructure Support 
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 3-Apr-19 54 C13-218 T06-A, J02-02 Active PBG PBG 55.02 2,021.23 BA 26.15 922.94 127.30 May meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 1-Mar-12 01-Mar-17 TA Paved Roads
DMPRC - 2004 Informal Consult 13-Dec-17 55 C42-292 D04-B, D03-02 Active PBG PBG 99.52* 100.22 4,472.56 4,454.52 BA* *2017 FHA DMPRC 01-Jan-16 DMPRC
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 13-Dec-17 56 C37-291 D13-A, D17-01 Active PBG PBG 138.23 108.30 280.45 3,719.30 4,574.62 BA Can Meet RS MCoE Y-G Y-G Y-G x ET G 17-Jan-17 SMTA
^^MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 13-Dec-17 57 N24-60 K04-A, O12-02 Active PBG PBG 92.65 78.73 97.46 3,828.94 4,488.64 BA FBSMS only MCoE Y-G Y-G Y-G x ET G 17-Mar-17 19D/K
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 13-Dec-17 58 N30-70 K16-A, K08-03 Active PBG PBG 82.13 81.63 136.71 3,084.30 3,087.26 BA May meet RS MCoE Y-IH Y-IH Y-IH x ET IH 17-Mar-17 TA Paved Roads
DMPRC - 2004 Informal Consult 13-Dec-17 59 N34-69 K37-A, K22-02 Active PBG PBG 122.87* 110.47 5,084.96 5765.56 BA* *2017 FHA DMPRC 01-Jan-16 DMPRC
DMPRC - 2004 Informal Consult 13-Dec-17 60 N34-65 K37-B, K22-03 Active PBG PBG 129.58 126.79 5,122.62 5247.02 BA* *2017 FHA DMPRC 01-Jan-16 DMPRC
ET - 2015 Informal Consult 13-Dec-17 61 N23-47 O18-B, O09-03 Active PBG PBG 100.68 126.07 127.54 5,114.30 4,081.32 BA May meet RS (MCoE) N/A Y-H Y-H 1 ET H 17-Mar-17 New Take.   >5 yrs banding monitoring completed
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult 13-Dec-17 62 N21-53 O34-A, O07-01 Active PBG PBG 128.60 112.18 273.28 5,233.04 5,936.64 BA Can Meet RS MCoE Y-G Y-G Y-G x ET G 01-Jun-17 FM2
BRAC - 2007 Informal Consult 13-Dec-17 63 HC-562* S02-A*, HCC-03 Active PBG PBG 80.33* 80.33 139.75 3,461.54 3,461.54 BA* *2017 FHA May meet RS BRAC Y-T Y-G Y-G n ET G 01-Jun-16 Facilities, Complex
**BRAC - 2007 Informal Consult-Delete 11-Dec-15 64 SH-203** SHC-B, U04-01 Active Inactive PBG 9.67 149.82 Deleted 2015, Reactivated 



2017 Can Meet RS BRAC Y-F Y-F Y-F (INA) x ET (INA), BRAC F (INA) 01-May-16 Complex. Actual Take under BRAC, natural reactivation 2017
MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 65 S20-546 A10-A, A08-02a Active CAP PBG 18.56 18.56 Neither MCoE Y-D N N -1



DMPRC - 2004 ET BO 11-Sep-15 66 C41-286 D03-A, D15-01 Active PBG NP 212.8* 9,014.62 BA *2017 FHA DMPRC Take was removed with the ETBA
MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 67 C43-202 D07-A, D05-02 Active PBG NS 119.78 157.61 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH Y-IH N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 68 C38-287 D09-C, D17-04 Active CAP Z 102.77 205.49 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 69 C39-279 D11-A, D11-01 Active PBG PBG 93.86 139.96 May meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1
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Modified Appendix G. Fort Benning Enhanced Training Biological Assessment - post-project info for ALL clusters with additional Incidental Take & summary information (2015)



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 70 C39-280 D11-B, D11-02 Active PBG PBG 111.49 126.08 May meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 71 C30-240 E02-A, KPR-01 Active PBG PBG 132.44 156.93 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 72 C33-268 E06-A, E04-01 Active PBG NP 106.13 156.67 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 73 C19-229 J04-A, J03-01 Active PBG PBG 120.91 176.67 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 74 C21-244 J07-A, J04-01 Active PBG PBG 79.33 190.60 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 75 C21-252 J07-B, J05-01 Active PBG PBG 134.00 221.18 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 76 N32-81 K20-A, K09-01 Active PBG PBG 91.86 137.92 May meet RS MCoE Y-D N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 77 N32-96 K25-A, K14-01 Active PBG PBG 117.25 212.93 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 78 N36-102 K28-A, K18-01a Active PBG PBG 53.20 144.14 May meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



SBA - 2011 ET BO 11-Sep-15 79 N12-26 O04-B, O14-04 Active PBG PBG 112.28 175.15 Can Meet RS SBA Y-IH N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 80 N10-17 O05-B, O01-02 Active PBG PBG 91.09 154.81 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F N N -1



^^MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 81 N16-52 O07-C, O13-06 Active PBG PBG 110.16 175.97 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 82 N15-42 O11-A, O10-02 Active PBG PBG 86.92 206.80 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 83 N15-43 O11-B, O10-04 Active PBG PBG 133.41 156.91 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-D N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 84 N10-8 O14-A, O01-03 Active PBG Inactive 119.95 139.49 May meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 85 N10-16* O14-B*, O01-04 Active PBG PBG 132.69 154.28 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 86 N09-31 O15-B, O03-03 Active PBG PBG 59.55 149.59 Can Meet RS SBA Y-F N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 87 N09-22 O15-C, O03-04 Active PBG PBG 100.59 178.41 Can Meet RS SBA Y-F N N -1



SBA - 2011 ET BO 11-Sep-15 88 N20-37 O16-A, O04-05 Active PBG PBG 111.72 148.45 May meet RS SBA Y-G N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 89 N20-46 O17-A, O08-01 Active PBG PBG 49.80 163.22 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 90 N23-56* O18-A*, O09-02 Active PBG PBG 119.22 208.42 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-G N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 91 N20-54 O21-A, O07-03 Active PBG PBG 199.57 242.05 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-G N N -1



BRAC - 2007 ET BO 11-Sep-15 92 N20-55 O21-B, O08-03 Active PBG PBG 92.61 194.52 Can Meet RS BRAC Y-F N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 93 N20-30 O24-B, O04-02 Active PBG PBG 84.14 126.45 May meet RS MCoE Y-N N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 94 N08-6 O25-A, O03-05 Active PBG PBG 206.21 260.40 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 95 N09-12 O26-A, O03-02 Active PBG PBG 115.23 155.10 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 96 N09-13 O26-B, O03-07 Active PBG PBG 99.63 179.75 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1 ESMC UC



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 97 S47-561 R03-A, R02-01 Active PBG PBG 99.26 211.96 Can Meet RS LMB Y-F N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 98 C13-225 T05-B, T02-02 Active PBG PBG 15.80 88.73 FBSMS only MCoE Y-F N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 99 C13-224 T06-B, T02-01 Active PBG PBG 98.48 148.73 May meet RS MCoE Y-F N N -1



MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 100 C17-237 T07-B, T03-02 Active PBG PBG 164.54 192.29 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1
MCoE - 2009 ET BO 11-Sep-15 101 C17-230 T07-C, T03-04 Active PBG PBG 114.51 145.75 May meet RS MCoE Y-IH5 Y-IH5 N -1



DMPRC - 2004 Delete from Mgt. 17-Sep-10 1 N/A D14-04 Inactive DMPRC



DMPRC - 2004 Delete from Mgt. 17-Sep-10 2 N/A J06-02 Inactive DMPRC



BRAC - 2007 Direct Take - BRAC 18-Dec-07 3 N/A O09-04 Inactive BRAC



BRAC - 2007 Direct Take - BRAC 18-Dec-07 4 N/A O09-05 Inactive BRAC



MCoE - 2009 Delete from Mgt. 1-Jan-09 5 N/A J01-03 Inactive ITA issued but  subsequently determined to be a captured cluster, never documented as having 2 nests so clusters were combined [J01-01 and J01-03, now called J02-A] MCoE



**BRAC - 2007 Informal Consult-Delete 11-Dec-15 6 SH-203** SHC-B, U04-01 Active NOTE:  Listed Above but not Counted, This was an actual Take Realized (Deleted in 2015 - Inactive 2009-2016) that naturally reactivated in 2017 BRAC



MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult-Delete 11-Dec-15 7 N/A SHC-A, SHC-02 Inactive INA 100.28 141.75 Deleted 2015 May meet RS MCoE Y-G Y-G Y-G (INA) x ET (INA), MCoE G (INA) 01-Jul-17 Reception Station.  Deleted
MCoE - 2009 Informal Consult-Delete 22-Jul-19 8 C37-298 D19-A, D08-01 Active Solitary Inactive 46.11 1,663.92 BA 67.70 2450.02 177.41 Can Meet RS MCoE Y-F Y-F Y-F x ET F 17-Jan-17 SMTA



PBG = Potential Breeding Group SOL = Solitary Male    *Includes stands that may be temporarily noncontiguous CAP = Captured NP = No Nest Pair NS = No Nest Single Bird INA - Inactive Z = Active during spring inspection, went inactive
Y-F = Forage Take Y-D = Take Due to Pine Decline    Y-G = Group Take Y-N = Neighborhood Take Y-T = Loss of Cavity Trees Y-H = Harassment Take Y-IH =  Indirect Harassment Take Y-IH5 = Mitigated Indirect Harassment Take



Foraging Partition Pass FBSMS BA Basal Area Squared
Foraging Partition Fail FBSMS BO Biological Opinion
Take Occurred, Deleted Cluster BRAC Base Re-Alignment and Closure/Transformation (2007 BO)



DMPRC Digital Multi-Purpose Range Complex (2004 BO)
**BRAC - 2007 = Cluster naturally reactivated after >5 years of inactivity ESMC Endangered Species Management Component
^^MCoE - 2009 = ITA reauthorized under the 2020 HOMMTA BO ET Enhanced Training (2015 BO)
~MCoE - 2009 = ITA rescinded 2015-2019, reauthorized under HOMMTA BO FBSMS Fort Benning Standard for Managed Stability



FHA Forage Habitata Analysis
HOMMTA Heavy Off-road Mounted Maneuver Training Area (2020 BO)



ITA Incidental Take Authorization
Malone Malone Complex (2013 BO)
MCoE Maneuver Center of Excellence (2009 BO)
NMTA Northern Maneuver Training Area



RS Recovery Standard
SBA Northern Maneuver Area Supplemental (2011 BO)



SMTA Southern Maneuver Training Area
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SD1 (A20) Red-cockaded Woodpecker Management Plan 
 



This plan presents a management strategy for red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) clusters in the 
Fort Benning SD1 (formerly referred to as A20) dudded impact area. This plan satisfies the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS or the Service) requirement from the MCoE Biological Opinion 
(BO) dated 29 May 2009 to manage RCW clusters in SD1 as an offset for clusters covered under 
Incidental Take Authorizations (ITA) by Maneuver Center of Excellence (MCoE) actions (USFWS 
2009). After reaching its RCW population recovery goal of 351 Potential Breeding Groups (PBG) 
on 3 April 2019 and consultation with the USFWS, Fort Benning requested and received 
concurrence to remove the last remaining RCW clusters still covered under ITA from the MCoE 
BO (USFWS 2019), allowing all manageable RCW clusters in the SD1 dudded impact area to be 
counted towards the Installation’s population recovery goal.  The Service concurred with Fort 
Benning’s revised RCW demographic monitoring plan in April 2019 (USFWS 2019b). This 
monitoring plan implemented a stratified random sampling methodology of all manageable RCW 
clusters across the Fort Benning landscape, to include all accessible clusters located within the 
SD1 impact area. 
 
MCoE Background 
 
In accordance with the 2005 Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) legislation mandated by 
Congress, the US Army underwent and has since completed major transformation actions 
involving reorganization and redistribution efforts at Fort Benning, Georgia. The largest of these 
transformation actions involved moving the Armor School from Fort Knox to Fort Benning. The 
Army provided the facilities, infrastructure and equipment needed to support transformation and 
the associated influx of Soldiers and training that resulted. In addition to upgrading cantonment 
areas, the Army also conducted upgrades to existing training ranges and roads as well as 
constructed numerous new ranges and tank trails throughout the Installation, all of which were 
completed by 2012.  
 
Pursuant to section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, Fort Benning conducted a thorough 
Biological Assessment (BA) to determine the possible impact these BRAC and Transformation 
actions may have on any endangered species. The assessment determined that the actions 
were likely to adversely affect, among other species, the resident RCW population, but not 
jeopardize its continued existence on the Installation. The assessment also described current, 
on-going and future management criteria that will ensure survival and persistence of the RCW 
(Fort Benning 2007). After completion of this BA, changes in several BRAC/Transformation 
projects and new projects were proposed and required additional consultation, resulting in the 
MCoE BA and addenda (Fort Benning 2009) and BO (USFWS 2009). This assessment 
determined that the actions were likely to adversely affect the RCW and jeopardize its’ continued 
existence. The BO included a Reasonable and Prudent Alternative (RPA) with several 
components that Fort Benning implemented to avoid jeopardizing the RCW. Part of the RPA 
written for this BO mandated Fort Benning to manage additional RCW clusters in the SD1 impact 
area so they could be counted towards the Installation’s population recovery goal, to offset 
clusters being issued Incidental Take Authorizations (ITA) for BRAC and MCoE projects. 
 
The Red-cockaded Woodpecker  
 
In 1970, the USFWS listed the RCW as endangered (Federal Register 35:16047), and in 1973, 
the passage of the Endangered Species Act provided federal protection for this endangered 
species.  
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The RCW is a territorial, non-migratory, cooperatively breeding species (Lennartz 1987). 
Breeding pairs are monogamous and produce broods of 1-4 fledglings per year. Many groups 
also contain one or more ‘helpers’, which are usually the male offspring from the previous 
breeding seasons. Offspring not remaining as helpers typically disperse an average of two miles 
from their natal cluster within their first year. The most common periods for dispersal are just 
before or just after the breeding season (i.e. early fall or early spring). 
 
Historically, the RCW occupied a wide range throughout old-growth, fire-maintained pine 
ecosystems of the southeastern United States. Although still widely distributed, the range of the 
RCW is now limited and fragmented as a result of short rotation timber management, clearing for 
agriculture, and urban and industrial development. The RCW is the only North American 
woodpecker that excavates its roost and nest cavities exclusively in living pines, thus the habitat 
and cavity trees are both limiting factors for the RCW (USFWS 2003).  
 
Red-cockaded Woodpeckers on Fort Benning 
 
As of October 2020, Fort Benning supports 416 manageable RCW clusters with 412 PBGs. 
These numbers include all accessible (i.e. manageable) RCW clusters within SD1 and all 
clusters covered under ITAs. PBGs consist of one male and one female with or without helpers 
that may or may not successfully fledge young. Due to the social dynamics of the RCW, 
referencing the number of PBGs is a more accurate measure of population size than number of 
individual birds or occupied clusters. The USFWS mandated a goal of 351 PBGs to meet Fort 
Benning’s recovery goal (USFWS 2002). Fort Benning officially exceeded this goal in April 2019. 
 
Since 1996 Fort Benning’s RCW population has maintained an overall positive growth trend in 
total number of active clusters and PBGs. During that same time there have been several 
significant Army training and construction initiatives that are detailed in NEPA and ESA 
documents that include: the 2004 Digital Multi-Purpose Range Complex (USFWS 2004), the 
2007 BRAC/Transformation (USFWS 2007), the 2009 MCoE (USFWS 2009), the 2011 MCoE 
Supplemental (USFWS 2011), and the 2013 Malone Small Arms Range Complex (USFWS 
2013). These actions resulted in the Installation requesting a cumulative total of 101 ITAs 
through each of the associated individual consultations with the Service.  
 
Although clusters covered under an ITA are considered legally taken, most have remained on 
the landscape and continue to contribute to the population. Therefore management and 
monitoring continue according to the Army RCW Guidelines (U.S. Army 2007) or any newer 
guidelines as appropriate. To date, monitoring efforts have documented only eight of these 101 
“taken” clusters have actually occurred, most of which resulted from the physical removal of the 
cluster’s cavity trees and/or the majority of foraging habitat. One of these taken clusters naturally 
re-activated two years after it was deleted from management. The 2015 Enhanced Training 
Biological Assessment reevaluated the Installation’s RCW baseline for BRAC and MCoE projects 
and requested a net total of 30 RCW groups to be removed from ITA status. Following 
consultation and concurrence with the USFWS’s Enhanced Training Biological Opinion (USFWS 
2015), a total of 64 RCW clusters remained under ITA after these 30 groups could again count 
towards the population recovery goal. After consultation with the USFWS in December of 2017, 
the Service concurred with Fort Benning’s 5-year post-project monitoring analysis that ITA for 
nine additional clusters were no longer needed (USFWS 2017). After consultation and 
concurrence in April 2019 with the USFWS on Fort Benning’s 5-year post-project monitoring 
analysis demonstrating that ITA for 54 clusters covered under DMPRC and MCoE actions were 
no longer needed, they too were also removed, and one inactive cluster was deleted from 
management (USFWS 2019). In October 2020, 11 new ITAs were issued to Fort Benning for the 
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Heavy Off-road Mounted Maneuver Training Area project (USFWS 2020). Of the 416 
manageable RCW clusters currently known at Fort Benning, these 11 ITAs represent the only 
manageable (accessible) RCW clusters that currently do not count towards the Installation’s 
population recovery goal. 
 
 
Red-cockaded Woodpecker Management in SD1 
 
The SD1 impact area is located in the southwest portion of Fort Benning. It is surrounded by a 
series of ranges that are necessary to properly train Soldiers. Due to the nature of this training 
which involves live ammunition, an off-limits area or impact area is necessary for safety 
purposes. According to maps from 1962, at that time this area consisted of several small impact 
areas; but by 1970, the area had been consolidated into one impact area. Currently, SD1 is 
approximately 9,275 acres with about 6,515 of those acres are considered potential RCW 
habitat. 
 
Fort Benning Conservation Branch (now called the Fort Benning Natural Resources 
Management Branch) first conducted formal surveys in the SD1 dudded impact area in 1996. 
This was followed by smaller surveys in 1997, 1999, and 2004. Prior to these surveys, 
documents indicate that 5 clusters were known to be in the SD1 area. In all, these initial surveys 
identified 42 clusters within SD1. 
 
In 1999, an effort was undertaken to add clusters on the edges of SD1 to regular management. 
Four clusters were targeted, A20-02 (SD1-549), A20-04 (SD1-429), A20-05 (SD1-545), and A20-
06 (SD1-544). Each cluster was visited with Range Division personnel and 3 clusters (A20-04 
(SD1-429), A20-05 (SD1-545), and A20-06 (SD1-544) were determined to be relatively clear of 
any unexploded ordnance (UXO) for regular entry without the need of an escort. These 3 
clusters were added to management in 2000 (Figure 1). A20-02 (SD1-549) was determined by 
Range Division personnel at the time as having the potential for UXO and was not included for 
management with unescorted access. 
 
In 2003-2004, Fort Benning initiated formal consultation with the USFWS for the construction and 
operation of a Digital Multipurpose Range Complex (DMPRC). A Biological Opinion was issued 
on 30 June 2004 (USFWS 2004). Part of the minimization strategy put forth in this decision was 
to add enough clusters to management in the SD1 area to offset eight clusters impacted by the 
project that were issued ITA. Fort Benning identified 11 SD1 clusters that would be easily 
accessible via an established road, Buckeye Trail. These clusters were A20-26 (SD1-498), A20-
27 (SD1-504), A20-29 (SD1-503), A20-32 (SD1-525), A20-34 (SD1-500), A20-35 (SD1-501), 
A20-36 (SD1-526), A20-37 (SD1-527), A20-38 (SD1-502), A20-39 (SD1-479), and A20-40 (SD1-
481) (Figure 1). Fort Benning began breeding season monitoring of these clusters in the spring 
of 2005 and added them as manageable clusters that would count towards the Installation’s 
population recovery goal.  
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Figure 1. RCW clusters in SD1 that were added to management in 2000 and 2004. 
 
From 2006 - 2009, Fort Benning began the process of analyzing the BRAC initiative that included 
moving the Armor School from Fort Knox to Fort Benning. In preparation of formal consultation 
with the USFWS for the MCoE BA, the Installation decided to look more closely at the potential 
to manage more clusters in SD1 to offset an additional 89 RCW groups receiving ITA for this 
action. An aerial helicopter survey of the SD1 impact area was conducted from 2 - 7 February, 
2009 by Dr. J. H. Carter and Associates, INC (JCA) and Fort Benning personnel to document the 
locations of as many RCW clusters in the area as possible. As a result, 37 potentially new 
clusters were recorded. In total, 71 RCW clusters were now thought to be occupying the SD1 
impact area (Figure 2). The RPA from the MCoE Jeopardy BO (USFWS 2009), stated that Fort 
Benning will manage a total of 50 RCW clusters in the SD1 dudded impact area (36 in addition to 
the 14 already being managed at that time). Provided that monitoring and management 
continued in all 71 clusters, a total of 50 PBGs could be counted towards Fort Benning’s RCW 
population recovery goal if 50 PBGs could be documented annually from of any of the 71 
clusters. 
 
During the spring 2009 breeding season, Fort Benning personnel and experts trained in the 
detection and disposition of UXO visited 11 of these new clusters and it was determined that they 
were safe for ground access as the area contained very few UXO and those discovered were 
properly cleared. All 11 clusters were determined to be active. In addition, work was begun to 
identify potential trails to as many other clusters as possible.  
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During December 2009 and January 2010, Fort Benning personnel accompanied by experts 
trained in the detection and disposition of UXO conducted ground surveys to verify RCW clusters 
identified in the February 2009 aerial survey. An attempt was made to paint, tag, obtain Global 
Positioning System (GPS) coordinates, survey each of these clusters, and an effort was begun to 
improve existing roads and install new trails so that clusters could be easily accessed. As a 
result of these ground surveys and Geographical Information System (GIS) mapping of the new 
trees documented, these data were compared to data collected during the February 2009 aerial 
survey and to previously known cluster locations. Of the aerially identified clusters, two clusters 
could not be located on the ground (A20-77, A20-78), one cluster had a single relic cavity tree 
(A20-69), and one cluster was determined to be part of another cluster (A20-63) (Figure 3). 
Thus, these four cluster designations were deleted, leaving 67 potentially manageable clusters 
(71 previously designated, less 4). Two new clusters were discovered during the January ground 
surveys, A20-79 (SD1-455) and A20-80 (SD1-451), raising the total number of manageable 
clusters to 69 in 2010. 
 
Of the five inactive clusters identified in the 2009/2010 surveys, two clusters were in habitat that 
was not good quality RCW habitat or would not have enough habitat to meet minimum standards 
to support a cluster (A20-11, A20-56), two that could be managed to be reactivated (i.e. add 
artificial cavities), A20-23 (SD1-454), A20-52 (SD1-432) and one that needed further evaluation, 
A20-21 (SD1-460). Therefore, eliminating the two clusters that were not manageable, there were 
65 to 66 SD1 clusters that were deemed manageable, 51 to 52 of which could be counted 
towards the RPA requirement (in addition to the remaining 14 clusters that were currently 
counted for DMPRC minimization and regular management). SD1 cluster and tree data collected 
during these aerial and ground surveys indicated that of the clusters that were believed to be 
manageable, 63 were active and three were inactive, with one of the three inactive clusters 
requiring further evaluation. 



 



 
Figure 2. RCW cavity trees and clusters documented by Dr. J. H. Carter III and Associates, INC 
and Fort Benning Conservation personnel from aerial surveys of SD1 conducted in 2009. 
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Figure 3. RCW cavity trees and clusters documented in SD1 from ground surveys conducted by 
Fort Benning Conservation Branch personnel in December 2009 - January 2010. 
 
The data presented in Figure 2 and 3, represents cluster designations that relied on mapping 
exercises to determine which trees belonged to which cluster by grouping trees that were in 
close proximity to each other. Thorough documentation during subsequent breeding season 
monitoring that has occurred through 2020 has since verified the locations and actual number of 
SD1 clusters (Figures 4 & 5). 
 
Two of the clusters identified in earlier surveys, A20-02 (SD1-549) and A20-47 (SD1-430), had 
previously been considered unmanageable due to the volume of unexploded ordnance found in 
the clusters. A20-02 (SD1-549) was revisited again in 2010 by experts trained in the detection 
and disposition of UXO and was determined to be of no greater danger than other SD1 clusters 
and the area was properly cleared of visible UXO. A20-47 (SD1-430) is still considered 
unmanageable as unexploded ordnance from Red Cloud Range makes it too dangerous for any 
type of ground access. Even though this cluster could be aerially surveyed, ground access would 
not be possible to perform any management deemed necessary.  
 
Upon completion of nesting season monitoring in 2011, the majority of cavity trees for seven 
clusters A20-02 (SD1-549), A20-36 (SD1-526), A20-58 (SD1-477), A20-59 (SD1-531), A20-65 
(SD1-476), A20-67 (SD1-419), A20-68 (SD1-420) were identified within areas from historical 
military range maps where the potential for additional UXO hazards could exist based off their 
locations and were subsequently deemed off-limits to all personnel until the hazard could be fully 
evaluated and monitored. Since these SD1 RCW clusters are now inaccessible, they’re 
considered unmanageable and not monitored, which means they cannot be counted towards the 
Installation’s RCW recovery population. Evaluation and monitoring efforts are ongoing for these 
off-limit areas and access to these clusters could likely be regained at some point in the future so 
that Fort Benning can add these clusters back into management. 
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From 2011 to present, one historical cluster A20-81 (SD1-259), three pioneered sites A20-82 
(SD1-421), A20-85 (SD1-482), and SD1-583, and five budded clusters, A20-83 (SD1-436), A20-
84 (SD1-499), A20-86 (SD1-480), A20-88 (SD1-444), A20-87 (SD1-528), have been identified 
and were added to management. 
 
Management of SD1 Red-cockaded Woodpecker Clusters 
 
According to the MCoE BO (USFWS 2009), “All clusters not currently managed in the SD1 
impact area (active and inactive) will be monitored aerially to determine number of active or 
suitable cavities per cluster. Any aerially monitored cluster with at least four active cavities can 
be counted towards the 36 - SD1 active clusters which are required to satisfy this component of 
the RPA. For clusters containing less than four active or suitable cavities, ground access to a 
sufficient number of these for augmentation of artificial cavities to maintain the minimum 
standard of four suitable cavities would be required to reach a minimum number of 36 managed 
clusters. Conversely, if 36 aerially monitored active clusters contained four active cavities in a 
given year, then on-the-ground access would not be required for that year”. This does not apply 
to the 14 clusters already managed to comply with the DMPRC BO (USFWS 2004) and 
Endangered Species Management Plan (ESMP) BO (USFWS 2002). Fort Benning proposed and 
received concurrence from the USFWS in 2010 to manage all known clusters in the SD1 impact 
area, except those deemed unmanageable due to either poor habitat A20-11, A20-56, and 
possibly A20-21, or because the area is too dangerous A20-47 (SD1-430) for personnel to 
access on the ground. Aerial surveys in clusters inaccessible from the ground would would only 
be necessary if 50 PBGs could not be located in the remaining clusters that were accessible. 
 
Since 2010, the habitat for A20-21 (SD1-460) was found to be suitable and could in fact sustain 
an active cluster with a PBG. Seven additional clusters became inaccessible due to personnel 
safety concerns that arose during subsurface clearing of the road and trail network construction. 
Eight new clusters have since been documented through natural budding and pioneering. 
Eliminating all eight inaccessible clusters from management consideration, A20-02 (SD1-549), 
A20-36 (SD1-526), A20-47 (SD1-430), A20-58 (SD1-477), A20-59 (SD1-531), A20-65 (SD1-
476), A20-67 (SD1-419), and A20-68 (SD1-420); leaves 68 potential manageable clusters 
remaining (Figure 4); 67 of which were active during their last regularly scheduled inspection in 
2020.  
 
Once Fort Benning exceeded its RCW population recovery goal in April 2019, the 14 clusters 
previously managed in SD1 for the DMPRC BO and the 50 clusters managed for the MCoE BO, 
they were no longer needed as a mitigation off-set. All SD1 clusters however, were incorporated 
into the stratified random sample taken from the total RCW population on Fort Benning following 
the Installation’s new monitoring strategy (USFWS 2019b). If Fort Benning no longer monitored 
and managed the RCW clusters in SD1, the Installation would fall well below the mandated 351 
PBGs and would no longer be considered a recovered population. 
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Figure 4. All known manageable and unmanageable RCW clusters in SD1 and their associated 
.5 mile foraging partitions as of January 2021.  
 
Management of SD1 RCW clusters will follow basic RCW management as outlined in the 
Recovery Plan (USFWS 2003), the 2007 Army Guidelines (U.S. Army 2007), and the Fort 
Benning 2021 ESMC (Fort Benning 2021). However, due to access and UXO hazard issues, 
some modification to monitoring and management are necessary. Therefore two modes of 
monitoring may be employed to meet the goals outlined in the 2009 MCoE BO (USFWS 2009), 
ground monitoring and aerial monitoring. Figure 5 shows all currently known RCW cavity trees 
and clusters. 
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Figure 5. All currently known RCW cavity trees, clusters, and foraging partitions within and 
adjacent to the SD1 impact area as of January 2021. 
 
Ground Monitoring 
 
Fort Benning will include all ground accessible SD1 clusters into the stratified random sample of 
the Installation’s RCW monitoring strategy (USFWS 2019b). This means that half the clusters in 
SD1 will be monitored for activity status annually during the spring, with the other half being 
monitored the following year. Each cluster will be checked for PBG status approximately every 
four years (Appendix 5). Clusters scheduled to be monitored will be visually inspected from the 
ground during the spring of each year. During that time, each cavity tree and cavity will be 
inspected to determine activity (active, inactive), shape (normal, enlarged), stage (complete, 
start) species, condition (suitable, unsuitable), and status (live, dead) until a minimum of 4 
suitable cavities are found. If the tree is classified as ‘unsuitable’, a reason will be given with 
recommendations to make the cavity suitable. If there are less than 4 suitable cavities within the 
cluster and the cavity cannot be made suitable, it will be noted in the maintenance schedule and 
will be replaced with an artificial cavity during the fall/winter months.  
 
The height and aspect (direction cavity is facing) of each cavity will also be recorded. Each cavity 
under 50 feet will be inspected with a remote camera mounted on a telescoping pole (peeper) to 
determine contents and suitability. Cavities over 50 feet cannot be assessed with the peeper as it 
is limited to a maximum height of 50 feet. Only activity, size and type will be evaluated for those 
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cavities. Cavity trees will be inspected for any damage (fire, wind, lightning, munitions, etc.). 
Cluster status will also be updated. Based on cavity activity, each cluster will be typed as active 
or inactive. General condition of the habitat and trees will also be noted, to include hardwood or 
pine midstory (noting specifically if there are any hardwood or pine stems within 50 feet of a 
cavity tree), percent groundcover, pine decline, and presence of invasive species will be 
assessed. Based on this evaluation, specific cluster management recommendations will be 
formulated.  
 
Every manageable cluster must have a minimum of four suitable cavities as described in the 
2003 Recovery Plan (USFWS 2003). If a cluster does not have four suitable cavities, Fort 
Benning natural resources personnel will return to the cluster during the fall/winter of that same 
year to make four suitable cavities available by either cleaning out existing natural cavities or by 
installing artificial cavities. Other management actions will also be completed during this 
Fall/Winter time frame including hardwood/midstory removal or herbicide application and 
prescribed burning.  
 
Breeding status will be assessed during the spring inspection for clusters scheduled for PBG 
monitoring to coincide with nesting season. As cavities are inspected to determine contents, any 
RCW eggs/nestlings will be documented. Therefore, clusters will be inspected during the peak of 
the breeding season and will be visited up to three times to verify nesting or to verify that at least 
two birds are consistently seen in a cluster. During these spring inspections, clusters and the 
area surrounding them will be surveyed for any new cavity trees.  
 
Aerial Monitoring 
 
In any given year, one method or a combination of methods will be used to accomplish the 
monitoring goals and in the future, one method may become the preferred method. This will be 
evaluated yearly to determine the best methodology to use. 
 
Aerial monitoring may be accomplished by flying helicopters over each cluster scheduled for 
monitoring in order to inspect all cavity trees. Aerial inspections will be done in March to early 
April. As outlined in the MCoE BO (USFWS 2009), in order to be counted as a manageable 
cluster, the cluster must contain at least four active, suitable cavities. Activity, shape, tree 
species, and status will be noted for each cavity that can be observed. Habitat conditions will 
also be noted (amount of hardwood-midstory) so that management recommendations can be 
made (i.e. hardwood-midstory control, prescribed burning). The goal of the aerial survey is to 
document at least four active, suitable cavities in all clusters scheduled for monitoring. For those 
clusters not meeting these criteria, ground access may be necessary to determine cluster 
conditions. During the fall/winter of each year, management goals determined during the ground 
and/or aerial surveys for each cluster will be completed (i.e. clean/install cavities to make four 
suitable cavities, hardwood/midstory control, prescribed burning). Universal Transverse Mercator 
(UTM) coordinates will be collected for all new cavity trees discovered using GPS units and 
added to the RCW cavity tree data base. 
 
Hardwood/Midstory Control 
 
Hardwood/midstory control may be accomplished by removal of individual stems with chainsaws 
and/or application of herbicides, including cut stump treatment, injection of individual stems, spot 
spraying, or aerial application. Aerial treatments will be conducted at times during the year as 
specified by the type of herbicide used and in accordance with the Fort Benning Integrated Pest 
Management Plan.  
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To date, the only aerial applications of herbicide for hardwood/midstory control to improve RCW 
habitat were performed 28-29 September and 5-6 October, 2013. A total of 630.2 acres were 
treated in SD1 clusters/foraging partitions and an additional 366.4 acres were treated in adjacent 
Alpha training areas (now referred to as the Sierra training areas) that are very difficult to access 
due to frequent live-fire training, using a rate of 14 ounces of 53.1% imazapyr mixed with 20 
gallons of water per acre (Figure 6).  
 



 
Figure 6. Sites treated for hardwood/midstory control in SD1 (A20) and adjacent Sierra (formerly 
referred to as Alpha) training areas with aerial applications of herbicide performed in the fall of 
2013.  
 
Prescribed Burning 
 
Prescribed burning of clusters in the SD1 dudded impact area may be accomplished via aerial or 
limited ground ignition. Burns will be conducted under suitable weather conditions and to 
minimize disruption to training, usually during holidays or other stand down periods. Refer to the 
SD1 (A20) Wildfire Suppression Plan (Appendix 6) for specifics on fire management and 
determination of fuel loads. If ground ignition is used, lines of fire will be laid down in specified 
areas, primarily along roads or trails, and then the area will be vacated. Due to the danger of fire 
causing UXO to detonate and thus endangering prescribed burning personnel, it‘s considered 
unsafe to secure cavity trees in most clusters. Thus a ‘let burn’ policy will continue as it has for 
many years. The SD1 dudded impact area catches fire from military munitions training every 
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year. It’s due to this fact that historical fire regimes in SD1 have been somewhat replicated and 
has contributed to the high quality RCW habitat that exists within this area. In the event that any 
active cavity trees are destroyed, replacement artificial cavities will be installed during the winter 
when SD1 is accessed for maintenance activities. Details of the Installation’s let burn policy can 
be found in Appendix C6, Fort Benning Integrated Fire Management Plan of the INRMP. 
 
Access 
 
Due to the many ranges that encircle SD1 and their associated Surface Danger Zones (SDZ), 
access to SD1 and adjacent Sierra training area RCW clusters is very limited, but can be 
accomplished with advanced coordination with Range Division for both ground and aerial 
access. Access is covered in more detail in the 2021 Fort Benning Environmental Access Plan 
that can be found in Appendix C6, Fort Benning Integrated Fire Management Plan of the INRMP. 
 
As detailed in the 2021 Fort Benning Environmental Access Plan, personnel can get access to 
SD1 for routine tasks in the mornings, prior to firing on Ranges, during lunch hour stand downs, 
and in the afternoons, after Ranges are closed if escorts by UXO experts are available. 
Coordination is done through Range Division – Range Control and by scheduling in Range 
Facility Management Support System (RFMSS). 
 
Additionally days on weekends and holidays can sometimes be scheduled for access when there 
is no military training or scheduled military training is light. In some instances, SDZs are such 
that some areas can be accessed without impacting training while staying out of the SDZs. All 
coordination is done through Range Division - Range Operations by scheduling areas in RFMSS. 
Access is necessary during the peak of the breeding season (May) for cluster inspections/ 
breeding season monitoring and in the fall/winter to do any necessary surveys or habitat work 
(burning, hardwood control, cavity installation/repair). This work typically can be accomplished in 
two to four days during the spring and two to four days during the last two weeks of December 
(commonly referred to as exodus due to most military activities being shut down during for the 
holiday period). 
 
Access to SD1 may also be necessary during March of each year in order to conduct aerial 
monitoring of RCW clusters when ground access is not feasible. Historically however, since 
monitoring for RCWs in the SD1 impact area was first initiated, it’s never been utilized except for 
the initial surveys since EOD support for access on the ground has been available. If aerial 
monitoring is ever deemed necessary, it will be closely coordinated with Range Division and 
planned in a manner that will have the least impact on training. The area is scheduled in 
coordination with Range Division prior to the 13-week training schedule. All units training on Fort 
Benning must schedule their training 13 weeks in advance. By scheduling aerial flights prior to 
this, the trainers can better plan for their activities so conflicts can be minimized. Trainers will be 
informed of this scheduling at weekly Range Control meetings and through distribution of Range 
Bulletins. In the event of inclement weather during the scheduled time, further coordination will 
be made to re-schedule flights to least impact training. 
 
Clusters will be accessed during the fall/winter in order to accomplish any habitat management 
needs identified during the spring aerial and ground monitoring. 
 
Roads/Trails 
 
There were several existing roads and trails within the SD1 dudded impact area that provided 
limited access to some of the known RCW clusters. During exodus 2009, the first effort at 
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establishing new roads/trails and improving existing ones was initiated in order to provide access 
to all manageable SD1 clusters by either 4x4 pick-up trucks, All-Terrain Vehicles (ATV) or All-
Terrain Utility Vehicles (UTV). The second major effort took place during exodus 2010 and 
included creation of a north-south trail from Pierce Range to Lumpkin Trail and an east-west trail 
from Galloway Range to clusters A20-07 (SD1-505), A20-08 (SD1-507), A20-09 (SD1-508) and 
A20-44 (SD1-506). The remainder of the SD1 road/trail network was completed during exodus of 
2011, with the addition of some trails bypassing the Off-Limit Areas occurring in 2012. Figure 7 
depicts all historical roads/trails, those that were subsurface cleared/improved during exodus 
2009, and the final improvements that were completed during exodus 2010. Figure 8 depicts the 
UXO subsurface cleared road/trail network in SD1 as it exists today in 2021. Figure 9 depicts 
how the road/trail network is marked. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Historical and improved roads and trails in the SD1 dudded impact area. 
 



Existing Roads/Trails 
Improved - 2009 
Improved - 2010 
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Figure 8. Road and trail network as of January 2021 in the SD1 dudded impact area that have 
been subsurface cleared of UXO. 
 



 
Figure 9. All SD1 trails were subsurface cleared of UXO and marked with steel rebar stakes that 
are painted blue. Adjacent trees are painted with a single, white, dot to increase visibility of the 
cleared right of way. 
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Emergency Protocols 
 
Wildfire Response: See SD1 (A20) Wildfire Response Plan (Appendix 6). 
 
Natural Disaster: In the event of a tornado or other natural disaster that may impact any SD1 
RCW clusters, Natural Resources Management Branch personnel will inspect all clusters for 
damage, either by ground or aerially. If necessary, artificial cavities will be used to supplement 
any clusters in order to have four suitable cavities available to each RCW group where feasible. 
Coordination for access will be made with Range Division and will be done as soon as it’s 
feasible following any such event. USFWS will be notified of any damage documented in any 
such event in accordance with the ESMC (Fort Benning 2021) and RCW Guidelines (U.S. Army 
2007). 
 
Survey 
 
The general area within and adjacent to each SD1 RCW cluster will be surveyed for new cavity 
trees each year that the cluster is scheduled for monitoring, be it ground or aerial access. New 
cavity trees documented during aerial surveys will be groundtruthed the next time that cluster is 
accessed via ground access and will be painted, tagged and re-GPSed.  
 
Reporting 
 
Fort Benning will report all SD1 findings to USFWS in the appropriate annual reports or as 
necessary. Emergencies, as in the case of cavity tree destruction, the Service will be notified 
within 24 hours of discovery. 
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Analysis of the Number of Red-cockaded Woodpecker Clusters Required to 
Achieve 350 Potential Breeding Groups 



Introduction: 



As noted in the RCW Recovery Plan (Plan): “Population sizes identified in recovery 
criteria are measured in the number of potential breeding groups” [hereafter, PBGs].  “A 
traditional measure of population size has been the number of active clusters.  Potential 
breeding groups is a better measure of population status, because this is the basis of 
population dynamics in this species and number of active clusters can include varying 
proportions of solitary males and captured clusters.  Estimates of all three parameters – 
number of active clusters, proportion of solitary males, and proportion of captured 
clusters – are required to support estimates of PBGs.” 



“To assist in the transition between these two measures, we have provided a range of 
numbers of active clusters considered the likely equivalents of the required number of 
PBGs.  Estimated number of active clusters is likely to be at least 1.1 times the number 
of PBGs, but is unlikely to be more than 1.4 times this number.  Thus an estimated 400 
to 500 active clusters will be necessary to contain 350 PBGs, depending on proportions 
of solitary males and captured clusters and also on the estimated sampling error of the 
sampling scheme.”  Note that 1.1 times 350 equals 385 not 400 and that 1.4 times 350 is 
490. Being appropriately conservative, the recovery team rounded these figures up by 
15 and 10 clusters, respectively.  Note: The Ft. Benning population goal is 351 PBGs.



Since approval of the Plan in 2003, 3 more primary core populations have reached 
recovery, Ft. Bragg, Francis Marion National Forest (FMNF), and Eglin Air Force Base 
(EAFB).  Additionally, both Ft. Stewart and Ft. Benning have significantly increased their 
population sizes during this time period.  The Apalachicola Ranger District 
(Apalachicola) has been recovered for decades (~500 active clusters) and provides a 
very long-term and large data set to help determine the number of total (suitable/
managed) and active clusters required to achieve 350 PBGs.  



Background: 



Currently, based on previous calculations, it was assumed that Ft. Benning would require 
421 territories to harbor 351 PBGs.  The purpose of this analysis is to update the 
numbers of territories and active clusters required for Ft. Benning to reach recovery 
based on current Ft. Benning data supported by similar data from all recovered primary 
core and one other large population (Ft. Stewart).  It is known that as RCW populations 
expand toward their “carrying capacity” (based on a territory per 150 acres on Ft. 
Benning) the percentages of unoccupied (i.e., inactive) clusters, captured clusters and 
clusters occupied by solitary birds decrease.  This relationship, i.e., low percentages of 
non-PBG territories at “carrying capacity”, appears to hold true regardless of population 
size if habitat is suitable, including availability of suitable cavities.  However, populations 
undergoing expansion, particularly rapid growth, may have rather large percentages of 
solitary male groups.  With a basic understanding of today’s RCW populations and their 
management, 
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the reason for the low percentage of non-PBG territories at property carry capacity 
becomes apparent. 



Today, all RCW populations occur on isolated habitat islands ranging in size from 
<2,000 to over 250,000 acres.  Based on forest type and current habitat conditions, 
these islands can and do support RCW populations of various sizes.  Via strategic and 
effective population and habitat management, expansion of these populations, 
regardless of their size, has become routine, predictable and successful.  Even the 
smallest populations (~10 territories) can be and are being expanded and maintained as 
stable with focused management (Letcher et al. 1998, and Costa and Daniels 2004).  
Indeed numerous (n=6) new populations have been reintroduced into suitable habitat 
and are similarly stable and/or expanding.  At carrying capacity (RCW group per 70 to 
300 acres depending on habitat) and with normal annual recruitment, it appears 
uncommon for suitable territories, in any population of ~10 groups or larger, to remain 
unoccupied or in a solitary bird status for any significant length of time, e.g., beyond two 
dispersal seasons.  With normal levels of annual recruitment, suitable unoccupied 
natural (old trees) or artificial 
(recruitment clusters) nesting habitat and breeding vacancies are quickly filled.  This is 
not surprising even in small populations given that offspring have few options to find 
suitable habitat off-property.   



The relatively high observed subadult “mortality” rates (i.e., birds not seen again in the 
study area/population during their first potential breeding season) previously 
documented in RCWs (see Walters et al. 1988) likely reflects that annual natality 
(recruitment) typically exceeds mortality within most populations.  Therefore, “surplus” 
birds are destined to “float” or disperse (from the property), thereby exposing themselves 
to risks of predation and exposure.  Additionally, if the capacity of the property/habitat to 
support RCWs (either naturally via old trees or artificially via recruitment clusters) is 
limited, the opportunities for so-called surplus birds to pioneer or occupy recruitment 
clusters is also limited and again their options are to float or disperse, increasing the 
probability of mortality.  However, when nesting habitat is available it is typically quickly 
occupied which is why today so many populations are rapidly increasing.  These 
landscape, habitat and ecological realities all support the concept that under normal 
circumstances a sufficient pool of subadults is annually available to either support 
population expansion or maintain population stability in populations at carrying capacity 
if suitable habitat is available.  



Using Recruitment Clusters for Future Population Goal Calculations: 



In determining the number of total territories required at recovery to achieve their 
designated PBG goal, some populations have incorrectly used their current number of 
recruitment clusters in their calculations.  There is a problem with this procedure that 
results in misleading information and ultimately incorrect analyses.  Note: the 
information presented in this analysis does not use these erroneous data sets.  At 
carrying capacity there will be no recruitment clusters once all territories are occupied.  
Therefore, using the number of them in a calculation today to represent a “normal” 
percentage of inactive clusters in a future “recovered” condition is inappropriate.  Today, 
many 
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populations have numerous recruitment clusters on their property; e.g., in some cases a 
number equal to10% or even more of their number of active clusters.  Using these in the 
“recovery” goal calculation (i.e. number of territories required for x number of PBGs) 
today results in a seriously inflated over-estimate of the number of “inactive” clusters that 
will occur in a population at its future carry capacity.  In other words, the percentage of 
“inactive” clusters in today’s populations is significantly higher than the percentage that 
would be expected at carrying capacity because today’s populations are undergoing an 
aggressive population expansion program (i.e., recruitment clusters), resulting in many 
“inactive” clusters.  At carrying capacity there will be no such program and most 
territories will be and will remain occupied.  Not surprising, the Apalachicola, the largest 
RCW population is a perfect example of the reality that there will be few inactive clusters 
in recovered populations.  Many other current populations, including those listed in Table 
1, support this fact.  



Table 1: RCW population demographics (2011) for all primary core currently 
recovered and selected other populations 



Population Sample1 (%IC) #AC #PBGs (%/AC) #SM (%/AC) #Capt (%/AC)   PBG/Sample



Apalachicola 108 (3%) 105 101 (96) 1 (1) 3 (3) .94



Eglin AFB 309 (15% ) 263 237 (90) 9 (3) 17 (6) .77



Ft. Benning 350 (2%) 342 333 (97) 7 (2) 2 (1) .95



Ft. Bragg 95   (1%) 94 86 (91) 3 (3) 5 (5) .91



Ft. Stewart 378 (11%) 338 317 (94) 4 (1) 17 (5) .84



FMNF2 497 (12%) 438 425 (97) 13 (3) 0 (0) .86



Averages (7%) (94%) (2%) (3%) .88
IC = inactive clusters 
AC = active clusters 
PBGs = potential breeding groups 
SM = solitary males (some could be females) 
Capt = captured clusters  
1Sample – Apalachicola, Eglin AFB and Ft. Bragg provided data from their long-term
“permanent” sample.  Ft. Benning and Ft. Stewart data basically represents a total 
population census, while FMNF expanded their sample to reflect the entire population.  
Note that “Sample” includes all clusters, both active and inactive 
(IC) and that the number of inactive clusters (Sample - #AC= IC) represents a very low 
percentage, ranging from 1% (Ft. Bragg) to 15% (FMNF).   
2FMNF is still “recovering” from the effects of Hurricane Hugo (1989), with greater than



1/3 of the RCW territories being at or below the Standard for Managed Stability foraging
guidelines.    



Summarizing the data in Table 1 shows that on average, at any given time in recovered 
and large populations approximately 7% of territories will be unoccupied, 2% will be 
occupied by solitary males, 3% will be captured and 88% will be occupied by PBGs.  
Therefore, based on the averages, to achieve a population goal of 350 PBGs, 398 
“managed” or suitable territories would be required.  However, based on Ft. Benning 
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specific data, only 390 managed clusters would be required because 90%, not 88% (the 
average of the 6 populations), of managed clusters harbor PBGs. 



Table 2 provides additional summary information including data on the number of active 
clusters required to achieve 350 PBGs.  Based on the 6-population analysis, an average 
of 372 active clusters would be required to maintain 350 PBGs.  Note that on Ft. 
Benning only 370 active clusters would be required to support 351 PBGs because 95%, 
not 94% (the average of the 6 populations) of active clusters harbor PBGs.   



There is no reason to believe (except for catastrophic events and lack of habitat 
management) or data to support the idea that when a population achieves its carrying 
capacity regardless of its size, but especially for large (>250 territories) populations, that 
a significant percentage of territories will be unoccupied.  Based on the data examined 
for this paper the average percent of inactive territories was 7% with a range of 1 to 15% 
(Table 1).  Again, based on the discussion above (see Background) the reasons for this 
are intuitive and driven by the species ecology and the current configuration of remaining 
RCW habitats throughout the southeast.  That is, populations are isolated islands that 
have achieved or will reach their RCW carrying capacity and then annually maintain that 
density.  Of course, some small percentage (current data suggests on average it will 
~7% or less; see Table 1) of territories will likely become unoccupied annually due to 
local stochastic events, e.g., loss of cavity trees or predation.  However, even in small 
populations or subpopulations, assuming normal recruitment, suitable territories would 
be expected to be quickly reoccupied.   



Recommendation:    



Based on a Ft. Benning-specific analysis of 5 years of cluster occupancy and group 
composition data, Ft. Benning proposes to change the number of managed and active 
clusters required to achieve its population goal of 351 PBGs.  The 6-population analysis 
of similar data for other large and recovered populations presented in this paper strongly 
supports Ft. Benning’s proposed changes.  Ft. Benning will manage 390 clusters and 
maintain at least 370 active clusters to assure that their population goal of 351 PBGs is 
achieved and maintained.   



Table 2:  Number of total clusters (TC = active and inactive) and active clusters 
(AC) required to achieve 350 PBGs 
Population PBG/TC1 #TC=350 PBGs PBG/AC2 #AC=350 PBGs



.94 372 .96 365 



.77 455 .90 389 



.95 368 .97 361 



.91 385 .91 385 



.84 417 .94 372 



Apalachicola 
RD Eglin AFB 
Ft. Benning 
Ft. Bragg 
Ft. Stewart 
FMNF  .86 407 .97 361 



4013 .94 372Averages  .88 
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2PBG/AC = #PBGs (%/AC) column from Table 1
3Note that 350/.88 = 398 not 401; the difference is a rounding error.



Summary: 



Understanding the relationships between suitable available habitat, population size, 
species ecology, and population dynamics (PBGs, active clusters, solitary bird 
territories, and captured clusters) clarifies and explains why as populations get very 
large (>250 groups) and in particular reach their property carrying capacity regardless of 
size, the percentages of unoccupied territories, captured clusters and solitary bird 
groups are small and, on average, equal ~12%, ranging from 5 to 24% of the territories 
(Table 1).  Additionally, based on these new data presented here for numerous and 
varying size populations, the estimated number of active clusters necessary to support 
a specified number of PBGs is typically going to be on the low side of the range of 1.1 
to 1.4 times the number of PBGs, or even lower as illustrated by the analyses in this 
paper.  This relationship currently holds true for some of the largest and all currently 
recovered primary core populations.   



Prepared by Ralph Costa 
RCWO, LLC 
2/10/13 



1PBG/TC = PBG/Sample column from Table 1
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Revision of the Fort Benning Red-cockaded Woodpecker Monitoring 
Plan, Fort Benning, Georgia 



1. Introduction



In accordance with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Red-cockaded 



Woodpecker (RCW) Recovery Plan, Second Revision (2003, hereafter, the Recovery 



Plan), we propose to implement a new population monitoring plan for the Fort Benning 



RCW population.  Section 8-C of the Recovery Plan establishes guidelines for 



population monitoring that recommend monitoring levels based on population size.  



Once properties with RCWs exceed 350 potential breeding groups (PBGs) or achieve 



their approved property goal (351 PBGs at Fort Benning), they may consult with the 



USFWS to revise sample sizes for monitoring the number of active clusters and PBG. 



Fort Benning began intensive management of its RCW population in 1996.  Since 



then, the RCW population has responded with consistent growth (Figure 1), and has 



realized an average annual increase of 4.2% year-1 in the number of active clusters and 



5.1% year-1 in the number of PBGs (Table 1).  The Fort Benning RCW population 



exceeded its recovery goal of 351 PBGs in 2015 when the population achieved 375 



active clusters and 357 PBGs.  Since then, the population has continued to grow and in 



2018, achieved 410 active clusters and 392 PBGs.  



The number of personnel in the Fort Benning Natural Resources Management 



Branch has steadily decreased while the RCW population has steadily increased.  



Continuing to monitor 100% of RCW clusters for activity, 100% of RCW clusters for the 



presence of a PBG, and 25% of RCW clusters for productivity every year has become 



increasingly difficult.  The intensive RCW monitoring diverts resources from other 



species that may have greater needs for conservation action and from managing and 



restoring the habitat for all species.  



Accordingly, we have developed a new monitoring plan that reduces the sample 



sizes for activity checks and PBGs, the two metrics most important to monitoring 



population size and trend.  The Recovery Plan states, “together these two metrics give 



a reasonable assessment of population health”, “potential breeding groups are early 
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indicators of population decline”, and “monitoring group size and/or reproductive 



success is not necessary to determine population size and trend” (2003).  



The foundation of the new Fort Benning RCW monitoring plan is the Fort 



Benning RCW metapopulation monitoring units (MMUs).  The RCW MMUs were 



developed from the RCW population demographic, home range, and dispersal data 



collection and analysis for the 2004 Digital Multipurpose Range Complex Biological 



Opinion (BO) and summarized in the 2004 RCW DMPRC BO Final Report to USFWS 



(2018).  The MMU delineations (Figure 2) are based on cluster occupancy and 



dispersals (including dispersal patterns) between clusters by individual birds and 



natural/man made boundaries/barriers.  



This proposal to adopt a new Fort Benning RCW monitoring plan utilizes 



stratified random sampling by MMU to achieve greater precision, to provide better 



coverage of the population, and to ensure each MMU within the population receives 



proper representation within the sample.  



 



2. Methods and Materials 



2.1. Sampling Scheme 



All accessible clusters (TC), to include A20, would be stratified by 



metapopulation monitoring units (Figure 3).  Each MMU would be divided into two 



activity sampling groups (ACT1, ACT2), each comprising 50% of the total number of 



clusters in the MMU.  Group assignment of clusters would be done randomly without 



replacement.  Groups would be sampled in alternate years.  In odd years, clusters in 



ACT1 would be sampled; ACT2 in even years.  All clusters within the group being 



sampled that year would be monitored for status (active or inactive).  All cavities trees 



and start trees within the ACT sample in a given year will be inspected for activity and 



suitability, and clusters that have < 4 suitable cavities will be provisioned through cavity 



maintenance such that each cluster has at least 4 suitable cavities. 



 Of the clusters being sampled for activity status in a given year, half would be 



sampled for the number of PBGs.   Approximately 25% of the total accessible clusters in 
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the MMUs will be monitored for PBG annually.  The PBG groups would be measured in 



sync with the activity groups, so that all clusters sampled for PBGs were also sampled 



for activity (Figure 3).  Every year a cluster is measured for activity, it has the potential 



to be selected for PBG sampling.   



 Newly found clusters will be added randomly to ACT and PBG groups.  Status or 



PBG information of new clusters will only be used in population estimates if the new 



cluster belongs to an ACT or PBG sampling group being measured that year.  



Additionally, the status of clusters not being sampled in a given year may be recorded 



opportunistically, but will not be used in the annual estimate.  Estimates of the total 



number of active clusters and PBG’s will be made from the annual samples based on 



the proportion of the sample size.   



2.2 Analysis 



 The proposed scheme was applied to data collected at Fort Benning to assess 



the scheme’s accuracy.  Starting with data from 2015, clusters were randomly selected 



(without replacement) into ACT sampling groups within each MMU.  Sampling was done 



such that 50% of clusters in each MMU would be monitored every year.  Of the ACT 



clusters being sampled in a given year in each MMU, 50% were selected for PBG 



monitoring (25% of total number of clusters).  The PBG groups were randomly selected 



each year, with no guarantee that any particular cluster would be selected for PBG 



sampling.  Clusters that were found after 2015 were also randomly sorted (again, 



without replacement) into ACT sampling groups and potentially included in PBG 



sampling.  New clusters may be found one year but not be present in following years 



due to predation, abandonment, etc.  Therefore, data from new clusters was only 



included in years following the first observation of the cluster, ensuring that the cluster 



was not an ephemeral occurrence.   



The sampled data was used to generate estimates of total active clusters and 



total PBG’s for each year in the cycle (2015-2018).  The process of sampling clusters 



and generating annual estimates was repeated 1000 times to generate a dataset of 



repeated estimates for each year.  The dataset of 1000 iterations was analyzed against 



known records for those years.  Percent error for each estimate was calculated so that 
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the mean percent error for ACT and PBG could be determined.  A linear regression was 



produced for the relationship between the estimates and the actual records (PROC 



REG, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina).  The resulting slope and intercept of the 



regression were examined.  



 



3. Results 



 On average, annual estimates of the number of active clusters were within 1.0% 



(±0.7 pp; S.D.) of the actual recorded value for any given year in the 4-year cycle 



(Figure 4).  Regression analysis found that for every 1 increase in actual active clusters, 



we observed a 1.02 increase (±0.01; ±95% C.I.) in the estimated number of active 



clusters (p-value = <0.001; r2 = 0.85) (Figure 5).  



 Estimates of total PBG were, on average, within 2.0% (±1.5 pp; ±S.D.) of actual 



recorded values for any given year in the 4-year cycle (Figure 6).  Regressing the 



relationship between the estimates and actual recorded values showed that every 1 



increase in the actual number of PBG’s, we observed a 1.06 increase (±0.02; ±95% 



C.I.) in the estimated number of active clusters  



(p-value = <0.001; r2 = 0.67) (Figure 7).  



 



4. Conclusion 



 This proposed revision of the RCW monitoring plan will not affect the RCW 



population, but it will affect the efficiency of our population metric estimates and will be 



robust enough to detect population growth or decline. This proposed monitoring scheme 



also aligns with the Recovery Plan Population Monitoring Guidelines which state that 



“primary core populations” like Fort Benning should “monitor the number of active 



clusters and number of potential breeding groups so that population trend and size can 



be determined”, to “select random samples annually for populations in which no banding 



is being conducted”, and to “utilize stratified random sampling when appropriate” 



(USFWS 2003). Also in alignment with the Recovery Plan, the proposed design will 



ensure that each RCW group will be examined once every 2 years for activity and that 
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PBG samples are selected randomly each year. We propose to continue this activity 



group sample in perpetuity, rather than redraw the groups, in order to ensure that 



examining each RCW group once every 2 years will continue in perpetuity. The 



proposed sampling design for monitoring years 2019 through 2022 is demonstrated in 



Figures 8 through 11.  



Some clusters that are not part of an ACT sample within a given year may have 



their status (active or inactive) recorded opportunistically if they are visited for 



management purposes such as preparation for prescribed fires, timber sale reviews, or 



inspections following a severe weather event. However, data collected opportunistically 



will not be used to estimate any population metrics. Additionally, clusters that require 



monitoring for Biological Opinions will be fully monitored, but the resulting data will not 



be used to estimate population metrics unless the cluster is a part of the sample for that 



year. Sampling for ACT1 will be conducted in odd years and ACT2 sampling will be 



conducted in even years. In accordance with the Management Guidelines for the RCW 



on Army Installations (2007), we will continue to conduct annual inspections of all 



recruitment clusters for a period of 5 years after they were provisioned. However, 



recruitment clusters, regardless of their status (active or inactive), will not be included in 



our estimates of the number of active clusters unless they are part of the ACT sample 



for that year. 



This proposed sampling design will more efficiently monitor RCW population size 



and trend, assess population health, and track early indicators of population decline.  As 



a result of the proposed sampling efficiencies, habitat management activities such as 



provisioning of artificial cavities in existing RCW clusters, creation of new RCW 



recruitment sites, timber thinning, longleaf pine restoration, and prescribed burning will 



continue as necessary in an effort to grow the RCW population and allow for 



conservation action, management, and habitat restoration for all species. 
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Figure 1. Number of red-cockaded woodpecker active clusters and 
potential breeding groups, 1997-2018, Fort Benning, Georgia.
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Figure 3.  Proposed sampling scheme.  The total accessible clusters (TC) are randomly placed into 



two activity sampling groups (ACT).  Of the clusters within the ACT group, 50% were selected for 



potential breeding group (PBG) monitoring. 
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Figure 4.  Number of actual and estimated (±SD) active clusters on Fort Benning, Georgia 2015 – 



2018.  Shaded areas represent ±3% and ±5% error. 



Figure 5.  Relationship of estimated (±SD) to actual active clusters on Fort Benning, Georgia 2015 – 



2018.   
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Figure 7.  Relationship of estimated (±SD) to actual potential breeding groups (PBG) on Fort Benning, 



Georgia 2015 – 2018.   



Figure 6.  Number of actual and estimated (±SD) potential breeding groups on Fort Benning, Georgia 



2015 – 2018.   
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Table 1.  Annual statistics for the number of active clusters and potential breeding 
groups, the annual percent increase of those metrics, and the long-term annual average 
percent increase, 1997-2018, Fort Benning, Georgia. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Year
Active 



Clusters



Change in 



Active 



Clusters



PBG
Change in 



PBG 



1997 174 139



1998 189 8.6% 153 10.1%



1999 188 -0.5% 165 7.8%



2000 217 15.4% 187 13.3%



2001 225 3.7% 195 4.3%



2002 243 8.0% 213 9.2%



2003 251 3.3% 223 4.7%



2004 249 -0.8% 230 3.1%



2005 254 2.0% 240 4.3%



2006 266 4.7% 254 5.8%



2007 277 4.1% 262 3.1%



2008 284 2.5% 271 3.4%



2009 297 4.6% 287 5.9%



2010 336 13.1% 332 15.7%



2011 348 3.6% 333 0.3%



2012 351 0.9% 337 1.2%



2013 357 1.7% 332 -1.5%



2014 363 1.7% 342 3.0%



2015 375 3.3% 357 4.4%



2016 384 2.4% 373 4.5%



2017 402 4.7% 387 3.8%



2018 410 2.0% 392 1.3%



Average 



Annual 



Increase



11 4.2% 12 5.1%
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SD1 (A20) Wildfire Suppression Plan 
 
Background: 
 
Under the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) of 2005, the Armor Center and 
School at Fort Knox, Kentucky was transitioned to Fort Benning, Georgia. Changes in 
range configurations, facilities construction, Soldier census, and training activity 
associated with this BRAC action potentially impacted habitats and the population of 
endangered red-cockaded woodpeckers (RCW) on Fort Benning. Currently, under the 
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 2003 RCW Recovery Plan, the Fort Benning 
RCW population is designated a “Primary Core Population,” which is the highest level of 
importance under the plan. Fort Benning completed formal consultation with the USFWS 
to evaluate potential effects for Maneuver Center of Excellence (MCoE) actions on the 
Installation’s RCW population. In the resulting MCoE Biological Opinion (BO) dated 29 
May 2009, the USFWS identified as “Terms and Conditions” (TC9) the following 
requirement:  
 
“Within six months of completion of consultation, collaborate with the Service to develop 
a plan for wildfire response in order to provide accountability for decisions made to let 
burn. The plan would be specific to the A20 (now referred to as SD1) dudded impact 
area and the clusters that will be counted toward recovery.” 
 
The wildfire suppression plan presented below was developed to meet the “terms and 
conditions” (TC9) requirements of the MCoE BO and implementation of the plan was 
initiated following coordination, review, and its approval by the USFWS. 
 
The SD1 dudded impact area has been frequently burned by military munitions for over 
60 years. As a result of these frequent fires, the forest in this area is considered some of 
the most pristine on Fort Benning. Frequent fire has maintained the fire dependent 
ecosystem and an open park-like appearance throughout SD1, which provides excellent 
habitat for the RCW. For many years, most of this area has been unmanaged by 
humans except for the frequent fires caused from military training. From ground and 
aerial surveys conducted in the summer of 2009, most of the trees in SD1 appear to be 
healthy and longleaf pine is regenerating successfully. The forest in this dudded impact 
area is perpetuating itself and has adapted to the frequent presence of fire. 
 
The Natural Resources Management Branch (NRMB), Directorate of Public Works 
(DPW) is responsible for all prescribed burning and wildfire suppression activities on Fort 
Benning. NRMB personnel will provide the prescribed burning, wildfire detection and 
suppression activities for SD1. The SD1 dudded impact area is contaminated with 
Unexploded Ordnance (UXO), making it unsafe to actively extinguish a wildfire. As a 
result, wildfire intensity within SD1 will be controlled by fuels management. 
 
MANAGING FUEL LOADS 
 
Maintaining low fuel loads is key to having low to moderate intensity fires that will not 
present a threat to RCW cavity trees and foraging habitat. Actively monitoring fuel loads 
within the SD1 dudded impact area will aid in determining the intensity of wildfires and 
thus the benefit or detriment of the fire on RCW habitat. For example, wildfires that occur 
in one to two year fuel accumulations are less intense than wildfires that occur in three 
or more year fuel accumulations. Monitoring fuel loads can be accomplished by physical 
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observations during scheduled visits to the area for RCW monitoring or maintenance, by 
viewing and documenting burned areas from the air during the annual over flight of the 
SD1 impact area, and by using remote sensing to record frequency and location of areas 
burned by wildfires. 
 
Fuel loads in SD1 will be monitored and managed by recording the frequency and 
location of areas burned. All wildfires in the SD1 dudded impact area will be delineated 
and tracked in a Geographical Information System (GIS) using remote sensing imagery 
available from United States Geological Survey (USGS). Wildfire occurrence and 
location within the SD1 impact area will be identified, delineated, and recorded in GIS by 
approximate date. USGS satellite imagery is available approximately every 16 days and 
will allow for frequent wildfire monitoring if significant cloud cover is minimal or not 
present in the imagery. This method of wildfire monitoring has proven very effective at 
other locations throughout the Southeast. The NRMB GIS Forester has received training 
at the Tall Timbers Research Station in Tallahassee, FL on how to utilize remote sensing 
to track wildfire location and occurrence. Figures 1, 2, and 3 below show areas that have 
been burned in the SD1 dudded impact area and how they are delineated in GIS. 
 
 



 
Figure 1: USGS satellite imagery of the SD1 Dudded Impact Area with no current burned 
areas visible. 
 



SD1 Dudded 
Impact Area 
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Figure 2: USGS satellite imagery of recently burned areas in the SD1 Dudded Impact 
Area. 
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Figure 3: USGS satellite imagery of the SD1 Dudded Impact Area with recently burned 
areas delineated and captured in GIS. 
 
 
MONITORING AND SUPPRESSION OF WILDFIRES 
 
Due to the large quantities of UXO within the SD1 dudded impact area, direct firefighting 
techniques such as brush trucks with water, tractors for firebreaks, and direct hand 
methods of attack cannot be accomplished without placing firefighting personnel in 
extreme danger. Therefore, prescribed burning from a designated “safe area” is the only 
available safe method of attack for a wildfire in SD1. 
 
All military training units are required to report wildfires ignited by training events in the 
SD1 impact area to Range Control. Range Control then notifies the NRMB of the wildfire 
and its approximate location. Fire tower operators also report wildfires and dispatch the 
appropriate personnel to the fire. If upon assessment, it is determined that the intensity 
of the wildfire may threaten RCW cavity trees or smoke sensitive areas may be affected 
by smoke, then a prescribed burn will be executed from a “safe area” within the impact 
area. Lighting a prescribed backfire from maintained SD1 boundary firebreaks, interior 
roads and trails, will extinguish the wildfire by removing fuel from areas of concern within 
the impact area and reduce the smoke impact to smoke sensitive areas outside of the 
impact area.   
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If it is determined by NRMB personnel that a prescribed burn must be used to extinguish 
a wildfire in the SD1 impact area, then Range Control will be contacted to place all 
affected training ranges on check fire so that NRMB personnel can enter the impact 
area. Before entering the SD1 impact area, NRMB personnel will plan the route and all 
actions. Range Control will provide a Range Safety Patrol to assess emergency access 
and the requirement of Explosive Ordnance Detachment (EOD) presence. Proper 
planning will minimize the time needed in the SD1 dudded impact area, danger to 
personnel, and the impact on military training affected by the check fire. All access into 
SD1 by NRMB personnel for wildfire suppression activities will be in accordance with the 
Fort Benning Environmental Access Plan. 
 
COORDINATION WITH USFWS 
 
Fort Benning will make available to the USFWS all wildfire information, as well as data 
associated with the SD1 (A20) Red-cockaded Woodpecker Management Plan data 
when requested (originally specified per the MCoE BO Reasonable and Prudent 
Alternative). 
 
Any revisions to this plan will be coordinated with the USFWS for concurrence prior to 
implementation.  








			SD1 (A20) Wildfire Suppression Plan
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Incidental Take, Monitoring, and Reporting for Forest Management Silvicultural Actions 



 
1. Introduction 



In partitions where red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) foraging habitat is deficient as determined 



by the site specific Fort Benning Managed Stability Standard and silvicultural actions will result 



in additional temporary declines of suitable habitat, an incidental take designation for RCW 



clusters will be requested from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). Incidental take is 



required by Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act in order for Fort Benning’s Natural 



Resources Management Branch (NRMB) to implement forest management plans and 



silvicultural actions within these habitat deficient clusters (hereafter, a silvicultural incidental 



take).  Strategic forest management plans and silvicultural actions, to include thinning, timber 



stand improvement, and conversion to longleaf pine, will improve RCW habitat over the long 



term and are necessary for the sustainability of the RCW.  Individual forest management plans 



will be approved by the NRMB Chief once internal reviews and coordination with Range 



Division, Directorate of Plans, Training, Mobilization, and Security (DPTMS) is completed.  Each 



finalized plan will then be submitted for USFWS Review/Consultation and National 



Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis. 



 
2. Methods 



According to the USFWS RCW Recovery Plan, Second Revision (2003, hereafter, the Recovery 



Plan), it is “essential that RCW population declines be detected quickly and accurately”.  The 



Recovery Plan further states “a population is considered declining if either the number of active 



RCW clusters decreases by 10% from one year to the next, or the number of active RCW 



clusters decreases by 10% within five years” (2003).  Therefore, NRMB silvicultural incidental 



take designation requests for RCW clusters will not exceed 10% of the active RCW clusters in a 



single year or 10% of the active RCW clusters in a five year period, to avoid the potential for 



critical population decline.   



 



The Recovery Plan also states “early indicators of population decline include a decreasing 



proportion of groups that contain potential breeding groups” and “increasing proportions of 



solitary males and/or captured clusters” (2003).  Therefore, as an additional precautionary 



measure in requested silvicultural incidental take RCW clusters, NRMB will monitor these early 



indicators of population decline. The silvicultural incidental take designated RCW clusters will be 



monitored for activity and potential breeding groups (PBGs) pre-action, during the action (if the 



action requires multi-year implementation), and one breeding season post-action.  Once the 
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action is complete and the post breeding season monitoring indicates no change in the RCW 



cluster(s) activity status, then the silvicultural incidental take designation will be requested to be 



removed for the cluster(s).  If there is a recorded change in the activity status of the RCW 



cluster(s), the silvicultural incidental take designation will remain in place and monitoring will 



continue until the breeding season monitoring data indicates an active RCW cluster with a PBG, 



or it is determined the cluster will remain inactive for the foreseeable future. 



 



The Recovery Plan additionally states populations exhibiting early indicators of population 



decline “will not be formally considered critically declining populations, if number of active 



clusters is not declining”.  “However, this is important evidence of a population in poor health 



and managers are strongly encouraged to review and adjust management actions accordingly.”  



“Review and adjustment of management plans and their implementation is the only appropriate 



response to such evidence” (2003).  Therefore, NRMB will utilize the activity and PBG 



monitoring data for each requested silvicultural incidental take cluster to adaptively adjust 



management plans and silvicultural actions to improve RCW population health. 



 



Forest management plans and silvicultural actions will be identified and prioritized in order of 



greatest need as identified by monitoring data (ecological forest monitoring and species 



monitoring) and requirements to sustain or improve military training.  Proposals from Range 



Division and Military Units that will improve military training capabilities will be taken into 



consideration and executed if ecologically feasible.  The primary silvicultural actions that will be 



utilized are timber harvesting (thinning and regeneration), understory vegetation control 



(chemical and mechanical), and ground cover restoration/management (prescribed burning). 



 
3. Annual Reporting 



The NRMB will submit an Annual RCW Report including results of the annual population 



monitoring, silvicultural incidental take monitoring, and a description of management actions, 



management of cavities/clusters, and management/restoration of foraging habitat. 
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Background: Army Regulation (200-1) Environmental Protection and Enhancement 
requires the preparation of Endangered Species Management Plan (ESMP) for listed 
and proposed threatened and endangered species and critical habitat present on 
Installations. All Army land uses are subject to these regulations. Failure to implement this 
management plan can lead to violation of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) and 
result in the costly disruption of military operations. 
 
Current Species Status: Relict trillium (Trillium reliquum) is listed as endangered by 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). Four populations are known to occur on 
Fort Benning. The species occurs primarily in undisturbed moist hardwood forests in 
limited portions of Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina. The 1994 USFWS Biological 
Opinion states that the Fort Benning populations may comprise a significant portion of 
the protected populations and are essential for the recovery of the species. On the 
Installation, the species is potentially vulnerable to construction disturbance, feral swine, 
invasive plants, high-intensity fires, and timber harvesting. 
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: The species is typically found in mature 
undisturbed hardwood stands. The major limiting factor is the availability of suitable 
habitat.  
  
Management Objectives: Management will be for the protection and enhancement of 
existing populations on the Installation.   
 
Conservation Goals: The conservation goal is to maintain existing populations at 
healthy and stable levels and preserve habitat in which they occur. Actions needed 
include: 
 


1. Continue monitoring of present populations. 
2. Assess potential encroachments of invasive species and initiate control efforts as 


necessary. 
3. Protect populations from man-made disturbances such as timber harvesting, 


burning, construction, and military training. 
 
Conservation Measures: The USFWS has developed and is implementing a recovery 
plan for relict trillium (USFWS 1991). The plan calls for protection and management of 
existing populations, increased research, and more extensive surveys. The Natural 
Heritage Programs in Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina; the USFWS; or The 
Nature Conservancy have contacted most of the landowners of the relict trillium 
populations. This has resulted in an informal nonbinding agreement to protect several of 
the populations. Searches for new populations are being conducted by the appropriate 
State conservation agencies and the USFWS. These searches will ensure that future 
conservation efforts will be concentrated on the most significant and biologically 
important relict trillium populations. 
 
On Fort Benning, the seven known locations (five populations) have been designated as 
Sensitive Areas, in which digging and vehicles are not allowed. Timber harvesting is not 
allowed within 200 feet of the boundary of the populations and prescribed burning is 
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prohibited within the site. To protect the trillium from feral swine, the Baker Creek, 
Kendall Creek South, and Kendall Creek North, and Randall Creek North populations 
have been completely fenced. The other locations will remain unfenced until there is a 
threat from feral swine in the area. 
 
Management Prescriptions and Actions: The most important management action is 
to protect the relict trillium from disturbance. This will be accomplished by: 
 


1. Fencing of populations, if necessary, from feral swine. 
2. Prohibiting timber harvest, digging, and vehicles within 200 feet of known 


populations. 
3. Prohibiting prescribed burning within the boundaries of the population.   
4. Controlling populations of feral swine, if necessary, by trapping or shooting. 
5. Monitoring the encroachment of invasive species, and initiate control efforts as 


necessary. 
 
Any management activities will be coordinated with the USFWS and the Georgia 
Department of Natural Resources, Nongame Endangered Wildlife Program. As part of 
Fort Benning’s environmental awareness training, information on relict trillium will be 
disseminated to Soldiers, civilian employees, and general public to raise the awareness 
of this species and what can be done to help protect it. 
   
Installation activities with the potential to impact the Relict Trillium or its habitat are 
coordinated through Fort Benning’s NEPA process. Accordingly, the Department of 
Public Works/Environmental Management Division staff screen and provide applicable 
comments (i.e. guidance, mitigation, restrictions, etc.) on all potential Installation level 
actions prior to implementation through the Fort Benning 144R process. The 144R form 
for submission of proposed actions can be accessed and submitted online at 
https://applications/nepa/. Permission to proceed or denial of a proposed action is 
returned to the proponent with applicable guidance as a Record of Environmental 
Consideration (REC) or notification that a higher level of NEPA analysis (i.e. 
Environmental Assessment [EA] or Environmental Impact Statement [EIS]) is required. 
 
Management actions are expected to have little effect on military training. All the 
populations comprise a small area and located in areas that receive minimal training 
pressure.   
 
Surveys, Inspections, and Monitoring: Relict trillium populations will be monitored 
triennially (every third year) during the flowering/fruiting season (March to May). Site 
inspections for invasive species and damage will be conducted periodically.  
 
Monitoring for all populations will be conducted during the peak of the flowering period, 
which generally occurs in March and April (Patrick 1995). Due to variations in the timing 
of the flowering period from year to year, the populations should be checked on a 
weekly basis starting in March to determine when flowering begins. Once flowering is 
detected, monitoring should be performed to coincide with the peak of the flowering 
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period; usually within two weeks of the first flowers. This method will help to minimize 
the effect of seasonal variation as to the timing of the flowering season.  
 
Each population contains five, 1m2 plots, which are being monitored. These plots are 
marked by two pieces of ½-inch rebar extending approximately 2.5 feet above the 
ground. The rebar has been painted fluorescent orange and has flagging attached to 
ease locating the sites and as a safety precaution. The paint and flagging should be 
checked and replaced, as needed, every year.   
 
The five plots at Randall Creek North are placed so that the plot square (1 meter inside 
diameter square) is placed on the rebar and laid down on the side opposite of the creek. 
This is done by placing one edge of the square against the rebar, centering it on the 
rebar, and then dropping the square. The remainder of the plots—Randall Creek South, 
Kendall Creek North, Kendall Creek South, and Baker Creek—are placed on the north 
side of the rebar regardless of the position of the creek. It is recommended that any 
future plots be established using the latter method to avoid future confusion.  
 
All of the plots have been located with a GPS unit and the coordinates are recorded in 
(UTM, WGS 84). The following information should be taken from each plot. Record the 
position, age class, species, and reproductive status of each trillium within the plot. The 
following abbreviations should be used when sketching the plot. 
 


 RF: Trillium reliquum flowering 


 RS: Trillium reliquum non-flowering (sterile) 


 RJ: Trillium reliquum juvenile (one leaf individual) 


 CF: Trillium cuneatum flowering 


 CS: Trillium cuneatum non-flowering (sterile) 


 CJ: Trillium cuneatum juvenile (one leaf individual) 


 C: cotyledon 
 
In addition to the sketch, the following information should be recorded on the data 
sheet:  position of the plot in reference to topography, type class of the overstory, 
estimated percentage of crown cover over the plot, and height of the main canopy. Also, 
include any information that might be pertinent to the health of the population such as 
the presence of invasive species, erosion, ground disturbance, browsing by animals, 
logging activities, signs of flooding, drought conditions, and fire. 
 
Once all of the trilliums in the plot have been mapped, a photograph should be taken 
using a digital camera. The photo should be taken from the south side of the plot 
(except for Randall Creek North, which will be taken from the creek side of the plot) 
using a 6-foot step latter in order to get a more vertical view of the plot. These photos 
then will be placed in a file with the sketches of the plots and filed by year for future 
comparison. 
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Figure 1: Fort Benning Relict Trillium Populations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Management Checklist: 
 


Schedule Activity 


January-December  
 Inspect trillium sites for disturbance, invasive species, and damage to fencing. 
Repair damaged fencing. 


March-May Conduct annual monitoring of all populations. 
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Background: Army Regulation (200-1) “Environmental Protection and Enhancement” 
requires the preparation of an Endangered Species Management Component for listed 
and proposed threatened and endangered species and critical habitat present on 
installations. All Army land uses are subject to these regulations. Failure to implement this 
management plan can lead to violation of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) and 
result in the costly disruption of military operations. 
 
Current Species Status: In 1989, the USFWS recognized L. subangulata as a 
candidate for endangered or threatened status. Williams and Butler (1994) considered 
the shinyrayed pocketbook to be a species of special concern in Florida. In 1994, the 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) proposed that L. subangulata have 
endangered status and in 1998, it was officially listed as an endangered species 
(USFWS 1994, 1998). Historical records show that L. subangulata was once common in 
the main channel of the Flint and Chipola rivers, however it has not been collected from 
the main channel of the Apalachicola River. Brim-Box and Williams (2000) reported L. 
subangulata were found not only in tributaries of the Flint River but in tributaries of the 
Chattahoochee River in Georgia and Alabama. Live specimens of L. subangulata have 
been found in the Sawhatchee Creek which is a Chattahoochee tributary. Lampsilis 
subangulata was also found in the main channel of the Flint River near its headwaters, 
and at 4 sites in the main channel Chipola River (Brim Box and Williams 2000). There 
are currently no known populations on Fort Benning; however, the USFWS has 
determined that all of Uchee Creek is considered to be critical habitat for the species.  
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Lampsilis subangulata was reported from 
medium-sized creeks and rivers in clean and silty sand substrates in slow-to-moderate 
current (Williams and Butler 1994). Similarly, Heard (1979) found that in Florida 
populations of L. subangulata were found in muddy sand and sand in slight-to-moderate 
current. Clench and Turner (1956) reported that L. subangulata preferred small creeks 
and spring fed rivers. Lampsilis subangulata is unique because it is one of 4 mussels 
that produce a superconglutinate (a packet of larvae encased in a mucous tube) which 
is used to attract fish hosts (O'Brien et al. 1995, O'Brien 1997). Hosts fish include 
largemouth bass, Micropterus salmoides, and the spotted bass, M. punctatus (O'Brien 
1995). 
 
The shinyrayed pocketbook inhabits small to medium-sized creeks to rivers in clean or 
silty sand substrates in slow to moderate current (Williams and Butler 1994; Garner, 
pers. comm. 2003). Specimens are often found in the interface of stream channel and 
sloping bank habitats, where sediment particle size and current strength are transitional. 
Clench and Turner (1956) noted it preferred small creeks and spring-fed rivers. During 
the status survey in the ACF Basin, 45 percent of the specimens were found in a 
sand/rock substrate, while 38 percent were associated with a predominance of 
sand/clay or sandy substrates (Brim Box and Williams 2000). 
 
Management Objectives: Currently, there are no known populations of this species within 
the Installation. Nonetheless, management will be for the protection and enhancement of 
existing habitat. Due to the designation of Uchee Creek as critical habitat for shinyrayed 
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pocketbook mussel, Fort Benning will evaluate potential impacts from proposed actions 
that could affect the quality and integrity of the creek and watershed. 
 
Conservation Goals: The conservation goal is to maintain or improve the habitat quality 
within that portion of Uchee Creek that resides on Fort Benning by mitigating (avoiding) 
adverse impacts of any action within the watershed that could have effects on the quality 
of habitat within Uchee Creek.  
 
Actions Needed: 
 


1.  Evaluate all actions within the watershed on Fort Benning for potential impacts to 
the habitat. 


2.  Monitor the encroachment of invasive species and consider control efforts if 
needed. 


3.  Minimize impacts to Uchee Creek from man-made disturbances such as timber 
harvesting, military training, and construction.  
 


Conservation Measures: Management considerations include protecting streams from 
sedimentation through application of agricultural and forestry NPDES best management 
practices (BMPs), avoiding soil and vegetation-disturbing activity in the riparian zone, 
restoring unstable stream channels and other erosive areas, and other practices that 
prevent or reduce erosion. Urbanization, road and bridge construction, and other large-
scale alterations of land cover that substantially alter the runoff characteristics of the 
watershed may threaten channel stability. Management considerations to deal with the 
threat of channel instability include: 
 


1. Avoiding soil- and vegetation-disturbing activity in the riparian zone. 
2. Limiting impervious surface area, and other urban storm water runoff control 


methods. 
3. Protecting forests along floodplain and at least 50 ft. of adjoining upland from 


timber harvest, livestock, and development. 
4. Situating roads at least 0.25 mi. (0.4 km) from heads of all tributaries, and even 


more on steep slopes. 
5. Using silt fencing and vegetation to control runoff and siltation at all stream 


crossings, especially during construction and maintenance. 
6. Prohibiting dredging and damming of streams and rivers.  
7. Avoiding introduction of non-native invertebrates, especially zebra mussel 


(Dreissena polymorpha). 
8. Monitor and attempt to control Asian clam. 
9. Using and maintaining sewer systems rather than septic tanks and stream 


dumping for management of waste water. 
10. Banning use of agricultural pesticides on porous soils near streams.  
11. Maintain fish populations (i.e. largemouth, spotted bass) that serve as mussel 


larval hosts.  
 


Uchee Creek is one of two remaining subpopulations known from Alabama (upstream of 
Fort Benning), while Sawhatchee Creek is the only other shinyrayed pocketbook 
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subpopulation known from the entire Chattahoochee River system. This mussel persists 
in the uppermost Flint River main stem, and in Line, Whitewater, Swift, Jones, Abrams, 
Mill, Muckalee, Lanahassee, Kinchafoonee, Ichawaynochaway, Chickasawhatchee, 
Aycocks, Coolewahee, and Spring Creeks. Small subpopulations are also known from 
the upper half of the Chipola River main stem and its tributaries, Big, Waddells Mill, 
Baker, and Dry Creeks. Ochlockonee River system subpopulations are known from the 
upper half of the main stem, the Little Ochlockonee River, Barnetts Creek, and West 
Branch Barnetts Creek. Overall, the shinyrayed pocketbook is thought to persist at 45 
sites in seven different watersheds. 
 
Relative subpopulation size for shinyrayed pocketbook is generally low (USFWS 2003).  
An average of 2.9 live specimens of the shinyrayed pocketbook was found at each of 23 
sites during the status survey (USFWS 1998). O’Brien and Brim Box (1999) recorded 
adult densities of the largest known subpopulation of the shinyrayed pocketbook 
(Cooleewahee Creek) to be 0.02 specimens per square foot in a bed measuring 59 x 26 
feet. Densities of shinyrayed pocketbooks at four other sites where quantitative work 
was conducted in the Flint and Chipola Rivers yielded no more than 0.01 specimens per 
square foot (J. Brim Box, USGS, unpub. data). At four sites within approximately a two-
mile stretch of the Chipola River, 27 shinyrayed pocketbooks were documented in 2000 
(J. Ziewitz, USFWS, pers. obs.). 
 
Management Prescriptions and Actions: The most important management action is to 
protect Uchee Creek from disturbance, or minimize disturbance when avoidance is not 
feasible. This will be accomplished by: 
 


1. Protect riparian areas and implement NPDES BMPs where needed. 
2. Prohibiting timber harvest within 50 feet of Uchee Creek or within the limits of 


designated wetlands or riparian areas.  
3. Prohibiting digging and vehicles within the high water line of Uchee Creek without 


coordination through Fort Benning’s NEPA process.   
4. Controlling invasive species where feasible. 


  
Any management activities will be coordinated with the USFWS and the Alabama 
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Nongame Endangered Wildlife 
Program. Any regional strategies for shinyrayed pocketbook mussel will be developed in 
partnership with the USFWS.  
 
Installation activities with the potential to impact the shinyrayed pocketbook or its habitat 
are coordinated through Fort Benning’s NEPA process. Accordingly, the Directorate of 
Public Works/Environmental Management Division personnel screen and provide 
applicable comments (i.e. guidance, mitigation, restrictions, etc.) on all potential 
Installation level actions prior to implementation through the Fort Benning 144R 
process. The 144R form for submission of proposed actions can be accessed and 
submitted online at https://applications/nepa/. Permission to proceed or denial of a 
proposed action is returned to the proponent with applicable guidance as a Record of 
Environmental Consideration (REC) or notification that a higher level of NEPA analysis 
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(i.e. Environmental Assessment [EA] or Environmental Impact Statement [EIS]) is 
required. 
 
Management actions are expected to have negligible impacts on military training. All of the 
protected habitat comprises a relatively small area and is located in an area that receives 
minimal training pressure.   
 
Surveys, Inspections, and Monitoring: No surveys are currently planned for 


shinyrayed pocketbook mussels. There are no known occurrences of the species on the 


installation or any record of it within in the portion of Uchee Creek which is 


encompassed within the boundaries of Fort Benning. 


Fort Benning will monitor the critical habitat to identify any potential effects from invasive 


species or other disturbances (Figure 1). Monitoring will be done from a boat twice a 


year. Personnel will float the entire creek within the boundaries of the installation looking 


for invasive species and other types of disturbances that are impacting to the creek. 


After consultation with USFWS, Fort Benning will take appropriate management actions 


regarding problematic invasive species. Fort Benning will use these same surveys to 


determine if soil erosion or other disturbance may be impacting the critical habitat. 
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Figure 1: Uchee Creek Critical Habitat 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Management Checklist: 
 


Schedule Activity 


January-December  


Monitor Uchee Creek critical habitat biannually for disturbances and invasive 
species. Potential disturbances to watershed will be also be monitored through 
the NEPA (144R) process. Preventative measures and/or corrective actions to 
be taken as necessary. 
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Background: Army Regulation (200-1) “Environmental Protection and Enhancement” 
requires the preparation of an Species Management Component for listed and proposed 
threatened and endangered species and critical habitat present on installations. All 
Army land uses are subject to these regulations. Failure to implement this management 
plan can lead to violation of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) and result in the 
costly disruption of military operations. 
 
Current Species Status: The southern elktoe is currently being proposed for federal 
listing by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). This species appears to occur in 
the Savannah, Ogeechee, Flint, and Chattahoochee Rivers in Georgia. Recent genetic 
analyses suggest that individuals found in the Ogeechee River may be the Altamaha 
arcmussel, therefore, the southern elktoe may be restricted to the Flint and 
Chattahoochee rivers. In Georgia, the southern elktoe is currently known only from 
Chickasawhatchee Creek near Elmodel Wildlife Management Area in Baker County and 
Patsiliga Creek in Taylor County. An additional specimen was also collected from 
Potato Creek, Upson County. One population also remains in Uchee Creek 
(Chattahoochee River), Russell County, Alabama. Several live Alasmidonta sp. were 
collected out of Clarks Hill Reservoir in the Savannah River Basin during 2007. These 
individuals strongly resemble both the southern elktoe and the Altamaha arcmussel and 
have been deposited at the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences for further 
examination.  
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: The southern elktoe typically occupies 
large creeks to large rivers with soft substrates of silt, mud, sand, or gravel, often in 
backwaters and pools. The main threats are habitat fragmentation which may isolate 
populations and prevent fish movement, limiting the distribution of host fishes carrying 
glochidia. Additionally, construction of impoundments may further fragment populations 
and inundate suitable habitat. Excessive water withdrawals in the lower Flint River basin 
coupled with severe drought could cause this species to become extirpated from 
Georgia. Excess sedimentation due to inadequate riparian buffer zones also covers 
suitable habitat and potentially suffocate individuals. 
 
Management Objectives: Currently, there are no known populations of this species within 
the Installation. Nonetheless, management will be for the protection and enhancement of 
existing habitat. Due to the designation of Uchee Creek as critical habitat for shinyrayed 
pocketbook mussel, which is the same habitat for the southern elktoe, Fort Benning will 
evaluate potential impacts from proposed actions that could affect the quality and integrity 
of the creek and watershed. 
 
Conservation Goals: The conservation goal is to maintain or improve the habitat quality 
within that portion of Uchee Creek that resides on Fort Benning by mitigating (avoiding) 
adverse impacts of any action within the watershed that could have effects on the quality 
of habitat within Uchee Creek.  
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Actions Needed: 
 


1.  Evaluate all actions within the watershed on Fort Benning for potential impacts to 
the habitat. 


2.  Monitor the encroachment of invasive species and consider control efforts if 
needed. 


3.  Minimize impacts to Uchee Creek from man-made disturbances such as timber 
harvesting, military training, and construction.  
 


Conservation Measures: Management considerations include protecting streams from 
sedimentation through application of agricultural and forestry NPDES best management 
practices (BMPs), avoiding soil and vegetation-disturbing activity in the riparian zone, 
restoring unstable stream channels and other erosive areas, and other practices that 
prevent or reduce erosion. Urbanization, road and bridge construction, and other large-
scale alterations of land cover that substantially alter the runoff characteristics of the 
watershed may threaten channel stability. Management considerations to deal with the 
threat of channel instability include: 
 


1. Avoiding soil- and vegetation-disturbing activity in the riparian zone. 
2. Limiting impervious surface area, and other urban storm water runoff control 


methods. 
3. Protecting forests along floodplain and at least 50 ft. of adjoining upland from 


timber harvest, livestock, and development. 
4. Situating roads at least 0.25 mi. (0.4 km) from heads of all tributaries, and even 


more on steep slopes. 
5. Using silt fencing and vegetation to control runoff and siltation at all stream 


crossings, especially during construction and maintenance. 
6. Prohibiting dredging and damming of streams and rivers.  
7. Avoiding introduction of non-native invertebrates, especially zebra mussel 


(Dreissena polymorpha). 
8. Monitor and attempt to control Asian clam. 
9. Using and maintaining sewer systems rather than septic tanks and stream 


dumping for management of waste water. 
10. Banning use of agricultural pesticides on porous soils near streams.  
11. Maintain fish populations (i.e. largemouth, spotted bass) that serve as mussel 


larval hosts.  
 
Management Prescriptions and Actions: The most important management action is to 
protect Uchee Creek from disturbance, or minimize disturbance when avoidance is not 
feasible. This will be accomplished by: 
 


1. Protect riparian areas and implement NPDES BMPs where needed. 
2. Prohibiting timber harvest within 50 feet of Uchee Creek or within the limits of 


designated wetlands or riparian areas.  
3. Prohibiting digging and vehicles within the high water line of Uchee Creek without 


coordination through Fort Benning’s NEPA process.   
4. Controlling invasive species where feasible. 
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Any management activities will be coordinated with the USFWS and the Alabama 
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Nongame Endangered Wildlife 
Program. Any regional strategies for Southern elktoe mussel will be developed in 
partnership with the USFWS.  
 
Installation activities with the potential to impact the Southern elktoe or its habitat are 
coordinated through Fort Benning’s NEPA process. Accordingly, the Department of 
Public Works/Environmental Management Division staff screen and provide applicable 
comments (i.e. guidance, mitigation, restrictions, etc.) on all potential Installation level 
actions prior to implementation through the Fort Benning 144R process. The 144R form 
for submission of proposed actions can be accessed and submitted online at 
https://applications/nepa/. Permission to proceed or denial of a proposed action is 
returned to the proponent with applicable guidance as a Record of Environmental 
Consideration (REC) or notification that a higher level of NEPA analysis (i.e. 
Environmental Assessment [EA] or Environmental Impact Statement [EIS]) is required. 
 
Management actions are expected to have negligible impacts on military training. All of the 
protected habitat comprises a relatively small area and is located in an area that receives 
minimal training pressure.   
 
Surveys, Inspections, and Monitoring: No surveys are currently planned for southern 
elktoe mussels. There are no known occurrences of the species on the Installation or 
any record of it within in the portion of Uchee Creek which is encompassed within the 
boundaries of Fort Benning. This species is not known to occur on the Installation, nor is 
there any record of it occurring in the reach of Uchee Creek located within Fort 
Benning’s boundary. 
 
Fort Benning will monitor Uchee Creek to identify any potential effects from invasive 


species or other disturbances from a boat twice a year. Personnel will float the entire 


creek within the boundaries of the Installation looking for invasive species and other 


types of disturbances that are impacting to the creek. After consultation with USFWS, 


Fort Benning will take appropriate management actions regarding problematic invasive 


species. Fort Benning will use these same surveys to determine if soil erosion or other 


disturbance may be impacting the critical habitat. NEPA related monitoring will also be 


conducted as necessary (i.e. monitoring associated with 144R requests, EAs, BAs etc.).  
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Figure 1: Uchee Creek Critical Habitat 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Management Checklist: 
 


Schedule Activity 


January-December  


Monitor Uchee Creek critical habitat biannually for disturbances and invasive 
species. Monitor watershed for potential disturbances through the NEPA 
(144R) process as needed. Preventative measures and/or corrective actions to 
be taken as necessary. 
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Background: Army Regulation (200-1) Environmental Protection and Enhancement 
requires the preparation of Endangered Species Management Plan (ESMP) for listed 
and proposed threatened and endangered species and critical habitat present on 
Installations. All Army land uses are subject to these regulations. Compliance with AR 
200-1 involves coordination with other Federal agencies responsible for the protection 
of these species. Failure to implement this management plan can lead to violation of the 
Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) and result in the costly disruption of military 
operations. 
 
Current Species Status: The wood stork (Mycteria americana) is listed as endangered 
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). Wood storks are large, long-legged 
wading birds, about 45 inches tall, with a wingspan of 60 to 65 inches. The plumage is 
white except for black primaries and secondaries and a short black tail. The head and 
neck are largely unfeathered and dark gray in color. Wood storks are a transient 
species on Fort Benning occurring during their post-breeding dispersal. Wood storks 
breed in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and South Carolina. Wood storks were first 
documented on Fort Benning in 1994 when a single bird was observed feeding in a 
shallow pond on the west side of Fryar Drop Zone. The biggest influence on wood 
storks being present on Fort Benning is the water level manipulations conducted by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on the Chattahoochee River. These water level 
manipulations influence the availability of forage fish for the wood stork to feed upon. 
The major threat on the Installation is the degradation of wetland habitat resulting in the 
loss of foraging areas. 
 
Habitat Requirements and Limiting Factors: Wood storks use a variety of freshwater 
and estuarine wetlands for nesting, feeding, and roosting. Limiting factors include loss 
of feeding habitat, invasive species, water level manipulations affecting drainage, 
predation and nest tree regeneration, and human disturbance. 
 
Management Objectives: Management will be for the protection and enhancement of 
existing habitat on the Installation.  
 
Conservation Goals: Since there is only a transient post-breeding population on Fort 
Benning, it is difficult to set a population goal to reach. The conservation goal is to 
maintain the current post-breeding dispersal population and the habitat necessary to 
support them. 
  
Actions Needed: The primary actions needed to satisfy management objectives and 
achieve conservation goals are: 
 


1. Monitor activities in known wood stork areas and limit any activity that would 
harm wood stork habitat. 


2. Increase public awareness. 
3.  Control invasive species. 


 
Conservation Measures: The USFWS (1996) has established management zones and 
guidelines for feeding sites for this endangered species. The restrictions placed for 
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these areas include no human intrusion into the feeding sites while occupied by the 
wood stork. There should be no human activity between 300-750 feet of feeding wood 
storks, depending on the density of the vegetation. Other restrictions involve water 
management practices within feeding sites. Sharp rises to water levels and the use of 
potential contaminants, such as pesticides or fertilizers, may alter native vegetation and 
impact fish populations within the area. 
 
Management Prescriptions and Actions: Wood storks that use Fort Benning are 
post-breeding dispersal birds and their numbers and duration of stay can be extremely 
variable. That combined with no control over the water depth in their habitat makes any 
management effort very difficult. Their foraging habitat and conditions are very specific, 
and the condition of these variables dictates how many birds will be here and for how 
long.  
 
The primary management tool is protection of potential wood stork habitat. The areas 
used by the wood storks are rarely used for training purposes. The areas primarily used 
by the storks are the backwaters of the Chattahoochee River on the Alabama side of 
the Installation. Any unit that conducts a training exercise or construction activity on Fort 
Benning must complete a Form FB 144-R (Request for Environmental Analysis) 
detailing their proposed activity and location. Those activities that might affect the wood 
stork or its habitat can be monitored and restricted. 
 
The hydrology and vegetation associated with wood stork habitat will not be altered or 
destroyed. Activities that cause a sudden fluctuation in water levels will be avoided, 
especially near feeding areas. The use of potential contaminants, such as herbicides, 
pesticides, or fertilizers, will be avoided within these areas except as needed to maintain 
the area as foraging habitat. The use of herbicides in these areas may be necessary to 
keep feeding areas open and free of invasive aquatic vegetation. 
 
As part of Fort Benning’s Environmental Awareness Training program, information on 
the wood stork will be disseminated to military unit leaders, military training instructors, 
as well as civilians (both government employees and contractors) to raise awareness of 
this species and what can be done to help protect it.   
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Table B.9.1: Game Species Occurring on Fort Benning 


Birds Fish 


 Eastern wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo)  largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) 


 Northern bobwhite quail (Colinus virginianus)  spotted bass (Micropterus punctulatus) 


 mourning dove (Zenaida macroura)  shoal bass (Micropterus sp.cf. Poecilurum) 


 Wilson’s snipe (Gallinago gallinago)  bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus) 


 American woodcock (Scolopax minor)  redear (shellcracker) (Lepomis microlophis) 


 Canada goose (Branta canadensis)  redbreast (Lepomis auritus) 


 wood duck (Aix sponsa)  green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus) 


 mallard (Anas platyrhynchos)  spotted sunfish (Lepomis punctatus) 


 American black duck (Anas rubripes)  flier sunfish (Centrarchus macropterus) 


 green-winged teal (Anas crecca)  longear sunfish (Lepomis megalotis) 


 blue-winged teal (Anas discors)  dollar sunfish (Lepomis marginatus) 


 American ring-necked duck (Aythya collaris)  yellow perch (Perca flavescens) 


 lesser scaup (Aythya affinins)  white bass (Morone chrysops) 


 bufflehead (Bucephala albeola)  hybrid white bass (Morone chrysops x saxatilis) 


 American wigeon (Anas americana)  chain pickerel (Esox niger) 


 gadwall (Anas strepara)  warmouth (Lepomis gulosus) 


 Northern shoveler (Anas clypeata)  black crappie (Pomoxis nigromaculatus) 


 redhead (Aythya americana)  white crappie (Pomoxis annularis) 


 canvasback (Aythya valisineria)  spotted bullhead (Ameiurus serracanthus) 


 hooded merganser (Lophodytes cucullatus)  white catfish (Ameiurus catus) 


 Northern pintail (Anas acuta)  yellow bullhead (Ameiurus natalis) 


  brown bullhead (Ameiurus nebulosus) 


  channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) 


Mammals 


 white-tailed or Virginia deer (Odocoileus virginianus)  bobcat (Lynx rufus) 


 Eastern cottontail rabbit (Sylvilagus floridanus)  gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus) 


 swamp rabbit (Sylvilagus aquaticus)  red fox (Vulpes fulva) 


 fox squirrel (Sciurus niger)  Virginia opossum (Didelphis virginiana) 


gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis)  raccoon (Procyon lotor) 


 
Table B.9.2 Fort Benning Wildlife Openings/Dove Fields 


Training 
Areas 


Acres Remarks 


C16 11.93 Dove Field/Wildlife Opening 


C17 2.4 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C19-1 3.33 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C19-2 0.78 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C23 0.45 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C25-1 3.26 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C25-2 2.75 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C36 2.02 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C39-1 2.27 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C39-2 3.27 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C41-1 2.48 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C41-2 1.85 Fall Wildlife Opening 
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Training 
Areas 


Acres Remarks 


C42 1.48 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C44 4.3 Fall Wildlife Opening 


C51 7.9 Dove Field/Wildlife Opening 


N05 4.01 Fall Wildlife Opening 


N17 4.6 Fall Wildlife Opening 


N24 1.9 Fall Wildlife Opening 


S05 2.04 Fall Wildlife Opening 


S06 3.9 Fall Wildlife Opening 


S20 1.01 Fall Wildlife Opening 


S24-1 2.78 Fall Wildlife Opening 


S24-2 1.33 Fall Wildlife Opening 


S30 1.44 Fall Wildlife Opening 


S44 16.62 Dove Field/Wildlife Opening 


S45 0.26 Fall Wildlife Opening 


S47 1.64 Fall Wildlife Opening 


TOTAL 92  


 
Table B.9.3 Approved Plants for Wildlife Openings at Fort Benning 


Scientific Name Common Name 


Native Species 


Cyperus esculentus Chufa flatsedge 


Cassia fasciculata Partridge pea 


Non-Native Species 


Avena sativa Oats 


Glycine max Soybeans 


Echinochloa frumentacea Japanese millet 


Helianthus annuus Sunflower 


Lotus spp. Bird’s-foot trefoil 


Panicum milaceum Dove Proso millet 


Pennisetum glaucum Pearl millet 


Quercus acutissima Sawtooth oak1 


Secale cereale Rye 


Sesamum orientale Sesame 


Sorghum bicolor Grain sorghum 


Trifolium incarnatum Crimson clover 


Trifolium pratense Red clover 


Trifolium repens White clover 


Trifolium repens hybrid Oseola Ladino clover 


Triticum aestivum Wheat 


Urochloa ramosa (= Brachiaria ramosa; = 
Panicum ramosum) 


Brown-top millet, Dixie signalgrass 


Vigna unguiculata Cowpeas 


Zea mays hybrid Dwarf corn 


Zea mays hybrid Tropical corn 
1Approved for planting to replace dead or dying trees only in areas previously planted. No new areas will 
be planted with this species. 
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Table B.9.4 Fort Benning Fish Ponds 


Pond Name 
Surface Area 


Acres 
Management 


Code 
Location 


Road 
Grid 


Coordinates 


Kings Pond 72.2 1 Hourglass Rd 0682 


Weems 40.0 2 Jamestown Rd 0376 


Twilight 25.9 1 1st Division Rd 9984 


Victory 41.9 2 8th Division Rd 0382 


Hedley’s 8.0 2 10th Armor Rd 0398 


Schley 17.0 2 Red Diamond Rd 1681 


Snelling’s 9.0 2 Shamanski Rd 1394 


Averett’s 20.0 2 Americo Tr 1396 


Kirk’s 2.0 2 Wildcat Rd 0089 


Sand Hill Duck 
Pond 


2.0 2 ITB HQ 9888 


Russ Pond 2.0 1 10th Mt Div Rd 9183 


Russ Pool 2.0 1 10th Mt Div Rd 9183 


Upper King’s 1.0 2 Hour Glass Rd 0883 


TOTAL  13 TOTAL  243    


 
Table B.9.5: Fiscal Year 2021 to 2025 Annual Activities 


Timing Activity 


October-January Operate deer check stations 


October-June Stock/Feed Russ Pool and Pond 


September-May Compile harvest data 


April-August Support children's/family fishing events 


April-January Plant/Manage dove fields 


August Conduct annual advisory council open meeting 


June-August Edit FB Reg. 200-1 and process Decision Paper 


March-December Plant/Manage Wildlife openings 


As Needed Review timber mgt. prescriptions 


As Needed 
Miscellaneous planning, order/replace signage, conduct creel census, public 
information campaigns, and other management. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


Fort Benning consists of approximately 182,000 acres (ac) of Chattahoochee River valley 


drainages and rolling terrain, including about 12,000 ac in Alabama (AL).  Roughly 20 miles in 


both width and breadth, the bulk of the Installation is situated within three counties and two 


States; Muscogee and Chattahoochee Counties, Georgia (GA) and Russell County, AL, but also 


includes Camp Rudder and the Destin Army Recreation Area in Okaloosa County, FL and Camp 


Merrill in Lumpkin County, GA.   


This Integrated Pest Management Plan (IPMP), hereafter also referred to as the “Plan,” contains 


Department of the Army (DA) and Department of Defense (DoD) pest management program 


policies that have been implemented at Fort Benning to comply with Department of Defense 


Instruction (DoDI) 4150.07, Army Regulation (AR) 200-1 and the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide 


and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), Federal law, in support of a sustainable military mission.  The 


Plan also complies with State and local laws.  


The IPMP applies to all activities and individuals working, training, or otherwise doing business 


on Fort Benning and will be implemented to the maximum extent possible.  At no time will pest 


management operations be conducted in a manner with the potential to cause harm to personnel 


or unnecessary or unwarranted exposure of the environment to chemical hazards.  Pest 


management responsibility begins with those individuals who occupy or maintain buildings or 


open space on the Installation.  Non-chemical methods will be used to the maximum extent 


possible before resorting to the use of chemical pesticides, supporting the philosophy of 


Integrated Pest Management (IPM) to minimize impacts to the environment.   


The IPMP describes Fort Benning's pest management requirements; outlines the resources 


necessary for surveillance and control; and describes the administrative, safety, and 


environmental requirements of the pest management program.  The program uses both DoD-


certified Government employees and State-certified contractor personnel to facilitate program 


objectives.  The Plan is a living document that will be continually updated to reflect current 


state-of-the-art pest management practices.  


Pest management services for Unaccompanied Personnel Housing (UPH), most tenant facilities, 


and other government facilities on Fort Benning are provided by a local pest control contractor 


under administration by the Directorate of Public Works (DPW) Engineering Division, 


Construction Inspection Branch.  Pest management services for some tenant facilities on Fort 


Benning are provided by local pest control contractors under stand-alone contracts administered 


by the tenant.  Pest management services for the golf course and natural resources functions on 


Fort Benning are provided by DoD-certified government employees.  Pest management services 


for Family Housing are managed through the Residential Communities Initiative (RCI) partner; 


services are provided by local pest control contractors at the direction of RCI property managers.  


Non-recurring pest management services that are a result of facility maintenance are provided by 


local pest control contractors under administration by the DPW Base Operations contractor 


(DPW Operations & Maintenance Division). 


Pests addressed in the IPMP include mold/mildew, termites, mosquitoes, crawling insects (ants, 


bedbugs, cockroaches, etc.), spiders, rodents and other vertebrate pests, snakes, stray cats and 


dogs, and unwanted vegetation.  Without proper management, these pests have the potential to 


expose Installation personnel to disease or injury, damage real property, incur maintenance costs, 
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and ultimately interfere with the military mission.  Actual pest management protocols are found 


in the Integrated Pest Management Outlines included as Appendix A. 


The IPMP is a component of the Real Property Master Plan and will be coordinated with Fort 


Benning’s Master Plan and other component plans such as the Integrated Natural Resources 


Management Plan (INRMP) and Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan (ICRMP).  
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I. INTRODUCTION 


 A pest can be defined simply as any plant, animal, or other organism (except for human or 


animal disease-causing organisms) occurring in a location where it is not conducive to 


human activity.  Herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other pesticides, including 


biological controls and growth regulators, are used in accordance with all applicable 


regulations, directives, and manufacturer’s recommendations as a component of an IPM 


strategy to reduce impacts from pest organisms.   


 1. Installation Description 


  The Installation is approximately 100 miles distant from Albany, Atlanta, or Macon, 


GA or Montgomery, AL.  Fort Benning Army Installation is located in the 


southeastern United States (US), six miles southeast of the cities of Columbus, GA 


and Phenix City, AL, in the lower Piedmont Region of central GA and AL.  It is the 


endpoint for Interstate Highway 185 and bisected by US Highway 27/280.  The 


Installation is roughly 20 miles in both width and breadth and is situated primarily 


within three counties and two States; Muscogee and Chattahoochee Counties, GA and 


Russell County, AL.   


  The Installation consists of approximately 184,000 acres (ac) of Chattahoochee River 


valley drainages and rolling terrain; about 172,000 ac are located within the GA 


counties of Muscogee and Chattahoochee and about 12,000 ac are located within 


Russell County, AL.  The Chattahoochee River flows through the western part of the 


Installation, separating the GA and AL portions.   


 2. IPMP Purpose and Scope 


  The IPMP is intended to be a “living document”, i.e., a document that is under 


potential continual change in order to ensure its practices and procedures are in 


accordance with DoD and Army pest management policies and established/accepted 


industry standards.  This is in keeping with an adaptive IPM approach to pest 


management.   


  The Plan provides the framework through which the Installation pest management 


program is defined and accomplished on Fort Benning and satellite facilities at Camp 


Merrill and the Destin Recreational Area, in order to protect and preserve natural 


resources, government property, and human health.   


  The Plan identifies elements of the program including health and environmental 


safety, pest identification, and pest management, as well as pesticide use, storage, 


transportation, and disposal.  The Plan is to be used as a tool to reduce reliance on 


pesticide treatments; enhance environmental protection; and minimize the impact of 


pesticides on the environment, human health and safety, and non-target flora 


(vegetation) and fauna (wildlife).  


  Adherence to the Plan would ensure effective, economical, and environmentally 


acceptable pest management and would maintain compliance with applicable laws 


and regulations.  Pesticide application under an IPM program is not performed 


according to a predetermined schedule; chemical treatments are conducted only when 


and where monitoring has indicated the pest will cause unacceptable economic, 


health, or aesthetic damage and non-chemical control has proved ineffective.  
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Chemical treatments are selected and scheduled for maximum effectiveness and 


minimal impact to human health and the environment.  


 3. IPMP Authority 


  a. Title 7, Section 136r-l, United States Code (U.S.C.), Federal Insecticide, 


Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), as amended, mandates that all Federal 


agencies implement IPM methodologies to reduce pesticide impacts on the 


environment.   


  b. DoDI 4150.07, DoD Pest Management Program, 29 May 2008, outlines DoD 


pest management policy.   


  c. AR 200-1, Environmental Protection and Enhancement, Chapter 5, Pest 


Management, 13 December 2007, adopts DoD pest management policy. 


 4. IPMP Maintenance 


  a. The Installation’s Integrated Pest Management Coordinator (IPM Coordinator) 


maintains the IPMP.  While changes to content may be made to the Plan 


throughout the fiscal year, it shall be reviewed and updated at least annually to 


reflect any and all changes made to the Installation’s pest management program 


during the fiscal year.   


  b. Annual updates of this Plan will be sent to the Army Environmental Command 


(AEC) Pest Management Consultant (PMC) in a format directed by the AEC 


PMC not later than 30 October of each year.   


  c. The full Plan will be submitted for review and approval (signature) by the AEC 


PMC on a 5-year cycle commencing on the approving signature date of the 


Garrison Commander. 


II. RESPONSIBILITIES   


 1. Garrison Commander will: 


  a. Designate an IPM Coordinator to oversee all aspects of the IPMP.  


  b. Approve and support the Plan by ensuring sufficient funding and staff are 


provided to support pest management program requirements.  


  c. Ensure that all pest management operations are conducted safely and have 


minimal impact on the environment. 


  d. Ensure that Installation personnel performing pest management receive 


adequate training and achieve pest control certification as required. 


  e. Monitor the Installation pest management program’s achievement of goals and 


objectives established by DoD or Army pest management policy and ensure that 


IPM methodologies are implemented with emphasis to reduce pesticide usage 


or, when pesticides are required, that the use of least toxic pesticides will be 


encouraged. 


 2. Directorate of Public Works (DPW) will: 


  a. Determine the pest management requirements for the Installation. 
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  b. Initiate requests for aerial application of pesticides when necessary. 


  c. Request and monitor contracted pest management operations. 


  d. Obtain and maintain adequate supplies of pesticides and pesticide dispersal 


equipment and ensure that equipment is properly maintained. 


  e. Maintain adequate records of pest management operations using a computer-


generated software program approved by AEC PMCs in accordance with 


Paragraph 5.4.6, DoDI 4150.07. 


  f. Cooperate and coordinate with the Installation medical authority; Directorate of 


Family and Morale, Welfare and Recreation (DFMWR); Directorate of 


Emergency Services; and the IPM Coordinator on pest management issues.   


 3. DPW, Environmental Management Division (EMD) will: 


  a. Provide overall coordination and oversight of Fort Benning’s pest management 


program, the natural resources component, pollution prevention, and this 


operational plan.   


  b. Be designated as the Installation’s Environmental Coordinator and will work 


closely with the IPM Coordinator to resolve issues involving pest management.  


 4. DPW, EMD, Integrated Pest Management Coordinator (IPM Coordinator) will: 


  a. Attend a 1-week AEC training course, in accordance with DoDM 4150.07, 


Volume 3, to develop familiarization with DoD pest management protocol and 


the administrative duties of the position. 


  b. Prepare, monitor, and update the Installation’s IPMP.  


  c. Coordinate with activities conducting pest surveillance or controlling pests to 


ensure all pertinent information is recorded and reported as required by this 


Plan. 


  d. Monitor the sale and distribution of pesticides on the Installation at the 


Commissary, the Post Exchange, self-help, etc.  


  e. Function as a point of contact between those individuals who store and apply 


pesticides (e.g., Garrison personnel, natural resources component, golf course, 


pest control contractors, etc.) and activities or individuals who document or deal 


with pesticide use in their programs (e.g., Environmental Office, Safety Office, 


Fire Department, Industrial Hygienist, etc.).  


  f. Monitor the pesticide applicator qualifications of government employees and 


contractors in order to ensure that all personnel performing pest management on 


the Installation receive adequate training and obtain required DoD or State 


certification, as applicable.  


   (1) Monitor certification and continuing pest management training for 


pesticide applicators on the Installation.   


   (2) Ensure that personnel performing pest control operations are certified in 


accordance with DoD standards or States of GA, AL, and Florida (FL) 


criteria equivalent to DoD standards.   
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   (3) Submit copies of State certification for all personnel who apply or 


potentially could apply pesticides on the Installation to AEC PMCs. 


  g. Assist with the preparation of pest management contracts by coordinating with 


the Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) and the AEC PMC.   


   (1) Coordinate and monitor contracts dealing with pesticide application and 


maintain copies of each contract on file.   


   (2) Submit all contracts containing pest management requirements, 


statements of work, performance work statements, etc., to the AEC PMCs 


for review and approval prior to contracts being advertised or awarded. 


  h. Coordinate with local, State, and Federal agencies, as necessary, to conduct the 


Installation's pest management program.   


   (1) Provide the AEC PMCs with copies of any agreements, restrictions, etc., 


resulting from these coordinations.   


   (2) Provide answers to questions concerning pest management from the 


Garrison Commander, AEC PMCs, and the Department of the Army 


(DA). 


  i. Ensure the Installation pest management program components operate in a 


manner that minimizes the risk of contamination.  Oversee the technical aspects 


of self-help programs with respect to pest control items and the training of 


authorized participants. 


  j. Gather and report pest management data to the AEC PMCs on at least an annual 


basis or as directed by the AEC PMCs.   


   (1) Ensure pesticide usage information is recorded from all activities 


applying pesticides on the Installation and properties under its 


jurisdiction to include, but not limited to, pesticides applied on or at 


Residential Community Initiatives (RCI) privatized housing facilities. 


   (2) Ensure adequate records of pest management operations are maintained 


using a computer-generated software program approved by the AEC 


PMCs in accordance with Paragraph 5.4.6, DoDI 4150.07. 


   (3) Report pesticide application data to the AEC PMCs, as requested. 


  k. Coordinate with the Occupational Health and Safety office to ensure that all 


government employees who apply pesticides are enrolled in appropriate 


surveillance programs as determined by the Installation Medical Authority. 


 5. DPW, EMD, Natural Resources Management Branch (NRMB), will: 


  a. Manage forest pests and disease that could have direct adverse effects on Fort 


Benning’s timber resources and Threatened and Endangered (T&E) Species 


recovery.   


  b. Monitor forest pest occurrences and impacts, as well as implementing 


containment and suppression measures.  
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  c. Coordinate NRMB contracted services used for pest control operations with the 


IPM Coordinator and AEC PMCs.   


   (1) Request contracted pesticide applications.   


   (2) Evaluate contracted pest management operations while in progress to 


ensure that contract specifications and quality standards are met and State 


certifications of applicators are current.   


   (3) Conduct surveillance of contracted pesticide treatments to determine if 


effective pest management is being obtained.   


   (4) Provide Construction Inspection Branch (CIB) Pest Management 


Quality Assurance Evaluator (PMQAE) with assistance to supervise 


pesticide portions of NRMB contracts.   


   (5) Notify the IPM Coordinator about specifications that require 


modification or improvement; any discrepancies in contractor 


performance; or any action by the contractor that may jeopardize health, 


safety, or the environment. 


  d. Determine pest management requirements for Installation forest lands.  


  e. Ensure that in-house pesticide treatments are conducted by DoD-certified 


applicators and in accordance with regulatory requirements. 


  f. Ensure that NRMB personnel obtain training and maintain certification in 


accordance with DoDI 4150.07 and AR 200-1 in the appropriate pest control 


categories. 


  g. Ensure that NRMB pesticide applicators are enrolled in appropriate surveillance 


programs as determined by the Installation Medical Authority. 


  h. Maintain adequate supplies of pesticides and pesticide dispersal equipment and 


ensure that equipment is properly maintained. 


  i. Ensure that chemical pesticides are properly and safely stored in an approved 


facility and a current chemical inventory is maintained. 


  j. Maintain an electronic database, as directed by the IPM Coordinator, to record 


all in-house and contracted pest management operations and provide the IPM 


Coordinator with pest management data needed to fulfill the Installation’s 


reporting requirements to AEC PMCs.   


  k. Manage pests of T&E Species habitat, manage certain undesirable plants and 


animals on mission lands, maintain and improve fish and wildlife habitat, and 


resolve human-wildlife interactions in the cantonment areas, as described in the 


INRMP.   


  l. Determine pest management requirements for Installation fish and wildlife 


habitat.  


  m. Determine a course of action for management of wildlife pests in non-housing 


areas and housing areas, where applicable. 


  n. Initiate requests for pest exclusion work when necessary.  
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 6. DPW Engineering Division, Construction Inspection Branch (CIB), will: 


  a. Ensure that construction and protection measures include IPM considerations 


from the outset for all construction projects; all plans and specifications must be 


submitted to EMD for review of pest management procedures.   


  b. Ensure the fulfillment of quality assurance and surveillance functions by CIB 


PMQAEs who are DoD trained and accredited in contract performance 


inspection and pest management.   


   (1) CIB PMQAE duties include surveillance of commercial pest control 


services to ensure that performance complies with contract 


specifications and legal requirements and the reporting requirements for 


Installation-wide pesticide application data. 


   (2) Ensure that contractor pesticide applicators possess proof of current State 


certification in the appropriate pest categories, in accordance with DoDI 


4150.07 and AR 200-1.  


   (3) Coordinate and monitor contracts dealing with pesticide application and 


maintain a copy of each contract on file.  In accordance with Paragraph 


5-4(i), AR 200-1 and Paragraph 5.4.20.9, DoDI 4150.07, all contracts 


involving pest management services not referenced in this IPMP must be 


submitted to the IPM Coordinator to be forwarded to AEC PMCs for 


review and approval prior to implementation of the contract.   


   (4) Evaluate contracted pest management operations while in progress to 


ensure that contract specifications and quality standards are met.   


   (5) Conduct surveillance of contracted pesticide treatments to determine if 


effective pest management is being obtained. 


   (6) Notify the IPM Coordinator about specifications that require 


modification or improvement; any discrepancies in contractor 


performance; or any action by the contractor that may jeopardize health, 


safety, or the environment. 


  c. Maintain an electronic database using a computer-generated software program 


approved by the AEC PMCs in accordance with Paragraph 5.4.6, DoDI 4150.07 


to record all in-house and contracted pest management operations and provide 


the IPM Coordinator with pest management data needed to fulfill the 


Installation’s reporting requirements to AEC PMCs. 


 7. Directorate of Family and Morale, Welfare and Recreation (DFMWR) will: 


  a. Maintain adequate supplies of pesticides and pesticide application equipment 


required for golf course maintenance and operation and ensure that equipment is 


properly utilized, stored, and maintained. 


  b. Ensure that golf course pesticides are properly and safely stored in an approved 


facility and a current chemical inventory is maintained. 
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  c. Ensure that DFMWR personnel who conduct pest management obtain training 


and maintain DoD certification in accordance with DoDI 4150.07 and AR 200-1 


in the appropriate pest control categories. 


  d. Ensure that DFMWR pesticide applicators are enrolled in the medical 


surveillance program. 


  e. Maintain a current record of all in-house and contracted pest management 


operations and provide the IPM Coordinator with pest management data needed 


to fulfill the Installation’s reporting requirements to AEC PMCs. 


 8. Directorate of Emergency Services will:  


  a. Provide after-hours and emergency response for reports of any stray domestic 


animals and wildlife that present an immediate threat to human health and well-


being, in cooperation with the IPM Coordinator, PMQAE, NRMB, Veterinary 


Services, and public health personnel. 


  b. Coordinate with appropriate DPW personnel as it relates to obtaining 


emergency wildlife pest management and contractor pest control support.   


 9. U.S. Army Medical Department Activity (MEDDAC) 


  a. Preventive Medicine Services (Pvnt Med Svcs) will: 


   (1) Provide guidance for the management of certain pests, such as 


cockroaches, mosquitoes, ticks, bedbugs, and rodents, which have the 


potential for direct adverse affects to the health and well-being of 


Installation personnel.  


   (2) Coordinate with local health officials to determine the prevalence of 


disease vectors and other public health pests in the Installation vicinity.   


   (3) Evaluate the human health aspects of the Installation’s IPMP. 


   (4) Ensure that Pvnt Med Svcs personnel maintain certification in accordance 


with DoDI 4150.07 and AR 200-1 in the appropriate pest categories and 


report certification status to the IPM Coordinator. 


   (5) Verify enrollment of Pvnt Med Svcs personnel in medical surveillance 


and hazard communication programs as directed by the Installation 


Medical Authority. 


   (6) Provide arthropod identification support to Installation personnel involved 


with pest management by submitting specimens to the U.S. Army Public 


Health Command (Provisional), as necessary.  


   (7) Maintain a current record of all in-house pest management operations 


and provide the IPM Coordinator with pest management data needed to 


fulfill the Installation’s reporting requirements to AEC PMCs. 


  b. Environmental Health Section (EHS) will: 


   (1) Provide guidance, consultation, recommendations, and assistance on 


technical matters relating to disease vectors and medically important 
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pests and situations where conventional pest management methods have 


proved ineffective. 


   (2) In coordination with a housing and unit representatives, conduct health 


and sanitation inspections of quarters/residences that are initiated either 


by the occupant’s unit commander or the RCI partner after receiving a 


complaint of unsanitary quarters.  EHS will not be the authority on 


determining whether an occupant of UPH or RCI housing may relocate 


to a different housing unit due to a pest concern. 


  c. Occupational Health Section (OHS) will:  


   (1) Provide hazard communication training to Pvnt Med Svcs personnel. 


   (2) Monitor pesticide exposure of all government pesticide applicators 


through a medical surveillance program as determined by the Installation 


Medical Authority.  


  d. Industrial Hygiene Section (IHS) will:  


   (1) Conduct training on the proper use of personal protective equipment 


(PPE) by government pesticide applicators. 


   (2) Monitor the ventilation systems of pesticide storage and mixing facilities. 


  e. Veterinary Services (Vet Svcs) will:  


   (1) Conduct surveillance for pests in Installation food storage facilities.  


   (2) Provide advice and treatment to pet owners concerning pests that may 


adversely affect their animals and temporarily house stray domestic 


animals recovered by the Animal Control contractor. 


   (3) Support various surveillance programs by monitoring dead or captured 


animals for vector-borne disease. 


 10. Tenant and Building Occupants will: 


  a. Implement proper sanitary practices to prevent pest infestation.  


  b. Submit timely service requests to DPW for maintenance needed to prevent pest 


access into their facility, and for unscheduled pest control service if pest 


presence becomes intolerable. 


  c. Use non-chemical IPM techniques prior to requesting further pest management 


services from DPW.  Occupants of UPH will first attempt pest control using 


materials available through The Self-Help Center prior to requesting pest 


management services from DPW. 


  d. Cooperate fully with Installation maintenance personnel and contractors in 


scheduling pest management operations, including the preparation of areas to be 


treated. 


  e. Refrain from procuring commercial pest management services without written 


authorization from the IPM Coordinator. 
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  f. Recognize that application by non-certified personnel of any pesticide 


(insecticide, herbicide, fungicide, or rodenticide) to common-use areas of the 


Installation is prohibited, except as described in self-help programs.  


 11. Pest Management Personnel will:  


  a. Be certified to DoD standards in accordance with DoDI 4150.07 by DoD or the 


State (GA, AL, or FL) where the personnel are operating.  Pest management 


personnel will provide evidence of certification and training in all appropriate 


pest management categories performed on the Installation to the IPM 


Coordinator to be forwarded to AEC PMCs for validation. 


  c. Use IPM techniques that minimize the use of pesticides to the greatest extent 


possible.  When pesticides are the only reasonable, feasible, or economical 


option, select those pesticides that have the least impact on the environment or 


to human health and safety. 


  d. Conduct pest management activities according to the provisions of the IPMP.  


  e. Operate in a manner that minimizes risk to personnel and the environment; PPE, 


eye-wash kit, spill kit, and the label and Safety Data Sheet (SDS)/Material 


Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for each pesticide possessed must be available to 


applicators while conducting treatments.  


  f. Provide the IPM Coordinator with a copy of the product label and SDS/MSDS 


for every pesticide product used or possessed on the Installation. 


  g. Read and follow pesticide label guidance, apply and handle pesticide according 


to the label, and minimize pesticide exposure to non-target species and humans, 


especially children.  


  h. Comply with all laws, rules, regulations, and guidelines pertaining to 


safeguarding the environment. 


  i. Comply with Fort Benning’s Installation Spill Contingency Plan (ISCP) 


procedures for reporting, documenting, and responding to a spill. 


  j. Apply only those pesticide products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  k. Be able to speak, read, write, and understand the English language in order to 


ensure that personnel who apply pesticides can comply with all pesticide 


product label directions.  Every EPA registered pesticide product has the 


following warning on its label, “It is a violation of Federal Law to use this 


product in a manner inconsistent with its label directions.” 


  l. Pest management contractors will maintain adequate records of operations and 


submit daily reports of all pest management activities to the CIB PMQAE or 


IPM Coordinator or maintain an electronic database as directed by the IPM 


Coordinator.  
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III. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS AFFECTING PESTICIDES 


 1. Topography and Surface Geology 


  Fort Benning’s topographical contours affect accessibility by personnel and 


equipment and methods of pesticide application.  Topography may affect air 


movement and the drift or movement of pesticides applied by aircraft or into the air 


by ground equipment.  Industry-accepted procedures, including, but not limited to, 


proper equipment nozzles and pressures, will be used to reduce drift onto non-target 


species.   


  A comprehensive discussion of Fort Benning’s topography and surface geology can 


be found in the INRMP.   


 2. Soils 


  Soil features that are most applicable to pest management operations are erodibility 


(the tendency for a soil to erode), drainage, and permeability.  The root systems of 


plant communities are critical for stabilizing soils to reduce or prevent erosion.  The 


use or repeated use of herbicides classified as non-selective (affect all plant types) 


will be restricted to areas with low potential for soil erosion in order to prevent 


degradation of the application site and possible adverse impacts to the mission.   


  The drainage or movement of surface waters from an area of higher elevation to an 


area of lower elevation, especially just prior to, during, or immediately following a 


rain event, has the potential for transport of recently applied pesticides off the 


application site, possibly impacting non-target organisms on or off the Installation.   


  Finally, soil permeability or the ability of water to move vertically through the soil is 


another important feature that must be considered when applying pesticides to the 


soil.  Highly permeable soils can increase the potential for dissolved pesticides to 


enter ground water systems and translocate laterally with possible negative impacts to 


potable (drinking) water sources off the Installation.  


  A comprehensive discussion of Fort Benning’s soils can be found in the INRMP.  


 3. Climate 


  Fort Benning’s climate is classified as humid-temperate with well defined seasons, 


hot humid summers, and mild winters.  The coldest month is usually January and the 


warmest month is typically July.  Most summer temperatures seldom exceed 100 


degrees Fahrenheit (ºF); winter temperatures rarely drop below 20ºF.  Annual 


precipitation averages about 51 inches.  Heaviest rainfall occurs in March, July, and 


December; the lightest in September, October, and November.  


  Pesticide applications should be planned to consider existing and upcoming weather 


conditions.  Pesticides should not be applied immediately before, during, or following 


a rain event as the desired effects will be decreased (diluted) or totally eliminated.  


Pesticides should only be applied prior to an expected rain event if the product label 


requires the pesticide to be “watered-in” such as when treating for lawn insects.  


  Temperature is another climatic factor that can have a significant impact on pest 


control effectiveness.  Cold temperatures typically reduce or eliminate insect activity; 
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pesticide applications during these climatic conditions may be ineffective due to lack 


of contact between the pest and the pesticide.  Also, many herbicides are systemic and 


require the plant to be actively growing in order to metabolize the chemical into plant 


tissues. 


  A comprehensive discussion of Fort Benning’s climate can be found in the INRMP. 


 4. Hydrology 


  Hydrology, including both surface and ground waters, is an important environmental 


factor with the potential for impact by either direct or indirect application of 


pesticides and negative impacts must be considered and avoided to the maximum 


extent possible and practicable.   


  Surface waters are impacted directly when pesticides are applied to water to control 


aquatic insects or vegetation on or under the water’s surface and indirectly when 


pesticides are applied to areas adjacent to water where the potential exists for 


transport into the water via runoff during rain events.   


  Ground waters are impacted when pesticides are applied to or over the ground and the 


pesticide migrates (leaches or percolates) with rain-water or irrigation through the soil 


profile and impacts subsurface ground waters.   


  A comprehensive discussion of Fort Benning’s hydrology can be found in the 


INRMP. 


  a. Stream Network and Impounded Water  


   The Chattahoochee River flows through Fort Benning for about 15 miles 


partitioning the Installation into its AL and GA portions.  Most streams found 


within the Installation drain into the Chattahoochee River by way of Upatoi 


Creek on the GA side and Uchee Creek on the AL side.  The southern-most 


portion of Fort Benning drains directly into the Chattahoochee River; the 


northwest portion of the Installation drains into Bull Creek, then into the 


Chattahoochee.  


   There are 14 man-made ponds on Fort Benning that range in size from one to 72 


ac, in addition to numerous natural water bodies such as beaver ponds.  As 


discussed under the previous section (Hydrology), when pesticides are applied 


on the Installation, consideration will be given to potential for contamination of 


surface waters that could have an effect on or off the Installation. 


  b. Wetlands  


   There are about 16,926 ac of wetlands within Fort Benning boundaries; wetland 


categories include impounded water, flowing water, river floodplains, stream 


floodplains, small stream swamps, wooded seepage bogs, herbaceous and shrub 


seepage bogs, and gum/oak ponds.   


   Terrestrial pesticide applications will consider potential impacts to wetlands 


prior to execution.  IPM methodologies that emphasize the use of pesticides 


with the least potential for impact to this sensitive environmental component 


will be selected whenever possible and practical. 
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  c. Groundwater 


   Fort Benning is in the Coastal Plain hydrologic province of GA and AL, with 


the Cretaceous aquifer system as the principal ground water source.  The 


recharge area for these aquifers is the Sand Hill area, which includes part of Fort 


Benning.   


   Terrestrial pesticide applications will consider, prior to application, potential 


impacts to ground waters.  IPM methodologies that emphasize the use of 


pesticides with the least potential for impact to this sensitive environmental 


component will be selected whenever possible and practical. 


  d. Fort Benning Area Hydrologic Unit  


   The Fort Benning hydrologic unit is located in parts of both AL and GA.  This 


is a level of classification known as a cataloging unit that represents all or part 


of a surface drainage basin, a combination of drainage basins, or a distinct 


hydrologic feature. 


   Terrestrial pesticide applications will consider, prior to application, potential 


impacts to hydrologic units.  IPM methodologies that emphasize the use of 


pesticides with the least potential for impact to this sensitive environmental 


component will be selected whenever possible and practical. 


  e. Watershed Management Units 


   Twenty-nine Watershed Management Units (WMUs) were created on Fort 


Benning as a framework to monitor water quality and erosion, watershed 


restoration projects, and other management activities.  The WMUs are 


delineated by considering both the stream surface drainage network and an 


appropriate unit size for management purposes.   


   Terrestrial pesticide applications will consider, prior to application, potential 


impacts to watershed management units.  IPM methodologies that emphasize 


the use of pesticides with the least potential for impact to this sensitive 


environmental component will be selected whenever possible and practical. 


   A comprehensive discussion of Fort Benning’s stream networks, impounded 


waters, wetlands, ground waters, hydrologic units, watershed management units, 


etc., can be found in the INRMP. 


 5. Land Use Categories 


  Fort Benning has approximately 184,000 ac: approximately 141,500 ac designated for 


training and maneuver areas; 16,500 ac of cantonment and recreational areas; 16,100 


ac of restricted impact (dud) areas; 11,750 ac of ranges; and 6,400 ac of 


environmentally sensitive or restricted areas.   


  a. Cantonments.  Cantonments include approximately 3714 buildings with a total 


area of 29,604,955 square feet (sqft).  Cantonments, which do not include RCI-


managed Family Housing or privately owned facilities on out-leases, are 


divided into four major areas: Main Post, Sand Hill, Kelly Hill, and Harmony 


Church.  Fort Benning has one airfield, Lawson Army Airfield (LAAF), co-
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located with the Main Post.  Pest management activities in the cantonment areas 


typically address general household pests, structural pests, stored product pests, 


public health pests, ornamental and turf pests, and the control of undesirable 


vegetation. 


   (1) Main Post consists of, but is not limited to, Post Headquarters, Infantry 


School, Airborne School, various military unit headquarters, 1,440 


Permanent Party and 2,869 Training Transient housing (UPH) units, 


industrial shops, LAAF, Commissary, Main PX located in a mall 


complex, and Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH).   


   (2) Kelly Hill consists of, but is not limited to, 1,785 Permanent Party 


housing units, recreational areas and medical clinics.    


   (3) Sand Hill consists of, but is not limited to, troop training for both 


infantry training and basic training centers and 240 open-bay, trainee 


housing units, training areas, medical clinics, maintenance facilities, and 


recreation areas.   


   (4) Harmony Church consists of, but is not limited to, 652 Permanent Party, 


869 Training Transient, and 60 open-bay, trainee housing units, training 


areas, medical clinics, maintenance facilities, recreation areas, and the 


Armor School.   


  b. Training Areas, Ranges, Drop and Landing Zones 


   Fort Benning has significant acreage committed to support a wide range of 


training.  The Installation has 10 dudded impact areas comprising approximately 


16,100 ac and 95 active firing and non-firing ranges; the combined area for 


maneuver training is approximately 101,800 acres, with 67,400 designated as 


heavy maneuver area and 34,400 acres designated as light maneuver area.  Pest 


control activities in these areas are primarily herbicide treatment to maintain 


line-of-sight. 


  A comprehensive discussion of Fort Benning’s land use categories can be found in 


the INRMP. 


IV. INSTALLATION PEST MANAGEMENT  


 1. Approved Pesticides 


  Only those pesticides that have been approved by the AEC PMC will be authorized 


for use.  DoD and contractor applicators requesting to use a pesticide product not on 


the list maintained by the IPM Coordinator will submit the following information to 


the IPM Coordinator: product name, EPA registration number, target pest, and 


application site.  The IPM Coordinator will forward the information for review and 


approval by AEC PMCs.   


  The IPM Coordinator maintains an inventory list of AEC PMC-approved pesticides 


by fiscal year (FY).  A copy of the approved pesticide inventory can be obtained upon 


request from the IPM Coordinator.  The inventory of approved pesticides will not be 


maintained in the Plan because this list of products has the potential to change 


numerous times throughout any given FY.  
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 2. Certified Applicators 


  Pest management services on Fort Benning are provided by both DoD-certified 


applicators and contracted State-certified applicators.  The IPM Coordinator 


maintains a copy of the certification for each individual (DoD or State certified) who 


is approved to apply pesticides and conduct pest management operations on Fort 


Benning.  A copy of the list of AEC PMC-approved, DoD- and State-certified 


applicators can be obtained upon request from the IPM Coordinator.   


  State-certified pesticide applicators provide pest management services for 


administrative buildings, troop barracks, troop medical clinics, dining facilities, 


DFMWR facilities, schools and playgrounds, athletic fields, and miscellaneous 


buildings at Fort Benning and satellite facilities supported by the Installation.  


Services are provided for the prevention and control of termites, ants, cockroaches, 


spiders, mites, stinging insects, rodents, and other crawling and flying pests as they 


are identified.   


  DoD-certified personnel and assigned activities include NRMB (i.e., Natural 


Resources), Pvnt Med Svcs, and DFMWR personnel (Fort Benning Golf Course).   


 3. Pest Management Records 


  Pesticide application data from the DPW primary pest control contractor operations 


on Fort Benning and supported facilities are recorded and submitted to a PMQAE in 


CIB.  Pesticide application data from DoD and other contractor operations on Fort 


Benning and supported facilities are recorded and submitted to the IPM Coordinator.  


Pest management records are permanently archived by CIB for transcribing into an 


AEC-approved electronic database. 


 4. Pest Management Facilities 


  There are two pesticide storage and mixing facilities located on Fort Benning; one at 


the Fort Benning Golf Course (Building 1190) and the other at the Natural Resources 


equipment compound (Building 5879).  All pesticides are stored in accordance with 


DoDI 4150.07 and guidance provided in the Armed Forces Pest Management Board 


(AFPMB) Technical Guide (TG) No. 17, Military Handbook – Design of Pest 


Management Facilities. 


 5. Pest Management Points of Contact 


  The IPM Coordinator maintains a current list of points of contact (POC).  This POC 


list is subject to change at any time; therefore, the list is not included in the Plan.  A 


copy of the list of POCs can be obtained upon request from the IPM Coordinator. 


 6. Pest Management Operations 


  Pest management on Fort Benning is predicated upon surveillance conducted to 


confirm the presence of pests and provide justification for treatment.  Pest 


management operations are as follows:  


  a. Scheduled pest management services are conducted on a regularly recurring 


basis.  Surveillance for pests is performed monthly in facilities where human 


health concerns are paramount such as dining/food handling facilities 
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(government DFACs, AAFES food service, DFMWR food service), short-term 


lodging, Child Development Centers (CDCs), airfield, athletic/parade fields, 


hospital, golf course, PX, and Commissaries.  When surveys confirm the 


presence of pests, control actions are implemented in accordance with 


procedures described in the IPM Outlines.   


  b. Units and organizations that are headquartered elsewhere but maintain a 


presence on Fort Benning are considered “tenants” and include, but are not 


limited to, AAFES, Commissary (DeCA), DFMWR, DoDEA (primary schools), 


Martin Army Community Hospital, Army National Guard, etc.  Military tenants 


with minor pest management requirements typically receive services through 


the DPW service request system.  Tenants with more complex pest management 


needs may secure contracted pest control services from a commercial operation, 


provided they first submit the contract to the IPM Coordinator to have the 


contract reviewed and approved by AEC PMCs.  Pesticide usage and 


surveillance data must be reported to the IPM Coordinator in accordance with 


DoDI 4150.07 and AR 200-1 and control operations must comply with all 


applicable Federal, State, and local laws and Army regulations. 


   c. Outlease activities are considered “tenants” on Fort Benning properties and 


include, but are not limited to, commercial restaurants, banks, etc.  These 


tenants are responsible for their own pest management but pesticide usage and 


surveillance data must be reported to the IPM Coordinator in accordance with 


DoDI 4150.07 and AR 200-1 and must comply with all applicable Federal, 


State, and local laws and Army regulations. 


  d. Unscheduled Pest Management Services are performed on an as-needed basis for 


miscellaneous buildings, golf course, feral or wild animal pests, natural resources 


management, UPH, medically important pests as they are identified, etc.  These 


services are typically performed when pest presence reaches an intolerable level; 


services for miscellaneous buildings and UPH are obtained by submission of a 


service request to DPW.   


   Unscheduled pest control treatments are contingent upon confirmation of pest 


presence by surveillance and incorporate IPM strategies. 


   (1) Miscellaneous Buildings.  Requests for pest management services are 


received by the DPW Base Operations (BASOPS) contractor and 


entered into a database to be downloaded by Construction Inspection 


Branch.  Miscellaneous buildings vary in size; the size of a building in 


square feet (sqft) will correlate to the scope of pest management support 


required and the cost to provide the service.  The number of buildings by 


size are: 


< 2,000 sqft 537 buildings 


2,001 – 5,000 sqft 206 buildings 


5,001 – 10,000 sqft 171 buildings  


10,001 – 20,000 sqft 146 buildings 


20,001 – 30,000 sqft 80 buildings 


30,001 – 50,000 sqft 60 buildings 
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50,001 – 70,000 sqft 43 buildings 


70,001 – 90,000 sqft 19 buildings 


90,001 – 150,000 sqft 16 buildings 


150,001 – 200,000 sqft 8 buildings 


200,001 – 561,000 sqft 16 buildings 


   (2) Self-Help Pest Management: Facilities.  Activities on the Installation 


that conduct any kind of facility maintenance have the option to 


participate in Fort Benning’s Stinging Insect Self-help Program (SISP).  


The SISP authorizes building managers to procure specific ready-to-use 


(RTU) aerosol products and fire ant bait for ready access by their 


respective maintenance personnel who encounter stinging insects during 


the normal course of their assigned duties.  This AEC PMC-approved 


program is intended to provide an expedited pest management option in 


order to avoid delays to facility operations and/or maintenance.   


    Personnel who participate in the SISP are required to maintain 


familiarity with and adhere to the guidance contained in the SISP 


document, located in a companion file kept by the IPM Coordinator as 


supplemental information applicable to the IPMP.  


   (3) Self-Help Pest Management: Unaccompanied Personnel Housing 


(UPH).  Occupants of unaccompanied enlisted and officers’ quarters or 


other military housing units not administered by the RCI partner are 


required to utilize self-help capabilities prior to requesting DPW pest 


control services.   


    Pest management guidance is provided as part of the self-help 


introduction briefing; occupants are instructed how to use IPM 


techniques to exclude or prevent pests from becoming established in 


their quarters and encouraged to minimize their requests for the use of 


pesticides.  If exclusion should prove ineffective, a variety of AEC 


PMC-approved pest control products are available from The Self-Help 


Center for use by the occupant.   


    In the event that self-help techniques should prove unsuccessful, 


occupants are provided with procedures for obtaining conventional pest 


control services through the DPW service request help-desk.   


      ((44))          PPrriivvaattiizzeedd  FFaammiillyyHHoouussiinngg::    RCI-managed military Family Housing 


includes 4001 units located in the following areas: Bouton Heights (420 


units); Custer Terrace (665 units); Davis Hill (286 units); East Main Post 


(392 units); Indianhead Village (432 units); McDonald Village (83 


units); McGraw Village (591 units); Norton Village (112 units); Patton 


Village (664 units); Perkins Village (172 units); and Upatoi Village (107 


units).  Porter Village (77 units) in Dahlohnega, GA (Camp Merrill) is 


also RCI-managed military Family Housing.  Pest control service in 


Family Housing is administered by the RCI partner and conducted on an 
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as-needed basis (requested by resident) by a local, State-licensed pest 


control contractor.   


    When occupants vacate an RCI Family Housing unit, a commercial pest 


control technician treats the residence in order to prepare it for the next 


occupants.  RCI pesticide contractors provide DPW with the pesticide 


application data. 


   (5) Stray Animal Pests.  Stray domestic animals occasionally require 


capture on the Installation.  Control of strays in the cantonments and 


housing areas is accomplished by the DPW Animal Control contractor.  


Captured strays are examined for presence of an identification ‘chip’ 


(required for on-Post residents) and, if confirmed as stray, delivered to a 


stray animal rehabilitation contractor for disposition. 


   (6) Wildlife Pests.  Cantonment area proximity to forested areas creates the 


potential for wild animals to become a nuisance at any time.  Habitat 


modification, behavior modification, or a combination of the two can 


often eliminate problems resulting from wildlife pests.  DPW is 


responsible for protecting wildlife species and resolving conflicts 


between humans and wildlife; however, staffing and funding levels may 


preclude an immediate response to wildlife pest complaints.   


    Therefore, wildlife pest issues that meet the following criteria receive 


priority: (a) an immediate potential threat (snake or bat) inside a 


building; (b) an incapacitated raptor (hawk, owl, or eagle) or endangered 


species; or (c) a nocturnal carnivore (coyote, fox, raccoon, skunk, or bat) 


active during the day in close proximity to humans.   


    The DES Animal Control Officer responds to after-hours and/or 


emergency situations meeting criteria (a) and (c) to stabilize the situation 


when a potential hazard to humans exists; NRMB personnel would then 


provide technical or direct support to resolve the situation in a safe and 


ethical manner.  Additional details and procedures for responding to 


wildlife pests are described in the INRMP, IPM Outlines 16-19 


(Appendix A), and the Vertebrate Pest Control Responsibility Matrix 


located in a companion file kept by the IPM Coordinator as 


supplemental information applicable to the IPMP. 


    Fort Benning has implemented procedures to coordinate non-threatening 


wildlife pest complaints with NRMB personnel.  Additional assistance 


can be obtained, if necessary, from the wildlife service component of the 


U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Animal and Plant Health 


Inspection Service (APHIS).  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 


(USFWS) would be contacted to address issues involving Federally-


protected species.  Depending on the type of complaint, either NRMB or 


a State-licensed wildlife trapper would respond.  Due to logistics, the 


response time varies.  


    Procedures for disposal of animal carcasses are as follows: 
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     (a) Dead animals found at large on the Installation will be policed by 


the DPW grounds maintenance contractor.  Detail personnel will 


transport carcasses away from populated areas, if necessary, and 


deposit them well off the road shoulder where they will be 


allowed to decay naturally.  Carcass removal is coordinated 


through the CIB. 


    (b) If requested, large carcasses (including, but not limited to, deer 


or swine) found along major thoroughfares (US 27/280/520, 


Lindsey Creek Parkway) will be removed by DPW NRMB 


personnel to an unpopulated area well off the road shoulder 


where the carcass will be allowed to decay naturally.   


    (c) Hawks, owls, and other birds of prey are strictly protected by the 


Migratory Bird Treaty Act; mere possession of a raptor carcass is 


a prosecutable action.  If a raptor carcass should require removal, 


only NRMB personnel are authorized to do so.  


    (d) Horses are considered privately-owned property and it shall be 


the responsibility of the owner to dispose of any deceased horse. 


   (7) Natural Resources Pest Management.  Detailed guidelines for Natural 


Resources pest management are found in the Fort Benning INRMP.  


Pest management activities are conducted by in-house staff, by 


contractor, or through cooperative arrangements with the U.S. Army 


Corps of Engineers (USACE).   


    NRMB has eight DoD-certified pesticide applicators who are qualified 


to use or supervise the use of both backpack and vehicle-mounted 


pesticide application systems; pesticide formulations are prepared on-


site from concentrated products kept in an approved pesticide storage 


facility.   


    Pesticide application data is recorded daily in an electronic database 


maintained by NRMB and submitted to the IPM Coordinator at the end 


of each FY.  A copy of the most recently updated listing of AEC PMC-


approved pesticide products used by Natural Resources personnel is 


maintained by the IPM Coordinator. 


   (8) Golf Course Pest Management. Guidelines for golf course pest 


management are found in the Fort Benning INRMP.  Two DoD-certified 


government employees conduct pest management activities at the Fort 


Benning Golf Course.  Pesticide formulations are prepared on-site from 


concentrated products kept in an approved pesticide storage facility.   


    Pesticide application data is submitted monthly to the IPM Coordinator.  


A copy of the most recently updated listing of pesticide products applied 


at the golf course is maintained by the IPM Coordinator. 


   (9) New Construction.  Soil pre-treatment of building construction sites is 


conducted in accordance with the Unified Facilities Guide Specifications 


31 31 16, Soil Treatment for Subterranean Termite Control, applied at 
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the highest EPA-labeled concentration and application rate.  An 


individual Pesticide Treament Plan (PTP) for each project is found in the 


Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) contained within the project’s 


Request for Proposal (RFP) on file in the EMD office.  


        The CIB PMQAE must be on-site to observe the mixing and application 


of pre-construction termiticide and to ensure that the site is properly 


prepared for treatment; a copy of the work order with details of the 


completed application must be submitted to the PMQAE. 


   (10) Medically Important Arthropods/Pest Management.  Pvnt Med Svcs 


conducts surveillance of vectors and pests that affect the health and well-


being of the Installation community.  Of primary concern are medically 


important pests such as mosquitoes, cockroaches, ticks, bedbugs, and 


commensal rodents.  Other pests addressed by Pvnt Med Svcs personnel 


include stored product pests, venomous arthropods, birds, and bats.  


Pesticide application data is submitted monthly to the IPM Coordinator. 


    (a) Mosquitoes are one of the primary pests located throughout all of 


Fort Benning; they are potential vectors of serious disease in this 


region, particularly WNV and emerging threats such as 


Chikungunya and Zika viruses.  Many of the mosquitoes that 


affect Installation personnel are likely the result of breeding 


activity in artificial containers and small temporary pools of 


water located throughout the Post.   


     Treatment for control of mosquitoes is initiated upon 


recommendation by Pvnt Med Svcs personnel after conducting 


surveillance, typically through larval surveys or live trapping of 


adult mosquitoes.  Larvacide treatment of standing water is 


performed by the DPW primary pest control contractor or Pvnt 


Med Svcs personnel when their surveillance indicates larvae are 


present and/or upon reaching a threshold of 25 female 


mosquitoes per trap per night.  


     The IPM Coordinator monitors weekly Pvnt Med Svcs mosquito 


surveillance and when trapping results exceed the threshold 


conducts site visits in order to determine underlying causes for 


mosquito abundance.  The site is examined for standing water 


and a course of action is developed that has the greatest 


likelihood for control of the local mosquito population.   


Typically, the IPM Coordinator submits a service request for 


maintenance or provides a facility occupant with guidance for 


eliminating standing water. 


     The detection of mosquito-borne disease in surrounding counties 


may justify pesticide fogging on the Installation to gain timely 


control over adult mosquito populations.  Coordination for 


mosquito surveillance on Fort Benning is discussed in the 


Mosquito Prevention and Control Plan (MPCP) located in a 
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companion file kept by the IPM Coordinator as supplemental 


information applicable to the IPMP.  


    (b) Cockroaches and ants are the most commonly encountered 


commensal pest; they are typically associated with persistent 


poor sanitary practices that result in extensive cockroach and ant 


populations.  UPH occupants can obtain glue boards (sticky-


traps) from the Self-Help Center to help identify harborage areas 


and control minor infestations; non-housing building occupants 


may procure glue boards from the Self Service Supply Center 


(SSSC). 


     DoD and DA pest management policies prohibit preventive or 


scheduled periodic pesticide application unless based upon 


surveillance data or past pest problems and approved by the AEC 


PMCs.  The only approved “preventive” pesticide treatment for 


cockroaches and ants is the use of the MaxForce-type insect bait 


stations by certified pesticide applicators. 


    (c) Ticks are second only to mosquitoes among commonly-


encountered potential disease vectors.  Ticks can transmit a 


variety of pathogens such as viruses, rickettsiae, bacteria, and 


protozoa.  Human diseases transmitted by ticks include Lyme 


disease, Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, Colorado Tick Fever, Q 


Fever, Relapsing Fever, Babesiosis, and Tularemia.   


     When a tick problem is suspected, Pvnt Med Svcs will conduct 


surveillance to identify the tick species and monitor habitats.  


Public awareness (media notices, Installation news briefs, 


personal protective measures, etc.) and vegetation management 


are two possible initial responses to tick infestations.   


     Pesticide application may be appropriate in recreational areas 


and near housing, but only when the area is heavily infested 


and/or the possibility of disease transmission in high.  Pvnt Med 


Svcs may also test individual specimens if disease transmission 


is suspected. 


    (d) Bedbugs have become an emerging public health issue in 


communities throughout the US.  The resurgence in bedbug 


populations is thought to be the result of increased resistance to 


available pesticides, inexperience with control methods, greater 


international and domestic travel, and lack of effective control 


programs at the local civilian level.   


     Both the DPW primary pest control contractor and Pvnt Med 


Svcs conduct surveillance for bedbugs based on reported 


encounters, provide positive identification, and recommend 


control based on the results of surveys.  Temporary housing 


facilities are especially vulnerable to bedbug infestation. 
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    (e) Rodent surveillance is conducted by Pvnt Med Svcs as needed 


and control is only recommended when supported by the results 


of a survey.  The DPW primary pest control contractor also 


conducts rodent surveillance and control, typically through the 


use of glue boards.  Pesticide (rodent bait) treatment in the 


absence of confirmed pest activity is discouraged for several 


reasons; pesticide treatment can be costly and time consuming, 


encourage reliance on chemical control, and promote resistance 


to pesticides.   


     Recommended non-chemical control measures include 


improvement of sanitary practices, implementation of rodent 


exclusion methods, and the identification and prevention of 


development of sites that provide harborage and food. 


    (f) Mold and mildew control involving the application of chemical 


fungicides to control fungal infestations is regulated under 


FIFRA.  Antimicrobial products used by mold remediation 


contractors, including general-use or restricted-use fungicides, 


must be registered by EPA and the State where services are being 


performed.  Antimicrobial products used by commercial (for 


hire) companies to control molds on Fort Benning must be 


specified in the project’s Request for Environmental Analysis 


(REA) (Form FB 144-R) submitted to EMD prior to 


implementation.  Contractor personnel that perform chemical 


treatment of mold or mildew on Fort Benning property in the 


State of GA, applying either general use or restricted use 


fungicides, are required to possess a Commercial Applicator’s 


License in Category 37 (Antimicrobial Pest Control) issued by 


the Pesticide Section of the GA Department of Agriculture.  


Contractors performing chemical treatment of mold or mildew 


on Fort Benning properties in AL or FL are not required to have 


a commercial pesticide applicator’s license as neither AL nor FL 


have this applicator certification category.   


     Fort Benning units or activities are not permitted to obtain mold 


or mildew remediation services in GA using a government 


purchase card (GPC) without approval from the IPM Coordinator 


because this service is regulated in GA as a pest control service. 


Project proponents must submit a REA (Form FB 144-R) to 


EMD prior to purchasing mold or mildew services by GPC.  Fort 


Benning units can obtain mold or mildew remediation services at 


locations in either AL or FL using a GPC without IPM 


Coordinator coordination or approval. 


     Units and activities residing on Fort Benning may conduct self-


help treatment of mold or mildew using antimicrobial products 


that are available for general consumer use and purchase from 


the PX, Commissary, or SSSC Store.  Individuals who are tasked 
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with using self-help products must familiarize themselves with 


the guidance provided on the product label, especially the safety 


precautions.  Project proponents must submit a REA (Form FB 


144-R) to EMD prior to implementing self-help treatment of 


mold or mildew.   


     Occupants of UPH may treat mold or mildew in their quarters 


with antimicrobial products available from the Self-Help Center, 


without coordination or approval from the IPM Coordinator.  


Individuals who utilize self-help products must familiarize 


themselves with the guidance on the product label and the CD 


issued with each product, especially the safety precautions.  


Submission of Form FB 144-R is not required for individuals 


conducting self-help activities in their quarters.  


     Non-certified personnel may apply paint containing fungicide to 


inhibit the development of mold or mildew when application 


directions specify no special restrictions due to the fungicide 


ingredient. 


   (11)  Pest management at CDCs and schools is regulated per AR 608–


10, which requires that all operations be approved and inspected 


by the Installation health consultant or Safety Officer, prohibits 


control treatments when children are in the facility, prohibits the 


use of herbicides for weed control in children’s play areas, and 


requires that all pest management operations be documented in 


the IPMP.  Currently, pesticide applications are conducted after-


hours at CDCs when pest presence is confirmed by surveillance.   


   (12)  Pest management in Army hospitals is regulated in Paragraph 4-


7, DA Pamphlet (DA PAM) 40-11, which prohibits pesticide 


applications while patients are in the immediate area and 


prohibits preventive pesticide treatments in patient areas. 


   (13)  Pest management in food handling establishments is regulated in 


Paragraph 4-7, DA PAM 40-11, and requires that IPM principles 


and measures be followed that reduce the need for pesticides; 


prohibits pesticide applications without current or historical 


surveillance data documenting the pest infestation; prohibits 


pesticide applications in an active food preparation area; and 


prohibits the use of automatic aerosol pesticide dispensing 


devices in food serving or preparation areas. 


V. INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT (IPM) 


 1. General 


  Title 7 U.S.C. 136r-1 (FIFRA) requires all Federal agencies to have IPM programs 


with emphasis to reduce human exposure to pesticides and reduce environmental 


impacts caused by pesticide usage.  IPM is a methodology that involves both 


chemical and nonchemical control strategies to prevent pest populations from 
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exceeding acceptable levels or damage thresholds.  Although pest control resulting in 


the total elimination of a pest species may be the desired result, in most cases it is not 


practical or possible.   


  When practicing IPM, pest control has largely been replaced by pest management, 


where the objective is to manage the pest population at a tolerated level through the 


combined use of chemical and nonchemical methods.  When chemicals are necessary, 


the emphasis is to select those products, whenever possible, that will have the least 


impact on human health and safety and the environment.  Surveillance to establish the 


need for control is a critical IPM strategy, with post-control surveillance necessary to 


monitor the effectiveness of management efforts.   


  IPM Outlines in Appendix A provide guidance regarding minimum preventive and 


corrective actions, as well as the basis for chemical treatment by application of 


pesticides. 


  Army policy requires that the principles and techniques of IPM shall be used to 


manage all pests.  All organizational levels at Fort Benning and activities that the 


Installation supports will incorporate sustainable IPM philosophy, strategies, and 


techniques into all aspects of vector control and pest management planning, training, 


and operations in order to reduce pesticide use, reduce the cost of pest management, 


prevent pollution, and conserve natural resources.  The basic procedures for 


implementing IPM, according to EPA, follow a four-tiered approach: 


 Establish an action threshold (a point at which pest activity requires control). 


 Monitor and identify pests so appropriate management decisions can be made. 


 Manage pest habitat to prevent the pest from reaching the action threshold. 


 Control the pest using the safest, most economical, and most effective solution 


that achieves the desired result with the least environmental impact. 


  An action threshold is a level at which control would be required.  Action thresholds 


are determined by many factors such as the severity of a pest problem; pest impacts 


on health and safety, economics, and aesthetics; and pest impact on mission 


accomplishment, i.e., pest presence preventing access to or use of a site.   


  Site-specific monitoring is performed to determine action thresholds.  Professional 


knowledge and experience are required to understand pest life cycles, how fast their 


populations grow, and whether or not their presence will have serious consequences.   


  Periodically, the action threshold is re-evaluated for each pest and for each site.  


Changes in weather conditions, practices, level of IPM education of the occupant, 


building renovations, etc. can all affect the determination of an action threshold.   


 2. IPM Strategies 


  Depending upon the particular pest problem, certain situations may warrant the 


continued use of pesticides at lower rates.  In other situations, implementation of two 


or more of the following IPM practices may offer the most effective control.  


 a. Physical Controls.  The elimination of pest refugia, water, and food sources to 


inhibit the survival of pests.  Sanitation, by necessity, must be addressed first in 


order for other pest management methods to be effective; proper sanitary 
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practices require the cooperation of the occupant.  Caulks, seals, screens, or 


other physical barriers (exclusion) are examples of physical controls used to 


prevent pests from entering, establishing, and thriving in a given location. 


  b. Mechanical Controls.  Traps, air curtains, lawn-mowers, etc., are examples of 


mechanical controls used to eliminate or prevent pests from establishing and 


thriving in a given location. It may also include manual removal of pests by 


hand, vacuuming, or depredation.   


  c. Cultural Controls.  A cultural control entails the alteration of behavior (human 


or animal) in order to manipulate the pest’s environment and make it less 


favorable for the pest to exist; also referred to as habitat modification.  This may 


require a change in conventional human practices or habits to make it difficult 


for pest populations to become established or expand.  Examples of cultural 


controls include water management, management of alternate host organisms, 


changes to sanitary practices, and irregular irrigation schedules. 


  d. Biological Controls.  Using naturally occurring predators, parasites, or disease 


organisms to control or manage specific pest populations is biological control.  


An example would be the introduction of various strains of the Bacillus 


thuringiensis bacterium into seasonal breeding pools to reduce the viability of 


mosquito larvae or on foliage to control butterfly, moth, and beetle pests. 


  e. Chemical Controls.  The use of pesticide is most effective when administered in 


combination with other methods such as mechanical or cultural controls because 


pest resistance has reduced the effectiveness of many once commonly-used 


chemical compounds.  


   There may be times when pesticides will be the first control strategy chosen 


because of a need to immediately reduce or eliminate a pest population; this 


typically occurs in childcare, dining facilities, and some housing areas.   


   Situations involving pest threats to health or public safety, a severe infestation 


of German cockroaches in a residence or a yellow-jacket nest near a school, for 


example, may require immediate pesticide treatment.  In general, however, 


pesticide applications should be made only after other control measures have 


been attempted or considered.  The recent trend has been to use pesticides that 


are pest- or site-specific with little or limited residual activity.  


  Pest management at Fort Benning involves control or prevention of a wide range of 


pests including cockroaches, rodents, termites, ants, undesirable vegetation, and 


unwanted animals (bats, snakes, etc.).  Treatments are not conducted according to a 


predetermined schedule; rather, they are performed only where and when there is an 


indication that the pest will cause unacceptable economic, health, or quality-of-life 


damage.   


  Treatments are chosen and timed to be most effective and least hazardous to non-


target organisms and the general environment.  It is not merely a reaction to a pest 


problem; it is a process which, when adhered to, provides effective control.  The 


number of pests or amount of pest damage that can be tolerated before treatment 


occurs will depend on the type of pest and its location.  
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  In situations where it appears exclusion is needed or a continual failure to gain control 


is evident, EMD may request that EHS personnel of Pvnt Med Svcs conduct an 


inspection to determine if a health hazard exists.  If a potential hazard is present, Pvnt 


Med Svcs will document the condition; however, this is not authorization to relocate 


occupants to another building.  


  Guidelines for the management of pests commonly found on Fort Benning are located 


in the IPM Outlines in Appendix A.  Additional methods can be found in AFPMB TG 


No. 29, Integrated Pest Management in and Around Buildings.  


 3. Annual Workload for Surveillance, Prevention, and Control 


  Activities engaged in pest management should develop annual work plans to establish 


mission objectives and program resources to implement the mission.   


  a. Pre-Treatment Surveillance.  Considerable time is spent inspecting for pests, 


rather than treating them. Surveillance methods include visual inspections, glue 


traps, aerosol flushing, and termite inspections. Surveillance methods for typical 


pests found on Fort Benning will vary depending on the pest: visual inspections, 


glue traps (crawling insects), black lights (rodent urine fluoresces when exposed 


to ultraviolet light), light traps (flying insects), etc. 


  b. Post-Treatment Surveillance.  Surveillance is required after IPM measures are 


implemented in order to evaluate the effectiveness of controls.  The Fort 


Benning Quality Assurance and Surveillance Plan is located in a companion file 


kept by the IPM Coordinator as supplemental information applicable to the 


IPMP.  Methods for conducting post-treatment surveillance are the same as 


those used for pre-treatment surveillance. 


  c. Priority of Pest Management 


   (1) Public Health Pests   


    (a) Animals.  Nocturnal carnivores (coyote, fox, raccoon, bat, or 


skunk) observed during daytime and exhibiting a lack of normal 


fear of humans should be presumed rabid.  They are addressed 


by NRMB personnel and the animal specimen will be provided 


to Veterinary Services for analysis.   


     The NRMB will also respond to reports of suspected venomous 


snakes in proximity to humans.      


    (b) Mosquitoes.  Mosquitoes are found throughout the world and 


many species transmit pathogens which may cause disease.  


Several of the species found on Fort Benning are implicated in 


virus transmission locally and in other parts of the world.  


Larvicide treatments of mosquito breeding areas are initiated by 


Pvnt Med Svcs personnel following population surveys for adult 


or larval mosquitoes. 


    (c) Cockroaches.  These insects have been shown to carry organisms 


that cause salmonellosis, dysentery, and typhoid fever.  Pvnt 


Med Svcs conducts surveillance for cockroaches when harborage 
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is suspected and self-help options have been exhausted.  In most 


instances, improving sanitary practices and identifying and 


mitigating harborage areas will preclude pesticide application. 


    (d) Black Widow and Brown Recluse Spiders.  Envenomation by 


either of these species may induce painful reactions, as well as 


toxic responses that can become severe.  Spider bites are reported 


to Pvnt Med Svcs by the Health Clinic; several bacterial 


infections can be misdiagnosed as spider bites, so spider control 


should be based upon surveillance with the capture and 


identification of a specimen.   


     1 Black widow spiders are frequently encountered outdoors 


in undisturbed places such as dark corners, bricks, wooden 


buildings, electrical boxes, or pit latrines and may attack 


when the web is disturbed or when accidentally trapped in 


clothing or shoes.   


     2 Brown recluse spiders are infrequently encountered in the 


Fort Benning area, but are common in the Midwest and 


may be transported on-post in boxes or other household 


goods.  They are primarily an indoor species, generally 


active at night and hiding during the day in undisturbed 


corners and crevices of buildings.  The brown recluse 


typically envenomates when squeezed or otherwise 


pressured.  The painful toxin can cause restlessness, fever, 


and tissue damage; healing may take several weeks to 


months.   


    (e) Bees and Wasps.  Bees and wasps are common throughout the 


Installation and typically become a problem during warmer 


months.  Stings are painful and may cause anaphylactic reactions 


in some people.  Certified pest control personnel treat nests in 


areas with regular human traffic.  Fort Benning has implemented 


a self-help program (SISP) to enable facility maintenance 


personnel to control stinging insects with approved pesticides in 


order to prevent delays to facility operation and/or maintenance.  


The SISP has been approved by AEC and is found in the 


companion file kept by the IPM Coordinator as supplemental 


information applicable to the IPMP.  


    (f) Stored Products Pests.  Stored products pests may infest food 


items stored in places such as the Commissary, warehouses, 


shoppettes, and food service facilities.  Occasional complaints 


are received from Family Housing residents.   


     Rodents pose a significant economic and public health hazard 


due to their potential to spread disease through bites and 


ectoparasites and by contamination of stored food with urine and 


feces.  Economic damage is also caused by rodents consuming or 
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contaminating large quantities of food and damaging structures 


by gnawing.  Prev Med Svcs and Vet Svcs provide surveillance 


of food storgae facilities for rodents when requested and 


recommend control based upon the results of surveys.  Vet Svcs 


food inspection personnel should be contacted whenever food 


items that are suspected of being contaminated are discovered in 


warehouse or distribution facilities.   


     More than a dozen insect pests are known to infest a wide range 


of foods including nuts, grain products (flour, corn, cereals, and 


pasta), birdseed, and spices.  Stored products pests include a 


number of beetles (e.g., flour beetle, sawtooth grain beetle, and 


weevils) and moths (e.g., Indian meal moth and Angoumois 


grain moth).  


    (g) Household Pests.  Household pests (other than structural/wood 


destroying pests) invade residential homes and other buildings.  


Household pests that are common on Fort Benning include 


insects such as ants, cockroaches, and flies; spiders; and mice.  


Most pests need food, water, and harborage; eliminating any one 


of these elements will help significantly in managing household 


pests.  


    (h) Structural/Wood Destroying Pests.  Subterranean termites are 


common in the southeast and have the potential to cause damage 


to wooden buildings and other structures on the Installation.  


Termite damage is minimized by performing the necessary 


treatment whenever an infestation is detected.   


     Termiticide treatments in Army facilities and UPH are restricted 


by DoDI 4150.07, Enclosure E4.5.3, which prohibits chemical 


treatments under or through concrete slabs used in slab-on-grade 


housing construction where heating, ventilation, or air 


conditioning ducts are present within the concrete slab or beneath 


the floor.  


     In the Fort Benning region, carpenter ants occasionally invade 


wooden structures, particularly where wet conditions exist, and 


carpenter bees commonly bore nest cavities in wood that is 


exposed and unpainted.  Regular surveys of wooden structures 


are conducted by the Fort Benning Base Operations contractor in 


order to identify and treat infestations and minimize damage.   


    (i) Undesirable Vegetation.  Weeds along fence lines, road 


shoulders, and paved surfaces (including runways and parking 


lots) require control to prevent negative impacts to the 


improvements; using appropriate herbicides offers timely and 


cost-effective control.  Some control of unwanted plants is done 


mechanically (mowing, etc.) where suitable.  Management of 


invasive weeds such as kudzu and giant cutgrass is necessary to 
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prevent negative impacts to habitat; invasive plant species often 


grow faster than native species, shading them out and reducing 


species diversity.  


    (j) Ornamental Plant and Turf Pests.  Fort Benning’s mild winters 


provide a lengthy growing season for various insect pests that 


can infest trees and shrubs, resulting in damage or destruction to 


ornamental plants; however, pests that infest grasses often escape 


detection until after serious damage has occurred.  These pests 


include armyworms, grubs, cinch bugs, mole crickets, aphids, 


beetles, and molds.  Pests that damage lawns and the golf course 


require regular surveillance and, often, preventive control.   


   (2) Quarantine Pests.  There are no quarantine pests known to commonly 


occur on the Installation and supported sites.  Occasionally, household 


goods may contain Gypsy moths or larvae.  If any quarantine pest is 


suspected, the IPM Coordinator should be notified.  The IPM 


Coordinator should inform the AEC PMC and, when required, the local 


USDA inspector, who will check incoming materials for the presence of 


eggs, larvae, or adult moths that may occasionally be found on outdoor 


furniture or swing sets.   


   (3) Wildlife Pests.  Potential wildlife pests include armadillos, rodents, 


moles, bats, birds, feral swine, snakes, and squirrels, to name a few.  


Wildlife pests that do not present an immediate health hazard to humans 


are typically addressed by a licensed wildlife trapper or NRMB biologist 


in accordance with the Vertebrate Pest Control Responsibility Matrix.  


    (a) Squirrels occasionally invade buildings, especially just prior to 


and during the colder months.  Gnawed materials in certain 


instances reveal the presence of squirrels and badly damaged 


goods usually indicate the presence of multiple pests. Certain 


Family Housing areas on the Installation have a history of 


squirrel damage to privately-owned vehicles. 


    (b) Snakes are common on Fort Benning but can be deterred in 


housing areas by using proper sanitation practices to limit rodent 


populations; snakes are managed by non-lethal removal or 


habitat manipulation (i.e. elimination of hiding places).  Non-


venomous species are protected from killing by GA wildlife 


regulations; this practice is also followed on those portions of the 


Installation outside the State of Georgia. 


    (c) Birds can present unique problems, especially during the 


breeding season when they may nest in vents in Family Housing 


and under the eaves of administration buildings.  Non-native, 


introduced, and exotic bird species are generally unprotected; 


native species are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act 


(MBTA).  All bird control actions should be reviewed by a 


NRMB Wildlife Biologist. 
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    (d) Armadillos cause extensive damage to lawns and golf course 


grass while foraging for the larvae of turf insects.   


    (e) Coyotes, foxes, and raccoons occasionally enter Family Housing 


areas to prey on rodents or forage for pet food and garbage.   


    (f) Feral swine cause extensive damage to natural and cultural 


resources on Fort Benning due to their foraging behavior.  They 


also cause damage to improvements and infrastructure that is 


vital to the training mission, in addition to their potential for 


extensive damage to Government and privately-owned vehicles 


due to collisions. 


    (g) Moles are common on the Installation and have the potential to 


adversely affect the appearance of turf or create tripping hazards; 


they are protected from poisoning by the State of Georgia.   


    (h) Bats are considered beneficial due to their consumption of 


insects; however, bats that co-habit a structure where their 


excrement would present a health hazard to humans are 


addressed by exclusion from the structure.   


     Bat exclusion is primarily covered by State wildlife laws and will 


be performed by State-licensed wildlife trappers in accordance 


with the restrictions and guidelines put forth in the Nuisance Bat 


Management S.O.P. for Fort Benning.   


     The exclusion of bats between May 1 and August 15 must follow 


the protocol specifically approved by the GA Department of 


Natural Resources, Special Permit Unit; the use of poison to 


control bats is not authorized.  Any proposals to conduct bat 


exclusion in historic properties must first be reviewed and 


approved by the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO).   


VI. NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES  


 1. Pest Management Overview 


  The natural and cultural resources components of Fort Benning’s Integrated Pest 


Management Program address those pests, and their management, that are of natural 


and cultural resources management concern, including any pest management 


activities associated with the Fort Benning Golf Course (FBGC) and LAAF.  A more 


detailed description of natural and cultural resources management as they relate to 


pest management can be found in the INRMP and ICRMP.   


 2. Natural Resources-Related Pest Management 


  a. Flora and Fauna.  Fort Benning contains about 14,000 ac of wetlands, numerous 


streams and lakes, and significant amounts of habitat that is crucial to T&E 


species.   


   The Installation contains 15 Unique Ecological Areas totaling about 21,400 ac 


that represent native plant and animal communities.  Fort Benning is inhabited 
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by at least 150 non-native plant species like kudzu of which 25 or more species 


are considered invasive.   


   The Federal Noxious Weed Act provides for the control and management of 


non-indigenous vegetation that has the potential to injure public health, wildlife 


resources, or agricultural and commercial interests.  Herbicide treatment is 


highly effective for preventing invasive plant species from impacting 


reforestation sites, cultural resources, protected species, and infrastructure. 


  b. Forestry Management.  Fort Benning is implementing a natural resources 


management process known as forest ‘conversion’, which consists of the 


replacement of existing silvicultural species with species better suited to the 


Installation’s forestry management objectives.  Timber harvest sites are 


prepared for re-planting by herbicide treatment (chemical) in combination with 


bush-hogging, roller-chopping, and prescribed burning (nonchemical).  Forestry 


management goals call for conversion of approximately 1,100 ac of forest 


annually. 


  c. Aerial Applications.  Some specialized pesticide applications on Fort Benning 


have the potential to contaminate surface or ground water and wetlands or 


adversely affect threatened or endangered species or their habitats.  Fort 


Benning conducts aerial pesticide applications in accordance with an Aerial 


Spray Statement of Need (ASSON) that was submitted through the IPM 


Coordinator for review and approval by AEC PMCs.  The ASSON addresses 


the need for, and AEC approval of, the aerial application of pesticide.  The 


aerial spray operation must be supervised by a government employee who is 


DoD-certified in Category 11 (Aerial).   


   The ASSON has been approved for Fort Benning because aerial application is 


more cost effective when treating large reforestation sites and enables herbicide 


treatment of areas where access with conventional equipment is limited or 


constrained by training or unexploded ordnance.  Aerial application is also 


conducted to control invasive or exotic aquatic vegetation on several 


inaccessible bodies of water.  Another ASSON was recently approved for aerial 


application of herbicide as a vegetative growth retardant to help maintain line-


of-sight on ranges and enhance visibility in paratroop drop zones and LAAF. 


  d. Recreational Resources.  An analysis of Fort Benning fishing ponds indicated 


several have fish populations with unbalanced predator/prey relationships.  The 


NRMB Fish & Wildlife Biologist is attempting to make those populations self-


sustaining using social management strategies such as revised bag limits.  If this 


tactic is not successful, attaining a balanced population may require 


extermination of the pond’s entire fish population using the chemical pesticide 


rotenone and starting over with a restocking program.  As extreme as this option 


appears, it is a standard practice commonly used in pond-fish management.   


  e. Feral Swine.  Fort Benning has had a self-sustaining feral swine (Sus scrofa) 


population since the 1950s.  The population has increased and expanded to the 


point where sightings are now common; extensive Army acreage is affected by 


their foraging, including sites that have been preserved to protect cultural 
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resources.  Swine forage by vigorous rooting, presenting a serious potential for 


negative impacts to the environment due to soil disturbance, impeded 


regeneration of desirable tree species, and disruption of understory plant and 


vertebrate communities, adversely impacting recreational hunting and other 


human activities. 


   Feral swine have been observed rooting on firing ranges and unearthing the 


wiring that operates targets, adversely impacting Fort Benning’s training 


mission.  The effect of swine damage on the infrastructure needed to conduct 


training (e.g., rooting damage to drop zones, ranges, and equipment; facilitation 


of erosion) is of increasing concern.   


   Feral swine also have the potential to negatively affect wildlife habitat and of 


particular interest to Fort Benning wildlife managers is an accumulation of 


evidence indicating that extensive swine populations have the potential for 


adverse impacts to animal and plant species of concern such as the red-


cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis), relict trillium (Trillium reliquium), 


gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus), and gopher frog (Rana capito); the 


Installation is legally obligated to protect and provide for the recovery of 


Federally-listed species under Endangered Species Act (ESA) requirements. 


   Current management efforts for feral swine include: trapping by NRMB 


personnel, trapping by eligible non-government personnel under a special 


trapping permit, night hunting by off-duty Soldiers and other eligible personnel 


under a limited number of permits (currently 80 permits), and shooting at night 


by NRMB personnel using thermal-imaging equipment in ‘Sensitive Areas’ that 


exhibit evidence of excessive swine activity.  Additionally, recreational hunting 


for feral swine on the Installation has been expanded to nine months of the year 


using various methods, with no bag limit.  Fort Benning tenants and 


organizations that experience feral swine damage in their areas of operation may 


contact NRMB directly to request assistance with control. 


  f. Threatened and Endangered (T&E) Species Management.  AR 200-1 requires 


Army personnel to conserve and recover Federally-listed T&E Species on Army 


lands, in accordance with the ESA.  Candidate species are not protected under 


ESA but Fort Benning takes candidate species into consideration when making 


decisions with possible effects.  State-listed species are also not protected by 


ESA but Fort Benning cooperates with State wildlife managers to conserve 


them to the maximum extent possible.   


   The Fort Benning INRMP contains a listing of Federal and State species of 


concern in GA and AL.  IPM Outlines (Appendix A) address special 


environmental considerations.   


   The NRMB T&E Species Program reviews all pest control actions that have the 


potential to impact any special species or could result in the destruction or 


adverse modification of the critical habitat of such species.  Invasive plant 


species have the potential for adverse impacts to natural resources management, 


especially the management of T&E Species and their habitats.  The T&E 


Species Program has primary responsibility for the management of invasive 
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plants, using IPM techniques to detect invasive populations and limit their 


establishment in T&E Species habitat.  Long-term planning also is coordinated 


with T&E Species Program staff to minimize potential impacts to Federally-


listed species.  


  g. Lawson Army Air Field (LAAF).  Wildlife activity in proximity to the flightline 


presents a potential strike hazard to LAAF aircraft.  Wildlife determined to 


present moderate or severe hazards are chased from the runway vicinity by 


Airfield Services personnel using motor vehicles.   


   Wildlife hazards are reported to NRMB by the Airfield Manager following 


procedures described in the Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard (WASH) Plan.  


When a response is deemed necessary, bird and wildlife hazards are addressed 


through both lethal and non-lethal measures.   


   Active management measures by NRMB personnel include trapping, 


pyrotechnics, bioacoustics, other non-lethal harassment, and depredation.  


Passive management measures at LAAF focus on vegetation management by 


DPW maintenance contractors, including mowing, herbicide application, and 


the management of vegetation in such a manner that the habitat is less favorable 


to birds or wildlife. 


   NRMB is also responsible for the removal and disposal of any dispatched 


animals or remains from strikes.  A copy of the WASH Plan is kept in a 


companion file by the IPM Coordinator as supplemental information applicable 


to the IPMP. 


  h. Protecting Pollinators.  The removal of dead or debilitated trees in cantonment 


areas has the potential for negative impacts to honey bee colonies.  Tree 


removal requires an approved REC from EMD; the REC will contain guidance 


for tree-cutters to follow if an affected tree contains honey bees.  Project 


personnel will contact the NRMB honey bee specialist or IMPC if honey bee 


presence is suspected in order to determine a course of action to preserve the 


colony.  Typically, the section of tree containing the colony will be cut out, 


enclosed, and relocated out of the cantonment area.   


   Occasionally during the warmer months, honey bee swarms are reported in 


cantonment areas; the NRMB honey bee specialist will attempt to capture the 


swarm and relocate it to an unpopulated area.  If the NRMB honey bee 


specialist is unavailable or the position becomes vacant, the IPMC will contact a 


private bee-keeper in an attempt to save the swarm.    


 3. Cultural Resources Pest Management 


  Cultural resources on the Installation consist of archeological sites, historic structures 


and/or landscapes, and would include American Indian sacred sites and traditional 


cultural properties, if identified.  Historic structures are those buildings and facilities 


that meet the Secretary of Interior's Guidelines for eligibility for inclusion on the 


National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).   


  Archeological sites are the material remains of past human activity, regardless of 


ethnic, racial, or otherwise culturally defined origin.  Sacred sites and traditional 
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cultural properties (TCP) may be archeological sites or other locations that are 


recognized, especially by American Indians, as having religious importance or 


importance in the cultural practices or history of a Federally-recognized tribe or other 


group.  Archeological and sacred sites also qualify for listing on the NRHP.   


  The Installation ICRMP integrates the entirety of the Cultural and Historic Resources 


Program with ongoing mission activities, provides for ready identification of potential 


conflicts between the Installation’s mission and these resources, and identifies 


compliance actions necessary to maintain the availability of mission-essential 


properties and acreage.  IPM has become the key strategy for managing pests in 


historic areas and structures and sites of archaeological importance on the Installation.  


The IPM approach involves ongoing monitoring of pest populations to determine the 


nature and extent of infestation; it further provides for careful management of those 


factors that enable the pest to survive and reproduce.   


  Conventional activities associated with pest management may involve mechanical 


control (i.e. ground disturbance for termite treatment; mowing), physical control (i.e. 


placement of barriers), or chemical control (i.e. use of herbicide).  Such activities 


include treating for pests that attack objects, infest buildings, attack structures, or 


harm historic landscapes.  Consequently, this can present the potential for adverse 


impacts to cultural and archaeological resources management and may trigger 


compliance requirements.  


   Potential pests can be numerous and may include feral swine, squirrels, raccoons, 


bats, mice, rats, snakes, termites, moths, beetles, ants, bees and wasps, and pigeons or 


other birds.  Termites, beetles, and carpenter ants destroy wood; mice also gnaw 


wood, as well as plaster, insulation, and electrical wiring.  Prior to performing any 


pest control work that may adversely affect cultural resources, especially alterations 


to a structure to exclude pests, an REA (Form FB 144-R) must be submitted by the 


project proponent for an analysis of the activity by cultural resources program 


managers in EMD.  


 4. Golf Course Pest Management 


  Turf health at the FBGC is monitored regularly for the presence of pest-related 


problems.  Golf courses are particularly susceptible to pest infestation due to various 


problems associated with maintaining a monoculture in a condition suitable for its 


intended purpose.   


  Selective herbicide treatment is used to maintain turf on about eleven acres of greens 


and tees and eliminate unwanted grassy weeds from about 120 ac of fairways.   


  Regular irrigation is required to keep the golf course operational, creating a need for 


occasional fungicide treatment.  The golf course is vulnerable to outbreaks of turf 


insects attracted to the monotypic stand of vegetation and must be monitored to catch 


outbreaks early.   


  Many of the pest management issues associated with the golf course are dictated by 


season so some pesticide treatments are conducted to preclude the establishment of 


anticipated pests or affect early stages of pest development.  IPM is used to the extent 


possible; as problems develop, their causes must be determined and corrective 
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measures evaluated.  Golf course pest management has been incorporated into the 


Fort Benning INRMP.   


VII. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 


 1. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 


  NEPA review of Army actions on Fort Benning is conducted in accordance with 32 


CFR, Part 651.33(n); the implementation of the IPMP is an Army action normally 


not qualifying for Categorical Exclusion (CX) but, at a minimum, requiring an 


Environmental Assessment (EA).  The Final Programmatic Environmental 


Assessment for the Implementation of the US Army Integrated Pest Management 


Program, dated March 2010, was prepared by AEC and submitted for public 


review; a Finding of No Significant Impact (FNSI) was granted.  A copy of the EA 


and FNSI is located in the EMD Office.   


  Some pest management actions that have the potential for significant impacts to the 


human and natural environments, like aerial spraying operations, may require the 


completion of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and its decision document, 


a Record of Decision (ROD). 


  Pest management activities analyzed under the NEPA process include, but are not 


limited to, forest insect and disease control, aquatic plant control, site preparation 


for tree planting, hardwood mid-story control, and noxious weed eradication.  


  EMD staff is responsible, under NEPA environmental program requirements (EPR), 


for screening all pest management activities taking place on the Installation and 


sites that Fort Benning supports to determine if the action’s impacts qualify for a 


CX, conform to the EA and FNSI, or if an EIS and ROD are required.  


  When pest management activities are proposed on Fort Benning, an REA (Form FB 


144-R) is submitted to EMD by the proponent as part of the NEPA review process.  


The FB 144-R is evaluated by EMD staff to determine the proposed action’s 


potential environmental impact and provide recommendations to the IPM 


Coordinator and action proponent.   


  A proponent’s non-compliance with the NEPA review process will delay action 


implementation and may adversely affect mission accomplishment; to preclude 


such delays the proponent needs to engage the NEPA review process at the earliest 


possible time.   


 2. Organizational Requirements 


  Fort Benning Commanders and Directors and their personnel are responsible for the 


quality of the general environment.  The proponent of an action will be responsible 


for any costs for repair, replacement, or mitigation of any environmental impacts.    


  a. Contracts Containing Pest Management Services 


   In accordance with Enclosure E4.6.2, DoDI 4150.07, AEC PMCs shall review 


and approve all contracts that include pest management operations performed 


on Fort Benning properties, including augmentation contracts, to ensure that 


appropriate pest management standards and IPM are specified.   
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   Presently, all contracts used for maintenance services, tenant outlease 


contracts, and pre-construction soil treatments for termite control require 


submittal to EMD for review.  AR 200-1, Paragraph 5-4(f) requires 


Installation records to account for all pest management activities including 


those performed by contract, by tenant and supported activities, and by lessees 


per formal agreements.   


   All pest management contracts will be submitted to the IPM Coordinator prior 


to solicitation or announcement of the RFP to provide AEC PMCs sufficient 


time to review any pesticide usage or pest management operations contained 


in the contract.  The contracts are reviewed in the draft stage so that any 


additional requirements or changes can be readily incorporated into the 


contract.   


   The proponent of the project using the contract is required to submit the 


project details to EMD for an environmental review early in the planning 


process by submitting Form FB 144-R to initiate the NEPA process.  The 


proponent will include the AEC-approved contract with the FB 144-R, if 


available.  If the contract or contractor’s actions for the project change, the 


proponent coordinates with EMD to determine if additional actions are 


required to protect the environment.    


  b. Pest Management Records 


   In accordance with Paragraph 5.4.5 of DoDI 4150.07, data from pest 


management operations on DoD Installations, to include surveillance and 


pesticide use, will be recorded and permanently archived using a computer- 


generated software program approved by AEC PMCs.   


   Pest management records for pesticide usage, spills, and reportable human 


exposures will be maintained and reported to the IPM Coordinator on each 


pesticide application.  This information will be submitted, as needed, to meet 


the reporting requirements or per program guidance and procedures.  Pesticide 


use during military contingencies and readiness training will be recorded, 


reported, and archived.   


   Pest management activities by residents at their private quarters on Army 


Installations are exempted from the scope of this requirement, except as 


regulated by Installation policies and procedures.   


 3. Endangered Species Protection Program (ESPP) 


  The ESPP requires pesticide applicators to be aware of special considerations that 


exist when using pesticides in areas where endangered species are found.  Pesticides 


with use limitations are labeled with a website or toll-free number for accessing 


ESPP Bulletins that describe the measures necessary to protect a particular species.  


Pesticide users who fail to follow label provisions for their pesticide application, 


whether it results in harm to the listed species or not, are subject to enforcement 


under the misuse provisions of FIFRA.   
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 4. Pesticide Disposal and Spills 


  a. Pesticide Concentrates 


   Unless otherwise labeled, all pesticide concentrates will be used only for their 


intended purpose.  Concentrates that are excess, unserviceable, or those with 


suspended or cancelled EPA registration will be disposed of in accordance 


with Federal, Army, and respective State laws, rules, or directives.  Those 


concentrates awaiting disposal shall be identified to the Installation’s 


Hazardous Waste Coordinator and shall be stored in a designated hazardous 


waste storage facility.  Waste pesticide shall be disposed of in accordance 


with the Installation’s Hazardous Waste Management Plan and AFPMB TG 


No. 21, Pesticide Disposal Guide for Pest Control Shops. 


  b. Pesticide Mixing 


   All pesticide formulations must be mixed at the site of application; pesticide 


formulations in spray containers of 2 gallons or less may then be transported 


to other application sites on the Installation.  Formulations in excess of 2 


gallons must be mixed in such a manner that the entire tank can be applied at 


the site and the treatment remains within pesticide label specifications.  No 


tank-mix of formulated pesticides in excess of 2 gallons is to be transported 


over Fort Benning roadways.  Filling of formulation tanks with potable water 


must only be conducted from locations with DPW-approved back-flow 


prevention devices connected to water outlets.  An air-gap must be maintained 


between the formulation tank and the fill hose at all times. 


  c. Formulated Pesticides 


   Appropriate planning will be taken to ensure that only the proper amount of 


chemical will be mixed to complete the assigned work.  Equipment used to 


disperse pesticides shall be inspected and calibrated to ensure proper 


operation, uniform coverage, and proper application rates during the 


application of pesticides.   


   All formulated pesticide shall be applied to the designated treatment site.  If 


any mixture remains due to equipment failure, it will be containerized and/or 


transferred to another sprayer and applied as soon as possible.   


   Any remaining formulated pesticide will be used as diluent for subsequent 


spray operations using the same concentration or formulation appropriately to 


ensure correct final concentration.   


   Small quantities of formulated liquid pesticides, such as residue remaining in 


hoses and booms of power sprayers, will be applied to the treatment area 


during clean-up procedures. 


  d. Rinsates 


   Rinsates from triple rinsing of concentrated pesticide containers will be 


immediately added to a spray tank as part of pesticide formulation.  
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  e. Empty Pesticide Containers 


   Empty pesticide containers shall be disposed of in accordance with the 


pesticide label, AFPMB TG No. 21, hazardous waste laws, and Installation 


policies, as appropriate.  Pest control contractors are not authorized to dispose 


of containers on the Installation. 


  f. Leakage, Residues, and Spills 


   Pesticide spills can best be reduced and prevented by taking precautionary 


measures such as maintaining adequate pesticide storage facilities; frequent 


inspection of facilities, equipment, and pesticides and other stored hazardous 


material containers; and maintaining emergency spill clean-up kits.   


   Procedures to follow for prevention and response to spills are outlined in 


AFPMB TG No. 15, Pesticide Spill Prevention and Management and Fort 


Benning’s ISCP.   


   Pesticide applicators shall have communication access, such as radios or cell 


phones, to report any emergency involving pesticides spilled while working at 


local and remote sites.   


   All contaminated materials, including cloth, soil, wood, etc., that cannot be 


effectively decontaminated, will be removed and placed in sealed leak-proof 


containers.   


   All pesticide spills are to be reported to the Fort Benning Fire Department by 


dialing 911 and EMD at 545-9879 or 317-6584 (beeper) for response, 


investigation, and notifications.  The responsible party will be held liable for 


all cleanup and remediation, if needed.  Pesticide cleanup will be performed in 


accordance with the Fort Benning Spill Prevention, Control and 


Countermeasures Plan (SPCCP).   


   Pesticides, pesticide spill residues, and other pesticide-contaminated pest 


management materials designated as solid wastes or hazardous materials will 


be disposed of in accordance with guidance in AR 200–1 and DoD guidance 


in AFPMB TG No. 15 and TG No. 21.  Pesticides not designated as 


HAZMAT will be disposed of as required by the product’s EPA-approved 


label requirements, AEC PMC recommendation, or Installation policies.   


 5. Sensitive Pesticide Application Areas 


  Pesticide application indoors is accomplished by individuals wearing the proper 


personal protective clothing and equipment.  At no time will personnel be permitted 


in a treatment area during chemical pesticide application unless they have met the 


medical monitoring standards and are appropriately protected.   


  Precautions are taken during pesticide application to protect the public, on and off 


the Installation.  Whenever pesticides are applied outdoors, care is taken to make 


sure that any spray drift is kept away from individuals, including the applicator.  


Pesticides are not applied outdoors when wind speed exceeds label parameters.  No 


pesticides are applied directly to wetlands or aquatic areas (lakes, rivers, etc.) unless 
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such use is specifically approved on the label and the proposed application is 


reviewed and approved by EMD.   


  Special care is required when pesticides are applied in a CDC, in patient areas of a 


health clinic, places where newborn infants are present, or in other sensitive areas.  


Pesticide label instructions and guidance provided in the AFPMB TG No. 20, Pest 


Management Operations in Medical Treatment Facilities and AEC’s Integrated 


Pest Management in Child Development Centers and Schools are to be followed.   


 6. Prohibited Activities 


  Government personnel who lack DoD certification and other persons without DoD-


equivalent State certification are prohibited from applying pesticide products on 


Fort Benning except as described in the IPMP.  


  Pesticides will not be used in any manner that is inconsistent with the product label.  


Pesticide misuse at any location is a violation of Federal, State, and local laws.  In 


accordance with DoD policy, any instances of pesticide misuse or falsification of 


records by contractors will be reported to their appropriate State pesticide regulatory 


agency.   


  Protected migratory birds that reside on or pass through the Installation cannot be 


controlled without a USFWS permit; no such control has been conducted or 


proposed on Fort Benning. 


 7. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permits  


  The Clean Water Act (CWA) prohibits the discharge of any pollutant into navigable 


waters of the US from a point source without a National Pollutant Discharge 


Elimination System (NPDES) permit.  In the past, EPA had concluded that 


pesticide residuals from FIFRA-compliant pesticide applications in, over, or near 


waters of the US only become CWA pollutants at some point in time following 


application and therefore did not constitute a discharge of a pollutant from a point 


source at the time of application.  Consequently, EPA determined that pesticide 


residuals were to be treated as non-point source pollutants that are exempt from 


NPDES permit requirements under the CWA.   


  In January 2009, the Sixth Circuit Court vacated EPA’s rule exempting such 


pesticide applications from CWA permitting requirements.  The result of the 


vacature is that FIFRA-compliant pesticide applications in, over, or near waters of 


the U.S. after October 31, 2011 will be subject to the NPDES permitting program 


under the CWA.   


  In accordance with EPA requirements, Fort Benning is covered by the NPDES 


Pesticides General Permits (PGP) issued by the States of GA, AL, and FL for the 


applicable pesticide treatments.  The Installation would be required to submit a 


Notice of Intent (NOI) to the respective State environmental regulatory agency in 


order to conduct pesticide activities that exceed an annual threshold defined in the 


State PGP; the proponent would also be required to develop a Pesticide Discharge 


Management Plan (PDMP) for the particular activity.  Pesticide application that is 


not performed in accordance with PGP requirements would be considered a 


violation of the CWA.  Copies of the GA, AL, and FL PGPs are maintained in a 
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companion file by the IPM Coordinator as supplemental information applicable to 


the IPMP.   


  All but one of the pesticide operations on Fort Benning in the recent past have not 


exceeded any of the annual thresholds defined in the respective State PGPs.  The 


lone exception was an aquatic application performed by an aerial contractor who 


possessed an Alabama state-wide NPDES permit that authorized operations on that 


portion of the Installation.  DoD and contractor pesticide applicators on Fort 


Benning must abide by the following site-specific control measures in order to 


minimize the discharge of pollutants to state waters while conducting pest control 


operations below the annual thresholds authorized by the PGP: 


 Use the lowest effective amount of pesticide product per application and 


optimum frequency of pesticide application to control the target pest, consistent 


with reducing the potential for development of pest resistance. 


 Perform regular maintenance to reduce leaks, spills, or other unintended 


discharges of pesticides. 


 Maintain pesticide application equipment in proper operating condition by 


adherence to manufacturer’s conditions and industry practices, and by 


calibrating, cleaning, and repairing such equipment on a regular basis to ensure 


effective pesticide application and pest control. 


 Report adverse incidents and corrective actions to the IPM Coordinator by 


phone within 24 hrs. 


 


VIII. CERTIFICATION AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS  


 1. Pesticide Applicator Training 


  Training is designed to prepare personnel to handle pesticides and other pest 


management materiel safely and effectively, supervise and administer program 


operations, evaluate contracted pest management services, and promote IPM in 


support of Army readiness goals and objectives.  


  The training and certification standards in DoDM 4150.07 and AR 200-1 will apply 


to all government and contractor personnel who schedule, perform, or supervise 


pest management operations on any property under the jurisdiction of Fort Benning 


in the States of GA, AL, and FL.  


 2. Pesticide Applicator Certification 


  DoD employees who conduct or supervise pesticide applications on Fort Benning 


will be DoD-certified in accordance with DoDM 4150.07; contractor personnel 


similarly tasked will be State-certified in categories equivalent to DoD certification.   


  Pesticide applications at tenant and supported activities or under lease agreements 


will be performed only by DoD- or State-certified personnel. 


  AEC PMCs are the Certifying Officials authorized to issue pesticide applicator 


certification to DoD employees.  The IPM Coordinator will submit contractor’s 


State pesticide applicator certification information to AEC PMCs for validation that 
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contractor certifications conform to DoD standards in accordance with Paragraph 


5.4.20.5 of DoDI 4150.07. 


   DoD and State (GA, AL, and FL) certification pest control categories applicable to 


Fort Benning properties: 


DoD   GA AL    FL    Pest Control Category 


2   23 FOR    FOR    Forest Pest Control 


3   24 OTPS    O&T    Ornamental and Turf Pest Control 


5   26 AQ    AQU    Aquatic Pest Control 


6   27 ROW    ROW   Right-of-Way Pest Control 


7   HPC HPC    GHP    Household Pest Control 


7   35 N/A    N/A     Industrial, Institutional, Structural, & Health Related  


                                                Pest Control 


7  WDO WDC     WDO  Wood Destroying/Infesting Organisms 


8   31 PH    PH    Public Health Pest Control 


11   34 AIR    AER    Aerial Application 


N/A   37 N/A    N/A    Antimicrobial Pest Control 


N/A   41 N/A    PH    Mosquito Control 


N/A   38 ACF    N/A    Stored Product Fumigation 


N/A   N/A MS         SWR    Sewer Root Control 


 3. IPM Coordinator  


  Installation pest management programs are comprehensive and include all pest 


management operations on an Installation in support of facilities engineering, non-


appropriated fund, leased or out-leased activities, contracted operations, materiel 


resources, etc.  Therefore, in accordance with Enclosure E4.4.1 of DoDI 4150.07, 


the IPM Coordinator shall have the educational background, management skills, 


and appropriate position to implement the IPMP on behalf of the Installation 


Commander.   


  The IPM Coordinator’s duties and responsibilities, as specified in Paragraph 


5.4.20.3 of DoDI 4150.07, are to oversee all aspects of the Installation IPMP, 


including in-house, formally contracted, and GPC-contracted operations; housing, 


engineering, and medical department operations; and pesticide applications for 


grounds operations, out-leasing, golf course operations, wood preservation, natural 


resources management, forestry operations, self-help, and pesticide sales.  


  To ensure sufficient training and expertise to effectively provide oversight and 


guidance to the Installation pest management program, the IPM Coordinator is 


required to attend a one-week AEC training course in order to develop 


familiarization with DoD pest management protocol and the administrative duties 


of the position and, if possible, should obtain certification in all DoD categories of 


pest control performed or potentially performed on Fort Benning properties. 


 4. Pest Management Quality Assurance Evaluator (PMQAE)  


  PMQAEs are DoD personnel in CIB, trained in contract oversight and pest 


management operations, who oversee commercial pest control contract performance 
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to ensure compliance with the contract and all applicable local, State, Federal, and 


DoD regulations.  DoD accreditation certificates of training shall be required of all 


DoD personnel who function as PMQAE.   


  Training is designed to prepare the PMQAE to effectively evaluate the performance 


of pest management contractors.  PMQAE training is a one week Accreditation 


Course, conducted at Fort Sam Houston, consisting of two elements: general 


contract administration and pest management training.  PMQAEs obtain an 


accreditation certificate from the AEC PMC Certifying Official upon successful 


completion of this course.  PMQAEs are required to attend refresher training every 


3 years.   


  Preferably, PMQAE personnel should attend the full three-week DoD Applicator 


Certification course, even though their duty requirements would not involve the 


application of pesticides, and obtain DoD certification in any of the categories listed 


in paragraph 2, above.  PMQAEs who obtain DoD certification are not required to 


attend the PMQAE Accreditation Course. 


 5. Military Pest Management Operations Training 


  Soldiers who perform pest management tasks during military contingencies and 


operational readiness training, but who are not otherwise required to be certified as 


pesticide applicators, will be trained to perform field sanitation duties.  Small Army 


units (companies and below) are required to have a two-member field sanitation 


team.   


  The Unit Commander designates field sanitation team members, consisting of at 


least one Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO), when organic aidmen and/or combat 


medics are not available.  Pvnt Med Svcs personnel train team members at the 


Installation in all aspects of field sanitation and hygiene.  That includes specialized 


training in the prevention and control of arthropod and vertebrate pests that present 


a health concern for deployed forces.  Pest management training includes 


nonchemical strategies as well as the use of pesticides to prevent or reduce 


infestations.  


  All pesticides applied to facilities or lands under the jurisdiction of Fort Benning by 


military personnel will be reported to the IPM Coordinator.   


  The only pesticide usage exempted from reporting is pesticides applied to clothing 


for deployment or pesticides applied by Fort Benning military personnel while 


deployed off the Installation.   


  Pesticides applied on Installations within the Continental United States (CONUS), 


but not under the jurisdiction of Fort Benning, will be reported to the appropriate 


Installation IPM Coordinator. 


 6. Self-Help Training 


  Personnel who are provided pest management material under self-help or other 


Installation programs will be trained to standards established by AEC PMCs for 


those programs.  Individuals who purchase off-the-shelf pesticides or other pest 
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management material for personal use at private residences on Army Installations 


will not require training, except as required by the Installation Commander. 


 7. Special Pest Management Training 


  A pest management training program can only be successful when the proper 


information is delivered to the people to whom it applies.  Defining the audience to 


be addressed is a crucial part of any training program.  The paragraphs below 


describe the primary audiences that pest management training programs intend to 


reach.   


  a. Environmental Quality Control Council (EQCC) 


   The Environmental Quality Control Council (EQCC) addresses a broad range 


of environmental issues affecting the Installation.  The EQCC advises the 


Installation Commander on environmental priorities, policies, strategies, and 


programs.  Additionally, the EQCC updates the Installation Commander 


regarding the Installation’s performance as it pertains to protection of the 


environment and natural and cultural resources.  


  b. Tenant/Resident Unit Environmental Compliance Officers (Brigade/Battalion 


Level) 


   The Senior Environmental Compliance Officer (SECO) is a brigade or 


battalion-level representative, usually a field-grade officer, responsible for 


unit environmental compliance.  The SECO trains company-level 


Environmental Coordinators.  The SECO Course discusses the impacts of 


environmental laws on mission, the need for environmental compliance, the 


Installation's environmental support structure and services, and the legal 


factors and liabilities associated with non-compliance with environmental 


regulations.  Protection of listed species and their habitats, along with 


protection of significant cultural resources, also is discussed.   


   The four-hour course is conducted quarterly by the EMD and the Installation’s 


Environmental Attorney.  In addition to explaining Army and DoD 


regulations, the SECO Course explains the process for obtaining pest control 


services.   


  c. Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation (WHINSEC) 


   Environmental and safety training are given to WHINSEC personnel, as 


requested.  In addition to explaining Army and DoD regulations, the process 


for obtaining pest control services is explained and interpreted in Spanish for 


non-English speaking personnel. 


  d. Stinging Insect Self-help Program (SISP) 


   In accordance with the DA memo, ‘SUBJECT: Self Help Pest Management 


Program for Military Housing (MH) Occupants and Building Managers’ (19 


Nov 2010), Fort Benning has established a pest management self-help 


program for facilities under the care of a building manager which allows the 


use of AEC-approved pesticides by uncertified personnel to control stinging 


insects that impede facility operation and/or maintenance.  Building managers 
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who elect to participate in the SISP must enroll with the IPM Coordinator, 


who will provide them with a document for self-training, as per memo 


requirements, in order to procure the approved pesticides at the CHMCC.      


IX. HEALTH AND SAFETY  


 1. Medical Surveillance of Pest Management Personnel 


  All personnel who apply pesticides on the Installation are required to participate in 


medical surveillance and respiratory protection programs, based on their potential for 


occupational pesticide exposure.  The OHS medically monitors government-


employed pesticide applicators at the Health Clinic.  Initial and annual physical 


examinations will be conducted on all personnel determined by the Installation 


Medical Authority to be at risk for occupational exposure to pesticides.   


  If an unacceptable test result is obtained, the Medical Department will be informed 


and will administer treatment to the applicator according to the type of pesticide 


detected and the procedures required for treatment of acute pesticide poisoning.   


  Contracted pest management personnel are monitored for pesticide exposure by their 


personal or company physician.  


  Government personnel who handle or otherwise come into contact with wild animals 


on the Installation are eligible to receive rabies prophylaxis, if desired; this includes 


Military Police, Animal Control Officers, security staff, and Natural Resources 


personnel.   


 2. Hazard Communication 


  DoD personnel who apply, mix, or handle pesticides will receive hazard 


communication training at time of employment.  This training will include, but is not 


limited to, information about hazardous conditions and materials encountered in the 


workplace and precautions to avoid or reduce injury.  Additional training is provided 


when new hazardous materials or hazards are introduced into the workplace.   


  The MSDS and product label for each pesticide or other toxic substance used in the 


pest management program is available from the IPM Coordinator at EMD in Building 


6.  Additionally, the MSDS for a particular pesticide is to be maintained in each 


facility where the product is stored or handled (i.e. Golf Course Pesticide Storage 


Facility, Building 1190; Pvnt Med Svcs, Building 3415; and Natural Resources 


Equipment Compound, Building 5879).   


  Public notification procedures and posting requirements for pesticide applications and 


other pest management operations will conform to State and local requirements.   


  Hazard communication training of contractor personnel is the responsibility of the 


employer. 


 3. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 


  All personnel applying pesticides, whether contractor or DoD, are required to wear 


appropriate and approved personal protective clothing and equipment as stated on the 


pesticide label and as required by applicable regulations.  Personal protective 
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equipment will be used in accordance with DA PAM 40-11, AR 11-34 and AR 385-


10 requirements (DoD personnel) and OSHA regulations (contractor personnel).   


 4. Fire Protection  


  Pesticides are not to be stockpiled; the FBGC and Natural Resources components 


store pesticides temporarily in Buildings 1190 and 5879, respectively, but only in 


quantities sufficient to maintain operations.  Pesticide inventory lists are sent to the 


Fire Department, MACH, and DES annually and updated as needed.  The Fort 


Benning Fire Chief’s pre-fire plan will determine which fire-control efforts to employ 


depending on the size and type of fire at the time a fire call is reported.    


 5. Pest Control Vehicles  


  Government and commercial vehicles containing pesticides must transport them in 


external lockable compartments.  Care must be taken to secure pesticides to prevent 


damage to the containers and spillage.  At no time are pesticides to be left unsecured 


in unattended vehicles. Pesticides or pesticide-contaminated equipment are not to be 


placed inside the passenger compartment of vehicles.   


  All vehicles entering the Installation are subject to inspection by law enforcement 


personnel.  Only vehicles belonging to listed pest control companies and registered 


shipping companies are authorized to carry pesticides onto the Installation.     


  Pest control vehicles must be equipped with MSDS and a spill kit suitable for 


addressing the amount and type of pesticide product being transported.  Contractor-


owned vehicles used in the performance of pest control services on Fort Benning will 


be marked with the Contractor’s logo in a manner that clearly indicates the category of 


service being provided.  Government vehicles that contain pesticides or dispersal 


equipment will have a label affixed (either permanent or magnetic) which states 


“Caution-Contaminated with Pesticides” as required by Department of Defense 


Regulation (DoDR) 4145.19-1, Para 3-415a(3).  


X. SALE AND DISTRIBUTION OF PESTICIDES  


 1. Self-Help Center (SHC) 


  The SHC issues glue boards (sticky-traps) and snap-traps to occupants of UPH, as 


requested, for control of insects and rodents; a mold and mildew remover is also 


available.  


 2. Centralized Hazardous Materials Control Center (CHMCC) 


  The CHMCC is responsible for purchase order approval for procurement of chemical 


pesticides by golf course and natural resources personnel and SISP pesticide products 


by facility managers.  The procurement of general-use pesticides from the CHMCC 


for use by non-certified personnel is authorized under the self-help provisions of 


DoDI 4150.07; however, only a limited number of RTU pesticides have been 


approved by AEC PMCs for use on Fort Benning and self-help activity is restricted to 


building managers seeking to prevent delays to facility operations and/or maintenance 


caused by stinging insects.  There are two aerosol products and a bait product 


authorized for purchase by building managers participating in the Fort Benning SISP.  


Building managers must follow the protocol described in the SISP in order to be 
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approved by the CHMCC to purchase and use the approved RTU pesticides.  A copy 


of the manufacturer’s label and MSDS for each pesticide product is kept on file at the 


CHMCC and a copy is provided to the purchaser when they procure the product.  The 


IPM Coordinator receives an annual report from the CHMCC listing the quantity of 


SISP pesticide products approved for purchase on the Installation. 


 3. Army and Air Forces Exchange Services (AAFES) 


  Pesticides sold in AAFES Stores (PX, Shoppettes, and Gas Stations) are registered by 


the EPA for general consumer use and registered by the States in which sold (i.e., 


GA, AL, and FL, as applicable).  Restricted use products are not sold.  Pesticide 


products are grouped by the type of pest to be controlled.  A spill kit is located in the 


vicinity.  The Pvnt Med Svcs monitors AAFES pesticide product sales in accordance 


with Paragraph 4-7(f)5, DA PAM 40-11.   


 4. Commissary 


  Pesticides sold in the Commissary are registered by the EPA for general consumer 


use and registered by the States in which sold (i.e., GA, AL, and FL, as applicable).  


Restricted use products are not sold.  Pesticide products are grouped by the type of 


pest to be controlled.  A spill kit is located in the vicinity.  The Pvnt Med Svcs 


monitors Commissary pesticide product sales in accordance with Paragraph 4-7(f)5, 


DA PAM 40-11.   


 5. Veterinary Clinic 


  Pesticides dispensed in the Veterinary Clinic are registered by the EPA for general-


purpose use and registered by the States in which sold (i.e., GA, AL, and FL, as 


applicable).  These pesticide products are grouped by the type of pest to be controlled 


and target parasitic insects (i.e. ticks and fleas) on domestic animals.  Restricted use 


products are not sold.  A spill kit is located in the vicinity.  Veterinary pesticide 


treatments are reported through medical channels and exempt from Installation 


reporting requirements.   


 6. Self Service Supply Center (SSSC) 


  Limited sale of pest control items by the SSSC to units and activities on Fort Benning 


is authorized.  Purchases from the SSSC are transacted by government purchase card 


(GPC) so it is presumed that all products procured are for use on-Post.   


  Non-chemical pest control materials (traps, glue boards, etc.,) are available for 


purchase by Fort Benning units and activities for unrestricted use in self-help pest 


control. 


XI. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND AVAILABLE RESOURCES  


 1. Pest Management Operations  


  a. Staffing 


   With the exception of certain Natural Resources and FBGC pest control 


operations, DPW conducts pest management activities utilizing the contracted 


services of commercial pest control companies.   
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   Usual DPW staffing consists of an IPM Coordinator in EMD who administers 


the program and one PMQAE in CIB who performs quality assurance, contract 


administration, answers phone calls, transcribes pesticide application data from 


work orders, and performs other administrative duties.    


  b. Contracted Pest Control Services 


   It was determined that it would be more cost effective for Fort Benning to use 


contracted pest control companies for the majority of its pest management 


needs.  As a result, procedures and guidelines were established to comply with 


all applicable regulatory guidelines as they relate to pest management and 


control.   


   To ensure that all of the provisions of FIFRA and DoDI 4150.07 are met 


(certification, record-keeping, and application, etc.), contracted pest control 


services for government facilities are obtained through DPW and administered 


by the Engineering Division, Construction Inspection Branch.  


   Pesticide treatments that result in control failure are identified by the CIB 


PMQAE, who requires the contractor to inspect and re-treat the affected area(s) 


as needed to reestablish control.  Specific factors which influence the selection 


of evaluation methods for pest control services are discussed below for each 


method of surveillance.   


   One hundred percent inspection is generally used to evaluate pest control 


services needed to avoid harm to government property (i.e. termite or carpenter 


ant control).   


   Planned sampling selects a portion of the completed work as the basis for 


evaluating the contractor's performance.  Planned sampling is generally used to 


determine if there is a control failure or if the contractor is performing in 


accordance with standards established by Fort Benning (i.e. ornamental and turf 


pest control, dining facilities, and airfield weed control).   


   An unscheduled inspection is performed whenever there is a reason to believe 


that pest management services are not being performed in accordance with 


applicable Fort Benning guidelines.  


   Building occupants can provide quick response to unsatisfactory and/or 


unperformed work and serve as the remote eyes of the CIB PMQAE.  A 


customer complaint record is maintained which documents the nature of the 


complaint and, if valid, whether the problem was corrected or not.  Customer 


complaints are recorded and passed to the contractor in accordance with 


specified rework and call-back procedures.  Customer complaints are usually 


handled within 24 hours, depending on circumstances.   


  c. Agricultural Outlease Program  


   An agricultural outlease program was previously initiated at Fort Benning, 


intending to reduce the cost of the mowing contract at Lawson Army Airfield.  


An approximate 577 ac area inside the airfield fence was planted in 1999 with 
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the Tifton 44 hybrid variety of common Bermuda grass for use in an outlease 


haying operation.   


   After two unsuccessful attempts, Fort Benning has been unable to find any 


potential lessee willing to participate in an agricultural outlease program at the 


airfield; no other areas on the Installation have been proposed for agricultural 


outlease.   


  d. Enforcement Activities 


   In order to ensure that Fort Benning is in compliance with applicable 


regulations and Directives, this IPMP has been prepared and provided to 


Installation activities that conduct pest management.  Failure to fulfill Plan 


requirements could result in a Notice of Violation (NOV) from EPA, a 


monetary fine of up to $5,000.00 per day per violation, and, if criminal penalties 


are imposed, up to a $50,000 fine and a maximum 3 year jail sentence.   


   Regulators can use their administrative powers to cite a violation in a NOV or 


Notice of Deficiency (NOD).  The regulators may provide the Installation a 


chance to correct minor deficiencies without further enforcement action.  


Alternatively, a NOV can contain civil fines or can require a consent order.  


Civil fines against the Installation are paid out of operational funds, which can 


impact mission resources.  A consent order is a binding agreement in which the 


Installation promises compliance action in return for the regulator’s agreement 


to withhold any further enforcement action. 


   Additionally, under the Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine, a person in a 


position of authority who has the responsibility to ensure environmental 


compliance, and who should have known of prohibited actions, may be 


criminally liable even if they did not know of the violation.  This extension of 


criminal liability is based on the notion that environmental crimes are treated as 


“public welfare offenses” rather than involving individual victims. 


   The Army also may initiate action against violators, both Army personnel and 


civilians.  Administrative action can be taken against civil service and military 


personnel who disregard their environmental responsibilities.  Additionally, 


certain laws allow the Army to recoup damage to government property, as may 


occur with illegal dumping or releases into the environment.   


   Fort Benning is committed to investigating environmental violations and taking 


appropriate actions.  The Military Police and the Criminal Investigation 


Division of Fort Benning have investigated prior environmental violations.  The 


aim is proactive management of environmental resources, while meeting 


mission requirements, to minimize or eliminate violations.  Fort Benning works 


in partnership with regulators and the public whenever possible to meet this 


goal. 


   Fort Benning’s enforcement of environmental violations does not substitute for 


any actions required by law or regulations (for example, notifications to 


regulators), nor is it a guarantee against regulator enforcement actions against 


an individual, a unit, or the Army.  The Installation maintains environmental 
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compliance through a program that includes appropriate training, resourcing, 


and monitoring, as well as enforcement.  This compliance program supports the 


Fort Benning training mission.  


   Presently, Fort Benning’s CIB has no DoD-accredited PMQAE, trained in 


quality assurance inspection procedures and operations, monitoring work in 


order to ensure that contractor personnel are performing services as requested.   


When a violation is identified, the PMQAE notifies the Environmental Attorney 


and the IPM Coordinator to determine if the contractor is meeting the 


requirements specified in the contract.  The PMQAE will also work with the 


Contracting Officer or his representative, if applicable, to resolve suspected 


violations. 


   Prior to performing work, pest control operators are required to sign a document 


that specifies the type of service to be performed.  All of the regulatory 


requirements that must be met are also included.  When a contractor fails to 


comply with those provisions, appropriate actions will be taken. 


   Any violations of law or regulations are documented thoroughly.  Fort Benning 


is subject to reporting requirements, such as for spills of pesticides or pesticide-


containing products on the Installation, even if a contractor caused the spill.   


XII. FIVE YEAR PLAN 


 This section of the IPMP addresses the direction and needs of Fort Benning’s Pest 


Management Program for the period 2018-2023.  Listed below are the primary areas of 


the program that will have a major impact on the Installation’s ability to provide effective 


pest management.  


 1. Staffing and Equipment Resource Requirements 


  At the start of FY 2018, Fort Benning pest management staffing consisted of 8 


Natural Resources DoD-certified applicators, 2 FBGC DoD-certified applicators, 0 


Pvnt Med Svcs DoD-certified pesticide applicators; 0 DoD-accredited CIB 


PMQAEs; 1 IPM Coordinator, and approximately 46 State-certified pesticide 


applicators (contractors) conducting pest management operations on the 


Installation. 


  The number of personnel working or training on Fort Benning in 2017 including 


permanent party military, military trainees, and Federal civilian employees is 


approximately 34,700.  Fort Benning has approximately 4,000 housing units and 


approximately 2,200 military dependent children attending DoD schools on Post.  


70% of the Fort Benning population resides off-Post.  As a result of previous BRAC 


re-stationing actions, Fort Benning added approximately 6 million sqft of facilities, 


but is presently re-assessing space allocations for disposal and demolition of 


unneeded facilities under the Infrastructure Footprint Reduction Program FY18 – 


FY23.  This program is projected to eliminate approximately 145 buildings and 


structures, resulting in a reduction of approximately 1.3 million sqft of facilities, 


and is expected to impact the existing pest management program as indicated by the 


following:    
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   AEC PMCs anticipate that the scope and complexity of the existing and 


projected future Fort Benning pest management program requires half-time duty by 


the IPM Coordinator.  Less than half-time commitment would have the potential to 


result in a pest management program not fully compliant with DoD and Army 


policies and Federal and State pesticide laws. 


   The number of treatments by pest management contractors can be expected to 


remain steady, since much of their responsibility is directly affected by human 


activity or the condition of facilities.  The associated inspection and data processing 


workload of CIB PMQAE staff would be reflected proportionately.   


 Workload for Natural Resources pest management personnel is expected to 


remain high but steady, as the ‘conversion’ of woodland habitats to satisfy forest 


management objectives is a protracted and on-going process.  Currently, prescribed 


burning is preferred over herbicide application to control unwanted woodland 


vegetation; however, if airborne emission standards in the region should become 


more restrictive, herbicide applications may have to increase in lieu of prescribed 


fire to meet forestry objectives.  Feral swine continue to present an elevated threat 


to natural and cultural resources and government and private property on Fort 


Benning, despite the innovative and varied methods being deployed against them.  


Control efforts are constrained by available resources (funds; labor) and focused 


mainly on reports from Installation personnel of damage by swine. 


 The rotation of personnel and current expansion of zoonotic disease around 


the world will likely increase demand for mosquito control services required to 


keep potential human health threats in check; the Pvnt Med Svcs staffing level 


fluctuates due to the rotation of military members and is also frequently affected by 


TDY.   


 Recreational demand at the FBGC is expected to remain high, but as no 


expansion of the existing golf course is anticipated, pest management workload is 


expected to remain steady.   


 2. Training and Certification of Pest Management Personnel 


  a. DoD Pesticide Applicator Certification Training Requirements 


   A DoD-certified pesticide applicator is defined as any individual who applies 


pesticides and who has been authorized to do so by successfully completing 


an approved training program, followed by formal certification by either DoD 


or a State with an EPA-approved certification program. 


   For DoD civilian employees, the initial certification is valid for a 3-year 


period following attendance and successful completion of the DoD training 


course.  Personnel who have not previously worked as a pesticide applicator 


must complete a 1-year apprenticeship under the direct supervision of a DoD-


certified applicator.  Personnel with a 4-year degree in the biological sciences 


or previously employed as a State-certified pesticide applicator can request the 


AEC PMC to waive the 1-year apprentice period and issue their DoD 


certification immediately upon successful completion of the initial training 


course. 
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   DoD initial certification training is 2 or 3 weeks in duration.  The 2-week 


course is for DoD certification categories 2, 3, 5, and 6 and is usually attended 


by golf course, grounds maintenance, or natural resources personnel.  The 3-


week course is for DoD certification categories 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8.  The first 


week of both courses is the Core phase and is devoted to regulatory 


requirements.  Personnel must pass the Core phase before they can attend the 


second or third weeks, where category certification training and testing take 


place. 


   DoD-certified personnel are required to attend a 1-week recertification course 


every 3 years on or before the expiration of the initial DoD certification.  


Initial and recertification courses are nonresident and involve travel and per 


diem expenses.  AEC PMCs can, under extenuating circumstances, extend the 


certification expiration for 6 months.   


  b. IPM Coordinator 


   The IPM Coordinator is not required to attend the 3-week pesticide applicator 


certification course, but attendance is highly encouraged by AEC PMCs.  By 


attending, the IPM Coordinator would receive the highest level of DoD pest 


management training available, providing the most comprehensive overview 


of the DoD and Army Pest Management Programs. 


  c. Certified Pesticide Applicators  


   The IPM Coordinator maintains a current list of DoD and State-certified 


pesticide applicators operating on the Installation and monitors the 


certification expiration dates of DoD and contractor personnel to ensure their 


certifications do not lapse.  A copy of the list can be obtained from the IPM 


Coordinator upon request when justified.  DoD and contractor personnel with 


expired certification are not authorized to apply pesticides on Fort Benning 


properties. 


  d. CIB Pest Management Quality Assurance Evaluator (PMQAE) 


   The CIB provides DoD-accredited PMQAE personnel with responsibility for 


oversight of contracted pest management activities on Fort Benning.  In 


accordance with Enclosure E4.6.4.2, DoDI 4150.07, the Installation 


Commander shall base PMQAE staffing decisions on the following criteria: 


the number of pest management operations requiring 100% inspection; the 


number of different functions being performed simultaneously; the scope of 


the contract(s), including required productive work-years; and the level of 


monitoring or surveillance required for each operation.  Although the PMQAE 


position was vacant as of mid-FY18, CIB intends to fill the position prior to 


year-end.   


 3. Other Pest Management Requirements  


  a. Recurring Pest Management Activities 


   (1) Service Orders - continuous 


   (2) LAAF aprons – biannually 
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   (3) DFMWR food/lodging/childcare facilities – monthly 


   (4) Military Dining Facilities – monthly 


   (5) Martin Army Community Hospital – monthly 


   (6) Fort Benning Schools - Dining and food preparation facilities – 


monthly 


   (7) Fort Benning Commissary – monthly      


   (8) Parade/PT Fields – quarterly 


   (9) Fort Benning Golf Course – continuous 


   (10) Natural Resources – continuous 


  b. Pest Management Reporting Requirements 


   Pest management reporting requirements are fulfilled by providing pest 


management data to AEC in the form of an annual Plan update, annual Army 


Environmental Database - Environmental Quality (AEDB-EQ) Pest 


Management Data Call, and the Installation Status Report (ISR).   


  c. Pest Control Contracts 


   DPW presently provides pest management services to Installation facilities 


through a contract with a commercial provider.  The contract was awarded 


based upon the contractor’s ability to provide each category of operations 


(miscellaneous buildings, dining facilities, Camp Merrill, termite control, 


athletic/parade fields, and on-Post DFMWR food/lodging/childcare facilities).  


   The State of Georgia requires companies that perform compensable services 


to remove algae, bacteria, and mold, mildew and other fungi by applying 


sanitizers, disinfectants, and other fungicides to hold a current Pesticide 


Contractor’s License and employ at least one licensed Commercial Applicator 


that is certified in Category 37 (Antimicrobial Pest Control).  These 


requirements are virtually ignored outside the Installation; however, Fort 


Benning requires all contractors conducting such activities on-Post to be 


properly licensed in accordance with Georgia Department of Agriculture 


requirements.  Contracts for antimicrobial pest control are implemented on an 


as-needed basis and administered by the BASOPS contractor. 


   The DPW Animal Control contractor is responsible for capturing stray 


domestic animals and delivering them to the Veterinary Treatment Facility, 


where they are housed temporarily until picked up by an animal rehabilitation 


contractor for processing (removal off-Post, identification, adoption, etc.).  


CIB provides oversight for the animal rehabilitation contract and the contract 


for the capture of strays. 


  d. Equipment   


   The calibration for all pesticide application equipment shall be maintained in 


accordance with pesticide labels, maintenance schedules, and seasonal 


requirements.   


   While applying pesticides, pesticide applicators shall know the pesticide 


labeled rate of application, the equipment’s calibrated rate of application, and 


the quantity of pesticide required to treat the site.   
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   The use of pesticide application equipment by DoD employees on Fort 


Benning is limited to the FBGC and Natural Resources operations.    


   In accordance with Paragraph 5.4.20.11 of DoDI 4150.07, Installation pest 


management personnel shall prevent unauthorized persons from acquiring 


DoD pesticide dispersal equipment or pesticides.  The theft of pesticide 


application equipment shall be reported to the appropriate authorities.   


  e. Pesticide Usage Reports 


   Records of contractor-provided pesticide applications and non-chemical pest 


management operations are maintained on a daily basis using proprietary 


forms of the contractor.  After any pesticide operation is performed, it is the 


responsibility of the pest control operator to submit the daily report to the IPM 


Coordinator or PMQAE staff in CIB, as applicable, for transcribing into a 


computer-generated software program approved by the AEC PMCs.   


   Pesticide application data recorded by Pvnt Med Svcs and the FBGC will be 


recorded on DD Form 1531 and submitted monthly to the IPM Coordinator.  


Natural Resources pesticide application data recorded by NRMB are entered 


into a computer-generated software program approved by the AEC PMCs in 


the Natural Resources Office.  


   Although RCI-managed housing is exempt from compliance to DoDI 


4150.07, their commercial pest control contractors (household; grounds) are 


required to provide pesticide data to the IPM Coordinator, to include copies of 


the label and MSDS of each pesticide used and the quantity of each pesticide 


applied.  The IPM Coordinator is provided monthly with pesticide application 


data generated by RCI pest control contractors to facilitate compliance with 


this EPA mandated reporting requirement. 


   The IPM Coordinator is responsible for summarizing the monthly reporting 


information from sources (DoD and contractors) into an annual report and 


forwarding it to the appropriate authority, such as the annual AEC data-call 


for reporting Fort Benning’s pesticide pounds of active ingredient (PAI) 


usage.  


  f. Program Funding Support 


   Pest management training/certification and pest control services for buildings 


that are deemed “Installation operated” are funded through the Base 


Operations Support (BOS 131) account.  All buildings and facilities that are 


occupied by reimbursable tenants or money-generating facilities must ensure 


that adequate funding is allocated prior to pest management services being 


rendered.   


   The Defense Finance and Accounting Service provides guidance for Army 


project funding requirements.  Project funding for invasive species 


management, noxious weed control, and update of the IPMP is included under 


the Operation and Maintenance Environmental Quality (OMA-VENQ) budget 


account, which is modeled upon input submitted in the spring of each year 


using the Garrison Environmental Requirement Build (GERB) program.  The 
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GERB program is used to allocate the budget for the next fiscal year (FY) and 


to update the Program Objective Memorandum (POM) for the four (4) 


following FY's.   


   The average annual expense of fully implementing the IPMP varies year-to-


year due to variability of pest control actions.  Total annual cost would be 


based on the number of pest management operations needed for Fort Benning 


and sites supported by the Installation to adequately gain control over pests; it 


would consist primarily of the annual total of the following expenditures:  


 pest management contract fees 


 labor, equipment, and materials costs for prescribed burning by Natural 


Resources personnel to control unwanted vegetation and forest pests 


 labor, equipment, and materials costs for mechanical control of 


unwanted vegetation by Natural Resources personnel  


 labor, equipment, and materials costs for herbicidal control of unwanted 


vegetation by Natural Resources personnel  


 labor, equipment, and materials costs for control of golf course pests 


 labor and materials costs for inspections of food storage facilities by 


health personnel 


 labor, equipment, and materials costs for mosquito control by Preventive 


Medicine Services personnel 


 labor, equipment, and materials costs for control of animal pests by 


NRMB, DES, or licensed wildlife trappers 


 labor and materials costs associated with self-help pest control activities 


 and salaries of the IPMC and PMQAEs   


  g. Garrison Commander Support 


   The Garrison Commander and other personnel in positions of responsibility at 


Fort Benning provide support for this IPMP.  The Command is responsible for 


ensuring the long-term sustainability of environmental resources and the 


management of those resources necessary to support the military mission.   


   The Garrison Commander leads the way in environmental stewardship by 


ensuring that personnel at all levels are fully engaged in the daily activities 


necessary for successful implementation of this Plan.  To ensure top-down 


implementation of this Plan, the Command will project environmental, health, 


and safety protection as a vital part of mission implementation.   


   The Garrison Commander directs leadership at all levels to impress upon all 


personnel under their control the importance of each individual taking 


responsibility for his or her role in carrying out of the provisions of the Plan.   


   Installation personnel are held responsible and accountable for their actions 


required by this Plan to reduce pest management issues under their control and 


other applicable environmental requirements, by use of the established 


disciplinary system.   
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   Implementation efforts must be realistically evaluated and revised as needed.  


The Garrison Commander has various committees tasked with duties that will 


assist with implementation of the Plan, such as the EQCC.  Annual review 


processes such as the ISR, the EPAS, AEDB-EQ Reports, pesticide usage 


reporting, etc., are some mechanisms to monitor the success of Plan 


implementation.    


XIII. PEST MANAGEMENT SUPPORT FOR OFF-SITE AND TENANT LOCATIONS 


 Fort Benning has responsibility for four satellite locations.  Two of the locations (Camp 


Merrill and Camp Rudder) are training facilities used by the Ranger Training Brigade, 


headquartered at Fort Benning, GA.  The third location, Morena Point (Destin Army 


Recreation Area), is managed by Fort Benning’s DFMWR.  The fourth location is a small 


navigational aid site used by LAAF Operations.  


 1. Camp Frank D. Merrill 


  Camp Frank D. Merrill, located near Dahlonega, GA is home to the 5th Ranger 


Training Battalion and provides mountain training to resident and visiting military 


personnel.  Since 1951, the U.S. Army has occupied 282 ac of the Chattahoochee 


National Forest for construction and operation of Camp Merrill under a special use 


permit and memorandum of agreement (MOA) with the US Forest Service (USFS); 


however, legislative language included in the National Defense Authorization Act 


for Fiscal Year 2015 (Public Law 113-291, Section 2836) mandated that the 


Department of Agriculture transfer the property to the Army.  Fort Benning and 


Camp Merrill coordinate closely with USFS to properly evaluate any environmental 


planning, analysis, or permitting due to Army initiatives.   


  Camp Merrill is self-contained and provides its own potable water and wastewater 


treatments.  The 5th Ranger Training Battalion also has the use of radio 


communication sites at Brawley Mountain and Black Mountain under a separate 


special use permit with USFS.  Camp Merrill (49 facilities with 136,948 sqft) 


receives monthly pest management service through a DPW contract to address pests 


associated with human health concerns (food service/storage, etc.).   


  Fort Benning owns approximately 90 ac in Dahlonega, GA where Porter Village, a 


privatized Family Housing complex for Camp Merrill personnel, is located.  A local 


State-certified pest control company in the Dahlonega area performs all pest control 


services in Porter Village at the direction of the RCI partner.  Pesticide usage 


reports are forwarded to the Fort Benning CIB PMQAE on a monthly basis.  


 2. Camp Rudder 


  Camp Rudder is located at Eglin Air Force Base, FL and is home to the 6th Ranger 


Training Battalion.  Ranger swamp training is conducted at Camp Rudder.  The US 


Air Force has primary responsibility for the land where Camp Rudder exists; Fort 


Benning uses the area under an Intraservice Support Agreement (ISSA).   


  The ISSA does not address environmental impacts; Fort Benning coordinates 


closely with Eglin Air Force Base (AFB) environmental staff to properly evaluate 


any environmental planning, analysis, or permitting due to Army initiatives.  Pest 


management is administered by Eglin AFB.  
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 3. Morena Point (Destin Army Recreation Area) 


  Morena Point is a 13 ac recreation area located directly on the Choctawhatchee Bay 


in Destin, FL.  Fort Benning’s DFMWR manages the facility.  The area has been 


designated as the Maneuver Center of Excellence (MCoE) Destin Army Recreation 


Area and is equipped with cottages, motels, tent and trailer camp sites, and marina 


facilities for use by military personnel.   


  All activities conducted at Morena Point that require environmental planning, 


analysis, or permitting will be evaluated and coordinated through Fort Benning’s 


EMD.  All pest management services are performed by local State-certified pest 


control companies in the Destin/Fort Walton Beach, FL area.  Pesticide application 


data is submitted monthly by DFMWR to the IPM Coordinator.  Only those 


pesticides approved by AEC PMCs for application at the Destin Army Recreation 


Area are authorized for use by the pest control contractor.   


 4. Navigational Aids (NAVAIDS)  


  An approximately 5.75 ac area owned by the Army is located roughly three miles 


southwest of the Installation boundary in Russell County, AL.  The site is the 


location of a NAVAIDS building (Building 9) used by LAAF.  All activities 


conducted at this site that require environmental planning, analysis, or permitting 


are evaluated and coordinated through EMD.  Pest management services are 


provided by submission of a service request to DPW.   


 5. DFMWR 


  The Directorate of Family and Morale, Welfare and Recreation is a money-


generating activity and required to provide funding for pest management.  Pest 


control at most DFMWR facilities on Fort Benning (CDCs, recreational facilities, 


off-duty clubs, Army temporary lodging) is provided through the DPW primary 


pest control contract; however, facilities with recreational lodging (Uchee Creek 


Campground) receive pest control service through DFMWR-administered contracts.  


DFMWR food concessionaires are required to provide their own contracted pest 


control service. 


 6. Tenant Facilities 


  Tenant facilities are required to submit funding for pest control services provided 


through the DPW pest control contract.  Tenant facilities on Fort Benning that 


currently receive pest control service through self-administered contracts include 


Martin Army Community Hospital, AAFES, Fort Benning DoDEA Schools, the 


Fort Benning Commissary, and Privatized Army Lodging (PAL).  


  On 9 July 2015, the Army announced that the 3rd Infantry Division (3ID) at Fort 


Benning would be inactivated and converted into an Infantry Battalion Task Force 


resulting in the loss of approximately 3,900 Soldiers.  Subsequent stationing actions 


for FY18 at Fort Benning include the activation of the 1st Security Force Assistance 


Brigade (SFAB) and the addition of the Military Advisor Training Academy 


(MATA).  Overall, two regular SFABs and one Army National Guard SFAB (530 
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Soldiers each; 1,590 Soldiers total) are approved and programmed for activation on 


FY18 and FY19.  These Soldiers will occupy facilities vacated by the 3ID in Kelley 


Hill. 


 7. Army National Guard (ARNG) 


  The Army National Guard is a tenant operating the Warrior Training Center at 


Camp Butler on Fort Benning property under Intraservice Support Agreements; 


consequently, ARNG is subject to the provisions of DoDI 4150.07 and obtains pest 


management services under the same guidelines as other tenant units.   


  Camp Butler has a few temporary quarters for use by visiting trainees but no dining 


facility, so there is little demand for pest control.  The establishment of a dining 


facility or an expansion of lodging facilities at some time in the future may require 


the implementation of regularly-scheduled pest management services at Camp 


Butler.  


XV. REFERENCES 


 Applicable pest management regulations and guidances are available on the AEC website: 


http://aec.army.mil/usaec/pest/guidance00.html#Guidance%20and%20Forms.  


 



http://aec.army.mil/usaec/pest/guidance00.html#Guidance%20and%20Forms
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 1  


Pest:  German Cockroaches in Housing 


Site:  Family Housing, Unaccompanied Personnel Housing 


Purpose:  To control nymph and adult German cockroaches in Army housing.  Note:  


The use of self-help and IPM in privatized Family Housing is optional.  Guidance below 


applies primarily to military quarters. 


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Occupants; Certified pest control operators between 


occupancy and when services are requested following self-help failure; Pvnt 


Med Svcs, upon special request.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observation and glue traps.  


 3. Frequency:  As necessary.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Eliminate cockroach harborage 


(exclusion) by caulking (or filling with other materials) minor 


cracks, crevices, holes in walls and floors, or other areas where 


there voids which could be used by cockroaches.   


    Use glue traps in kitchens and bathrooms when minor cockroach 


infestation occurs. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel; UPH occupants using 


glue traps obtained from the SHC.  


  c. Type:  Biological. None 


  d. Type: Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Clean up spilled food and place stored 


food items in closed containers.  Eliminate harborages (stacks of 


cardboard, paper bags, and clutter in warm, moist locations); 


inform maintenance staff of leaky faucets and drains; transfer 


waste from interior to exterior each evening (roaches active at 


night); keep drawers, counters, stovetops clean; store food in 


refrigerator instead of on the counter; empty refrigerator defrost 


pan often; secure waste container lids; replace glue traps when 


full. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Occupants.  
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 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment: Presence of German cockroaches in housing 


following self-help failure and cockroaches still present after glue traps 


have been used and failed to control the infestation. 


  b. Method and Location:  Apply bait stations in locations where 


cockroaches have been observed (e.g., kitchen and bathroom cabinets, 


under appliances, under sinks, etc.).  Place the bait stations along the 


junction between walls and floors for maximum effectiveness.  


  Boric acid sprinkled or dusted with a bulb duster or plastic squeeze 


bottle to create a thin layer of powder will continue to kill roaches as 


long as it is kept dry. (Note: boric acid is toxic to children or pets if 


ingested in large quantities, so apply it in cracks and crevices where it 


can remain effective for years.) 


  Apply residual pesticides to harborage areas in kitchens, bathrooms, and 


other areas where cockroaches are found. 


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  e. Control Standard:  Continue bait station use for 30-60 days.  Bait 


stations should be removed when empty or after 60 days, whichever is 


shorter, to prevent the empty containers from providing cockroach 


harborage.  Any boric acid powder visible after application must be 


brushed into cracks and crevices or removed.  Apply only in areas 


inaccessible to children and pets.  If cockroaches are still found after 60 


days, then supplement bait stations with application of residual pesticide. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Apply boric acid only in areas inaccessible to children 


and pets.  Cholinesterase-inhibiting pesticides are not to be applied in areas that infants or 


young children may occupy.  Consult product label for guidance.  


Prohibited Practices:  Do not apply residual pesticides near food, utensils, and food 


contact surfaces.  


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid pesticide application in air ducts of buildings. 


Remarks:  Pesticides should be considered the last option in controlling cockroaches.  


Most light infestations are controlled through proper sanitation and habitat modification. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 2 


Pest:  German Cockroaches in Food Service Facilities 


Site:  Food Service Facilities 


Purpose:  To control nymph and adult German cockroaches in food service facilities.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Food service personnel, Pvnt Med Svcs, and certified pest 


control operators.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observation by workers; Glue traps by other inspectors;  


Pvnt Med Svcs food service facility sanitation inspections.  


 3. Frequency:  Daily by food service personnel; During sanitation inspections or 


conducted as a special survey for cockroaches by Pvnt Med Svcs; Monthly by 


certified pest control operators. 


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Eliminate cockroach harborage by 


caulking (or filling with other materials) minor cracks, crevices, 


holes in walls and floors, or other areas where there are cracks 


and holes, which could be used by cockroaches.  Use glue traps 


when a minor infestation of cockroaches occurs. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel or certified pest control 


operators, as appropriate.  


  c. Type:  Biological.  None 


  d. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Use proper sanitation to reduce food and 


water for cockroaches.  Clean up spilled food from work 


surfaces, walls, and floors.  Wash dirty dishes and cooking 


containers following use.  Do not leave food exposed in the 


facility overnight.  Remove bags, boxes, and other potential 


harborage from kitchens, storerooms, etc.  Keep food in sealed 


containers when not in use.  Standing water should be 


eliminated.  Notify facility O&M personnel for repair of leaking 


pipes.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Food service personnel.  


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Surveillance confirms presence of cockroaches.  


  b. Method and Location:  Place bait stations in locations where 


cockroaches have been observed (e.g., cabinets, under appliances, under 
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sinks, etc.).  Place bait stations along the junction between walls and 


floors and in equipment voids for maximum effectiveness.  


   Boric acid sprinkled or dusted to create a thin layer of powder will only 


kill roaches as long as it is kept dry; apply only to areas where the 


pesticide will not be removed by daily cleaning activities.  


   Apply residual pesticides to harborage areas in kitchens, but only to 


areas where the pesticide will not be removed by daily cleaning 


activities. 


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  e. Control Standard:  Leave bait stations in place until bait is gone.  


Remove empty bait stations to preclude cockroaches using them for 


harborage sites.  No live cockroaches found 30 days following 


treatment.  When sanitation and harborage present problems in a facility, 


a reduction in the number of cockroaches in glue traps may indicate the 


effectiveness or limitation of chemical control efforts.  If cockroaches 


are still found after 30 days, then supplement bait stations with 


application of residual pesticide. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Do not apply pesticides in or near DFMWR CDCs or 


other child-occupied facilities while children are present.  Application of pesticides must 


not occur later than 4 hours prior to children entering the facility.  Cholinesterase-


inhibiting pesticides are not to be applied in areas that infants or young children may 


occupy.   


Prohibited Practices:  Do not apply pesticides on food items, utensils, or on food 


preparation surfaces.  Do not let unauthorized personnel access the facility during 


treatment.  Consult product label for guidance. 


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid pesticide application in air ducts of buildings. 


Remarks:  Pesticides should be considered the last option in controlling cockroaches.  


As long as poor sanitation or harborage exists, the effectiveness of chemicals to control 


cockroaches may be limited.  Preventive pesticide treatments of dining facilities using 


insect bait stations is approved. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 3 


Pest:  German Cockroaches in Offices and Administrative Buildings 


Site:  Facilities, offices, and other administrative buildings 


Purpose:  To control nymph and adult German cockroaches in building areas where 


people store and/or eat food on an occasional basis (e.g., break areas, coffee rooms, 


vending areas, etc.).  


Surveillance: 


 1. Conducted by:  Occupants; Certified pest control operators (service order); 


Pvnt Med Svcs upon special request. 


 2. Methods:  Visual observation and glue traps. 


 3. Frequency:  As necessary. 


Pest Management Techniques: 


 1. Nonchemical. 


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical. 


   (1) Method and Location:  Eliminate cockroach harborage by 


caulking minor cracks, crevices, and holes where cockroaches 


may hide; should cockroaches get out of hand (repeat 


professional treatment required), then harborage elimination may 


be required.   


    Use glue traps in break areas or in other areas where food is 


eaten or stored when a minor infestation of cockroaches occurs. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel; Occupants.  


  b. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  ‘Enhanced Housekeeping’ is performed 


in cupboards or on surfaces used to prepare food.  Food particles 


are removed from floors by vacuum.  Household cleansers are 


used to remove any food residues that might attract roaches. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Occupants (self-help). 


  c. Type:  Biological.  None 


  d. Type:  Cultural. 


   (1) Method and Location:  Place stored food items in closed 


containers.  Keep break areas clean and clean up spilled food 


immediately.  Rinse out food containers (e.g., soda cans, coffee 


cups, etc.) prior to disposal.  Keep paper, bags, boxes, and other 


items off of floors in areas where food is present to eliminate 


harborage areas for cockroaches. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Occupants. 
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 2. Chemical. 


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Presence of cockroaches. 


  b. Method and Location:  Place bait stations in locations where 


cockroaches have been seen (e.g., cabinets, desks, under sinks, etc.).  


Place the bait stations along the junction between walls and floors for 


maximum effectiveness.  Apply residual pesticides to harborage in 


kitchens, break rooms, and other areas when the need for follow-up 


control is indicated. 


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators. 


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  e. Control Standard:  Continue bait station use for 30-60 days; no call-


backs indicate successful treatment. When residual pesticide has been 


applied, no live cockroaches found for 30 days following treatment.  


When sanitation and harborage present problems in a facility, a 


reduction in the number of cockroaches in glue traps may indicate the 


effectiveness or limitation of chemical control efforts. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Do not apply pesticides in or near DFMWR CDCs or 


other child-occupied facilities while children are present.  Application of pesticides must 


not occur later than 4 hours prior to children entering the facility.  Cholinesterase-


inhibiting pesticides are not to be applied in areas that infants or young children may 


occupy.   


Prohibited Practices:  Do not apply pesticides to food, utensils, or food preparation 


surfaces or while food is being prepared or served.  In medical facilities, applications 


must not occur if patients are present or receiving treatment.  Consult product label for 


guidance. 


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid pesticide application in air ducts of buildings. 


Remarks:  Cockroach elimination usually depends on good sanitation and habitat 


modification.  The application of residual pesticide will not be performed if the certified 


pest control operator finds housekeeping/sanitary conditions to be unsuitable for 


successful control. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 4 


Pest:  Cockroaches (Outdoors)  


Site:  Sewers, decaying organic matter, plants, crawl spaces, throughout the Installation 


Purpose:  To control outdoor sources of cockroach infestation throughout the 


Installation.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators. 


 2. Methods:  Visual observation in places that present a source of cockroach 


colonization.  


 3. Frequency:  As needed.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Eliminate moisture in basements and 


other hidden areas in buildings that could attract cockroaches.  


Ventilate wet or damp areas under buildings.  In buildings that 


experience frequent invasion of American cockroaches, drains, 


particularly those in basements or on ground level, should have 


grates or screens over the openings with a mesh size less than 


1/8-inch.  Utility doors should fit tightly, and pipe chases and 


other entry points should be sealed.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural. 


   (1) Method and Location:  Occupants of buildings/housing should 


operate HVAC systems in a manner that maintains low humidity 


indoors; outdoor cockroach species (a.k.a. waterbugs) are 


vulnerable to dehydration when moisture is limited.  Dead 


waterbugs indicate method success and do not warrant a pest 


control response. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Occupants. 


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Outdoor species of cockroaches observed in 


basements, crawl spaces, utility tunnels, or similar areas that lack 


climate control.  


  b. Method and Location:  Apply residual pesticide to harborage areas and 


other areas where cockroaches are found.  


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  
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  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.  


  e. Control Standard:  No call-backs indicate successful treatment.  Spot-


treat areas when the need for follow-up control is indicated.  


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Consult product label for guidance. 


Prohibited Practices:  Consult product label for guidance.  


Environmental Concerns:  Pesticides applied to direct or indirect waterways must be 


labeled for aquatic use.  


Remarks:  American, Australian, and Oriental cockroaches are generally not a problem 


as long as they stay within the sewer system.  However, at times these cockroaches may 


invade Family Housing units or other buildings on Main Post.  Successful control 


involves preventing pest access to the attic, crawl space, and exterior cracks in the 


buildings and finding and treating likely cockroach harborages.   
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 5 


Pest:  Stored Products Insect Pests  


Site:  Food storage facilities 


Purpose:  To control insects that damage food and fiber products.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by: Building occupants; Pvnt Med Svcs; Certified pest control 


operators.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observations for insects and/or conditions that could favor 


insect infestations in stored food products.  Particular attention should be 


given to rodent-damaged packaging.  Monitor rodent bait stations when they 


are in use, as baits are subject to incidental insect infestation.  


 3. Frequency: Monthly in food service; Daily in the Commissary and its 


warehouses. 


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  At least daily, clean up spilled food 


materials that may attract and provide a food source for insects.  


Vacuuming works better than sweeping for particle-filled cracks 


and crevices.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility personnel.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Shipment-damaged goods should be 


repackaged in tight-fitting containers.  Infested products are 


removed immediately upon discovery.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Food storage facility personnel.  


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Insects found in products or in food storage areas.  


  b. Method and Location: Apply residual pesticide around pallets, floor/wall 


junctures, and other areas where insect presence is confirmed.  


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.  


  e. Control Standard:  No evidence of insects for 30 days following 


treatment.  
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Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Do not apply pesticide directly to food products, 


packages, or outer wrappings of food.  Consult product label for guidance. 


Prohibited Practices:  Do not apply pesticide while the building is occupied.  


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid applying pesticide into air ducts of buildings. 


Remarks:  Preventive treatment of food storage facilities is not approved. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 6 


Pest: Mosquitoes 


Site: Cantonment Areas and Training Areas 


Purpose: To control mosquitoes in developed areas of the Installation, including 


recreation areas, in order to reduce annoyance to humans and the potential for 


transmission of mosquito-borne diseases such as West Nile Virus, Chikungunya, 


and Zika.  


Note: The use of self-help and IPM in privatized Family Housing is optional. 


Guidance below applies primarily to Government facilities and personnel. 


Surveillance: 


1. Conducted by:  Preventive Medicine Services 


2. Methods:  Larval surveys of standing water.  Adult trapping with BG-


Sentinel traps (preferred) or CDC light traps placed in areas where 


human activity is most vulnerable to mosquitoes. 


3. Frequency:  During mosquito breeding season (typically Apr – Sep), 


larval surveys done weekly; adult traps operated weekly. 


Pest Management Techniques: 


1. Nonchemical. 


a. Type: Mechanical and Physical. 


(1) Method and Location: Buildings with operational windows 


should have windows screened to exclude adult mosquitoes. 


Avoiding damage to wetlands, sites with temporary standing 


water should be graded or filled to eliminate breeding habitat.  


Eliminate artificial breeding sites created by human activities. 


(2) Conducted by:  Facility occupants and maintenance personnel. 


b. Type: Mechanical and Physical. 


(1) Method and Location:  Loose-fitting protective clothing 


should be worn during seasonal outdoor activity.  


(2) Conducted by:  Installation residents and personnel. 


c. Type: Mechanical and Physical. 


(1) Method and Location: Mowing and prescribed burning of 


fringe areas performed in order to reduce vegetative 


refugia for mosquitoes. 


(2) Conducted by:  Grounds maintenance and Natural Resources 


Management Branch personnel. 


d. Type:  Biological. 


(1) Basis for Treatment:  Surveillance of standing water and 
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storm drains indicates mosquito larvae are present or 


suspected. 


(2) Method and Location:  Microbial larvacide is applied to 


standing water containing mosquito larvae throughout 


developed areas of the Installation. 


(3) Conducted by:  Preventive Medicine Services, Certified pest 


control operators. 


(4) Pesticide: B.t.i. products approved by AEC PMCs. 


(5) Control Standard: No live mosquito larvae should be present 5 


days after treatment. 


e. Type:  Cultural. 


(1) Method and Location:  Refuse, recyclables, removed parts, 


used tires, and other materials throughout the developed areas 


of the Installation are examined regularly to ensure that they 


are not accumulating rain water. Waste items are to be 


expeditiously placed into reclamation, recycling, or the solid 


waste stream.  Non-waste items such as potted plants and roof 


drainage systems are also to be examined to prevent 


accumulation of standing water.  


(2) Conducted by:  Installation residents and personnel. 


2. Chemical. 


a. Type: Repellents. 


(1) Basis for Treatment: Human activity outdoors while 


mosquitoes (and/or other biting arthropods) are active. 


(2) Method and Location: Personal use of topical insect 


repellents and/or permethrin-treated clothing while 


outdoors throughout the Installation. 


(3) Conducted by: Installation residents and personnel. 


(4) Pesticide: Insect repellent products labeled by the US EPA 


for personal application. 


(5) Control Standard: Installation residents and personnel are 


able to function outdoors without being bitten or annoyed 


by arthropods. 


b. Type: Adulticides - Fogging. 


(1) Basis for Treatment: Mosquito-borne disease becomes 


prevalent on the Installation or local community and 


excessive local infestations of mosquitoes require quick 


reduction. 


(2) Method and Location: Fogging with contact-insecticide in 
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populated areas of the Installation to provide rapid knock-


down of mosquito numbers. 


(3) Conducted by: Certified pest control operators. 


(4) Pesticide: Appropriately-labeled products approved by AEC 


PMCs. 


(5) Control Standard: Mosquito numbers reduced to levels that 


limit the likelihood of disease transmission. 


c. Type: Adulticides - Barrier. 


(1) Basis for Treatment: Isolated outdoor events in mosquito 


prone areas require one-time treatment to safeguard the 


health of participants and/or spectators. 


(2) Method and Location: ULV treatment of perimeter 


vegetation with a suitably-labeled pesticide conducted at 


a  parade field, recreation area, obstacle course, or similar 


outdoor venue to create a temporary insecticidal “barrier” 


by killing resting mosquitoes. 


(3) Conducted by: Certified pest control operators. 


(4) Pesticide: Appropriately-labeled products approved by AEC 


PMCs. 


(5) Control Standard: Venue participants and/or spectators are 


able to enjoy an event without unreasonable harassment 


from mosquitoes. 


d. Type: Larvacide - Methoprene. 


(1) Basis for Treatment: Surveillance of standing water and 


storm drains indicates mosquito larvae are present or 


suspected. 


(2) Method and Location: Larvacide treatment prevents 


metamorphosis of mosquito larvae found in standing 


water throughout developed areas of the Installation. 


(3) Conducted by:  Preventive Medicine Services; Certified pest 


control operators. 


(4) Pesticide:  Methoprene products approved by AEC PMCs. 


(5) Control Standard: Time (30-90 days depending on briquet 


size).  Larvae are still present in treated water but will not 


emerge as adults. 


e. Type: Larvacide – Dichlorvos. 


(1) Basis for Treatment: Adult trapping in areas adjacent to standing 


water and storm drains exceeds 25 female mosquitoes per trap 


per night. 
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(2) Method and Location: Ovitraps provide artificial breeding sites 


for adults adjacent to standing water and storm drains, 


facilitating control of larvae without introducing pesticides 


into aquatic systems throughout developed areas of the 


Installation. 


(3) Conducted by:  Preventive Medicine Services; Certified pest 


control operators. 


(4) Pesticide: Dichlorvos products approved by AEC PMCs. 


(5) Control Standard: The number of adult mosquitoes trapped 


adjacent to standing water and storm drains is reduced to 


below the 25 females per trap per night level. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas: Pesticides applied to direct and indirect waterways 


must be labeled for aquatic use; consult the product label for guidance. 


Environmental Concerns: Adulticides must not be applied to direct or indirect 


waterways and must be compatible with honey bees after drying, one hour after 


application. Consult the product label for guidance. 


Prohibited Practices:  Do not damage or eliminate wetlands. It is a violation of Federal   


law to use pesticides and repellents in a manner that is inconsistent with the product label. 


Examples of Breeding Sites for Mosquitoes: plastic, aluminum, or glass drink 


containers; unattached tires; 55 gallon drums; plant pot saucers; improperly-installed rain 


gutters; downspout extensions; corrugated drain pipe. 


Remarks:  Mosquito control discussed in this guidance is for mosquito larvae and adults 


found on the Installation.  If disease (e.g., Eastern Equine Encephalitis, West Nile Virus) 


is detected in mosquitoes sampled from adjacent counties, then treatment of Installation 


cantonment and housing areas using mosquito fogging operations should be considered. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 7 


Pest:  Household ants (indoors); Fire ants (outdoors)  


Site:  Unaccompanied Personnel Housing (UPH - barracks), Government buildings, and 


other structures  


Purpose:  To reduce occurrence of ants in Army facilities.  Note:  The use of self-help 


and IPM in privatized Family Housing is optional.  Guidance below applies primarily to 


Government facilities and personnel.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Occupants   


 2. Methods:  Visual observations.  


 3. Frequency:  As required.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Eliminate ant access by caulking or 


filling minor cracks, crevices, holes in walls and floors, or other 


areas where small cracks or holes may provide access to ants.   


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel.  


  b. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  ‘Enhanced Housekeeping’ is performed 


along baseboards or on surfaces used as travel routes by ants.  


Food particles are removed by vacuum.  Household cleansers are 


used to remove any food residues that attract ants and the 


chemical trail left by ants to communicate travel routes. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Occupants (self-help).  


  c. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Glue boards, available from the SHC or 


SSSC, placed along baseboards or travel routes of ants.   


   (2) Conducted by:  Occupants (self-help).  


  d. Type:  Biological.  None 


  e. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Keep premises free of spilled food and 


food residues; store food items in sealed containers; transfer 


waste from interior to exterior containers daily; keep drawers, 


counter-tops, and stove-tops clean; store food in the refrigerator 


instead of on the counter; maintain refrigerator defrost pan; 


secure waste container lids. 
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   (2) Conducted by:  Occupants.  


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Ants infestations inside Unaccompanied Personnel 


Housing or Government buildings less than 30 days after self-help 


treatment.  Fire ant mounds on grounds of Unaccompanied Personnel 


Housing, facility maintenance sites, or outdoor recreation areas of child-


occupied facilities. 


  b. Method and Location:  (Indoors) Ant bait stations, placed along 


baseboards or travel routes used by ants.  Residual pesticide applied to 


foundations and doorsills of buildings.  (Outdoors) Fire ant bait applied 


to mounds in the vicinity of structures.  Drenching of fire ant mounds, 


when necessary, with appropriately labeled pesticide. 


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators; Building managers 


(SISP only).   


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  e. Control Standard:  No call-backs to treated areas within 30 days 


following treatment.  Fire ant mounds in the vicinity of structures 


disappear within 30 days or indicate inactivity or absence of 


maintenance. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Do not apply pesticides in or near DFMWR CDCs or 


other child-occupied facilities while children are present.  Application of pesticides must 


not occur later than 4 hours prior to children entering the facility.  


Prohibited Practices:  Avoid pesticide application to direct or indirect waterways or in 


the air ducts of buildings. 


Environmental Concerns:  Consult product label for guidance. 


Remarks:  Non-stinging household ants are considered to be a minor problem.  Repair of 


external building flaws will often prevent these ants from entering.  Sources of food, 


moisture, and harborage must be eliminated in order for treatment, including self-help, to 


be effective.  The application of residual pesticide will not be performed if the certified 


pest control operator finds sanitary conditions to be unsuitable for successful control. 


Fire ants (stinging ants) can be a serious medical concern.  Fire ants have a complex caste 


system.  Worker or forager ants that make up the majority of the mound populations have 


a very short adult life (less than 60 days); some other caste-members can live up to 6 


months, but most bait has the greatest impact on the worker populations, so less than 30 


days after the application of bait, the mound appears to be inactive.  Fire ants that 


obstruct facility maintenance may be treated with bait procured from the Centralized 


Hazardous Materials Control Center by building managers under the Installation’s 


Stinging Insect Self-help Program (SISP) after contacting the Integrated Pest 


Management Coordinator and having the purchase approved. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 8 


Pest:  Spiders  


Site:  Buildings and other structures 


Purpose:  Eliminate medically important spiders (Black widow and Brown recluse 


spiders) and other non-medically important spiders from buildings or other workplace 


structures.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Building occupants.  


 2. Methods: Visual observations.  Spiders are frequently found in dry, cool, 


usually undisturbed places inside buildings, utility sheds, outdoor storage 


areas, and under buildings.  


 3. Frequency:  As required.  


 4. Reports of Black widow and Brown recluse species are addressed by Pvnt 


Med Svcs.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  A broom or vacuum can be used to 


eliminate spiders and their webs in most cases.  Monitor the 


integrity of screens and weather-stripping around doors and 


windows to keep out small insects that attract spiders.  Glue traps 


can be placed next to door jambs to intercept incoming spiders or 


determine if further control efforts are needed, depending on the 


number and species of spiders caught.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Building occupants; Facility O&M personnel.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Spiders can be discouraged through good 


housekeeping, both inside and outside.  Keep boxes, old 


equipment, and other items neatly stored on shelves, particularly 


in outdoor storage areas; dispose of trash, debris, old equipment, 


etc.  Insects are attracted to light and spiders are attracted to the 


insects as food sources.  Wherever possible, lights should be 


turned off at night or use the yellow lights that attract fewer 


insects. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Building occupants; Facility O&M personnel. 
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 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Spiders persist in or around Army facilities or 


military quarters after self-help efforts prove ineffective.   


  b. Method and Location: Hand-held aerosol insecticide applied directly to 


spiders.   


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators; Building managers 


(SISP) 


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  e. Control Standard:  Observable spiders or spider webs are eliminated or 


reduced to tolerable levels.  No medically important spiders are detected. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Do not apply pesticides in or near DFMWR CDCs or 


other child-occupied facilities while children are present.  Application of pesticides must 


not occur later than 4 hours prior to children entering the facility. 


Prohibited Practices:  Consult product label for guidance.  


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid pesticide application to direct or indirect waterways 


or in air ducts of buildings. 


Remarks:  Spiders need insects and other arthropods to maintain a suitable habitat.  


When spiders are simply seeking shelter, they will relocate or die out if a food source is 


absent; for this reason, good housekeeping is essential in preventing or suppressing spider 


infestations.  Application of chemical pesticides should only be performed after building 


occupants have first tried nonchemical pest management techniques and their efforts have 


failed to control the spiders.  No complaints or call-backs should be received within 30 


days after treatment.  Residual (liquid concentrates) pesticides are not approved for spider 


treatment.  Pest management professionals will not be tasked with web removal. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 9 


Pest:  Honey Bees, Wasps, Hornets, and Yellow-jackets  


Site:  Occupied buildings 


Purpose:  To control stinging insects in and around occupied Army facilities.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Building occupants.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observations.  


 3. Frequency:  As required.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Screening of windows and doors; 


removal of wasp and hornet nests; and removal of honey bee 


hives by a beekeeper.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel, with the exception of 


honey bee hive removal.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  During the warm season, refrain from 


disposing of sugared drink and beer containers in outdoor 


receptacles where they attract stinging insects or relocate 


receptacles away from the building.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Building/UPH occupants; O&M personnel. 


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Hornets or wasps that present a perceived hazard 


to facility maintenance personnel (SISP).  


   Hornets or wasps found in or around buildings – infestation is too large 


or inaccessible to be addressed by SISP personnel. 


   Carpenter bees causing damage to wooden facilities. 


  b. Method and Location:  Hand-held aerosol applied directly to insects and 


nests (SISP).  Formulated pesticide applied directly to insects, nests, or 


exposed wood. 


  c. Conducted by: Facility/building managers or their designated 


maintenance personnel participating in the Stinging Insect Self-help 


Program (SISP); Certified pest control operators.  
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  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs; (SISP) Procurement of 


AEC-approved self-help products after authorization by the Centralized 


Hazardous Materials Control Center.  


  e. Control Standard: Delays to scheduled maintenance are avoided (SISP).  


No call-backs to treated buildings within 5 days following treatment.  


No wood-boring activity by Carpenter bees. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Do not apply pesticides near DFMWR childcare 


facilities while students are in attendance.  Application of pesticides must not occur later 


than 4 hours prior to students entering classrooms.  Consult product label for guidance.  


Prohibited Practices:  Avoid pesticide application to direct or indirect waterways or in 


air ducts of buildings. 


Environmental Concerns:  Treatment with pesticides is permitted, but care must be 


taken to avoid impacting honey bees as most pesticides are extremely toxic to honey bees 


and may cause harm to bees outside of the treatment area.  The treatment of stinging 


insects in areas where bees are beneficial to man (e.g., beehives, flower-beds, etc.) is to 


be avoided.  Beekeepers are called when honey bee swarms are found in order to preserve 


the queen and workers; notify NRMB personnel. 


Remarks:  In accordance with ACSIM memo of 19-Nov-2010, facility/building 


managers who choose to participate in the SISP must self-train with documents provided 


by the IPM Coordinator when they enroll in the program.  
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 10 


Pest:  Termites and Other Wood-Destroying Insects 


Site:  Buildings and other structures 


Purpose:  To prevent termites from damaging structures on the Installation.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators 


 2. Methods:  Visual observations following notification by occupant, O&M staff, 


PMQAE, or Housing Inspector. 


 3. Frequency:  As needed. 


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Eliminate moisture sources that could 


support termite colonies.  This is most likely to occur in 


cantonment areas where grass watering or broken utility lines 


provide moisture next to foundations and under buildings.   


    Ventilate wet or damp areas in basements or under buildings.   


    Repair and replace infested wood and structural material.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Dispose of wooden construction materials 


properly; do not bury at the construction site.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel; Construction workers. 


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Treat active termite infestations when they are 


detected.  


  b. Method and Location:  Soil injection for subterranean termites; other 


methods determined by pest species identified.  


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.  


  e. Control Standard:  No subsequent termite infestations or damage to 


treated structures for five years after application.  


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Do not apply termiticide to occupied buildings. 
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Prohibited Practices:  DoD policy prohibits post-construction termiticide treatment of 


existing structures with in-slab or under-floor HVAC ducts. 


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid pesticide application to direct or indirect waterways 


or in air ducts of buildings. 


Remarks:  Termiticide pre-treatment of soil beneath all new construction is required in 


accordance with Unified Facilities Guide Specifications 31 31 16.  Termiticide pre-


treatment must be observed by a CIB PMQAE. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 11 


Pest:  Ticks  


Site:  Outdoor areas 


Purpose:  To prevent people and pets from becoming hosts for ticks.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Pvnt Med Svcs.  


 2. Methods:  Conduct tick surveys following personnel complaints.  


 3. Frequency:  As needed.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Wear proper clothing outdoors to prevent 


ticks from readily gaining access to skin.  Long pants should be 


worn and tucked into boot tops or socks.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Installation personnel, soldiers in the field.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  When a site is known to have a high 


density of ticks, an alternate site should be selected for activities, 


whenever possible. Upon return from the field, personnel should 


perform self-inspection of skin and clothing to prevent transport 


of ticks into vehicle or domicile. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Installation personnel.  


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment: Ticks expected to be in the area.  


  b. Method and Location: Personal protection - topical repellent applied to 


skin and clothing.  Residual pesticides applied to vegetation (habitat). 


  c. Conducted by:  Individual (repellents); Certified pest control operator 


(residual pesticide).  


  d. Pesticide:  Repellent (skin applied) or Permethrin (clothing applied);  


Pesticide products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  e. Control Standard:  No ticks found attached to skin or on clothing.  


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Consult product label for guidance.  


Prohibited Practices:  Consult product label for guidance.  


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid pesticide application to direct or indirect waterways. 
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Remarks:  None. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 12 


Pest:  Lice  


Site:  Quarters occupied by personnel with louse infestations; child-occupied facilities 


Purpose:  To control lice on clothing, bedding, or other surfaces.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Infested individuals, Pvnt Med Svcs.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observation.  


 3. Frequency:  As necessary.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Bedding and clothing should be washed 


in hot water with detergent.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Infested personnel. 


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Maintain proper sanitary practices.  


Avoid contact with infested individuals and materials.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Installation personnel.  


 2. Chemical.  


  (1) Basis for Treatment:  Presence of lice in bedding, mattresses, furniture, 


or other surfaces.  


  (2) Method and Location:  Aerosol spray applied to surfaces.  


  (3) Conducted by:  Pvnt Med Svcs.  


  (4) Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.  


  (5) Control Standard:  No live lice 24 hours after treatment.  


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Do not apply pesticides in DFMWR CDCs while 


students are in the building; application of pesticides must not occur later than 4 hours 


prior to students entering classrooms.  


Prohibited Practices:  Consult product label for guidance.  


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid pesticide application into air ducts of buildings. 


Remarks:  Personnel with louse infestations should first be directed to the local medical 


treatment facility.  Clothing and bedding should be laundered before any pesticide 


application is considered.   
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 13 


Pest:  Fleas  


Site:  Family Housing; other buildings  


Purpose:  To control fleas in Family Housing and other buildings.  Note: Family 


Housing has been privatized; use of self-help and IPM is optional.   


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Building occupants. 


 2. Methods:  Visual observation.  


 3. Frequency:  As required.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location: Vacuuming carpet and upholstered 


furniture will help to control fleas.  Be sure to empty the cleaner 


bag immediately after vacuuming since the fleas which have 


been removed are usually not killed.  Pet bedding must also be 


vacuumed and washed in hot water and detergent.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Housing occupants.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Pet owners should monitor house-pets for 


flea infestation and contact the Veterinary Clinic for advice or 


purchase of various products which can be safely used on pets.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Pet owners.  


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Flea infestation in buildings.  Flea infestation on 


playground of child-occupied facility. 


  b. Method and Location:  Treat interior of buildings in accordance with 


label directions.  Treat yard of facility in accordance with label 


directions. 


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.  


  e. Control Standard:  No live fleas for 90 days following treatment.  


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Do not apply pesticides in DFMWR CDCs while 


students are in the building; application of pesticides must not occur later than 4 hours 


prior to students entering classrooms. 
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Prohibited Practices:  Consult product label for guidance.  


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid pesticide application to direct and indirect waterways 


or in air ducts of buildings. 


Remarks:  Fleas may become a serious problem if quarters that contain pets are vacated 


for extended periods of time (e.g., vacation, between occupancy, etc).  Over time, flea 


larvae develop into pupae and wait for the presence of pets or people to emerge.  When 


this happens, many newly-emerged hungry adult fleas are suddenly present.  Before 


requesting flea control services from the RCI Manager, the Family Housing resident 


should obtain treatment for all pets from the Veterinary Clinic.   
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 14 


Pest:  Rodents in Food Service Facilities  


Site:  Food storage and dining facilities 


Purpose:  To control rats and mice in the Commissary, dining facilities, food storage 


areas, and AAFES Shoppettes.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Food service and facility personnel; Pvnt Med Svcs; 


Veterinary Clinic; Certified pest control operators.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observations for damage or droppings.  


 3. Frequency: Daily by dining, warehouse, commissary, and shopette personnel; 


as needed by Pvnt Med Svcs and the Veterinary Clinic and in response to 


customer complaints; monthly by certified pest control operators.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Eliminate building voids that are greater 


than 1/4-inch.  Particular attention should be given to loading 


dock doors since they do not always close tightly.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel are requested to make 


building modifications such as weather stripping, door repair, 


etc.  


  b. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Snap traps and glue boards are used to 


capture mice when an infestation is found.  


   (2) Conducted by: Pvnt Med Svcs may set traps or place glue boards 


for surveillance; Certified pest control operators usually set traps 


and glue boards when extensive trapping is required.  


  c. Type:  Biological.  None 


  d. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Utilize proper sanitation to reduce food 


and water sources.  Clean up spilled food products immediately; 


keep food in closed containers.  Remove bags, boxes, and other 


potential harborage from food storage areas.  Keep salvage and 


break areas clean at all times.  Locate pallets of food at least 24 


inches from walls to permit routine cleaning, inspection, and 


rodent control.  Use elevated metal racks to store food away from 


the floor. 


   (2) Conducted by: Warehouse, dining, or shopette personnel.  
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 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Rodents or evidence of rodents found during 


surveillance.  


  b. Method and Location:  Place bait stations in areas of rodent activity. 


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  e. Control Standard:  No product damage from rodents.  If baiting is 


performed following evidence of an infestation, then significant 


reduction in the number of droppings should be seen in and around bait 


stations within the first 30 days following bait placement.   


   If there is no evidence of rodents following 30 days of baiting, then the 


bait stations should be removed unless there is a past history of repeated 


infestations.  Bait stations should be serviced at least monthly.  


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Consult pesticide label for precautions.  


Prohibited Practices:  Do not place rodenticides where the bait will be accessible to 


children or pets.  Bait must be placed in tamper proof containers.  


Environmental Concerns:  To avoid effects to non-target organisms and prevent 


secondary impacts to wildlife, bait stations must be placed in tamper-proof containers and 


no more than 50 feet from a structure; see pesticide labels for precautions. 


Remarks:  Pesticides should be considered the last option for controlling rodents.  As 


long as entry points into the building exist, then trapping or baiting may be the only 


alternatives for control.  The presence of spilled food products and/or poor housekeeping 


(e.g., pallets against walls, old boxes and equipment kept in the warehouse, etc.) will 


adversely impact any baiting or trapping program.  
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 15 


Pest:  Rodents in Housing and Administrative Buildings 


Site:  Military housing, offices, barracks, and other administrative buildings 


Purpose:  To prevent damage to Army facilities and negative health effects from rodents 


on the Installation.  


Note: The use of self-help and IPM in privatized Family Housing is only voluntary.  


Guidance below applies to Army property. 


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Building occupants.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observations for damage or droppings.  


 3. Frequency:  As required.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Eliminate building voids that are greater 


than 1/4-inch; particular attention should be given to doors and 


areas on the outside of the building where pipes and other utility 


lines enter.  Snap-traps and glue boards may be used to capture 


rodents.  Occupants of UPH can obtain these items from the 


SHC. 


   (2) Conducted by: Facility O&M personnel are authorized to make 


building modifications such as weather stripping, door repair, 


etc.  Building occupants may set snap-traps or glue boards for 


minor infestations; Certified pest control operators usually set 


traps and glue boards when extensive trapping is required. 


  c. Type: Biological.  None 


  d. Type: Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Utilize proper sanitation to reduce food 


and water sources that attract rodents.  Clean up spilled food 


products immediately or daily at the latest.  Remove bags, boxes, 


and other potential harborage from basements, kitchens, closets, 


etc.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Building occupants. 


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Rodents or evidence of rodents found during 


surveillance.  


  b. Method and Location:  Place bait stations in areas of rodent activity. 
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  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.  


  e. Control Standard:  No evidence of rodent droppings or damage after 30 


days. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Rodent bait stations are not to be used in DFMWR 


CDCs without written approval of an AEC PMC; see pesticide labels for precautions. 


Prohibited Practices:  Do not place rodenticides where the bait will be accessible to 


children or pets.  


Environmental Concerns:  To avoid effects to non-target organisms and prevent 


secondary impacts to wildlife, bait stations must be placed in tamper-proof containers and 


no more than 50 feet from a structure; see pesticide labels for precautions.  


Remarks:  As long as entry points into buildings exist, control may only be successful as 


long as other mice do not enter from the outside.  The presence of spilled food products 


and/or poor housekeeping (e.g., boxes and equipment kept in basements, closets, etc.) 


will provide harborage for mice, allowing them to breed in the structure.  If this occurs, 


and trapping by occupants fails to control the problem, then certified pest control 


operators should be contacted to evaluate the situation. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 16 


Pest:  Bats  


Site:  Cantonment Areas 


Purpose:  To control bat infestations in structures.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Building occupants, NRMB personnel, Facility O&M 


personnel, and licensed wildlife control technicians.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observation of bats and/or excrement.  


 3. Frequency:  Continual.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Eliminate openings in roof to prevent 


harborage by bats.  This method should be performed in 


conjunction with an exclusion device to avoid trapping bats 


within the structure.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel (repair) or a licensed 


wildlife trapper (exclusion). NRMB personnel when bats enter 


occupied spaces. 


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  None 


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment: Failure of bat exclusion techniques in building.  


  b. Method and Location:  Repellent product applied to roosting areas.  


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.   


  e. Control Standard:  Bats abandon the building as a roosting site.  


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Bats that come into unprotected contact with humans 


or pets should be submitted to Veterinary Services for analysis.  PPE must be worn when 


entering an enclosed structure inhabited by bats in order to prevent contracting disease.  


Prohibited Practices:  State regulations prohibit the unauthorized killing of bats.  


Environmental Concerns:  Bats are protected wildlife and several species are State or 


Federally listed as T&E species.  By GA law, exclusion during the reproductive season 


between May and August must follow specific protocol from the Special Permits Unit of 


GA DNR Wildlife Resources Division. 
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Remarks:  Contact NRMB biologists for advice on bat management.  Form DA 4283 


must be submitted for exclusion of bats from government buildings or structures. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 17 


Pest:  Birds  


Site:  Warehouses, loading docks, Army housing, and other buildings 


Purpose:  To prevent unwanted roosting, resting, or nesting of birds which may result in 


damage to property or disease transmission in cantonment areas.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  NRMB; Building or housing occupants. 


 2. Methods:  Visual observation.  


 3. Frequency:  Constant, ancillary to regular duties and activities. 


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Birds that inadvertently enter a structure 


and are unable to escape are captured by hand and released 


unharmed.  (Building occupants, Licensed wildlife control 


technician, or NRMB) 


    Birds can be prevented from constructing nests in unwanted 


areas by placing screen or netting over the areas prior to nest 


construction.  (O&M) 


    Nest removal from structures; nests can be removed as long as 


the birds have not laid eggs.  Nest removal may require a permit 


from the USFWS.  (NRMB or Licensed wildlife control 


technician) 


    Birds resting or roosting in structures may present a health or 


damage concern due to excrement.  Various barriers (O&M) or 


non-lethal harassment (NRMB) can be implemented to make the 


site undesirable as a roost.   


    Bird activity near the airfield presents a bird-strike hazard to 


aircraft.  Non-lethal harassment or depredation is used to make 


the area unsuitable as bird habitat.  Depredation may require a 


permit from the USFWS.  (NRMB) 


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel; NRMB; Licensed 


wildlife control technicians; USDA APHIS; Building occupants, 


as applicable.  


  b. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Personnel should refrain from feeding 


wild birds on the Installation; feeding wild birds habituates them 


to humans and facilitates the spread of disease. 
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   (2) Conducted by: Housing residents and Installation personnel.  


 2. Chemical.  No chemical product that will kill or injure birds will be used to 


control birds unless approved by AEC PMCs. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  None.  


Prohibited Practices:  Nests of birds protected under the MBTA are not to be removed 


or disturbed once eggs are laid unless an MBTA permit approving the action has been 


issued by the USFWS.  


Environmental Concerns:  Restrict activities that may injure or kill birds.  Under the 


provisions of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), the unauthorized take of migratory 


birds is a strict liability criminal offense that does not require knowledge or specific 


intent on the part of the offender.  As such, even when engaged in an otherwise legal 


activity where the intent is not to kill or injure migratory birds, violations can occur if 


bird death or injury results.  Exotic and introduced bird species are not protected under 


the provisions of the MBTA. 


Remarks:  Birds should be discouraged from nesting only in areas where they cannot be 


tolerated (e.g., ventilation openings, near windows and doors, loading docks).  Birds tend 


to use the same nesting areas year after year, indicating those sites where exclusion 


(screens or nets) or repelling (monofilament lines) should be strongly encouraged since 


nest removal is very labor intensive and may result in the inadvertent removal of bird 


eggs.  Removal of birds and occupied nests occurring inside a structure within a 


privatized Family Housing area would require a GA-licensed wildlife trapper. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 18 


Pest:  Snakes  


Site:  Cantonment areas, other mission areas 


Purpose:  To remove snakes, especially venomous species, from cantonment areas or 


other areas where they interfere with the mission or other post activities.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  All Installation personnel.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observation.  


 3. Frequency:  Constant, but ancillary to regular duties or activities, when snakes 


present a nuisance or health hazard in cantonment or mission-essential areas.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Capture by hand or snake-tool and 


removal to an uninhabited area away from cantonment or 


mission activities.  


   (2) Conducted by:  NRMB Wildlife Technician, DES Animal 


Control Officer, Licensed wildlife control technician, IPMC.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Avoidance.  Most encounters with snakes 


can be avoided by simply giving the snake an opportunity to 


escape.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Installation personnel who encounter snakes.  


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Snakes are observed on a regular basis near a 


CDC, school, or recreational area. 


  b. Method and Location:  Chemical repellent applied to hiding places to 


induce snakes to relocate out of the area.  


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators. 


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  e. Control Standard: Snakes are no longer regularly observed by area users. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Chemical repellents must not be applied to wetlands.  


Prohibited Practices:  DO NOT HARM OR KILL SNAKES! 


Environmental Concerns:  Non-lethal removal/relocation of snakes includes venomous 


species.   
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Remarks:  The biggest risk of snake-bite comes from people going out of their way to 


handle or otherwise provoke snakes into a defensive attitude.  The most effective 


response to snakes is avoidance.  The DES Animal Control Officer will respond to after-


hours or emergency snake reports to 9-1-1. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 19 


Pest:  Other Vertebrate Pests  


Site:  Cantonment areas 


Purpose:  To control vertebrate animals (stray dogs and cats, skunks, raccoons, etc.) that 


present a potential for damage to government property or a health hazard to Installation 


personnel.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Installation personnel, Facility O&M personnel, licensed 


wildlife control technicians, Animal Control contractor, and NRMB 


Biologists.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observation.  


 3. Frequency:  Constant, ancillary to regular duties and activities.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Maintain the integrity of cantonment area 


structures to exclude vertebrate pests and prevent habitation.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Facility O&M personnel. 


  b. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Live-trapping with wire or solid cage traps 


in cantonment areas.  Game animals (deer, hog), endangered 


species, or incapacitated raptors (hawks, owls, eagles) that present 


a potential nuisance in cantonment areas are removed manually 


using methods determined by the situation. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Licensed wildlife control technicians, NRMB 


Wildlife Technicians, Animal Control contractor. 


  c. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Nocturnal carnivores (bat, fox, skunk, 


raccoon, bobcat, and coyote) that are active during daytime and 


(1) aggressive or (2) show no fear of humans, are addressed by 


lethal removal.  Specimens are submitted to the Veterinary Clinic 


for analysis. 


   (2) Conducted by:  NRMB Wildlife Technicians. 


  d. Type:  Biological.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Rabies outbreaks can be treated by 


distributing inoculated baits in wildlife habitat adjacent to 


developed areas, preventing carnivores from becoming a 


potential nuisance or health hazard.  
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   (2) Conducted by:  Veterinary Clinic. 


  e. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Personnel are prohibited from 


abandoning house-pets on the Installation.  Housing residents 


should have house-pets spayed or neutered by the Veterinary 


Clinic.   


    Personnel are prohibited from feeding stray or wild animals on 


the Installation. Feeding stray or wild animals habituates them to 


humans, facilitates the spread of disease, and makes it difficult to 


distinguish them from rabid animals. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Housing residents and Installation personnel. 


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Damage to ornamental lawns or golf course turf 


from vertebrate pests (armadillo, mole, skunk, fox, etc.) digging for 


insect larvae (grubs).  


  b. Method and Location:  Pesticide application is performed using a boom 


sprayer to control the insect larvae that attract the vertebrate pest.  There 


is no chemical product proven to be effective for repelling digging 


animals at this time. 


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators. 


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  e. Control Standard:  Turf damage from foraging animals is no longer 


regularly observed by area users.  


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Consult product label for guidance when treating near 


CDCs, schools, and child-occupied facilities.  


Prohibited Practices:  Consult product label for guidance.  


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid pesticide application to direct and indirect waterways. 


Remarks:  Refer to Wildlife Pests section (paragraph IV.6 (e) 4) of the IPMP to 


determine the respondent.  Stray pets are captured by the Animal Control contractor, 


checked for an identification chip, and if found to be an unregistered stray, turned over to 


an animal rehabilitation contractor.  Wildlife other than nocturnal carnivores, game 


animals, protected species, or raptors are only considered “pests” when causing damage 


to government property or inhabiting government structures; a service request (545-2135) 


is submitted to schedule removal by a licensed wildlife control technician.  Wildlife other 


than nocturnal carnivores, game animals, protected species, or raptors causing damage to 


property or inhabiting structures within a privatized Family Housing area would require 


removal by a GA-licensed wildlife control technician, at the request of the RCI property 


manager.  DES Animal Control Officer will respond to after-hours or emergency reports 


to 9-1-1 of suspected rabid animals. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 20 


Pest:  Turf Pests (Weeds, Fungi, Insects, etc.)  


Site:  Fort Benning Golf Course 


Purpose:  To control broadleaf weeds, undesirable grasses, fungi, and insects on the golf 


course fairways, greens, and tees.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Golf Course Superintendent.  


 2. Methods:  Visual observations.  


 3. Frequency: As needed. 


Pest Management Techniques:  


 a. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Mowing grass to maintain a uniform 


height may result in control of some broadleaf weeds by 


preventing flower and seed formation.  However, some weeds 


have the ability to adapt to mowing condition by flowering just 


above the surface of the ground, but below the height of most 


commercial mowers.  


   (1) Conducted by:  Golf course maintenance personnel.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Proper fertilization and watering of 


grassy areas promotes good grass growth which may prevent 


broadleaf weeds from becoming established.  Avoid 


overwatering to prevent fungi growth. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Golf course maintenance personnel.  


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Presence of broadleaf weeds or undesirable grasses 


in golf course grass.   


   Golf courses tend to experience seasonal fungi infestations that require 


preventive fungicide treatment.   


   Monoculture characteristic of the golf course tends to induce seasonal 


infestations of larval insects (grubs) and requires preventive pesticide 


treatment. Waiting for surveillance to verify insect presence would allow 


unacceptable damage to occur. 


  b. Method and Location:  Weed control is incorporated into a fertilizer 


application early in the season.  Selective herbicide application is 
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performed using a boom sprayer on fairways, greens, and tees when the 


combination weed and feed operations are not programmed.   


   Fungicide application is performed using a boom sprayer on fairways, 


greens, and tees when known seasonal outbreaks of fungi are expected.   


   Pesticide application is performed using a boom sprayer on fairways, 


greens, and tees when known seasonal outbreaks of grubs are expected.   


  c. Conducted by:  DoD-certified golf course maintenance personnel.  


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs. 


  e. Control Standard:  Broadleaf weeds and undesirable grasses are killed 


within two weeks following treatment.  Negative impacts to golf course 


appearance are avoided following treatment. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Pesticides applied in the vicinity of wetlands or 


waterways must be appropriately labeled for such use.  


Prohibited Practices:  Consult product label for guidance.  


Environmental Concerns:  Pesticide will not be applied during windy conditions.  


Pesticide drift into streams or drainage ditches may pollute waterways.  Pesticide may 


drift and cause unintentional damage to desirable plants.  


Remarks:  Proper control of turf insects (grubs) may prevent damage to golf course from 


vertebrate pests (armadillo, mole, skunk, fox, etc.) digging for insect larvae. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 21 


Pest:  Unwanted Vegetation and Broadleaf Weeds in Improved Areas 


Site:  Improved grounds, building foundations, fence-lines, and other areas 


Purpose:  To control broadleaf weeds and other unwanted vegetation in turf and rights-


of-way.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Facilities O&M personnel, Contracted lawn services 


personnel, CIB PMQAE   


 2. Methods:  Visual observations.  


 3. Frequency: As needed.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Mowing grass to maintain a uniform 


height may result in control of some broadleaf weeds by 


preventing flower and seed formation.  However, some weeds 


have the ability to adapt to mowing condition by flowering just 


above the surface of the ground, but below the height of most 


commercial mowers.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Facilities O&M personnel, contracted lawn 


services personnel.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Proper fertilization and watering of 


grassy areas promotes good grass growth and will prevent many 


broadleaf weeds from becoming established.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Contracted lawn services personnel.  


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Presence of broadleaf weeds in grass.  Vegetation 


around the bases of hydrants and utility poles, vegetation along fence 


lines, and vegetation on or along sidewalks and building perimeters 


where mechanical control methods are limited. 


  b. Method and Location:  Selective herbicide application is performed 


using a boom sprayer for large areas.  Weeds in small grassy areas are 


treated with herbicide using a hand sprayer.  Chemical is applied to 


unwanted vegetation IAW label directions. 


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  
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  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.  


  e. Control Standard:  Broadleaf weeds are killed within two weeks 


following treatment.  


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Army policy prohibits the use of herbicides near 


CDCs, Schools, and child-occupied facilities.  


Prohibited Practices:  Avoid contact with non-target foliage, green stems or fruit of 


crops, desirable plants, and trees.  Avoid direct application to any body of water.  Avoid 


drift that could damage desirable plants; do not spray if wind is over 5 miles per hour. 


Environmental Concerns:  Avoid pesticide application to direct and indirect waterways. 


Remarks:  Herbicide application should be considered only after other IPM techniques 


have proved ineffective. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 22 


Pest:  Unwanted Vegetation in Utility Corridors and Rights-of-Way 


Site:  Utility Corridors and Rights-of-Way  


Purpose:  To control trees, invasive plants, and undergrowth in order to maintain access, 


prevent damage to utility lines, and reduce other potential safety hazards. 


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Utility maintenance personnel, NRMB, Certified pest control 


operators. 


 2. Methods:  Visual observations.  


 3. Frequency:  As needed.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Trees, stumps, roots, brush, weeds and 


other material is removed mechanically to keep corridor clear.  


   (2) Conducted by:  Grounds maintenance contractor.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  None 


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  To control invasive vegetation and vegetative 


succession in rights-of-way and utility corridors. 


  b. Method and Location:  Selective herbicides applied to rights-of-way and 


utility corridors with ULV sprayer. 


  c. Conducted by:  DoD-certified NRMB personnel, Certified pest control 


operators. 


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.  


  e. Control Standard:  Undesirable vegetation exhibits a state of decline 


within two weeks after treatment. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Avoid negative impacts to Federal- or State-listed 


T&E species.   


Prohibited Practices:  Consult product label for guidance.  


Environmental Concerns:  Pesticide will not be applied near water or during windy 


conditions.  Pesticide drift into streams or drainage ditches may pollute waterways.  


Pesticide may drift and cause unintentional damage to desirable plants. 


Remarks:  None 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 23 


Pest:  Unwanted Vegetation in Reforestation Sites  


Site:  Timber harvest sites slated for replanting with Longleaf pine 


Purpose:  To control vegetative succession and hardwood understory on timber harvest 


sites in order to reduce broadleaf competition with longleaf pine seedlings and facilitate 


timber management goals. 


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  NRMB. 


 2. Methods:  Visual observations.  


 3. Frequency:  As needed.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Understory vegetation is controlled 


mechanically with bush-hog and roller-chopper.  Understory 


vegetation is controlled by prescribed burning. 


   (2) Conducted by:  NRMB. 


  b. Type:  Biological.  None  


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Timber stands are converted from “off-


site” species to longleaf pine, enabling the control of understory 


vegetation by regular prescribed burning on a rotational basis, 


eliminating or reducing the need for herbicidal vegetation 


control.  


   (2) Conducted by:  NRMB 


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Vegetative succession at timber harvest sites 


requires control for replanting and until seedlings are well established. 


  b. Method and Location:  Selective herbicides applied to reforestation sites 


with ULV sprayer. 


  c. Conducted by:  DoD-certified NRMB personnel, Contractor certified 


pest control operators. 


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.  


  e. Control Standard:  Undesirable vegetation exhibits a state of decline 


within two weeks after treatment. 
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Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Avoid negative impacts to Federal- or State-listed 


T&E species.  


Prohibited Practices:  Consult product label for guidance.  


Environmental Concerns:  Pesticide will not be applied near water or during windy 


conditions.  Pesticide drift into streams or drainage ditches may pollute waterways.  


Pesticide may drift and cause unintentional damage to desirable plants. 


Remarks:  Aerial herbicide applications on Fort Benning require AEC approval of an 


Aerial Spray Statement of Need and supervision of the operation by a pesticide applicator 


who is DoD-certified in Category 11. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 24 


Pest:  Aquatic Vegetation  


Site:  Fort Benning streams, lakes, and ponds  


Purpose:  To control invasive aquatic vegetation; prevent negative impacts to native 


species and recreational use of water bodies.   


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  NRMB personnel. 


 2. Methods:  Inspections for invasive aquatic weeds.  


 3. Frequency:  As needed.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Mechanical equipment can be used for 


physical removal of aquatic weeds in ditches, canals, boat 


landings, or shorelines.   


   (2) Conducted by:  Contractor or NRMB personnel 


  b. Type:  Cultural.  


    (1) Method and Location:  Boaters must avoid transporting 


invasive aquatic vegetation on boat trailer/motor foot 


from one water body to another.  


    (2) Conducted by:  Boat operators. 


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Aquatic vegetation is too thick to navigate 


watercraft, impedes water circulation, or has negative impacts to native 


species or fish populations.   


  b. Method and Location:  Method is determined by label of product 


selected to target a specific aquatic plant pest in a particular water body.  


Product must be labeled for aquatic use. 


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control contractor or DoD-certified 


NRMB personnel 


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.  


  e. Control Standard:  Treated vegetation indicates a state of decline within 


two weeks of treatment.  Multiple treatments may be required to avoid 


creating low dissolved oxygen due to decay of treated vegetation. 


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Precautions must be taken to avoid negative impacts 


to non-target species of aquatic vegetation.  
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Prohibited Practices:  Use of a product not approved for aquatic application or in 


violation of label requirements is prohibited.  


Environmental Concerns:  Follow pesticide label instructions.  Avoid pesticide drift out 


of target areas, which may cause unintentional damage to desirable plants. 


Remarks:  Aerial herbicide applications on Fort Benning require AEC approval of an 


Aerial Spray Statement of Need and supervision of the operation by a pesticide applicator 


who is DoD-certified in Category 11. 
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IPM OUTLINE NO. 25 


Pest:  Bed Bugs  


Site:  Family Housing, UPH, Temporary Quarters, Barracks, etc. 


Purpose:  To control bed bug infestations in dwellings.  


Surveillance:  


 1. Conducted by:  Dwelling occupants, Facility housekeeping staff, Certified 


pest control operator, Pvnt Med Svcs by request.  


 2. Methods: Visual inspection of furniture, wall hangings, baseboards, cracks 


and crevices following complaints by occupants.  


 3. Frequency:  As needed.  


Pest Management Techniques:  


 1. Nonchemical.  


  a. Type:  Mechanical and Physical.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Synthetic mattress covers to exclude or 


encapsulate bed bugs.  Commercial application of steam to sites 


with confirmed bed bugs.  Vacuum and dispose of bag 


immediately. 


   (2) Conducted by:  Occupants, Facility managers, Certified pest 


control operators.  


  b. Type:  Biological.  None 


  c. Type:  Cultural.  


   (1) Method and Location:  Avoid used or salvaged furnishings.  


   (b) Conducted by:  Family Housing residents.  


 2. Chemical.  


  a. Basis for Treatment:  Confirmed bed bug presence, bites, or wastes.  


  b. Method and Location:  Professional grade dusts or residual insecticide 


applied to cracks, crevices, furniture, and mattresses (per pesticide 


label).  


  c. Conducted by:  Certified pest control operators.  


  d. Pesticide:  Products approved by AEC PMCs.   


  e. Control Standard:  Total elimination of adult and larval bed bugs or sign.  


Precautions for Sensitive Areas:  Do not apply cholinesterase-inhibiting pesticides in 


areas regularly occupied by children.  Avoid pesticide application in the vicinity of 


aquariums. 
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Prohibited Practices:  Do not apply pesticides to food, utensils, or food preparation 


surfaces.  Do not allow the treatment area to be reoccupied until insecticides have dried 


and odors subside.  


Environmental Concerns:  Consult product label for additional guidance. 


Remarks:  Do-it-yourself pest control methods are rarely effective for controlling bed 


bugs. 
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1. Executive Summary:  


 


Fort Benning’s Army Compatible Use Buffer (ACUB) Program’s Strategic Plan 2018 


(hereafter, “the ACUB Plan”) priority is Mission support. The ACUB Plan supersedes 


Fort Benning’s 2006 ACUB Proposal (Benning, 2006).The ACUB Program reduces 


encroachment on Mission via mitigation of incompatible land use on neighboring and 


nearby lands in conjunction with facilitating sustainable ecosystem management inside 


and outside the Installation boundary.  Significant infrastructure;  diverse and extensive 


training missions; military construction (MILCON); management, monitoring, and 


protection of populations of Threatened, Endangered and At-Risk species (TER-S); and 


other environmental considerations inside the Installation boundary create notable 


challenges related to competing requirements on an increasingly saturated landscape. 


The existing and future potential natural resources on ACUB lands provide tangible 


opportunities for Fort Benning to work with partners, including the United States Fish 


and Wildlife Service (USFWS), to identify and implement compensatory mitigation 


strategies to offset the impacts of actions on the Installation and facilitate greater 


flexibility for Mission training and readiness requirements.  The March 2016, U.S. Army 


Corps of Engineers Engineer Research and Development Center, Technical Report-16-


3 highlights the existing and potential future challenges and impacts of federal species 


listings to Army training and the tangible benefits that conservation partnership 


opportunities could provide in mitigating those issues (USACE, 2016). 


 


Fort Benning experiences both internal and external encroachment on Mission as a 


result of incompatible land use and development inside and outside the Installation 


boundary. Impacts from both, either independently or collectively, can influence Mission 


requirements adversely.  Internal encroachment refers to any actions, requirements, or 


land uses that occur inside the boundary of Fort Benning. Examples include competing 


training/land use requirements, surface danger zones, and environmental compliance.  


External encroachment is primarily attributed to incompatible land uses outside the 


boundary of Fort Benning. Examples include development of urban and rural 


landscapes that include noise and smoke sensitive areas, can impact water quality, 


result in ecosystem degradation which can lead to listing of endangered species or 


impact ability to “recover” endangered species populations, and neighboring landowners 


whose direct actions restrict Mission capability.  Fort Benning has successfully 


demonstrated that the ACUB Program can mitigate both internal and external 


encroachment. 


 


Incompatible land use and environmental compliance, especially Endangered Species 


Act (ESA) compliance, pose the greatest encroachment impacts to Mission.    These 


primary encroachment issues adversely impact training and ecosystem management. 
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For example, they restrict mounted maneuver area, live fire exercises, infrastructure 


construction, dismounted training and airspace operations as well as diminish effective 


sustainable ecosystem management. 


 


Historically, encroachment solutions for actions specifically identified by the Army and 


Fort Benning have been more reactive in nature.  As a result, solutions have not always 


maximized compatibility and sustainability of Mission requirements and ecosystem 


management.  In response to Congressional, Department of Defense and Army 


decisions, and the ESA, development of Biological Assessments (BA) and subsequent 


consultation with the USFWS has produced Biological Opinions (both Jeopardy and 


non-Jeopardy) from the USFWS which focus on avoiding or minimizing impacts from 


proposed actions that could jeopardize the recovery of listed species (USFWS, 2009; 


USFWS, 2014).  As a result, encroachment on mission has occurred and resulted in 


significant costs associated with planning, implementing, and monitoring actions and 


analysis of impacts prior to, during and after actions are executed.  


 


Fort Benning’s ACUB encroachment mitigation strategy intends to focus on establishing 


more proactive solutions which can reduce long term costs while ensuring future 


mission and ecosystem compatibility and sustainability with no net loss of military 


operations.  Curtailing incompatible land uses outside the boundary of Fort Benning by 


conserving lands continues to be instrumental to mission sustainment.  Prevention of 


incompatible land uses via conservation easements and fee simple acquisitions in the 


Fort Benning ACUB Priority Areas will ensure compatibility with mission requirements 


and neighboring and nearby land use.  Increasing baseline ecosystem acreage through 


the protection and management of ACUB lands incorporates a landscape-scale 


approach for ecosystem management which will increase mission flexibility and likely 


result in a net gain in the status of affected natural resources.  In addition, continuing to 


practice sustainable ecosystem management inside Fort Benning and on the ACUB 


landscape will be fundamental to mitigation of encroachment on mission.   


 


Fort Benning, similar to other military installations, is the primary conservation asset in 


the region and is considered an oasis of biological diversity.  Protection of the 


Installation’s landscape, coupled with effective and sustainable management of natural 


resources for decades, has sustained and improved functional remnants of the longleaf 


pine ecosystem.  These improvements have increased viable habitat for TER-S 


(Benning, 2016a).  While this is a positive outcome, an unintended result has been 


increased internal encroachment and reduced mission flexibility due to environmental 


compliance primarily associated with the ESA.  Fort Benning’s obligation to protect 


threatened and endangered species and their habitats, coupled with voluntarily 


supporting efforts to sustain at-risk species and their habitats, can create internal 
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encroachment which can be alleviated via mitigation and buffering outside the boundary 


of the Installation. 


   


Fort Benning has identified two Priority Areas (PAs) in this ACUB Plan where buffering 


incompatible land use and/or protection and management of off-Post lands could 


provide greater flexibility for mission requirements.  Any properties protected and 


managed perpetually to support a longleaf ecosystem can provide opportunities to 


implement compensatory mitigation for impacts to TER-S.  Fort Benning is working with 


multiple partners including The Nature Conservancy, Georgia Department of Natural 


Resources, the Georgia Forestry Commission, the US Fish and Wildlife Service, the 


Chattahoochee Fall Line Conservation Partnership and others to develop and 


implement the ACUB Plan. These partners and others clearly identify Fort Benning’s 


ACUB as a priority landscape to help meet their organizational goals. The Partners are 


working together to achieve common conservation goals by leveraging organizational 


expertise and resources to maximize benefits of the ACUB program.   


 


The two Priority Areas (PA) are adjacent to Fort Benning and represent opportunities to 


buffer incompatible land uses and achieve multiple ecosystem service benefits. This 


ACUB Plan reduces in area and combines the originally established ACUB boundaries 


into two PAs, reflecting changes in surrounding land uses and ACUB emphasis. PA1 is 


located on the northeastern boundary of Fort Benning. PA1 continues to be the highest 


priority area because it provides both an incompatible land use buffer and habitat 


conservation opportunities for TER-S.  Protected lands in PA1 have already provided 


Fort Benning with nearly 9,000 additional acres of baseline Red-Cockaded Woodpecker 


(RCW) habitat (USFWS, 2016) and $7.6M of wetland and stream mitigation credits for 


previous mission infrastructure requirements. Fort Benning will continue to work with the 


USFWS and other partners on compensatory mitigation solutions to increase acres of 


baseline RCW habitat in PA1 and identify habitat and other species credits and/or 


offsets for environmental compliance in the future. PA2 extends from the southern end 


of PA1 and buffers the southern and western boundary of the Installation. The primary 


focus for PA2 centers on mitigation of incompatible land uses and any additional 


ecosystem service benefits which may become available for the Installation.     


 


As Fort Benning and the ACUB partners work to conserve lands in the ACUB PAs, 


engagement with private landowners and local government remains important.  Fort 


Benning recognizes that public relations will be an important part of the ACUB process 


and will rely on its Partners to provide support communicating and collaborating with the 


public to further enhance ACUB goals and objectives in a manner which is compatible 


with our neighboring communities.  Perpetual conservation and management of the 


ACUB lands as well as other intervening private lands will be important in order to 
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maximize the tangible benefits to mission that can be afforded from an ACUB protected 


and managed ecosystem outside the boundary of Fort Benning. 


 


The context of Fort Benning’s current ecological setting, both inside the Installation and 


across the ACUB landscape, includes large-scale restoration of the longleaf pine 


ecosystem.  Ecosystem restoration efforts are focused on identified goals, or Desired 


Future Conditions (DFCs).  Those DFCs will establish the composition, structure and 


function of a sustainable longleaf pine ecosystem in a way that resembles its historic 


occurrence and will better support sustainable military training, provide habitat for 


threatened and endangered species recovery, support proactive efforts to preclude 


ESA-listing of other species, maintain biological diversity and provide for many multiple-


use benefits.  


 


The longleaf pine ecosystem DFC serves as an anchor, since much of the biodiversity 


on Fort Benning and ACUB lands is associated with the longleaf ecosystem and 


because land management efforts to promote TER-S are focused here. The longleaf 


pine ecosystem creates a keystone condition that influences the processes and 


development associated with other adjacent habitats on the landscape; namely, the 


propensity for fire, and the fire-prone condition, within the ecosystem is extended into 


other habitats. This has led to the consideration that the longleaf pine ecosystem 


defines the landscape matrix, and collectively includes other associated and appropriate 


habitat types.  


 


This longleaf pine ecosystem is reliant on conservation.  Prescribed (Rx) fire will need to 


be applied to the landscape on a perpetually recurring basis in order to enhance and 


sustain the ecosystem and ultimately the mission of Fort Benning.  Fort Benning and its 


partners will leverage this concept to focus efforts in the ACUB priority landscape.  


Partner collaboration on planning, implementing, and identifying funding sources for 


conservation and management of the ecosystem will be a major priority.  Compatible 


and sustainable use and management of Fort Benning and the ACUB landscape is 


fundamental to Fort Benning ACUB’s priority, mission support.  Cooperation and 


collaboration among the collective ACUB partners will ensure Fort Benning’s mission, 


its surrounding landscape, and the natural resources occurring inside and outside the 


Installation boundary are all perpetually enhanced and sustained to the benefit of all 


involved.    
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2. Fort Benning Maneuver Center of Excellence Overview 


2.1. General Description of Location, Mission, Landscape, and Local communities 


  


2.1.1. Location 
 


Geographically, Fort Benning is comprised of over 182,000 contiguous acres in Georgia 
and Alabama (Benning, 2016a).  Approximately 170,000 acres are in Georgia 
(Muscogee and Chattahoochee Counties) and approximately 12,000 acres are in 
Alabama (Russell County).  Fort Benning is an integral part of the Columbus, GA 
(Muscogee County) metropolitan area, which also includes Phenix City, AL (Russel 
County).  Muscogee and Russell County had a population of just under 243,000 people 
according to the 2010 Census.  Fort Benning’s Region of Influence (ROI) which includes 
Muscogee, Harris, Chattahoochee, Talbot, Marion, and Stewart Counties in Georgia, 
and Russell and Lee Counties in Alabama had a population of just under 450,000 based 
on the 2010 Census.  Fort Benning’s “Main Post” cantonment area is adjacent to 
Columbus, which spreads alongside Fort Benning’s irregular northwest boundary 
(Figure 2-1). 
 


 
Figure 2-1: Geographic location of Fort Benning. 
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2.1.2. History 


Since 1918, Fort Benning, GA, has served as the Home of the Infantry. 
Beginning in 1940, Fort Knox, KY, served as the Home of the Armor. The 
Maneuver Center of Excellence (MCoE) transformation began as a result of the 
2005 Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) Commission’s decision to 
consolidate a number of schools and installations to create “centers of 
excellence.” Included in this transformation was the move of the Armor School to 
Fort Benning (Benning, 2016a). At the MCoE, those critical maneuver forces train 
as they fight — together! 


2.1.3. Mission Statement 


The Fort Benning Maneuver Center of Excellence provides trained, agile, and 


adaptive Soldiers and Leaders ready to operate across the range of military 


operations; develops doctrine and capabilities for the Maneuver Force and the 


individual Soldier; and provides world-class quality of life for our Soldiers, 


Civilians, and Army Families to ensure our Army’s Maneuver Forces are fully 


prepared to “Win in a Complex World.” 


The United States Army Maneuver Center and Fort Benning will: 


 Fully Support an Army at War 


 Prepare for the Future 


 Enhance the Quality of Life for our Soldiers and Army Families 


 Operate in a Command Climate of Teamwork, Discipline, Standards, 
and Safety 


 Demonstrate Inspired Leadership 


2.1.4. Landscape 


Fort Benning is located at the intersection of the Chattahoochee River and the 


Fall Line Physiographic Region, with portions of the Installation in GA and AL. 


The Chattahoochee River flows north to south originating in the Appalachian 


Mountains, flows through metropolitan Atlanta, and joins the Flint River in 


southwestern Georgia to form the Apalachicola River before its outflow into the 


Gulf of Mexico.  


 


The “Fall Line” is the physiographic region separating the Piedmont to the north 


from the Coastal Plain to the south. The Fall Line is an ancient shoreline that 


extends generally southeast to northwest across the Southeast U.S. where clay 


soils give way to sandier soils, and rivers and streams “fall” from higher to lower 


elevations. In Georgia and Alabama, it stretches from Augusta to Columbus and 
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into Alabama west of Montgomery.  The Fall Line represents a unique and 


diverse “ecological crossroads” for coastal and interior ecosystems of the 


southeast, much of which is altered by human land use and diversion of water. 


However, Fort Benning’s land management, particularly the persistence of fire on 


the landscape, has preserved functional remnants of original Fall Line ecology at 


landscape scales.  


Today, Fort Benning provides important refugia for many rare and declining plant 
and animal species. Several tributaries of the Chattahoochee River originate 
from seeps, springs, and wetlands in the dissected Fall Line landscape. Some of 
these “Fall Line streams” originate north, east, or west of Fort Benning and flow 
through Installation lands, often supporting unique communities of aquatic flora 
and fauna. Perhaps the most dramatic physical characteristic of the Fall Line 
landscape are Sandhills and ridges of the northeastern part of Fort Benning, with 
deep sandy soils that are highly permeable, droughty, and low in organic matter. 
Several distinctive plant and animal communities occur on these sites, often with 
longleaf pine as the dominant canopy tree, with an associated ecology 
dependent on soil characteristics, fire return interval, and land-use history. Finer 
textured soils and more mesic sites tend to occur south and west of these Fall 
Line Sandhills; but, upland and riverine topography with fire-adapted plant and 
animal communities also extend to parts of Fort Benning below the Fall Line and 
on both sides of the Chattahoochee River floodplain (Benning, 2016a). 


Of the 182,464 acre Installation, approximately 135,097 acres are managed as 


forestland (Table 2-1). As of 2017, there are approximately 80,000 acres of 


managed upland pine or pine-hardwood forests, over 50,000 acres of which 


contain a longleaf pine component.  The longleaf component stands include 


2,798 acres of longleaf pine dominated stands, 21,607 acres of longleaf pine 


plantations, 2,713 acres of longleaf pine underplant stands, and 24,360 acres of 


mixed pine with longleaf (at least 25% longleaf occurrence). 


 


Table 2-1: Area Classifications for All Fort Benning Acreage, 2018. 


Area Classification Acres Percent 


Pine 74,143 41% 


Pine-Hardwood 5,925 3% 


Hardwood 55,029 30% 


Forested Restricted Access 15,612 9% 


Forested Unmanaged 54 0 


Unforested 28,934 16% 


Water 2,767 2% 


TOTAL 182,464 100% 
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2.1.5. Local Communities 


The Fort Benning Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) was completed in 2008.   The 
purpose of the JLUS is to ensure that the military mission can continue without 
degrading the public health, safety and welfare of surrounding communities; 
sustain economic development without hindering national military readiness; 
Identify regulatory and non-regulatory actions to ensure future land use 
compatibility between local governments and military installation continue to 
foster increased communication between Fort Benning and surrounding local 
governments and communities; and to ensure that the economy remains strong 
and the Army is able to continue its mission efficiently and effectively.  As such, 
the JLUS has direct relevancy to this ACUB Plan. 


Several neighboring urban communities identified in the JLUS include North 
Columbus, Harris County, and Lee County.  Those communities have on 
average continued growing at population rates approaching 10% (2000-2010), 
prompting city leaders and economic interests to look for growth opportunities to 
the south, including providing sewer and water along road or highway corridors 
north, west, and east of Fort Benning.  The highest rates of growth (12%+) have 
most recently centered around Fort Mitchell in Russell county and Lee county in 
Alabama (Census, 2010).  Recent efforts in this regard have been in part to 
support growth associated with Fort Benning itself as its mission expands and 
becomes even more critical to U.S. defense needs (Benning, 2016a).   


At the same time large forest products companies have divested significant 
acreage to institutional investors or other real estate buyers over the past 
decade, placing well over 300,000 acres of commercial timberland at risk of 
incompatible development.  Large forest landowners MeadWestvaco, 
Weyerhaeuser Company, Plum Creek and Ingram & LeGrand have together 
bought and sold well over 50,000 acres within a 30-mile radius of Fort Benning 
(Benning, 2016a).   


Much of this land changes hands over time on a recurring basis and has been 
acquired as large packages to be resold in a speculative real estate market, 
making non-forest land use likely.  Additionally, highway projects threaten to 
channel development along corridors quite close to Fort Benning; these include 
improvements to AL-165 and US-431 in Alabama, U.S.80 and GA-96 in Georgia 
(the Fall Line Freeway), and the proposed Interstate 14 through Cusseta, GA, 
which could bisect Fort Benning itself to link up with Interstate 185 and the Fall 
Line Freeway. 


Additional evidence for urban/suburban growth, changing land use, and its effect 
on both habitat and installation training has been described by Dale (2003) and 
Westerveldt (2004). 
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2.2. Political, Military, Economic, Social, Infrastructure, Information, Physical 


Environment, and Time (PMESII-PT) Assessment 


2.2.1. Political 
 


2.2.1.1. General Description 
 


Fort Benning maintains close communications and strong relationships with 
local city and county government officials and communities as well as state 
and federal representatives.  Fort Benning generally enjoys support from 
neighboring residents who recognize the positive impact Fort Benning has on 
the local community. 


 
2.2.1.2. Significant Considerations 


 
As is the case with many ACUB programs, there are significant political 
considerations that relate to encroachment and ACUB implementation on Fort 
Benning.  Of primary interest and concern to local governments is the 
potential impact of the ACUB program on property tax revenues since curbing 
incompatible development and eliminating State and/or non-profit owned 
properties from the tax roll can reduce potential tax revenue streams; 
however, the counties are beginning to see other economic benefits from 
protected lands.   
 
The Chattahoochee Fall Line Wildlife Management Area (CFLWMA), which 
was formed thru the Fort Benning ACUB Program Partnership with TNC and 
the Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GADNR), and other similar 
ACUB lands, afford public access for recreational activities and increase the 
number of visitors to these rural communities, helping to alleviate some of 
those concerns as new revenue streams are generated as a result.  
Additionally, residents often express concerns about the “Army acquiring 
land” and what is the ultimate intent of procuring land for ACUB.  Outreach, 
from Fort Benning and the ACUB Partners, about the ACUB program 
continues to address these concerns. 


 
2.2.2. Military 


 
2.2.2.1. General Description 


 
Fort Benning continues to be the Army’s best training facility that delivers 
combat-ready, combined arms maneuver Soldiers to the force and is seen as 
the primary driver in the Army for relevant and agile material and doctrinal 
development.  Fort Benning MCoE is used for a variety of military training, 
military administration, and management activities. On Fort Benning, 
approximately 141,500 acres are primarily designated for training and 
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maneuver areas with over 36 million square feet of infrastructure to support 
the mission (Benning, 2016a). 
 
Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 2005 included relocation the Armor 
School to Fort Benning and provided a significant investment of $3.5 billion 
for construction, refurbishment, and modernization to facilitate MCoE 
Transition (Benning, 2016a).  Some of the improvements or new construction 
included 140 miles of roads and trails, 5 new maneuver training areas, 21 
new or renovated ranges, 4,000 new or refurbished housing units, an 
additional 6 million square feet of facilities, a new 860 room on-Post lodge, 
and a new 750K square foot hospital.   
 
The MCoE is home to a daily population of over 60K personnel and trains 
over 50 percent of Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) institutional 
training requirements in 19 MCoE, 86 Infantry, and 53 Armor training 
programs that occur 7 days per week for 50 weeks annually. Fort Benning 
has a robust and highly used range infrastructure with several unique ranges 
supporting Special Operations Command units.  Overall, units training on Fort 
Benning conduct an average of 125 daily training missions.  Fort Benning has 
a total of 83 live-fire and 9 non-live-fire ranges where over 38 million rounds 
are discharged annually into over 16,000 acres of dudded impact area.  Fort 
Benning has modernized and functional platforms to support air, rail, and road 
deployments both within and outside the Continental United States. 
 
Fort Benning provides ranges and maneuver training areas principally 


designed to support the TRADOC mission to conduct: 


 Initial entry Training for Armor and Infantry Soldiers and 
officers 


 Professional Military Education for commissioned and 
noncommissioned officers 


 Army Basic Airborne Training and Ranger School 


 Functional training for a variety of weapons and weapon 
systems 


 Continued study, testing, and development of future joint and 
combined Infantry doctrine; weapon systems; and tactics, 
techniques, and procedures 


Fort Benning also provides the home station training facilities for several 


Army Forces Command (FORSCOM) and Special Operations Command 


(SOCOM) units, and is the home to the Western Hemisphere Institute for 


Security Cooperation (WHINSEC), which has the mission to train cadets, 


noncommissioned officers, and officers from Latin American countries. 
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2.2.2.2. Significant Considerations 


Significant military considerations primarily relate to competing land use 
objectives and encroachment of incompatible land uses on neighboring and 
nearby properties.  BRAC 2005 and subsequent MCoE transformation, 
coupled with environmental compliance has resulted in reduced flexibility for 
current and future military operations in a saturated landscape (USFWS, 2009 
& USACE, 2009).    


Sequestration and the current fiscal climate are also creating impacts.  
Significant training continues to occur however, as Fort Benning remains 
critical to effectively and efficiently generating trained and ready forces to 
support Army Force Generation (ARFORGEN). 


2.2.3. Economic 
 


2.2.3.1. General Description 
 
Fort Benning generates significant direct and indirect economic benefits to the 
local economies in its ROI (USACE, 2009).  Installation expenditures in the 
ROI totaled more than two trillion dollars in 2005 with nearly half of that 
accounted for by payroll. The most recent estimates from 2005 determined 
that the installation workforce accounts for about 34% of all ROI employment 
which generates a substantial contribution to the local economy. 
 
2.2.3.2. Significant Considerations 


Even with the dramatic economic impact Fort Benning has on its neighboring 
communities, there are other significant economic considerations that relate 
to ACUB implementation which include: 
 


 Potential impact to local governments based on reduced property 
values and subsequent tax proceeds for lands placed under 
conservation easements. 


 Potential impact to local governments from reduced land base resulting 
from transfer of ACUB lands to State Ownership. 


 Long term management costs required to facilitate management of fee 
owned ACUB lands to support compensatory mitigation solutions. 


 Potential economic benefits associated with increased ecotourism and 
recreational use of ACUB lands. 
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2.2.4. Social 
 
2.2.4.1 General Description 
 
Fort Benning and the surrounding local communities include varied social 
and economic classes.  Local communities are made up of urban, suburban 
and rural communities.  The interests and backgrounds of residents in and 
around Fort Benning are diverse. 
 
2.2.5.1 Significant Considerations 
 


 All of the neighboring and nearby communities in proximity to Fort 
Benning are affected by the presence of the Installation 


 Much of the ACUB landscape encompasses rural landscapes 
composed of working forest and agricultural lands with relatively low 
density residential presence 


 A portion of the ACUB landscape encompasses suburban 
communities with a significant residential presence 


 
 


2.2.5. Infrastructure 
 


2.2.5.1. General Description 
 


There is a variety of developed infrastructure within the installation 
boundaries in both Cantonment and training areas.  Cantonment Areas are 
densely developed with infrastructure including utilities, improved roads, office 
buildings, barracks, gas stations, eateries, residential housing, and other 
common urban structures.  Cantonment areas also have training 
infrastructure, such as small arms ranges, physical training facilities, LAAF, 
etc. Infrastructure in training areas includes 120 miles of improved tank trails, 
83 live fire ranges, 34 artillery/mortar firing points, tracked vehicle staging 
areas, Forward Operating Bases, mock training villages, and other training 
support facilities. Collectively, there is over 36 million square feet of 
infrastructure on Fort Benning.  


 


2.2.5.2. Significant Considerations 
 


There are significant infrastructure considerations that relate to encroachment 
and subsequently ACUB implementation.  Fort Benning is bounded to the 
west by the major metropolitan area of Columbus, GA and Phenix City, AL as 
well as the fast growing suburb of Fort Mitchel, AL immediately outside the 
entrance to Fort Benning on the Alabama side of the Installation.  The 
northern edge of the Installation is made up of suburban residential 
communities in close proximity to the boundary. Nearby major thoroughfares, 
including US HWY 80 towards Macon, GA, US HWY 280 towards Albany, 
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GA, and State HWY 165 towards Eufaula, AL, create ideal scenarios for 
further urban and suburban development of those corridors as sprawl from 
major metropolitan areas encroaches outward from population centers. 
 


Dramatic infrastructure development ($3.5B) on Fort Benning, resulting from 


2005 BRAC and subsequent MCoE Transformation, when combined with 


environmental compliance and ESA requirements, has further exacerbated 


saturation, encroachment, and incompatibility issues on the Installation.  


Congress approved funding and Fort Benning explored opportunities to 


acquire up to 82K acres of additional training lands via the Training Land 


Expansion Program (TLEP) to mitigate these issues.  However, based on 


analysis and subsequent public review and comment, a decision was made to 


not pursue acquisition of additional training lands (Federal Register, 2016). 


 


One example of a major infrastructure project which highlights the saturation 


issue was the BRAC/MCoE project to upgrade and construct approximately 


120 miles of roads and tank trails.  A portion of that effort was focused on 


facilitating the Army Reconnaissance Course (ARC) in the Southern 


Maneuver Training Area (SMTA).  As a result of consultation with USFWS, 


and subsequent issuance of the MCoE Jeopardy Biological Opinion (BO), the 


heavy maneuver component of ARC Training occurring in the SMTA had to 


be moved off-Post within five years as a non-discretionary condition of the 


Reasonable and Prudent Alternatives (USFWS, 2009).   


 


Based on TLEP being eliminated as an option and the deactivation of 3rd 


Brigade, Fort Benning conducted a Biological Assessment (BA) (Enhanced 


Training BA) that included an assessment of the impact of migrating the 


heavy maneuver component of the ARC out of the SMTA to an alternate 


location on Fort Benning instead of off-Post (Berger, 2015).  Formal 


consultation with the USFWS resulted in a Biological Opinion (BO) agreeing 


with the move of that part of the ARC training to the Good Hope Maneuver 


Training Area (GHMTA), as it contained no RCWs and virtually no RCW 


habitat.  The ARC heavy maneuver component was subsequently moved to 


the GHMTA where other heavy off-road maneuver training is already 


occurring (USFWS, 2015). Even in this situation where construction of the 


SMTA was able to occur, the ESA compliance issues that required the 


training to ultimately be moved elsewhere, highlight the challenges of 


effectively facilitating mission requirements in Fort Benning’s saturated 


landscape.   
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2.2.6. Information 
 


2.2.6.1. General Description of the information that is relevant to  
understanding Fort Benning’s encroachment/incompatible 
development picture and ACUB implementation  


 
Incompatible land use in close proximity to Fort Benning is a primary concern 
as population growth continues to encroach upon the boundary of the 
Installation.  Census data and estimates from 2010 and 2015 indicate that the 
population in neighboring counties grew 8% on average (Census.gov, 2016).  
Nearly all of that growth was to the north and west of Fort Benning, in Georgia 
and Alabama, with populations relatively stable or declining to the east and 
south of the Installation in Georgia. 
   
Environmental compliance, which primarily relate to ESA requirements and 
other TER-S considerations, is a significant limiting factor to current and 
future military operations on Fort Benning.  Other environmental requirements 
that threaten or impact Mission relate to air quality, water quality and the 
noise environment.   
 
Fort Benning recognizes regional considerations related to nonattainment for 
air quality and ensures all prescribed burning is conducted in accordance with 
applicable Federal, state, and local air quality laws and regulations (Benning, 
2016a).  As a result, Fort Benning complies with the requirements to control 
smoke pollution and suspends prescribed fire activities during summer 
months when air quality conditions approach or exceed nonattainment 
thresholds.    
 
Wetlands have been negatively impacted in the region due to development 
and other factors; therefore, impacts to wetlands on Post can require 
mitigation, usually by off-post means.   
 
Operational noise may impact incompatible land uses off the Installation.  
Beginning in 2004, Fort Benning required that a Brigade or Regiment 
Commander or above authorize night-time firing of weapons .50 caliber or 
greater between 12:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. (Benning, 2004)  Also training 
events are posted on the Fort Benning website to notify the community of 
potential operational noise timeframes.  Additional noise issues are 
addressed in the Operational Noise Management Plan (Benning, 2014).  
There are likely additional unknown environmental compliance issues that 
could also impact existing and future mission readiness and training 
requirements.   
 
The JLUS program also seeks to limit incompatible land uses off and on the 
Installation.  JLUS allows the Army to team up with local governments and the 
community to prevent or reduce some incompatible land uses, especially 
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zoning that may involve noise concerns.  Georgia has a law, OCGA 36-66-6, 
that requires local government to provide a military installation an opportunity 
to comment on any rezoning within 3000 feet of its boundary or near a military 
airport.  However, JLUS is not adequate to provide long-term buffering for 
incompatible land uses, and it is not suited to obtaining additional TER-S 
habitat and management off-Post; a robust ACUB program is necessary to 
meet those goals. 
 
A landscape level approach to ecosystem restoration of the Fort Benning 
ACUB landscape has the potential to prove to be invaluable with respect to 
addressing both current and future incompatible development and 
environmental compliance encroachment on Fort Benning’s readiness and 
training requirements.  The larger the landscape that can be conserved off-
Post the greater the opportunity there will be to sustain current and future 
training requirements on Fort Benning without any net loss to mission. 


 
2.2.6.2. Significant Considerations that relate to encroachment/ACUB 


       implementation 
 


 Incompatible Development, encroachment along Installation 
Boundaries:  
 


o North and west boundaries: Much of the acreage in close 
proximity to the north and west boundaries of the Installation, in 
Georgia and Alabama, has already been developed and is 
beyond a point at which there would be additional opportunities 
for ACUB protection to provide any buffering value.  However, 
there are a few remaining lands immediately adjacent to Fort 
Benning’s western boundary in Alabama which are a high 
priority for protection to mitigate any further incompatible urban 
development on the boundary. 
 


o South boundary: There is still a significant opportunity to 
continue to protect lands south of Post from being converted to 
uses which are incompatible with the Military mission.  Adjacent 
lands on the southern boundary between Riverbend Road, the 
Chattahoochee River, and the Fort Benning boundary are 
another high priority as incompatible land uses, including 
commercial development and use, are encroaching on mission 
Requirements. 


 


o East boundary: Neighboring and nearby lands on the eastern 
boundary remain as relatively large in-tact parcels, are in a 
primarily rural landscape with lower property values, and many 
of the properties retain high ecological and conservation value 
which are capable of offsetting environmental compliance 
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impacts to Fort Benning’s mission requirements.  Many of these 
lands are subject to increasing development or land use 
conversion.  Effective collaboration and the combining of 
resources from, Federal, State, and non-governmental 
organization (NGO) partners to facilitate effective protection and 
management of high value conservation lands east of the 
Installation will not only lessen the impacts of incompatible land 
use but also provide real opportunities to reduce impacts of 
environmental compliance on Fort Benning’s mission.  In 
addition, efforts will be mutually beneficial to the missions of 
Partner agencies and organizations.  Fort Benning’s ACUB 
program provides a tangible opportunity to mitigate 
encroachment issues which limit or restrict training, necessary 
infrastructure developments on Post, major Military Construction 
(MILCON) projects, and any unforeseen future requirements 
and impacts. 


 


 Environmental Compliance Encroachment Issues: 
 


o Red-Cockaded Woodpecker (RCW) — Fort Benning currently 
exists as the only property which supports recovery of the “Fort 
Benning Primary Core Recovery Population” for the RCW as 
designated by the USFWS in the RCW Recovery Plan.  The 
installation  is therefore legally bound by the ESA to protect, 
enhance, and restore adequate amounts of mature pine 
dominated forests to perpetually support a minimum of 351 
Potential Breeding Groups (PBG’s) of RCW’s (USFWS, 2014).  
Demographic monitoring on the Installation has determined that 
at least 382 manageable RCW clusters are needed to meet this 
mandated minimum requirement.  Ideally, 420 clusters and 80K 
acres of mature pine dominated stands would be maintained to 
buffer against natural stochastic events to ensure that minimum 
goal is sustained over the long term.  
 


o Biological Opinions (BO’s) 
 


 1994 BO (Jeopardy): 
 


o Determined that military training and related 
management activities at Fort Benning were likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of the RCW on Fort 
Benning. 
 


 2002 Endangered Species Management Plan (ESMP) BO: 
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o USFWS approval of RCW ESMP for future RCW 
management strategy, implemented 1996 Army RCW 
Guidelines, and relieved Fort Benning of Jeopardy 
Opinion issued in 1994 BO.  
 


 2004 Digital Multipurpose Range Complex (DMPRC) BO: 
 


o Facilitated construction of 1,800 acre DMPRC which 
resulted in incidental take of 8 RCW clusters and 
required significant monitoring and reporting 
requirements for over a decade. 


o Required management and monitoring of 11 RCW 
groups within the A-20 dudded impact area which is 
ongoing.   
 


 2007 Base Realignment and Closure BO: 
 


o Established reasonable and prudent measures for 
endangered species management/monitoring and the 
management of their habitat for implementation of BRAC 
actions on Fort Benning.  
 


 2009 Maneuver Center of Excellence BO (Jeopardy): 
 


o Established off-Post RCW Conservation Plan as an 
Army proposed Conservation Measure which 
established the need for Fort Benning ACUB. 


o Facilitated MCoE Transformation and resulted in 
incidental take of 89 RCW clusters and required 
significant monitoring and reporting requirements, some 
of which are still ongoing. 


o Required heavy maneuver training for Army 
Reconnaissance Course (ARC) to be moved off-Post in 
5 years.  


o Required management and monitoring of an additional 
36 RCW groups in the A-20 dudded impact area. 
 


 2014 Endangered Species Management Component BO: 
 


o Implemented the 2007 Army RCW Guidelines which 
provides incremental “unprotection” and reduced training 
restrictions in RCW clusters based on population 
recovery thresholds. 
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 2015 Enhanced Training BO: 
 


o Facilitated deactivation of 3rd Brigade/3rd Infantry 
Division and activation of Task Force 1/28. 


o Facilitated relocation of ARC maneuver training to Good 
Hope Maneuver Training Area (GHMTA) instead of off-
Post. 


o Improvements to maneuver areas in GHMTA. 
o Removed incidental take on 30 RCW Clusters.  


 
o Gopher Tortoise — Over 8,200 gopher tortoise burrows have 


been identified on Fort Benning.  A likely robust, but of unknown 
density, population of tortoises occurs in the Kilo 15 Dudded 
Impact Area as well. These burrows are scattered across the 
Installation with the largest concentrations near the eastern 
boundary.  Since the gopher tortoise is classified as a 
“warranted but precluded” candidate species under the ESA, 
Fort Benning is an active participant with the Gopher Tortoise 
Council and is cooperating with the Candidate Conservation 
Agreement and Army Guidelines terms.  Self-imposed training 
restrictions are already in place on Fort Benning.  Fort 
Benning’s Range and Terrain regulation prohibits digging and 
off-road vehicular traffic within 50 feet of any gopher tortoise 
burrow, marked or unmarked (MCoE, 2016). 
 


o Other Threatened and Endangered Species – Bald eagle, 
American alligator, relict trillium, Georgia rockcress, shiny-rayed 
pocketbook mussel and their associated habitat, some of which 
remains designated as critical, are also relevant (Benning, 
2016a).    


 
o At-Risk Species — The USFWS continues to receive petitions 


for species to be listed and there are no signs suggesting this 
trend will slow.  Many of these species are associated with the 
longleaf pine ecosystem.  At present five species known to 
occur on Fort Benning, as well as ACUB lands, (eastern 
diamondback rattlesnake, alligator snapping turtle, gopher frog, 
Florida pine snake and southern hog-nosed snake) are under 
listing consideration by the USFWS.  Listing of any species 
known to occur on Fort Benning would likely degrade mission.   
 


o Other threats – In addition to TER-S, other environmental 
compliance issues related to air and water quality, noise and 
smoke exist.  In addition, carbon pollution, climate change, 
particulate matter, and other yet unidentified environmental 
impacts have the potential to create detrimental impacts to Fort 
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Benning’s mission.  Protection and management of off-Post 
lands can be invaluable with respect to offsetting both known 
and unknown environmental compliance issues via restoration 
and management of suitable ecosystems.  


 
2.2.7. Physical environment 


 


2.2.7.1. General Description 
 


Fort Benning is in many ways at a physical, ecological, and historical 
crossroads. Its natural resources are shaped by intersections of geology, 
climate, ecology, and history.  Fort Benning’s location in relation to the Fall 
Line results in overlapping diversity of Piedmont and Coastal Plain habitats 
and the associated occurrence of ecotonal plant and animal communities.   
 
Fire-maintained uplands are dominated by southern yellow pines with fire 
dependent oaks and off-site fire intolerant hardwoods intermixed in addition to 
some upland hardwood areas.  Bottomlands are dominated by mid to late 
succession hardwoods.  Transitional mid-slope forests encompass a diverse 
mix of upland and bottomland species.   
 
This effect is not limited to terrestrial communities, but also is reflected in the 
physical features and biotic composition of the streams that pass through or 
arise within the installation. Most streams found within the installation drain 
southerly into the Chattahoochee River through Upatoi Creek on the Georgia 
side and Uchee Creek on the Alabama side. The proximity of Fort Benning to 
the Piedmont, Fall Line Sandhills, Coastal Plain and the Chattahoochee River 
increases the diversity of streams within the Installation. Fort Benning 
contains two basic soil provinces on: the Georgia Sandhills and the Southern 
Coastal Plains.  
 
The Georgia Sandhills is a narrow belt of deep sandy soils with rolling to hilly 
topography. These soils are primarily derived from marine sands, loams, and 
clays. South of the Sandhills are the Southern Coastal Plain soils, which are 
divided into nearly level to rolling valleys and gently sloping to steep uplands. 
Southern Coastal Plain soils in this area have a loamy or sandy surface layer 
and loamy or clayey subsoil (Cooperative Extension Service 1993).  Many of 
these soils are highly erodible. 


 
2.2.7.2. Significant Considerations 


 
Management of uplands as fire maintained southern yellow pine forests can 
create multiple encroachment issues.  As Fort Benning manages the 
landscape towards Desired Future Conditions, centered on restoration of the 
Longleaf Pine Ecosystem, TER-S populations continue to thrive which can 
significantly contribute to internal encroachment due to environmental 
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compliance.  Additionally, smoke management issues related to Rx fire 
continue to become more challenging as population centers also continue to 
grow and expand.  As population growth edges air quality towards 
nonattainment, more restrictions on Rx burning may occur. 


 


2.2.8. Time 
 


2.2.8.1. General Description 
 


Temporal considerations for Fort Benning’s ACUB program include near term, 
long term, and perpetual timelines.  Near term timelines primarily relate to 
mitigating encroachment on currently known and projected mission 
requirements. Long term timelines relate to mitigating environmental 
compliance requirements related to current ESA-listed species’ recovery and 
species proposed for listing which do and can impact known, projected, and 
anticipated mission requirements.  


 


2.2.8.2. Significant Considerations 
 


Near term land protection will be key to stalling incompatible land use and 
protecting sufficient high conservation value acreage to provide longer term 
ecosystem service benefits required to sustain and enhance mission training 
and readiness.  While the RCW Recovery Plan estimates that RCW’s will be 
downlisted by the year 2050 and delisted by 2075, significant work is still 
required across the range if that goal is to be realized (USFWS, 2003).  Army 
Force Restructuring, pending and future BRAC actions, and the Army 2025 – 
2050 strategic plan will all be important considerations moving forward. 
 


3. Fort Benning Encroachment: Background and Strategic Context 


3.1. Mission 


The Fort Benning Maneuver Center of Excellence provides trained, agile, and 


adaptive Soldiers and Leaders ready to operate across the range of military 


operations; develops doctrine and capabilities for the Maneuver Force and the 


individual Soldier; and provides world-class quality of life for our Soldiers, Civilians, 


and Army Families to ensure our Army’s Maneuver Forces are fully prepared to “Win 


in a Complex World.” 
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3.1.1. Major Units 


3.1.1.1. MCoE – 199th ABOLC/IBOLC/MCCC/OCS. 


3.1.1.2. Infantry – 198th IN OSUT; ARTB 1-507th/RTB. 


3.1.1.3. Armor – 194th AR; 316th CAV. 


3.1.1.4. Tenant – 14th CSH; 75th Rangers; AMU; TF1-28th. 


3.1.1.5. Other – WHINSEC, WTC/NGB, MEDDAC, DHS, DoDEA  


3.1.2. Overview of Encroachment Challenges to Mission 


3.1.2.1. Training and Ecosystem Management in close proximity to 
boundary – Incompatible land use. 


 Off-Post civilian firing ranges with SDZ encroachment onto the 
Installation 


 Wildfires escaping Installation boundaries 


 Railroad right of ways dissecting Fort Benning 


 Prescribed fire smoke management issues 


 Noise complaints from neighboring landowners related to range 
firing and airspace operations. 


3.1.2.2. Insufficient Mounted Maneuver Areas –Environmental compliance. 


 Armor School POIs require 40K contiguous acres of off-road heavy 
maneuver area.   Generally limited to less than 5K acres for 
unrestricted operations.  There is an opportunity to provide 
approximately 10K acres, but no more under current conditions 
(USAEC, 2016). 


 Of the 10K available acres in Good Hope Maneuver Training Area 
(GHMTA) only 3K acres can currently be utilized for off-road heavy 
maneuver training, due to erosion/wetland/stream concerns, 
slopes and other safety issues, and acres in need of timber 
removal. 


 Repetitive off-road heavy maneuver use of upland sites, not in 
GHMTA, is generally prohibited to avoid destruction of current and 
potential future endangered species habitat. 
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 Nearly all currently delineated maneuver areas are encroached 
upon in some manner.  Encroachment on light maneuver land can 
generally be overcome to meet training requirements; however,  
with the exception of GHMTA, environmental compliance and 
especially ESA compliance (USFWS, 2009; USFWS, 2014) 
significantly restricts off-road heavy maneuver on the Installation to 
less than 5K acres (Benning, 2017). 


 Biological Assessments and subsequent Consultations with 
USFWS on RCW impacts in Southern Maneuver Training Area 
(SMTA) resulted in heavy maneuver component of ARC being 
move to GHMTA (11K acres above) and limited all other heavy 
maneuver training to 25’ on either side of the tank trail in the 
Northern Maneuver Training Area (NMTA).  


 Voluntarily imposed gopher Tortoise considerations restrict off-
road maneuver within 50’ of any burrow per the Fort Benning 
Range and Terrain Regulation.  


3.1.2.3. Hastings Range utilization – Incompatible land use and 
environmental compliance. 


 Noise concerns associated with range being located immediately 
adjacent to the Installation boundary.. 


 Significant likelihood of ESA violation restricted firing on multiple 
stationary targets and movers at Hastings Range resulting from 
down range impacts to RCW clusters in line with those targets. 


3.1.2.4. New range/training infrastructure construction – Incompatible land 
use and environmental compliance. 


 High density population of endangered RCW’s in existing suitable 
habitat results in habitat being deficient in many instances, based 
on guidelines, which significantly increases numbers of incidental 
takes and limits training and construction actions. 


 Required construction has been eliminated outright as an option or 
adjusted in a manner which resulted in increased costs and/or loss 
in mission capability due to required adjustments based on mission 
analysis, avoidance and minimization for ESA compliance, 
subsequent monitoring and other considerations. 


3.1.2.5. Airspace Operations – Incompatible land use. 


 Airborne School and Fryar Drop Zone (DZ) dealing with urban 
development on boundary. 
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 Lawson Army Airfield (LAAF) runway approach requires 
undeveloped or otherwise compatible landscape. 


 Air Force bombing raids into Kilo 15 Impact Area requires rural or 
otherwise compatible landscape on approach. 


3.1.2.6. Sustainable Ecosystem Management – Incompatible land use and 
environmental compliance.  


 High density populations of endangered RCW’s  confined only to 
existing suitable habitat can result in habitat being deficient based 
on RCW recovery guidelines and limit sustainable forest 
management actions without issuance of incidental take. 


 Failure to implement sustainable forest management actions could 
impact sustainability of landscape to support mission training 
requirements and potentially impede recovery of listed species. 


 Incompatible land uses and air quality regulations can restrict Rx 
burning opportunities by narrowing prescription windows which 
would otherwise allow for smoke and safety issues to be effectively 
mitigated. 


3.1.2.7. FTX, STX, dismounted maneuver – Environmental compliance. 


 Training limited as a result of restrictions within a 200 foot buffer 
around “protected” RCW clusters (Army, 2007; USFWS 2014; 
Benning, 2016)). 


 In “unprotected” RCW clusters, refueling points, generators, smoke 
generators, smoke pots, and mechanical digging are not approved 
within 200 feet of unprotected cavity trees (Army, 2007) unless 
authorized by the Fort Benning RCW ESMC (Benning, 2016). 


 


3.2. Mission Changes; Past, Present, and Future 
 
3.2.1. Past Mission 


 
Camp Benning was established in 1918 to provide basic training for WWI units 
and in 1919 was designated as Fort Benning.  From 1919 to present, Fort 
Benning has served as home of the Infantry School.    Since 1940, Fort Benning 
has also served as home of the Airborne School.  Fort Benning has long 
provided initial entry training for enlisted Soldiers and Officers alike and has a 
long tradition of combined arms training and forward thinking (Benning, 2016a). 
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3.2.2. Present Mission 
 


With the BRAC 2005 decision made by Congress, Fort Benning began transition 
to the Maneuver Center of Excellence.  Beginning in 2009, the Armor School 
from Fort Knox, KY, moved to Fort Benning, and by 2011 both the Infantry and 
Armor Schools were fully operational on Fort Benning with functional 
reorganization to the MCoE fully completed in 2013.  Fort Benning serves over 
120K personnel annually and trains approximately 35% of all new Soldiers in the 
Army and all Infantry and Armor Lieutenants, Captains, and Non-commissioned 
Officers.  On average there are 125 daily training missions on Fort Benning and 
over 38 million rounds fired annually, more than any other Installation.  Fort 
Benning fires more than twice as many rounds as the next highest Installation.     


 
3.2.3. Future Mission 


 
3.2.3.1. Near Term 


 
In the near term, Fort Benning will continue to enhance its present mission 
capabilities and ensure Soldiers are provided with a realistic training 
environment and realistic training scenarios.  In order to do so, Fort Benning 
must continue to identify tangible scenarios in a manner which can effectively 
mitigate the multiple and complicated saturated landscape, incompatible land 
use, and encroachment issues which impact mission readiness and training 
requirements.  The most pressing goals in the near term are; 1. Increase the 
quantity and quality of off-road heavy maneuver training areas on the 
installation; 2. Continue to increase RCW Baseline Habitat and protect gopher 
tortoise habitat off-Post to increase flexibility of military operations and 
infrastructure requirements; 3.  Eliminate and/or prevent incompatible land 
use immediately adjacent to Fort Benning’s boundary; and 4. Increase the 
quantity of target options for tank gunnery training (AEC, 2014; AEC, 2016; 
Benning, 2016a; Benning, 2017).  


 
3.2.3.2. Long Term 


 
What the long term future mission of Fort Benning will look like has a great 
degree of uncertainty.  What is certain is that whatever the mission is, there 
will be encroachment on those future mission requirements as Fort Benning 
continues to be the anchor of an urban community and an oasis of 
sustainably managed natural resources which are necessary to sustain 
mission requirements.  Ensuring that Fort Benning does not become the only 
sustainable natural system in the region will be key to mitigating 
encroachment on future mission requirements.  Buffering Fort Benning from 
incompatible land uses and promoting intact sustainable natural systems in 
the region must be a priority to protect and sustain mission capability.  
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3.3. ACUB actions to address encroachment 2006-2017 
 
3.3.1. Original Approved Priority Areas from 2006 ACUB Proposal 


There were six ACUB Priority Areas (PAs) described in the 2006 ACUB 
proposal and five of those PAs were approved as working areas by ACSIM 
(Figure 3-1). The sixth PA was a “southern rural buffer” area south of Fort 
Benning that was considered the lowest priority for the ACUB Program at that 
time and was dropped. The remaining five PAs provided opportunities to prevent 
or divert encroachment and incompatible land use, and/or to protect, secure, or 
restore habitat that will ultimately benefit Fort Benning’s training mission.  The 
five PAs were described and ranked as follows: 


PA1: Northeastern Buffer with Fall-Line Habitat - This PA was identified as the 
highest priority and represents the intersection of the No-Development Zone 
with the northeast Fall-Line corridor.  Proximity to Hastings Range, potential for 
development associated with the Fall Line Freeway, and Fall Line habitat 
potential to expand RCW habitat off-Post combined to make it high priority.  
Noise Zones (Zone III, Zone II) also exceeded the Fort Benning boundary in this 
PA to include the Noise Land Use Planning Zone and Noise Complaint Risk 
Areas which expand well in to this PA.  If significant conservation targets exist, 
the probability for conservation-partner funding was high as well due to mutual 
interests within the PA. 
 


PA2: Western Buffer with RCW Habitat - This PA was also high priority, and 
represents the intersection of the No-Development Zone with the western RCW 
corridor.  Opportunity to expand RCW habitat off-post, potential for development 
associated with Phenix City and Fort Mitchell, AL, and proximity to Lawson field 
combine to make it high priority.  Probability of success in expanding RCW 
habitat off-Post was identified as lower than #1, due to contiguous habitat 
requirements of RCWs and less partner interest. 
 
PA3: Northern Noise Buffer - This PA was high priority due to its association 
with Hastings Range, Ruth Range, potential future ranges, other training 
activities, and its rapidly-developing status.  With a few notable exceptions, it 
lacked broad habitat significance and in some cases may have been too-far 
developed already.  Much of it was already a smoke-sensitive area.  High land 
values make this a high-cost area for purchasing land interests. 
 
PA4: Fall Line Habitat Corridor (northeast of PA1) - This PA was primarily of 
conservation significance, offering opportunities to secure Gopher Tortoise 
viability, watershed protection, and other conservation targets.  Similar to PA1, 
PA4 also ranked high due to significant funding leverage available from 
conservation partners interested in protecting plant communities in the area. 
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PA5: RCW Habitat Corridor (west of PA2) - This PA was primarily of 
conservation significance as it offered further opportunity to expand RCW 
habitat (and other mature-pine habitat conservation targets) off-post.  It was also 
included because of significant funding leverage available from conservation 
partners interested in protecting and connecting such habitat throughout east-
central Alabama.  It ranks lower than #4 because probability of success in 
expanding RCW habitat off-Post was lower than PA1 and PA2 due to 
contiguous habitat requirements of RCWs. 
 


Figure 3-1:  2006 Original ACUB Priority Areas (Includes properties highlighted in red 


which were and remain privately protected).  


3.3.2. Changes to ACUB Priority Areas 2010-2017 
 


In 2010, Fort Benning re-examined the PAs and discussed reprioritization during 
the 2010 ACUB Biennial Review (USAEC, 2010). The Biennial Review team 
determined there was a need to elevate the importance of protecting RCW 
habitat via the ACUB program.  This also occurred as an outcome of the MCoE 
planning and consultation with USFWS.  Therefore, PA1 and PA4 were 
combined to create PA1. The original PA2 remained the same as shown in 
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Figure 3-1. The original PA3 was renamed PA4, and PA5 was renamed PA3. 
The overall number of PAs decreased from 5 to 4 as described below. 
 


PA1: Northeastern Encroachment Buffer and Habitat Conservation for 


Endangered Species - Provided a noise, air quality, safety and watershed buffer 


adjacent to multiple ranges and maneuver areas and extended out to 


encompass future potential RCW habitat, the protection of which could result in 


increased baseline acreage for RCW recovery and would eventually support 


RCW potential breeding groups. PA1 was assigned the highest priority and has 


been the focus for land protection efforts since that time. 


 


PA2: Western Encroachment Buffer with RCW Habitat - Provided a noise, air 


quality, safety and watershed buffer on the Alabama side of the Installation and 


a possible opportunity to expand RCW habitat off-post.  PA2 was assigned the 


third highest priority.  


 


PA3: RCW Habitat Corridor (West of PA2) - Provides possible RCW habitat off-


post in Alabama and was assigned the lowest priority. 


 


PA4: Northern Noise and Habitat Buffer - Provides a noise, air quality, safety 


and watershed buffer buffer for Hastings Range, Ruth Range, the Oscar Small 


Arms Range Complex, potential future ranges, and other training activities. PA 4 


was assigned the second highest priority. 
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   Figure 3-2: Changes to ACUB Priority Areas 2010-2017 
 


3.3.3. Encroachment Solutions 2006-2017 
 


The primary encroachment issues for Fort Benning include incompatible 
development outside the Installation boundaries (external) and environmental 
compliance on the Installation (internal) from ESA listed Threatened and 
Endangered Species (RCW, Relict Trillium, etc), At-Risk Species (Gopher 
Tortoise) and water/wetlands. These encroachment issues, in addition to noise, 
air quality, safety and watershed buffering, have been recognized as priority 
objectives for Fort Benning’s ACUB Program since its inception in 2006. In order 
to achieve solutions (or benefits) to mitigate impacts of encroachment to the 
mission via the ACUB Program, land protection acreage goals were set and 
have been periodically revised overtime for the identified Priority Areas. Table 3-
1 summarizes the encroachment type and goals from 2006 to 2017, which were 
revised thru ACUB Program Reviews.  The rationale and justifications are more 
fully addressed in the ACUB Program Review Reports from 2010, 2012 and 
2014.  
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   Table 3-1: ACUB Encroachment Solution Summary, 2006-2017 
Encroachment 


Type/Objective 
Years: 2006-2010 Years: 2010-2014 Years: 2014-2017 


 
Acreage 


Goal 


Protection 


Type 


Acreage 


Goal 


Protection 


Type* 


Acreage 


Goal 


Protection 


Type* 


Incompatible 


Development 


Buffer 


15,000 
100% CE 


PA1, 2, 3 
10,000 


Fee if 


overlaps 


with RCW 


objective, 


otherwise 


CE 


PA1, 2, 4 


15,000 


Fee if 


overlaps with 


RCW 


objective, 


otherwise CE 


PA1, 2, 4 


RCW 
25,000 


 


20% Fee 


80% CE 


PA1, 4 


30,000 


80% Fee 


20% CE 


(dispersal 


habitat) 


PA1, 4 


30,000 


80% Fee 


20% CE 


(dispersal 


habitat) 


PA1, 4 


Gopher 


Tortoise 


3,000 


 


20% Fee 


80% CE 


PA1, 4 


Acreage 


undefined 


80% Fee 


20% CE 


(dispersal 


habitat) 


PA1, 4 


Acreage 


undefined 


80% Fee 


20% CE 


(dispersal 


habitat) 


PA1, 4 


Watershed -- -- 
Acreage 


undefined 


80% Fee 


20% CE 


(dispersal 


habitat) 


PA1, 4 


Acreage 


undefined 


80% Fee 


20% CE 


(dispersal 


habitat) 


PA1, 4 


Approximate 


Acreage Goal 
43,000  40,000  44,000  


* Based on revised priority area boundaries see maps above. CE = Conservation Easement.  Fee = Fee 


Simple ownership by ACUB partner. 
 


In 2010, particular emphasis was given to RCW conservation and recovery due 


to significant anticipated impacts to the RCW population on Fort Benning related 


to internal encroachment from the development of the Maneuver Center of 


Excellence (MCoE, relocation of the Armor School from Ft Knox to Ft Benning). 


Fort Benning accelerated its ACUB Program as a “Conservation Measure,” 


described in the 2009 MCoE Jeopardy Biological Opinion (JBO) issued by the 


USFWS. The Off-Post RCW Conservation Plan, included in the 2016 Fort 


Benning INRMP was initially developed in 2010 as a part of the Biennial ACUB 
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Program review and resulted in the following calculation being developed to set 


an acreage goal for RCW conservation efforts via the ACUB program:  


 Lower site index on ACUB habitats would require 200 acres of per cluster.  


 Estimated 30 of 90 incidental takes from DMPRC/BRAC/MCoE actions 
could actually be lost.  


 Estimated 70 clusters for RCW recovery buffer/training flexibility for 
current or future mission requirements.  


 100 clusters x 200 acres = 20,000 acres 


 Assume 25% non-RCW habitat (5,000 acres).  


 20,000+5000= 25,000 acres  


 Establish 5,000 acres for linkage/functionality.  


 25,000+5,000 = 30,000 acres (ACUB target) 
  


3.3.4. Progress/Results from ACUB Program through FY17 
 


 ACUB Land Protection: Total ACUB Protected = 27,324 acres as 
tabulated in Table 3-2 and Appendix A.  The acreages identified in the 
table for RCWs and gopher tortoises are stacked acres, e.g. the 8,000+ 
GT Acres are not additive to the RCW Acres. 


 Future ACUB land Protections: Total protected ACUB acreage and 
proposed FY 18-23 ACUB land protections are shown in Figure 3-3. 


        
       Table 3-2:  Acreage of ACUB Protected Lands and TER-S habitat through FY17 


 


 Environmental Compliance Benefits achieved through FY17 
 >30 Miles of watershed/streams protected 
 ~16,000 acres RCW potential habitat protected 
 ~1,000 acres gopher tortoise (GT) habitat protected 
 >15,000 acres enhanced via ecosystem management by TNC and 


GADNR through efforts to restore, enhance and maintain a longleaf 
pine ecosystem on Fee Simple Protected ACUB lands under their 
ownership and management (Figure 3-4) 


 


 Incompatible Buffer Benefits achieved through FY17 
 Wildfire protection as a result of prescribed fire reducing fuel loads  
 >10 miles of adjacent installation boundary buffered   
 ~3,264 ac protected within noise zones and noise complaint risk zones 
 ~15,000 ac of air space protected in the MOA and low altitude 


approach to the K15 Dudded Impact Area. 


Protection Type Total Acres RCW Acres GT Acres 


Fee 21,938 13,000+ 8,000+ 


Conservation 
Easements 


5,386 2,900+ 1,900+ 


Total 27,324 15,900+ 9,900+ 
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 Regulatory Offsets & Credits achieved through FY17 
 $7.6M in wetland and stream credits were made available to facilitate 


BRAC/MCoE Construction projects as a result of ACUB. 
 The first 8,884 acres of potential future RCW habitat (on CFLWMA) 


have been recognized by the USFWS and are now considered part of 
Fort Benning’s total baseline RCW habitat.  This represents an 
increase of over 10% of existing RCW habitat associated with the 
RCW population on Fort Benning.  All 8,884 acres is considered future 
potential RCW habitat and a forest inventory completed in 2017 will 
identify some of the habitat as suitable or potentially suitable habitat.  
This results in fewer acres within the Installation boundary being 
needed to support recovery of the Fort Benning RCW recovery 
population; therefore more land can be made available for mission 
purposes without corresponding RCW restrictions. 


 Fort Benning and ACUB partners initiated a collaborative effort on 
development of a compensatory mitigation plan for RCWs and gopher 
tortoises in 2017 
 


 
Figure 3-3: Fort Benning ACUB Historical Land Protection and proposed FY18-FY23 
Actions. 
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Figure 3-4: Fort Benning ACUB Prescribed Fire and Ecosystem Restoration Efforts, 
2009-2016. 


4. 2018 Fort Benning Encroachment Assessment 


4.1. Existing Encroachment 


4.1.1. Existing Restricted Activities and Encroachment threat 
 


The training, testing, operations, and mission support activities listed below are 
impacted by encroachment from incompatible land uses and/or environmental 
compliance on Fort Benning (USAEC, 2010, USAEC, 2012; USAEC, 2014; 
USAEC, 2016; Benning, 2016a; Benning, 2017). 


 
4.1.1.1. Training, Testing, and Operations 


 


 Ground Disturbance – Large Scale: Environmental compliance.   


 Ground Disturbance – Small Scale:  Environmental compliance.   
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 Ground Maneuver – Dismounted: Incompatible land use and 
Environmental compliance.   


 Ground Maneuver – Mounted: Environmental compliance.   


 Live Fire – Small Arms & Large Caliber: Incompatible land use and 
Environmental compliance.   


 Live Fire – Artillery: Incompatible land use and Environmental 
compliance.  


 Live Fire – Air to Ground: Incompatible land use.  
 


4.1.1.2. Mission Support Activities 
 


 Clearing Vegetation – Range & Species Management: 
Environmental compliance.   


 Prescribed Fire: Incompatible land use & Environmental 
compliance  


 Construction – Range and Range Infrastructure: Environmental 
compliance.  


 


4.1.2. Summary of Existing Encroachment and Causes 
 


 In relation to the most significantly impacted activities addressed 
above, training has been shut down, reduced, and/or prevented; 
ranges and targetry have been closed, restricted, and/or precluded 
from being built; off-road heavy maneuver training has been 
restricted, relocated, and/or outright excluded in some training 
areas; new construction and infrastructure improvements have 
been condensed, eliminated from consideration, and/or put on hold 
indefinitely; and timber management and forest stand improvement 
actions for ecosystem management have been restricted and/or 
curtailed.  A summary of the specific causes of encroachment is 
listed below for each activity.  These existing encroachment issues 
will continue to be relevant to Fort Benning and will need to be 
addressed for decades into the future and perpetually in some 
instances. 


 
4.1.2.1. Incompatible Land Use Encroachment  


 


 Ground maneuver – Dismounted: DPTMS has identified private 
railroads and the existing right of ways (ROW) as incompatible 
encroachment (USAEC, 2016). 


 Prescribed Fire for Species Management: Primary issues are 
related to smoke management for prescribed fires.  As the air 
quality region continues to be at risk of classification of non-
attainment, prescribed fire is also at risk of being restricted.  Urban 
development near the Installation exacerbates the smoke 
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management challenges.  In addition, prescribed fires and wildfires 
which escape from the Installation boundary onto neighboring 
lands, particularly on the east boundary of the Installation near 
ranges and training areas including Hastings, Kilo 15 dudded 
impact area and the Darby phase of Range School, create 
undesirable interactions with private landowners and additional 
costs for Fort Benning. 


 Live Fire – Small Arms and Large Caliber: Noise complaints from 
small arms ranges on the northern boundary have resulted in 
undesirable interactions with private landowners, constrain some 
firing times, and additional mitigation costs for Fort Benning. 


 Live Fire — Artillery and Air to Ground: Noise complaints from 
artillery fire on the big gun ranges and low altitude approach to the 
K15 Dudded Impact Area has resulted in undesirable interactions 
with private landowners and additional costs for Fort Benning. 


 
4.1.2.2. Environmental Compliance Encroachment 


 


 Ground Disturbance – Large Scale: Nearly all upland sites in 
training areas where mechanized earth moving, for training and/or 
construction, could reasonably occur is impacted by environmental 
compliance, particularly ESA compliance.  Most of those areas are 
considered current and/or potential future RCW habitat which often 
limits disturbance primarily to previously disturbed sites.  Pending 
consultation with the USFWS and incidental take being potentially 
issued, some actions can occur but they are typically restricted in 
both quantity and scope.  Significant mechanized earth moving in 
areas where gopher tortoises are known to occur could further 
impact that species and negate efforts to preclude listing. 


 Ground Disturbance – Small Scale:  Specific actions are required 
to fill hasty fighting positions in all RCW habitat on the installation.  
Any mechanical digging is prohibited within 200 feet of any RCW 
cavity tree in protected and unprotected clusters.  Anything more 
than hand dug hasty fighting positions are restricted in protected 
RCW clusters.  Additionally, any impacts in close proximity to 
gopher tortoise burrows could further impact that species and 
negate efforts to preclude listing. 


 Ground Maneuver – Dismounted:  Primary impacts result from 
training restrictions addressed in the 2007 Management Guidelines 
for the Red-cockaded Woodpecker on Army Installations and more 
specifically Appendix 1 of the Guidelines which addresses 
restrictions in protected RCW clusters.  


 Ground Maneuver – Mounted:  The list of restrictions to off-road 
heavy maneuver is exhaustive.  Repeated disturbance of suitable 
and potential RCW habitat is restricted to protect against “take”.  
Disturbance within 50’ of gopher tortoise burrows is restricted in 
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the Fort Benning Range and Terrain Regulation (Benning, 2016b).  
Off-road maneuver within 50’ of streams and wetlands is regulatory 
restricted, and within 100’ of streams and wetlands is voluntarily 
restricted to prevent erosion and other undesirable impacts.  Off-
road tracked vehicle maneuver training has been confined to the 
GHMTA.  As a result of all these restrictions, only about 3K acres 
of unrestricted, off-road heavy maneuver area is currently available 
on the installation with another 7K potentially identified.  However, 
even if all 10K acres was realized Fort Benning would still be 30K 
acres short of the 40K acres required in POIs (USAEC, 2016).  


 Live Fire – Small Arms & Large Caliber: Ft. Benning was 
prevented from building several ranges due to impacts to “baseline 
habitat” for recovering the RCW (MCoE, 2009).  In particular when 
nesting habitat for RCW is down range from firing points, 
significant restrictions and impacts to training can and have 
occurred. If berms or natural land topography does not absorb 
small arms fire and nesting trees are impacted, 
ranges/targets/firing lanes can be shut down temporarily or 
permanently in an effort to avoid ESA violations.  In the last 5 
years, Griswold Range Platoon LFX has been permanently shut 
down, several Malone Ranges and firing lanes have been 
temporarily shut down, and Hasting’s Range has had 2 mover 
targets and 6 stationary targets for tank firing permanently shut 
down.  In addition, Martin, Buckner, and Grand Staff have been 
and remain closed; and, required improvements to Morris, 
Maerten, and Shelton have been put on hold due to RCW and 
other environmental compliance issues. 


 Live Fire — Artillery: At Hastings Range, impacts to down range 
RCW habitat has resulted in closure of multiple targets.  While 
Hastings can be utilized for weapon familiarization it cannot 
support additional POI requirements for the Armor School 
(USAEC, 2016). 


 Clearing Vegetation:  Primary impacts result from RCW recovery 
guidelines for specific habitat requirements.  Current RCW 
population size and distribution, coupled with insufficient suitable 
RCW habitat, results in a saturated landscape.  In situations where 
an RCW cluster is deficient in habitat, the removal of a single pine 
tree greater than 10” dBH would require Fort Benning to request 
incidental take from USFWS in order to implement an action.  
Necessary forest stand improvement actions are frequently limited 
or restricted because the action would reduce habitat below 
standards required by the RCW recovery guidelines which results 
in ecosystem sustainability actions being deferred. 


 Construction – Range and Range Infrastructure: Multiple new 
construction and infrastructure improvement projects have been 
reduced in scope, relocated to less desirable alternate locations, or 
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outright eliminated from consideration due to requirements to 
remove RCW “baseline habitat” 
 


4.1.3. Summary of Monetary Costs Related to Existing Encroachment 
 
4.1.3.1. Incompatible Land Use/Development Encroachment Costs 


 


 Existing but unquantified prior costs associated with smoke and Rx 
fire and wildfires escaping the Installation boundary onto private 
lands. 


 Existing but unquantified prior costs associated with noise 
complaints. 


 
4.1.3.2. TER-S Environmental Compliance Costs (harassment monitoring, 


population monitoring and management, habitat monitoring and 
management, reporting, avoidance and minimization measures, etc.), 
not all of which is attributed to encroachment.  


 


 $2.25M Annual cost of RCW/Conservation program 


 $8M in prior costs for RCW specific BA/BOs since 2004 


 >$10M in prior costs for berm construction to mitigate historic 
down range bullet impacts since 1995. 


 >$3.2M in prior costs for RPA implementation since 2004. 


 Significant but unquantified monetary costs and mission impacts 
associated with modifications to or elimination of construction 
projects. 


 Significant but unquantified monetary costs and mission impacts 
related to confining all off-road heavy maneuver training to GHMTA 
 


4.1.4.  Analysis and Solutions for Existing Encroachment Mitigatable via ACUB 
 


Fort Benning needs to attain greater flexibility and certainty with respect to 
addressing encroachment solutions related to incompatible land uses and 
environmental compliance.  Fort Benning intends to consult with the USFWS on a 
programmatic approach for compensatory mitigation to address current, 
anticipated, and future impacts to species’ and their habitats resulting from Fort 
Benning actions.  The programmatic approach would quantify the value of any 
Army commitment to fund perpetual management of ACUB lands to restore a 
longleaf ecosystem which could support RCWs, gopher tortoises and other TER-S 
now or in the future. The values would be defined in the form of credits and/or 
offsets which could then allow Fort Benning to mitigate any equally valued 
impacts anticipated to result from Army actions.  The programmatic approach is 
especially beneficial in establishing conditions which formalize a process and 
provide some certainty for how to assess and mitigate actions in a more proactive 
manner.  Mitigation would also afford opportunities to reduce or even eliminate 
some traditional avoidance and/or minimization measures which would be applied 
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under the currently established framework for USFWS consultation when potential 
impacts to species and/or their habitats are identified.  The analysis and solutions 
below establish a framework and context to identify where greater flexibility for 
mission is necessary and allow for scoping for future compensatory mitigation 
targets which both increase mission flexibility and ensure no net loss, with a 
preference for a net gain, in the status of affected natural resources now and in 
the future.  Even though some ACUB lands are undergoing restoration, it will take 
decades before the ACUB landscape could be fully occupied by RCWs and other 
TER-S. Compensatory mitigation solutions will need to be strategically identified 
to provide the greatest benefit to mission and incrementally applied as greater 
regulatory relief is realized with increased acres of restored and occupied RCW, 
gopher tortoise and other TER-S habitat. 


 
4.1.4.1. Mitigation of Training and Ecosystem Management in Close 


Proximity to Boundary (6K ACUB acres needed in PA1 and 15K 
ACUB acres need in PA2).  These acres are intended to protect an 
incompatible buffer of properties immediately adjacent to and/or 
within 3 miles of the installation boundary. 


 Smoke management, SDZ encroachment, R/R ROW’s, 
incompatible neighboring land uses. 


 Land protection via fee acquisition or conservation easement. 


 Solutions achievable in near term, 5-10 years. 


 These acres can be included and stacked, i.e. multiple benefits on 
the same land, as acres used for other environmental compliance 
mitigation solutions in PA1. 
 


4.1.4.2. Mitigation of Insufficient Acreage of Heavy Maneuver Area (30K  
ACUB acres needed in PA1) 


 In consideration of the 40K acres required in POIs and the 
potential 10K acres which could be made available, a total of 30K 
acres of additional maneuver area on Benning, with minimal TER-
S restrictions, are required to maximize flexibility for maneuver.  
Based on known habitat composition on Benning it was 
determined that ~55% of total undeveloped/unrestricted acreage 
has the potential to be RCW habitat.  As such, it is estimated that 
80 RCW clusters could require compensatory mitigation; and, that 
nearby ACUB priority areas can and would contain similar habitat 
composition.  Thirty-thousand total acres of ACUB lands would be 
necessary to support 80 clusters off-Post and afford increased 
flexibility for maneuver training on Fort Benning. 


 Approximately 3K acres of unrestricted mounted maneuver area is 
currently available on the installation with another 7K potentially 
identified.  However, even if all 10K acres was realized Fort 
Benning would still be 30K acres short of the 40K acres required in 
POIs.  
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 Utilizing existing unoccupied future potential habitat for RCW on 
ACUB lands could allow flexibility to increase maneuver in 5-8K 
acres of future potential habitat on Benning in the near term by 
offsetting the future habitat on Fort Benning with future habitat on 
the ACUB landscape.  The ability to do so will be dependent upon 
Consultation with USFWS on the baseline habitat expansion 
proposal or a programmatic compensatory mitigation consultation.   


 Longer term, an additional 5-8K acres of existing or future potential 
RCW habitat on ACUB lands could be identified, in addition to the 
5-8K acres above, to provide an estimated total of 15K additional 
acres for maneuver on Fort Benning, similar to the manner 
described above.  Long term, this 15K total acres could be stacked 
as a part of a compensatory mitigation plan to offset other 
encroachment impacts and provide other ecosystem service 
benefits.  Consultation with USFWS will be required to facilitate 
this type of action. 


 In order to utilize occupied, suitable or potentially suitable RCW 
habitat for heavy maneuver on Fort Benning, a compensatory 
mitigation solution will be required.  Pending concurring 
consultation on compensatory mitigation for RCWs and their 
habitats, solutions identified in the compensatory mitigation plan 
could be applied incrementally to provide the remaining 15K acres 
(for a total of 30K acres) of unrestricted, off-road heavy maneuver 
without jeopardizing recovery of the RCW on the collective 
Benning and ACUB landscape.   


 
4.1.4.3. Mitigation of Range and Targetry Closures (11K ACUB acres 


needed in PA1) 


 Known and projected down range impacts, as determined through 
consideration of available information and formal and informal 
consultations with USFWS since 2004, from live fire ranges impact 
an estimated 6K acres of RCW habitat encompassed in 
approximately 11K total acres.  Again, based on known habitat 
composition on Benning (~55% of total undeveloped/unrestricted 
acreage has the potential to be RCW habitat), and that nearby 
ACUB priority areas can and would contain similar habitat 
composition, approximately 30 RCW clusters are or could be 
impacted which would require 11K ACUB acres to support 30 off-
Post RCW clusters. 


 Pending concurring consultation on compensatory mitigation for 
RCWs and their habitats, solutions identified in the compensatory 
mitigation plan could be applied incrementally to mitigate down 
range SDZ impacts to RCWs on Fort Benning prior to occupancy 
of any ACUB lands by RCWs. 
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 The protection of 11K ACUB acres for downrange impacts are in 
addition to the 30K acres required to provide flexibility for 
maneuver requirements. 


 
4.1.4.4. Mitigate Restrictions on New Range/Training infrastructure 


Construction and Improvement. 


 Utilizing existing unoccupied future potential habitat for RCW on 
ACUB lands to offset impacts to those same habitat types on Fort 
Benning could allow flexibility for construction on acres of future 
potential habitat on Benning in the near term. 


 Pending concurring consultation on compensatory mitigation for 
RCWs and their habitats, solutions identified in the compensatory 
mitigation plan could be applied incrementally to mitigate 
construction impacts to RCWs on Fort Benning prior to occupancy 
of any ACUB lands by RCWs. 


 Any and all acreage protected for other requirements has the 
potential to also be available for mitigation of future Construction 
requirements via solutions identified through programmatic 
compensatory mitigation consultations. 


 
4.1.4.5. Mitigation of Insufficient RCW Baseline Habitat and Monitoring of 


RCW Clusters in A-20 Impact Area 
 


In order for Fort Benning to recover the RCW population to the defined 


standard in the RCW Recovery Plan, and in accordance with existing 


Biological Opinions, the vast majority of undeveloped or otherwise 


unrestricted upland habitat on the installation must be conserved and 


managed in a longleaf/grassland dominated condition (USFWS, 2009).  This 


requirement reduces flexibility with respect to repeated, extended, or 


permanent disturbance or removal of RCW habitat without some level of 


incidental take afforded by USFWS.   


 


Figure 4-1 depicts a theoretical spatial arrangement, which was developed as 


part of the MCoE BO analysis, of RCW clusters required on the Installation for 


Fort Benning to meet recovery.  Increasing RCW habitat and establishing an 


RCW population on ACUB lands, coupled with compensatory mitigation 


solutions consulted on by Fort Benning and the USFWS, could provide 


greater flexibility for Fort Benning to request and the USFWS to authorize 


incidental take for training and ecosystem management actions on Fort 


Benning without jeopardizing recovery of the RCW. 
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 Figure 4-1: Theoretical Spatial Arrangement of RCW Clusters Required on the 


 Installation for Fort Benning to meet recovery (USFWS, 2009). 


 


At present there remain significant numbers clusters subject to incidental take 


on Fort Benning as a result of DMPRC/BRAC/MCoE actions.  While incidental 


take is expected to be removed in most instances, those actions resulted in 


97 incidental takes (64 remain in 2017) of RCW clusters .  It is important to 


note that monitoring of historical impacts has demonstrated that actual “take” 


is often not realized, RCWs and the robust population on Benning are 


resilient, and that barring dramatic or complete habitat removal RCWs have 


persisted while the population has grown with PBGs in “taken” clusters 


continuing to successfully nest and fledge young.  Fort Benning is currently 


working with USFWS to have incidental take status removed on the majority 


of clusters by 2021; however, the actions which resulted in incidental take and 
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the extensive and additional avoidance, minimization, monitoring and 


management requirements associated with those actions highlight the 


challenges related to implementing major actions to support mission 


requirements in the context of RCW recovery on a saturated landscape.   


 


Also as a result of DMPRC/BRAC/MCoE actions and the resulting USFWS 


Biological Opinions, Fort Benning is responsible for monitoring and managing 


RCW populations in the A-20 dudded impact area in order to count those 


clusters towards the Installations recovery goal.  This action requires 


significant manpower and financial resources as well as requiring personnel 


to work in high risk locations.  These activities temporarily interfere with 


mission requirements by closing or restricting training use in the A-20 dudded 


impact area twice each year for 3-5 day periods.  At present, and in the 


future, A-20 clusters are necessary for Fort Benning to reach recovery.  The 


RCW population in A-20 is one of if not the most resilient and robust RCW 


metapopulations on Fort Benning.  Barring a natural disaster or changes in 


current military use, A-20 clusters will continue to persist on the landscape 


regardless of whether they are counted toward Fort Benning’s recovery goal 


due to the frequent fire return interval. Eliminating the requirement to monitor 


A-20 clusters should be a long term priority; however, under current 


conditions A-20 clusters are necessary and will continue to be managed as 


Fort Benning maintains efforts to reach and sustain a recovery sized RCW 


population.  An estimated total of 36 future clusters on ACUB lands, coupled 


with solutions identified in the compensatory mitigation plan could be applied 


incrementally to eliminate A-20 RCW management and monitoring, reduce 


costs, improve safety and increase mission flexibility. Based on known habitat 


composition on Benning (~55% of total undeveloped /unrestricted acreage 


has the potential to be RCW habitat) approximately 14K acres of ACUB lands 


would be required to provide suitable habitat for those 36 RCW clusters and 


other ecosystem service benefits.  These 14K acres are in addition to the 30K 


acres for maneuver and 11K acres for live fire SDZ impacts. 


 


Fort Benning requires greater flexibility to ensure its responsibility of training 


Soldiers is not degraded.  To do so, additional future potential RCW habitat 


(Baseline Habitat) and management of those acres towards DFCs to support 


a robust future population of RCWs is warranted on ACUB lands.  A primary 


focus of Fort Benning’s ACUB program is to protect sufficient acreage of 


neighboring and nearby lands to support RCW clusters in the future. 
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Summary: 


 


A total of 60K acres (30K acres for maneuver, 11K acres for Range SDZ’s, 


14K acres for A-20 RCW monitoring, and a 5K acre (10%) buffer) of protected 


ACUB lands in PA1, suitable for and managed for RCWs, could provide the 


necessary flexibility to balance RCW recovery with mission requirements and 


significantly reduce long term encroachment and incompatible development 


impacts. Based on known amounts of existing and potential RCW habitat on 


Fort Benning (~55% of total undeveloped and unrestricted acreage) it is 


estimated that 60K total acres of ACUB lands in PA1 could provide ~33K 


acres of suitable RCW habitat, enough to support 160 clusters.  Those future 


clusters could provide near term increased flexibility for incidental take to be 


issued via compensatory mitigation consultation which would reduce or 


eliminate the costly and extensive avoidance, minimization, monitoring and 


management requirements historically associated with incidental take of 


RCWs on Fort Benning. Solutions will focus on ensuring no net loss, with a 


preference for a net gain, in both RCW habitat and population size across the 


future Fort Benning/ACUB landscape as well as providing greater mission 


flexibility for Fort Benning. 


4.2. Anticipated Future Encroachment 


4.2.1. Anticipated Future Restricted Activities and Encroachment Threat 


Nearly all anticipated future restricted training, testing, operations and mission 
support activities are the same as those addressed as existing encroachment 
issues in 4.1.  The primary anticipated issue relates to the proposed listing of the 
gopher tortoise.  Incompatible land uses and the potential for environmental 
compliance on Fort Benning will be significant encroachment considerations if the 
tortoise is listed.  Additionally, the potential exists for other emerging or yet to be 
identified species’ listings and environmental issues to create encroachment.  
Also, with anticipation of continued increased growth in the region, increased air 
pollution is likely.  Adding additional ACUB lands and managing for RCW habitat 
would include prescribed fires, which reduce wildfires and smoke emissions.  This 
would help prevent additional construction restrictions and costs associated with 
going into air quality non-attainment. 


4.2.2. Summary of Anticipated Encroachment and Cause 
 


Listing of the gopher tortoise would result in significant additional ESA compliance 
impacts to support Fort Benning’s training mission.  Increased manpower would 
be required to monitor and manage populations to meet recovery goals.  Training 
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restrictions for off road maneuver training, which is already impacted by RCW 
recovery compliance issues, likely would increase significantly.   
 
The majority of suitable and preferred gopher tortoise soils and habitats occurring 
on Fort Benning are classified as Heavy and Light Maneuver Training Areas.  
Based on training restrictions already in place in the western range of the gopher 
tortoise, where the species federally listed as threatened, similar listing in its 
eastern range would restrict off road maneuver training to the point of significant 
net loss of mission capability.  On Camp Shelby in Mississippi, gopher tortoise 
colonies in forested environments are restricted from training activity within 200 
feet of any gopher tortoise colony and gopher tortoise priority soils are avoided in 
all current activities and planning.  In addition, a gopher tortoise refuge is provided 
(Shelby, 1994). 
 
Fort Benning has a vested interest in conserving lands which currently support or 


can be restored to support populations of gopher tortoises off-Post.  Many of 


those lands are being developed and gopher tortoise habitat is being destroyed 


which further impact that species and can negate efforts to preclude listing.  


Protection of lands in PA I, through ACUB acquisition of either fee interest or 


conservation easements, and the associated gopher tortoises, creates an 


opportunity to preclude listing of the species in its eastern range by preventing 


further destruction of habitat and exploitation of the species.   Additionally, off-


Post lands could be used to facilitate gopher tortoise relocation efforts where 


habitat is being destroyed on-Post.   


 
Either prior to or if the gopher tortoise is listed under ESA by the USFWS, 


protection of off-Post lands can provide credits, via the compensatory mitigation 


plan and/or the DoD Gopher Tortoise Crediting Strategy (DoD, 2017), which Fort 


Benning can now use to offset impacts of military training to tortoises on the 


Installation.  Fort Benning requires greater assurances, that its primary 


responsibility of training Soldiers is not degraded, regardless of the outcome of 


listing the gopher tortoise.  In order to do so, additional gopher tortoise habitat 


needs to be protected in the Fort Benning ACUB landscape to hopefully preclude 


listing and if necessary provide credits for future actions if the species is listed.   


 


4.2.3. Summary of Monetary Costs Related to Anticipated Encroachment 
 


While it is difficult to quantify the financial costs associated with listing of the 


gopher tortoise or other species’, it is not unreasonable to conclude that protection 


and management of ACUB lands will reduce future financial burdens while also 


increasing flexibility for mission.  Estimates calculated during development of this 


plan indicate that costs associated with management, monitoring and mitigation 
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for the RCW (a single species) on Fort Benning will far exceed $200M by the time 


the species is recovered, of which many of those costs will continue to be incurred 


but could be reduced thru effective ACUB implementation. 


   


Estimates suggest that a total DoD investment of $90M ($60M already invested) 


will perpetually protect and manage ACUB lands in PA1. Solutions identified in a 


compensatory mitigation plan, targeting RCWs and gopher tortoises at present, 


and other species and other ecosystem related environmental compliance 


requirements in the future, such as Carbon sequestration, should provide the 


necessary flexibility required to support Fort Benning’s mission.  It is justifiable to 


conclude that an additional $30M DoD investment, which can provide defined 


mitigation solutions for multiple species and other ecosystem services, would be a 


wise investment to support current and future mission requirements. 


    


4.2.4. Analysis and Solutions for Anticipated Encroachment Mitigatable via 
ACUB 


 
4.2.4.1. Mitigation of Training Restrictions related to ESA-listing of the 


Gopher Tortoise (or other At-Risk Species) 
 


A primary focus of Fort Benning’s ACUB program is to protect sufficient 
acreage of neighboring and nearby lands to be managed to support gopher 
tortoise populations in the future.  20K acres of suitable gopher tortoise 
habitat on ACUB lands, coupled with solutions identified in this ACUB plan 
and DoD Gopher Tortoise Strategy could be applied incrementally to provide 
the necessary flexibility to balance gopher tortoise and mission requirements 
and generally eliminate the potential for long term encroachment impacts.  
Additionally, protection of that acreage will support current efforts by partners 
to preclude species listing by maintaining a sustainable population off-Post as 
well as on-Post. Based on known soil types/percentages on Fort Benning, it is 
estimated that 60K total acres of ACUB lands will be required to achieve the 
goal of protecting 20K acres of suitable tortoise habitat.  The 60K total acres 
would not be in addition to the acres identified for compensatory mitigation of 
RCW issues, but can instead be stacked with those 60K acres to provide 
multiple benefits.  Additionally, any protected lands in the ACUB landscape 
can also support efforts to preclude other species’ listings and be available to 
provide compensatory mitigation solutions for emerging and yet to be 
identified environmental issues, such as TER-S and carbon sequestration 
which Fort Benning (Sunday, 2013) and ACUB forested lands afford capacity. 


 
5. Fort Benning Army Compatible Use Buffer Goals and Objectives  


 
5.1. Reduce existing and prevent anticipated encroachment due to security, health, 


safety, and welfare (incompatible development) 
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Objective 1: Prevent incompatible development from occurring in areas 
that will create new, or increase existing acute, safety risks to communities 
outside of Fort Benning 


 


Objective 2: Prevent incompatible development that will create new or 
increase existing operational safety risks to Soldiers conducting mission 
activities in and around Fort Benning 


 


Objective 3: Prevent incompatible development from occurring in areas 
that will Increase the occurrence of complaints generated from: 


 Operational Noise from Live Fire 


 Operational Noise from Aviation 


 Smoke from Prescribed Fire 


 Smoke and/or wildfire escape from training and natural wildfires 


 Dust and noise from Static Detonations 
 


5.2. Reduce Existing and Prevent Encroachment as a Result of Environmental 
Compliance to Improve and Maintain Ecosystem Health 


Objective: Reduce encroachment as a result of environmental compliance 


by restoring and managing, at minimum, 100,000 acres of functional 


longleaf pine habitat for multiple ecological services, benefits and credits 


to include carbon sequestration. The minimum acreage (100,000 acres) 


includes longleaf pine habitat on both Fort Benning and ACUB lands. 


 


Ecosystem Approach: Healthy ecosystems are essential to support the 


socioeconomic, political and cultural needs of current and future 


generations. An ecosystem management represents a proactive approach 


to sustaining healthy ecosystems and conserving ecological integrity in 


support of Fort Benning’s mission.  An emphasis of Fort Benning and the 


ACUB program is to conserve and manage major ecological services and 


restore natural processes of the native longleaf pine ecosystem to support 


the Fort Benning mission.  Fort Benning and nearby areas have been 


identified as a Significant Geographic Area (SGA) by the Range-Wide 


Conservation Plan for Longleaf Pine (America’s Longleaf 2009) for 


focusing conservation efforts to establish or maintain functional 


landscapes with adequate connectivity for large-area dependent species 


(e.g. RCW) and complex matrices of natural communities.  Several criteria 


were used to designate SGAs including: landscapes greater than 100,000 


acres with one or more longleaf natural community types and related 


ecosystems; a core of significant acreage of intact longleaf pine with an 


owner who has a long-term commitment to management and 
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conservation; the potential, through maintenance, improvement and 


restoration, to establish functional connectivity across a large enough 


geographic area of public and private ownership to conserve large-area 


dependent species and resistance to known and potential environmental 


stresses; lack of constraints for protection and management into the 


foreseeable future; and known opportunities for longleaf conservation.  


 


Land Management Philosophies and Desired Future Conditions: The 


principal land management philosophy is to achieve a functional longleaf 


pine ecosystem, with suitable habitat for TER-S, by restoring natural 


processes, primarily fire. Land management actions should generally 


result in an increase in longleaf pine natural communities and a decrease 


in loblolly pine, and especially sand pine, in the uplands. Desired future 


vegetation/habitat types across the ACUB Program lands are to be 


developed and mapped within ACUB Land Management Plans for specific 


conservation areas with the goal of meeting recovery objectives for TER-


S, while promoting additional ecological services such consumptive and 


non-consumptive recreational use, air quality protection, watershed 


protection and carbon storage. 


 
5.3. Prevent or Reduce Encroachment Due to ESA-Listed Species Compliance 


 
Primary Objective: Collaborate with the USFWS and other partners on 
development of compensatory mitigation solutions to increase acres of 
baseline ecosystem habitat in PA1 to facilitate credits and/or offsets for 
TER-S, their habitats, and other environmental compliance requirements 
now and in the future. 
 


5.3.1. Federally Endangered Red Cockaded Woodpecker (RCW) 
 
Objective 1: Recover the Fort Benning Primary Recovery 
Population of RCWs, on Fort Benning and ACUB lands, by 
achieving and maintaining the recovery goal of 351 or more 
potential breeding groups of RCW set forth in the 2003 US Fish and 
Wildlife Service RCW Recovery Plan.  


 


Objective 2: Conserve 60,000 acres to restore, manage, and 
enhance at least 33,000 acres of existing and potential RCW 
habitat on ACUB lands in PA1 to facilitate a landscape scale 
approach to providing potential RCW habitat in a manner that 
supports “Demographic Connectivity” with Fort Benning’s existing 
RCW population until recovery can be achieved (Figure 5-1). 
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Objective 3: Continue to engage USFWS in the “RCW Baseline 
Habitat Expansion Process” in order to document the increments in 
which the Fort Benning ACUB landscape incorporates off-Post 
properties into the Fort Benning recovery landscape and supports 
programmatic compensatory mitigation consultations on RCW to 
increase flexibility for Fort Benning’s Mission. 
 


 
Figure 5-1: Example of potential “demographic connectivity” between Ft. Benning (FB) 


RCWs and future potential ACUB RCWs. Map excerpt (Figure A5: Projected number 


of available RCW territories based on the Best Case Recovery for FB and a Max 


ACUB landscape) from the report, “Evaluation of Encroachment Partnering Parcels on 


the Fort Benning Landscape using Landscape Equivalency Analysis and Pattern 


Oriented Modeling for Red-cockaded Woodpeckers,” by Dr. Doug Bruggeman 2013. 


 
5.3.2. Federally Endangered Relict Trillium 


 
Objective 1: Recover the Relict Trillium 
The species will be considered recovered when there are 12 
populations (2 in Alabama, 7 in Georgia and 3 in South Carolina) 
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that are self-sustaining and occur on sufficiently large tracts to 
ensure perpetuation. To date: one protected in AL, two protected in 
SC and at least 12 in Georgia. Of the 12 in GA seven were 
documented in 2011 with having over 500 reproductive individuals. 
 
Objective 2: Conserve up to five existing Relict Trillium populations 
on ACUB Properties until recovery can be achieved.  
 
Currently, five of the 12 in GA are on Fort Benning and two are on 
ACUB protected private lands. Of these one on Fort Benning 
(Kendall Creek North) and two on ACUB (Prevatt A & Prevatt B) 
have reproductive individuals over 500 (i.e. self-sustaining) FWS 5-
year review 2013. 
 


5.3.3. Reduce Existing and Prevent Anticipated Encroachment Due to Proposed 
or Future Listing of Gopher Tortoise (ESA Candidate) or Other At-Risk 
Species. 


 
Definition of At-Risk Species: Those species that face grave threats 
to their survival. From the perspective of the USFWS and other 
agencies “at-risk species” are those that are (1) Proposed for listing 
under the ESA by the USFWS; (2) Candidates for listing under the 
ESA, which mean they are in the queue to be listed; or (3) 
Petitioned for listing under the ESA, which means a citizen or group 
has requested that the Service add them to the list of protected 
species.  At-Risk Species for potential mitigation through ACUB as 
of 2017 include the gopher tortoise, southern hognose snake, pine 
snake, gopher frog, eastern diamondback rattlesnake and others 
yet to be identified which are candidate species or have been 
proposed to the USFWS for ESA listing. 


 
Objective 1: Preclude the need for ESA listing by virtue of RCW 
conservation, described above, that also benefits gopher tortoise 
and other At-Risk species (60,000 acres conserved which are 
stacked with RCW acres) 


 


Objective 2: Cooperate with USFWS in implementing the 2017 DoD 
Gopher Tortoise Crediting Strategy as appropriate to establish pre-
listing conservation credits in the event of gopher tortoise listing. 


 


Objective 3: Restore, manage, and enhance 20,000 acres of 
existing and potential gopher tortoise habitat on ACUB Fee lands 
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6. Actions to Achieve ACUB Goals and Objectives 
 


6.1. ACUB Target Areas General Description 


Fort Benning’s ACUB Priority Areas (PAs) were initially established in 2006 as part 
of the original ACUB Proposal. A summary of past Priority Areas boundaries and 
descriptions can be found in Section 3.3.2 of this Plan. This ACUB Strategic Plan 
reassessed PAs and reduced them in both number and acreage based on progress 
and alignment with new and evolving encroachment issues and opportunities. Land 
protection goals have increased based on reassessment of encroachment issues 
and habitat calculations for TER-S. There are now two ACUB PAs (Figure 6-1) 
which include much of the area originally identified as high priority in 2006, but also 
exclude significant areas to the extreme western extent of Fort Benning and include 
additional areas south and east of Fort Benning. A description of each PA and the 
justifications for adjustments are described in detail below. In total, the two PAs 
defined in this plan encompass approximately 222K acres (~120K acres in PA1 and 
~102K acres in PA2) compared to the 585K acres encompassed by PAs in the 
original 2006 ACUB Proposal, while the total land protection goal has increased from 
44K acres to 75K acres. 


  
 Figure 6-1: Overview of Fort Benning’s Two Priority Areas, 2018 
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6.2. ACUB Target Areas in Priority Order 


6.2.1. ACUB Priority Area 1: Target Area (60,000 acre goal) Description 


PA1 (Figure 6-2) is the highest priority providing both a buffer from incompatible 


development and the ability to mitigate environmental compliance on-Post via 


habitat conservation of TER-S off-Post, specifically RCWs and gopher tortoises. 


Proximity to Hastings Range and the Darby phase of Range School, the potential 


for development associated with the Fall Line Freeway (Hwy80/96), and the Fall 


Line habitat potential to support robust populations of RCWs, gopher tortoise, and 


other species, whose populations are interconnected with Fort Benning’s, 


combine to make PA1 a high priority.  Approximately 27.5K acres are protected in 


PA1 with over 22.5K of those protected in Fee Ownership by an ACUB Partner. 


 


 
Figure 6-2: Fort Benning ACUB PA1, 2018 


 


In addition to providing an incompatible development buffer, PA1 was revised in 


2010 to merge the original PA1 and PA4 in recognition of opportunities to secure 
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gopher tortoise viability, watershed protection, future potential RCW habitat, and 


other Fall Line conservation targets. In this plan, PA1 has been revised again to 


eliminate a portion of the original PA4 boundary where land protection 


opportunities are no longer feasible, due to exhausting land protection 


opportunities over the past 12 years and established use of developed lands, and 


to capture additional buffering and conservation opportunities east of Fort 


Benning. The expanded areas include areas extending southward on the eastern 


boundary of Fort Benning with the potential to add more incompatible 


development buffer to the Installation near the training lands utilized for the 


Benning (Darby) Phase of Ranger School and protect and restore longleaf pine 


habitat. PA1 also extends further east into Taylor County to link conservation land 


managed by DNR, the Fall Line Sandhills WMA (West Tract), to ACUB protected 


land. These areas include opportunity for additional Sandhill habitat conservation 


which already support many at-risk species such as gopher tortoise, Florida pine 


snake and the gopher frog and can support RCW’s in the future, all of which align 


with the ACUB objective. 


 


PA1 also has the greatest potential for fee simple acquisition by the Partners who 


can and will perpetually manage ACUB lands to restore ecosystems in support of 


compensatory mitigation solutions in the Army’s interests, which presents the best 


situation for meeting Army ACUB goals and objectives.   


 


6.2.1.1. Geographic Description 


 Location: PA1 is located to the northeast and east of Fort 
Benning. PA1 includes portions of Muscogee, Talbot, Marion 
and Taylor Counties in Georgia. 


 Overall Acreage: Approximately 120,258 acres 


 Predominant Land Use: The land uses are primarily timber and 
agriculture working lands owned by private and non-industrial 
landowners. 


 


6.2.1.2. Relationship to Mission 


 Primary Objective (Detailed in Section 4 Above) for Targeting 
the Action Area: To mitigate encroachment from Incompatible 
Land Use and Environmental Compliance 


 Specific mission Activities This ACUB Encroachment Strategy is 
expected to benefit the majority of the restricted mission 
activities described in Section 2.2 and 3.1 
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6.2.1.3.  ACUB Execution Analysis (Acreage & Solutions) in Table 6-1 & 6-2 
   
   Table 6-1: Acres in Fort Benning PA1, 2018 


Status Acres 


Total acreage of action area 120,258 


Protected (non-ACUB) 658 


Protected via ACUB CE 5,386 


Protected via ACUB FEE 21,938 


Acreage already developed/overly subdivided (<51ac) 14,880 


Remaining acres with ACUB potential 77,396 


    
Table 6-2: ACUB Encroachment Solutions (acres are in thousands) in PA1. 


Mitigation 
Need 


Encroachment Type 


Total  
Protected 


ACUB  Acres 
Needed 


Current 
Protected 


ACUB Acres 
Achieving Need  


Remaining 
ACUB Acres to 


Achieve 
Solution 


Existing Encroachment     


Encroachment on Training and 
Ecosystem Management in close 
Proximity to Boundary (0-3 miles) 


Incompatible Land Use 
6  


CE or Fee 


 
2 


CE  
 


22 
Fee 


 


4 
CE or Fee 


 
32 - 38 


Fee 


Insufficient Acreage of Heavy 
Maneuver Area 


Environmental 
Compliance 


30        
Fee 


Range and Targetry Closures 
Environmental 
Compliance 


11 
Fee 


Monitoring RCWs in A-20 Impact 
Area 


Environmental 
Compliance 


14 
Fee 


Restrictions on New Range/Training 
Infrastructure 


Environmental 
Compliance 


54 - 60 
Fee 


Insufficient RCW Baseline Habitat 
Environmental 
Compliance 


54 - 60               
Fee 


Anticipated Encroachment     


Training Restrictions related to 
Potential ESA-listing of the Gopher 
Tortoise (or other At-Risk Species) 


Environmental 
Compliance 


54 - 60           
Fee 


22 
Fee 


32 - 38 
Fee 


SUMMARY LINE*  
60 Total  


Up to 60 Fee   
Up to 6 CE 


22 Fee 
2 CE 


up to 38 Fee  
up to 4 CE 


* Acres for each Mitigation Need can serve multiple Needs listing in Table 6-2. It is assumed that a total of 
approximately 60,000 acres protected in Fee (Fee simple owned and managed by an ACUB Partner) will address all 
Existing and Anticipated Encroachment Issues listed above.  


 


6.2.1.4. ACUB Target Area Actions and Measures of Success.   
 


 Parcel Prioritization 
 Parcels in PA1 have been ranked based on Weighted 


Ranking Metrics.  The focus centered on buffering 
incompatible land uses and generating ecosystem service 
credits and offsets, specifically for RCW’s & gopher 
tortoises at present.  Table 6-3 includes a list and 
description of the metrics. Parcels have been identified with 
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near-term protection availability, which coupled with 
currently protected ACUB lands would achieve the 2006 
ACUB Plan goal of 40K acres in the revised PA.  Those 
parcels are identified in Fort Benning’s FY18 REPI Proposal 
which was submitted to AEC and IMCOM.  The matrix is a 
working document which is revised as necessary based on 
new information. 


 Protection of an additional 20K acres (above the 2006 goal 
of 40K acres) will be based on mission requirements, review 
and input from the ACUB Board, and the ranking and 
metrics established in Table 6-3: 
 


Table 6-3:  Fort Benning ACUB Parcel Priority Ranking Matrix, 2017 


Defined Individual Metric Scoring System 


Proximity to Boundary Scores: 12 = Adjacent to Installation boundary.  11 = Inside 0.5 mile buffer. 10 = Inside 


1 mile buffer.  9 = Inside 2 mile buffer. 8 = Inside 3 mile buffer. 7 = Inside 4 mile buffer.  6 = Inside 5 mile 


buffer. 5 = Inside 6 mile buffer. 4 = Inside 7 mile buffer.  3 = Inside 8 mile buffer.  2 = Inside 9 mile buffer. 1 = 


Inside 10 mile buffer.  


 
Incompatible Development Threat Scores:  12 = Adjacent to Installation boundary and development threat 


significant.  11 = Adjacent to Installation boundary and development threat moderate.  10 = Inside 0.5 mile 


buffer and development threat significant. 9 = Inside 0.5 mile buffer and development threat moderate.  8 = 


Inside 1 mile buffer and development threat significant.  7 = Inside 1 mile buffer and development threat 


moderate.  6 = Inside 1-3 mile buffer and development threat significant.  5 = Inside 1-3 mile buffer and 


development threat moderate. 4 = Inside 3-6 mile buffer and development threat significant.  3 = Inside 3-6 


mile buffer and development threat moderate. 2 = Inside 6-10 mile buffer and development threat significant.  


1 = Inside 6-10 mile buffer and development threat moderate. 


Live Fire Range Noise Buffer Scores: 12 = Inside all noise zones. 11 = Inside 3 of 4 noise zones.  10 = Inside 


2 of 4 noise zones.  9 = Inside 1 of 4 noise zones.  8 = Outside noise zones but inside 3 mile buffer.  7 = 


Outside noise zones but inside 4 mile buffer.  6 = Outside noise zones but inside 5 mile buffer.  5 = Outside 


noise zones but inside 6 mile buffer.  4 = Outside noise zones but inside 7 mile buffer.  3 = Outside noise 


zones but inside 8 mile buffer.  2 = Outside noise zones but inside 9 mile buffer. 1 = Outside noise zones but 


inside 10 mile buffer. 
Smoke Buffer Scores: 10 = Inside 1 mile buffer. 9 = Inside 2 mile buffer. 8 = Inside 3 mile buffer. 7 = Inside 4 


mile buffer. 6 = Inside 5 mile buffer. 5 = Inside 6 mile buffer.  4 = Inside 7 mile buffer. 3 = Inside 8 mile buffer. 2 


= Inside 9 mile buffer. 1 = Inside 10 mile buffer. 


Fire Buffer Scores: 10 = Adjacent to Installation boundary.  9 = inside 0.25 mile Installation buffer.  8 =  inside 


0.5 mile Installation buffer. 7 = inside 1 mile Installation buffer.  6 = inside 2 mile Installation buffer. 5 = inside 3 


mile Installation buffer.  4 = Adjacent to fire maintained ACUB protected lands.  3 = inside 0.25 mile buffer of 


fire maintained ACUB protected lands.  2 = inside 0.5 mile buffer of fire maintained ACUB protected lands.  1 = 


inside 1 mile buffer of fire maintained ACUB protected lands.   
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Airspace Buffer Scores: 10 = Inside 1 mile buffer and in both the Air Corridor and Air Raid Approach to Kilo-15 


Impact Area.  9 = Inside 1 mile buffer and in either the Air Corridor or Air Raid Approach to Kilo-15 Impact 


Area.  8 = Inside 3 mile buffer and in both the Air Corridor and Air Raid Approach to Kilo-15 Impact Area.  7 = 


Inside 3 mile buffer and in either the Air Corridor or Air Raid Approach to Kilo-15 Impact Area.  6 = Inside 4 


mile buffer and in the Air Raid Approach to Kilo-15 Impact Area.  5 = Inside 5 mile buffer and in the Air Raid 


Approach to Kilo-15 Impact Area.  4 = Inside 6 mile buffer and in the Air Raid Approach to Kilo-15 Impact Area.  


3 = Inside 7 mile buffer and in the Air Raid Approach to Kilo-15 Impact Area.  2 = Inside 8 mile buffer and in 


the Air Raid Approach to Kilo-15 Impact Area. 1 = Outside 8 mile buffer of the Air Raid Approach to Kilo-15 


Impact Area. 


RCW Mitigation Potential Scores: 8 = > 5 RCW clusters within 3 miles of other active RCW clusters.  7 = < 5 


RCW clusters within 3 miles of other active RCW clusters.  6 = Over 1,000 acres of existing suitable RCW 


habitat within 5 miles of active RCW clusters.  5 = Less than 1,000 acres of existing suitable RCW habitat 


within 5 miles of active RCW clusters.  4 = Over 500 acres of existing potentially suitable RCW habitat within 5 


miles of active RCW clusters.  3 = Less than 500 acres of existing potentially suitable RCW habitat within 5 


miles of active RCW clusters.  2 = Existing future potential RCW habitat within 10 miles of active RCW 


clusters.  1 = Existing restorable RCW habitat within 10 miles of active RCW clusters.  
Gopher Tortoise (GT) Mitigation Potential Scores: 8 = > 100 existing active tortoise burrows.  7 = > 50 existing 


active GT burrows.  6 = nominal active burrows but over 600 acres of existing suitable GT habitat.  5 = 


nominal active burrows but less than 600 acres of existing suitable GT habitat.  4 = Over 600 acres of existing 


potentially suitable GT habitat.  3 = Less than 600 acres of existing potentially suitable GT habitat.  2 = 


Existing future potential GT habitat.  1 = Existing restorable GT habitat. 


Strength of Corridor Scores: 8 = Would directly connect Installation and/or existing ACUB protected lands.  7 = 


Adjacent to > 2,500 acre block of existing ACUB protected lands.   6 = Adjacent to 2,499-1,500 acre block of 


existing ACUB protected lands.  5 = Adjacent to 1,499-500 acre block of existing ACUB protected lands.  4 = 


Adjacent to < 499 acre block of existing ACUB protected lands.  3 = within 0.25 mile buffer of existing ACUB 


protected lands.  2 = within 0.5 mile buffer of existing ACUB protected lands.  1 = within 1 mile buffer of 


existing ACUB protected lands. 


Acreage Scores: 5 = 1000+ acres 4 = 999-500 acres. 3 = 499-250 acres.  2 = 249-100 acres.  1 = 35-99 acres. 


Partner Interest Scores: 3 = Interest from Army and at least two partners.  2 = Interest from Army and one 


partner.  1 = Interest from Army. 


Protection Availability Scores:  2 = Army interest and landowner interest in protection at present. 1 = Army 


interest without landowner interest in protection at present.  0 = No Army or landowner interest in protection at 


present.  


 Measures of Success (Table 6-4) 
 Flexibility for current and future military training and 


construction needs.  
 Defined expansion of baseline RCW habitat for recovery.  
 Defined compensatory mitigation for RCWs, other listed 


species, and species proposed for listing, and their habitats. 
 Connecting and strengthening habitat corridors off-Post.  
 Growth of long-term management endowment to ensure 


long-term management of the 60K acres in PA1 order to 
realize benchmarks and measures of success. 
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Table 6-4:  Near-term and Long-term goals for measurement of success  


*Public lands include ACUB properties owned by ACUB partner state agencies. **Private lands may be 
owned by private ACUB partners (e.g. TNC), protected via ACUB CE, or other non-ACUB private lands within 


ACUB PA1.. 
 
6.2.2. ACUB Priority Area 2: Target Area (15,000 acre goal) Description 


 


Priority Area 2 (Figure 6-4) is secondary in priority for Fort Benning’s 


ACUB. The primary focus is on buffering incompatible development. 


Secondary focus includes partner efforts working with private landowners 


to increase wildlife habitat and Rx fire through implementation of Partner 


mission objectives such as ecological outreach, education and research 


which could provide additional ecosystem benefits for Fort Benning at 


some point in the future. 


 


                                                           
1 See America’s Longleaf website HERE for Maintenance Class Longleaf Definition (americaslongleaf.org) 


Actions/Indicators METRIC 5 to 10 YEAR GOAL LONG-TERM GOAL  


Maintenance class 
Longleaf1  


Acres of longleaf in 
maintenance class  


5K acres (public*) 


1K acres (private**) 


28-32K acres (public*) 


1-5K acres (private**) 


Longleaf Pine 
Established 


Acres of longleaf 
pine established 
(planted) 


5K acres (public*) 


1K acres (private**) 


25-29K acres (public*) 


1-5K acres (private**) 


Longleaf Pine 
Conserved in fee or 
easement 


Acres of longleaf 
pine conserved 


5-10K acres 33K acres 


Annual Prescribed 
Burning at 2-3yr 
intervals 


Acres of prescribed 
burning 


10-13 K acres burned 
(public*)  


1-5K acres burned 
(private**) 


15-20K acres burned 
(public*) 


10-20K acres burned 
(private**) 


Private Landowner 
Outreach 


Number of private 
landowners engaged 
in stewardship 
activities 


15 private landowners 100 private landowners 



http://www.americaslongleaf.org/media/14299/final-lpc-maintenance-condition-class-metrics-oct-2014-high-res.pdf
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Figure 6-3: Fort Benning ACUB PA2, 2018 


 


Priority Area 2 has been revised in recognition of opportunities to secure 


additional incompatible development buffers.  All of PA2 on the southern 


boundary of Fort Benning was originally excluded from the ACUB Program 


due to considerations related to the TLEP in that area.  With the formal 


withdrawal notice of TLEP in June of 2016 there is now an opportunity to 


protect lands to support the military mission through the ACUB program.  


PA2 has been revised to include additional acreage on the southern and 


eastern boundary of the installation and intercts at the southeast corner of 


the Installation with the expanded PA1 near Camp Darby.   


 


There are military mission conflicts which DPTMS has identified where 


land protection opportunities in PA2 would capture incompatible buffering 


opportunities south and east of Fort Benning. The expanded areas include 


areas extending southward around the eastern and southern boundary of 


Fort Benning, in Georgia and Alabama, with the potential to add more 
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incompatible development buffer to the Installation near the training lands 


utilized for the Benning (Darby) Phase of Ranger School and the Good 


Hope Maneuver Training Area as well as the previously identified benefits 


to buffering Fryar Drop Zone (the primary training site for 1st of the 507th 


Airborne Training Brigade), Lawson Army Airfield approach and other 


important training lands on the Alabama side of Fort Benning.   


 


Benefit to Fort Benning mission primarily relates to reducing incompatible 


development that may restrict mission activities on Post and increasing 


compatible land use of neighboring landowners.  The majority of 


protection in PA2 will focus on securing easements; however, high value 


parcels which may only be available for fee protection will be considered.   


 


While protection of lands in PA1 will remain the focus of Fort Benning’s 


ACUB program, it will be important to retain the opportunity to protect 


lands in PA2 in the interest of mission requirements. 


 


6.2.2.1. Geographic Description 
 


 Location: PA2 is located to the south and west of Fort Benning. 
PA2 includes portions of Chattahoochee and Stewart Counties 
in Georgia and portion of Russell County in Alabama. 


 Overall Acreage: Approximately 102,787 acres 


 Predominant Land Use: Land uses are primarily timber and 
agriculture working lands owned by private, non-industrial, 
landowners. There are a significant industrial timber landowners 
to the south and a developing suburban area to the west. 


 


6.2.2.2. Relationship to Mission 
 


 Primary Objective (Detailed in Section 4 Above) for Targeting 
the Action Area: To mitigate encroachment from Incompatible 
Land Use  


 Specific Mission Activities: This ACUB Encroachment Strategy 
is expected to benefit the majority of the restricted mission 
activities described in Section 3.1. 
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6.2.2.3. ACUB Execution Analysis (Acreage) In Table 6-5         
 


Table 6-5: Acres in Fort Benning PA2, 2018 
Status Acres 


Total acreage of action area 102,787 


Protected (non-ACUB) 4,859 


Protected via ACUB CE 86 


Protected via ACUB FEE 0 


Acreage already developed/overly subdivided (<51ac) 22,620 


Remaining acres with ACUB potential 80,167 


 
6.2.2.4. ACUB Target Area Measures of Success 


 Flexibility for current and future military training and 
construction needs. 


 Buffering of incompatible land use and development. 
 Increased Rx fire and wildlife habitat through Partner 


implementation mission objectives 
 


6.3. Ownership Strategy/Long-term Footprint 
 


6.3.1. ACUB Protected Lands 
 


6.3.1.1. Chattahoochee Fall Line Wildlife Management Area (CFLWMA): 
 


The CFLWMA exemplifies an outstanding partnership effort and long-term 
ownership model that supports Fort Benning’s ACUB goal. The CFLWMA is 
an 11,000-acre ownership in Talbot and Marion Counties owned (fee simple) 
and managed by the GADNR and TNC, as part of the Fort Benning ACUB 
Program. The Nature Conservancy owns 2,068 acres and the State of 
Georgia owns 8,996 acres. The Nature Conservancy holds an ACUB 
conservation easement on the State-owned portion. The CFLWMA is 
comprised of two disjunct tracts, the Fort Perry tract and the Almo-Blackjack 
Crossing tract, functioning as a single unit in DNR’s Wildlife Management 
Area (WMA) program.   
 
The CFLWMA is five to seven miles east of Fort Benning in the Fall Line 
Sandhills that drain westward toward the Chattahoochee River.  Each tract 
includes adjacent acreage owned by DNR and TNC (Figure 6-5).  DNR’s 
acreage is subject to ACUB conservation easements held by TNC.  The 
CFLWMA represents acreage of conservation interest to TNC, DNR, and Fort 
Benning.  The WMA was acquired because it buffers important training areas 
and facilitates land management activities on Fort Benning, and due to its 
unique natural communities, potential for habitat restoration, and importance 
to rare species of plants and animals.  The management objectives at 
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CFLWMA are to protect the Conservation Values described in TNC’s 
conservation easements to protect the Army’s ACUB interests. 


 
  Figure 6-4. 2017 ACUB Protected Acres Including CFLWMA through FY17 


 
6.3.1.2. Other Partner-Fee Simple Owned ACUB Lands 


 
The remaining 13,222 acres ACUB fee owned lands are owned and managed 


by The Nature Conservancy. These lands are being managed for the longleaf 


pine ecosystem and its ecological services, however the long-term ownership 


pattern is under discussion at this time. These lands may, in part, become 


additional WMA lands, be retained by TNC as conservation lands, or be sold 


to third parties subject to appropriate conservation easements.   


 


6.3.1.3. ACUB Lands with Conservation Easements — Private Lands.  
 


The Nature Conservancy holds ACUB easements on three properties (2,083 
acres) and the Chattahoochee Valley Land Trust holds five ACUB easements 
(3,303 acres). All but one of these easements are located in PA1 and provide 
important buffering and connectivity functions. One easement is located in 
PA2 and provides buffering and watershed protection functions. 
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All of these 5,386 acres are subject to conservation easements in accordance 
with applicable laws and regulations.  The primary focus of land protection in 
PA1 will focus on fee simple acquisition in the future in order to afford firm 
assurances from ACUB partners for ecosystem management in support of 
mitigation solutions to increase flexibility for the Fort Benning mission.  The 
emphasis on protection of lands in PA2 will be on securing conservation 
easements.  ACUB Cooperative Easements are important to buffering 
incompatible land use and development.  Private lands protected via 
conservation easements will also be important to provide additional habitat 
connectivity for TER-S. 
 


6.3.2. Other Intervening, Non-ACUB Protected, Lands 
 


The ACUB partners have a vested interested in encouraging and supporting 
natural resources management by landowners in the ACUB landscape regardless 
of whether ownership of those lands is directly tied to ACUB.  Education and 
outreach efforts focused on the local community can pay big dividends and 
ensure broad support for the ACUB program by local governments and residents.  
Partnership engagement with private landowners related to assistance, incentive, 
and cost share opportunities for stewardship actions can provide significant direct 
and indirect benefits to the ACUB mission.  Promoting effective management and 
sound use of natural resources on non-ACUB protected lands can further 
strengthen existing and future habitat corridors and connectivity across the 
landscape. These efforts can ultimately strengthen relationships with private 
landowners and generate new opportunities for perpetual protection and/or 
management of lands which otherwise may not have been realized. 


 
6.4. Facilitate Proactive Encroachment Mitigation via USFWS Consultation 


 
6.4.1. Background 


 
Fort Benning, like many Federal agencies that manage significant landholdings 
with federally listed species, commonly proposes actions which impact listed 
species and is therefore fully accustomed to working through the Section 7(a)(2) 
process of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Section 7(a)(2) fundamentally 
requires all Federal agencies to study and adjust their actions, such that their 
proposed projects do not jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or 
adversely modify “critical habitat” within a proposed action area footprint. The 
Section 7(a)(2) process is sometimes referred to as the “status-quo” process 
because often there is little improvement to the species population baseline 
status, and the final determination centers on avoiding jeopardy.  
 
Conservation directed in Section 7(a)(1) of the ESA can be applied much more 
broadly than 7(a)(2) as it charges federal agencies to aid in the conservation of 
listed species rather than individual agency project proposals. The broad authority 
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of 7(a)(1) allows Federal agencies a process to deliver conservation 
responsibilities “programmatically”. In this way, agencies are not bound by a 
specific project and a specific action area.  
 
While the section 7(a)(1) process may be better suited for the multi-use nature of 
the Installation, since its’ resources can be strategically planned and implemented 
on a discretionary basis, Fort Benning also needs assurance that its active role in 
management of resources inside the Installation boundary and on the ACUB 
landscape will afford the flexibility necessary to support the mission.  


 
6.4.2. Installation Baseline Conditions 


 
Consultation with the USFWS and the Final 2009 MCoE BO established 
development of a conservation measure which included the creation of the 2010 
Off-Post RCW Plan.  In 2014, and based on the Off-Post RCW Plan, Fort Benning 
proposed a “Red-cockaded Woodpecker Expansion Proposal” (FWS Log # 2014-
CPA-0468) to the Service which sets out to formally “connect” ACUB lands to the 
Installation’s total baseline acreage tally (Appendix B, USFWS, 2016). As such, 
Fort Benning works with its ACUB partners to promote management of suitable 
ACUB Fee owned lands toward a pine/grass forest condition which at a minimum, 
would support suitable habitat for red-cockaded woodpecker recruitment. In total, 
this forest condition will help support the Fort Benning RCW Recovery Population 
recovery goals and objectives.  
 
Fort Benning and the Service agreed that the proposal would supplement the 
2010 RCW Off-Post Conservation Plan which was a discretionary conservation 
measure included in the 2009 Maneuver Center of Excellence Biological Opinion. 
The Red-cockaded Woodpecker Expansion Proposal is included in Fort Benning’s 
RCW ESMC as part of the Installation’s INRMP. The parties agreed that under all 
circumstances ACUB lands reconized and included as baseline RCW habitat will 
have mandatory management and monitoring plans which support the stated 
conditions of the habitat expansion process, that all those ACUB lands will be 
protected in perpetuity, and that those lands will be contiguously adjacent to the 
Installation boundary. Assurances from the Army are also required to ensure that 
funding is available for all operations related to RCW recovery which include but 
are not limited to management, monitoring, property security, and document 
costs.  Finally, at a minimum, there would be annual reviews between USFWS 
and Fort Benning.   
 
Under this proposal, the Service supported the baseline acreage increase due to 
its potential to enhance the likelihood for future RCW occupation beyond the 
Installation’s “parent or real property boundary”.  In 2016, Fort Benning proposed 
and the USFWS subsequently recognized the first 8,894 acres of baseline RCW 
habitat on ACUB lands.  That said, the Service was explicit in stating that the 
additional baseline acreage was not approved for future RCW “off-sets” or other 
conditions related to RCWs or RCW population dynamics.  
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6.4.3. Vision 


 
Fort Benning intends to programmatically consult with the USFWS to develop and 
implement a compensatory mitigation process which addresses management of 
and impacts to species and their habitats on both Fort Benning and ACUB lands 
collectively.  Reference to any Programmatic consultations on compensatory 
mitigation will be included in the Fort Benning Integrated Natural Resource 
Management Plan (INRMP) when completed.  
 
Ultimately, the compensatory mitigation strategy is expected to intertwine both the 
7(a)(1) and 7(a)(2) process and will establish metrics and benchmarks by which 
compensatory mitigation solutions can be applied to directly offset adverse 
impacts of actions to RCWs and other TER-S and their habitats on Fort Benning.  
The implementation actions may or may not be discretionary; however, the 
defined mitigation solutions and resulting issuance of credits/offsets will be directly 
tied to establishing, meeting and maintaining non-discretionary requirements. 
 
Compensatory mitigation solutions identified via conusultaiton are intended to be 
proactive rather than reactive in nature; and, the flexibility built into the process 
will recognize Fort Benning’s commitment to listed species recovery and 
stewardship actions.  The overall approach will be cooperative in nature, though 
the USFWS will have to maintain a regulatory role in the process.  This ACUB 
Plan will be updated to include any compensatory mitigation plans as appendicies 
once consultations on compensatory mitigation are completed.   
 
The goals of any compensatory mitigation solutions are to off-set both anticipated 
and unanticipated adverse impacts from actions and standard operating 
procedures with the primary goal of achieving no net loss, with a preference for a 
“net gain,” in ESA listed species’ populations and/or habitat baselines.  Fort 
Benning will compile basic conservation objectives that quantify threats to listed 
species. The Installation will implement recovery actions or parts of recovery 
actions and address information or the lack of information for a listed species or 
an ecosystem response that might be affected by the programs actions.  
 
Fort Benning will work with the USFWS and other partners to develop measures 
that would result in no net loss, with a preference for a net gain, to proposed, 
listed, and at-risk species and their habitats. Fort Benning will define their 
authorities, primary mission, operations and actions. The species range wide 
status and data limitations will also be defined. The species baseline and data 
limitations relative to the program action area/footprint, to include all applicable 
past, present, and known or anticipated future program actions that may affect the 
species’ or their habitats. The identification and consideration of operations 
scenarios and potential conservation opportunities (including minimization, 
mitigation, and restoration actions) will be included as well.  
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An effects analysis (including cumulative) will be included and will culminate in a 
programmatic process that incorporates elements of adaptive management, the 
USFWS Strategic Habitat Conservation initiative, considerations of data needs, 
species and habitat actions to conserve species and their habitats, and improving 
baselines within the collective footprint of the Fort Benning and ACUB landscape.  
Fort Benning plans that compensatory mitigation will have the potential to identify 
and address threats to currently listed species as well as candidate species and 
other at-risk species prior to listing. Within this framework, Fort Benning values 
that interagency cooperation under section 7 presents a timely and viable option 
to perpetually increase mission flexibility, reduce costs, and improve cumulative 
conservation results to not only benefit the Army mission but partner missions as 
well. 
 
Ultimately, the conservation objective of the compensatory mitigation strategy and 
the resulting plan will be to establish a landscape scale approach to ecosystem 
management which both increases flexibility for mission training and readiness 
while also sustaining the long term viability of affected resources rather than 
merely avoiding jeopardy as 7(a)(2) explores or implementing 7(a)(1) without any 
defined assurances for mission flexibility.  


 
7. ACUB Partnership 


7.1. Primary Partners 


7.1.1. The Army at Fort Benning 


7.1.1.1. Fort Benning Mission: 


The Fort Benning Maneuver Center of Excellence provides trained, agile, and 
adaptive Soldiers and Leaders ready to operate across the range of military 
operations; develops doctrine and capabilities for the Maneuver Force and 
the individual Soldier; and provides world-class quality of life for our Soldiers, 
Civilians, and Army Families to ensure our Army’s Maneuver Forces are fully 
prepared to “Win in a Complex World. 


7.1.1.2. Fort Benning ACUB Mission:  


Facilitate mission support by reducing encroachment via use of conservation 
easements or fee simple ownership of lands to limit or prevent incompatible 
land use on neighboring and nearby lands in conjunction with facilitating 
sustainable ecosystem management inside and outside the Installation 
boundary.   


Goals to support the ACUB mission include utilizing existing and future 
potential natural resources on ACUB lands to provide opportunities for Fort 
Benning to work with ACUB partners and the USFWS to identify and 
implement compensatory mitigation solutions to offset the impacts of actions, 
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facilitate increased flexibility for mission, and ensure no net loss, with a 
preference for a net gain, of affected natural resources, to include species’ 
and their habitats. 


Fort Benning will rely on ACUB Partners to perpetually execute the Fort 
Benning ACUB mission.  At present, The Nature Conservancy in Georgia 
operates under a Cooperative Agreement as Fort Benning’s eligible entity 
partner.  Cooperative agreements and/or Army contingent rights established 
in deeds and/or easements will perpetually ensure ownership and 
management of ACUB properties is consistent with the ACUB objectives, 
independent of whether an organization or agency may be actively serving as 
an eligible entity Partner at any given time. 


7.1.2. The Nature Conservancy (TNC) 


7.1.2.1. TNC Mission:  


To conserve the lands and waters upon which all life depends. 


7.1.2.2. TNC and Fort Benning ACUB Mission Alignment: 


Ecological Significance — The Fall Line physiographic region in which Fort 
Benning lies contains some of the most unique, biologically diverse, and 
potentially resilient ecosystems in Georgia, especially the longleaf pine 
ecosystem and related rare species, which occur here in geologically-
complex settings. 


Fire Management — The critical role of prescribed fire in protecting and 
preserving natural and ecological resources in and around Fort Benning 
provides the opportunity to promote and increase the application of 
prescribed fire and longleaf pine restoration on both public and private lands, 
with benefits accruing well beyond this landscape.  Additionally, buffering 
impacts of wildfires via reduction of fuel loads on the ACUB landscape will 
minimize risk associated with wildfires, including any escaping Fort Benning. 


Scale — The Fort Benning ACUB Program is an opportunity to leverage and 
combine resources from federal, state and other private organizations to 
achieve uniquely large-scale (>100,000 ac; Fort Benning + ACUB Land) land 
protection and land management on an ecologically-functional 
landscape.  Achieving such scale and leverage are hallmarks of 
Conservancy strategy. 


Communities — The Conservancy increasingly strives to both protect and 
demonstrate the important role of intact and functional natural systems, such 
as watersheds and fire-adapted forests, in sustaining human communities 
and economies.  The natural systems of the Fort Benning ACUB landscape 
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are vital not only for ecological protection, but also for military readiness, 
local farm and forest economies, recreation, and quality of life. 


7.1.3. Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GADNR)  


7.1.3.1. GADNR Mission:  


Sustain, enhance, protect and conserve Georgia’s natural, historic and 
cultural resources for present and future generations, while recognizing the 
importance of promoting the development of commerce and industry that 
utilize sound environmental practices. 


7.1.3.2. GADNR and Fort Benning ACUB Mission Alignment: 
 


Nongame Conservation Section (NCS): In general the ACUB program aligns 
very well with NCS objectives in that it facilitates the conservation of high 
priority species and habitats described in the State Wildlife Action Plan 
(SWAP). A major theme of the SWAP is proactive conservation of rare and 
declining species through partnerships, and ACUB and the Chattahoochee 
Fall Line Conservation Partnership are good examples of collaborative efforts 
that further conservation of priority species and habitats.  A major focus of the 
ACUB concept pertains to protection of gopher tortoise habitat in concert with 
working to preclude the need to list the tortoise. This is also a major focus of 
NCS, and so the more aligned land conservation priorities are, the better.  


 
Game Management Section (GM): The GM Section mission is “To provide 
science based management, conservation and protection of Georgia’s wildlife 
and habitats for hunting, trapping and other compatible wildlife related 
recreation and education.”  The ACUB program provides GM an exceptional 
opportunity to accomplish mission objectives as well as collaborating with the 
other partners in the ecological restoration of this unique and diverse 
landscape adjacent to Fort Benning. 


 


7.1.4. Georgia Forestry Commission (GFC) 
 


7.1.4.1. GFC Mission:  
 


Provide leadership, service and education in the protection and conservation 
of Georgia’s forest resources. The GFC vision is healthy, sustainable forests 
providing clean air, clean water and abundant products for future generations. 


 
7.1.4.2. GFC and Fort Benning ACUB Mission Alignment: 


 
The Georgia Forestry Commission (GFC) is the lead agency in Georgia that 
oversees prescribed fire on public and private forest lands.  By law, the GFC 
operates a permit system to ensure that citizens conducting prescribed fire do 
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so in a safe and appropriate manor.  In addition, the agency oversees the 
implementation of the forest stewardship program which promotes multiple 
resource management on private forestlands. The GFC and the ACUB 
mission are well aligned in that a significant portion of the ACUB ownership is 
small non-industrial private forest landowners.  These landowners are 
strongly motivated by the desire to manage their ownership for multiple 
values.  The GFC has local resource professionals available to assist ACUB 
landowners in managing those resources.   


  
7.1.5. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 


 
7.1.5.1. USFWS Mission:  


 
The mission of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is working with others to 
conserve, protect, and enhance fish, wildlife, plants, and their habitats for the 
continuing benefit of the American people.  The USFWS vision is to continue 
to be a leader and trusted partner in fish and wildlife conservation, known for  
scientific excellence, stewardship of lands and natural resources, dedicated 
professionals, and commitment to public service. 


 
7.1.5.2. USFWS and Fort Benning ACUB Mission Alignment: 


 
As the Service pursues working with others to conserve, protect, and 


enhance fish, wildlife, plants, and their habitats for the continuing benefit of 


the American people, the focus of its work is on priority species and priority 


landscapes. Often, the forces that challenge large land management 


organizations are both external and internal encroachment related issues. In 


spite of these forces, USFWS and the Army strive to engage in work that 


preserves and sustains intact, functional landscapes. As stewards of lands, 


both agencies have common objectives like relevancy, return on investment 


and scale in a way that makes work engaging, such as protecting large, 


contiguous tracts of land that help buffer anchor properties like Fort Benning 


to promote functional landscapes.  


 


The ACUB Program and the USFWS strive to attain a return on investment in 


a way that achieves results on the landscapes that both the Service and the 


Army are entrusted to conserve and sustain. Like the ACUB Program, 


USFWS also considers scale so that work achieves significant results in 


providing flexibility and sustainability. The Army and USFWS both recognize 


that working with others to clearly define goals, build and implement strong 


plans, and periodically refine plans to improve sustainability is fundamental to 


success.  
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As the Army and USFWS attempt to broaden sustainable landscape 


perspectives, specifically regarding landscape scale initiatives, there’s a 


realization that both internal and external encroachment concerns can limit 


attempts to achieve missions. The ACUB concept is one way that military 


training can be enhanced, while landscape scale conservation initiatives can 


help provide flexibility for multi-use landscapes.  


7.2. Additional Partners 


The list below includes other existing and potential future ACUB partners who may 


be involved in supporting the Fort Benning ACUB Program. 


7.2.1. Federal 
7.2.1.1. Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) 
7.2.1.2. US Forest Service 
7.2.1.3. Environmental Protection Agency 
7.2.1.4. US Air Force/ Navy/ Marines 


7.2.2. State & Local 
7.2.2.1. Georgia Counties (Marion, Talbot, Muscogee, Chattahoochee, 


Stewart) 
7.2.2.2. The State of Alabama and Alabama Counties (Russell, Macon, 


Barbour) 
7.2.2.3. Colleges and Universities 


7.2.3. Non-Governmental Organizations 
7.2.3.1. Chattahoochee Valley Land Trust 
7.2.3.2. Longleaf Alliance 
7.2.3.3. Joseph Jones Ecological Research Center 


 
7.3. ACUB Funding Strategy  


 
7.3.1. Land Protection 


 


This ACUB Plan aims to bring total ACUB land protection (Fee + CE) to 60,000 


acres in PA1 and 15,000 acres in PA2. With over 27,000 acres currently protected, 


there remains nearly 33,000 acres to be protected in PA1 and 14,900 acres in PA2. 


The following funding tables summarize the funding need, potential strategy for 


reaching the acreage protection goals (Table 7-1) and the potential for partner 


commitments to annual management and operations funding (Table 7-2).  Amounts 


indicated are non-binding, and could require a broad timeline to achieve.  The 


Antideficiency Act (ADA; 31 U.S. Code § 1341) prohibits the obligation of funds prior 


to, or in excess of, amounts available in appropriations approved by Congress; 


accordingly, all funding, federal government or otherwise, mentioned in this 


document is purely notional, and for planning purposes only. 
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7.3.2. Long-Term Management and Annual Operations 
 
To achieve long-term benefits in a cost effective manner, the ACUB landscape 
will require long-term management and an endowment will be formally 
requested by Fort Benning through IMCOM and ACSIMfor management funding.  
The Desired Future Condition of a functional longleaf ecosystem, which can 
provide ecological service benefits, is reliant on perpetual conservation action, 
particularly prescribed fire. One tool to support management actions is the long-
term interest-bearing Management Fund (initiated by partners upon CFLWMA 
creation, currently at $1.1M). It is estimated that a $15M Management Fund is 
needed to provide financial assurance to secure the Army’s interests for up to 
60,000 acres of existing and future protected properties in PA1.  Additionally, 
partners will strive to bring funding annually to support the necessary start-up, 
restoration, management, operation and maintenance costs.   
  


Table 7-1:  Lump Sum Land Protection Funding Goals, 2018 


LUMP SUM – FUTURE LAND PROTECTION 


Priority Area 1 — Protection of 33,000 additional acres in PA1 to Reach 


60,000 acres protected (includes $8-10M for Management Fund) 


Organization SUM Notes 


DoD/Army $20,000,000 


PA1 Land Protection (excluding endowment 


funding which will be requested at time of 


acquisition for any fee owned and managed 


property intended to contribute to mitigation). 


TNC, DNR, GFC, 


NRCS, other Partners 
$20,000,000 


Land Protection which includes Donations, 


Grants, State Funds, etc. 


Land Sale Proceeds $27,000,000 


Land Sale Proceeds from transfers to State, 


Other Federal Agencies or Conservation 


Buyers 


Priority Area 2 — Protection of 14,900 additional acres in PA2 to reach 


15,000 acres protected. 
Organization SUM Notes 


DoD/Army $7,000,000 
PA2 Land Protection (Purchased or Donated 


Easements) 


TNC, DNR, GFC and 
other Partners 


$7,000,000 PA2 Land Protection (Partner Match)  


 


DoD/Army Lump Sum Total $27,000,000 


Partner Lump Sum total $27,000,000 


Land Sale Proceeds $27,000,000 
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Table 7-2:  ACUB Annual Operations and Management Funding Goals, 2018 


ANNUAL – OPERATIONS and MANAGEMENT FUNDING 


Long Term Management Funding (Endowment) – management in Army 


interest for existing and future protected fee owned acreage 


Organization SUM Notes 


DoD/Army $10,000,000 


Estimate of $15M Endowment required to fund Army 


interests in fee owned and managed lands.  An 


additional $5M is required to fully fund the exiting 


$1.1M endowment for the already protected fee owned 


acreage. An estimated $8.9M will be required to fund 


any future fee protected and managed acreage.  


Endowment funding could be applied incrementally or 


as lump sum amounts for existing fee owned lands. 


Endowment funding for all future fee protected lands, 


managed in the Army’s interest, will be requested at 


time of protection.  Annual interest generated from a 


fully funded endowment will provide sufficient funding 


for annual management expenses related to Army 


interests. 


Partners $5,000,000 


Total Inputs $15,000,000 


Annual Operations and Management Funding  


Organization SUM Notes 


Army $300,000 
In lieu of endowment funds, annual funding from the 
Army would be necessary.  With endowment funding, 
all or a portion of annual funding could be eliminated. 


TNC $300,000 
Private Fundraising & Grants and In-kind, assuming 
TNC full-staffing as in 2012-2015. 


NRCS $150,000 Cost-Share Programs 


USFWS $150,000 Strategic Habitat Conservation Plan (SHC) efforts 


GADNR $300,000 Pittman Robertson Funds/ In-kind 


GFC $60,000 
Support for regional prescribed fire and assistance to 
landowners 


Other Partners $40,000 In-Kind & Cash 


Annual Inputs $1,300,000   


  
7.4 Chattahoochee Fall Line Conservation Partnership (CFLCP) 


 


The Chattahoochee Fall Line Conservation Partnership (CFLCP) was established 
in 2011 per guidance from the 2010 ACUB Biennial Meeting.  Patterned after the 
Sandhills Partnership associated with Fort Bragg NC, the CFLCP solicited 
partners from public agency, NGO, and university contacts with a stake in 
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conservation and/or natural resource management on the greater Fort Benning 
and ACUB landscape.  The partners formed a Steering Committee of key partner 
representatives from Fort Benning, The Nature Conservancy, Georgia DNR, 
Georgia Forestry Commission, the Chattahoochee Valley Land Trust, the 
Longleaf Alliance, the Jones Ecological Research Center, the US Fish and 
Wildlife Service, and the Natural Resource Conservation Service.  The partners 
also established Working Groups and meeting schedules, and developed a 
governance charter, vision statement, mission statement, and formal 
Memorandum of Agreement, following the Sandhills Partnership model. 
 
The mission of the CFLCP is to provide technical expertise, strategic coordination, 
and leveraged resources for land conservation and ecosystem restoration in west 
Georgia’s and east Alabama’s Fall Line Sandhills in a manner compatible with the 
partners’ conservation objectives, including the Army’s ability to conduct  the 
mission.  
 
The CFLCP vision for the Chattahoochee Fall Line is a sustainable landscape of 
native wildlife and plant communities that includes longleaf pine woodlands; Fall 
Line streams and wetlands; habitat for the red-cockaded woodpecker and gopher 
tortoise; rare plant and animal communities of Sandhill’s, slopes, and wetlands; 
wildlife conservation; and working farms and forests. Such a landscape is 
economically sustainable and supports forestry, farming, hunting and other 
outdoor recreation, healthy watersheds, and tourism—and simultaneously 
protects the military training mission at Fort Benning. 
 
The CFLCP is identified as a “Local Implementation Team (LIT)” (Figure 7-1) 
recognized by the America’s Longleaf Restoration Initiative (ALRI), a collaborative 
effort of multiple public and private sector partners that actively supports range-
wide efforts to restore and conserve longleaf pine ecosystems 
(www.americaslongleaf. Org). The ALRI has developed an ambitious conservation 
plan with a goal to increase longleaf pine habitat across its historic range from 3.4 
to 8.0 million acres. A key strategy for reaching this goal is via implementation of 
on-the-ground restoration efforts with strategic coordination at the state and local 
levels. Seventeen LITs have been identified and are located in significant 
geographic area (SGAs), usually where there is large federal landholding with 
intact, functional longleaf pine habitat. Fort Benning is one of these SGAs and the 
CFLCP LIT SGA (Figure 7-2) was formed to leverage Fort Benning’s ACUB 
program to help achieve range-wide conservation goals. The CFLCP has been 
successful in bringing additional funding sources to further the ACUB Program 
and is well-poised for obtaining additional support (cash and in-kind) going 
forward. 
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    Figure 7-1. Location of the 17 Local Implementation Teams (LITs) in 2017. 
 


 
   Figure 7-2: The current working area for the CFLCP in 2017. 
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7.5. ACUB Board  


 
7.5.1. Mission 


 
Ensure that DoD, U.S. Army, and Fort Benning interests are protected in 


perpetuity via a collaborative effort to facilitate successful, sustainable, and 


defensible strategies to mitigate non-compatible land uses and environmental 


compliance encroachment on mission readiness and training while also 


supporting partner missions with direct support from the CFLCP and its Working 


Groups, and other partner initiatives. The ACUB Board will form consensus in 


order to provide direction and guidance on key actions and implementation 


including but not limited to Long-term Ownership Strategies, ACUB Land 


Management Plans and Annual Work Plans, Monitoring Plans, Long-term 


management Fund (Endowment) Plans, and Facility Plans as each of these 


relate to Fort Benning ACUB Program goals and investments.  The ACUB Board 


may choose to function simultaneously as a subset of the CFLCP Steering 


Committee, or as a stand-alone board that consults with the CFLCP Steering 


Committee and Working Groups, at its discretion. 


 
7.5.2. Partnership Management & Process 


 
The ACUB Board will include a senior level representative from each of the 


primary partner organizations (Fort Benning, The Nature Conservancy, Georgia 


Department of Natural Resources, Georgia Forestry Commission, and US Fish 


and Wildlife Service).   The Board will be chaired by a senior leader from Fort 


Benning’s Garrison, DPW, or EMD office. The ACUB Board will enlist CFLCP 


Subcommittees and/or Working Groups as necessary to address specific issues 


which require additional collaboration and will advise the Board on those issues.  


The primary focus of the ACUB Board will be to form consensus and provide high-


level guidance on issues in support of its mission.   


 


Primary partner organizations will have responsibility for key aspects of ACUB 


program management related to their specific missions.  Fort Benning will ensure 


Army personnel are actively involved in supporting partners in their responsibilities 


and remain focused on ensuring the Army mission is protected in perpetuity. TNC 


will provide the nucleus for all ACUB actions by coordinating the CFLCP and its 


Subcommittees and Working Groups. In addition to this partner coordination role, 


by virtue of its role as a landowner and a conservation easement holder with 


certain land management and planning responsibilities on particular tracts, TNC 


will also be directly engaged in collaborative management of those ACUB lands in 
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which it holds a property interest.  Georgia DNR will lead management and 


monitoring efforts for fish and wildlife species, both game and non-game, in 


support of public recreation, education and the Georgia SWAP.  Georgia Forestry 


Commission will support coordination efforts related to prescribed fire, wildfire 


management, and wildland fire education and training.  USFWS will provide 


support for species management and inform the partnership on policies and 


processes relevant to maximizing success of the ACUB program related to T&E 


species and mission flexibility for the Army.       


 
7.5.3. Meeting/Reporting Timeline and Schedule 


 
The ACUB Board will meet at least once annually, at a time or times that can be 
informed by Fiscal Year-End reporting and/or resource availability.  The Board will 
assess prior year activities and any recommendations for ACUB specific actions 
for the upcoming year, relying on CFLCP reporting and recommendations as 
necessary.  The ACUB Board will review, advise, and form consensus on 
strategies and proposals which focus on developing solutions to ensure that 
resources are being managed and utilized in the best interests of the Fort Benning 
ACUB mission and Partner requirements and objectives.   


 
7.5.4. Long Term Ownership Plan 


 
Figure 7-3 depicts a potential long term ownership strategy for lands which were 
protected thru 2017.  Long-term ownership for any existing or future fee simple 
land acquisitions will be considered by the ACUB Board.  Long-term owners for 
future acquisitions could include the State of Georgia, State of Alabama, TNC or 
other conservation oriented NGO’s, or private conservation-minded buyers 
interested in supporting the ACUB program. Regardless of ownership, primary 
focus and intent will be to maintain fee owned acreage in relatively large intact 
parcels and with as few independent landowners as possible.   
 
7.5.5. Planning and Budgeting 


 
Management Plans and proposed actions are developed by state/federal/NGO 
partners (“partner landowners”) responsible for ecosystem management.  The 
ACUB Board, relying on the CFLCP as necessary for support and advice, will 
provide guidance, insight, and recommendations to partner landowners based on 
plans, results, successes, and failures.  In addition, the ACUB Board will offer 
guidance to the partners regarding the development of financial assurances for 
the management of protected properties, including additions to the Long-term 
Management Fund, as well as how and when to reinvest earnings from that Fund 
or the highest priority needs.  
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    Figure 7-3: Potential Ownership Strategy for Existing Protected Lands, 2018 


 
7.5.5.1. ACUB Land Management Plans 


 
Any ACUB lands owned in fee by ACUB partners must have an ACUB Land 
Management Plan.  Easement protected lands may also require management 
plans if easement restrictions or affirmative obligations are of specific 
strategic interest to the Army.  ACUB Land Management Plans, at least 
initially, should at a minimum broadly identify existing resources and 
management strategies to enhance and sustain those resources to the 
benefit of the ACUB program.  As such, these plans should cover longer 
durations of time, not less than ten years and not more than fifty years.  Plans 
must be submitted by each landowner to the ACUB Board as soon as 
practical (no later than one year) after taking ownership of a piece of property.  
The ACUB Board, relying on the CFLCP as necessary, will review each plan 
and make recommendations.  ACUB Land Management Plans can cover all 
properties held by a single owner and should be updated and re-submitted by 
landowners to the ACUB Board at least every 10 years, or any time 
corresponding to a significant change in circumstance deemed by the Board 
to require an update (e.g. substantial additional acreage, catastrophic or 
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unforeseen change in state of the resource, change in nature of ownership or 
encumbrance, etc.). 


 
7.5.5.2. Reporting Requirements 


 
Each partner responsible for implementing applied management techniques, 
either independently or collectively, is responsible for developing and sharing 
annual work plans with the ACUB Board.  On or before July 1 of each year 
partners shall agree upon an annual work plan, including cost estimates to 
carry out the ACUB Land Management Plan, and allocation of responsibility 
for funding and staffing to complete the work plan.  Any proposed work by 
partners for which funding is unavailable or unidentified should be brought 
before the ACUB Board for consideration of how and whether there is a 
collaborative approach to securing funding.   
 
Each annual work plan shall include, at a minimum:  (i) a description of the 
work to be completed in the applicable year, including details on land and 
wildlife management activities and which party manages and funds such 
activities; (ii) funding amounts and sources identified, (iii) funding amounts still 
required; and (ii) contact information for partners’ personnel managing 
prescribed fire activities.   


 
7.5.5.3. Ecological Monitoring Plan 


 
Fort Benning’s ACUB monitoring plan (Benning, 2016a) outlines the details of 
the current ACUB monitoring program.  The program includes five projects, 
spanning multiple spatial and temporal scales, which collectively define the 
initial condition of ACUB lands and detect long-term ecological changes to 
vegetation in response to land management actions.  In addition to providing 
an overview of the monitoring program, the plan includes project-specific 
protocols for each of the monitoring projects, including details regarding 
stratification of sampling, data collection methods, and sampling schedules. 
  
The Nature Conservancy (TNC) has taken a lead role in developing the 
ACUB ecological monitoring program, in consultation with partner 
organizations including Fort Benning’s Environmental Division and GADNR 
(both game and nongame sections).  Since 2010, land protection throughout 
the updated ACUB PA1 has created the need for significant investment in 
land management and restoration, which has increased steadily in scope and 
intensity since that time.  This fact, along with the future need for Fort 
Benning to count some ACUB lands towards their installation baseline for 
TER-S, has created the need for the monitoring program.   


The rapid expansion and fluidity of Fort Benning’s ACUB program stresses 
the need for a monitoring program that is dynamic, forward thinking, and 
integrated with other programs (namely land management) to make the best 
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and most efficient use of available resources and inform adaptive 
management.  The first iteration of the monitoring plan developed in 2016 
attempts to define the current monitoring framework and objectives, as well 
as provide methodologies for sampling of existing monitoring projects.  
Periodic revision of the report, with input from the ACUB Board, will be 
necessary as the monitoring program changes with modifications to the 
objectives, scale, and scope of the ACUB program. 


 


7.5.5.4. Financial Assurance Plan 
 


The Nature Conservancy, as a non-profit NGO, is uniquely identified in 
federal guidance as an authorized entity to hold federal funds in an interest 
bearing account, in which the principal is protected and annual earnings can 
be spent or re-invested in the ACUB program. While often referred to as an 
“endowment,” this fund has more flexibility than a true, legally-protected 
endowment and is more appropriately termed a Long-term Management 
Fund.  TNC maintains and accounts for an existing fund of this nature, 
intended for ACUB lands, created in 2014 with Army approval, via proceeds 
generated by a transaction involving land purchased with ACUB funds under 
a previous Cooperative Agreement, with earnings intended to offset staffing 
cost for the ACUB approved Chattahoochee Fall Line WMA.  TNC will 
continue to hold this fund in the future, expanding the principal and disposition 
of earnings as contributions to the fund are available. Future additions and 
disbursements of funding to and from the Long-term Management Fund 
respectively will rely heavily on review and consideration of actions by the 
ACUB Board.    Only in extraordinary cases should annual disbursements 
exceed interest accrued in the interest account from previous year(s). 
 
TNC will hold the Long-term Management Fund in a manner consistent with 
TNC’s management of other long-term capital funds that generate income to 
fund TNC’s operations. The amount of earnings provided each year for 
operations is established by the Finance Committee of TNC’s Board of 
Directors through its adoption of an annual “endowment” spending rate and 
spending base. The spending rate is calculated as a percentage of the 
average market value of the spending base (i.e., the mean rate of return) on 
TNC “endowment accounts,” over the five preceding calendar years (in TNC’s 
fiscal 2018, calendar years 2013 through 2017). The Board-approved 
spending rate on TNC’s funds for FY17 was 5.0 %, of which 4.55% is 
available for operations by TNC business units, and in this case, for ACUB 
land management operations. Looking back 20 years, the Board-approved 
spending rate on TNC’s funds has varied from 5.0 to 5.5%, with the amount 
available for operations between 4.55% and 5.0%. 
 
TNC recognizes that significant risk must be assumed to achieve its stated 
long-term investment objectives. Therefore, asset allocations and ranges are 
necessarily diverse, and consider liquidity needs. TNC has chosen not to 
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manage its underlying assets directly, but to utilize independent investment 
managers. To maintain prudent diversification and to manage risk, TNC’s 
portfolio is divided among 40 to 50 separate managers. Although the Long-
term Management Fund will be commingled with other TNC funds, TNC will 
account separately for the Long-term Management Funds (including the initial 
$1.1M from 2014 and any additional funding sources identified in the future 
for management of Ft. Benning ACUB lands).  


 
TNC intends for the interest generated each year from the Management Fund 
to fund land management, restoration, easement monitoring and other 
expenses associated with ownership and management of ACUB lands and 
easements. While permissible in extraordinary circumstances, any use of 
Long-term Management Fund principal, even if authorized by the ACUB 
Board, will in all cases be subject to approval by TNC’s senior management, 
as is required by TNC’s finance procedures. 


 


7.5.5.5. Facilities Plan 
 


Fee simple acquisition of lands can result in ownership of facilities which may 
not be necessary or conducive to supporting the ACUB mission.  Each 
property, and any associated facilities, comes with its own unique set of 
issues.  As such, there is no one-size-fits-all solution or approach to dealing 
with existing facilities.  Facilities which can be utilized in the best interest of 
the ACUB program will require maintenance and upkeep. The ACUB Board 
and partners will work to identify additional funding sources, separate from 
the management fund, and prioritize these requirements.   
 
In some scenarios it may be necessary to retain facilities to support ACUB 
requirements while in other scenarios in may be more appropriate to eliminate 
facilities from ACUB ownership.  Elimination of facilities may be completed by 
tearing down and disposing of buildings, or the portions of ACUB lands with 
excess facilities could be sold to third parties (with or without conservation 
restrictions, depending on the nature of the land on which the facilities are 
located).   Any income generated from the sale of ACUB facilities will be used 
consistent with the applicable ACUB Cooperative Agreement and with 
applicable laws. 
 
Any proposed transactions to divest real property (substantial buildings or 
facilities, or any land) on ACUB fee owned lands must follow appropriate legal 
and policy channels, and the Contracting Officer for the Army will have to 
approve those transactions. 
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7.6. CFLCP Initiatives in Support of ACUB 
 


 
7.6.1. Prescribed Fire Cooperative and Training Center 


 
All CFLCP partners recognize the importance prescribed fire plays on enhancing 


and sustaining landscapes.  Science demonstrates that low-intensity surface fires 


were historically a critical ecological process in as much as 60% of North 


American landscapes. When applied appropriately in a fire-dependent ecosystem, 


prescribed fire maintains forest health and function, provides habitat for wildlife 


populations, enhances soil and water conservation, and promotes public health 


and safety by reducing overgrown and hazardous wildland fuels. Today many 


landscapes have departures from historic fire-return intervals that make them 


more susceptible to damage from wildfire.  The GFC serves as a primary support 


system for conducting prescribed fire in a safe and efficient manner.  Likewise, 


Fort Benning recognizes the importance of conducting prescribed fire to achieve 


its multiple objectives of training and readiness along with sustaining the 


ecological benefits found within the installation and on the surrounding ACUB 


landscape.   


The vision of the partners is to promote prescribed fire as a primary tool for 


enhancing environmental benefits within the ACUB landscape and among many 


different landowners.  In order to increase the focus on prescribed fire within the 


ACUB landscape, the CFLCP intends to develop and promote fire ecology and 


education to all stakeholders.  This focus will result in more landowners being 


willing to conduct prescribed fire on private lands as well as provide opportunities 


for prescribed fire training and private consultants that work in the area.  The 


result will be an increase in the understanding and acceptance of the use of Rx 


fire by the local community, more compatible use of prescribed fire within the 


ACUB landscape, and enhanced ecosystem benefits. Military funds in support of 


this cooperative cannot be used for research, outreach or education but may be 


used to support fire management of ACUB fee owned lands and any fire training 


for military personnel which may be afforded as a result of the partnership.  


This collective focus on prescribed fire could result in the development of a 


prescribed fire cooperative and training center.  Over time, an adequate facility 


can be procured along with partner commitments to support increased focus and 


implementation. 


Prescribed Fire Cooperative Primary Objectives: 


 Increase and sustain local and regional application on Rx fire on 
private and public lands 
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 Multiagency coordination and collaboration to plan for and 
implement Rx fire on the ACUB landscape 


 Rx fire training and education 
o Education for private landowners, consultants, NGO’s and 


state and federal agencies 
o Certification of Rx burners 
o NWCG training for personnel from public and private entities  


 Rx fire research and demonstration 
 


7.6.2. Research  


The partners understand and appreciate that restoration of the ACUB Landscape 
will attract and warrant research opportunities.  The partners fully support 
research and monitoring which aligns with the ACUB objective.  Results from 
research will be fundamental to guiding adaptive management and informing 
management decisions.   


Research proposals seeking support from ACUB and/or CFLCP will be submitted 
to the ACUB Board or the CFLCP for review and consideration, though ultimate 
authority over the establishment of research projects considered desirable by the 
ACUB Board or the CFLCP will lie with the landowner(s) asked to host such 
projects.  It will be important to track and account for research projects on ACUB 
lands to protect the integrity of each project.  Tracking and accounting for 
research projects will be the responsibility of TNC or another organization 
identified by the ACUB Board or the CFLCP.    


7.6.3. Outreach and Education 
 


An important aspect of maintaining and garnering additional local and regional 
support for the ACUB program depends on an effective outreach and education 
program.  The Nature Conservancy and the CFLCP are ideally suited for and 
therefore have primary responsibility for coordinating outreach and education.  
 
Other partners including local governments, GA DNR, GFC, and Fort Benning are 
also actively involved in executing and supporting such programs.  Primary 
emphasis centers on informing the public about ACUB in general and longleaf 
pine ecosystem restoration more specifically.  Demonstrating responsible 
stewardship is also a primary goal of the partners and establishes a solid 
foundation from which to promote the partners’ principal goals and objectives.  
 
Prescribed fire and longleaf pine establishment are significant components of 
outreach and education events and activities.  Events have and will continue to 
include but not be limited to field days, volunteer opportunities, school programs, 
demonstrations, and attendance at local festivals and events.  
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The partners depend on their own media outlets to disseminate information and 
also rely on local and regional print, internet, social media and television media to 
educate the public and provide information on outreach events which are 
available for local resident involvement. 


 
7.6.4. Landowner support 


 
7.6.4.1. Technical Assistance 


 
The CFLCP and its ACUB partners are committed to encouraging and 
supporting private landowners in the management of the natural resources on 
their lands.  Georgia Forestry Commission provides professional forestry 
assistance in the form of advice, answering technical questions, and other 
services landowners may desire concerning their forest lands.  Georgia DNR 
provides technical assistance for wildlife conservation on private lands.  
Independently and collectively, GFC, GA DNR, USFWS, TNC and other 
partners can and will assist private landowners in development of  
management plans to incorporate landowner’s objectives for multiple 
resources including timber, wildlife, recreation, soil and water conservation, 
and others to provide comprehensive and detailed prescriptions which 
balance the management of natural resources on their lands.  Ultimately the 
technical assistance provided will further expand the scope and quality of 
stewardship on the ACUB landscape.  


 
7.6.4.2. Cost Share 


 
CFLCP partners are uniquely positioned and resourced to support private 
landowners in identifying and obtaining significant financial assistance and 
incentives for management of natural resources on their lands.  There are a 
wide array of  cost share and incentive programs available for landowners 
interested and willing to establish, manage, and/or restore forests; manage 
for wildlife, including game, non-game, and endangered species; stabilize and 
protect soils and wetlands; implement Rx burning; protect their lands from 
development; and restore ecosystems.   


 
A primary focus for the CFLCP will be to identify interested private 
landowners who are willing to implement management practices which further 
support and enhance ecosystem restoration efforts.  In many instances those 
efforts could result in perpetual protection via conservation easements and in 
some scenarios protection could include Army contingent right language in 
easements.  Some of these private lands will not have perpetual protection 
and management assurances; however, in all scenarios, active natural 
resources management occurring on private lands, facilitated through cost 
share/incentive programs, will provide important habitat connectivity as it 
relates to the landscape scale approach for management for the Fort Benning 
and ACUB landscape and afford appropriate incompatible buffering.   
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7.6.4.3. Safe Harbor Agreements for Private Landowners 


As the CFLCP works to restore and enhance the ACUB landscape to support 
a robust RCW population it will be important to engage and support private 
landowners in the effective management of their lands.  As landowners 
implement management as a result of cost share programs and demonstrate 
a commitment to improving and restoring forests on their properties it will be 
important to educate and ultimately sign up landowners in Safe Harbor 
agreements to establish baseline populations for individual landowners.  In 
most instances, the RCW baseline will be “0” for landowners.  However, 
effective forest management on private lands will be important to providing 
additional habitat connectivity as ecosystem restoration is implemented by 
partners across the ACUB landscape.   Encouraging landowners to be a part 
of that process while also protecting their interests and recognizing their 
implementation of beneficial habitat management will be an important part of 
the process. 


7.6.4.4. Chattahoochee Fall Line WMA Location 


The ACUB landscape is located in an area that allows DNR to provide 
excellent and unique recreational opportunity to one of Georgia’s large urban 
centers.  Columbus has a population of over 200,000 citizens and the 
Chattahoochee Fall Line WMA has allowed DNR to provide many citizens in 
the Columbus area with a variety of excellent recreational opportunities.  The 
unique and rare habitats and species present on the WMA provide people 
with the opportunity to recreate, hunt and fish in a beautiful and unique 
setting. 


 
The Chattahoochee Fall Line WMA provides public opportunity to hunt white-
tailed deer, turkey and many species of small game.  Opportunities for deer 
and turkey hunting are available either by sign-in or through the DNR quota 
hunt application process.  Small game hunting is by sign-in and include any 
small game species with an open state season with the exception of quail and 
fox squirrel.  Quail hunting is by quota only due to current low population 
levels.  Fox squirrel hunting is prohibited on the WMA. 


 
Current regulation allows fishing only on DNR-owned portions of the 
Chattahoochee Fall Line WMA.  Sport fish species present include 
largemouth bass, bluegill and crappie.  DNR and TNC have mutual interest in 
increasing public opportunity for fishing on the WMA.  Changes to DNR 
regulations beginning in 2018 will allow increased use of ponds for public 
fishing. 


 
The Chattahoochee Fall Line WMA provides opportunity for camping, biking, 


hiking, backpacking and wildlife viewing.  Campgrounds are accessible for 


public use year-round.  Vehicular access to the WMA is limited to open 
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hunting seasons which begin August 15 and run through May 15 annually.  


During periods when there is no open hunting season gates are closed on 


main access roads, and access is limited to foot traffic only.  No ATV traffic is 


allowed at any time on the WMA. 
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APPENDIX A – Historic Parcel Protection Map and Data 
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 1 


Parcel 
# 


 Parcel  Name 
Closing 


Date 
Current 
Owner 


Fee/Easement 
(Easement 


Holder) 


*2684a 
Purpose 


Area  
(Acres) 


 Military 
Invoiced  


 Partner-
Cash, In-


kind, 
Landowner 
Donation 


 Total ($)  


16, 17, 
18 


 Mead Westvaco  10-Oct-07 TNC Fee MIT 863.82 $1,687,353 $998 $1,688,351 


33  Prevatt  26-Dec-07 TNC Fee MIT 1100.6 $4,113 $1,981,561 $1,985,674 


13  Hilliard LPKC  14-Oct-08 TNC Fee MIT 580.23 $1,143,264 $535 $1,143,800 


10  Heard  31-Dec-08 TNC Fee MIT 723.24 $6,736,961 $27,079 $6,764,040 


34  Willett  10-Mar-09 TNC Fee MIT 495 $677,405 $131 $677,536 


32  Merritt  3-Apr-09 TNC Fee MIT 165.49 $463,600 $115 $463,715 


15  Ingram & LeGrand  4-Aug-09 TNC Fee MIT 1725 $2,873,254 $564 $2,873,817 


5  Buck LJC  16-Nov-09 TNC Fee MIT 340.01 $602,385 $990 $603,375 


27  Dreelin at Upatoi  10-Dec-09 Dreelin 
Easement 


(TNC) 
ICD 487.996 $3,781,742 $3,704 $3,785,446 


29  Hart  1-Apr-10 Hart 
Easement 


(GALLT) 
ICD 86.03 $8,262 $440,314 $448,576 


2  Blackjack Crossing  14-Apr-10 TNC Fee MIT 792 $1,975,409 $1,194 $1,976,604 


4  Buck Coppedge  17-Feb-11 TNC Fee MIT 315.27 $755,148 $2,358 $757,506 


26  Wolff  17-Feb-11 TNC Fee MIT 97.84 $218,030 $1,563 $219,593 


24  Waller  31-Mar-11 TNC Fee MIT 199.22 $371,080 $1,614 $372,695 


22  Small Saunders  19-May-11 TNC Fee MIT 97.66 $154,327 $1,570 $155,897 


11  Hilliard LJC  6-Jul-11 TNC Fee MIT 346.74 $794,208 $2,828 $797,036 


9  Hawkins  3-Aug-11 TNC Fee MIT 94.13 $216,215 $2,683 $218,898 


12  Hilliard Appaloosa  19-Aug-11 TNC Fee MIT 119.142 $295,051 $1,086 $296,137 


6  Tommy Buck  18-Oct-11 TNC Fee MIT 151.32 $314,085 $1,241 $315,326 


7  Fuller  9-Dec-11 TNC Fee MIT 96.828 $155,718 $1,036 $156,754 


31  McLemore  9-Dec-11 McLemore 
Easement 


(GALLT) 
ICD 158.13 $184,761 $1,436 $186,198 
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1  Almo  23-Dec-11 GADNR 
Easement 


(TNC) 
MIT 7495.903 $18,952,655 $11,986 $18,964,641 


25  Ward  10-Jan-12 TNC Fee MIT 102.38 $173,388 $1,061 $174,449 


14  Hopkins  18-Jan-12 TNC Fee MIT 118.565 $226,988 $1,927 $228,915 


20  Rovig  26-Jan-12 TNC Fee MIT 983.713 $2,795,170 $1,515 $2,796,685 


23  Varma  21-Mar-12 TNC Fee MIT 147.955 $217,737 $858 $218,595 


19  Parkers Mill  6-Sep-12 TNC Fee MIT 633.85 $1,149,009 $1,869 $1,150,879 


21 
 


Saunders/Alexander  
28-Sep-12 TNC Fee MIT 980.843 $1,785,191 $1,627 $1,786,818 


30  McLaurin  12-Dec-12 McLaurin 
Easement 


(GALLT) 
ICD 310.568 $13,466 $440,524 $453,990 


8  Gartland  14-Dec-12 TNC Fee MIT 136.172 $259,366 $2,376 $261,741 


28  Flournoy  27-Dec-12 Flournoy 
Easement 


(GALLT) 
ICD 2580.5 $40,613 $3,700,622 $3,741,236 


3  Bergquist  15-Jan-13 TNC Fee MIT 418.69 $738,185 $106,162 $844,347 


35  W.R. Bean  20-Nov-13 TNC Fee MIT 393.34 $554,901 $2,266 $557,167 


36  Beasley  12-Dec-13 TNC Fee MIT 104.13 $282,627 $3,960 $286,587 


38  Fort Perry  13-May-14 TNC Fee MIT 1276.76 $6,931,712 $9,983 $6,941,695 


37 Fort Perry 13-May-14 GADNR 
Easement 


(TNC) 
MIT 1220.94       


39  Brown Brothers  3-Jul-14 GADNR 
Easement 


(TNC) 
MIT 277.646 $393,606 $253,904 $647,510 


40  Plum Creek LJC  12-Jul-14 TNC Fee MIT 98.54 $249,250 $1,781 $251,031 


42  Hilliard Oakland   20-Aug-14 TNC Fee MIT 957.243 $112,746 $2,753,533 $2,866,279 


41  Hendricks  8-Oct-14 TNC Fee MIT 48.212 $93,883 $4,250 $98,133 


43 
 Hilliard Plantation  4-Sep-18 GADNR 


Easement 
(TNC) 


MIT 7,089.94 TBD 
TBD TBD 


*MIT =  Primary Army purpose of the acquisition is to preserve habitat to relieve regulatory restrictions on training/testing on Army land through mitigation 


*ICD = Primary Army purpose of the acquisition is to limit development that would be incompatible with Army activities on the installation (ie, buffer)  


2 
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APPENDIX B – RCW Baseline Habitat Expansion Consultation 3 


 4 
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 5 


 6 
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APPENDIX C – List of Acronyms 7 


ABOLC Armor Basic Officer Leaders Course 


ACSIM Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management 


ACUB Army Compatible Use Buffer 


ADA Antideficiency Act 


AEC Army Environmental Command 


ALRI Americas Longleaf Restoration Initiative 


AMU Army Marksmanship Unit 


ARC Armor Reconnaissance Course 


ARFORGEN Army Force Generation 


ARTB Airborne and Ranger Training Brigade 


BA Biological Assessment  


BO Biological Opinion 


BRAC Base Realignment and Closure 


CAV Cavalry 


CE Conservation Easement 


CFLCP Chattahoochee Fall Line Conservation Partnership 


CFLWMA Chattahoochee Fall Line Wildlife Management Area 


CSH Combat Support Hospital 


DFC Desired Future Conditions 


DHS Department of Homeland Security 


DMPRC Digital Multi-Purpose Range Complex 


DNR Department of Natural Resources 


DoD Department of Defense 


DoDEA Department of Defense Education Activity 


DPTMS Directorate of Plans, Training, Mobilization and Security. 


DZ Drop Zone 


EA Environmental Assessment 


EIS Environmental Impact Statement 


ESA Endangered Species Act 


ESMC Endangered Species Management Component 


FORSCOM Forces Command 


FTX Field Training Exercise 


FWS Fish and Wildlife Service 


FY Fiscal Year 


GADNR Georgia Department of Natural Resources 


GFC Georgia Forestry Commission 


GHMTA Good Hope Maneuver Training Area 


GM Game Management 


GT Gopher Tortoise 


IBOLC Infantry Basic Officer Leaders Course 
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IMCOM Installation Management Command 


INRMP Installation Natural Resources Management Plan 


JBO Jeopardy Biological Opinion 


JLUS Joint Land Use Study 


LAAF Lawson Army Airfield 


LIT Longleaf Implementation Team 


MCCC Maneuver Captains Career Course 


MCoE Maneuver Center of Excellence 


MEDDAC U.S Army Medical Department Activity 


NCS Non-game Conservation Section 


NGB National Guard Bureau 


NGO Non-governmental Organization 


NWCG National Wildlandfire Coordinating Group 


OCS Officer Candidate School 


OSUT One Station Unit Training 


PA Priority Area 


POI Program of Instruction 


R/R Railroad 


RCW Red-cockaded woodpecker 


ROI Region of Influence 


ROW Right of Way 


RPA Reasonable and Prudent Alternative 


RTB Ranger Training Brigade 


Rx Prescribed 


SDZ Surface Danger Zone 


SGA Significant Geographic Area 


SMTA Southern Maneuver Training Area 


SOCOM Special Operations Command 


STX Stationary Training Exercise 


SWAP State Wildlife Action Plan 


TER-S Threatened, Endangered and At-risk Species 


TF Task Force 


TLEP Training Land Expansion Program 


TNC The Nature Conservancy 


TRADOC Training and Doctrine Command 


USFWS U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 


WHINSEC Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation 


WMA Wildlife Management Area 


WTC Warrior Training Center 


 8 
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APPENDIX C4 DIRECTORATE OF EMERGENCY SERVICES 1 


 2 


DIRECTORATE OF EMERGENCY SERVICES 3 


STANDING OPERATION PROCEDURES 4 


SECTION 1 5 


PATROL OPERATIONS 6 


 7 


SOP # 10 – Conservation Law Enforcement (July 2017)  8 


 9 


1.  References  10 


 11 


MCOE REG 190-11, MCOE Regulation 200-1, MCOE Regulation 210-4, MCOE 12 


Regulation 210-5, MCOE Reg 190-5 13 


 14 


2.  General 15 


 16 


a. Conservation Law Enforcement Officer (CLEO) patrols are responsible for Force 17 


Protection, Security, and Environmental and Fish and Game compliance in training 18 


areas on Fort Benning.  19 


b. The CLEO patrols will enforce the provisions of Federal and State laws and MCOE 20 


Policy. 21 


c. CLEO patrols are empowered to apprehend persons in violation of the above 22 


regulations. 23 


 24 


3. Security and Force Protection 25 


 26 


a. Patrols will conduct security checks of the perimeter to prevent unauthorized access 27 


from known or unknown threats.  Patrols will identify breaches in security to the 28 


operations section for repair. 29 


b. Patrols will conduct security checks of buildings and range facilities to prevent 30 


damage and loss of government property.  Patrols will report breaches of security to the 31 


Desk Sergeant, when identified. 32 


c. Patrols will conduct safety inspection points along roads in and out of the training 33 


areas.  The primary purpose of the check points is to ensure persons on Fort Benning 34 


are in compliance with the hunting and fishing requirements.  35 


d. Patrols will conduct boat patrols of the Chattahoochee River during FPCON Charlie 36 


and Delta to prevent unauthorized waterborne entry by possible terrorist cells. 37 
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e. Persons apprehended/detained by CLEO officers for unlawful/criminal activity will be 1 


processed by the apprehending CLEO officer and released in accordance with current 2 


procedures. 3 


 4 


4. Environmental Compliance 5 


 6 


a. Patrols are responsible for conducting checks of training areas, ranges, and off limits 7 


areas to ensure compliance by units and personnel on Fort Benning. 8 


b. Patrols will check with range control for required checks and report deficiencies to 9 


Range Control as required.  Patrols will conduct range checks to ensure unit 10 


compliance of MCOE Reg 200-1 and MCOE Reg 350-19. 11 


c. Units or personnel in violation of environmental regulations will be reported to Range 12 


Control immediately. 13 


 14 


5.  Game Enforcement Procedures 15 


 16 


a. CLEO will be courteous and cautious when approaching hunters or fishermen to 17 


check identification, licenses, permits, deer harvest permits, bag or creel limits, and/or 18 


boats or vehicles.  19 


b. If a violation is detected which cannot be corrected on the spot, the individual will be 20 


cited or apprehended as outlined below. 21 


c. All vehicles entering, occupying, or exiting hunting, and fishing or training areas are 22 


subject to search by a CLEO IAW MCOE Reg 200-1. 23 


d. All persons titled with violations of MCOE Reg 200-1 may be processed on scene 24 


and released on their own recognizance.  The Desk Sergeant will be notified and will 25 


further notify the unit staff duty of Soldier violations and appearance in the daily Blotter. 26 


Weapons will be returned to the violator after being taken on a DA FM 4137.  Hunting 27 


suspension letters may be issued on scene. Bar letters for violations of permanent 28 


revocations may be issued on scene. CLEO will escort barred persons from the 29 


installation. The MPR may be completed at the end of shift. All suspension/bar letters 30 


will be turned over to the Desk Sergeant for further processing. 31 


e. The CLEO supervisor has the decision authority to title a person for a weapon 32 


violation under MCOE Reg 200-1 as the incident pertains to a hunting violation. If the 33 


weapon violation does not pertain to a hunting incident the individuals will be processed 34 


for violation of MCOE Reg 190-11 as outlined below. 35 


 (1) MCOE REG 190-11 Violations.  Civilians titled for a weapon violations IAW 36 


MCOE REG 190-11 may be processed on scene and released on their own 37 


recognizance.  Weapons will be returned to  38 


the violator after being taken on a DA FM 4137.  Bar letters for weapons violations will 39 


be issued on scene.  CLEO will escort barred persons from the installation.   The 40 
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Military Police Report (MPR) may be completed at the end of shift.  All suspension/bar 1 


letters will be turned over to the Desk Sergeant for further processing. 2 


 (2) MCOE REG 190-11 Violations.  Soldiers titled for a weapon violation IAW 3 


MCOE REG 190-11 will be processed at the MP station (or BLDG 9) and released to 4 


the unit on a DD FM 2708. The Soldier will be titled for Failure to Obey Order or 5 


Regulation.  Weapons will be retained on DA FM 4137 until final adjudication with Staff 6 


Judge Advocate (SJA) approval to return the weapon to the owner.  The MPR may be 7 


completed at the end of shift. All evidence will be submitted to the evidence room for 8 


evaluation. 9 


f. Bar letters for hunting offenses will be issued when a person violates a permanent 10 


revocation of hunting privileges or for serious weapons violation such as discharging of 11 


a firearm from a vehicle or carrying a concealed weapon while hunting.  12 


g. When a CLEO detects a crime other than hunting or fishing violation they will take 13 


immediate measure to secure the crime scene or persons until appropriate agency 14 


personnel arrive.  The first responding officer will enter the initial case into the ALERTS 15 


system. 16 


h. Any hunting/fishing violation observed by Department of Natural Resources (DNR) 17 


Officers on the installation will be the responsibility of the CLEO.  DNR Officers will 18 


become witnesses in all cases they are involved in.  DNR Officers will detain the 19 


person(s) and will radio/phone the Desk Sergeant for assistance or transport the 20 


offender to the Military Police Station.  The Desk Sergeant will take responsibility for the 21 


violators and will initiate a case.  DNR Officers will become witnesses rendering a sworn 22 


statement to the violation(s).  It is our intent to work closely with the DNR in CLEO.  23 


 24 


6. Hunting Enforcement 25 


 26 


a. Ensure the area is open for hunting (Range Control Map). 27 


b. When checking hunters in the hunting area, DO NOT enter the hunting area except 28 


for emergency reasons.  Personnel will be checked either upon entering or departing 29 


the hunting area. 30 


c. Request the following items from the individual(s):  state hunting license, big game 31 


tags (if applicable), post permit/registration, hunters safety certificate (if applicable), and 32 


ID card. 33 


d. Check for unauthorized weapons, ammunition, and game. 34 


e. Check for unlawful hunting at night or illegal taking of game by unauthorized 35 


methods. 36 


f. Ensure compliance with MCOE Regulation 200-1 in reference to weapons, clothing, 37 


and safety procedures. 38 
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g. Check Stations.  All road check stations/points will be coordinated through 1 


Operations and/or the Duty Officer.  The location will be recorded and reported when in 2 


effect. 3 


h. Violators will be processed as outlined in paragraph 5d above.  4 


 5 


7. Fishing Enforcement 6 


 7 


a. Ensure the area is open for fishing on range control maps. 8 


b. Check individuals for license (state), post permit/registration, creel limit and size.  9 


Individual's identification card will be checked to verify license, permits and eligibility. 10 


c. Ensure that MCOE Regulation 200-1 complies with reference to the age limit for 11 


children and accompaniment by the sponsor. 12 


d. Violators will be processed as outlined in paragraph 5d above. 13 


 14 


8.  River Security Patrols 15 


 16 


a. The Police Boat will only be operated by trained personnel.  A proper PMCS will be 17 


conducted prior to launching the boat.  Any damages to the boat will be reported 18 


immediately to OIC and the DUTY OFFICER 19 


b. Patrols will operate during daylight hours only, except in cases of emergency.  20 


c. Patrols may be required to assist stranded operators on the Chattahoochee River, on 21 


a pond or lake on Fort Benning. 22 


d. Patrols will be required to perform security checks of all persons on the river when 23 


during FPCON Charlie and Delta.  Persons without proper ID and a valid need to be on 24 


the Fort Benning section of the river will be directed off the installation.  During FPCON 25 


Charlie and Delta, movement on the river during hours of darkness will be kept to a 26 


minimum. 27 


e. Patrols may also be used for search and rescue operations of unaccounted or 28 


presumed drowned persons. 29 


 f. CLEO will be courteous and cautious when approaching recreational boaters or 30 


fishermen to check identification, licenses, permits, creel limits, or boats. 31 


 g. If a violation is detected which cannot be corrected on the spot, the individual will be 32 


cited or apprehended as outlined in paragraph 5d. 33 


 h. All boating accidents will be referred to GA DNR and the U.S. Coast Guard will be 34 


notified immediately as required by Federal law. 35 


 36 


 37 
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9. Personnel and Equipment 1 


 2 


a. Personnel assigned to the CLEO Section will be qualified Military Police (31B) 3 


officers or Department of the Army Civilian Police and Guard (GS-0083/0085).  4 


Personnel will be familiar with all Federal, State and MCOE regulations as it pertains to 5 


Fish and Wildlife enforcement. 6 


b. CLEO will have the following equipment:   7 


             (1) Patrol Uniform (MP or DACP/G) (a Coast Guard approved personal flotation 8 


device (PFD) will be worn while launched on boat patrol) 9 


 (2) Patrol Belt with Radio, Hand Irons, Baton, Flashlight, Gloves, Holster, 10 


Ammunition, and Appropriate inclement weather clothing.  11 


 (3) Assigned Pistol (A lanyard will be worn while launched on boat patrol) 12 


 (4) Assigned Shotgun with Ammunition (a shotgun is not required while on boat 13 


patrol) 14 


 (5) CLEO kit 15 


c. Vehicles provided for use by CLEO personnel will only be operated by personnel 16 


performing CLEO Officer duties.  Any exceptions must be approved through operations. 17 


d. Operator maintenance will be performed before, during and after operation of the 18 


vehicle. 19 


 20 


10.  MEDEVAC and Lost Persons 21 


 22 


a. CLEO will respond to all requests for emergency medical assistance from units or 23 


personnel in Fort Benning training Areas.  24 


b. All Ground or Air MEDEVAC requests will be sent through the DES, E-911 25 


dispatcher.  Units are responsible for requesting the appropriate form of transportation 26 


to evacuate an injured soldier with life or limb emergencies as outlined in MCOE REG 27 


40-2.  Requests must be submitted using the standard 9-Line MEDEVAC request.  28 


c. Patrols will use are able to communicate directly with in-flight helicopters by changing 29 


their radio channel to the AIR MED net.  This allows patrols to direct the inbound aircraft 30 


to a specific landing site at an incident scene.  Patrols should be instructed to change to 31 


this frequency when the Life-Net aircraft is inbound to their scene. 32 


d. CLEO will assist EMS and Fire personnel in the extraction of injured personnel.  33 


CLEO personnel will be familiar with all Landing Zone locations for rotary wing 34 


extraction.  35 


e. CLEO will assist in the search for lost or missing personnel IAW MCOE REG 350-19. 36 


 37 
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Chapter 1.   
Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard (WASH) Plan 
 
1-1. Purpose:  This plan sets forth procedures and responsibilities designed to minimize bird/wildlife strikes at Lawson Army Airfield 
(AAF) with an integrated wildlife management approach. 
 
1-2. Conditions of Execution:  This plan is based on hazards posed by both resident and seasonal wildlife populations, therefore 
portions will be continuously implemented while others implemented as needed during seasonal changes.   
 
1-3. Concept of Operations: 
 
        a. Establish a Wildlife Hazard Working Group (WHWG) and designate member responsibilities.  
 
        b. Establish procedures for reporting hazardous wildlife activity and altering or discontinuing flying operations.  Reporting will be 
a collective effort between all aircrews and ground personnel operating in the airfield environment. 
 
        c. Establish procedures that identify hazardous conditions and aid supervisors and aircrews in disseminating information, 
issuing alerts, and altering or discontinuing flying operations when required. 
 
        d. Develop active and passive techniques that disperse wildlife from the airfield and decrease airfield attractiveness to wildlife. 
 
        e. Establish procedures that eliminate or reduce environmental conditions attracting wildlife to the airfield/heliport. 
 
        f.   Identify organizations with authority to initiate or terminate wildlife watch conditions. 
 
Chapter 2.   
Organizational Tasks 
 
2-1. General:  A cooperative effort between all installation agencies helps ensure airfield vegetation, fencing and drainage 
management minimizes wildlife attractants.  
 
2-2. Garrison Commander (GC): 
 
        a. Uses methods and procedures outlined in this plan. 
 
        b. Chairs the WHWG meetings.  The Airfield Operations Board (AOB) may incorporate WHWG meetings. 
 
        c. Reviews WHWG recommendations. 
 
        d. Appoints the Wildlife Detection and Dispersal Team (WDDT). 
 
2-3. Directorate of Public Works (DPW): 
 
        a. Operations and Maintenance Division: 
 
             (1)  Advises WHWG of physical modifications. 
 
             (2)  Corrects physical conditions that increase WASH potential. 
 
             (3)  Maintains the airfield’s physical conditions and surrounding areas based on guidance of AR 95-2, TM 5-630, and 
WHWG recommendations. 
 
        b. Environmental Management Division (EMD): 
 
             (1)  Advises airfield manager and WHWG on wildlife biology and behavior, habitat requirements, modifications, or 
management schemes to make informed decisions and minimize aircraft-wildlife strikes. 
 
             (2)  Conducts wildlife hazard assessment identifying local wildlife species, numbers, locations, movement, and daily and 
seasonal occurrences.  Develop wildlife hazard reduction recommendations.  
 
             (3)  Acquires all necessary state/federal nuisance wildlife harassment permits and have available upon airfield manager 
request. 
 
             (4)  Identify dead wildlife remains and ensure proper remains disposal pursuant to permits.  
 
2-4. Public Affairs Office:  Public Affairs Office participates as required and upon request provides a public information program 
designed to inform post personnel, family members, and the general public on uncontrolled airfield wildlife activity hazards and 
costs, and the minimization measures being taken. 
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2-5. Directorate of Plans Training, Mobilization and Security (DPTMS):   
 
        a. Chief, Airfield Division / Airfield Manager:   
 
             (1)  Declares a Wildlife Watch Condition (WWC) based on WWC criteria IAW this plan and base operations, air traffic 
control (ATC) and Airfield Services recommendations. Note:  If the airfield division manager is absent, the Airfield Safety officer 
declares an appropriate WWC. 
 
             (2)  Disseminates airfield wildlife hazard warnings. 
 
             (3)  Provides airfield personnel guidance for reporting WWC and wildlife strikes to aircraft. 
 
             (4)  Issues specific WWC procedural guidance to base operations personnel for each WWC. 
 
             (5)  Makes operational changes avoiding known hazardous wildlife concentration areas and times, mission permitting. 
 
             (6)  Determines when and where WDDT members can respond. 
 
             (7)  Coordinates with DPW (EMD) on actions modifying habitat, trap/remove, and harassment to facilitate dispersing wildlife 
(primarily birds) when the airfield staff’s means are insufficient.   
 
        b. Airfield Operations Officer:  The flight operations officer may be responsible for WASH plan operations if directed by the 
Airfield Manager: 
 
             (1)  Acquire, maintain and coordinate with DPW EMD on all dispersal equipment.  See Appendix H for dispersal equipment 
description. 
 
             (2)  Monitors WDDT member dispersal equipment training.  
 
        c. Airfield Safety Officer (AFSO):  The airfield safety program manager may be responsible for WASH plan management if 
directed by the Airfield Manager: 
 
             (1)  Monitors compliance with the WASH plan. 
 
             (2)  Assembles and disseminates wildlife data to WHWG and aviation units via the Aviation Safety Council and/or the 
Airfield Operations Board including information on how each unit may obtain predictive wildlife hazard information using the United 
States Air Force Bird Avoidance Model; see Appendix G. 
 
             (3)  Monitors wildlife activity and strike statistics and advise the Airfield Division Chief when additional meetings are 
required. 
 
             (4)  Establishes a WASH education program including films, posters and local wildlife hazard information and reporting 
procedures in coordination with DPW EMD. 
 
             (5)  Coordinates with Airfield Services, Base Operations or aircrews for collecting non-fleshy remains after strikes. 
 
             (6)  Establishes and maintains a continuity folder with trend data and other pertinent wildlife data and information assuring 
continuity of knowledge with personnel turnover. 
 
             (7)  Monitors the current WWC posted to the Lawson AAF Army Airfield Automation System (AAAS). 
 
        d. Air Traffic Control Facility (ATC): 
 
             (1)  Reports observed wildlife activity to Base Operations and pilots. 
 
             (2)  Issues wildlife watch condition advisories to aircrews when Moderate or Severe conditions are reported. 
 
             (3)  Appropriately warns pilots when possible bird activity radar targets are identified. 
 
             (4)  Recommends missed approaches or delayed takeoffs when possible wildlife hazards appear on ATC radar. 
 
             (5)  Under WWC “SEVERE”, ATC ensures that pilots understand the condition and have the option to delay, divert or 
continue the proposed operation into the hazardous area. 
 
             (6)  Recommends appropriate operational changes or options to pilots/aviation units to avoid known hazardous wildlife 
concentration areas, mission permitting.   
 
             (7)  Upon pilot in command or flying unit request, considers the following during increased wildlife activity periods: 
 
             (a)  Raise pattern altitude. 
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             (b)  Change pattern direction to avoid bird concentrations. 
 
             (c)  Raise altitude en route to low level or training areas. 
 
        e. Flying Units: 
 
             (1)  Makes appropriate operational changes to avoid areas of known hazardous wildlife concentrations, mission permitting. 
 
             (2)  Considers the following during increased wildlife activity periods: 
 
             (a)  Avoid takeoffs/landings at dawn/dusk ± 1 hour. 
 
             (b)  Limit or prohibit formation takeoffs and landings.  
 
             (c)  Depart pattern in trail. 
 
             (d)  Reschedule local training or transition elsewhere. 
 
             (e)  Limit time on low level routes to minimum for training requirements. 
 
             (f)  Select low level routes or training areas based on bird hazard data.   
 
             (g)  Split formation during recovery.  
 
             (h)   Make full stop landings.   
 
         f. Base Operations/Airfield Services: 
 
            (1)  Observes, reports, and disperses wildlife on or near the airfield as necessary during daily airfield inspections and 
checks. 
 
             (2)  Recommends a WWC condition to the airfield manager or airfield safety program manager based on wildlife activity 
observations or reports. 
 
             (3)  Posts the current WWC to the Army Airfield Automation System (AAAS) for aircrews and transient personnel to see.  
Note:  A Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) can be posted if the WWC warrants one.  
 
             (4)  Reports all wildlife strike incidents to Airfield Manager and Aviation Safety Officer. 
 
             (5)  Maintains wildlife dispersal equipment and wildlife identification books. 
 
             (6)  Recovers wildlife remains after a strike incident and notifies DPW EMD Wildlife personnel for pick-up and identification. 
 
             (7)  Receives wildlife aircraft strike mishap reports from aircrews or other witnesses and submits to the AFSO to enter the 
data online using the US Combat Readiness Safety Center’s Report It accident reporting system. 
 
             (8)  Maintains daily wildlife activity and harassment (responses of birds/wildlife to control activities and number of wildlife 
dispersed) records. 
 
             (9)  Creates a map using large scale airfield diagram or equivalent to identify high risk areas.   
 
        g. Wildlife Detection and Dispersal Team (WDDT): 
 
             (1)  The GC selects the WDDT and includes personnel authorized to employ non-lethal control techniques IAW federal and 
state permits.  The DPW EMD assists with WDDT training.  The members must have the following initial and recurring (annual) 
documented training): 
 
             (a)  Species identification 


  
             (b)  Wildlife active/passive control techniques 
 
             (c)  WASH equipment safety 
 
             (d)  WWC identification, reporting and downgrading 
 
             (e)  Safe handling, personal protective equipment and disposal of wildlife 
 
             (2)  The WDDT will be activated when wildlife on the airfield creates hazardous conditions.  WDDT personnel will have 
immediate access to necessary wildlife dispersal equipment. 
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             (3)  The following offices will be permanent WDDT members: 
 
             (a)  Chief, Airfield Division/Airfield Manager 
 
             (b)  Airfield Safety Officer 
 
             (c)  Airfield Operations Officer 
 
             (d)  DPW Environmental Management Division Chief 
 
             (e)  Airfield Operations Personnel 
 
             (4)  The WDDT will follow procedures outlined in section 5 of this plan. 
 
2-6. Wildlife Hazard Working Group (WHWG):  The Wildlife Hazard Working Group implements and monitors the WASH Program.  
 
        a. Authority:  The GC or a designated representative will be the WHWG chairman, responsible for the WASH program and is 
the WHWG recommendation approval authority.  The AFSO acts as the WHWG coordinator and monitors the plan’s effectiveness.  
The WASH plan is included in the Integrated Natural Resource Management Plan (INRMP) with DPW EMD involvement. 
 
              (1)  The WHWG members consists of the following personnel:  
 
              (a)  Chairman: Garrison Commander (or designated representative) 
 
              (b)  Directorate of Plans, Training, Mobilization and Security 
 
              (c)  Chief, Airfield Division /Airfield Manager 
 
              (d)  Garrison Safety Office  
 
              (e)  Airfield Safety Officer  
 
              (f)  Airfield Operations Officer  
 
              (g)  Airfield Air Traffic Control facility representative 
 
              (h)  DPW Operations and Maintenance representative 
 
              (i)   DPW Environmental Management Division representative 
 
              (j)   Aviation Safety Officers from each of the tenant flying organizations 
 
             (2)  WHWG meetings will be part of the AOB when required, but will meet at least twice a year.  WHWG minutes will be 
prepared and distributed with the AOB minutes   
 
        b. WHWG Functions: 
 
             (1)  Execute and update the WASH program. 
 
             (2)  Monitor WASH plan compliance. 
 
             (3)  Collect, compile and review wildlife strike, wildlife watch condition change and wildlife dispersal activity trend data on or 
near the airfield/heliport. 
 
             (4)  Identify and recommend wildlife hazard reduction actions. 
 
             (5)  Recommend operational procedure and airfield environment changes. 
 
             (6)  Prepare aircrew informational programs and safety briefings as required. 
 
             (7)  Recommend program effectiveness improvement modifications. 
 
 
 
Chapter 3.   
Participants Outside Of Airfield Management 
 
3-1. Tennant Flying Organizations:  Should assign a primary/alternate WASH POC to represent the organization during Garrison 
WHWG and develop a unit level WASH program that includes the following minimum elements:   
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        a. Annual aircrew briefing to report airfield wildlife strikes and hazardous conditions. 
 
        b. Posting current airfield wildlife condition status and activity data reported by airfield management. 
 
        c. Ensure current wildlife activity data is available and briefed for each planned flight phase. 
 
        d. Ensure WASH report forms and wildlife activity maps are readily available for aircrews (combined with the Hazards map). 
 
        e. Seasonal wildlife hazards awareness.  
 
3-2. Aircrews: 
 
        a. Should consider and incorporate wildlife hazards into the mission planning and briefing process.  See Appendix G. 
 
        b. Notify other aircrews and Lawson Army Airfield Base Operations about wildlife sightings. 
 
Chapter 4.   
WASH Operations 
 
4-1. WASH Planning:    
 
        a. The Lawson AAF Wildlife Hazard Assessment (WHA) provides the foundation for more completely understanding potential 
site-specific wildlife hazards.   
 
        b. Large bird flocks may appear near Lawson AAF during migratory season.  Expect heavy bird concentrations near the airfield 
during inclement weather.  Lawson AAF operates under the following phases: 
  
             (1)  Phase I, November- March.  Bird and wildlife activity is normally light during this period.  The primary threats are 
occasional soaring hawks and some migratory bird activity. 
 
             (2)  Phase II, April-October.  During this time, Lawson AAF (KLSF) potentially has significant bird activity. 
 
        c. Lawson AAF Description (See airport diagram in Appendix E): 
 
             (1)  Fort Benning topography is gently rolling elevations primarily ranging from 200-420 feet mean sea level (MSL). Lawson 
AAF’s runway elevation is approximately 227 ft. (MSL).  The terrain generally slopes southward towards the Chattahoochee River, 
which is less than one mile away and flows from north to south around Lawson AAF. 
 
             (2)  Storm water flows in directions and drains primarily towards unnamed Chattahoochee River tributaries south of the 
airfield. 
 
             (3)  Lawson AAF’s 1,500 acres is mostly developed land surrounded by approximately 8 miles of security fencing. 
 
             (4)  Currently, the trees and landscaping present on developed areas of Lawson AAF include small landscaping vegetation 
at or within close proximity to inhabited buildings. Any future landscaping will utilize plant species with little or no wildlife value at or 
within close proximity to inhabited buildings.  
 
             (5)  Lawson AAF’s undeveloped land is minor.  Native vegetation near Lawson AAF, both inside and outside the security 
fence, is characterized by mixed mesophytic forests dominated by oaks and hickory, with pyrophytic pine uplands interspersed 
throughout. Managed timber stands of longleaf pine (Pinus palustris) and loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) are also located near Lawson 
AAF, both inside and outside the security fence. 
 
             (6)  The Phenix City, AL Landfill is located approximately 4.5 miles NW of Lawson AAF and poses moderate flight operation 
hazards. 
 
             (7)  Biofiltration areas are typically located adjacent to large hardstand areas however they are not characterized by 
standing water and are managed to prevent wildlife attraction.       (8)  A forested wetland complex associated with Chattahoochee 
River is located south of Lawson AAF.  This land area is managed by DPW EMD IAW AR 200-1, the Sikes Act, the Fort Benning 
INRMP and other applicable environmental laws and regulations. 
 
             (9)  Fort Benning has critical habitat currently designated for the shiney rayed pocketbook mussel and the installation has a 
significant number of endangered, threatened, and protected species.  While those species are not usually associated with the 
airfield, WDDT members  will be educated in identifying protected species and take proactive steps preventing harm to those 
species during wildlife management activities. 
 
4-2. WASH Plan Execution:   
 
        a. DWP EMD conducts the Lawson AAF WHA.  Findings developed from the completed WHA will be incorporated into The 
WASH plan will incorporate completed WHA findings, allowing full execution by identifying wildlife attractants, modifying and 
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managing wildlife habitat, establishing a Wildlife Watch Warning System, and disseminating Wildlife Watch Conditions (WWC) to 
ground agencies and aircrews. 
 
        b. Wildlife Watch Conditions establish the Wildlife Warning System. The airfield manager, airfield safety manager or operations 
officer can declare a wildlife watch condition indicating Low, Moderate or Severe conditions during normal flight operations based on 
ground observations, pilot reports, radar observations, etc.  See Appendix B and C for WWC definitions and categorization. 
 
        c. The DPTMS Airfield Division works with the DPW Operations and Maintenance Division procuring Lawson AAF turf 
maintenance funding as prescribed in AR 95-2 and TM 5-630.  Airfield grass and vegetation height should be maintained between 6 
to 12 inches to discourage flocking avian species thus reducing bird/aircraft strike hazards.   
 
        d. Lawson AAF’s infield bare areas have been eliminated and seeded with grass.  This practice will continue.  On-going 
construction projects must include bare area reseeding during land disturbance activities and after project completion to minimize 
ideal wildlife roosting and loafing sites.  Any seed used to establish permanent vegetation should not be a preferred wildlife forage or 
grain. 
 
        e. Maintain established ditches with steep sides and trimmed vegetation to prevent standing water on or near Lawson AAF.  
Regularly inspect any culverts passing under or through the security fence for wildlife use and entrance to the airfield.  Install 
fencing, gates, or other deterrents to discourage wildlife from entering the airfield. 
 
        f. Check security fencing weekly for wildlife breaches, unsecure gates, and vegetation overgrowth on or near the fence, and 
any other wildlife/security issues.  Maintain a 25 foot external boundary area free of trees or tall brush outside the entire security 
fence perimeter where able.  
 
        g. Monitor, manage or remove perch, roost, and nest sites such as isolated trees, airfield structures, runway markers, poles, 
equipment and others to prevent birds using them as perches, roosting, and/or nesting sites.  Current Lawson AAF perch, roost, and 
nesting sites include the limited and patchy landscape tree growth near inhabited buildings, utility poles, overhead electrical lines, 
fence lines, and aircraft hangars. 
  
        h. Waste Management:  Store all organic wastes in enclosed containers until collected and removed.  Cover construction 
containers and public trash containers to limit access by birds and other wildlife.  
 
        i. Wildlife Attractants:  Building structures, erecting nesting platforms or boxes, feeding birds, improper waste disposal, or 
otherwise encouraging birds or other hazardous wildlife in installation areas that may threaten flight operations is prohibited. 
 
        j. See additional passive WASH control methods in Appendix I. 
 
Chapter 5.   
Wildlife Detection Dispersal Team Procedures (WDDT) 
 
5-1. General Dispersal Guidelines. 
 
        a. WDDT actively patrols as-needed and uses appropriate active deterrence methods.  See Appendix H for WASH 
dispersal/depredation equipment and methods available. 
 
        b. Notify the ATC tower before conducting any airfield wildlife dispersal procedures. 
 
        c. Use vehicle horns and sirens first when attempting to disperse wildlife from aircraft movement areas.  Bioacoustics devices 
or sound cannons may be required if these procedures are unsuccessful. 
 
        d. Pyrotechnic devices such as screamers, whistle bangers, and cracker shells may be used in conjunction with vehicle 
harassment.   
 
        e. If portable propane sound cannons are used on the airfield, relocate them periodically to prevent habituation.   
 
        f. Lawson Airfield Operations personnel are not currently authorized to use lethal removal efforts.  DPW EMD personnel can 
use lethal control measures for some unprotected avian species (i.e. pigeons).  Trained and approved installation personnel can use 
lethal removal to eliminate varmints that cause hazards (i.e. coyotes and beavers), white-tailed deer and feral swine.   
 
5-2. Approval Authority for the Use of Weapons:  The garrison commander is the approval authority for using weapons to 
remove Lawson AAF wildlife.  Carry out lethal depredation   methods IAW local, state and federal laws as necessary.   
 
5-3. Procedures for the Use of Pyrotechnics: 
 
        a. Before discharging pyrotechnics, coordinate location and receive clearance from the ATC tower.  If aircraft operations are 
imminent, the WWC will be raised before initiating dispersal operations.  LAAF will contact DPW EMD to support firecracker shell 
deployment. 
 
        b. Inform the Airfield Manager and/or AFSO before discharging pyrotechnics on the airfield. 
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        c. Use ear, eye and hand protection will as necessary. 
 
        d. WARNING:  Do not load or fire pyrotechnics in or from a vehicle.   
 
Chapter 6.   
Wildlife Strike Reporting 
 
6-1. Reporting Wildlife Aircraft Strikes: 
 
        a. Report all known or suspected wildlife strikes to the control tower as soon as possible.  Base Operations, Airfield Services, 
or DPW EMD will attempt to recover any reported wildlife remains located within the airfield. 
 
        b. Aircrews will preserve any wildlife remains discovered during post flight inspection (including feather, hair, tissue and/or 
blood) and notify Base Operations personnel for collection instructions. 
 
        c. The aircrew or any witnesses should complete and forward FAA Form 5200-7, Bird/Wildlife Strike Report (Appendix J),  to 
Base Operations for reporting to appropriate agencies.  
 
        d. Report any wildlife strike aircraft damage to the owning organization for reporting and investigation as necessary IAW DA 
Pam 385-40.  
 
Chapter 7.   
Recordkeeping.  
 
      a. Base Operations maintains a daily activity log documenting wildlife sightings and WDDT activities.  
 
      b. The Airfield Safety Officer should develops a quarterly WHWG wildlife data summary and briefs the airfield operations board 
and safety council meetings. 
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Appendix A.  Acronyms and Abbreviations 
 
AAF   Army Airfield 
AFSO   Airfield Safety Officer 
ASO   Aviation Safety Officer 
AGL   Above Ground Level 
AHAS   Avian Hazard Advisory System 
AHP   Army Heliport 
AOB   Airfield Operations Board 
AR    Army Regulation 
ATC   Air Traffic Control 
ATIS   Automatic Terminal Information Service 
AWOS   Automated Weather Observing System 
BAM   Bird Avoidance Model 
CCTV   Closed Circuit Television 
DOD   Department of Defense 
DPTMS   Directorate of Plans, Training, Mobilization and Security 
DPW   Directorate of Public Works 
DSN   Defense Switch Network 
FAA   Federal Aviation Administration 
FAAO   Federal Aviation Administration Order 
FOD   Foreign Object Damage 
ILS    Instrument Landing System 
IMCOM   Installation Management Command 
INRMP   Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan 
IPM    Integrated Pest Management 
NEPA   National Environmental Policy Act 
NOTAM  Notice to Airmen 
MOA   Military Operations Area 
MSL   Mean Sea Level 
PA    Public Affairs 
TA    Trans Alert 
USACE   United States Army Corps of Engineers 
USDA   United States Department of Agriculture 
USFWS  United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
WASH   Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard 
WDDT   Wildlife Detection and Dispersal Team 
WHA   Wildlife Hazard Assessment 
WHWG   Wildlife Hazard Working Group 
WHMP   Wildlife Hazard Management Plans 
WWC   Wildlife Watch Condition 


 
 


REFERENCES 
 
 
AC 150/5200 33B   FAA Advisory Circulars Hazard Wildlife Attractants on or near Airports 


AR 95-2           Airspace, Airfields/Heliports, Flight Activities, Air Traffic Control, and Navigational Aids 


AR 200-1          Environmental Protection and Enhancement 


AR 385-10          Army Safety Program 


DA Pam 385-10         Army Safety Program            


DA Pam 385-40         Army Accident Investigations and Reporting 


DA Pam 385-90         Army Aviation Accident Prevention Program 


DoDI 4715.03         Natural Resources Conservation Program 


DoDI 4150.07         DOD Pest Management Program 


Exec Order 13514     Federal Leadership in Environmental, Energy, and Economic Performance 


FM 5-19         Composite Risk Management 


IMCOM Pam 385-90-1 Wildlife Aircraft Strike hazard (WASH) Template 


IMCOM Sup1 to AR 95-2  Airspace, Airfields/Heliports, Flight Activities, Air Traffic Control and Navigational Aids 


UFC 3-260-01         Airfield and Heliport Planning and Design 
 
 



https://www.us.army.mil/suite/doc/39915834
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Appendix B.  Explanation of Terms in WASH Plan 


        a. Active Bird Dispersal.  


Harassment techniques employed to disperse wildlife from airfield and surrounding areas. Methods may include chase, 
pyrotechnics, or bioacoustics.  


         b. WASH.   


Wildlife aircraft strike hazard. Is a general term describing wildlife hazards and wildlife hazard prevention programs. 


         c. Wildlife Hazard Working Group (WHWG).   


Local committee concerned with controlling aviation wildlife hazards.  Executes and makes WASH program recommendations. 


        d. Wildlife Watch Condition (WWC).   


A bird hazard alert condition used to warn aircrew of bird activity. 


        e. WWC LOW.  


A WWC that indicates a sparse airfield wildlife activity and a low hazard probability. 


        f. WWC MODERATE.  


A WWC that indicates moderate wildlife concentrations are located on the airfield and represent a probable flight operation hazard. 


        g. WWC SEVERE.   


A WWC indicating heavy wildlife concentrations on or immediately adjacent to the runway, which presents an immediate base 
operations hazard or any wildlife concentration that presents a danger to aircraft. 


        h. Bioacoustics.  


Recorded distressed bird and predator calls used to disperse birds from runways and airfield areas. 


       i. Wildlife Strike.   


Any documented collision between wildlife and aircraft which may or may not cause damage. 


        j. Depredation.   


Technique used to permanently remove problem wildlife from the airfield and hangars when other scare tactics are ineffective.  
Depredation permits are required for most species. 


        k. Models/decoys.   


Various static devices used to disperse birds from airfield areas.  Many include scarecrows, decoys, Mylar tape and eye spots. 


        l. Propane cannons.   


Stationary non-projectile sound producing device used to disperse birds from airfield areas. 


        m. Pyrotechnics.   


Noise-producing devices fired from pistol or shotgun.  Used by the WDDT to scare wildlife away from runways and airfield areas.  
Pyrotechnics are Class 1.4 explosives. 


        n. Wildlife Detection and Dispersal Team (WDDT).  A roving airfield patrol, which reports WWCs, disperses problem wildlife via 
chase, bioacoustics, pyrotechnic, or other approved methods.  
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Appendix C.  Wildlife Watch Condition Categories 
 


 


             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


WILDLIFE WATCH CONDITION CATEGORIES 
This table will be used to determine the Bird/Wildlife Watch Category.  
Watch Condition "LOW" will be the default condition and should not be 
transmitted on ATIS.  
An elevated condition from "LOW" requires an ATIS update and NOTAM posting 
if elevated conditions exist fifteen minutes after initial report. 


WATCH CONDITION Wildlife * Small Bird/s ** Large Birds *** 


LOW NONE fewer than 15 fewer than 5 


MODERATE 1 to 3 15 to 30 5 to 15 


SEVERE Herd/Pack more than 30 more than 15 


* Wildlife is defined as deer, coyotes, foxes, bobcats, pigs, etc., within 
Movement Area as defined in LAAF AOM 
** Small Birds is defined as Softball size or smaller. 


*** Large Birds is defined as larger than a Softball.  


WATCH CONDITION RESTRICTIONS 


WATCH CONDITION RESTRICTIONS 


LOW Continue with normal operating procedures for all 
locations. 


MODERATE 


Fixed-winged aircraft: Takeoffs and Landings are not 
recommended but are at the discretion of the PIC/ AC 


Rotary-winged aircraft will reduce airspeed in order to 
see and avoid bird hazard/s. Formation flight is not 
recommended. 


SEVERE 


Fixed-winged aircraft: Takeoffs and landings are not 
recommended. 


Rotary-winged aircraft will reduce airspeed in order to 
see and avoid bird hazard/s. Formation flight is not 
recommended. 


WILDLIFE OBERSEVATION REPORT 
1. Date: 6. Type of Bird (if known): 
2. Call sign: 5. Approximate number of Bird/wildlife: 
3. Location: 6. Behavior and direction of movement: 
4. Altitude: 7. Watch Condition:   
5. Time of sighting:(L)   
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Appendix D.  Wildlife Management Techniques and Recommendations 
 
        a. Techniques and recommendations:  Bird control and dispersal will primarily be accomplished by airfield operations 
personnel or the agency responsible for performing airfield inspections/checks.  A variety of dispersal and control measures may 
also be available to other personnel (environmental, security, crash, fire, rescue, deployed duty officers, etc.) to use on an as-
needed basis.  These measures will be readily available at any time when birds or other wildlife threaten airfield operations.  
Pyrotechnic equipment will be properly stored.  
 
        b. Active harassment. 
 
            (1)  The Lawson AAF will have enough harassment tools to effectively control and harass airfield wildlife. When Lawson staff 
harassment is not enough EMD will be called to provide assistance.  
 
            (2)  The Lawson AAF anticipates that a combination of human presence, bioacoustics, and pyrotechnics will be enough to 
disperse any birds that may create watch conditions resulting from birds landing and feeding on the airfield and prevent birds from 
landing and feeding.  
 
            (3)  Bioacoustics with species-specific calls will be used. 
  
            (4)  Additional harassment techniques such as networks of remotely-triggered gas cannons, radio-controlled model aircraft 
or others may be used as effective supplements to other dispersal techniques.   
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Appendix E.  Lawson AAF (KLSF)  
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Appendix F.  Local Wildlife Species  
 
Species identified by the WHA are included in this Appendix.  Existing, current knowledge of Fort Benning’s common wildlife , 
routine aircrew observations, and Lawson AAF bird surveys generated  the following wildlife summary:  
 
        a. Avian. 
 
             (1)  The Lawson AAF will continue monitoring avian use, record avian observations, and actively harass birds under 
acquired federal and state permits as necessary.  Turf maintenance preventing seed production, bioacoustics, and measures to 
deter roosting and perching are the primary control methods.  Common Lawson AAF avian inhabitants likely include, but are not 
limited to, European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris), American crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos), Eastern meadowlarks (Sturnella 
magna), mourning doves (Zenaida macroura), red-tailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensis), house sparrows (Passer domesticus), rock 
dove (Columba livia), killdeer (Charadrius vociferus), various gulls, and other neotropical migrants.  Owls have also been observed 
using hangars for roosting. 
 
        b. Mammals.  
 
The Lawson AAF will continue to monitor mammal use, record mammal observations, and actively harass mammals under acquired 
federal and state permits as necessary. Turf maintenance to reduce habitat attraction, fence maintenance to prevent entrance, and 
active harassment as previously detailed will be the primary methods of control. Common mammal inhabitants at the Lawson AAF 
likely include white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), feral hogs (Sus Scrofa), coyotes (Canis latrans), gray fox (Urocyon 
cinereoargenteus), raccoons (Procyon lotor), bobcats (Lynx rufus), opossums (Didelphis virginiana), armadillos (Dasypus 
novemcinctus), and striped skunks (Mephitis mephitis).  Small mammals, such as rodents, are not typically considered a direct 
threat to aviation but do attract larger predators.  
 
        c. Threatened and Endangered Species. 
 
Federally threatened and endangered species and other protected species of concern which are afforded protection by the 
Endangered Species Act, Migratory Bird Treaty Act, and/or Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act that are known to occur on the 
installation and may occasionally be observed near the Lawson AAF area include, but are not limited to, the bald eagle (Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus), wood stork (Mycteria americana), and red-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis). 
 
Appendix G.  USAF Low-Level Bird Avoidance Model (BAM) 
 
        a. The BAM is a predictive model using geographic information system (GIS) technology as a key tool for analysis and 
correlation of bird habitat, migration, and breeding characteristics, combined with key environmental and man-made geospatial data.  
The value for each cell (or pixel) of the model is equivalent to the sum of the mean bird mass (in ounces), for all bird species present 
during a particular daily time period, for one of 26 two-week periods in a year.  Avian Hazard Advisory System (AHAS) is the 
dynamic version of the BAM and is available online http://www.usahas.com/. Coverage includes the entire continental United States 
and Alaska.  
 
        b. The bird species data set was derived from discrete geographic information for observations of 60 key WASH bird species, 
over a 30-year period.  The species data was acquired from several key datasets, including the Audubon Societies' Christmas Bird 
Count, the US Biologic Survey's Breeding Bird Survey, bird refuge arrival and departure data for the conterminous US, and many 
additional data specific to a particular bird species.  
 
        c. The risk levels describe three predicted risk classes — Low, Moderate and Severe, which are based upon the bird mass in 
ounces per square kilometer.  In other words, the risk levels represent the amount of birds (bird mass) in a kilometer squared spatial 
area.  The "Moderate Zone" indicates a risk ratio that is 57-708 times the risk of the "Low Zone", while the "Severe Zone" indicates a 
risk ratio that is 2,503-38,647 times the risk of the "Low Zone". 
 
        d. The model uses the best available data for historical modeling of bird migratory patterns to provide the user with an effective 
decision making tool.  Because birds are dynamic creatures whose migratory behavior is initiated by weather events in any given 
year, the model cannot be said to predict the exact movement of bird species through space and time beyond the biweekly 
timeframe.  Spatial zones indicating a severe risk according to the model should not be ignored and should be avoided.  It is not 
suggested that pilots fly within the "Severe Zone" unless it is absolutely mission essential. 
 
Appendix H.  Active WASH Dispersal Equipment 


A variety of methods and equipment to utilize for dispersing wildlife may be used at Lawson AAF to control wildlife and have been 
previously defined.  The WDDT will be trained in the use of dispersal equipment at Lawson AAF/heliports annually.  Equipment to be 
used includes, but is not limited to, Static deterrent devices (e.g., scarecrows, silhouettes, effigies); propane cannons; bioacoustics; 
pyrotechnics; wildlife identification books; safety equipment (e.g., gloves, safety glasses, ear protection, fire extinguishers, 
procedures for emergency/accident reporting); wildlife strike collection kits; and binoculars. 


 


 



http://www.usahas.com/
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Appendix I.  Passive WASH Control Methods 


        a. Manage turf height between 6 to 12 inches to prevent seed production, control broad leafed weeds (chemical application for 
weed control must be reviewed and approved by DPW EMD prior to any use) and minimize maintenance costs. 


        b.  Plant bare or erodible areas with grass mixtures that are not suitable or desirable for wildlife and are designed for areas that 
receive no supplemental fertilization or irrigation, does not involve invasive or weedy species, promotes native ecosystems and land 
sustainability, and does not conflict with the military mission at the airfield will be used. 


        c. Remove/minimize habitat diversity and edge effect.  Maintain existing woody vegetation as appropriate on the airfield to 
promote the most uniform and late succession vegetative condition possible. 


        d. Remove animal carcasses from the airfield/heliport to avoid attracting scavengers.  Coordinate with DPW EMD for 
identification if necessary. 


        e. Remove dead vegetation such as brush piles, grass clippings, mulch to prevent wildlife cover use. 


        f. Practice integrated pest management to control potential food sources (rodents, invertebrates) for larger predators as well as 
invasive or weedy vegetative species on the Lawson AAF grounds.  Coordinate actions with DPW EMD Pest Management 
Coordinator. 


        g. Maintain drainage features to prevent standing water on the Lawson AAF grounds.  Regularly inspect ditches to keep them 
clear.  Maintain ditch sides as steeply as possible (minimum slope ratio of five to one) to discourage birds and emergent vegetation.  
Improve drainage as necessary to inhibit even temporary ponds or puddles. 


        h. Eliminate or manage perching, nesting, and/or roosting sites on fences, poles, trees, and buildings/hangars. 


        i. Maintain perimeter fence and gates.  
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Appendix J. FAA Form 5200-7, Bird/Other Wildlife Strike Report 
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